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PREFACE

The present volume differs from the three other volumes

of ' The Indian Empire,' in that for the most part it has

been planned and written m England, and therefore does

not bear the same official sanction of the Government.

of Iiulia.

When dealing with so vast a subject as the history of

India, it has been held necessary to divide it into chapters

which relate not so much to separate periods of time as to

the separate sources from which the materials are derived,

and to entrust these chapters to different authors with

special ciualificalioiis. Such important branches of hibtu-

rical investigation as epigraphy, numismatics, arcliaeology,

and architecttue are thus introduced into their proper place

as preUminary to the chapters based upon written records,

while the available evidence from both Sanskrit and ver-

nai Likir literature has likewise been included. It must,

however, be admitted that this method of treating the

subject possesses certain inherent disadvantages. The

matter of the several chapters cannot be marked off by

rigid lines. For example^ inscriptions comprise those on

coins, and the origin of both building and sculpture is to

be sought in prehistoric times. So again when the days

of history proper have been reached, Periods that may

conveniently be distinguished overlap one another in fact,

while Northern and Southern India can hardly be brought

within the same focua It must also be borne in mind that

large portions of the early history of India are still the

field of conjecture and controversy, where scholars of equal

eminence hold divergent views. Consequently, there may

be found in the present volume some lack of logic in
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IT PREFACE

ftrrangement, a certain amount of repetition, and possibly

a few inconsistenctea of statement It has been thought

better to admit such apparent defects than to attempt

a strict uniformity, which would only produce results In-

adequate and misleading. In particular, the editor has

not felt it his duty to demand that the contributors

should all follow a conventional spelling of Indian names

and words*

The names of the authors are appended to their several

chapters, but it may be desirable to enumerate them here :

—

Chapter I, * Epigraphy,' has been written by Dr. J. F.

Fleet, CLE., late LC.S., and sometime Kpiq;raphist to

the Government of India; Chapters II, III, IV, and VII,

'Prehistoric Antiquities,' 'Archaeology of Historical Period,'

• Numismatics,' and ' Early History of Northern India/

by Mr. Vincent A. Smith, late I.C.S., author of TJic Early

History of India ; Chapter V, * Architecture,' by Dr. James

Buigess, CLE., formerly Director-General of the Archaeo-

logical Survey of India ; Chapter VI, ' Sanskrit Literature^'

by Dr. A. A. Maodonell, Boden Professor of Sanskrit at

Oxford; Chapter VIII, ' Medi^ieval History of Northern

India,' by Mr. James Kennedy, late I.C.S.
;
Chapter IX,

* Hindu Period of Southern India,' by Mr. Robert Sewell,

late I.C.S.; Chapter X, ' Muhammadan India,' by Mr. Wil-

liam Irvine, late LCS. ; and Chapter XI, 'Vernacular Litera-

ture/ by Dr. G. A. Grierson, CLE., late I.C.S., Superin-

tendent of the Linpfuistic Survey of India.

The sketch of the jMaratiifis in Chapter XII is due to

the editor ; while Sir W. W. Hunter's story of the eariy

European Settlements and of British rule, forming the

basis of Chapters XIII and XIV, has been revised and

brought up to date, without altering the personal impress

of the original, by Mr. P. E. Roberts, who acted as assistant

to Sir W, W, Hunter during the closing years of his life.
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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

Notes on Transliteration

VcweUSaands

a has the sound of a in * woman/
a has the sound of a in * father.'

e has the vowel-sound in ' grey.*

i has the sound of /' in ' pin.'

i has the sound of / in * pohce.'

o has the sound of in ' bone.'

u has the sound of // in * bull.*

Q has the sound of w in ' flute.'

ai has the vowel-sound in ' mine.'

BU has the owel-sound in ' house.'

It should be stated that no attempt has been made to distinguish

beitween the long and short sounds of e and o in the Diavidiao

languages, which possess the vowel-sounds in *bet' and 'hot' in

addiliaD to those given above. Nor has it been tfaoi^ht neoesmy
to maxk vowels as long in cases where mistakes in pronunciation

were not likdy to be made.

Consonants

Most Indian languages have different forms for a number of con-

sonants, such as </, /, r, &c., marked in scientific works by the use

of dots or italics. As the European ear distinguishes these witli

difficulty in ordinary pronunciation, it has been considered undesir-

able to embarrass the reader with them ; and only two notes are

required. In the first place, tlie Arabic a strong guttural, has

been represented by k instead of q, which is often used. Secondly,

it should be remarked that aspirated consonants are common
;
and,

in particular, dh and /// (excejjt in Burma) never have the sound of

th in ' this ' or 'thini' but should be pronounced as in * wuodhouse'

and ' boathook.'
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vi INTRODUCTORY NOTES

Burmesi Words

liui aie.se and some of ihc Un^^ua^cb uii Uie fronucr uf China have

the following special sounds :

—

aw has the vowel-mnd in 'law.'

6 and u are [nonounced as in German,

gy is pronounced almost likej in * jewel.*

ky is pronounced almost like ch in 'church.'

th is pronounced in some cases as in ' thisi' in some cases as in

* thin.'

• w after a consonant has the force of mv. Thus, ywa and pw€
are disyllables, pronounced as if written ^'i^a andpywt.

It should alio be noted flia^ whereas in Indian words the accent

or stress is distributed almost equally on each syllable^ in Burmese

there is a tendency to throw spedal stress on the last pliable.

General

The names of some places—e.g. Calcutta, Bombay, Lucknow,

Cawnpore—have obtained a popular fixity of spelling, while q»ecial

forms have been o6fidally prescribed for others. Names of persons

are oflen spelt and pronotmced differently in different parts of India

;

but the variations have been made as few as possible by assimilating

forms almost alike, especially where a particular spelling has been

generally adopted in English books.

Notes on Money, Prices, Weights and Measures

As the currency of India is based upon the rupee, all statements

with regard to money throughout the Gazetteer have necessarily been

expressed in rupees, nor has it been found pos.sible to add generally

a conversion into sterling. Down to about 1873 the gold value of

the rupee (containing 165 grains of pure silver) was approximately

equal to 2J., or one-tenth of a £ ; and for that period it is easy to

convert rupees into sterling by striking off the final cipher (Rs. 1,000

= £100). Bui afier 1873, owing to the depreciation of silver as

comi)arc(l with gold throughout the world, there c-ame a serious and
progressive fall in the exchange, until at one time the gold value of

the rupee dropped as low as \s. In order to j)rovide a remedy for

the heavy los.s cau.sed to the Government of India in respect of its

gold payments to be iiiadc in Lngland, and also to relieve foreign

trade and finance from the inconvenience due to constant and

tmforeseen fluctuations in exchange, it was resolved in 1893 to close

the mints to the free coinage of silver, and thus force up the value of

the rupee by restricting the circulation. The intention was to raise
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ft

the exchange value of the rupee to is. and then intiodttce a gold

standard (though not necessariiy a gold cunency) at the rate of R& 15
ss £ I. This policy has been completely successful From 1899 on*

vaids the value of fhe rapee has been maintained, with insignificant

fluctuations, at the proposed rate of 1^.4^/.; and consequently since

that date three rupees have been equivalent to two rupees before 1 873.

For the intermediate period, between 1873 and 1899, it is manifestly

impossible to adopt any fixed sterling value for a constantly changing

rupee. But since 1899, if it is d^ired to convert rupees into sterling,

not only must the final cipher be struck off (as before 1873), but

also one-third must be subtracted the lesult Thus Ks. 1,000

= £100—J = (about) £67.

Another matter in connexion with the expression of money state-

ments in terms of rupees requires to be explairved. The method of

numerical notation in India differs from that which prevails through-

out Europe. Large nnn.ljcrs are not punctuated in hundreds of thou-

sands and millions, but in lakhs and crores. A lakh is one hundred

thousand (written out as 1,00,000), and a crore is one hundred lakhs

or ten millions (written out as 1,00,00,000). Consequently, accord-

ing to the exchange value of the rupee, a lakh of rupees (Ks. 1,00,000)

may be read as the equivalent of £to,ooo before 1S73, and as the

equivalent of (about) £6,667 ^f^er 1899; while a crore of rupees

(Rs. 1,00,00,000) may similarly be read as the equivalent of

£1,000,000 before 1873, and as the equivalent of (about) £666,667

after 1899.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the rupee is divided into

16 annas, a fraction commonly used for many purposes by both

natives and Europeans. The anna was formerly reckoned as i^d. ;

it may now be considered as exactly corresponding to id. The
amia is again subdivided into 12 pies.

The various systems of weights used in India combine uniformity

of scale with immense variations in the weight of units. The scale

used generally throughout Northern India, and less commonly in

Madras and Bombay, may be ihus expressed : one niaund — 40 seers
;

one seer = 16 chittaks or 80 tolas. The actual weight of a seer

varies greatly from District to District, and even from village to

village ; but in the standard system the tola is 180 grains Troy

(the exact weight of the rupee), and the seer thus weighs 2 '05 7 lb.,

and the maund 82-28 lb. This standard is used in official reports

and throughout the GaaeUeer,

For calculating retail prices, the universal custom in India is to

express them in terms of seers to the rupee. Thus, when prices

duuige, what varies is not the amount of money to be paid for the
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same quantity, but the quantity to be obtained for the same amount
of money. In other words, prices in India are quantity y^rices, not

money prices. When the figure of quantity goes up, this of course

means that the price has gone down, which is at first sight perplexing

to an English reader. It may, however, be mentioned that quantity

prices are not altogether unknown in England, especially at small

shops, where pennyworths of many groceries can be bought. Eggs,

iil^ewise, are commonly sold at a varying number for the shilling.

If it be desired to convert quantity prices from Indian into English

denominations without ha\ in ' recourse to money prices (which would

often be misleading), the lollowing scale nKiy be adopted—based
upon liie assumptions tl n i seer is exactly 2 lb., and iliat the value

of the rupee remains coiisiant at \s. ^d. : i seer per rupee = (about)

3 lb. for 2S.
-J

2 seers per rupee = (about) 6 lb. for zs. ; and su on.

The name of the unit for square measuzement in India generally

is the ifhvih varies gresitly in different parts of the ccwntry.

But areas have always been eipcessed throughout the Gateiieer «tber

m square nilet or In acres.
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THE INDIAN EMPIRE

VOLUME II

HISTORICAL

CHAPTER I

EPIGRAPHY

/. Introductory Noti

The subject of this contribution to the Imperial Gazetteer in'ro-^nc-

is the explanation of the nature and \ :\lue of the fpi<:ra]ihic ^^'J^
"^^^

or inscriptional bases of Indian rcsc irrh for the [ re Musal-

mSn period. And the topic is an important one; for, not

only is India particularly rir h in inscriptional remains, but

also those remains are the only sure L^rounds of historical

faults in every line of research connected with its ancient

past. We have, however, to exclude from our treatment of

this subject one branch which has always been found more

generally attractive than any of the others. The inscriptions

on coins and gems, better termed, by way of avoiding con-

fusion, 'legends* on coins and ecms, are epigraphic materials.

But they are a special class ot such materials ; and the treat-

ment of them falls, most properly, under the subdivision of

numismatology. We have to confme our attention here to

those epigrapliic remains which have come to be best known

as 'inscriptions' by way of distinction from the numismatic

materials. Nevertheless, we hope to be able to show that our

topic is no dry and duii one, but is full oi interest as well as

importance.

The inscriptions, thus indicated as our topic, are notifica-

tions, very frequently of an official character, and generally more

or less of a public nature, which recite facts, simple or complex,

with or withoot dates, and were intended to be lasting reoords

ofthe mitten to whididiejr refer. They are in abnoet all cases

found cngraTed, not mitten. They were occasionally engiaTed

VOL. II. B
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t TBE INDIAN MMFIRE [chaf.

upon monuments in the shape of great monolithic columns; as,

for instance, in the case of some of the moral and religious

edicts of A^oka, and the paneg^-ric on the two columns of victory

at Mandasor, in Malwa, which recites tlie conquests of king

Yas5dharman. Mostly, however, they are found engraved on

metal plates, on stone tablets, on rocks, on walls and pillars

and other parts of caves or of temples and other buildings, on

pedestals of images and statues, and on relic-caskets. lUit they

are occasionally found painted, and in a few instances written

with ink. And some are found stamped on clay and bricks.

For the purposes that we have in view, the inscriiJtions in-

clude, with the exception of the legends on coins and gems,

everything inscriptive, written, painted, stamped or engraved,

public or private, lengthy or brief, tliatcan be turned to account

in connexion with the ancient past of India, in respect of the

political history, the religious development, or any other line of

research. Even the mere records of pilgrims' visits are of value,

in establishing the anti(iuity of the sacred places visited by them,

and of the towns from which they came. Even descriptive

labels, incised as accompaniments to statues and sculptures, are

valuable, in marking the ancient times to wliich traditions and

legends and mythological notions may be carried back. Even

a name bUmped on a brick has been found of use, in determin-

ing the period to which a building may be referred. And uven

masons' mark^ in the form of alphabetical characters, have

played «in iiii|*L»itant part in the inquiry into the history of

writinfif in India.

Such are the remains with which we are to deal, and of which

we shall speak either as 'inscriptions,' or as *epigraphic records,'

or simply as ^lecordSi' according to the convenience of the

moment But we are to handle them to only a certain extent

There aze technical details connected with the inscriptions

into the treatment of which we canno^ for various reasons,

enter here. Few the palaeographic bzanch of Indian epigraphic

research, whidi explains the alphabets In which the inscriptkns

were written^ and deals with the origin and development of

those alphabets, we can here only refer to Professor Bfihlei's

Misckg Palaeograj^hie^ published in 1896. In respect of the

Unguages used in the inscriptioos, we can only say here that

they include Sanskrit, Pali, some of the Pr&krits, the mixed

dialect or dialects, and the older dialects of Kanares^ Maiftthli

Malayalam, Tamil, and Telugu ; adding that, though in this

detail some of the leoords offer problems which have stiU to be

solved, they presentno sufastantial initial difficulties to exploiers
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who will use, along with grammars and dictionaries, the more

recently and critically edited treatments of the texts aiid tmns-

lations. la respect of the diction, we can only observe that the

inscriptions were composed sometimes entirely in prose, some-

times entirely in verse, and sometimes in prose and verse mixetl.

And, in respect of the eras in which so many of the inscriptions

were dated, and of the methods according to which the precise

dates were stated, we can only refer to certain special works and

tables which will be mentioned farther on. Those are technical

topics which cannot be handled here. Also, while a sufficient

indication must be given of the various purposes to which the

mscriptions can be applied, we sliall not present here even

a summary of the historical and other results obtained from

them ; those results form the topics of other contributions to

this volume.

We have to deal here with the inscriptions from other points

of view. We have to explain the nature of them. We have to

illustrate the value of them, and show in a general way the ends

to which they may be utilized, and establish the necessity for an

exhaustive examination of them. And we have to indicate the

nature of the work which still remains to be done on them, and

to point out certain subsidiary lines of research which ought to

be systematically followed up in connexion with them. In

leading, as we hope to do, new workers into a field of

exploration in which there is a vast amount of important work

stfll to be done, especially in connexion with the more ancient

periods, we have to make the way easy for them, by showing

them how to avmd the mistakes of previous explorers, and

how to diiect their own inquiries to the greatest advantage.

//• The Valm of the Inscriptions

Rich as have been their bequests to us in other fines, the The vdM
HindQs have not tnuosmitted to us any historical works which ^^^^^p.

can be accepted as reliable for any early times. And it istioos.

almost entire^ from a patient examination of the inscriptions,

the start in which was made more than a century ago, that

oar knowledge of the andenft political history of India has

been derived. Bat we are also ultimately dependent on the

inscriptions in every other line of Indian research. Hardly

aiqr definite dates and identifications can be established except

from them. And they rpgolate everything that we can learn

from traditioD, Uteiatare, coins, art^ architecture^ or any other

source.

BS
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While, however, the inscriptions contain the historical and

other information which we seek, they were written, engraved,

and published, not with the object of presenting that informa-

tion, but for other purposes which will be made apparent

further on ; and as a rule it is only incidentally, and as a

purely secondary consideration, that they record the details

which are so valuable to us. The collection of those details,

therefore, is a matter that requires time and patience. The
general value of the inscriptions lies mostly in the way in

which they all work in, one with another. It follows that

our results are, for the most part, obtained only by an

examination and combination of large numbers of the epi-

graphic records
; as, for instance, in the process which

enabled Professor Kielhom (see I A, 20. 404 {{}) to dispel the

influence of a myth, the Vikrama-legend, which had long

dominated certain theories abuut the history of Sanskrit

lii'.Tature and other umtters, by showing thai the so-called

A ikiarna era, beginning in 58 B.C., was neither established by,

nor designedly invented in memory of, any king Vikrama-

ditya who actually flourished at that time ^ It is not always

* For the explanation of tbe abbreviatioiis used in this chapter, see the

lift on page 87 1 below.

* Thtt Icfend balongt tpedally to tkft Jaiai. As legirdt this ptit of it,

Itofelldf Kidhoin has shown that the era of 5S B. c. was known in A.D. 473
and 533-;^?, as *the recl^oning; of the Malavas/ and in a.d. S79 as 'the

Malava time or era,' and that records of A.D. 73S and 1169 speak of it as

* the years of the Malava lord or lords.' He has shown that the word

fffXrvMi it fint taul oonpled widi it in « iccoid of a. Ik 841 wbidi qpetict

of *tfae time called viknama^ and Uiaft we hear lor the fiitt tiiiie of a ptinoe

or king named Vikrama, in connexion with the era, in a poena composed in

A.D. 993, the author of which gives its date by saying that he was w.-iting

one thonsaad and filty years ' after king Vikrama had ascended to the pure

dwelling of the immort^.* And he has shown that the fint specific men*

tiOQ of the en as having been eitahllahed hy Viknuniditja is in a veoocd of

A.D. 1
1 98. He has pointed ont that theie fiicti *woald seem to indicate

that the connexion of Vikrama with the era grew tip gradu.ally, or was an

innovation which took ccninries to become generally adopted.' And he

has pnt forward the very reasonable opinion that the word vikrmia^ from

which the idea of tiie Idng Viknuna or Vlkmniditya was evoM. most

piohably caine to be coonectod with the en hy tlie poela» hecanae tiie yean
of die ledEoning oilgfaiaUy in the antnmn, and the autumn was the

season for comnwiBcing campaigna, and wa^ in ahoit, the vUartma*hiUa or
' war-time.'

On the geiitral question, reference may be marie to a note by the present

writer, in lA, 1901 .
3 f. All the nnlts of epigrapUe leaeaxdi emphatieallj

cndone rtofcMOi Kielhon't condoaloBi^ end poin^ as ftr as we can aee aft

pnicn^ I0 tiie period between A.n. 84* tad 993 ae the line, daring wldoh
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tliMt a single uiscripdon, taken by itself, will establish auy-

tfaing of special importance; and ive mnst, at any late, not

make a start in ^ngmphy with the expectation of achieving

a great discovery in the first new record that we examine*

It is not erery day diat we are able to obtain a Ramminda
Inscription (£1, 5. 4) which locates at once die birthplace

of a Bnddha ; or a Mandasdr Inscription (F.GI, 79^ and see

intiod., 65 £) which settles at once the long-disputed quesdon

of the epoch of an Indian era, that of the great Gupta ki^gs;

or a Takht-i-fiahai inscription which (see JRAS» 1905. 223 fif.

;

1906. 706 ff.) fanmbes oocroborative evidence of a Christian

tmdition about an aposde and an Indian king^ St Thomas and

GoiidophemSs\

A. The Absence of Ancient Historical Compilations

in India

It has been said &bove, that the Hindfls have not bequeathed The abscnos

to us any historical work which can be accepts ! ns reliable for hiworiS^
any early times. It is» indeed, very questionable whether the compitnti

ancient Hindus ever possessed the true historical sense^ in the
^

shape of the faculty of putting together genuine history on

broad and oidcal lines. As we shall see, they could write

the hrst crude rudiments of the tuU legend were evolved, or at least weie

brought into something like & sulmantial story.
*

It hat fwtber sow beooat dear tiuit that part of the lc|^d which oon*

aects eettain alien foes with Viknunaditya ia nltiiiiately based upon nothing

hut a confusion (see JRAS, 1905. 643 ff.
; 161, 176) between Saka,

.4aka, as the name of a forcii;n people, and the epigraphic forms Saka, J^aka^

-Sakka, ^akka, Sakya, ^akya, ^akya, a ' Buddhist* That part of it rests,'

Mt upon wan between an lodlui khig and Ibcdgn invadcn of his conntry,

bat upon the rivalry, with vazying tnooesa, dnring the fittt centwiea before

and ^er the Christian era, between the Buddhists and the Jaioi^

The rcck-oning of 58 B.C. was founded by Kanishka, in the sense tliat the

'-»y^!vnr^ years of it were the years of his rci|;n ; it was set i^oinj; as .m era by

succc&tior, who, instead of breaking the reckouing, so started, by intro-

dndng aaodier aeeoiding to hb own legnal years, coothined it; and it was
aooq>ted and perpetuated aa an era by the MShivn people, and 10 was Inne-

ontted to posterity by them : see JRAS, 1905. 233 ; 1906. 979; 1907, 169.
* In connexion with this matter it mny be added that, whereas the Syriac

version of the Acts of St. Thomas niaitioai a certain Gad as a brother of

king GQdnaphar, Gondopheroes (IA, 1904. 4), there hat recently been

obtdned, fiton the tenritory to which the Takht4*Bahat Inieriptioik beloogi,

an hitagiiio (see the Annual Report ofth* Archaeological Survey ofIndia for

1902-3. i<^7) which bears the Kharoshfh! leg^cnd dulisa, ' uf Gada (Cad).'

It would be rash to jump to Uie conclusion that wc have here a scuvciiir of

Gad himself, brother of Goudophcrncs. But wc. have evidence, in this new

diseofeiyt Aat the imbm Gad is el least not purely kgcndaiy.
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short historical compositions, concise and to the point, but

limited in extent. But no evidence of the possession by ihem

of the faculty of dealing with histoiy on general lines has

survived to us in the shape of any genuine historical work,

deliberately written by them as such, and also accuiate and

reliable.

The experience of the Arabian writer Alberun!, in the

eleventh century, was, that 'the Hindus do not pay much
attention to the historical order of things, they are very care-

less in relating the chronological succession of their kings, and

when ihey are pressed for information and are at a loss, not

knowing what to say, they invariably take to tale-tclling.' ' And
certainly, such attempts as have been made by the Hindus of

more recent times do not display any capabilities from which

we might inft r tliat their early ancestors possessed the faculty,

even if they did not exercise it.

Early in the last century, there was put together—apparently

quite spontaufoiisly, and not in consequence of any lead given

by western in(|uiries—a Kanarese compilation entitled Raja-

valikathe, or 'the story of the succession of kings." which

purports to trace the history of Jainism, especially in connexion

with the province of Mysore, on the })olitical history of which,

also, it j)retends to throw light, from tlie earliest possible timca :

the pulilished extracts from this work'', however, sIkav that it

is simply an imaginative production, of the most fanciful kind,

based on the wildest legeiuls, to which no value of any sf»rt can

be attached for early historical purj)oses '. At ap})arenily some

earlier time, as yet not fixed, there was drawn up, in the same

pari of the tountry, a Tamil chronicle entitled Kongudesa-

rajakka]*, or 'the kings of the Kohgu country,' which purports

to give a connected historical account of Mysore from the first

century a.d. : but in this case, again, the fanciful nature of the

work, and its utter want of reliability for any purposes of early

* Sacliaii*8 tnniUtioii of Alberilnl*s India, a. lo.

' See EC, 3, Insaiptimis at ^ravana-BeIgo}a, introd. 3 ff., 8 if., 25 f., 6t.
* For one illustration of this, see lA, 21. 157; nnd ret^nrt^inL: the apo-

cryphal character of one of the earlier works on which it may be babied, the

Bhadrabahucharita, see £1, 4. 33, note i.

* There Is an abstract of the coateots of this work, by 1>>wton, In JRAS,
1846. i(T.; and a tT^nslri'. in, by Taylor, in the Madrasywr»i/^Z«f*ra/tonf

and ScicmCy 14, 1847. i (T. rumoll condemned the work in his South'

Indian Palaeop-aphy, ^87 }. 26. aote I
;

>i^7S. .^3, no'.e 1.

Regarding the 'Chronicle of Toragal,' another document of the same class,

but on a mialler scale, prodnoed fay the astrologers of Bclganm and l[«BS|i|

see LA, 30, 1901. SOI, tM>;e 5.
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history, arc (.liscloscd at once by the very slightest thoughllul

examination in the light of present knowledge : tor instance, at

the outset, nut only does it give, as real lacis, the fictitious

pedigree and history with which \vc are familiar from the

spurious copperplate records of the Western Ganga series, Ijut

also (see ILI, 3. 170), before the first of the fictitious Gaiiga

kings, it places in the period a.d. 82 to 178, and before that

time, some of the Rashtrakuta kings whose dates really lay

between a.d. 675 and 956. Notices of other chronicles,

idattng, for insunc^ to the Cbola, Pallava, and Pan4>a

temtocies and to the Teling^ cotmtiy, aie to be found in

Piolessor H. H. Wilson's ZksmpHve Caiohgtu of ikt Madte$m$

CoOeeHom* These bave^ perhaps, not yet been critidzed in

decail. But a perusal of Ae notices discloses features very

similar to those of the RSJivalikathe and the Koogude^-
rSjSkkaL And, though they may be of some use in the

geographical line of inquiry, we have no prima-focie reason

to expect to find in these works, 'also, anything of the

slightest historical value for early days.

Pfldlgreea and Socceaahma

Yet there were once, undoubtedly, genuine materials in Fedigrees and

abundance, from wliich histories of the most valuable kind

migiit have been compiled in ancient times.

In the first place, we, who have lived in In<h'n, know how,

in that country, pedigrees arc always forthcoiuii;;^, even in the

present day, to an extent that is unknown in western lands.

Among families connected in any way hereditarily with the

administration, even the Gaudas or Patils (the village headmen)

and the Kulkarnis (the accountants) can always bring forward,

whenever there is any inquiry into their waians or rights and

privileges, or any dispute among themselves, genealogical tables,

nnquestioaably not altogether unauthentic, which exhibit the

most complicated ramifications of their houses^ and often go

bade for two or three centuries ; and even the death of an

ordinary cultivator usually results in the production of a similar

table, though of more limited scope, in the inquiry that is held

to determine his heirs. Every mat/utox religious college of any

importance preserves the succession of its heads. And among
the Jains we have the Patt&valia or successions of pontiffs, for

a ftill and lucid notice of some of which we are indebted to

Dr. Hoemle (lA, so. 34 r ; si. 57)^ They purport to run

* For uihe», see KlAtt in lA, 11. 24^ 2^1 ; retenoa's iiecond Kc^ort on
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back to even the death of the last Tirthatrikara Vardhamana-

Mahavira in (let us say) 527 B.C.
;

and, though the earlier

portions of them were probably put together in their present

form not before the ninth century a.d. (because they exhilnt

the Vikrama-legend \ see page 4 above, and note a) and with

results that are capable of considerable adjustment, they are;,

no doabt^ based upon more ancient and c(m«ct lists thatwm
then extant.

The preservation of pedigrees and successions has evidently

been a national chamcteristic for many centtmes. And «e
cannot doubt that copsiderahle attention waa paid to the matter

in connexion with the royal fiunilies, and diat Vaihlftvalis or

RSjftvalis, lists of the lineal ancoesaions of kiqgs» were compiled

and kept from very eaily times. In fiu:^ the matter is not one
of specidation, hat is capable of proof. We distincdy lecogniae

the use of sudi Vaihlivalis, giving the relationships and anooes-

sions of 1diigs» but no chronological details beyond the record

• of the total dumtioo of each reign, with occasionally a coronar

tion<date recorded in an era, in the copperpUte records. We
trace them, for instance, in the introductory passages of the

grants ofthe Eastern Chalukya series(see,eg.«lA, 14. 55 ; H.SII,

1. 36 \ £1, 5. 151 ; 7, 177), which, from the period a.d. 9x8 to

995 onwards, name the successive kiqga^ b^ginnmg with the

founder of Uie line who reigned three centuries before that

time^ but do not put forward more than the length of the reign

of each of them ; and, from certain differences in the figures

for some of the reigns, we recognize that there were varying

recensions of those Vaiiisavalis. And we trace the use of

Vam^valis again in the similar records of the Eastern Gahgas

of Kalinga, which, from a.d. 1058 onwards (see EI, 4. 183),

give the same details about the kings of that line with effect

from about A.D. 890, and one of which, issued in A.D. 1396

(JASB, 65^ 1896. 239), includes a coronation-date of a.d. 1141

or 114s.

There is other proof also ^ There has been brought to hght

from NSpftl a long Vam^avali (lA, 13. 411), which purports

to give an unbroken list of the rulers of that country, with

Satiskrit MSS., 89, 163; and Bhiiulark«r*s Ji^fiort m Samkfif MSS. for

1883-84. 14, 319.

' Kalhana, writing the Rajntararhgini in A.U. 1148-49, mentions lists of

kings of Kashmir which had been put together by Kshcmendra and

Heliiiya (compare page 16 twlow). IM.we do not quote theie m praofof

our present point; because they were compilaliona, aol or^^nal liitf

piepoicd mtder the dynaMies U> wiiich thqr refened.
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the lengths of their reigna and an occasional landmark in the

shape of the date of an accession stated in an eia, back from

a.D. 1768 to even so fabulous an antiquity as six or seven

centuries before the commencement of the Kali ^e in 3 1 02 b.c
. It contains gross mistakes in chronology : for instance, it places

in loi to 34 B.C. Amiuvarman, of the Th^kuri dynasty, who, we

know, was ruling in a.d. 635 and 649 or 650 (F.GI, introd.,

189); and, partly through committing one of the usual lead-

ing faults of Hindvl compilations, namely, of treating contcm-

])oraneous dynasties as successive dynasties, it places about the

end of the seventh century i^c. a certain \'rishadcva, of the

Suryavarhsi or Lichchhavi dynasty, wlio, we know, was a con-

temporar)' of Arhsuvarman. And, as was pointed out by Pandit

lihagwanlal Indraji, who brought the full VamsAvali to notice

critically, * it possesses no ^'alue whatever as a whole,* and * no

single one of its several portions \^ free from the most serious

errors,' and it is useless for reconstructing the earlier history of

Nepal, even by adjustment with respect to any names and dates

that are known from other sources. But, in eoniKxion with

the above-mentioned VrishadC-va, and in spite of the error in

respect of his date, it teaches one thing which is of use. From
him, whom it places No. 18 in the vSurjavarfasi dynastv, to

Vasantadeva, No. 23. it gives correctly a list of six succebsive

names, which we hnve verified from ejiigrapliic records. It

allots to each of these rulers, it is true, a length of reign which

nf>t only is impossible in itself, but also is disproved in one

case at least by the inscriptions. But the fact remains, that

the names are given correctly and in the right order. This

short list was c-ertainly not based on some ancient charter read

by the original compiler of this portion of the VariiiSvali. What
would have happened, if that had been the case, is suggested

plainly enough by the Konnur inscription from ii>c Dharwar

District (EI, 6. 25), which purports to be the reproduction of

a clkuLti, d.;ted a.d. S60, of the time of the Rashtrakuui king

Amoghavarijha I. Here, we liave a record on stone, which

says that it was embodied in that shape in accordance with

a copperplate charter that was read and explained by a

certain Jain teacher named Viranandin, son of Mcghachandra.

Partly from the characters of the record, and partly from the

eslat^ished feet that Meghachandra died a.i>. 11151 we know
that this record was not put on the stone before the tweiftb

century a.i>. We do not dispute the alleged fact that VEra-

nandin drafted the stone record from some ancient charter on

copper. But we find either that he could not read that charter
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correctly, or that he did not take the trouble to interpret it

aright ; for, not only has he misstated thetehitioiisbipfiof tome

of the Rashtrakuta kings whom the stone veraon does mention,

and omitted others whom it ought to have incfaided, but also

—

probably from a wrong intezpietatioo of some verse which we

have not as yet found in a genuine lecotd—*he has placed at

the head of the Rashtrakuta genealogy a purely fictitious

person, whom he has called Prichchhakaraja. If the list from

Vrishadeva to Vasantadeva in the Nepal Vaih^vali had been

put together in the same way from some ancient deed, the

compiler of that part of the doctiment would undoubtedly have

committed some similar mistakes. We have no hesitation in

saying that he took these six names from some genuine early

Vamsavali, accessible to him, which had sun-ivcd from the time

of the rulers to whom it referred ; and probably the duration of

the reigns was given correetly l)y him, and was falsified Fuh-

sequently by some later compiler to suit his own scheme of the

whole chronology.

The Bower Manuscript has proved to us that, under

favourable conditions, a document written on even so frail

a material as birch-bark can survive for fourteen centuries.

This manuscript was obtained in Kashgaria, on tiie north

of Kashmir, through excavations at *the foot of one of the

curious old erections, of which several arc to be found in the

Kuchar district.' It was secured and brought to notice by

Lieutenant Bower (see JASB, 59, 1890. proceedings, 221),

from whom it derives its name. And Dr. Hoernle has shown

(IA, 21. 37), by a comparison of its characters with those of

epigraphic records, that in it we have a veritable original

document, which is a relic that has come down to us from

the period .\. d. 400 to 450. With this instance before us, we
may not unreasonalily hope that an exploration of some buried

city, or even of one or otb.er of the numerous private collections

of ancient manuscripts that still remain to be examined, may
some day result in ihc discovery of souiu of the cariy and
authentic Vamsavalis.

Meanwhile, we have to be very cautious in accepting wluit

we do obtain in this line. We have before us the example, not

only of the Nepal Vamsilvali, but also of some Vamsavalis from

Orissa, which do not indeed pretend to quite such &bulous

antiquity, but which nevertheless purport to present an unbroken

list of the kin^ of that province back from a.d. 1S71 to the

commenoement of the Kali age in 3102 b.c, with the length

of the reign of each, and with certain specified dates as epochs.
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And the results put forwaxtl by them, and by the pahn-kaf

aicbives of the temple of Jagann^tha at Pun, have been sup-

posed to give at 9XS$ rate certain definite and reliable landmarks

in the early history. But an examination of them and of the

archives (see EI, 3. 334 ff.) has shown that, for at least the

period anterior to about A.D. iioo, they are utterly fanciful and
misleading, and that they were devised, chiefly from imagina-

tion, simply to magnify the antiquity and importance of the

temple of Ja^annatha and of all its surrouTMlings and con-

nexions. These ioc.il annals are not correct even in respect of

so radical a point as the building of that temple. They attribute

it to a king Anangabhima, whom they would place a. P. 1175
to 1 202 ; whereas we know from the epigraphic records that it

was built by a predecessor of his, Anantavarma-Chodagahga-

Gangc^vara, in the period a.Tl 1075 to 1141 or 1142. Further,

they actually divide this latter king into two persons, Chodagahga

and Gahgesvara, to whom they would allot the })eriods a.d. i 132

to iT52and 1152 to 1166. For the jjfrlod anterior to him, thev

do not incorporate any ancient and authentic lists of rulers, hut

simply bring forward, amongst a host of fabulous names, a few

historic kings, some of them not even connected with Orissa at all,

whose dates they grossly misplace. Thus these records, again,

are absolutely worthless for any purposes of ancient history.

C» OfBdal Reeorda

In the genuine early Vaih^avalis, materials must long have Official

been extant, which could have been turned to mi)>t valuable records,

account, if only for the bare outlines of political history. But

there were plainly more ample materials than these. Of course,

the elaborate routine of modern times had not been devised.

Still, with the great advance towards civilization which the

Hindus had made even in the fourth century li.c, and with

the careful and detailed system of administration which is

disclosed by the inscrij^tional remains, tliere must have been,

from carl) Liincs, a fairly extensive system of official records,

la any such state of advancement there are certain precautions

and arrangements, indicated by common sense, which would

inevitably be adopted. Copies of important orders issued

must be kept on record in the issuing office, as a reminder

to make sure that instructions given are duly and fully carried

out ; and orders received must be filed in the receiving ofticc,

to be produced in justification of any particular measures taken

in giving effect to them. The specific terms of treaties and

alliances must be reduced to writing ; and copies must be kept
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for reference by each of the contracting parties. Diaries of

some kind must be kept by local governors, from which to

prepare from time to time the periodical reports on their

administration. A record must be kept, on both sides, of

tribute paid by the great feudatory nobles and received by the

paramount sovereign. And, even undtr a system of farming

the revenues, accounts of some kind must be framed, of the

proceeds of provincial customs and taxes and of village

re\-enues, and of the expenditure incurred on the collection

of them.

Notes of all such matters must have been preserved in some

form or another, in all the various ollices. Bat it is probable

that they were kept in the shape of general day-books, some-

thing like the Diaries of the Peshwas of the eighteenth century*,

dcaiirig wuii ciil matters mixed, rather than according to any

system of separate ledgers and files for each branch of business.

Except on the hypothesis of such a system of day-books, it is

difficult to account for the maiitir r in which, for instance, the

date of a record of a.d. 1008 ai I'anjore (H.SII, 3. 14) cites

the 124th and 143rd days of the twenty-fourth year of the Choja

king Rajaraja I, and the date of a record of a.d. i 113 at Tiru-

vfirtlr in the Tanjore district (EI, 4. 73) cites the 340th day of

the fifth year of the reign of his descendant Vikiama-Choladeva;

for sndi details to be cited conveniently,there most have been

availaUe some such books, in which the days were entered

and mimbeiedy and the events of fbem were posted up^ as

tbqr ran'.

D. Dynastic Archives and ChronkleB

Dynastic In such day-books and other records, valuable items of

1^'^'* historical information would abound. The compilation, how-

ehnsldes. ever, of any general history from them would> no doubt, be

^ For as UicatioD of the natnie of theie Diaiioi, reference auy be made
to the cxtrncts relating to politicel metteiS from tbe RGjnyi or Journal of

the Mahaiaja Sahu of Satara from A.n. 1713-14 to t7.'',4'"5, piil lislicl r.t

Poonn in or nbout igoo. Sonic of tlic Peshwis' Diaries themselves bavei

it is believed, been published since then.

* A nther coiloBe lintenoe of dtiag the dejpt i» fiunlihed ly the

TiTtpp&vanam grant of the PiQ^yn king Jetiwnuk>Kiileiikhara (lA, so.

38S), which mentions the 4,360th day of his thirteenth year. We can hardly

imagine thnt the numbering; of the dnys hnd nm on from the first day of

the reigu up to that high number. And we underi>iand that, as suggested

(loc. cit., 389), the writer took the fortieth day of the thirteenth year, and,

lot Mine leeeon or odier, added it to 360X ta *4»3e« as the total nnmbet

of the doyt of the peBoediqg twelve jreeim.
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a somewhat compliGated and laborious matter. But there

were, plainly, other nMteiials of a more ooodse kind, that

might have been used with great facility, in the shape of

dynastic archives and chronicles, whif !i, -'n some cases at

least, survived for a considerable time after the disappearance

of the dynasties to which they belonged, and from which

comprehensive and very valuable accounts might easily have

been put together.

It can on;y have been from ancient archives, of considerable

fullness of uctail, which had fallen into their own hands, thnt

the Western Chalukya kings of Kalyani (a.d. 973 to iiSy)

derived the knowledge that they possessed, and exhibited in

some of their records, of the earlier Chalukya dynasty of

Badami (about a.d. 550 to 757)—separated from themselves

by an intenal of more than two centuries, during which an

extraneous dynasty possessed the sovereignty—from which

they claimed to be descended. This is pointedly illustrated

by the mention, in the Kautherii plates of a.d. 1009 (I A, 16.

15), of Mangale^a, who was not in the direct line of descent,

and therefore might easily have been lost sight of in a mere

Vamsavali, and by the preservation, in the same record, among

certain other details for which tradition alone, or a mere list of

Icin^, would not account, of the memory of the conquest by

him of the territory of Rcvatidvipa, and by the way in which

the record seeks to obliterate his attempt to break the direct

and rightful senior line of succession in lavour of transmitting

the crown to his own son, by representing him as simply a

regent during the minority of his iicphew i'ui.ik: .->ui II, to

whom, it says, he eventually restored the throne in pious

accordance with the custom and laws of the Chalukya kings.

And the ^ilahara princes of the Southern Konkan must have

kept a careful record of their paramount sovereigns, the

Rashtrakutas (a.d. 754 to 973), as well as of themselves, to

account for the statement about tlie rise of their own family

under Krishna I. in the period between A.D. 878 and 912,

and for the full account of the Rfishtrakota genealogy, as

well as of tiieir own pedigree, that is given in the KhSri-

patan plates of A.D. X008 (£1, 3. 293), issued hy the Silfihflra

KattarSja in the time of ttie Western Ch&lukya king Iriva*

bedanga-SatylfokTa.

These cases indicate distinctly the compilatbn and survival

of dynastic chroddes, which were doubttos carried on chapter

by dhapter alker the death of each successive king or prince.

And we can actually recognize the copy of a chapter, or of
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the draft of the beginning of a chapter, of such a chronicle,

compiled most probably from day-books or other such sources,

in the Hathigvimpha cave-inscription, of 156 55 B.C. if it is

really dated in the 165th year of the time of the Maurya kings

(CIA, plate 17 ; Si.\th Oriental Congress, 3. 135), which gives

a succinct account of the career of king Kharavela of Kalm^a

from his birth to the tiiirteenth year of his reign : it tells u^ liiat

he s})ent fifteen years in princely sports ; that for nine years he

enjo> ed power as Yuvaraja or heir-apparent and appointed suc-

cessor ; and that he was crowned to the succession at the end

of his twenty-fourth year; and then it briefly enumerates, year by

year, the principal events of his reign, and certain laige items

of expenditure on public works and charity, as far as the

thirteenth year. In this department^ again, we may hope that

future explorations wiU xettilt in discoveries of a particularly

interesting kind.

E. The Puranas

The Those materials did not remain altogether unutilized. We
I'fu^VM. can tmoe a use of at least Vaih^avalis in the historical chapters

given in some of the Puranas, which do certainly indicate a
desire on the part of the ancient Hindus not to ignore general

history altogether, and are clearly based upon ancient archives

which bad survived in a more or less complete shape and were

somehow or other accessible to the composers of those works*

or upon some prototype which had been so based.

At the same time it is not very much, in the way of reliable

history, that we gather from these chapters in the Purarias. In

the first place, some of the necessary materials were apparently

not available to the authors, and some of the dynasties are

omitted altogether. For instance, the Puranas do not include

(at any rate with any clearness) any references to the line

established in Northern India by Kanishka, who, in doing

that, founded the so-called Vikruma era commencing in 58 B.C.

(see page 4 above, and note 2), or to the line established in

Western India by that king of Kathiawar and Ujjain, appa-

rently of Pahlava, Parthian, extraction, who thereby founded

the so-called ^aka era of a.d. 78. They mention the great

dynasty of the Guf^tas (.\. d. 320 to about 530) in merely a

v^ue manner, wuiiuut individual names, as kings reigning

over Saketa and the Magadha country and along the Ganges

as far as Prayaga (Allahabad)—a description which can only

apply to ihc actual rise of the Gupta power under Chandra-

gupta I. (a.d. 320 to about 335). And with this sutement
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about the Guptas—whom (by the way) they would place more

than three centuries ahead of the present day—they close their

treatment of tlie dynasties : no later history is fnnnd in them.

In the second place, the authors did not think it worth their

while to give us any fi.xcd points, in the shape of dates re-

corded in any of the liindii eras, to which we might refer their

statements. Thirdly, they are by no means in exact agreement

with each other in respect of the details which the)' give re-

garding the lengths of individual reigns or even the duration

of each dynasty. In the fourth place, even allowing for corrup-

tion by sucressive copyists, it seems plain that—be the cause

what it mu) , sometimes, pcrliaps, inabiUly to decipher ancient

characters—they have not always given us even the names of

their kings with accuracy : compare, for instance, the Puranic

lists of the Andhrabhrityas with each other, and still more with

such inlurmation about those kiTiL:> as we have obtahied from

the epigraphic records. FinaU\, the chronological results of

these chapters show that here, aj^.iin, the authors conuiiiited

the laulL of treating contemporaneous dynasties as successive:

thus (to take only a part of the whole list), from the begiiuiing

of the Mauryas to the end of the Kailakila-Yavanas the V
give us a total period of more than 2,500 years

;
apply this to

330 &C. ai the imtial year of the first Biauiya king Chandra-

gnpta (see JRAS, 1906. 984 f.), and we have the end of the

KaiUdla-Yavanas about aaoo^ some three centuries in

the fimue from even the preeeot time ; and we have to place

after that a variety of other mlen^ including the Guptas

(a.Sw 3S0 to about 5jo), who, the same works say, followed

the KailakilflfYavanaa.

In shorty in the historical chapters of the Purfinas the treat-

ment of their subject is sketchy and meagre^ and the details

are discrepant We may utilize these chapters to a certain

extent for general purposes, if we discriminate so as to place

^ncfaiooously m different territories some of the dynasties

which they cohibit as ruling successively over the same domi-

nions. But we cannot apply them more precisely without

appreciably more corroboration than has as yet been obtained

from epigraphic and numismatic sources.

F. The Rljataraihgini

The only other indication, that has survived from any anti- The Raja-

quity, of an attempt on the part of the Hindus to put together

anything in the shape of a general history, is the Riijataramgii^j,
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CD die fint eight cantos of which KAihana «ai engaged in

1148-49.

^Calhana mentions certain previous writers : Suvrata, whose

work (he says) was made difficult by misplaced learning;

Kshgmendra, who drew up a list of kings, of which, however

(he says) no part is free from mistakes
;
Nilamuni, who wrote

ths" Nyhmata-Purana
;
Helaraja, who comnoscd a list of kings

in 1 2, coo verses; Padmamihira; and Chhaviliakara. His own

work, he tells us, was based on eleven collections of Rajakalhas

or 'stories about kings,'* and on the work of Nfl^vmuni. He says

he sought to remove all errors by consulting charters issued by

ancient kmgs, and laudatory inscriptions on stones, and manu-

scripts. And he has presented iis with a detailed account of

Kashmir, includmg occasional items of external history, which

purports to go back to 2448 B.C., and has c:iven us the alleged

exact details of the length of the reigu of ^u^h successive king

from 1182 B.C. onwards.

We may expect to find Kalhana fairly correct for his own
time, and for the preceding century or so. But an examination

of the details of his work quickly exposes its imaginative cha-

racter, and its unreliability for any earlier period. It places

towards the close of the period 2448 to 11 82 B.C. the great

Maurya king Asoka, whose real initial date, as determined by

his abhuheka or anointment to the sovereignty, was 264 B.C.

(see J RAS, 1906. 9S5 f.). It places in 704 to 634 b.c. Mihirakuia,

the great foreign invader of India, whose real period was closely

about A.D. 530 (F.GI, introd. 11). It
j
hices about seven

centuries after Mihuakula a Toramana, the uiij^inal of whom
can hardly be aaiy other than Toramana the father of

Mihirakuia. And, though Kalhana could put forward such

exact details as four years, nine months, and one day for the

duration of the reign of Mltrigupta (a.d. 106 to hi, as placed

by htmX he was obliged to allot to KanSditya I. a reign of

three oentories (iLD. izt to 522), simply in cider to save his

own chronology'

* Compare, Mpecially as hclpiiicj to illastrate how fictitious matter

might come 10 be introduced iaio such stories and to be disseminated by

them, the discourse about religion, and the recital of the praises of ancient

sud teoest devotees of in iriilcb SGneime IV. and hit conunsiider*

iiMliief indulged on a certain oeceiloB (EI, 5. 358 ; see «lio ibid. 333, ibr

another instance of a iflareM/mM^ or talk about lol^ioa betweaa

villAge oflkiaU).
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G» Gecsral Literature and Hiatorical Romances

With those ezcqrtiotM) iiame]y» the historical chapters of Geoena
liter;

'

and
the PaiSaas and the RajaminihgiiyT, the ancient Hindfls seem ^'^"^'^^

to have never made any real attempt to deal irith history on

Cjeoenl lines. They have left ns to gather what we can from mb^b^
linary Utemy woiks, into which they have oocasionaUy

tnttodnced historical matter, bu^ as can dearly be seen, only

aa an incidental detail of quite secondary and subordinate

importance.

In the body of their literature, the HindQs do not help us

much. The plots of some of the plays, the ctassical poems,

and the collections of imaginative stories, were woven round

historic names, both of persons and of places. But it is

seldoiii, eicept in the geogxi^ihical line^ that such aUusions

can be put to any practical use. They help us to locate

placeSi and to fix the limits of countries. For instance, we
know, from other sources, that the ancient TamaliptI is the

modem Tamluk in the Midnapur District ; and thus an

incidental statement of the Da^akumdracharita, that Tamar

lipti was in the Suhma countr}'\ gives us a more precise

indication than is obtainable elsewhere as to the exact part

of Bengal that was known by the name of Suhnia. So,

also, for another part of Bengal, the statement in the DTgha-

Nikflya, t. hi ; 2. 235, that Champa, which is known to be

represented by a village which forms the western part of tiie

town of Bhagalpur, was in Anga, gives us a similar indication

as to the exact position of ihu Ahga country. And they

help us to cr.taii'.ish the antiquity of phices : thus, we know,

from the Aihoie inscription of the time of Pulake^in II, tlrnt the

celebrated poet Kalidasa flourished before a.d. 634 ; and so the

mention by him, in the Raghuvaihba, 8. 33, of Gokarna, in

the North Kanara District, carries back the existence of that

place, as a famous Saiva bite, to at least the beginning of the

seventh century a.d. In the historical line, however, the

allusions teach us little, if anything. The works do not give

dates for what is told in tiicm : and naturally enough : the

similar productions of oilier countries, also, do not aim at

being historical records, and at includhig chronological details.

The works in ^uebiion are oi use, historically, only when tlie

> The nuie b •ctnally pfCMnted ai Dinudipta ia the t«ix, in the

beginning of di« sIxth chapter, both in Wilson's ediiion and ia PeterMo's.

There is, Iiowcvcr, no question aboat that font being ooty a wiaat of

the b'^'tt r known Tsunalipti.

VOL. U. C
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date of an author happens to be known, and we are enabled

theceby to fix a latest possible limit for an historic name,

mentioned by him, for which we have otherwise no specific

date at alL

There are, indeed, a few compositions which put forward

certam distinct historical ptetensions, but which cannot, in

truth, be taken as anything more serious than historical

romances.

In Sanskrit, we have in prose the Harshacharita of Bina,

and in verse the Vikramahkadevacharita of Bilhana. The
first deals with the achievements or career of the great

northern king Harsha, Harshadcva, or Harshavardbana, of

Thanesar and Kanauj (a.d. 605-6 to about 648); and the

second deals, in the same way, with an equally groat southern

king of later times^ the Western Clialukya Vikramaditya VI,

of Kalyani (a.d. 1076 to 11 26). 'i'hus they both aim at being

historical chronicles of those two periods. But they not

present the plain straightforward language of sober coninion

sense. They imitate the classical poems, with all their

elaboration of diction, metaphor, and imagery. They weave

into their stories mythical and supernatural matter of the

most fanciful kind. And they give us some charming reading

in the poetical line. But they offer us not much beyond that.

The historical information contained in the Harshacharita

might be summed up very briefly. That in the Vikramah-

kadevacliarita is more extensive ; mi.\ed up, on the other

hand, with more imaginative matter than is found in Bana's

work. But neither author has given us a date for anything

that is mentioned by him. We do \\o\ blame them for this:

the authors of the modern liuiupwaM historical nuvcls rarely

give dates
; and, when they do, we slioald hardly accept their

statements for quotation without verification. We only remark

that no dates are given. Baiia, for instance, tells us that

Harshavardhana was bom 'in the month Jyaishtha, on the

twelfth day of the dark fortnight, when the moon was standing

in the Pleiades, just after the twilight time, when the young

night had b^un to dimb;'* bat he has not given us any

statement as to the year. And Bilhana tells us that, when
Vibamiditya jras bom, * flowers fell from the sky» India's

dnimxesootided, and the gods rejoiced in heaven '(lA, 5. 31S);

but he does not even name the month and day. Neither

1 Trau&laiioa by CowcU and Thomas, 109; but witb a correction, in

iMPiiflt of tha rilnitffn to ths Pleiades, fron Um tot. ir»Aiwfii aditioiii
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author has given us even hia oim date. And ao^ if Harsfa**

vardbaaa and Vikianiftdit}'a were not known from more

exact sources of a different kind, we should not even know to

what period to refer the poets and their patrons.

In the same category we must place the Tamil historical

poems, the Kalavalt, the Kalihgattu-Parani, and the Vikrama-

Cholan-Ula, for our introduction to which we are indebted

to Mr. V. Kanakasabhai Pillai (I A, iS. 2517 ; 19. 329; 22. 141).

In these, again, there is a great deal of charming reading, and

much of interest, and a good deal of importance. But here,

also, there are no dates, and tiiercfore no means in the works

themselves for determining the periods to "which they belong.

These works, the dramas, the classical poems, the imagi-

native stories, and the historical romances, and so also the

Buddhist writings both Sanskrit and Pali, are invaluable for

the study of manners and customs, trade and commerce,

methods and routes of communication, geographical hints, and

the details of domestic, social, public, and religious life. They

would fumisu excellent materials for articles such as those

which the Rev. T. Foulkes has given us, from the Buddhist

works, on the Deccan in the time of Gautama-Buddha ^lA, 16.

I ff., 49 ff.). And they supplement the epigraphic records

admirably. But that is all they do. And, even in respect of

the results which we do obtain from such sources, we must

always remember that the ancient Hindu writers were not

archaeologists, and that, consecjuently, the results are liable to

be for the times in which the writers wrote, laliier than for

the times to which their work;:i refer.

H. Introdiictioiis and Coloplwoa of Literary Worka

It is only in the introductions and colophons of their literary lotrodu^

works, for a knowled-^e of which wc are indebted largely to^^^,"*?***^ ^ ^ colo]inon5
V:\v di.:. -led reports of Professor Peterson and of Dr. Bhan- of literary

uafk.a oil Sanskrit liuuiuscripts, that the liajd..., have thought

it worth their while to give us any dates to accompany such

historical details as they put forward. Here, the dates are

useful enough. But we find that the historical matter is

introduced only incidentally, to magnify the importance of

the authors themselves rather than of their patrons, and is not

handled with au}^ particular care and fullness. As typical

iUnafantidnfl, we viikA the following cases.

Sdmad^va tells ufl» in the cdopbon of his Yaiastilaka \ that

he finished that woA in the month Chaitra, the &ka year 8S1

^ Fetcfioa*! Sumi Keport^ 47.

C •
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expired, falling in a d. 959, during the rule of a Chalukya

prince who was the eldest son of Arikesarin and was a feudatory

of a king Krishnarajadeva. But he does not take the trouble

to tell us the name o\ the prince, prcsuniably his immediate

patron, or to state tlie family or even the parentage of the

king, or to indicate the territory of either the sovereign or

his vassal. In this case, as it happens, we learn more about

the family of the prince from the Vikramarjunavijaya or

Pampa-Bharata of Pampa, who, writing a.d. 941-42, mentions

as his patron the aforesaid Arikesarin, and gives his pedigree

for seven preceding generations, vvitli apparently a tolerably

definite hint as to the part of the country to which he be-

longed*. As regards the king Krishnarajadeva, we knew, from

the epigraj)hic records, the Rashtrakuta king Krishna III,

for whom we had dates in a.d. 940 and 956. And, there

being no extraneous obioctions, we did not hesitate to identify

Somadeva's Krishn.tr.ij id.wi v.iih this Krishna III, and to

extend the reign ol iIil; latter to a.d. 959, even before obtain-

ing for him a later cpigraphic dale 111 a.d. 961 {sec Li, 6. 180).

In this way, Sdmadeva's literary reference usefully supplemented

the inscriptions. But it teaches us, in itself, little enough. And,

by the way, he might plainly have told us even a good deal

more than he has. The preamble of the letter issued by his

hero king- YaiOdhaia*, particularly in its introduction of the

titles ^nipreme lord of the towo PadmSvatipura, lotd of

the mountain Kanakagiri, and owner of the KailSsa-crest,'

as well as in other details, is no mere ordinary epistle, but

is an imitation of the formal preamble ofa grant | fixHn which

we gather that S5madeva had access to official papers, and

used one of the drafts kept on hand for preparing charters

of grants.

Take^ again, the case of Jahla^a. In the introduction to

his Subhftshitamuktftvali, written in the period a.d. 1247 to

1260^ he states carefully the relationships in his own pedigree,

but omits to state them in the case of the Devagiri-YSdava

kinffs Bhillama. Sioshanai and K"^hME and their ancestor

Mallugi, whom he mentions.

Take^ 6nally, the case of HemSdri. Writing in the period

A.z>. 1360 to 1 271, in the time of the Dgvagm-Ysdava
king MahadSva, under whom, as also under his successor

KSimurhandn. he beM tbe post of &tkiM9ldbipa «
' Rice*8 Pampft-BbSrata, canto 1, venea 15 to 42.

* PrteitonV Ssamd R^trt^ 39.
* Lbandarku*t R^trt liof 1887-88 to iS^p-yi. aotice^ 7,
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mtendent of the business connected with the dmwing up of

documents, he aimed, in the introduction to his Vratakha^^^^

at giving the full pedigree^ with incidental historical item9» of

that branch of the YSdam (rom even Por^nlc times. In

spite, however, of the free access that he must have had to the

dironicles and official records of the £uiiily within the historical

period, he has omitted, seveial times, to state the exact relation-

ships of the sncoessne membefs of the family ; he has apparently

passed Ofver altogether one of them, SSu^adSva, whose exis-

tence is established by an epigraphic record ; and^ as tested by
an inscription of A.D. 1191 at Gadag (EI, 5. st6j and see

F.DKH, 516), he has suggested an altogether wrong inference

regarding the parentage of Bhillama, the first paramount king

in the family, within only a century before the time at which be

was writing.

L The foscriptiene

The dates which are given in the iiiiroductions and colo-Thein-

phons of the literary works, in connexion with the composition ^^^P^**"*^

of those works, may of course be accepted as reliable; and any

genealogical and historical items put forward in the same

places ought to be correct for a few preceding generations.

But it would be a very cxlraordinary and imperfect history

of India that we should put together from such references, and

from the Pur3nas, the Rdjatarariiginl, the historical romances,

the general body of the literature, such Varii^valis as have

been obtained from Oriasa and Nepal, and the few items of

alleged history that are incidentally given in the Pattftvalis.

We should doubtless recognize that the soccessioas of kings

given for India itself by the Purinas» for Kashmir by the

Rljataramgini, and for NSpil by the VadisSvali, should be

taken as separate successtonsi in territories the histories of

which must be treated sq)arately. We should not know
exactly what conclusion to arrive at in respect of the annals

of Orissa» which is a province of India itself. But, having

regard to the preposterous duration allotted to each of the

reigns from 3102 to 5S b.c, we should doubtless decide that

all memory of the true history of that period had been lost

in Orissa, and that from the next fixed poin^ a.d. 78, Orissa

was an mdependent province with a history and a line of

kings of its own. We could scarcely fail to detect the occu^

rence, in the PurSnas, the Rftjataraifogini; and the NCpAl

' T.l ntulntkars text in the Gauitur ^ tk§ Bomiajf i^esidiMfy, if

L
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Vaib^vali, of one particular mme, that of A^oka, which ought

to establish a definite synchronous point in the histories of the

three countries. We should not be able to deduce the date

of As5ka from the PurSnas. But we shoald find that the

Rajatarariiginl would place him somewhere about 1260 B.C.

We should find^ indeed, that the Nepal Vamsavali would place

him, roughly, about 2600 b.c. As, however, that list does

not mention him as a ruler of Nepal, but only as a visitor to

the country, we should probably infer a mi?;take in that account,

and prefer to select the date of 1 260 b. c. And then we should

set about arranging the succession of the kings of India itself,

from the Puranas, with 1260 B.C. for th- approximate date of

the accession of Asoka as our starting-pouit ^

We should then examine the other available sources of in-

formation. And probably we should first note, from the Jain

Pattavalis, the king Vanaraja, who is said to have founded

Anhilwad, in Gujarat, in a.d. 746 (lA, 11. 253) ; and we should

obtain the alleged succession at Anhilwnd after him, with an

initial date for each king, to a.d. 1304, from the Pravachana-

parlksha of Dharmasagara*. From the literary works we
should obtain a few names, with fixed dates, such as the follow-

ing. Jinasena tells us (see EI. 6. 195), in the Jain Harivami^a,

in connexion with the date of that work, that in a.d. 783-84

there were reigning—in various directions determined with

reference to a town named Vardhamanapura, which is to be

identified with tiie modern \\^adhwan in the Jhalavad division

of Kathiawflr—in the north, IndrSyudha; in the south, 6ri-

vallabha ; in the east, VatsarJja, king of Avanti (Ujjain) ; in

the west, Varaha or Jayavaralia, in the territory of the Saur}'as.

And from the Channahasavapurana we should have (but, in this

case, falsely; because his real date was a.d. 1156 to 1167)

a king Bijjala reigning at Kalyani, in the Nizaru a Dominions,

contemporaneously with them. Gunabhadra gives us. in record-

ing the completion of his Uttarapurana (see lA, 12. 2T7),aking

Akalavarsha, with the date of a.d. 897. Pampa gives us (see

page 20 above) a Chalukya prince Arikcsarin, with the date of

A.D. 941, with his pedigree for seven generations, and with, appa-

rently, a hint that he was ruling the territory round the modern

Lakshmeshwar in the Dharwar District. Somadeva gives us

^ A beginning was MCtittlly made* in almost the manner suggested above,

by .Sir Willi;\m Jones; see li; di-sertatlon on the Chronology of the HtndQs
written iu 178S (AR, a. iii, reprint of 1799). Bat he took % diffeseat

starting-point, which he fixed in a different way.

* Wiaadarkai^t R^trtiut igo, 456.
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{see page 20 auovsj)a king Kri^^hna. with the date of a. d. 959.

R.inna gives us^ a king .Uiav ur ill i, reigning in a.d. 9S3.

A Liter SOmadeva gives us (lA, 10. 75) a Bhnja, ruling in

the Kolhfipur territory in a.d. 1205. And Jnane^vara gives us*

a Ramachandra, reigning in a.d. 1290 ; while another work

(see IA, 21. 51) gives a date for the same king in a.d. 1297,

and shows that the Konkan was a part of his dominions.

In the way of definite names with uncertain dates, we should

have from Jahlana (see page ao above) another king Krishna,

with his piedecesson Mallugi, Bhinaina» and Singhana, whom
we could not place in any particular period fssm his infonnation

alone. And we should have from HSmSdii (see page ao t

above) a much longer list, in which we should recognize the

same names, without^ however, here again Ae means of refemnjg

them to any particular period. We should probably obtain the

right due here from the fact that H^rofidri elsewhere mentions,

as die successor of his king Mahideva, a Rlmachandra who,

we should guess, oi^ht to be identified with the Ramachandra

of A.D. 1290 and 1297. But in the case of Blip's Hanha
(Harshavaidhana) and Bilbao's YikramSditya, we should in

alt probability go completely wrong : the temptation would be

almost inesistible to identify Vikxamftditya either with a

Vikiamlditya who is mentioned in the KSjataiaibginr, a. 5, 6,

as a contemporaiy of PntSpftditya of Kashmir in the asserted

period 180 to 148 B.C., or else with the Vikramflditya of Ujjain

of the Vikrama-legend (see page 4 above^ and note a), who is

supposed according to one version to have died, according to

another to have begun to reign, in 58 B.C., and to identify

Harsha with a certain Harsha-Vikramiditya, king of Ujjain,

who is mentioned in the Rajataraifoginf, 3. 125 ff., as a contem-

porary of Hiranya and Mfttrigupta of Kashmir in the asserted

period a.d. 76 to in.
We should look in vain in the PurSnas for any of the names

obtained from the literature and the Pattftvalis. But we should,

to the best of our ability, work those names, and the dates

connected with them, into the list obtained from the PurSnas

and in continuation of it. And we should possibly be working

into it also some quite modem inventions, such as those of the

bards of KathiSwar (see F.GI, introd., 49), which were at one

time supposed to be * old-world tales,' but which really sprang ^

into existence some quarter of a century ago^ and owe their

* Rioe'f Karnitakaiabdanuiisanam, introd., a8.

* See Gmtttur tfth*Bm^ J^sidmej, i, part s. 35a 1
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origin only to certain modem speculations ivludi had found

tbeir way to the baids through an educational tieatise.

In tf)js way we should build up a chronological list of the

roleis of India,attd of some of its provinces, with 1360 B.& as

a starting^oint Then, sooner or later, we should be met by
the discovery that Chandiagupta, the grandfather of A^ka,
was known to the Gredu as Sandrokottos, and that his initial

date is fixed veiy dosely about 330 b.c by &e Greek writers.

We should thus lesm tiiafc Aloka could not be placed before

about 965 B.a ^ All tiie eatly part of our arrangements would

be upset by a thousand years. And the subject would

become a maze of bewilderment^ confusion, and speculation,

to be approached afresh from an entirely new point of view.

Fortunately, the discovery about Chandragupta was made
and announced in 1793 by Sir William Jones*, bef(^ specula-

tion into the ancient history of India had gone very far; and,

fortunately, a few of the inscriptions had already begun to come
to notice^ From that time, more and more attention was paid

to them
;
particularly from the time when they were taken m

hand by Mr. James Prinsep, who first succeeded in decipher-

ing the records of A^oka, and, in that and other ways, liid the

real foundations of the whole superstructure that has been

subsequently reared up. And it is with relief that we turn to

the inscriptions, and lay aside any further consideration of the

position in which we should have found ourselves without them.

///. The Materials on which the Imcriptwtis have

been recorded

The We have explained and lllustiated the value of the Indian

00 whidi
B^P^'^'*^ ^^ consideration of the nature

the inscrip- of them, from two points of view ; as regards the materials on
u^s hate which they have been recorded, and as regiuds the topics of

leconkd.

It will be convenient to take first the materials on which the

ins rations have been recorded. These divide themselves into

two leading categories ; of metals, and of other substances than

metaL ^

' Widi the iniUd date of Cluuidnigopte in 320 b.c^ Asoka xeigned from

164 to t%*t B.C. (see JRAS, 1906. 984 ff.). He then (tee iUd., 1904. 355)
ftbdieated, and pn^^ccl into rdigious retirement, as a Buddhist monk, In

a cell CD the mountain SuTarnngiri, S5nglr, one of the hills MUToaadiog the

ancient city Girivraja in Magadiia, lUhar.

' AR| 4. Annivenuy Diicoane, 13, rqpriat of 1798.
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Ibtate

1. Iron

Amongst the incriptions on metal, there is one that stands Mttab,

out by itself, in respect of the peculiarity of having been

incised on iron. It is the short poem, constituting the epitaph

of the Gupta kinii; Chandragupta II. (F.GI, 139), which was

composed in or al)out A.D. 415, and was placed on record on

the iron column, measuring 23 ft. 8 inches in hciL;ht. nnd esti-

mated to weigh more than six tons, which stands at Meharaull

near Delhi.

The iron pillar itself is not unique. There is another, in

fragments, which was apparently nearly twice the height of the

MeharaulT col at Dhar in Central India. But, while the

Dhar culuuui bc^rs a Persian inscription of Akbar, incised in

A.D. 1591-92, and a few names and letters in Nagart as well

as Persian characters, there is no original record on it, placed

there when it was set up.

9. CSold and Sitwr

On gold, we have a shaft Buddhist votiTe inscriptioo from GoM and

one of the Sttlpas or reUc-mounds at Gangu near Sir-Sukh in

the Poojab* (ASI, 2. 130).

On silver, we have a short record, not yet deciphered, from

the StOpa at Bhattipralu in the Kistna I>i$trict of Madias

(ASSI, 6. 13); and another, apparently dedicatory, on a small

disc which was finmd In a StQpa at MSnikiflla in the R&wal-

(Mndl District of the Pmijab (ASI. s. 160).

8. Braaa

Reooids on brass are more numerous. Amongst them we Bna.

may mention pcominently the following:-—

From a Stapa at Wardak in A^hSnistSn, we have a brass

idic'vase with an inscription the date of which falls in 6 b.c.

(Ariana Aniiqwtt ii3; JRAS, 1863. S55).

From Kdsam near Allahibad, we have an inscribed brass

seal-ring, apparently of the Gupta period (ASI, zo. plate s.

No. 4)'

From somewhere near GayS, we have a bmss image of

Buddha, bearing on its pedestal an inscription which, marking

* It must be exp lained that * Punjab' is tlic prescribed f'fficial form of tlie

name which, otherwise, it is customary to present as ' Panjab.' There raay

perhaps be ttdlieed in this i^pttt « Isw other idace-nainei, in teepcct of

wUoh oonunente nlgbt be Tffi^ff.
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the image as a votive gift, is also of special interest in pre*

senting a specimen of the nail-headed alphabet (lA, 19. 77)1

And fixnn the ChambI State there have been obtained some
brass images, bearing inscriptions which give the names both

of the king who caused them to be made and of the workmen
who made them \

4. Bronze

Broose. On bronze, we have sonic interesting stamps for making

seals (JRAS, 1901. 98, plate, Nos. 8, 9, 11, 12, 14; 1905. S14,

plate, Nos. 17 to 20^; and one of them (No. 20) is of particular

interest in presenting its legend in three clns5;cs of character,

Bruhnil, Kharoshthi or Kharoshtri*, and Greek.

We also have a bronze head, obtained at Peshawar, bearing •

round the base of it an inscription, which cannot be deciphered

fully from the illustration of it, but seems to mark it as a votive

offering (JASB, 5, 1836. 484, and plate 26).

The majority of the seals attached to the copperplate records

mentioned f^irther on— at any rate, the more elaborate ones,

of later date— must probably be held to be in reahty of bronze:

casting in copper would hardly have brought out the details of

the devices and legends so completely.

And skilled examination would perhaps stamp as being of

bronze, rather than copper, the signet-ring of the Maharaja

Mahesvaranaga which is noticed on page ji below.

5. Copper

Copper. For the most part, however, the known inscriptions on metal

were })1aced on sheets of copper, ranging in size from about

2| iiiches by inches in the case of a small and very early

record obtained at SohgaurJ in the Gorakhpur District,

United Provinces of Agra v^nd Oudh (JRAS, 1907. 509), to as

much as about 2 ft. 6 inches square in the case of a record

ol 46 n. c. obtained at Siie-Vihar in the neighbourhood of

Bahawalpur in the Punjab (lA, 10. 324; 11. 128).

Some of these records on coj)j)er were commemorative and

dedicatory, and were deposited inside the erections—relic-

mounds, and, in the case of the Sue-Vihar plate, a tower

—

to which they belonged.

* Annual Report of the AftkMtUgital Swvtjf ifIndia for 1901-3. t^i
ee also AST, 14. plate 28.

' It is usual to follow Professor Biihler in using the form ' Kharoshthi.'

But it is by no means certain that M. Sylvaia Livi is not right in holding
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The usual copper record, however, was a donative charter,

in fact a title-deed, and pn«;=;pd, as soon as it was issued, into

private personal custody. And many of the known records of

this class have come to notice through being produced by the

modern possessors of them before otlicial authorities, in the

expectation of establisliing privileges which (it is hardly

necessary to say) have long since ceased to exist through

the lapse of time, the dying out of families of original holders,

rights of conquest, and the many changes of government that

have taken jilace. It is, therefore, in private hands that

we must still look to fmd the majority of those that remain

extant but unknown. But others have been found buried

in fields, and hidden in the walls and foundations of build-

ings. And ihe decay of old erections, and the excavation

of ancient sites, may at any time yield a rich harvest in this

direction.

A point that must always be borne in mind in connexion

with these donative records on copper is that many of them

have, in the course of time, passed from hand to hand and

place to place, so as to have been discovered, like coins,

inscribed gems, seals, seal-stamps, images, and other portable

articles, in localities far distant from those to which they really

beloDg. We have a pointed instance of this in the so-called

VaUcal€ri plates (£1, 5. 200). They contain a charter issued

by the Weatcm Chalukya king Kmivamiaii II. in a.d. 757.

llie gnuit was made when the king was encamped at a place

i^edfied in the record itself as Bhandaragavittage, on the north

bank of the river Bhunamthi ; that is (see £1, 6. additions and

collections, A), at the modem Bhandar-Kautheih, on the noith

bank of the Bhlmi, about twenty miles soutti-west from Shdlfl*

pOr in the Bombay Presidency. And probably the plates weie

prepared and issued at that place, and were sent thence to the

donee by a special officer, frequently mentioned in other similar

records as the Dfltaka, 'the messenger.' But^ whatever may
have been the case in that respect, the charter conveyed a

viUage named SulliyQr, situated in the immediate vicinity of

Hingal in the DhSrwar District And the grantee must have

resided somewhere ther^ on or dose to the property that was

given to him ; and he must have had the record there in his

possession, for production in case his title to the property

should ever be questioned. The plates, however, eventually

foiund their way to^ and came to light iirom, the village of

VakkalSri in a distant part of Mysore.

The result of this peculiarity is as foUows. A stone record
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alinnst invariablv establishes the sovereignty or otlier juris-

diction, at the place itself where it stands, of any kiiig, etc.,

by whose orders or in whose time it was drawn up. But, in

the case of a copper charter, any such question usually depends

entirely upon a successful identification of any places mentioned

in it ; and the find-places of such records frequently do not

help us at all in this matter, except in indicating localities in

which we may look first in the process of identification. To
emphasize the point, and to prevent constantly occurring

niisconceptions, we shall have, some day, to rename all the

copper records more precisely. The so-called Vakkaleri plates

would be more correctly described as the Sulliyfir grant : as

regards its historical bearing, it is the country round Hangal

in the Dharwar District, Bombay, not the Kolar District in

Mysore, which this record places in the territory of Kirti-

varman 11. Another pointed case is that of the seal of the

Muukliari king Sarvavarmaii (F.GI, 219), which was found

at Abirgarh in the Nimar District, Central Provinces, some

fifty miles to the south of the Narbada ; it is unmistakably

a record of Northern India; and it had no original connexion

with the locality in which it was found.

It may be added that, in view of the nature of the purport

of neariy all the records on copper, epigraphists aie in the

habit of speaking of them as 'giants,' using Uie tenn *inscrip>

tions' more particnhir^ in connesdon with the records on

stone. Bu^ as will be made dear in the next section, there

is no radical difference in nature^ such as might be inferred

from this difference in nomendature^ between the records

of the two classes. The inscriptions on stone are for the

most part donative charters, just as is the case with the laige

majority of the inscriptions on metaL On the other hand,

some of the copper records are^ like some of the stone records,

simply commemorative or dedicatory.

The copper records call themselves sometimes paffiMS^

*K tablet, a plate* (e.g., EL i. 7, line 51}, and sometimes

iammfailika^ * a copper tablet ' (e.g., lA, 5. 5s, Une 34). But

the expression more usnally met with is either fdsamh *a

charter' (e:g., F.GI, 240^ line 61), or tdmra-idscMOj *a copper

charter' (e.g., F.GI, xo8» line zo). The term friphaR-famro'

idsanoy <a triplicate copper charter,' is found (£1, 3. 545) in

the case of three separate records which are copies of each

other, except only in respect of the spedfication of the different

village conveyed by them. And two instances are Imown
(lA, 13. tax, line si ; H.SII, 1. 151, line 89) of the use of the
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feetm frakttH^ *a ea\ogf* which Is elsewhere found only in

consiearion widi records on stone.

The i^ates on which these inscriptions were indsed vary

greatly in the number of the leaves, in the size and shape

of them, and in the arrangement of the records on them;

partly, of course, acoordmg to the lengths of individual records^

but also according to particular customs and fashions pieva*

lent in dififerent paits of the country and in different periods

time. In some cases a sikigle plate was used ; and it was

inscribed sometimes on only one side of it, sometimes on

both. More often, however, more plates than one were

osed; and the number ranges up to as many as eleven in the

case of the Ka^aku4i record of the PaUava king PaUavamalla-

Nandhmrman, of some time about A.11. 733 to 747 (H,SII*

a, 342). When more plates than two were used, they were

sometimes numbered (e.g., lA, 5. 50, 154, 176; 7. 191 ; EI, i.

2
; 5. 106 ; 6. 84, 315 ; 8. 143, 159). In a few records on stone,

the lines were numbered (e.g., PSOCI. Nos. 116, 124, 141,

192) ; but no instance can be cited of that having been done

in the case of a rc^nrd on melal.

In the case of records on copper covering more plates

than one, it was customary to string the plates together by

one or two cojiper rings, parsing through round holes in

them : nmch after the fashion in which the leaves of Indian

manuscripts are strung together by threads.

6. Seals of Copperplate Ree«>rda

It was also customary that such of the records on copper Seals ol

as were donative charters should be authenticated. And the coppcr-... 1
plate

most usual method of gtvmg the authentication was by recocds.

attaching a copper or bronze reproduction of the royal scab

This emblem of sovereignty and jjower, whether in the

shape of an actual seal made from a stamj). or in the shape

of a stamp or a signet-ring for making a sud, no doubt played

in India cuitc as important a i>art, in many ways, as it has

always pliyed in other eastern lands and in the west And,

in support of our belief, we may appropriately quote the

following instances. In one direcdon, in the line of lomancei

a dexterous use of the royal signet was made by RBlidasa,

in his well-known play, the plot of which hinges upon the

recognition of his wife I§akuntal2 by king Dushyanta being

evoked by the sight of the ring which he had given her, indsed

with the letters of his name. So also, the signet-ring of the

fugitive minister* with his name engraved upon it, plays a part
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in the Mudrarakshasa. In another direction, in the line of

practical affairs, we Icnrn from the Zi/^r of the Chinese pilgrim

Hiuen-tsiang (Julicn, 200; Beal, 190) that, when he iinally

took leave of king llarihavardhana of 'fhancsar and Kanauj,

the king furnished him with letters, written on fine white

cotton stuff and certified by impressions of his seal made in

red wax, which the otiicers of his escort were to present in

all the countries through which they conducted the Master,

to the end that the princes of those countries should provide

carriages or other means of conveyance for the Master even

to the borders of China.

And to the seal of Harshavardhana there is another allusion,

in the Harsbacharita of Bana, which is worth citing, not only

because it is a happy one, but also because it is instructive

in mentioning another manner in which it was customary to

make d\e seal
;
namely, by stamping it on a ball or disc of

ciay. The Hebrews seem to have made seals in the same

way: *it is turned as clay to the seal/ or *it is changed as

clay under the seal' (Job xxxviii. 14). And the backs and

other parts of some extant specimens of Indian clay seals show

distinctly the lines and the graining of the palms of the hands

in which c:Liy was held \\\ making the impressions*.

The puboage in question in the Harshachuiiia (Kashmir

edition, 430 ; and see the translation by Cowell and Thomas,

198) sets out that, when king Harshavardhana was about to

make his expedition against the king of Cauda, a starting point

was selected, and a temporary encampment was made, at a

suitable place, not fiur from his capital, on the bank of the

river Sansvatl. There the GtSmSkshi^talika, or keeper of

the vfllagemords, came before the king, and asked him to

issue the mders for thc^ day, and presented a newly made
golden stamp {^midrS)^ beuing the device of a hul]» wherewith

he was to make a seal authenticating the orders. As soon,

however, as a ball or disc of day was produced for that purpose,

the stamp slipped from the Idng's hand, and fell fiice down-
wards upon some almost dry black mire which served as an

inking-pad, and then rolled onto a spot of soft day. And
so the' lines of letters of the legend on the stamp were dis-

tinctly marked on the bank of the river. The bystanders saw

m that a bad omen. But the king deduced firom it the

auspidons auguiy, that the whole earth should be stamped

with the single seal of his sole oonunand.

* See JRAS, 1901. 103; alio AmmuU tttpcrt offkt AnkmtU^fieaiJ^av^
^ bidia for I903'>4> loi.
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Here, plainly, Hanhavardhami nas to have used, not a

sigpet-ring, but a damp of the same kind with some which

have been mentiooed OD page 26 above^ under the heading oC

inscriptions 00 bronze.

Indian kings, princes, and high ministers, however, used

also dgnet-rings, with which they could make their seals

as occasion might require, or, of course, which they might

themselves exhibit when necessary, or might entrust to others

to be used as a voucher or token. Not only do we cather

that from the Abliijiiana^akiintala and the Mudrarakshasa,

but also we have an actual sj crimen of such a ring, referable

to the fourth century a.d., which was obiained at Lahore

(F.GI, 282). 'flxat specimen is an exaggerated signei-ring,

made of copper or brouze, closely resembling the ordinary

English pattern, and of the kind which may stili be seen worn

loosely on the thumbs of ministers of Native States. From
the flat surface of the signet to the bottom of the ring, it is

about inches high. 1 lie surface of the signet is about

inch thick, and is sligluly oval in shape, about by

i| inches. On it there is a legend, in two lines, of which

the purport is :
' The Maharaja Mahesvaranilga, son of N§ga-

bhatta;* above the legend, and separated from it by a line

serving the same purpose with the bar which usually stands

below the heraldic device on an English signet-ring, there

is a bull couchant, with a crescent moon ; and below the

legend there is a snake. The legend is in reverse lu liic

original ; and bulii \i and the devices are sunk in the surface

of the feignet. Accordingly, if pressed, uninked, on some

soft substance, this signet ring would bring out the legend

and devices in relief on a plain flat ground. If inked and

then pressed on such a substance, it would bring them

out in white relief oi| a black ground ; as^ we are to under-

standt ms done by Hatsfaavaidhana's stamp according to

Ba^a. If inked and pfessed on some hard substance, or on
cloth stretched tight \ itwoukl bring them out in white on a

black fidd*

This custom of thus attadiing the royal authentication to

diarteis has given us a large and highly interesting seties of

aadent Indian seals, some of them presenting devices only,

others only legends, and others both l^ends and devices^ and
some of them being of an extremely elaborate kind. And

' For mention of the stamping of cloth fabrics, by way of ornamentation,

bnt appaxenUy not ex.'.ctlj in tliis fiAshion, see the Kajataraihgiqi, 1. 294
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from Yazious statements in the records we know that the sole

or the princQMil device, as the case may be, was almost always the

Idnchhana or crest, which was usually different from the device

emblazoned on the dhvaja or banner (see F.DKD, 299,

note 4). The same device, the crest, was used on coins also,

and sometimes •with inscriptions on stone. And it usually took

the form of some animal ; a bull, a boar, a lion, a tiger, a fish,

the bird-man Garuda, the monkLV-god Hanumat, and so on.

It was probably largely used on shields also, though at present

there can be cited to that effect only < ne indication, which is

found in an inscription on stone at Balagami in M)^ore (PSOCI,

No. 205) ; in the sculptures, showing a battle-scene, in the

bottom compartment of that stone, the shields on the right

^^ide distinctly bear animals, which are apparently in one case

a lion and in the other a boar.

In the case of records on single plates, it was customary to

weld or otherwise fasten the seals on to the plates themselves;

someiinn :j at the left side, before the lines of the inscription

(e.g., F.GI, 256; lA, 15. 112, 140; EI, 6. 133, 140}, and some-

times at the top (e.g., JASB, 47, 187S. 384; 63, 1894. 58).

For some instances of seals which were once attached in this

way, but have become separaicJ from the plates to which they

belonged, reference may be made to the fine Bhitan seal of

Kumaragupta II. (JASB, 58, iSScj. 85), and to the still more

elaboraic .Yiiij^afh i>eul of the Maukhari king Sarvavarman

(F.GI, 220). We have also a seal of Harshavardhana, from

Sonpat (F.GI, 230) ^ but ii is not in the same excellent state

of preservation.

In the case of charters consisting of more plates than one,

the seal was treated in another manner, and was made to serve

as a safegoaid in addition to being a marie of antfaenCicatioa.

This was eflected by attadung it to the single xing when there

was only one, and to one of the two rings when there were twa
And the usual process seems to have been, first to rivet of

otherwise join the ends of the ring, and then to cast the seal

over the joint, so that the component parts of the record could

not be separated without intentionally severir^ the rir^. The
result is that most of the seals attached to the charters in this

way imitate the shape of exaggerated signet-rings, of varying

sizes. Bu^ together with the seals fixed on to the plates

themselves, they represent real seals, not reversed stamps for

making seals. As has been mentioned on page 26 above,

probably they are for the most part of bronze, rather than of

copper*
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In this class of seals, for some which bear defkes onlji

reference nmy be made to the platet al lA, 5. 50; 6. 13; 7,

39, 161, ts«; 8, 27, 44; 9. 3S, 103, ia4j 11. 112, 126, 161;

It, 160 ; EI, 2. 352 ; 3. 104, 276 ; 4. 244 ; JBBRAS* 1$. 386;
B.ESIP, 106. For some seals with l^ends only, see the

plates at F.GI, 108, 234 ; £1, 3. 261 ; 4. 244. And, for some
seals with both legends and devices, see the plates at F.GI,

128, 169, 194, 198, 296; lA, I. t6; 6. 25, 33; 7. 17, 190,

253; 3- 47. 3—; I- 95» 267; 13. 137, 249; 18. 234; 19,

310; EI, 2. 364; 3. 104; 4. 244; 6. 294; JRAS, 1865. 247 ;

JASB. 86, 1S97. 124; B.ESIP, 106. Some of the references

given above illustrate clearly also the various shapes of riiigi

and diverse methods of attaching the seals to them.

Sometimes an additional authentication was given by what

purported to be more or less an autogmph signature of the

king or prince from whom a charter emanated, usually intro-

duced by words meaning either ' this is the own hand of me *

or 'this is the pleasure of me.' The signature is sometimes in

characters of the same class with those used in the body of the

record (e.g., lA, 6. 19, 193 ; t6. 202, 206; EI, i. 317 ; 4. 210;

6. 294), and sometimes in diiierent characters (e.g., lA, 13. 79;
14. 210; PSOCI, No. 282). Occasionally it is accompanied

by marks evidently intended to represent some kind of a sign-

manual (e.g., lA, 6. 19 ; 14. 201 ; EI, 6. 294).

There are a few cases in which an image was employed

instead of a seal. The ends of the ring on which were strung

the Kharepatan plates, bearing the record of the ^ilahara prince

Rattaraja of a.d. 1008, were welded into the base of a small

image of Garuda (EI, 7,. 301). In the case of the Pailhan

record of a.d. 1272 ui the Devagiri-Yadava king Rania-

chandra (lA, 14. 314), on a plain rinu' which holds the

plates together there slides another riiij^ which is let iiUu

the back of an image of Gai.iJa about 8| inches high. In

the case of the Kamauli plates of king ^'aidyad^va oi luag-

jyotisha, an image of Ganapati is ensconced in a spoon-

shaped receptacle which secured the ring on which the plates

were strung (EI, 2. 352).

The Paithan record of a. d. 1272, mentioned in the preceding

paragraph, is an epigraphic curiosity in respect of its weight.

It ia on three plates, each measuring about i ft 3 inches in

width by I ft. 8| inches in height, which are so massive as to

weigh 59 lb. 3 oz. ; and the weight of the ring on which they

weie strung* and of the image of Garuda which was seemed to

it by the other ring, is 11 lb. is oz. Thus» the total we^ht
VOL. ti. D
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of this titleKleed, which conveyed a village to fifty-seven

Brahmans, is no less than 70 lb. 140s.; appreciably more than

half a hundredweight

B. other Substances than Metal

Other The inscriptions on other substances than metal are found on

than^"****
^^'y***^ ' °° ^^^y* sometimes left to harden naturally, sometimes

ati^ftf,
apparently hardened by some artificial means, and sometimes

baked into temHxytta or burnt into brick ; on earthenware ; and

on stone in various forms. Inscribed wooden tablets and

strips of leather secured by day seals have been obtained in

Central Asia ; but it is not known that any such have been as

yet found in India.

For the most part, whatever happened to be the material

used, the records of this class were executed by engraving.

We have, however, a few written with ink on earthenware

;

from Bhojpur, Sfinchi, and AndhC-r in Central India (pages

40, 44, 45, below) ; from Charsada in the North-West Frontier

Province (page 40) ; and from Hidda in Afgh.lnistan {Ariana

Antiquay in, and 262, ])late). Of these, the instances from

Central India Rrc the carlii st, and are probably to be referred

to the second or tliird century B.C.

And from the Ginja hill, in either the Allahabad District

or the Rewah State, we have an inscription recorded by paint

on a rock (AST, 21. 119, and plate 30; EI, 3. 306, plate): it

mentions a Maharaja named Bhimasena ; and it presents a

date which places it cither in a.d. 371 or in 5 b. Other

painted inscriptions, executed in that manner as an accom-

l)animent to frescoes, have been found in the Buddhist caves

at Ajaiita in the Nizam's Doaunious (ASVVI, 4. 136, and

plate tjg).

In Liie case of votive tablets made of clay, the custom was

to use incised stamps, prepared of course in reverse ; with the

result that, on the tablets on which the stamps were impressed

the inscriptions, as well as any devices accompanying them,

stand out in relief. And the results are the same in the case

of clay seals, made from reversed metal dies or from anything

in the shape of a stone matiix.
'

The inscriptions on brick wete either incised with a

stilus, or stamped with a die, befoie the day was bumt into

brick.

' This may seem rather n wide ranc^c of doubt. The fact is that we

require a better reprcxiuctiun of ilie record, to enable ns to appreciate it

properly lad tiriro at any dediive opinioa it to its period.
«

> I
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In the case of inscriptbns on stooe^ the devioes and symbok,

dynastiCi ieligUMis» and of other lands, which aoconqMny some
of them in Northern India and a laige number of them in

Southern India, were in the earliest instances incised in outline;

but they were nearly always sculptured in relief from the time^

the seventh century, when the use of them beg^ to be fre-

quent, and the nature of them became moie or less eUborate.

The records thanselves, however, of the period covered by
this account were but rarely treated so. The MusalmSn in-

scriptions were, it is believed, nearly always carved in relief*

And various UindCi inscriptions were done in the same way

in the Musalman period. But only one instance of a record

(tfepared in that way, odierwise than on metal, can as yet be

cited for the earlier period ; it is an inscription on the pedestal

of an image of Buddba», of the Gupta period, found in

excavations recently made at SSmftth^

We have noted, on page 28 above, certain names by which

someof the copperplate records designate themselves. Amongst

the records on stone, some of the edicts of Aioka style them-

selves dhamma-iipiy *a writing of religion.' Various other

records mention themselves by such names as siid-idsanoy

* a stone charter
;

' iild-lekhay ' a stone writing
;

' and prahsfi,

'a eulogy/ And other terms which occur are idsana, 'a

charter' (EI, 3. 5, line 19) ; kallu-sdsana, *a stone charter' (EC,

3. Nj, 139, line 29); and v'lra-sdsana, 'a charter or rccocd of

heroism' (PSOCI, No. 191 ; EC, 7. Sk, 144, last line).

We have also, on page 27 above, mentioned, and indicated

the necessity of bearing in mind, the liability to travel, which

has led to some of the copper charters being found in localities

far distant from those to which they really belong. Records

on stone were necessarily not so much liable to leave their

original sites. I3ut it is known (see ASI, i. r6i ; 5. 143; 14.

78; JRAS, 1906. 407) that the two columns, bearing edicts of

Aioka, which now stand at Delhi, were brought there in the

latter luiii of the fourteenth century under the orders of Firoz

Shah Tughlak; one from Meerut, and the other from

Bars Topra, in the Ambala District, some fifty miles from

the Siwalik Hills. And it is supposed that the similar column

which stands at AllahUbnd was originally set up at Kausambi

;

because it bears, in addition to other records, an order of A^oka

addressed to the officials of Kausambl. Also, it may be added,

tlic opinion has been expressed that the inscribed iron pillar

' See Prfigtm R^ori tf tkt AnkM9l«gkal Smrv^, Northern Cirdt,

1905-6.

D 9
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which stands at Meharaull, near Delhi (see page 2$ above)

nay have been taken to that place from Muttcai

I, Crystal

Ciyrtal* Only one record on crystal, which may be classed as an

inscription, can be cited ;
evidently, the material was found

too hard for any general use to be made of it in the inscrip-

tional line. The record in question is scratched, rather

than engraved, on the six faces, each about | inch in breadth,

of an hexagonal piece of crystal, measuring about 2^ inches

in breadth, and probal)ly, as it is pierced by a hole through

its axis, originally used f^r suspending round the neck as

an amulet, which w?=: ! und in the remnin? of a Buddhist

Slupa or relic-mound at Bhattiprolu in the Kistna District

of Madras (EI, 2. 324, plate
;
ASSI, 6. 11, and plates i, 4, 5).

The purport of thp inscription (EI, 2, 329) is not at all

certain ; it may perhaps register a votive oflfering, made by

a woman from a town named Nadapura, Naiidapura, in

recognition of recovery from a serinus illness.

Along with many other articles, two cr^'stal j^hials and one

crystal casket were found in the l^hattiprulu de])osit ; but there

are no inscriptions on tliem, or on cr^'stal articles found in similar

deposits elsewhere. In connexion, h(jwever, with some of those

articles, other expedients were adijj^ted, to mark the nature of

them, or to record the dedication of them.

A crystal relic-casket was found in the Stupa No. 2 at Sonar!,

in the neighbourhood of the well-known Sanchi in the Bhopal

State, Central India. The casket itself was not inscribed. l>ut

inside it there was deposited a piece of stone, about inch long

by ^ inch broad, bearing an inscription on the front and back

(C.BT, 121, 316, and plate 24, ' box ' No. i). The purport of

the inscription (JRAS, 1905. 687) is: ^ (^Relics) of the sainted

(literally, the good man) Gotiputa-Dudubhisara (or Duihdu-

bhisara), of the Himavat region, an heir of the faith.* This

record gives us an historic name, of one of the four companions

of Kotlputta-Kassajiagotta, the missionary who (see page 44
bel(nv) was sent to the Himalayas by Moggaliputta-Tissa,

in the time of Asoka; and it helps to furnish valuable

corroboration of the account of that mission given in the

Dipavaihsa, 8. 10,

A crystal casket, obtained from the remams of a Stapa at

K5Ihapfir in the Bombay Presidency, was foond inside a stone

box. Here, again, the aystal casket was not Inscribed; but

on the lid of the stone box there was engmved an inscription
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(ASWIy No. io> 0»e-Temple Inscriptions^ 39, and plate

No. t) to the putport: 'The gift of Bamhaj caused to be

made by Dhamaguta.*

8. Clajf Terra-cottay and Biick

In various parts of India there are found, in large numbers, Cl«]r,

small inscribed tablets of clay, sometimes baked into ternKx>tta, ^^^^^
sometimes left to harden naturally. These tablets are called,

as a matter of conTenience, sometimes seals, sometimes discs

;

but neither tenn is exactly appropriate. The latter because

these tablets are not uniformly round in shape : some of them

are oval; otheiSi rectanguhur. The former, because, for the

most pert, the nature of them is not such as to answer to any

ordinary meaning of the word seal : they were mostly votive

The best-lmown Instanres of these tablets are Buddhist and
bear the verse^ the so-called formula or creed, which (see

the Vinayapitaka, ed. Oldenberg^ i. 40) was pronounced by
Assaji, one of the earliest followers of Buddha, and led to

the conveisbn of those two persons, SSriputta-Upatissa and
Moggallana-Kolita, who became the chief disciples of Buddha.

S^lriputta had asked Assaji who his teacher was, and wh^
might be the essence of his doctrine. And Assaji replied:

' Of those conditions which sping from a cause, Tathagala

(Buddha) has declared the cause and the suppression of them j

it is of such matters that he, the great Samana, discourses.'

Of these votive tablets, some present the verse only (see, for

instance^ ASI, 11. plate 12, No. 15). Others exhibit with the

verse a representation of a Stapa (ibid., No. 1 2). Others exhibit

as an accompaniment, one or more Stujjas and perhaps a num-
ber of bells (ibid., plate 28, Nos. 2, 3). Others show, above the

verse, and with an accompaniment of Stiipas, sometimes a

Buddha seated on a throne, in the act of teaching (CMC,
plate 24, C), but more usually a Buddba squatting in the posture

of meditation (ibid., D, E, F).

Others of these objects present, instead of the verse, other

inscriptions, varying in length, some of Vsh'rh may be wcjrih

studying (C.MG, plate 24, Nos. 5, 6
;
ASl, 11. plate 28, No. 1);

but the characters are so small that they are very ditficult

to read.

In short, the varieties of these Buddhist votive tablets are

numerous ; and it may be remarked here that in some cases

the substance from which they were made was, not clay, but

lac or wax (A::>I, 3. 15^ and plate 46* Nos. a, 3). In some
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of the deposits, along with the usual Buddhist tablets there are

found others, of the same make, but more of the nature of

ordinary seals, which present sometimes devices only, somfr'

times only legends, and sometimes both legends and devices

(AST, II. plate 12, Nos. r to 10). In one case we have,

not a tablet prepared presentation, but a stamp or

mould, teehnieally a mathjc, for making such tablets (ASI, 16.

plate 1 3, boitom ).

Such are the usual Buddhist votive tablets. Others of

a difierent class come from Sunet or Sunit in the Ludhi.lna

District, I'unjab, mixed with similar tablets which are not

Buddhist : these have been as yet only partially examined

;

but sunie good specimens have been figured in JRAS, 1901.

98, plate.

Of these Sunet seals, some bear simply the dedication :
' To

^amkam and Narayana ;
' that is, to the gods Siva and Vishnu.

Others, bearing that dedication on the reverse, present the name
of the dedicator on the obverse ; for instance :

' {An offcrifiif) of

the illustrious VishnudSsa' (loc. cit., No. i). Others bear

no dedication, but present simply the name of the offerer.

These seem, from the devices on them, to be impressions

from ordinary matrices of seals, made in order to be pre-

sented as votive offerings. And they are likely, therefore, to

prqsent names which may be historic. We have one (No. 3)

which exhibits a horse, st ^idiiig towards a sacrificial post,

with the legend panikrama , diis reminds us at once of the

legend asvamcdhaparahrama^ *he whose prowess, or whose

tide Parakrama, {Tivas establishtd) by performing the horse-

sacrifice,' which stands on some of the coins of the Gupta

king Samudragupta. Another (No. 7) exhibits a lion, seated,

with a staff, resembling a combinatioa of a spear and a trident,

bound with ribbons, and the legend : 'Of the illustrious SOxya-

mitra.' A third (No. 10) exhiUts a horse, prancing, and the

legend :
' Of DharmasSna.'

A large and highly interesting collectioii of day seals, of the

fourth and fifth centuries, has recently been found in the course

of excavations made at Basar, BasSrh, in the MuzaffiurpOr

District, BengaP : the total number of specimens is about 720,

with somewhat more than 1,100 seal-impressions, exhibiting

approximately 120 varieties. Here the bulk consists of seals

of officials, guilds, corporations, eta; of seals of private

Individuals ; of seals of temples ; and of seals with religious

^ Anmtai Kej>0it ofthe ArcheuoU^kai Sutv^ ofhuiia :ui iyo3-4. 101 ff,,

tnd pl*tci 49 to 41.
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U^gaads on them. One^ however, bears the li^end :
' Of the

iUustrious GfaafOtkacliagupta,' in which we can hardly avoid

recognizing a mention of the father, called simply Ghatdtkacha

in the inscriptions, of the Early Gupta king Chatidn^pta I.

Three others bear legends which mention DhruvasvSmml,

called ia the inscriptions Dhruvadevi, wife of Chandragupta II,

and give os Govindagupta as another son of that king. Others

bear legends which m^k them as having been isstK tl at

Vaisali. Others bear legends which include the territorial

appellation Tirabhukti, whence came the modem name
Tirhut. The kgends on '•th- v^ present Tiia, evidently as

the locality troin which the territory dcrised its designaDon.

Quite re> cntly, a smaller hut highly interesting tiiui of clay

seals has been made near Kasia in the Gorakhpur District.

Amongst these we have som*-, refrrred to about A.D. 400

(JRAS, 1907. 365), which mention the Makutabandhana, the

coronation temple of the Malla«? of KusinarS at which (see

ibid., 1906. 661) the corpse of Buddha was cremated, and

others which speak of 'the community of friars, from the

four quarters, at the Mahaparinirvana/ i.e., at the scene of

the Great Decease, which was at Rusinlra. And more lately

still there has been found, at the .^.aue place, a seal-stamp, the

legend on which mentions *the community of friars at the

Vishnudvijta (Vethadipa) monastery.' 'i'he^e will be of con-

siderable importance towards dctermmiiig the identity of the

remains in that neighbourhood.

A distinctly historical clay seal-stamp has come from

Klthi&wSr^ in the Bombay Presidency, but, of course»

though it is a southern record, does not necessarily belong

to that teiritofy. The face of it is slightly oval, measuring

about 2| inches by 3 inches (IA, is. 274); and it exhibits

the son and moon, and an inscription, incised in zeveise in

four lines^ of which the purport is : ' i^Sml) of the prince and
commander-in-chief Pushycna, son of the iUustrious prince

Ahivarman, whose royal pedigree extends back unbroken to

Jayaskandba.'

And we probably have another, but simpler, historical

spedmeo, in a terra-cotta seal found at Bulandshahr, United

Provinces, which presents (IA, 18. 389) the devices of a conch-

shell and something which may be a nautilus or an ear

shown in section, or a wing, or a conventional representation

of a wheel, with the name Mattila, perhaps of a king who
is mentioned as Matila in the Allahabad inscription of

Samudragupta.
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An inscribed terra-cotta image of Buddha, referred to the

fifth century a.d.| has been found near Kasia, in the Gor^ikhpui

District

There are no indications that the use of brick for inscriptional

pur|)oses was cn lt at all gcncriti ai India, as it waa iii aume
ulher caslcrii lands.

But at Bhitari in the Ghazipur District, United Provinces,

there have been found numerous bricks, bearing the inscription

*the glorious KumSragupta' (ASI, i. 94, plate 30), with refer-

ence to either the first or the second Gupta king of that name,

of die fifth century. And other inscribed bricks, of later date,

have been found at ShdzkG^ in the Jhang District, Punjab

(ASI, 5. plate 30), stamped frith apparently directions for the

placing of them by the builders.

At G^palptlr m the Gdmkhpfir Distnct, there ham been

finind some bride tablets bearing Buddhist Sottas (JASB, 65,

1896. proceedings, 99), one of which is a version in Sanatkiit of

a short sermon preached by Buddha at &avastl.

And a brick tablet, found in a field in the Jaunpur District,

United Provinces, bears an inscription (JASB, 19^ 1850. 454),

dated in IS17, which registers a mortgage of some hmds as

security for a loan.

3* Earthenware

Earthen- Inscribed ear^enware rdio-receptades have been found at

Bhdjpfir near the well-known Sfifidu in the Bhdpal State,

Central India (CBT, 331, 333, and plate a6; 335, 336, and

plate S7, Nos. 4, 5), and at Andh& in the same neighbourhood

(ibid., 346, and plate 29, No. 5). And the first of these (331)

is ofsome interest, because^ inscription, recorded on its lid,

which was coated with whitewash, was written with ink. Only

traces of the letteis, however, remun; no part of the record is

decipherable*

liunee earthenware jars, bearing inscriptions in Kharoshthl

characters written in ink, have been obtained at the F2Utu-

Pheil hillock in the neighbourhood of Charsada, North-West

Frontier Province * : the inscriptions record the gift of the Jars

to the local community of Buddhbt monks.

And from K&thi&w3r we have a piece of earthenware^ appa*

rently a fingment of a huge pot, bearing an incised inscription

* Frogtui Report of the Atxhaeolo^cU Surwty, Puojob and United

Provinces Circle, 1904-5. 51.

* Ammal R^trt of th$ Arcknnkpemt Smm^ India ftr i9oa-3.

t^i; tee ulio the R*p9rt Ibc 190^ 189.
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(lA, 14. 75) which presents a date equivalent to a.d. 566-67,

and the name of ' the glorious Gtihwftia,* who was one of the

IdUuLbraka (niiioei of ValabbL

4. Stone

We come now to the great bulk of the inscriptions, those Sunt,

which were recorded on stone in some form or another. They

are found on rocks ; on isolated monolith columns and pillars,

of which some were erected simply to bear the records that

were published on them, others were placed in front of tL inj>les

as flagst.iffs of the gods, and others were set up as pillars of

victory in battle ; on relic-receptacles, hidden away in the

interiors of Buddhist Stupas ; on external structural ]>arts of

Stupas ; on fa^^ades, walls, and other parts of caves ; on pedes-

tals and other parts of images and statues, sometimes of colossal

size ; on moulds for making seals ; on walls, beams, pillars,

pilastej^, and other parts of temples ; and on specially prepared

slabs and tablets, sonictimes built into the walls of temples and

other erections, somelunes set up inside temples or in the court-

yards of them, or in conspicuous places in village sites and

fields, where they have occasionally in the course of time

become buried.

(^7) Rocks

Amongst the inscriptions on rocks, the most famous ones Rocki.

are those at Shahbazgarhi in the Yusufzai countn', at Mansehra
in the Ilazara District, North-West Frontier Province, at Kalsl

in the Dehra Dun District of the United Provinces, at Girnar

(Junagadh) in Kalhiawar, at Dhauli in the Cuttack District

of Orissa, and at Jaugada in the GanjJm District of the

Madras Presidency (see, for instance, CIA, plates i to 7, 9
to 12 ;

Senart, Inscriptions de Fiyadasi^ i ; and IA, 9. 282 ; 10.

83, 180, 209, 269; EI, I. 16; 2. 447; ASSI, I. 114), which

present, more or less completely, and in different recensions,

one series of the edicts of A.^oka (264 to 227 B.C.), the four-

teen * rock-edicts,' as distinguished from the * pillar-edicts.* In

these mscriptions of both series we have proclamations on

the subject of religion and morality, issued by Asoka for the

guidance of his subjects, and placed on record in conspicuous

positions in or near towns, or close tf^ highways frequented

by travellers and traders, ur in the neighbourhood of sacred

places visited by pilgrims. '11 ic idea of publishing some di

them on rocks wab certainly suggested by a rcmiuiscence of

the proclamations issued in the same way by the great Persian

king Darius. And iL Ciiu ii^uuly ijc doubled liiat otlier traces
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of the iiitlucnce of the Persian occupaiii^n ot the valley of

the Indus in the time of Darius are to be recognized in the

style of address adopted both in the rock-ethcts and in

the pillar-edicts:
—*Thus sailh the king, the Beloved of the

Gods, He of gracious mien,' and in the characters, Kharushthl

or Kharoshtri, in wliich the Shfihbazgarhi and Mansehra

versions were drawn up and incised.

The most notable inscribed rock is probably that at Girnar,

which contains, in addition to the edicts of At^oka, a record,

with ci duLe in a.d. 150, uf the Mahakshatrapa Kuaiau.iiua.n

8. 36), and a record, with dates in a.d. 455 to 457-58,

of the Gupta king Skandagupta (F.GI, 56).

Amongst other noteworthy inscriptions on rocks, we have

the record of Ai5ka at SahasrSm, Rupnath, and Bairftt in

Northern India (CIA, plate 14 ; lA, 6. 149; 7. 141 ; 30. 154),

and at Brahmagiri, Siddapura, and Jatihga-RiUiiSfivaia in

Mysore (JA, 1S92, i. 472; £1, 3. 134), which is dated (see

JRAS, 1904. 26) 256 years after the death of Boddha in

482 B.c.^ and (see ibid., 355) somewhat more than thirty-eight

years after the anointment of Asdica to the sovereignty

in 264 B.a, and was fiamed when, having abdicated, he was

living in religious retirement^ as a fiilly admitted member
of the Buddhist order, at Sovainagiii, SOngfir, one of the hills

surrounding the ancient city Giiivraja, in Magadha. Others

are the duplicate inscriptions in BrShml and KhaidshthI

characters at KanhiSra and PathySr in the KSqgra District,

Punjab (ASI, 5. 175 ; EI, 7. 116); the record of the Western

Chalukya Idng Pulak^in 11. at Yekkeri in the Belgaum

District, Bombay (EI. 5. 6) ; and various inscriptioDS on the

Chandragiri hill in Mysore (EC, 2. Inscriptions at Sravana-

Bejgola, Nos. i to 35), including the epitaph of the Jain teacher

Prabhachandra (EI, 4. 22), which commemorates also the

migration of the Digambaraa to Southern India, and their

setdement at Sravana>Belgo|a.

iff) Cotttums and pillara

Cotntntis On columns we have the famous seven *piUar'edictB' of

Aldka, at AUahAbad (CIA, plate 22 ; IA, 13. 306 ; EI, 2. 245),

I There nre pr<>l ably few writers, if any, who would now care to maintain

543 B.C. as the date of the death of Buddha: thnt is simply a Ccylonese

Snventioii d'iboat the tinslfth oentoiy a.n. Dates prupoicd mon meiitlj

sw477i fio8,itad487 B.C. For dw dfiteniiiiwtioiibjthe{MCMBt writv^
48a B.C. as the doscst approxiawUon to Um tnilh that wa arc likdy to

attain, ice JRA3» 1906. 984 fi.
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at Delhi (CIA. ] lites iS to 21, f^eii irt. Inscriptions de Piyadasi^

2; and lA, 17. 303; 18. i, 73, 105, 300 ;
lA, 13. 306; 19.

122 ; EI, 2. 245), and at Radliia. Mathia. and Ram})urwa in

the Chami)aran District, Len^al (EI, 2. 245). And amongst

the records of that king, i)ublished in this way, a very inter-

estinjx one is the inscription on the column at Rummindei, in

the Nejxilcsc Tarai (El, 5. 4), which locates the Lumbioivana
garden in which Buddha was bom.
The most notable inscribed coknim is probably that at

Allahabad, which hears, in addition to Nos. i to 6 of the 'pillar-

edicts,' two sliort Aboka records which are known as the

Queen's edict and the KOsaaibi edict (CIA, plate 22 ; I A, 19.

123, 124), and also the record of Samudragupta incised

at some time about a.d. 375 (F.GI, i),

A few other specially noteworthy inscriptions oji columns

and pillars are the following. At Eran in the Sagar Ih.^trict,

CLiuiai Provinces, we have the record of I'udhagupta of a.d.

484 (F.GI, SS), iiualuablc because the full details of the

date presented in it helped to enable us to determine the

exact commencement of the Gupta era. At Mandator in

M&lwa, we have on two battle-columns or columns of victory

the record of Ya^odharman (F.GI, 142, 149), who conquered

the great foreign invader Mihirakula, and swept away the last

remnant of the Gupta sovereignty. At TS]gimd in Mysore, we

have the record that recites the rise of the Kadamba dynasty

of Western India (£1, 8. 24). From MahfikQta in the Bijipur

District, Bombayt we have the record, dated in a.D. 602, of

the Western Chalukya king Mangalek^ (IA, 19. 7 ; and see

32. 2r3). At Pattadaka], in the same District, we have the

duplicate tecordy in Nagarf and Old-Kanaiese chaiacters^ incised

in A.D. 754, of the Western Chalukya king Klrtivannan (EI, IL

3. 1
). And at ^FavaQa-Belg< >]a, in Mysore, we have the epitaphs

of tiie great Western Ganga prince Nolamhftntaka-Mtrasiihha,

incised about a.d. 975 CBI» 5* 151), and of the Jain teacher

MalUsheQa, incised about a^Dw 1129 (EI, 3. 184).

(c) Rdic-ceceptades

Amongst the inscriptions on relic-receptacles from the Relic-

mteriors of Suddhist StOpas, we have most notably the record «««P*««'«^

on the steatite or soapstone vase from Piprahwa (JRAS,

1906. 149; 1907. 105)^--the oldest known Indian record,

deposited perhaps within a century after the death of

« The pilhtf beuing thU lecoid ttia^ now la tlic compomid of tte

Gowmmcat Mweoni at BijS]iar.
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Buddha,- ^vhich locates KapflavastUt the paternal home of

the great Teacher.

From the Stapa No. 3 at die well-known Sanchi in the

Bhopil State, Central India, we have two steatite caskets

whidi bear in ink, on the inner surfaces of the lids, in one
case the letter Sa, and in the other case the letter Ma
(C.BT, 299, and plate 22). They were found inside two

boxeSi apparently of ordinary stone, each bearing on its lid

an indsed inscription (C.BT, 297, and plate 22) to the fol-

lowing purport, explaining the initials: in one case: * (Relics)

of Sariputa ;
' in the other case :

* {Relics) of Maha-Mogalana.'

Here we have memorials of Sriripiitta-Upatissa, and of

Moggall^na-Kolita, otherwise known as Mahfi-MoLigallana, the

two chief disciples of Buddha. Other relics of the same

persons were deposited in niscnoed steatite caskets in the

Stupa No. 2 at Satdhara in the same neighbourhood (CBT,
324, and plate 25, Nos. 4, 5).

From the Stupa No. 2 at Sunari in the same neighbourhood,

we have steatite vases bearing inscriptions (C.BT, 121, 317,

and plate 24 ; and see JKAii, 1905. 061 ), of which the purport

is as follows : in one case :
* (Rc/ics) of the sainted Kotiputa-

Kas .[
,1- )ta. the teacher of all the Himavat region;* and in

another case :
' {ReJics) of the sainted Kodiniputa-Majhima.*

And from the StClpa No. 2 at Saftchi, we have an inscribed

steatite casket containing relics of the same two persons, and

of a tliird named Hariliputa ; and here, again, the record

marks KSsapagota as the teacher of all the Ilinmvat region.

The records are of extrLnie value in conuboraling the account,

given in the Buddhist bouks, of missions which were sent

by the great })rie.-5t Moggaliputta-Ti.s^a, in the time of Aboka,

to establish the Buddhist faith in border-countries. And
they arc of particular interest in supporting, against the

assertions of Buddliagbusha in his Samantapasfidiki and of

Mahanama in the Mahavathsa, the earlier statement of the

Dlpavamsa, 8. 10, that the leader of the mission to the

Himalayas was the Thera Kassapagotta, and that Majjhima

was only one of the companions sent with him.

Another steatite casket firom the same deposit in the l^chi
StQpa No. 3 beais three inactiptions (CBT, 289, and plate 20,

No. 4), of one of whidi the purport b : *{Reiies) of the sainted

Mogaliputa.' Here, it can hardly be doubted, we have a
memorial of the great MoggaliputtarTissa himad^ who has

been mentiooed Just above. And we find another memorial

of hun in the inscription on a steatite vase 60m the Stflpa
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No. 2 at Andhcr in the same nriL'bliourhood (CRT, 347, and

plate 29, Nos. 8, 9), of which the purport is :
* ^Relics) of the

minted Mogaliputa, pupil of Gotiputa.' VVe have a memorial

of Gotiputa on the same steatite casket from tlic Sanchi Stupa

No. 2, mentioned just above, which bears the record of the

relics of Moggaliputta.

From Andhcr we have, from the Stupa No. 3, a steatite

casket which bears two inscriptions (C.BT, 349, and plate 30,

No. 6). One, incised on the outside, is to the purport :

'

{Relics)

of the sainted Haritiputa.' The other, of special interest be-

cause it was written in ink on the inside of the lid, is to the

purport: *The gift of Asadeva.'

The Bhattiprulu Stupa yielded also three inscribed stone

relic-receptacles (ASST. 6. plate 3), bearing nine short records

(VOJj 14S
;
EI, 2. 323). Two of the inscriptions mention

a king whose name appears both as Kul iiaka and as Khn-

biraka; and two of the others speak of relics of Buddha.

A special interest attaches to these nine records, in that they

exhibit some very exceptional palaeographic peculiarities, in

a variety of the alphabet, referred to approximately the period

aa5 to 200 B.C., which is not met with elsewhere.

(i) Ezteraal parts of StOpM

Amongst the inscriptioDS lecocded conspicuously on eitemal External

pwts of Stupas, we may mention, in the first place, the record p^^^«

on a pillar of the eastern gateway of the StQpa at fihaiaut in
^

the N9god Stat^ Central India (C.SB, plate xa j lA, 14. 138

;

ax. aa;}^ which icigisters the &ct that tiie ^raf}a or ornamental

arcbed part of the gateway was caused to be made^ and the

completion of the masonry work was effected, by Vfidihiputa-

Dbanabhati, son of Gotiputa-Agaraju, son of the king GagTputap

Visadeva. This record is of special interest because it further

refers itself to the time of the sovereignty of the Sungas ; it

gives us the only known inscriptional record of that dynasty,

which the PuiSnas place next after the great Maurya dynasty

of Chandrngupta and AiOka.

From the upper architrave of the southern gateway of the

SOfichi Stttpa No. x, we have an inscription (CBT, plate 19,

No. 190) which mentions Sirl SStakani, one of the early kings

of the Deccan and Central India.

From other external parts of the same Stapa and the second

one at the same place, we have a number of short records^

registering gifts of various parts of the buildings (EI, 2. 87,

366)^ whidi, mentioning the places of abode of the donois,
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carry back to very early times \'arious cities and towns which
Still exist, and still play their part in current events.

In the inscriptions on tho pillars, rails, and copings of

the Bharaut Stapa (lA, 21. 225), we have a larger variety

of records.

Some of them, donative records of the same nature with

those at Si^nchi, are similarly useful in the geographical line.

And three of them (ioc. cit, Nos. 95, 134, 144) are of im-

portance in showinir that the Buddhist canon had already, in

the second or lirst century B.C., divisions known by the names

of the Pitaka, the Siltranta, and the Five Nikayas.

Others, not of that class, but descriptive of the sculptures

to which they are attached, arc valuable in other directions.

Some (C.SB, plates 25 to 27) carry back to the same period

some of the Jatakas, the stories of the previous existences of

Buddha in various forms. Three of them mention ancient

kings (lA, 21. 227, Nos. 20, 58, 77): Janaka, with queen Sivala-

devl (C.SB, plate 44, top) ; Pascnaji, of Kosala (plate 1 3, right)

;

and Aj!itasatu, represented in the act of performing worship to

luidiil.a (plate 16, right). One of them marks an illustration

(C.SB, plate 13, left) of the hodhi-tree of the last Buddl.a,

Sakamuni
;

i.e., of the tree under which he was sitting when he

attained perfect knowledge,. enlightenment :is t ) good and evil.

Others mark sculptures (C-SB, plate 29, and 30, No. i) of

the bddhi-ttQQS of some of the previous Buddhas, who^ names

they present as Vesabhu^ Konagamena, Kasapa, Vipasin, and

Kakusadha.

Amongst miscellaneous records, a notable inscription

stamps a medallion (C.SB, plate 34, No. 2) as representing

MahadSva rescuing Vasugata from the belly of a sea-monster

;

the scene shows Mahadeva seated with two companions in a

boat over the searmonster, an enormous fish, which ts disgoig-

ing another boat containing Vasuguta and two attendants.

Another stamps a panel (C.SB, plate 16, centre) as exhibiting

the angel Arahaguta announcing to the great assembly the

future conception of Buddha. Another marks a medallion

(CSB, plate 38, top, right) as sbowii^ the dream of Maya, the

mother of Buddha, in which she saw her future son about to

enter into her womb in the form of a white el^hant An-
other marks a medallion (C.SB, pkfte 57) as ilhistiattng the

gift of the Jetavana park to the Buddhist community by
Anidhape4ika; the scene shows his servants patting down the

layer of a crore of coins with which be purchased the site (see

Vinayapitaka, s, 159 ; Jitaka, z. 93). Others record the names
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of statues of gods and goddesses, nymphs of heafen, cetoidal

attendants, and other beings, and help much in the department

of Buddhist mythology.

From the remains of a Stttpa at Muttra we have the lion-

capital, covered with ieoords» mintnisive Kharoshthi characters

(JRAS» 1894. 525; 1904. 703; 1905. 154), which establish a
teoiporary occupation of that part of India, just after the time

of Huvishka, by a power from the north-west which was repre-

sented at Muttra by the governors Rajiila-RajuvQla and his

son Sudasa Sod.isa. And, from a rail outside the eastern gate

of the Sanchi Stupa No. i, \vc have an inscription (F.GI. 29)

which gives us a date in A.i>. 41a for the Gupta king

Chandiagupta II.

Amofigst the inscriptions on fii^ades, mtUs, and odier parts Cam.

of caTesb we have at Uie BSiftbar and Nig^tinl Hills in

the Gayft District Bengal (ASI, i. 47, plate so; CIA,
plate t6 ; lA, ao. 361), other lecoids of Aldlu, and some of

a king Dafiaratha who according to the Vbhnu-PuifiQa was

a grandson of Asoka.

From the Hathigumphi cave near Cuttack in Orissa, wehave
the record of king KhSiavela of Kalin^ (see page 14 above),

which belongs to 156-55 B.C. if it is really dated, as has been

held, in the year 165 of the time of the Maurya kings.

From a cave at the Nftnaghat Pass in the Poona District,

Bombay, we have the record of queen Nfiyanika, wife of one of

the SatavahananSatakani kings (PSOCI, No. 265 ; ASWI, 5. 6).

And from caves at Nisik, Junnar, and Karle, we have the

valuable records (ASWI, 4. 98 to 114; EI, 7. 56, 57, 61, 71

;

8. 59 ff.) of the Kshaharata king Nahapana and his son-in-law

Ushavadata, and of Gotamiputa-Satakani and his son Vasithi-

puta-Pulumayi, whieh tHtow so much light on the history of

Western India in the ^st and second centuries a.d.

(/) irnagea and Statue*

Amongst inscriptions on pedestals and other parts of statues Imoset

and images, we may mention, as being either typical instances ^^^^
or otherwise of special interest, the record of a king or prince

named TurSmala, dated in a. n. 7 or 8» on the base ofa colossal

statue of Buddha at BOdh-Gaya (CMG, plate 35) ; the record,

dated in A.D. aa, on thebase of a statae of the Jain IMiaibkaia

Asa at Muttra (£1, a. 3S1} ; the record, dated in A.D. 32S, on

the pedestal of a statue of Buddha at Hashtnagyr in the
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Peshnwnr District (JASB, 5^. i^?^n i
\ \ \ lA, 18. 257 ; 20. 394)

;

the record of the time of Kuni ir i.^upta I, dated in a.d. .{48, on

the pedestal of an image of Buddha at Mankuwar in the Allah-

abad District (F.GI, 45) ; the record of the Maharnja Bhima-

varman, dated in a.d. 458-59, on the base of a sculptured group

of Siva and ParvatI at Kosar.i near Allahabad (F.GI, 266); the

record of the time of the foreign invader Toramaiia, the father

of Mihii aku :i, on the colossal boar at Eran in the Sagar District

(F.GI, 156;, the record of the Stliavira Mahanama, on the

pedestal of an image of Buddha at Bodh-Gaya (F.GI, 278);

and the record of the time of Adityasena, dated in a.d. 672,

on the pedestal of an image of the sun at Shahpur in the Patna

District (F.GI, 208).

There are some notable inscribed colossal statues of the

Jain saint or god Bahubalin or Bhujabaim, otherwise called

Gummata or Gommatesvara, at ^ravana Belgola in Mysore, and

at Kark.Lla and Vcnur in the South Kunara District, Madras

(EI, 7. loS ff,, and plates). liut, while the statue a.t Sravaiia-

Bejgola dates from the period d. 977 to 984, tlie utlier two

date only from a.d. 1432 and 1604 respectively.

Another noteworthy object in this class is the colossal statue

found near Kasia in the Gorakhpflr District, United Provinces

(ASI, 18. 5 7, and plate 5 ; 2 2. 1 7), which represents Buddha dying,

and bean on a part of its pedestal an inscription (F.GI, 272)

which is refeiable to about the end of the fifth century a.d.

Moulds ixnt mnlring Seals

lloaldt for In the way of moulds or stamps for making seals, we must

^^i^^ mention first some objects ficom Haiappa in the Montgomery
District, Punjab, of whidi two have been figured (ASI, 5.

plate 33, No. I ; CIA, plate sS; lA, 15. i). They present

legends in some characters the clue to the dedpberment of

which has not yet been obtained.

Ftom a place which has come to be known as SankIsS, or

more fully SankEsS-Basantpur, in the FatrukhftbSd District^

United Provinces, we have a steatite or sospstone seal-stamp

(ASI, XI. plate 9^ No. x), which presents the name Utaiasena,

incised in reverse, with some emblem above it the nature of

which is not iqpparent^and^ below it, a svasHka or square cross

with four arms. And it may be added that ficom the same
place we have a goldsmith's mould, also made of steatite (ibid..

No. 6), bearing three KharCsh^hl chaiacters which seem to give

a word in the genitive case : here the letters are not reversed,

and they stand on the flat surface surrounding the hollow
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oontaimog the (nttem which ms to be reproduced from

the mould; they ieem» therefore^ to give the name of the

owner of the mould.

In this line^ however, the chief curiosi^ is the rock-cut seal-

matriz, of about the commeocement of the seventh century,

at ROhtlss^ in the ShAhftbSd District, Bengal (F.GI, 983;

and see CMG, plate 37, G, for an illustration of the original

as it actually stands, in reverse). This matrix exhibits a bull

couchant, and below it a legend, of which the
]

i-port is:

^{Seat) of the illustrious MahisAmanta ^asankadeva.' The
device and the l^end are surrounded by a circle about

4^ inches in diameter, marking the size of any impressions to

be produced from it. And in the original the legend is in

reverse, and, with the device, it is carved in the rock, not

carved m relief. We plainly have here a matrix or mould for

making seals* It is, however, difficult to imagine that so friable

a substance as rock would stand having molten metal poured

into it, and would remain unhurt. It would seem, either that

some very soft metal must have been u«;ed, which could be

forced into the mould in almost a cold state, or else that the

mould was made for the purpose of producing a clay, kc, or

wax seal.

Limitation of spare precludes us from illustrating any

more the various positions and circumstances in which the

inscriptions on stone are found. And, for the same reason,

we cannot enter here into a description of the sculptured

devices, religious, dynastic, and of oiher kinds, which ac-

company a few of them in Northern India, and a large number

of them in the South : these sculptures are of considerable

interest in their own line ; but they have not the piurticular

importance which attaches to the seals of the cop})erplate

records. We must pass on to our next division of the general

subject

IV, The Topics 0/ ike Inscriptions^ and the Reasonsfor

which they are Historically so Useful

We have considered the inscriptions according to the sub- Thetopicsof

stances on which they were recorded. We have now to l!**
'"'^"P'

' tions, and
examme the nature of them accordmg to the purport of their the reasons

contents ; especially with the object of showing precisely why
J^"^

they are of such importance from the historical and cbrono- historically

logical point of view. *> wcfuL

VOLi IL X
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A. Plain Statemoito of Events

I'lain In classifying the iiisc riptions for this purpose*, we may take

yumuT those of them v. ;nch are plain statements of events, some-

times perhaps contair.::ig allusions to religion and to donations,

but not special y (In , cte^d to any such ends. In this class one

• of the bcsL uiiUiiccs (Jl [JuiLly historical luuiuiive is the HaLhi-

giKiiliha cave-inscription, already referred to (page 14 above),

whicli summarizes the career of Kliaiavcla oi ivalii.u.i as tar as

the Liiricciiili year of his reign, and presents to us a ciiapiei, or

the beginning ul a chapter, of a uViiasLic chronicle. Another

is the eulogy of Samudragupta on the Aioka column at

Allahabad (F.GI, i\ which recites his pedigree, describes his

conquests in Northern India^ mentions some of the foreign

tribes with which he had relations, and gives us a considerable

insight into the political divisions <^ Southern India. A tbiid

is the short poem, in grand diction, given in duplicate on the

two columns of victory at MandasSr (F.GI, 142, 149)1 which

describes the triomphs ofYafedhftrmani inditding the humbling

of the great foreign invader Mihixakula 'who bad never before

that bowed bis bead in obeisance to any save the god Siva.*'

To the same dass we maj refer some of the records of the

carrying out of public works. Here we have the two fine rock-

]nscrq>tson8 at JunSga^h (£1, 8. 36 ; F.GI, 56), which recced

the repairing of the embankment of the great lake Sudar&ma

* Then are five cpigrApht, of a <|iilte ezoeptioaal nature, which cuinot

be pUced in any of the following categories, iod ia fiut hardly come under

tlic heading of ' inscrlptkoa' as defined oa page i above, bat whkh must

not be left unnoliced.

From stones tt Ajmir we have fragments of two otherwise unknown

plays. Qae of these plays, entitled LalitavigraUaraJanataka, was compoeed

by a poet SfimadHa ia honoor of tbo Chihamioa kiag Vignhaxlja. The
other, entitled Ilarakelinataka, was composed by Vigrahariya Jkimeelf.

These fragments have been edited by Profrwor Kielhom in TA, 20. 201 fT.,

and in Festschrift dcr Koni^kkm GtuliscMaft der Wimmchaften *u

Gi>ttin^Hf 1901.

From a etooe at Dbir, ia Central India, we liave the fint two acts

of an otherwise unknown play by Madana, entitled Pari^taniaHjari or

VTjayasrI, of which the hero is the Paramara V\x\g Arjnr.avarraan. Theee

have hecn edited by rrufesi^or Ilultzscli, iu El, 8. g6 fl'., and separately.

And from otkcr stones al I )har we have two Prakpt poems, odes to the

toftolse inoanaticii of Vishnu, wrfttoi In hcoonr of king BU^ These

have been edited by Profemor Fiachd, ia £1* 8. a4i fC,

* Something of the same kind—at any rate, a firm resolve to that effect

from childhood upwards—is claimed in the Harshacharita for Bhaskara-

varman, king of Pragjyutisba : see the tramlation by Cowell and Thonoas.

317 ; Kashmir text, 460.
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in the time of Rudradanian, and ag^n in the time of

SluuQ^agapta; the former of them reciting, also, how the lake

was originally made by a governor of the great Matuya long

rh mdragupta, and had been embellished by a governor of

As( «ka. And here we have also the Talgund inscription (EI, 8.

24), which, directed primarily to recording the construction of

a great tank, recites, by way of introduction, the origin and rise

to power of the early Kadamba dynasty of Banawdsi

To the same class belong some of the epitaphs : for instance,

the charming short poem on the iron pillar at Meharauh

(F.GI, 139), which preserves the memory of the great Gupta

king Chaiulragupta II ; the panegyric of the great Western

Ganga prince Nolambantaka-Marasimha at Sravana-Belgola

(KI, 5. 151); and the epitaphs of the Jain teachers Prahh.l-

chandra and Mallishr-na at the same place (KT, ?3
; 3. 184).

In the bame class we have some of the monmncntal jMllars

and tablets commemorating the death of licrocs in I>attle.

Here we may cite the small pillar at Eran (F.GI, 91), which

gives us the name of king IJhaniignpta, as a preliminary to

recording how his follower Ciuparfija died in fight, and how
Goparajas wife accompanied his corpse onto the funeral pyre.

And other instances arc found in the virgais or ' hero-stones
*

of Central India, Bombay, and Madras, as illustrated by the

Tcrahi stones (IA, 17, 2oi\ which recite how Chandiyaiia, the

governor of a fortress under Gunaraja, was killed in a fight

between (jmiaraja and Undabhata ;
by the Ablur stone (RI, 5.

261), which commemorates the death of the brothers Mficha

and Guma, fighting valiantly on the occasion of a cattle raid

against their village ; and by the KibMutUigur, Ambur,

Naregal, and Bahgavadi tablets (EI, 4. 178, 182, 183 ; 6, 162;

7. 22\ which preserve the meiwory of oUier heroes killed on

occasions of the same kind.

In the way of more miscellaneous records referable to this

same cla.>^, we have the Sohgaura plaic (JRAS, 1907. 509),

containing a public notification of the establishment of two

storehouses, at the junction of three great highways of vehicu-

lar traffic, to meet any emergent needs of persons using

those roads; the MandSr Hill rock-inscriptions (F.GI, 21 j),

which record the construction of a tank by the order of

Kdnadevl, the wife of king Adityascna ; and the Bhumarfl

piDar (F.GI, no), which was set up as a boundary-mark

between the territories of ibe MahSiftja Hastin and the

Mahfirfija ^wanAtha, and the record on which enables us to

synchronize the fomiUes to which those two princes belonged.
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And here we may mention also another stone at Kll-Mnitugur

(EI, 4. 179), which marks the spot on an embankment at which

a local hero killed a tiger ; the Koiur inscription (lA, 20. 69),

which narrates how a Saiva ascetic immolated himself in the

fire; and the Lelaturii inscription (El, 6. 215), which tellf? the

pathetic tale of how, in spite of the remonstrances of her

parents and her relatives, the wife of a local governor entered

the flames, to accompany her dead husband to the world of

the gods.

In the same class we may notice two inscri|)tions at

^lyamahgalam and Tiruvottui which give an interesting insight

into the adminisiration of criminal law in the twelfth century.

One of them recites how a certain individual by mistake shot

a man belonging to his own village
;
whereupon, the governor

and the people of the district assi-nibled together, and decided

that the culprit should not die for the offence committed l)y

him through inj.Jvertt;nce, but should burn a lamp in the

Tiiruuklar temple at Siyamangalam ; and accordingly he pro

vided sixteen cows, from the milk of which ghee was to be

prepared, to l)e used in burning the lamp. The other records

that a man went hunting, and missed his aim, and shot another

man ; whereupon, the people of the district assembled, and

decided that the culprit should make over sixteen cows to^

apparently, the Tiruvottur temple.

We may further indude here two inscriptioiis at Cheogiuiia \
which embody political compact of alliance for purposes of

offence and defence. And, though il does not contain any

namtive, we may conveniently note here the seal-matrix of

&i.sgnta, cut in the lock at the hill-fort of RohtSsg^h (see

page 49 above),—a mould for casting seals to be issued by

him,—^which, by its existence there, locates in that direction

the kingdom of Kie-lo-DaF5u4arlapna mentioned by the Chinese

pilgrim Hiuen^tsiang.

B. Records due to Religious Motives

Records ^ox practically all such records as those mentioned in the

td^iovs preceding paiagraplui, we are indebted to an historical instinct

motifet. which found expression more or less fully in them. And some

of them illustrate how well the ancient Hindus could put

together brief historical narrativesi concise and to the point,

' See the Annuai Ke^rt oj the Govirnnunt Ep^raphUt, i899>l900,

II, pua. a6.

• 8m lUd,l3,iMi«s. 42,33.
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but limited in scope. But the records of that daai^ though
fiitrly nomerotis in themselves, aie but few tn number in

comparfcon with the others that we have yet to deal with.

For the great bulk of the epigraph ic materials that have

come down to us, we are indebted, not to any historical

instinct of the HindQs, but to the religious side of their chaiacteri

and to their desire for making endowments on every possible

occasion.

In the class of inscriptions to which we have now come, we
may take first those for which we are indebted to religious

motives alone. And, amongst them, we may notice first those

which were directed to the propagation of religion and morality.

Here, however, we can bring forward prominently only some
of the records of A^oka.

We have, in the first place, his well-known rock and pillar

edicts (sec pages 41, 42, above), scatter* .1 about at various

places of importance in his dominions and in other territories

that were more or less subject to his influence, from Shahbaz-

garhl in the Vflsufzai subdivision of the Pesliawar District on

the north to Sidd.lpura in Mysore on the soutli, and from

Dhauli in the Cuttack District and Jaugada in the Ganjam
District on the east to GimSr (Junagadh) in Kathiaw?!r on the

west. The object of them was to proclaim the firm deter-

mination of A>oka to govern his realm righteously and kindly

in accordance with the duty of pious kings, and with consider-

ateness for even religious beliefs other than the Brahmanical

faith which he himself at first professed, and to acquaint his

subjects with certain measures that he had taken to that end,

and to explain to them how they might co-operate with him

in his objeeis. But, in addition to mentioning the contem-

poraneous foreign kings Antiochus I. or II. of Syria, Ptolemy

Philadelphus of Egypt, Antigonus Gonatas of Macedonia,

and Magas of Cyrene, they yield items of internal history,

in detailing some of Asoka's administrative arrangements; in

locating the capital of his empire at PatalipuUa (I'atna), and

seats of viceroys at Ujjeni (Ujjain) and Takhasila (Taxila) ; in

giving the names of some of the leading peoples of India,

particularly the Cholas, the Pandyas, and the Andhras ; and in

recording the memorable conquest of the Kalinga country, the

attendant miseries of which first directed the thoughts of the

king to religion and to solicitude for the welfare of all his

subjects.

To these we must add that record of Asdka, eictant in

various versions in Northern India and in Mysore (see page 4a
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aboveX which was fipuned and issued when he had been coo-

verted to Buddhism and had been led to foiinaUjr join the

Buddhist order, and when, having taken the vows of a monk,

he had abdicated, and was spending his remaining days in

idligioas retirement in a cave-dwelling on Suvarnagiri (Songir),

one of the hills surrounding the ancient city of GirivTaja in

Magadha (Bihar). This record was i<;sued to proclaim Buddh-

ism as the true relig^ion, and Buddha, ' the AVandorcr,' the

ascetic teacher exilt-d by his own choice from the house-iit'e

into the houseless state, as tiie great exponent of it. And it has

its historical value in the fact tliat it was framed (see JKAS,

1904. 26, 355) when 256 years had elapsed after the death of

Buddha, and 38 years after the anointment of Asdka to

the sovereignty, and, it may be added, on the first anniver-

sary of his abdication. It thus confirms exactly, and carries

back to the time of A^'ka himself, the statement of the

Ceylonese chronicle, the Diiiavaihsa, that 21S years intervened

between the death of Buddha and the anointment of Asoka.

Corroborating tiie Dlpavariisa in that important matter, it

enables us to accept with considerable coiifitlence the historical

details given for the inter^-ening period by the same chronicle.

And it enables us to determine (see JRAS, 1906. 984 ff.\

with due regard to all the considerations that have to be har-

monized, and to put forward as the closest approximations that

we are likely to attain, 482 B.C. lur the death of Buddha, along-

side of 320 B.C. for the foundation of the Maurya sovereignty

by CliandragupLa, di.d ^64 ILC. for the anointment of Asuka.

To religious motives alone, in the form of the desire to

honour the memory of saints and teachers by enshrining relics

of them, we owe the records on relic-caskets of Kotlputta-

Kassapagotta and Kodinlputta-Majjhima and Gotiputta-Dundu-

bhisaaxa,from Sftichi and Sdniri (see JRAS, 1905.681,685,687),

which confirm in 80 important a manner the account given in

the Dipavaihsa of the missions that were sent out by the great

priest MoggaliputtarTissa, in the time of A^ka, to establish

the Buddhist fiiith in the border-lands.

Similarly, to the desire to honour in another way the

memory of ft dead teacher we owe the RummindCI pillar*

inscriptioa of Ai6ka (EI, 5. 4), which is of such interest

because it localizes the Lumbinlvana gsrden» the place of

Buddha's birth. The record, fiamed when Aioka whs twenty-

yeaifranosnted, and before his conveidon to Buddhism, teUs

us that he did the place the g)reat honour of visiting it in *

person, evidently in the course of some tour of bspection or
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8tatei>rogres8 through the oortb-eastem parts ol his dominions

;

joid it proceeds to tectte that, hecaiise Buddha, *tho Sak^
nint»' was bom theie^ the king built a stofie eodostng and
screening wall round the place^ and set up a stone oolunm

(the one which bean the ieoord)» and made the Tillage

Lnmminigffma firee of certain tszes.

SO| again, to the instsllation of xdics of Buddha we are

indebted for the insciiptioos of about a.i>. 15 on the Muttra

lion-capitai (JRAS, 1894. 525 ; 1904. 703; 1905. 154X which*

amongst other items of information, mention the Satraps

Rajula-RiljuvQia and ^udasa-So^Ssa ; and for the record on the

Sir-Sukh or Taxila plate (£1, 4. 54), which gives us a date in

A.D. 22 for the Satiap Patika*

And to another development of the same desire we are

indebted for the oldest known Indian record, the inscription on

the Piprahwarehc^vase (see page 43 above)^ which was directed

to preserving the memory of the kinsmen of Buddha, the

Sakyas of tradition, who were ruthlessly massacred, men,

women, and chikiren, by Vi4a4ftbha, king of Kosala, and

which locates for us the city Kapilavastu, the home of

Buddha in his childhood, youth, and early manhood.

We owe the record (IA, 14. 138; 21. 227) which proves

the historical existence of the dynasty of the Sungas, to the

building of a gateway of the Stfipa at Bharaut. And wc owe

the Kura inscription of Toramai^a (EI, !• 238) to the erection

of a Buddhist monastery.

Wc owe the Nanaghdt inscription, of the Satavahana-Satakani

series (ASWT, 5. 60), to the desire to commemorate the great

sacrifices that had been celebrated, and the costly saciificial

fees that had been given, by queen Nayanika,

For the inscription of Toramana on the breast of the stone

boar at Eran (F.GI, 158), which establishes his conquest of

Central India, we are indebted to the building of the temple,

in the portico of which the boar stands. And to the same

motive we are indebted for the Gwalior inscription of his son

Mihirakula (F.GI, 161), and for the Aihole inscription of

Pulakesin II. (EI, 6. i), which contains a great deal of impor-

tant historical and geographical matter, and for the Vajlimalai

inscription (EI, 4. 140), which settles the first four generations

of the family of the Western Ganga princes of Talakad,

It is to the restoration of a temple that we are indebted for

the important Mandasor inscription (F.GI, 79), which gave

us what had so long been wanted, namely, a date for one

of the Early Gupta kings, recorded ui an era, capable of identi-
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fication, other than that which was specially used by them in

thetr own records. And we ow^e another important record of

the Early Guptas, the Kr pillar-inscription ( K.GI, 88), which

gives us the name of Budhugupta and one of the dates which

helped' to fix the exact initial point of tiiu Ciupta era, to the

erection of the column as the * flagstaff' of the god of the

temple in front which it stands.

To the installation of an image of the Jain saint Vardhamana,

we owe the Muttia inscription (£1, i. 381 ; lA, 1904. 34,

No. 4), which g^ves ns a date in the year 5, falling in

53 B.a, for Kanishka, To the lortaJktioii of an image of

a Bddhisattva we owe another record from the same place

(IA, 1904. 39, No. 9)» which gives us a date in the year 33,

hi 34 fi.a, for Hmrishlca ; and for another record (JBBRAS^
to. 369), which gives.m» a date for the same long m the

year 45, in is B»a, we are indebted to the instaQation of an

image of Bnddha. To the installation of another iniage of

a Bddhisattva we owe the xecoid from the place known as S(t«

Mahet (£1, 8. 180X which seems to give condusive evidence

as to the position of the ancient city Srftvastl. And we owe
the Shahpur inscription (F.GI, ao8), which j^ves us a date for

king AdityasSna^ recorded in the Kaisha era and falling in

A.D. 672-73, to the installation of an image of the Son.

The Takht-i-Bahal inscription of Gondopherois, of AJX 47
(see page 5 above), to interesting in view of the corroboration

which it gives to the Christian tradition of the missioa of

St Thomas the Apostle to the east, was recorded to r^;ister

some pious act peifoimed, in memory of his parents^ by the

person for whom the record was drawn up.

To the building of a temple of the Sun, under the name
Chan^asvflmin, we are indebted for the Dholpur inscription

of A.D. 843 (ZDMG, 40^ 1886. 39), which, in specifying its

date in the era of 58 b.c. as the year 898 of 'the time called

vikrama^ in the flense of a reckoning of yeais commencing in

the autumn, which was the * war-time,' the season for tmder*

taking campaigns, gives us the earliest known instance of the

use of the precise term from which there was evolved the

legend (see page 4 above, and note s) that the erawas founded

by a king named Vikrama.

A dispute between two priest?;, each of wi\om claimed the

ownership of a particular plot of land for his god, has given us

an interesting record of a trial by ordeal in an inscriptiou at

Kittiir (jnURAS, 9. 307).

. The settlement of a sectarian dispute has given us a
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record (EC, 2. Inscriptions at Sravana-Belgo}a, Na 136) which

narrates how king BukkarSya of Vijayanagara brought about

a leoonciliation between the Jains and the Vaishnavas of

Simm9apBe)go)a» and embodies a compact under which tho

Jams were to enjoy equal freedom and piotectkm with the

Vaishnavas in respect of their rites and processions.

The necessity for reforming the sacred law on a certain

point has given us an inscription at Virinchipuram (H.SII, i.

82), embodying an agreement fixing the law of marriage among

the Brabmans of tli- Padaividu country, hv which thev bound

themselves that marriages among their families should otily be

concluded by kanviuidnay that is to say, by the father giving his

daughter gratuitously, and that any father accepting money, and

any bridegroom paying money for his l)ride, should be subject

to punishment by the king and excommunication from caste.

The desire of pilgrims to commemorate their visits to sacred

sites has given us a number of records at Sanchi (F.I, 2. 87,

366) and at Bharaut (lA, 21. 225), which are of considerable

value in the geo^phical line of in(iuir\'.

And the presentation of caskets to hold relics of Buddha has

disclosed to us, in the inscriptions found at the Bhattiprolu

StCipa (see page 45 above), a peculiar variety of the Brahml

alphabet, which has not been met with elsewhere, and which

has an important bearing on the development of the art of

writing in India.

C. Reeovds of Religfoas Endowmeota

We come next to those inscriptions of which the object was Record* of

to register donations and endowments made to gods, to priests

on behalf of temples and charitable institutions, and to religioui* ments.

com ill nil] ties.

The inscriptions of Asoka, and of a king Dasaratha who

according to the Puranas was his grandson, which arc found in

the caves on the Barabar and NagSrjunl Hills (IA, 20. 361),

were engraved to record the presentation of the caves to a

community of Ajivika ascetics.

The Nasik inscription of Ushavadflta, son-in-law of the

KshaharSta king Nahapana, dated in the year 42, in a.d. 120

(ASWI, 4. 102, Na 9 ; £1, 8. Sa), iros engtaved to register

the presentation of the cave, with ^idowments in money and

with the gift of a coco-nat tree plantation, to a community of

Bnddhlst monks.

The object of the BhitaiT pillar-inscription of Skandagupta

(F.GI, 5a}, and of the KOiam grant of PaiamS^varavarman I.
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(H.SII, I. 14 0- '^''1-*' to register grants of villages to gods; ia

the first case to Vishnu, and in the second case to ^iva.

The Indor record of the time of Skand.igupta, dated in

A.D. 466 (F.GI, 68), was issued to record an endowment to

provide oil for the lamp of a temple of the Sun.

Some of the charters of the early Kadamba kings of Banawasi

(IA, 6. 24 ff.
; 7. 33 fT.) were issued to convey lands and villages

to the god Jincndra, and to members of various Jaiii sects for

the maintenance of the worship of that god.

The object of the Kaluchuibba.mi grant of the Eastern

Chahikya king Amma IL (£1, 7. 177) was to conv^ diat

village to a Jain teacher for the purposes of a charitable

dtning-hall of a Jain temple.

The principal leooid on the Atakflr stone of a.d. 949-50
(EI, 6. 50) registers a grant of some land to a temple of &va,

made in odebratioQ of a fight between a hound named KSli

and a great wild boar, in which, while the hound slew the boar,

the hound itself was killed.

The Coching^t of BhSskaia-Rarivarman (EI, 3. 66), which

establishes the eiistence of a colony of Jews m that part of

India, was issued to record the bestowal of a village on the

Jews, with the right to use certain religious pantpberaalia.

But for the fact that the ultimate object of it was to rcghtcr

the names of the villages that were granted to Kkantada-

Ramayya for the purposes of a temple that he built, we

should not have had the AblQr inscription (EI, 5. 237 ; and

see IA, 1901. 2), which discloses the real originator of the

movement, in the twelfth century, that led to a local develop-

ment of ^aivism, with renewed vigour, which resulted in the

establishment of the sect of the LingSyats or Vira^aivas which

occupies so prominent a position in the Belgaum, BijSpflr, and

Dharwar Districts and in the northern parts of Mysore.

And so on with innumerable other instances, in which history

has been recorded only as an incidental matter, in connexion

with the primary topic of religious benefactions.

D. Records of Secular Donations

Records of Finally, we have the inscriptions which register secular

grants, not in any way connected with religion, to private indi-

viduals. As a few instances here, wc may cite the following.

The Halsl record of the Kadamba kuig Kakusthavarman

(IA, 6. 23) registers the grant of a field, as a reward for saving

his life, to a Senapati or general named ^rutakirti.

On the other hand, in recognition of an ei^ually useful but
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less laudable service, the supplementaiy inscription on the

Atakur stone of A.Dt 949-50 (sec page 58 above) records that

the Rashtrakuta king Krishna III. gave to the Western Ganga
prince Butuga II. the Banavasp tw( Iv tlioiisand province, and

the districts known as the Bejgula three-hundred, the Purigere

three-hundred, the Kisukad seventy, and the Bagenad seventy,

as a reward for (so the record itself says) treacherously slaying

the Chdla king Rajaditya in the act of embracing him in

pretended friendship.

The Mahvalji pillar-inscription of king Hnri'iputtn, of the

Vinhukaddaclnitu lino of the Satakani kings (EC, 7. SK, 263),

was published to register the grant of a group of villages

to a Brahman. And the record of the Kadaniba king ^iva-

Skandavarman, on the same pillar (ibid.. SK, 264), was pub-

lii-hcd to renew that grant, and to confirm the enjoyment of

it by a descendant of the original grantee.

The Mayidavolu record of the PalLiva king ^iva-Skanda-

varman, and the Kondannidi record of Ja)avarnian (EI, 6. 84,

315), which have introduced to us a new archaic variety

of the soiitlu'-rn alphabet, were issued to register grants of

villages to Brahmans,

The Pattadakal pillar-inscription of a.d. 754 (EI, 3. i), of

special interest because it is a duplicate record in N^arl as

well as in the local Kaiuurese characters, registeis the giant of

half a village toa BrShman, with a sttbsidiaiy allotment ofsome
land for religious purposes.

The Madhuban record of a.d. 630-31, of Harshavaidhana

of Thanesar and Kanauj (EI, 6. 155), was issued to canod the

tenure of a certain village under a fotged charter, and to

authoritatively assign the same village to two other Brahmans.

The Chammak record of the VSkataka king Pmvansena II.

(F.GI, 235) was issued to grant that village to one thousand

BrShmans, forty-nine ofwhom are named in it as the recipients

appointed for the occasion.

The record on the VakkalSri plates or Stt||iyar grant ofa.d.

757 5- 200 ; and see page 27 abov^), which gives the full

direct lineal succession of the Western Chalukyas of BSdSmi,

ftom the first paramount king. Pulikesin I, to the last of the

line, was framed in order to register the grant of a village to

a Brahman.

The Doddahundi inscription of about a.d. 840 (EI, 6. 41),

which records the death of the Western Ganga prince

Nitimarga-Ranavikrama, was incised in order to register the

grant of some land to one of his fgllowers.
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Tlie Nllgund inscription of A.D. 866 (EI, 6. 98) registers the

fact that, under a royal decree of the Rashtrakuta king

Amoghavarsha I, the tax on clarified butter or ghee was

assigned to the Malinjanas or elders of the village
;

evidently

in order to make the proceeds of the tax available for expendi-

ture by them on communal purposes, instead of being credited

to the royal revenues.

And the Paithan plates of a.d. 1272, an epigraphic curiosity

in respect of their great weight (sec page 33 above), were issued

to convey certain villages to fiftv-seven Brahmans.

Finally, in this class we have, amongst numerous other

records, the majority of the virgah of Mysore, which, differing

ill this respect from the similar records elsewhere, mostly record

grants of land in addition to commemorating the deaths of

heroes. For instance, the inscription on the Bcgur stone of

the period a.d. (EI, 6. 45) not only records the death

of the commander of the Nagattara troop in a battle that was

fought between the forces of AyyapadCva and those of

Viramahendra, but also records the appointment of his suc-

cessor, and registers the grant of various villages to him.

A second clause in the supplementary inscription <m the

Atakflr stone of a.d. 949-50 (see pages 58, 59, above) gives

another instance dl a giant of villages in recognition ofbiavery

in the battle-field, to a hero who fought and survived.

And we learn from this last record that grants of this kind

were sometimes accompanied by the ceremony of washmg the

warrior's sword, just as religious grants were usually accom-

panied by the ceremony of laving the feet of the priest into

whose hands the donation was actually given.

£. The Easeatial Natnrd of the Inaeriptions

The We have thus shown the general nature of the epigraphic

nauire"*^
records, by a rough classification of them according to the

of the In- objects to which they were directed.

•eripttoAs. ^Q^^ iIj^ donative records are by far the most numerous of

all. And, as the result of this, we arrive at the point that in

the vast majority of the epigraphic records we have a mass of

title-deeds of real property, and of certificates of the right to

duties, taxes, fees, perquisites, and other privileges. The
copperplate grants are the actual titl&4eeds and certificates

themselves. The stone inscriptions are usually of the same

nature, but they sometimes mention the concurrent bestowal

of a copperplate charter. And in such cases they are, rather,

a public indmation that the transaction had been made
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complete and valid by the private assignment of the necessary

title-deeds and certificates.

The essential part of the records was, of course, the speci-

fication of the details of ihe donor, of the donee, and of tlie

donation. And we have to bear in mind that, not only are the

donative records by far the most abundant of all, but also,

among theui, by far the most numerous arc those which we

may call the records of royal donati(jns
;
by which we mean

grants that were made either by the kings themselves, or by

the great feudatory nobles, or by j^rovincial governors and

other high officials who had the royal authority to alieiiaic

state lands and to assign allotments from ihc atate revenues.

The reason for this, no doubt, is that which was suggested by

Dr. Bumell (B.ESIP, 94) ; namely, the tendency for gifts to

take the place of the sacrifices which, according to the epic

poems, and in fact according to some of the earlier records,

the kmgs of India used to have performed in order to acquire

religious merit, or to attain other objects. But, be the reason

what It may, the &ct remains, that the recor<te of royal dona-

tions, whedier for religious purposes or for other purposes,

are the most numerous of all And many of them register,

not simply the gift of small holdings but grants of entire

villages, and large and permanent assignments firom the

public revenues.

It is to these facts that we are indebted for tbe great value

of tbe records from the historical point of view. The donor of

state lands, or of an assignment from the public revenues, must

show his authority for his acts. A provincial governor or

other high official must specify his own rank and territorial

jurisdiction, and name the king under whom he holds office.

A great feudatory noble will often give a similar reference to

bis paramount sovereign, in addition to making his own position

clear. And it is neither inconsistent with the dignity ofa king,

nor unusual, for something to be stated about his pedigree in

charters and patents issued by him or in his name. The pre-

cc{<ts of tlie law-books, quoted by Dr. Burnell from the

chapters relating to the making of grants, prescribe in fact that

a king should state the names of his father, his grandfather,

and his great grandfather, as well as his own (B.ESIP, 97).

That, no doubt, was a rule deduced from cublom, rather than

a rule on which cusLooi was based. But we find that, from

very early times, the records do gi\e a ccruun amount

of genealogical information. More and more information of

ilut kind was added as lime went on. And the recital of
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events was introduced, to magnify the glory and importance of

the donors, and sometimes to commemorate the achieyementa

of recipients.

Thus, not with the express object of pr^endng history,

but in order to intensify the importance of everything con-

nected with religion, and to secure grantees in the possession

of properties conveyed to them, there was gradually accumulated

almost the wliole of the great mass of epigraph ic records from

which, chiefly, the ancient history of India is now being put

together.

F. The great Nunber of the Inscriptions

The ffreal It must be added that neither are the cpigraphic records at

of tiwhi
^^^^ ^" number, nor are they confined to any Hmited divisions

of the country.

The inscriptions of India itself come from all parts: from

Shfihbazgarhi in the north, in the Yusufzai subdivision of the

Peshawar District, to the ancient IMndya territory in the

CKtreme south of the Peninsula; and iiom Assam in the east

to Kathiawar in the west.

And there are also others, from beyond the confines of

India, of which we must take account in our Indian researches.

We have important records in the Indian mixed dialect,

neither exactly Sanskrit nor exactly Prakrit, hum Afghanistan,

and others, in Sanskrit, from Nepal ; these are so intimately

connected with India that they are always classed and

treated amongst the Indian records. W'c have records as

well as manuscripts from Central Asia, in some dialect of

the mixed class, and not only in the Kharoshthi characters,

which, though used in the north-west of India, were not,

we hftve now learnt, confined to that tmitory, but also in the

Indian BrShml characters* ; the exploitation of this source of

information has recently bc^a From over the sea, we have

Sanskrit, Pali, and Singhalese records from Ceylon, useful to

us in the historical line as well as in the palaeographic and

linguistic departments ; the systematic examination and publica-

tion of these has now commenced in iSai^Mpigraphia Zeylamca,

From Further India, we have Sanskrit records from Csunbodia

in Indo-China, ranging onwards from a.d. 604*. Records in

* See, c. g , Dr. Stein's Anhawlogual ExploralioH in Ciutmc TurkaUiH^

37. 52, 55-

* These hsTe been made known to ni by M. Baxlli, in bb InuripHmu
SofiSiriUs dm Cam6o4st, and by M. Beigjiigne, in his ImcrifUaHS Satu^

trUts d$ Campa «/ dm ComAm^.
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Sanskfit oome mn from Java \ six sitcb, tanging from a.i>.

73t to 1373, are akeady known (see lA, 4. 356 ; 24. 184 ff.,

Nos. 35, 42, 53, 57, 290). And we are beginning to obtain

valuable reccods in Bimna.

Further, the numbers of the records in India itself are veiy

great For India as a whole, a detailed list of the earlier in«

scriptionSy anterior to about a.d. 400, is, it is understood,

in course of preparation for the Epigrapkia Indica : the

already known inscriptions of that period number altogether,

large and small, between 1,100 and 1,200; and, when
once that list has been published, we shall be in a position

to appreciate them far better tliaii has ever yet been done.

For Northern India, that is to say, chiefly for the territory

lying to the north of the Narb;id;i and Mahanadi rivers, and

for the period from about a.d. 400 onwards, Professor Kiclhorii

has given us a list (EI, 5. appendix), with dates, names, and

some other leading details, of more than 700 inscriptions

already known. And for Southern India, the same scholar

has given us a similar list (EI, 7. appendix) of no fewer than

1,090 inscriptions, ranging onwards from about a.d. 500,

the contents of which have already been sufficiently made
known to be avai].i.L)lc lui ireatmeiu m ihat way.

And, whereas new records are every year being freely ob-

laiin-d in Northern India, it is known that m Southern India

there is a wealth of materials the extent of which can hardly

yet be gauged. Sir ^\'.dlLr LUiott, who first systematically

explored the southern records, with the result of the compila-

tion of a manuscript collection of which copies exist in the

libraries of the Royal Asiatic Society and of the University of

Edinburgh, collected transcriptions of 595 inscriptions from

the Kanarese comitry, and a large number .of others from the

Tdugtt districts. Professor Hultzsch has given us, in his

first two volumes of SouthrlnHan Insmptions^ and in the first

two parts of the third volume^ critical teitts and translations

of some 300 records, chiefly from the Tamil country. From
the State of Mysore^ Mr. Rice has brought to our notice some

9,000 records^ in the volumes of his series entitled Epigrapkia

CamaiiMt From the B^gaum and Pharwfir Districts, in

the Bombay Presidency, ink-impressions of nearly t,ooo in-

scriptions were collected under the direction of the writer of

this account ; and the southernmost parts of DhSLrwar, which

abound with such materials, and some parts of the Belgaum

and Bijapur £>istricts and of the NisSm's Dominions, still

remain to be explored. And a great mass of materials from
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the eastern parts of Southern India lies ready to baiid in the

omce of the Government Kpigraphist

G. JThe precise Dating of tlie Inscriptions

The pre- Further, we are not in any way left to grope our way blindly

*^/f. in the arranuement of this vast mass of materials. We have a
of the in-

icripdoDS. definite guide ni the faet that, Irom the first century B.C., the

epigraphic records are for the most y>art specitically dated :

some in tlie regnal years of well-known kings ; others in the

astronomical Kaliyiiga reckoning, the initial point of which was

placed in 3102 r.c. ; and the large majority in the various

historical eras, commencing witli the so-called Vikrama era

founded (see page 4 above, note 2) by Kanishka in 58 B.C.

And with the specification of the year there are usually given

details of the month, the day, etc., which sometimes enable us

to state even to an hour the exact occasion of the fraiiiing of

any i)articular record.

The initial points of all the eras are now well known. And
we are now fully provided with tables which enable us to

determine with accuracy, and widiout much troublei the

European equiTalents» not only of the years, but also of all the

other details of the Indian dates. Each worker, of course, will

select for use, from amongst the nuious guides that are avail-

able, those tables with which he can work most quickly. But

the following hints may be given to those who have still to

take up this line of research.

For special eipositions of most of the various eras» we have

Professor Kielhom's articles on the examination of questions

connected with the Vikrama era of 58 B»c (lA, 19. 20, 166,

354 ; 20. 124, 397) ; on dates of the era of A.D. 78 met
with in inscripdons (lA, 23. 113 ; 24. i, 181 ; 25. 266, 3S9;

26. 146) ; on the epoch of the Kalachuri or Chedi era of

A.D. 249 (lA, 17. 215) ; on the Harsha era of a.d. 605 or 606

(lA, 36. 29) ; on the Kolkimem of A.D. 825 (lA, 25. 53» 174)

;

on the epoch of the NewlUr era of A*D. 879 (lA, 17. 246) ; on

the epoch of the Lakshmanasena era of a.d. 1119 (lA, 19. 1)

;

and on the Saptarshi era of Kashmir, which has its initial point

in 3076 1;. c. (lA, 20. 149). And in the same line we have

Mr. Shankar llalkrishna Dikshit's account of the twelve-years*

cycle ol the planet Jupiter (lA, 17. 1, 31 ; F.GI, appendix 3).

For the (lupta-ValabhT era of a.d. 320, sec l-.GI, introd., 124.

For exactly accurate calculations, we have i'rofessor jacobi's

tables for the computation of Hindu dates (EI, i. 403 ; 2. 487 ;

recast and simplified from an original article in lA, 17. 145)^
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Bad Professor Kielhom's tables for the aizty-yeurB^ cyde of

Jupiter (IA, i8. 193, 380; 85. a33).

And for closely approanuUe calculations, sufficiently

accurate in aU ozdioaij circumstances, we have Dr. Schram's

tables for the conversion of Hinda dates (lA, 18. 290), and

the work of Mr. Sewell and Mr. Sb. B. Dikshit, entitled The
Indian Calendar^ with an appendix on eclipses of the sun in

India by Dr. Schram, and with a supplement on eclipses of the

moon in Indi;i bv Mr. Sewell. This last-mentioned work, we

may add, contj.in.s also tables for the compulation of dates of

the Muharniiiadan calendar
\ and, along with a general account

of all the Hmdu eras, it presents much useful information OD
'the subject of the connected topic of Hindu astronomy.

We may finally mention, for light on various considerations

that must be borne in mind in coiiiiexion with the details

given in Hindil dates, Professor Kielhorn's article Qsx festal

days of the Hindu lunar calendar (lA, a6. 177).

V, Gimral ObsirvaHms and Indicatiims cf
Lines qf Future Research

We have thus explained and illustrated the value of the General

Inscriptions of IiKiia. We have given an account of the sub- f.t»«rva.

Stances on wmdi tbey wore recorded. And we have explamed indications

the essential natuie of them, and ha?e shoim the precise f^^nes of
ftitnrc

reasons for which they are historically and duonolc^ically so research.

unpcMTtanti

For the most part the exploration of the inscriptions^ and

the coUation of results from them, require nothing but

inteHigence and patience* coupled with a certain amount of

esperience. But there is one dass of them which must be

used with only the greatest cautiont if at all.

Just as there are in India numismatic forgeries and (see lA,

30, 190X. sot, note 2) even litenaiy foigeries, so also there are

^pt]rious» counterfeit, or foiged recordSi as wellas genuine ones.

Some of these spurious records have imposed on us in the past.

From accepting them, as well as from giving too ready a
credence to die pseudo-historical legends which exist in

abundance in so many parts of the country, and to the fantastic

archives and Varfasftvalis, or successions of kings, of Orissa,

and to similar documents obtained elsewhere (see page 8
above), and to imaginative chronicles such as the Kohgude^-
rajakkal and the R^j^valikathe (see page 6), much erroneous

matter has been introduced into the history of India. And, in

VOL. II. p
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trying to prevent the introduction of anymore such matter into

it hereafter, as well as in eliminating the fables that hnve

alrrndv been imported into it, we have to be specially on our

guard against such materials as falsely purport to be ftnc'fnt

official recnrfh or vouchers issued by official authority.

While, however, we must thus indicate the existence of these

spurious records, space docs not permit of our entering into

any details about them, and of accounting for the existence of

them and showing how they may be detected. On these points

reference can only be made to a full exposition of this matter

given elsewhere (lA, 30, 1901. 201 ff.), with a list, whicii how-

ever is now not quite up to date, of the known records of this

class. And in the same place there will be found a brief

meniioii of certain other records, which also must only be

used with discrimination. Some of these are, by their own

admission, reproductions of original records; andwe have to con-

aider how far the originals may have been reproduced correctly,

or may have been tmmtepttonally perverted. Odieis of tbem,

while not admittii^ that they are lepEOdufitkmSy plainly are

such, or are reasonably suspected to be such. And there are

also genuine records irfaich have been tampeted frith (see

iHd., 123, and note), In oider to make them serve purposes

other than those originally intended by them.

That matter ne cannot enter into here. Nor is this the

pUboe for presenting any detailed eipositton o£ the results that

we have obtained tan die genuine reooids.

The political history forms the subject of other contributions

to this volume, and has also been treated in other ways else-

where. For detailed accounts of different parts of Inda tan
this point of view, reference may be made to the present

writer's Dynasties of ikt Kanarese Districts of tht Bombay
Ihtsidemy, in the GauHter of the Bombay Presidemy^ voL i,

part 2 (1S96), pp. 277-584; toDr.Bbandarkar'siSlari^JBiM^

^ the Dekkan^ in the same volume- and part, pp. 133-275;

and to Pandit Bhagwanlal Indraji's.£ar^ History of Gujarat^ in

the same volume, part i (1896), pp. 1-206. We have, further,

Mr. V. A. Smith's Early History of India (1904), wider in

its title, but dealing chiefly with Northern India and requiring

to be read with a knowledge of the views of other writers

even for that part of the country. And for a general r^sum^

of bases, with full references, arranged in such a way that the

work will long remain indispensable to all students of Indian

history, reference may be made to Miss DuflTs Chronology of

India (XS99).
'
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Thus, a great deal has already beeo done in the d^Muttnent

of political bistoiy. Of covnser many details stiU lemain to

be filled in firom fotnie aploiation and research. Bnt we
have now a very &it knowledge of the ancient peat of India

Irom 58 B.C. to A.D. 320, and a comparatively copious know*
ledge of it from the latter time onwards. And we are indebted

for this almost entirely to the inscriptioDS.

But, though so much has been achieved, a great deal still

remains to be done even in the line of political history. And
there are other departments of research, which must go hand

in hand with the study of the inscriptions, in which hardly a

beginning has been made, beyond a preliminary treatment,

in detached writings, of details which will have to be hereafter

brought together and handled on broader lin^ in connected

and more easily accessible works.

A. The Inscriptions

In the first place, only a small part of the mine of epigraphic The ia-

information has been as yet explored. For tlie cailier period, scriptioMi

before a.d. 320, when the great Gupta dynasty of Northern

India rose to power, we are looking forward to the results of

excavations, stiU to be made, whidi should, and undoubtedly

wiU, emkble us to get at many an important zeooid now hidden

fam si^it For the period onwards from that date^ we baye

sttU to tmce many additional copperplate records, not yet

brooglit to notice^ whidi onqiiestionably exist in private hands

:

and from the enoimoos number of stone records we have

to select those whidi will best repay the trouble of editii^

them in frill ; dealing with the others by means qf abstracts

that shall brhsg fmard every point in them that can be turned

to practical account

As regards the earlier period, reaching hack to the time of

Buddb% we have one record, the inscription on the Fiprahwa

vase (see page 43 above), the oldest known Indian record,

which may possibly date from within a century after the death

of Buddha. We have a certain amount ofepigraphic material

of the time of Aioka. We have some such iha^rial for the

interval from his time to 58 b.c. We have a very appreciable

amount of such material for the interval from that date to

A.D. 320. And indications are not wanting that systematic

exploration of judiciously selected site8» as well as chance dis-

coveries, will greatly and quickly increase the number of instruc-

tive insaiptional records available for the whole period ; we may
V a
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point, for instance, to the re-^^ults of the excavations recently

made uiider the supervision of the Director-General of Archae-

ology at Sarnath, Kasia, and Bas5rh, which have well illustrated

what important epigraphic remains may be found lying even

dose at hand within quite easy reach. Still, for the present,

we are greatly dependent for our knowledge of that iicru d upon

coins, and upon tradition as preserved in literary works ; both

of these being sources of information which must be used

with extreme care and discrimination. The explorations and

the chance discoveries have still to be made, and the results

of them have Lu be cjuunined and wei^iicd as U.ie> may come

to liglu.

In the second place, we must before long make a start

towards bringing the records together, in chronological order,

in volumes according to fbe dynasties and periods to which

they belong, <m lines such ts those adopted in the volume

of Gupia Imeriptio7is^ prepared by the writer of the present

account as the third volume of the intended Oifpu$ Insaip'

Himum InHcarum^ whiclv howemv has not as yet gone beyond

that volume and vol. i, by Genecal Sir Alexander Cunnio^iam,

which gave the first collective treatment of the lecords of the

iydka period.

It is very difficult to eihaust ai^ particular line of researdi

ftom teita which are scattered about in the volumes of different

journals^ amongst extnmeous matter of alt sorts and without

any attempt at^ or possibility o^ general arrangement according

to dates, and many of which aie printed in native cbancteis

which do not lend themselves to the use of capitals, thick type,

and other devices for maridng points that are to be specially

attended to. To a great extent, of course^ this scattered and

unsystematic disposal of our results has been unavoidable. As
an inevitiible consequence, however, not even the department

of political history has been dealt with as fully as might be the

case even from such materials as we already have for reference.

And, though much has been accomplished by the official

joumal, the Epi^^raphia Indica, towards minimizing the diffi-

culties LPitiiled by having to search the volumes of so many
diflerent pulslications, more still requires to he done.

We must set about bringing together, in the manner indicated

above, such records as have already been pubhshed ;
inserting

at the same time any others of each series that can conciiriLntly

be prepared for publication. We want, for instance, one volume

devoted to the records of the Western Chalukyas of Badami,

with tho^ of the early Kadambas of Baoawasi and the Palkvas
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of Omjeeveiain, and with some others of the nme period

which are not numeroiis enough to make vp a votnme by

themselves. We want another Toliune for the records of die

£astem Chalukyas ; another for those of the R^htrakutas

;

othera for those of the Kalachuris and the GHhadavalas ; and

so on ; each with the miscellaneous records of the period

brought in. When such compilations have been made^ we
shall have the basis of a systematic arrangement, by means of

which the materials can be examined far more conveniently

and exhaustively than at present. And it will then be an easy

and simple matter to insert in such volumes, in the |)roper

places, references to further records, which, of course, must

continue to be published in the present clrtached manner until

sufficient materials for supplementary volumes accumulate.

In ilius rearranging the records already edited, we have to

revise the published texts, and bring them up to date on a

uniform system according to our latest knowledge and experi-

ence. Even among the most recently issued versions, there

are but few that could be finally reprinted just as they stand.

We require to have both the texts and the translations dealt

with critically, according to a thoroughly consistent method

of treatment. The same passages in different records have to

be translated in identically the same words. And technical

titles and expressions require to be recognized, and to be used

as they stand without attempting to render Uiem by English

words which may, indeed, be literal translations, but the

meanings of which do not suffice to convey the ideas Intended

by the originals. There are many points in the records which

win not be recognized until we begin to deal with the records

on the lines indicated above. There are also many allusions

in the records which we ate only now beginning to understand.

And, as a very suitable instance of what an up-to^te leviaon

can effect, we may point to the case of the Aihole inscription

of A.D. 634-35, of the time of the Western Chalukya king

Pukke&i II. It was first handled fully by the present writer

some thirty years ago (IA, 5. 67 ; 8, 237). It seemed, then,

that at any rate all the historical matter in it had been brought

out fully and correctly. But it remained for Professor Kielhorn,

in lately examining the record anew and re-editing it with the

advantages of experience and wider knowledge (EI, 6. i), to

remove some mistakes then made, and to discover yet two

more historical items in it, in the mention of the Kollen! lake

and of the territory on the north of the lihnnfi, and, further, to

detect and explain two recondite allusions, one to a grammatical
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rule PSnini and the other to the traditional precepts for the

behaviour of kings in exile, and to bring out various interesting

points in which the writings of the poet Kalidasa were used

and imitated in this record and in some other early ones.

B. Ttadltion

Tradition. We have mentioned tradition, as preserved in literary works,

as one of our sources of information ; but with the reservation

that, along with what wc gather fioiu coins, it must be applied

with extreme care and discrimination.

We may fiiirly use tradition to help us to interpret obscure

expressions in the inscriptions, and in a ^Liieral way to explain

the nicaning and the bearing of those records. Wc may even

use it to fill up gaps in the history deduced from the inscrip-

tions, when nothing incongruous or improbable is suggested

by it
;

especially when it receives, in respect of immediate

surroondinga, Any specific ccmobontioa from the inscriptions,

as in the case ctf the interval from the death of Buddha to the

anointment <rf Aidka to the sovereignty, and in the case of the

missions that were sent out by Moggaliputta-Tissa to establish

the Buddhist &ith in the border-lands (see pages 44, 54, above).

But, when we can gather plain frbcts from the epigiaphic

records and arrange them on the bases of those records, we
are independent of tradition, and can then recognize it only

with a view to gauging its value in the light of what we learn

from the only definite source of informatioo. And we must not,

in any drcumstanoes, twist the assertions of tradition. We
must not start by conjecturaUy correcting its statements, just

as fancy may dictate, in order to make them support that which

we seek to prove. We must not, as a basis for our application

of it, make it say what it does not say. We may correct it only

when we have undeniable evidence that it is opoi to correction,

and an unmistakable guide as to the direction in which it may
be corrected.

The Buddhist tradition of the seventh century a.d., of India,

Gandli'm, and Kashmir, as rc{)orted by Hiucn-tsiang placed

the initial dates of A.soka and Kanishka rcspet tivcly 100 and

400 years after the death of Buddha. Applied to 264 B.C. as

the initial date of A^dka the Maurya', this gives us 364 B.C. as

one amongst various more or less suhstHntial traditional dates

for the death of Buddiia. ^^ ith that, however, we are not here

concerned. Our point is this. A combination of those state-

* For a full cxpodtion of this matter, ace JRA^ 1906. 979&
* See ibid., 5^84 S.
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ments places the initial date of Kanishka 300 yean? after the

initial date uf Abuka ; with the effect, on the same application,

of setting up a.d. 37 for the initial date of Kanisiika. But that

did not suit the views of certain writers who wished to make

the initial date of Kanishka fall in or about a.d. 78: and,

accordingly, they increased the traditional 400 years for Kanishka

into 437 years, by applying the statements as if they gave for

him an uuct vai ui 30-* vcars from, not the initial dale of A^oka,

but the end of his reign ; so that, Ar-Oka the Maurya having

reigned for thirty-seven years, from 264 to 227 B.C., they of

course obtained a.d. 73 (a result quite close enough for their

purposes) for the initial date of Kanishka. The key to the

matter here ta ibiiiid in the Buddhist tiaditioii of Ceylon, con-

finned for India by a record of AMka himself. From those

sonces ire know that the said tradition of India, Gandhara,

and Kashm&v oonAised Aioka-DhannSidka the Maurya, in

respect of his date, with a predecessor, A^ka-KlUfl^la the

&u^unag9, who b^n to reign 90 years after the death of

Buddha, and in whose eleventh year, 100 years after tiie

death of Buddha, there was held the second Buddhist Council.

From those sources we know, also^ that the death of Buddha
occtoied siS years before the initial date of A^kathe Mauiya

;

that is, in 48s B.& And, applied to 48a B.&, the statement

of 400 years for Kanishka places his initial date in 82 b,c.

That isi we can now see, it is a statement in round numbers

of 400 for 434 years ; and the tradition is in perfect accordance

with the fiict that Kanishka founded the sO'Called M&Iava or

Vikmma era commencing in 58 b. c ^

Again, tradition, as recorded by Hhien-tsiang, tells us as

follows :—In the midst of the 1000 years after the death of

Buddha', or within the 1000 years after the death of Buddha',

there reigned at ^ravasti a powerful and ostentatiously lavish king

Vikramaditya, who ultimately lost his kingdom in consequence

of behaving uncivilly to a Buddhist teacher named Manoratha,

and was fi^llowed* by a succe ssor wIk) showed respect to

men of eminence. Further, tradition, as recorded by the same

writer, tells us' that in quite a different part of India, namely

in MiLlava, and about sixty years before the time (a«d. 64z>42)

* See page 4 above, «ad note a.

JnUn, iUmotra, 1. 115 ; Bed, iPtfrWjr, I. tog.

* Julien, loc. cit., note 3 ;
Waiters, On Vinui Chtoang, i. att.

* Julicn, loc. cit., 118; Bcal, loc cit., iiti; Walters, loc. cit., aia.

* Julien, op. dt., 2. 156; Vie, 304; Beal, op. cit 2. 261; Z^. 148;

\Vaiici% op. cit., 2, 342.
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when Hiuen-tslang was writing, there was a king Ibiladitya,

who reigned for Tifty years*, and who, in addition to being

a man of great wisdom and one who was attached to and

beloved by his subjects, was full of respect for the tliice

precious tliiiigs of the liuddhist faith. These two accounts

refer to very different parts of India. They were recorded on

different occasionSi and without any reciprocal connexion. And
even the date of Vikiamlditspa of Siftvasif sdll lemains to be

detennined. Nererdieless,and because the result is supposed to

fit in with aveiy libenl adjustment oftome mythical statements,

distinctly lefeixed to the period about a.d. 78, made in the

twelfth century by Kalhai^a in the Rftjataraihgini, 3. 125-331,

about a kii^ Harsha^ViloEaoiSditya and his son Pratapa^fla-

SfUditya of still a third kingdom, Ujjain, we have been told

(JRAS, 1903. 56$ £) that, while Hiuen4siang has iqMvted

die &ct8 themselves correctly, he has confounded the two

names, and what he relates about VikiamSditya of Srtvastl

really applies to ^dAditya of MSlava, but also, while we transfer

VikramSditya fiom &ftvast[ to MSlava, we aie to leave Sliaditya

in that same locality.

Results can be strung together fiK>m treatments of tiadi<

tion such as the two dted above. But such results are not

history.

We may use tradition. But we must weigh it, and must not

distort it. We must see that we understand it aright. We
must not take one line of it, say the Buddhist tradition of

the Dipavaitisa of Ceylon, and modify it according to another

line, say the Brahmanical tradition of the Indian Puranas.

And we must take care that whatever tradition we do use

shall be ancient. We cannot base history upon fanciful collec-

tions of legendary matter, dignified by the name of tradition,

presented to us in modern compilations such as the Kohgu-

desarnjakkal and the Rajavalikathe (see page 6 above).

And, in these days of dissemination of knowledge, we must

be on our guard against admitting so-called traditions which

are really the results of our own conjectures dressed up in

other forms. In this direction, we have before us the notorious

case of the bards of Kathiawar (see F.GI, introd., 49 f.). They

have a story about the rise of Valabhl, which was at one time

brought forward and accepted as *an oldrworld tale' irtiich

had an historical basis, though it might not be altogether

accurate. But it was subsequently made known that the

story only sprang into existence some quarter ofa century ago,

^ JoUca, JKAwi'm, 2. 156; Vit^ ao^; Bc«l, ^.Mwnfr, S* 861 ; Life, 148.
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and owed its origin entir«ily to modern speculations which

had found their way to the bards through an educational

treatise.

In bhuii, It cannot be too steadily borne in iiiind ilkit, while

we may most suitably take tradition as a subsidiary' source of

history, we must weigh it carefully before we use it. It can

in no way take the place of the epigraphic records. It is of

no value against any plain and tinmistalEable assertions made
by them.

C Palamgraphy, Coin«» and Art

The pakeographic inquiry has been brought to a dtmax for Pab«o-

the present by Professor Biihlei's Indisdu Palaeographie. The
German original of this invaluable work, with its {Hates, was ut.

'

published in 1896 as part zi. of the first volume of the

Gruttdms der Indo-Afisehm PhUok^ uni AUerfumskitndet

or Encydopaedta of Indo-Aryan Research. And the English

venion of the letter-press of it has been issued as an appendix

to the Indian Aniignafy, vol. xxxiu, 1904.

But in this line^ as also in the historical line^ on which it is

hugely dependent and, in fact, in every line of Indian research,

we are steadily accumulating more facts and better materials^

and making substantial progress every year. Already, some
of the details exhibited in Professor Biihler's work might now
be treated, or at least considered, from other points of view.

Already the Mayidavolu record of ^ivarSkandavannan and the

Koiujiaxnudt record of Jayavarman (see page 59 above) have

given us a new archaic variety of the southern alphabet, which

was not known when Professor Biihler was writing.

Even the palacographic inquiry, therefore, has sooner or

later to be taken a step farther than the high point to which it

has been brought by the labours of Professor Buhkr,

As one way of helping to this end, the occasions of pub-

lishing more advanced texts and translations of records already

handled, must be utilized to substitute real facsimiles of at

least the more representative originals, in the place of the

manipulated and sometimes misleading lithographs that have

occasionally been issued in times gone by. Then, attention

was directed to publishinsj clear and easily legible lithographs,

rather than to giving lac^iniiles which an unpractised eye

might find it difficult to deal with because of their including

all the imperfections of the originals due to damage and decay.

Now, with greatly improve methods of preparing our materials

for reproduction, we take a w»er coarse.
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We require for critical work, in any line, pui ly m- ch;ir>iral

reproductions, which shall be actual facsimiles ot the onginais

as they stand, prepared without, at any stage, any touching up

by hand of the materials, ink-impressions or unuiked estanipages,

which are the bases .of them, or of proofs from those materials.

Any such touching up by hand of such materials, and any

issuing of lithographs tr ^n eye-cupics, gives us, not what really

stands in an original but that which the operator tlunka he

sees there, which is often quite a different thnig
,
and, lor two

pointed illustrations of this, reference may bu made to some

remarks by the present writer on another occasion (EI, 6. 80).

Any such process deprives of all value the results that are laid

befcnre us. And it must be sedulously avoided, In tfie fitst

trentment'of any new niateiuds» as much as in the xeyision of

any old ones.

In coonexion with this btancb of the general inquiry, it

must also be borne in mind that it is not easy to fa, within

a oentuiy or so^ or even more, on simply palaeognq>hic

grounds, the time of an undated record whidi does not present

the name of a well-known king, or some other specific guide.

And of this there is on record a case in point that may be

appositely dted. It has been said, and not unjustifiably

(JRAS. 1903. 393X that the characters of the Iq^end on a

certain coin may be» perhaps, of the ninth or tenth century;

leaving us to infer that the coin itself might be allotted to that

time. But irom the words of the legend, * the glorious RSya-

murSri,' we know that the coin is one of the Kalachurya king

RayamurSri-SQvid^vaSdmc^vata of Kalyini (see F.DKD,47i),
who reigned a d. 1167-77.

There should further be bome in miod certain considerations

which apply also to numismatic theories and views about ar^

as other bases for the construction of history.

In the case of royal proceedings and the records of them,

wx' may ex]icct that both the artistic standard of any statues or

other sculj)iures chosen as ol)jects of presentation, and of any

shrines or other buildings ordered to be erected, and also the

characters, drafting, etc., of the records of such acts, should

ordinarily be the best procurable of their kind and time,

and should be more or less uniformly progressive in one

direction or another ; in point of fact, it would seem, towards

deterioration rather than improvement. But, even so, there

must have been incidental times of ihrowing-back, and

occasions when actually the best synchronous work in either

line could nul obtained, even on royal dcuuiids. And
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the position must always have been very different in respect

of private proceedings and the records of them ; and we
must remember that many of the records ot die first century

B.C. and the following two centuries, and particularly those

which come froui Isuiihern India, aiu piivatu non-official

records of private non-official donations and luundations.

There are, and there must always have been, ever)'where,

and in every line, <^ writing, sculpture, or any other branch of

work, good and bad woifcmen, syuchrooously and in the same
localities. The terms of workmen vary, and must always hate

varied, according to their skill and reputation. Not every

oidinaiy individual can have afibrded to employ, even if he

knew, the most deft sculptor, to give him the highest art, or

the best writer, to give him the most approved official or even

nonoffidal script of his time. And coosideratioos of that kind,

and of locality, and of the materials used, metal, stone^ etc,

as the case may be^ quite as mudi as differences of time, may
accotmt for many of the difficulties eicperienced in some

quarters, sometimes on palaeographic grounds, sometimes from

other points of view, of conatruinflk as belonging really to one

and the same series, certain dates from Northern India which

nm harmoniously from the year 3 to the year 399 without

any actual specification of the name of the era,— the schcalled

Vikrama or Malava era, founded by KanisbkA in 58 B.C.,—^to

which they belong.

So, too, as regards coins. The sinking of dies must always

have been a somewhat close profession, transmitted heredi-

tarily, and probably confined to but a few families, in but

a few localities, the members of which would be summoned
far and wide for the exercise of tiieir skill. In this line,

too, not always could the best work have been obtainable,

even by a king. A new design, shape, or weight from Greece

or Italy, or a new development of the Greek alphabet, may
easily have reached Broach by sea, and may thence have

travelled overland via Ujjain to Muttra, much more quickly

than it could penetrate into India by way of Persia and the

north-'w est frontier. Or, again, a new design, shape, or weight,

originating in Persia, may have reached India lung before it

could reach Italy or Greece. And such conditions as these,

coupled with a naUual tendency to follow, if iiot exactly to

copy, previous models, may account for many of the difticuUies

that attend the arrangement of numismatic facts.

In short, not only palaeographic views, but also numismatic

theoriea and deductions based on art, must always be suboidi-
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nate to, and must he regulated by, what we can learn in the

way of clear facu> irum the inscnptional records.

D. Geogfapliy

Geogfa- As has been said, even the political histofy has not been jfX

V^f* worked out bom the puUished records as fully as might be

done. And there are (^er lines of inquiry, ofgeoenl histoncal

interest, particularly in the geographical, administrative, and

fiscal departments, which have hardly been touched upon at

all to any purpose.

The geography, bdeed, an attractive branch of inquiry which

has been popular in many quarteis, has received a certain

amount of attention. But die leseaiches m this line have been

made chiefly with the object of trying to identify places^

countries, and tribes mentioned by foreign writers, namely, the

Greek historians and geographers^ the Chinese pilgrims, and

the Arab travellers, and of constructing maps of ancient In<Ha

from their writings. And in that connexion much has been

put forward in vain, in consequence of an idea that we can

and must still find an existing representative of every ancient

name recorded by the foreign writers. But tribes die out and

disappear ; towns decay and are deserted ; seaside emporia

sometimes shift : and, in addition to the gradual transition

from classical to v».macular fcirms, the names of ritits are

liable to change entirely in the Course of time, even though the

places themselves survive.

Some of the records of the Indian campaign of Alexander,

in 327 to 324 B.C., were plainly h^^* '] on accounts written by

persons who actually went to India with him ^ Yet but few

of the places mentioned in them have been identiued with

any real approach to certainty.

The author of the Periplus of the Erythrai-an Sca^, who wrote

at some time about a.d. S5, evidently sailed in person round

the coast of India. But we cannot expect to lind now every

place ua tiic coast meuiioned by iiim. And, as regards his

' See, in particiilar, AtuM iMdui, its Immim iy Aitxmder the Great

(1S93), by J. W. McCrlndle; ftod hit Ancitmi India as JescriUd m
Ciassical L ittrature ( 1

90 1 ).

* For McCrindle's transUtioD of tkia work see lA, 8, 1879. 107 fif. He
has there ihoim giouida, whldb eeem concloflive, for placing the wocfc

between A.O. toand 89. Ibovgh bj oUwr enihorttiee it has been

what earlier, in Pliny's time (a.d. 33 to 79), and* oa tiw other hand,

considernbly later, after A.D. 161. The writer of the peofjmphical part

of tlie article on Ptolemy in the En^chpacdia Britannicaf voL xx, has

placed it ' about A.D. So' (p. 94).
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mlrtnd details, his statement that Paithan, which is really about

200 miles almost due south-east from Broach, lay south of the

latter place, at a distance of a twenty days' journey, quite suffices

to show that, for places away from the coast, he was at least

sometimes dependent on iufurmalion which was liable to be of

a ver>' vague kind ; and it left us free to exercise con<^iderable

latitude of choice, fully justified when at lent'th the identitica-

tion came to be made (see page 82 below), in applying his

immediately following assertion tliat Tagara, a famous inland

emporium, situated at a distance of a ten days' journey from

Paithan, was on the east of Paithan : the correct bt^ring is, in

reality, as closely as possible south-east by south.

Ptolemy, who wrote approximately* at some liip.c about

A.D. 150, had not even the opportunities of personal observa-

tion which the author of the Periplus enjoyed, but only com-

piled from the reports of travellers and navigators, and from

tlie worici of previm writers, ofwhom some may have enjoyed

such advantages, but otbese bad simply put together informa-

tion obtained simikriy at second-hand. Consequently, it

is only in a very general way, at any rate with meidy our

present means <^ applying the information given in his work',

that we can use his statements towards reconatrucling the early

0BQgmphy.

The writer of the geogxaphical port of the artide on Ptolemy

in the EtuytkpwiM Britamtm^ vd. n, has told us that

Ptolemy's geographical knowledge is strikingly imperfect even in

regsrd to the Meditemmean and its surroundings and that it

» especially fimltj in reqpect of the southern shores of Asia, in

connexion with which he had obtained (as we can r^idily

detect) only a vague acquaintance with extensive r^;ions, based

on information which was indeed to a certain extent authentic,

but which had been much exaggemted and misunderstood.

Ptolemy (we are told) recognized the importance of utilizing,

to check and adjust results, any positions of places that had

been determined by actual obsmarions oflatitude and longi-

tude. But there was not any appreciable number of such

places. And thus 'the positions laid down by him were

really, with very few exceptions, the result of computations

of distances finun ittneraiies and the statements of tiavdlers,

* It appears that tiM fiilt-nooidcd observation of this celebrated

Biatbematician, astronomer, and peofjfrapher w*»s made in A. D. 127, and

tbe last in a.d. 151 {Encyclopaedia BrUannica, xx. S7); bat that he was

Still alive in a. o. 161 {Smth*i Ckusieal Dieiifmary, 627).

by McCiindle, in lA, la, 1884. 313*4''*
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estHnates which were liable to much greater eiior in ancient

tiiiwa than al the present day.' Moreover, in addition to

placing the equator at a considerable distance from its true

geographical position, and accepting a prime meridian which

made all his eastern longitudes nbont seven degrees less than

they should have been, he made a still more serious mistnke,

which ' had the effect of vitiating all his subsequent con-

clusions,' in taking every degree of latitude, and of longitude

measured at the equator, as equal to only 500 stadia or fifty

geographical mile??, instead of its true equivalent of 600 stadia

Qi Sixty miles. And, as the result of the last-mentioned error,

' if he had arrived at the conclusion from itineraries that two

places were 5,000 stadia from one another, he would place

them at a distance of ten degrees apart, and tlius in fact

separate them by an intcrwU (>{ 6,000 >i.i(lia.'

The curious and uitcrly crruucuus conception of the shape

of India formed by Ptolemy, is well shown by the map (IA, 13.

between pp. 323, 323) which accompanies Mr. McCrindle's

extracts from his work. And the general distortions that

leralted firom his data and method of work are admirably

eifaibited in an ingenious form in the EncyckpaetUa BrUamdea^

oL XV, in plate 7, between pp. 5x6, 517, which shows Ptolemy's

idea of the world superimposed upon an actual map of fSsub

ooirespoading portions of the world. His results, exposed in

this way, place Paitha^ (on the GddSvarl) well out to sea in

the Bay of Beogal. They make C^lon an enormous island,

stretching &om below the equator to about the twelfth degree

of north latitude^ and covering tbe position of the northern half

of Sumatm and of part of the Malay Peninsula, with a large

area of the Bay of Bengal, including the Nicobar Islands.

They make the MahSnadI river run over Stam and Can^bodia.

They make the Ganges run ofer the very heart of China,

flowing towards the sea somewhere near Canton. They carry

Palibothra, which is Patna (on the Ganges), to the east of a
line from Tonquin to Pekin. And they make the Himalayan

range, as represented by the Tmaos and Emodos mountains,

run north of Tibet, through the north of China, across the

Yellow Sea and Korea, and into Japan.

It is obvious that, before we can do anything substantial

with Ptolemy's work, in the direction of utilizing it for even the

outlined uf the early political geography of India, we need

something more in the way of an exposition of it than even

that which Mr, McCrindle has given us ; and we require an

adjustment of Ptolemy's results for India similar to that
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whkh Colonel Gerini has made (JRAS, 1897. 551) m lespect

of his results for the countries beyond the eastern confines of

India. But it is also certain that, though we may gather from

Ptolemy a fair quantity of general informatioo about tribes and

temtooal divisions, no amotmt of adjustment will ever enable

OS to fiame from his work a map < f India that would be even

appfommately accurate in its details.

Passing on to a stiU more definite source of informatioa, we
find that much even now remains to be done in connexion

with the writings of Hiuen-tsiang \ who travelled through

practically the wh(^le of India between a.d. 629 and 645, and
kept a very close record of his peregrinations.

The territorial di\-isions mentioned by Hiuen-tsiang are

fairly easy to locate, more or less approximately, with the help

of tiie epigraphic records. But his cities, or such of them as

sumve, are more ditficult Before his writings can be fully

Utilized, we want better readings and explanations than have

even yet been offered of his place-names. We have to

re-examine his movements from the point of view that 100 //'

denutr.d the time occupied in making a day's journey' ; the said

day's j(>urii'. y av<:iagiug very closely about twelve miles, but

bcuig actually determined in each case by such considerations

as the nature of the country traversed and the distances

between villages, sarais, and other convenient halting-places,

so that it snic^t easily in oidmaiy ctrcumatanoes he anything

from ten to footteen miles, and in exceptional cases might have

even a wider range in eitfaer duectioo* In oonnenoii with

the point that the distances and directions gben by hun as

from coontiy to country are almost always the distances and

directionsfrom each capital to the next caintal, we have to bear

tn mind, in the first places that even a i^i^t difiisrence m
hearings win lead to a wide diveigenoe in position when the

beariqg^ars set oat on a long line; and, m the second places

that, whereas it is impossible that every capital can have been

dne north, east, south, or west, or due north-east, north-west,

south*eas^ or soath-west, fipom tiie preceding capital, he

* See Histoirc de la Vis de HmteH-Thsang (1853), and M^nioires sur

U$ Cenlritt Oedimtalgs far ffitmm'Tktamg (two vols., 1857-58), by

M* Stwislat Jnlien, with an examination of the geographical resnlts by
M. Vivien de Saint-Martin ;

Si-yu-M, or Buddhist Records of the IVcstem

World {\yfo vols., 1S84), and Life of Nium '/'siang\iS'6&), by the Rev.

Sauiuel Ikal; and Oh yuan ChuHings Travels in India (two toIs.,

1904-5), by Mr. ThosMS Watten*
* Ott die Indian yff/aMm and tiM Chfaifte H «t aauuet of ituenuy

anaaee, sae JRAS, 1906. loi 1 fL
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recognized no points of the compass beyond those eight, and

very seldom, if ever, gave the bearings txcept as if they were

due north, etc., or due north-east, etc. And, not only some

cases of discrepancy between the Records and the Life, but

also certain various readings which exist, are quite enough to

show that both his bearings and his directions have not always

been correctly transniiiied to us.

We have by no means yet fouiid (if we ever can find) every

city and other place mentioned even by Hiuen-tsiatig ; and

some of the most conlidcotly asserted identiiications ui places

spoken of by him are unquestionably wrong.

Take, for instance, the case of the capital of Kalinga, which

he visited and nentioiied without, apparently, recording its

name. M. Vivieii de Soint-Martia fdt satisfied (Mlmmm^ a.

395) that it is represented liy Kalingi^MUam oo the coaat^ in

the Gflftjim District; an identification which was piactici^y,

if notabsolutely, eadocsed by Mr. Ferguson(JRAS^ 1873. 252)

:

while General Sir Aleiander Cunningham anived at the

conclusion (AGI» 5x6) that it must be BJjamabMri on the

Cadtvaz^ the head-quarters of a subdivision of the Gddirarl

District But the informatiaQ fiitnished by the epigmphic

records makes it certain that it was neither of those two places.

It was the dty Kalinganagara, which dates hack to at any rate

^e time of king Khiravela In the second century ao, and
was from about a.d. 645 onwards the capital of the Ganga
dynasty of Kalifiga. And the place is now represented (see

EI, 4. 187 E) by the villages Mukhaltngam and Nagarakatakam

and the ruins between them, on the Vam^hara river, in the

ParIa>Kime4i ZammdSrl or estate, in the Gai^jam District.

Take, again, the case of an ancient city in the Punjab,

regarding the identity of which there has been almost as

much speculation, with announcements of confident results in

various directions, as in the case of the fam()iis Tagara (see

page 82 below.) Hiuen-tsiang visited the city in question, and

has mentioned it as She ka-lo, the old capital of the Cheh-ka,

Takka, country, and the seat of government of the great foreign

invader Mihirakula about the commencement of the sixth

century a.d. It is otherwise of interest as being the ^«akala of

the Mahabharata, and the Sagala of the Milindapanha, which

latter work specifies it as the capital of king Milinda, whom it

is customary to identify witli ihe Graeco-Bactrian or Indo-

GrccKLii king Menander, and to place in the second century i;,c.

And there would have been no difficulty in finding 1L5 luodcm

representative long ago, if only the attempt had been made
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whhoat stutiDg by correcting the indication given by Hiuen-

tiiaiig •• to position. Starting by making siich a conectioo,

Sir A. Cimntngham felt satisfied (CAGI, 179 ff.) that the

site of this dty is marked by the Sangia Hill in the GujrSnwfila

District And proceeding on the same lines, and taking us at

least as far from the lucality indicated by the Chinese pilgrim,

Mr. Rodgers and Mr. Vincent Smith pronounced* that this

dty is apparently either Chinidt or Sh&hkdt in the Jhang

EHstrict In reality, however, as has now been proved by the

present writer', ^akala, SSgala, She-k&>lo, is Si&lkd{| the chief

town of the Sialkot District.

That the writings of Hiuen-tsiang, as transmitted to us,

are sometimes open to correction is, indeed, certain. For

example, they tell us that, going above 200 li south east

from P'i-lo-shan-na, he arrived at a country (capital) named
Kiih-pi-t'a ; and that then, going north-west for nearly 200 A',

he reached a country (capital) named Ka no-kii slv ( Walters,

333> 34°)- Here there is undeniably some mistake: the

text represents him as exactly retracing his stej>s, and yet

arriving at a totally different place. But, even with a various

reading which gives the bearing from Kah-pi-t'a to Ka-no-

ku-she as south-east instead of north-west, we must not jump

too readily to the conclusion that that is the detail in which

the mistake lies. Before we can approach that point, we nmst

determine, more definitely than has yet been done, the exact

position of Kah-pi-t'a, and make sure that the mistake does

not Se m the qpedfication of the direction of that place from

p^o-shan^uL

Wifh the writings of Hinen-tsiang we shall be able to do
much more than has hitherto been done, if we refrain from

the primsrfiuae assumption that his statements are open to

correction freelyt and i( when w6 find cases like the above in

which there is certainly some mistake, we weigh all the sur-

roimding* more frilly, instead of forming a preconceived notion

and then makiqg the coirection in accordance with it

And there are other writings which are likely to be of con-

sidemble nse, if we are given the means of looking behind

certain restoratiooa which have been made in the treatment of

them. For instance, a fair amount of geographical informaticxi

is to be found in Alberuni's work on India, written in A.D.

1031-32. But, in order that the work may be fully utilized,

not oiUy in this direction but in others also, by those who do

^ pMrly History of Itidia^ 6$, OOte^ tOd ^74.
' Fourtcenih OrimUU CM^gmf^ 1905, Algios i Inditn bectkm, 164 fi.
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not read Arabic, we need something more than what has been

g!\ rn to us even by Professor Sachrm's admirable translation,

and by the index of words of Indian origin which accompanies

his edition of the text. It is not enough for us to have the

Indian place-names and other words restored itit o Sanskrit

forms, actual or conjectural ; we require an index which shall

give us exact transliterations of the names, etc., as presented

by AlberunI in Arabic characters. He has cited, to a large

extent, Prakrit rather than Sanskrit forms ; and it is the Prakrit

forms whi( h are so useful to us in tracing transitions from the

Sanskrit to the modem forms.

For the ancient geography, in short, as for everything else

connected with Uie past of India, we are really dependent

primarily and almost entirely on the epigraphic records. It

is from that source that it must be mostly worked out And
we can only fill in additional details fiom extraneous sources,

such as those discussed abov^ when we have aniYed at some
more definite idea of at least the geneial features from the

indigenous materials*

fixst desideratum now, in this line, is to index the

published epigraphic records for all geographical details, and
to prepare from them, and from such other native sources as

can he conveniently worked in at the same time^ an atlas of

ancient Indisy a series of maps illustrating successive periods,

which shall take the place of the long-stnce obsolete maps that

are now available. Only in such a collection of maps shall we
find the first reliable means of proceeding to apply propeily

any infonnation that may be derivable from foreign sources.

Many a result, advanced in the earlier inquiries indicated above^

will be corrected in the course of compiling such a collection

of maps
; partly on the basis of better information already

available, partly as the natural consequence of the care and
thought that must attend the preparation of the compilation,

if it is properly taken in hand. And many an interesting

identification w411 be made at the same time, by the same

means. It was only recently that the writer of the present

account was ai)]o to show (JRAS, igoi. 537 ff.) tliat the ancient

and famous 'l agara exists to tliis day, known by the natural

modern form of its former name, as Ter, in the Ni/.am's Domi-

nions (the misspelt Thair, Ther, Tair, of maps, etc.), though

for mi^re than a century of search and speculation its identity

had escaped recognition. It is only still more lately that he

has been able (see EI. 7. 223 ff.) to mark Lfitur in the same

territory as the ancient Lattalur, LaLuuiur, tlie origiiud home
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of the Rashtrakuta kings of Malkhed, and to prove (see

page 80 f. above) that Sialk5t in the Punjab is the ancient city

^akala, Sagala, mentioned as She-ka-lo by Hiiien-tsiang.

There are, however, also other urgent desiderata in con-

nexion wiih our geographical inquiries A great obstacle to

making identifications— in some cases a factor which directly

leads to erroneous results—is the dithculty of ascertaining the

real forms of the modern place-names. Official spellings are

of little, if any, value ; there is no system, in ordinary official

use, which gives us the critic;d details tliat we rtquirc. We
need a series of compilations for the various Presidencies and

other territorial divisions of India, ffauicd on the lines followed

in the otificial manual entitled Bombay Places and Common
Official Words (1878), but prepared in a thoroughly critical

nuuiiicr uud as the result of skilled inquiry, which shall give us,

in the native characters as well as in transHteration, the actually

correct forms of the modem names of all the principal towns,

Tillages, rivers, and mountains. And, to supplement those

compiladoos, we need odiecs similar to^ and anaQged like^ the

JMaiDimtoo of the Somday Cirde (1879), which shall sliow,

in alphabetical order and in transliteiatton only, the name of

eFery town and village in each postal ciicl^ with its district,

subdivisioD, and post-town.

£. Othsr Fieida of Work

There is, thus, plenty of both original research and revisional other

work still to be done in connexion with, and by the help of, ^
the epigraphic records. And the leading desideratum is, cer-

"^^^ '

'
tainly, to get those records eiploied more fully and published

in kfger numbers^

But sjfstematic co-operation in other lines of study would

help very greatly, even towards a more accurate understanding

of the records. And there are various ways in which much
valuable assistance towards the ends that we have in view

might be given by scholars who are not inclined to undertake

the editing of the records, or even the detailed study of them.

In connexion with the general literature, there is still a great

deal to be done in discovering, and bringing to notice by texts

and translations, the historical introductions and colophons,

the value of which has been indicated above (see page 19 ff.).

Such materials are found fteely in Southern India at any nUe^

* For some fuller remarks on this topic, with an indlcatioa of Ike ptoper

process to be followed in determining tbc true forms of modem pkcMUUneiy
Me tb« otmeivatikMM b> tke juescnt writer in JRAS, i^ci. £49 £

Q S
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and particularly in the Kanaresc country. And results already

published promise well for the future in this field of work.

We want a compilation of all the historical and geographical

hints, and any oChor pntctical matter, that can be deiived from

the epics, the plays, the classical poema^ and the collectiboa of

imagmative stories. And we want succinct abstracts of all the

aimilar matter contained in the historical romances.

Life is too short for either the epigraphist or the historian

to examine all these sources of information in the original

texts, or even, in every case^ to go thoroughly through trandar

tions of them. An editor of a text, on the other hand, could

do all that is wanted in a day or two of extm work, the results

of which would be embodied in an Introduction and an index.

And a student of any particular book might, on finishii^ his

perusal of it, easily put togedier an instructive and valuable

note which would be welcomed as an article in, for instance,

the IndtoH AmHfuary, in the pages of which it would at once

attract the attention of those who could use it for g^eral

purposes.

The Pattftvalis, the lists of the succession of the Jain pontiffs

(see page 7 f. above), require to be examined more fully,

espedaUy with a view towards determining how far back we
can carry the verses on which the earlier porticms of them
were based, and to what extent those portions of them are

imperfect or erroneous and open to adjustment

The geographical lists of some of the Purnnas still remain to

be exhibited, on lines similar to those adopted by the present

writer in respect of tlie topographical list of the Brihat-Satiihita

(I A, 2 2. 169). As yet we have, beyond that, only the list of

the Bhagavata-Purana (TA, 28. i). And, though it may be

difficult to find many such lists the value of which is enhanced

and made specific by our knowing the exact periods during

which they were composed, as is the case with the list of the

Brihat-Sariihita, still they will all come in usefully in some way

or another. Avn] iSi re is, no duubt, many a Mahatmya or

Sthalapuraiu vvlucli will be useful for local geography and the

identification of places, in the manner in which the Mahakuta-

Mdh&tmya helped the writer of this account to establish the

identity of the Vlt§pi of the records, the capital of the great

Chalukya dynasty of Western India, with the modem fiSdSmi

(lA, 5. 68 ; S. 23S).

We want a thorough exploration of all these subsidiary

sources of information. And we want eventually a series of

bdexes to them similar to that prepared by Dr. SOrenseo, and
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now in course of publication, of the names in the Mah&bhSnta;
but bringing together abo all the information that can be

gadieied from them in respect of social customs, trade and
OOmmeroe^ administration, arts and industne<^, and all the

other Hnes of inquiry which present themselves to different

workers in various fields of research.

The MahahhSrata—a vast repository, not simply of theories

about cosmogony and time and sj)ace, of lectures on the duties

of the castes, and of philosophical disquisitions, but also of

ancient tales and legends to which there are<!onstant references

in the inscriptions, of geographical details, and of many other

practical matters—will, in some respects, be exhausted by

Dr. Sorensen's work.

But the RSmSyana remains. We want an index for that.

^^'e want another for the Vedas. \Ve want others for the

Kavyas, the dramas, the prose romances whether historical or

fictitious, the Rajataramginl, and any other works of that class.

In the Buddhist division, we want indexes for the Dipavamsa

and the Mahu.\aiiisa, for the writings of iluddhaghosha, for the

Jataka, the Lalitavistara, and the Divyavadana, and for many
another work which cannot be indicated here. So, also, we
want indexes of the Jain and other PrSkpt works. And in

the vmacnlar dtvtsio& we muit indexes o( for instance,

the PamparBh&ata, the Pampa-Ram£l> ana, and any other

Kanaiese works which, issued in print, are available for

treatment*

Bat the 6e1d is a vast one^ and can be properly worked only

on the principle of oo-opemtion of labour, by breaking it up
into manageable areas.

F. Condading Remufts

There is» in short, a vast amount of work still to be done^ Coododiof

and by no means only in cooneiion with the inscriptions, but <«naikt.

in all the various lines of reseaidi connected with the past

of India.

We hope indeed, in particular, that the present exposition

of the inscriptional bases of Indian research, and the

accompanying sketch of the position at which we have arrived,

may do something towards attracting more attention to the

principal materials, the epigmphic records, and towards

inducing more scholars to join us in exploiting them.

The means for carrying on this, the most es^ nti il, branch

of the inquiry are ample. There is a special official journal,

maintained expressly for the critical editing of the texts of the
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iliBcHpdoiUy with tiansiatioiis of them, and with such

explanatory commentB as can be appropriately given with the

texts, instead of being worked op into q)ecial aitides of greater

length in the Indian Antiquary and in the journals of the

various learned societies. That journal is the Epigraphia

Indica^ started in 1888 or 1889, and now in its eighth volume.

It is in the charge of an editor whose duty and pleasure it is

to welcome all contributions to it, to advise and encourage

novices, and generally to co-operate in the satisfactor)- publica-

tion of all commuiications sent in to him for it. And by the

size of its pages, and the freedom with which facsimiles are

issued to accompany articles in it, it is better suited than any

other journal to the preliminary exploration of the inscriptions,

as a nccessar}^ precursor of an ultimate grouping of them in the

volumes c)t the Corpus Inscriptionum Indkarum.

The ]jages of that journal have been filled to good purpose

by those who have already been engaged in this line of work.

But we want more workers to join us. i\nd wc look for

recruits specially to the class of scholars who have a certain

knowledge of Sanskrit to start with; because, though most

of the records aie not in Sanskrit, that tongue is more or less

the key to the languages in which they were written, and

A genoal knowledge of Sanskrit liteiatuie and mythology is

essential to a proper understanding of many of the allusions

in the records.

At the same time, anyone who has made himself oooveisant

with one of the vernaculars in its archaic form and andent

literature^ has necessarily acquired, by that process, a cons^de^

able acquaintance with the Sanskrit vocabulary, and can eaifly

master, by general reading what else is wanted. A preltmtnary

knowledge of Sanskrit itself therefore, Is by no means
absolutely indispensable. As* regards other leading languages,

in Kanarcse at any rate we have, in the Rev. F. Kittel's

K^nnada-English Dictionary (1894) and Granunar of the

Kaanada Language (1903), two most scholarly and admirable

compilations, which have now placed it in the power of all

western students to understand fully, and do justice to^ the

beauties of that highly polished and powerful tongue; and
in the three volumes of Dr. Hultzsch's South-Indian TnHviptiont

we have a number of carefully edited versions, a study of which

would go far towards removing any difficulties in the way of

grapphng with the epigraphic peculiarities of Tamil..

It is no specially difficult matter now to approach the

epigraphic records. And a very t>rief study ol some of the
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vtftions that have been most Tecently edited, and of tiie

lesahs brought focwafd from them, would quickly teach the

lines on which it is desirable to deal with the recofds so as to

produce the unifonnity of treatment that is requisite^ and
would inevitably awake an interest that wouhi induce a steady

desire to join in the work that we have in hand. Butwe hope,

alsob that others may be induced to coK>penite, by eicamining

more methodically and critically the subsidiary sources of

information, and by bringing forward their results in such

a way as to make them available for being easily wcndced in

with the more special results derivable from the epigraphic

records.

The principal materials are the epigraphic records, the

inscriptions. And a very brief study of some of them will

suffice to show the specific importance of them, and to excite

a desire to ym. in exploring them. But the subsidiary

materials, also, are numerous and interesting. And anyone

who will take any of them in hand systematically, with just

enough knowledge of the results derived from the inscriptions

to show the objects tliat tl 411 ire to be kept m view and the

general lines of work that should be followed, can render

assistance the value of which will be made clear enough when
his results are put forward in an accessible form, even if it may
not be fully realizable by him while be is actually at work.

J. F. FLEET.
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CHAPTER n
PREHISTORIC ANTIQUITIES

Knowi EDGE of the condition of mankind in the dim ages of introdac*

the past which lie bevond the ken of history or tradition is ^®'^y«

attainable only by s* iinunc interpretation of the scanty material

relics of humaji workmanship—the tools, weapons, tombs, and

pottery—which survive from those remote times. Archaeolo-

gists are agreed that the successive stages of nascent civilization

in the prehistoric world are best di^^unguisbed by notmg the

degrees of progress in the metallurgic arts.

The period during which iron was, as it now is, in familiar

use is known as the Iron Age. The next preceding period,

when implements now commonly made of iron were made of

bion>e» It called the Bronze Age. Tlie still earlier period,

when men knew not the me of metals, but were compelled to

rely for all purposes of war, the cbase» and domestic industry

upon rade instruments of wood, bone, or stone, is designated

the Stone Age.

In many countries two subdivisions of the Stone Age are

clearly to be distinguished The earlier, termed the Palaeo*

Utfaie or Old Stone Age, is characterized by chipped stone

implements, rude in form, and frequently associated with the

remains of extinct animals. The later, termed the Neolithic

or New Stone Age, is characterized by the prevalence of a

hi^ier type of implements, commonly ground or polished, and

aseodated with remains of the fauna now existing. The
palaeolithic men were ignorant of the potter's art and built no

sepulchres. During the neolithic period, pottery, at first

hand-made, and afterwards turned on the wheel, was in con-

stant use, and the dead were honoured by elaborate tombs,

frequently built of massive stones.

By imperceptible gradations the Neolithic passes into the

Bronze, and the Bronze into the Iron Age, but between the

Palaeolithic and the Neolithic Ages a great gulf sccnis to he

iaxed. Most parts of Europe, Western Asia, and Egypt cer-
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tainly passed in prehistoric times through all these four ages,

or stages of civilization ; but the course of evolution has often

been less regular, and many examples of abrupt transition from

the Stone Age to the Iron Age mieht be cited. Numerous
sav^e tribes were recently, and some, perhaps, still are, igno-

rant of -the use ol metal, and have remained in the stage attained

by the ancestors of the civilized races many thousands of years

ago. In India generally the Bronze Age is missing, and the

transition from polished stone to iron was effected directly, but

in some parts of the country t0(^ls and weapons were made of

pure copper before iron came into urdiuary use.

The SiQiw The first dearly recogmied discovery m India of an imple-

meiit bdmig^totheStofieAge wasniadebyMr.LeMesiuier
in 1861. Since that date numerous miters have accumulated

observations, and a conriderable mass of material for a sys-

tematic account of Indian prehistoric antiquities is now in

existenoe^ but the task of writing such an account has not

yet been undertaken. The olfioeis of the Azcfaaeokigical Sur-

vey, with the notable excqitions of Mr. Aletander Rea and

the late Mr. A. C. Carlleyle, have been too much occupied

with the study of historic monuments to devote attention to

the obscure relics of a more remote past^ and the observation

00 which a treatise descriptive of prehistoric India might be
based remain buried in the pages of tedinical periodicals.

The foUowiQg sketch, which must necessarily be brief, may
perhaps be of service by stimulating interest in the subject,

and indicating the lines of fiiture research.

Falaeoli- "^^^ geological evidence in India, as in Europe, indicates

thic iiTipie- the existence of a wide gap of untold centuries between the

remains of palaeolithic and those of neolithic men. Between

the Neolithic and the Iron Ages no such gap exists. In the

prehistoric settlements of the Deccan Mr. Bruce Foote has

observed that these two stages of civilization overlap, and has

thus obtained direct evidence that the people of the andent

Iron Age were direct descendants of their stone-using prede-

cessors. Many of the existing tribes and castes are no doubt

descend- 'd from the neolithic peoples, Init there is no evidence

of continuity between the palaeoHthic men whose remains are

found in the river gravels and any subsequent element of the

population.

Only two cases in India seem to be known where stone

implements have been found in fossiliferous beds associated
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with the remains of extinct aiiimals. Mr. Racket was fortunate

eaougfa to discover a well-made ovate instrument of chipped

qiuurtsite at Bhutra in the NarbadA Valley (about N. ht. 33''),

^ring in undisturbed post-tert* irv ii^vels containing the bones

of Hippopotamus namadtats and other extinct mammals. Mr
Wynne obtained an agate flake from similar gravels in the

Godavari Valley (G. I., p. 386 ;
pi. xxi, t, 2). Most of the

implements which must, for geoU)gica] reasons, be classed as

palaeolithic, have been fmind in laterite deposits, wliich are,

unfortunately, destitute of fossils. Mr. Bruce Foote has been

very successful in detecting rude implements, usually of quartz-

ite, in beds of detrital laterite—a ferruginous rock overlying

gneiss—in Southern India, and has traced their distribution

over an area comprising eight degrees of latitude (N. lat. 10°

to 18°). They are especially numerous near Madras city, and in

the neighbourhood of Ongole in Guntur District, More system-

atic search will probably reveal them in many other localities.

Implements similar in form and material, but apparently of

neolithic age, have been obtained by several observers in large

numbers among the K6n ravines of South MirzSpur (N. lat

24'' 25').

The distinction between palaeolithic qpd neolithic antiquities

should be based rather on the nature of the situations in which

they are lespectively found than on the style of workmanship,

which 18 a very unsafe guide. The implements fitom the K6n
tavines and those with which the great monoliths ofStonehenge

were dressed, although both of neolithic age, are quite as rude

as those found in the Madras laterite^ which must undoubtedly

be classed as palaeolithic, and are fiir inferior to many of the

finely chipped implements from the river gravels ofFrance and

England, to which a very remote antiquity is assigned.

Ossiferous caves, like those which in Western Europe have

yielded innumerable relics of palaeolithic times, seem to be

unknown in India.

Bone implements, so common in Europe, are in India very

lare. Mr. Carlleyle excavated a serrated fish-bone, perhaps an

arrow-head, from Gangetic alluvium in Ghlzlpur District, lying

below a stratum which contained polished neolithic tools

(A. S.
,
xxii, 102).

All that is known at present about palaeolithic man in India

may be summed up in the brief statement that rude stone

implements found in laterite beds and ossiferous gravels south

of parallel 25° of north latitude reveal the existence of a race

oi men contemporary with animals now extinct. Even the
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skuHs and skeletons of these men, who made no pottery and

built no tom^s, have disappeared. The geological problems

connected with the implement l)e;irinL,' beds of India require

investigation much fuller than tbat which they have yet re-

ceived.

NeoHiUe ImpleineiitB of fhe neolilluc period abound in India. The]r

i^^^
have been observed in the Peninsulafixim the extreme south to

parallel i8^cf N. latitude; and all along the southern border of

the Gangettc Valley in die Vindhyan and other taoges which

separate the plains of Northern India from the Deccan the

soil * teems' with them. Mr. Cockbum notes that he picked

up 61ty chert knives and two broken celts in a field near his

house at SSnda in Bundelkhand, and that he does 'not re-

member ever having gone out on a search for implements to

return unrewarded.' In Bengal and the Punjab stone imple-

ments seem to be rsre. Only two finds of celts from the

latter Province are recorded, but when carefully searched for

others will doubtless be found. The antiquities of the Punjab,

historic and prehistoric, have received scant attention. The
hills at Rohrl on the Indus in Sind yield copious supplies of

singularly large and perfect flakes of nummulitic flint, as well

as of the cores from which the flakes were struck. The Rohri

implements, of which many specimens may be seen in English

museums, are probably of neolithic age. Examples of neo-

lithic implements have been found at a few sites in the Gangetic

alkivium, as well as among the hills and deserts of }<ajputana,

wid probably exist in every Indian Province.

The various forms of the Indian implements on the whole

are identical with those familiar to European antiquaries ; but

a shouldered celt with an edge like that of a carpenter's plane,

which is common in the Irrawaddy Valley of Burma, and

occasionally occurs in the hilly regions of Western Bengal,

seems to be unknown in Europe.

Pycrmy The so-called * pygmy flints,' believed to be of neolithic age,

flinu. which arc now known to occur in England and other coun-

tries, were first discovered by the late Mr. A. C. Carlleyle in

t8'^>7-8 at a pass in the Vindhya Hills about thirty miles south-

south-west of Allahfibrul Subsequently the same explorer

obtained thousands of tlu se tiny implements in Baghelkhand,

Rewah, and the southern [vtrts of Mirzfipur District. The
richest treasiures of this class were found under shallow deposits
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of earth or sandy gravel on the floor^ of caves or rock^shelten^

associated ivith the ashes and charcoal of hearths and lumps

of ruddle or haematite. Rude paintings made with ruddle on
the walls and roofs of the caves seem to be coeval with the

implements. A few specimens were found in tumuli con-

taining entire skeletons and coarse pottexy. Mr. Carlleyle

does not state whether the pottery was hand-made or turned

on the wheel. The little implements, which vary in length

from half an inch to an inch and a half, comprise delicately

made arrow-heads, cresceiits, and sundry pointed and rhom-

boidal forms. The material is frequently chalcedony. Exactly

similar miniature implements occur at several stations in

England, and in the valley of the Meuse in Belgium. The
numerous specimens excavated by the Rev. R. A. Gatty from

sand-drifts at Scunthorpe in Lincolnshire are remarkable for

their extremely minute size, the smallest being no more than

tfiree-sixieenths of an inch in length. The Scunthorpe sites

appear to be, Hke the Viudhyan ones, the floors of dwellings.

The occurrence of these miniature inij)lcments in imniLi se

numbers on the sites of huts indicates lual ihey must huvc

served purposes of ordinary life ; but what those purposes

were it is difficult to determine. Most probably they were

used by being fitted into wooden holders and handles of various

kinds, and 80 made to serve a great variety of functions. In

some parts of Australia the natives still employ, or recently

employed, minute flakes of flint as arrow-h^^ knives, &c,
by fitting them to wooden holders with the akl of strongly

adhesive resin. The manufacture of the *pygmy flints ' evidently

extended over a long period, and there is reason to believe

that the earlier examples go back to the beginnings of the

Neolithic Age. It is possible that they aie the memorials of the

survivors of palaeolithic men» working as the slaves or depen-

dents ofthemoreadvanced neolithic races\ If this view should

find support, the common belief that a great gap divides the

palaeolithic firom the neolithic period will require modi-

fication.

Mr. Bruce Foote has recorded interesting brief descriptions of implement
(actoikft.

^ Special rderenoes for 'pygmy flints' ant—Evani, Amunt.^tm
Implements, wd cd.,

,

,
. - 76, 325, fig. 233, D, E, F. Gatty, article ia

Man, Feb. 1902; and MS. iio'.es of thcla'c Mr. Carlleyle. De ricrpoint,

'Observations sur de Tre* Peiits Iii^irumeals en Silex' {BulI»S&c. AtUhrop,

fie BrtixelUSf tome xiii, 1894-5). V. A. Smith, * Pygmy Fliots ' {Ind, Ant,

1906). The Britiflh Mweom poneswt an excellent aet of Vindhyati spcd^

mens. The Pitt'Rivtia Museum at Oxford nad the National HMeva at

DnbliB ako have lelt tan Mr. CarikyWa ooUectMB.
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the sites of several neolithic settlements and implement factories

in Southern India. The implements were polished on gneiss

rocks, which exhibit grooves 10-14 inches long, and neajly

2 inches deep. The pottery found in abundance at these setde-

ments is described as being allwheel-made, and 'of very high class

for Indian pottery,' akhough not to be compared with Etruscan

or Greek ware. Stone l)eads also occur, as well as pieces of

haematite, used apparently for the manufacture of pigment.

A sysiematic account of the neolithic settlements in the South

is much to be desired.

'Cind^' The * cinder-mounds ' of Southern India, of which about

a dozen are known, for the most part in the Ikllury Di:,Lrici of

Madras, present a puzzling problem. Mr. ,vcll gives plausible

reasons for believing the great mound ai Xinibapur near the

ruined city of Vijayanagar to have been the. scene of the awful

flaciifioes of women, up to the number of five hundred at a time»

which used to be ofieied at Toyalfunenb as late as tbesb^
centtuy. Mr. Bruce Footer on the other hand, roaintains that

all the *d»le^mounds' are of neolithic age, and is supported

In his opinion by the fiict that the Bodigunta mound, which is

certainly the result of wholesale holocausts of animalSi actually

yields neolithic implements. Possibly the *cindei^mound8 ' may
extend over a very wide range of time. The problem of their

origm cannot be solved until they have been systematically

surveyed and explored.

'Cap- The class of prehistoric objects known as * cup-marks* and

'xing-markSi' described by Sir J. Y. Simpson, with spedal

reference to Great Britain, in his work on ArtJuUe Sculpttuing^

Stones and J^ocks, is weU represented in India. This

branch of archaeology has been chiefly studied by Mr. H.
Rivett-Camac, C.I.E., whose publications give full details, and

discuss the various theories propounded in explanation of the

markings, which are probably to be referred, for the most part,

to neolithic times.

Rudt!le The ruddle, or haematite, drawings discovered by Carlleyle

drawings, in the caves of the Vindhyan Hills have been referred to as

being probably in part coeval with the neolithic * pygmy flints.'

Similar drawings, which dejjict hunting scenes, occur in the

Kaimur Hills. Carlleyle, unfortunately, never published any

detailed account ol his discoveries. The primitive form of the

weapons delincatL-d on the walls of the Kaimur caves sup-

ports the hypothesis that the drawings are of neolithic age

(y. A. S.J 1S99, p. So"*. On sheltered surfaces the stain

produced by ruddle may last for an indefinite number of ceo-
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tiiriei^ and it is quite possible that the diawings in the Kaimor
caves may be 3,000 yeaia old, or even more.

In prehistoric, as in modern India, various methods for the Tombi.

disposal of the dead were adopted. The men of palaeolithic

times probably abandoned their dead in the forests, as the

Oritae of Gcdrosia (Makran) continued to do in the days of

Alexander the Great. In the Neolithic Age burial was perhaps

the rule, and it seems certain that the practice of burial is older

than that of cremation.

Examples of sepulchres which can be referred with confidence

to the neolithic period are rare in India, where most of the

megalithic tombs belong to the Iron Age. The stone implements

from the Kon ravines in Soutli Mirzapur, already mentioned,

are associated with neolithic interments. Another certainly

neolithic cemeter)' near the tf-v/n of MirzSpur was visited by

Mr. Cocki^uiri, wiio was present at t:ie excavation of two graves.

The grave fully excavaiLd vsao 6 or S ft. deep, enclosed in

a stone circle about 12 ft. in diameter, and contained the

skeleton of an adult male of large size, lying north and south

on a th^ stone slab. A flat dish of 'glazed' pottery was

placed at the head of the skeleton, and a siibilar vessd lay at

each comer of the tomb^ which also contained 'a long narrow

lacfarTmal mue of green glass about 7 inches long^' In the

second grave opened two stone hammers and sundry flint

flakes were found.

Captain Cole found two fragments of stone implements

associated with [Mies <tf pottery, evidently wheel-made^ in a
cemetery comprising fifty-four tombs at Mashalli in the Kolir

District of Mysore. No metal object was discovered in this

cemetery, whidi must be referred to a late period of the

Neolithic Age (7. A.^ ii, 86). At Daosa, in the Jaipur State

of Rajputana, Mr. Carlleyle observed rude stone implements

in cairn tombs {A. 5. R<^ vi, 107, pi ii).

The tombs at PalUlvaram near Madms city are earthen momu£i
coveting ten a cr tta colBns, which are of two kinds, oblong and
pyriform. The former, about 6 ft. in length, were used for

females, who were buried in the extended position. The latter,

about 2^ ft. in height, were used for males, who were buried in

the contxacted position. Large quantities of pottery, apparently

I The pottery probably was not really glazed. The ancieut Indiaii

mbtUtute for ghudng wis a cmear prodneed from the juice of AhutUm
Mieum. G\au wu known in Egypt and Babylonia bam t very early

date. Mr. Peters found specimen? nt Nijvpur which are wwignod to tiut

thirteenth and fonrteenth cntiuies B.C. iMjf^rf p. 134)*
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wheel-made, were found m these tombsi but no objects ti

either stooe or metal ^

Oblong terra-cotta sarcophaiii, standing on short legs, similar

to those used for the interment of females at Pallavaram, liave

been discovered at various places in the Madras Districts of

Chingleput, Nellore, South and North Arcot. sometimes asso-

ciated with iron implements. The Pallavaram examples may

be of neolithic age. The Indian oblong sarcophagi are practi-

cally identical in form with similar objects found at Gehr^reh

near Baghdad (/. .i., v, 255). This fact is one of many
indicauuiis ccmnecting archaic Indian civilization with that of

Babylonia and Assyria, which suggest tempting ethnological

speculations.

Mogalithic tombs in greai vari.ty of form abound ihrouirhout

Madras, Bombay, Mysore, and the Nizam's Dominiuno. 1 hey

generally contain iron implements, and are evidently of very

various ages, some being truly pcehisloric and of remote

antiquity, while others may be described as modem. The
eiamples in the Nilgiri Hills, explored by Mr. Breeks, eitsend

o?er many oentories down to 1596, whidi is the date (Saka

1518) ofaTsmil Inscription on one*
' The fine bronze vases and other ofnamental objects found

in the more ancient tombs on the Ndgiri Hills evidently date

fam the early centuries of the Christian eia, wfaoi the

Kuiumbsy or Pallava, power conmianded an extensive sear

bocne trade. The bronze used is a malleable alloy, composed

of copper (70*1 x) and tin (29*89 per cent)

The hmnan remains found in the megjslithic tombs have

been sometimes buried, but, perhaps, more frequendy cremated.
Occasiooally, a single sepulchre contains traces of ctemation

as well as of burial.

Examples of um-burial, not of cremated ashes, but of the

whole body, occur at places as wide apart as Brahmanabad

in Sind and Tinnevelly District at the extremity of the

Peninsula, Large jars, narrow at the neck and pointed at

the bottom, were used, and the body must have been reduced

in bulk either by dissection or by pounding before it could

be passed through the narrow neck. Similar jars occur in

Bahvlonia, where thcv were coated with hitimicn on the inside.

The Indian examples substitute for the bitunun a black

smear, or false glaze, prepared from the juice of the AbutUon

induum,

* Mr. Kea's report ( illustrated) in /Vrr. Mr.dras Govt., Public, No. 1 135,

dated Aug. i 1 , 1 667, Tiie discovery u noticed mJ. A, S. 1888, pt. ii, p. 48.
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i he great cemetery at Adichanallur, in Tinnevelly Distric t, Adicba-

partially explored bv Afr. Rea, covers an area ot 114 acres, and ^^^^"*

it is estimated that about 1,000 urns arc buried in each acre.

The presence of a few stone ini{)lements indicates that parts

of this necropolis may be very aiicient. but most of tlie tombs
CuiiLaai iron implements and bronze ornaments of coniparaii\ eIy

recent date. Mr. Rca's collection made at this site inchides

seven gold ornaments, which very rarely occur in Indian tombs.

The artistic and ethnological problems suggested by the dis-

coveries in Tinnevelly District still await discussion.

India, as already observed, had no Bnnise Age ; that is CopperIn*

to say, weapons and tools now mado of iron or steel were pl«>n«B^

very suely made of hronse. That material wa4 ordinarily

employed only for vases* lamps, and other ornamental purposes^

and did not come into common use mitil long after iron was

fioniUar. But there aie dear indications that in a considerable

portion of Northern India tools and weapons made of prao-

ticatty pure copper were in use for a timoi and the foots fiiUy

warrant the assumptioii that a Copper Age intervened between

the Neojichie and Iron Agea^

'The most important discovery/ observes Sir John Evans,

*of instruments of copper as yet recorded in the Old World

is that which was made at Gungeria in Central India ' in 1870.

The treasure^ which was found carefully packed in a pit near

Gungeria, a village in the BalSghat District of the Central

Provinces (about N. lat. 22°), consisted of 424 copper im-

plements, weighing 839 lb., and 102 thin silver plates, weigh-

ing 6 lb. The copper articles include 'bar-celts' more than

s ft. long, and 'flat celts' of very primitive forms. Twenty-

one of these implements arc in the British Museum, and

no two of them are identical in shape. The specimen with

the most widely splayed edge closely resembles an Irish

bronze celt in the Franks collection, and a copper one in

the National Museum of Ireland : while other examples recall

Babylonian, Egyptian, and even Peruvian patterns. On the

whol \ they resemble Irish specimens more closely than those

of any other country.

The silver plates comprise circular discs and figures of

a bull's head with lK»rns (or Pears) turned down, probably

intended for attachment to sacred obiects. Notwithstanding

the presence of silver in this unique hoard, tlie probability

is that a remote date must be assigned to both the copper

VOL. u. H
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tools and the silver ornaments. The Irish copper oeltSi many
of wluch are almost identical with Gungeria specimens^ are

ftSCTgned to the period between 2,000 and ii5oo b.c, and it

is quite possible that the Indian copper implements and

weapons may be as old as the Irish. Silver, although perhaps

unknown in the South before 600 or 700 B.C., may have been

introduced into the North by land routes at a much earlier

period. So far as is known, the metal was never produced

in considerable qunntity from Indian mines; it has alwa.s

been an important item in the list of imports. Copper,

on the other hand, is widely diffused in India, and the

sites of ancient mines are known. Ihe reddish ayas of the

Veda cannot have been either iron or bronze, and must

have been copper. The copper implements of the Gungeria

hoard, and the fine celts, swords, and spear-heads of the

same material, found from time to time in the Cawnpore,

Fatehgarh, Mainpuri, and Mut'ia Districts in the Gangetic

Valley, were probably made of Indian copper,

Irao. The approximate date of the introduction of a knowledge

of iron into India cannot at present be detennined. This

metal, which was in common use in Egypt in the setenlli

centoiy B.C., does not i^pear there much before 800 B»c This

latter date may be the anterior limit for the appearance of iron

in Sonthem India, which was in communication with Egypt

from very early times, while still severed from Northern

India by an almost impassable bonier of mountain and forest

But in Babylonia iron was known from remote antiquity, and

it is possible that the people of Northern India may have

been familiar with the metal long before it became common
in the isolated South. At the time of Alexander's invasion

(336 B.c) the armed nations of Northern India were fiur

superior in the art of war to the other nations of Asia, and
were as well versed in the use of iron and steel as the Greeks

themseh - Quintus Curtius mentions that the chiefs of

the Punjab presented Alexander with loc t ilr nts of steel

{ferrum candidum). The Greek accounts of T ; i 1m civilization

as a whole imply that the nations of the Punjab and Sind

in the fourth century B.C. had long emeifed from the con-

ditions in\olved in the use of stone or copper tools and
weapons. The Iron Age in Northern India may well go badr

to 1500 or even aooo b.c.

VINCENT A SMITH.
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CHAPTER III

ARCHAEOLOGY OF THE HISTORICAL PERIOD

Thl subjects of Architecture, Nuniisuiaiics, and Epigraphy, Scope of

being treated separately elsewhere, are excluded from considera-

tion in this chapter, which will be chiefly devoted to an outline

of the history of sculpture and ]>ainting in India. The minor

decorative arts will also be noticed brii Inasmuch as a

line, more or less arbitrary, riiUi^L Lc drawn somewhere, the

termination of the reign of Aurangzeb, the last Great Mogul, in

A.D. 1707, has been chosen as the boundary between the old

and the new. The existence of the buildings referred to

is assumed, and attention is confined to the subsidiaiy aits

employed in their decoration. The Ihnitatioiis of qxtoe forbid

any attempt at detailed description, and readers who desire to

sttidy the subject in detail are referred to the numerous

descriptive works indicated in the note on authorities at the

end of the chapter. For the same reason, want of space, it is

impossible to discuss the history and prospects of arcfaaeo>

logical inquiry in India, or to explain the measures taken by

the Government of India, espedaliy during the Viceroyalty of

Lord Cnrcon, for the survey, conservation, and partial restorac

tion of andent monuments^

The historical age begins in Northern India about 600 b.c^ TrantitioB

and in Southern India at a much later date, which can hardly from pi«»

be defined with precision. If it is permissible to judge by the

known state of Indian civilization in 500 b.c. and the help of

European analc^ies, some of the neolithic remains briefly

noticed in the preceding pages may be assumed to go back as

fu as 2000 B.C. In the {Mresent state of knowledge it is im-

possible to trace the connexion between the relics of prehistoric

^ A 'Short History of the Archaeological Department* is appended to

the Amttml lYogress Rtport of the Archacologual Survey Circle, Xorih-

WesUm Prcvinces and Omdk, for the year cndiDg M«rdi 3i» 1900, printed

at the Government Press, Allithibid. X«rd Ctu»»*f addmi to the Asiatic

Society of IkagjU, OQ fcb. (>, l^/oo, if repfiofeed u Appendix U in the

Mme Yohune.
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The
earliest

Indian

and those of historical a;: and we must be content in practice

to treat the remains left by the peoples who fall within the pur-

view of history as if they were sejmrated by a wide gap from

those of unrecorded prehistoric times. Of course, as a matter

of fact, no such gap really existed. The civilization of historical

India is undoubtedly based on that of the neolithic and copper

ages, as modified by the new arts introduced from time to

time by foreign invaders ; but the connexion has not been

clearly worked out, and the story of the origins of ladiati

civilization has yet to be written.

The earliest Indian buildir.g to which an approximate date

can be assigned is the siupa at ,Pi[iralnva on the Nepal frontier,

explored by Mr. W. C. Pepp^ in 1898. Very strong reasons

exist for assigning this building to 450 ri.c. in round numbers,

shortly after the decease of Gautama S.lky.iinuni, commonly
known as Buddha. The edifice, which was almost perfect

when opened, is a solid cupola, or domed mass, of brickwork,

1 16 feet in diameter at the base, and about 22 feet high, built

round and on a massive stone coffer in which relics of the

body of Buddha were enshrined by his tribesmen, the Sakyas

The bricks are huge slabs set in mud mortar, of which die

largest measure t6 x 11 x 3 inches. Such a structure is

obviously a development of the earthen tumulus^ kihhbaked

brick slabs being substituted for earth in order to ensure

permaronc^.

Buildmgs of similar oonstnictioa, but probably two or three

hundred years later in date, situated at Bhattiprolu and Gudi-

vftda in ^e Kistna District of Iiiadras, have been described

by Mr. Rea.

The construction and contents of the Pipiahwa sH^ offer

^
o B c!^^^^^ testimony concerning the state of civilization in

Northern India about 450 b>c, which is quite in accordance

with that elicited from early literary sources. Even in the

much more ancient Vedic age the civilization of the North-

western Indians was so far advanced that Professor Wilson

could describe it as ' difTering little, if at all, from that in which

they were found by the Greeks at Alexander's invasion

'

(326 B.C.). We need not therefore feel surprised when the

riprahwa stupa gives us definite information that the Indians on

the frontier of Nepal in 450 B.C. included skilled masons,

accomplished stonecutters, and dainty jewellers. The masonry

of the stupa is excellent of its kind, well and truly laid ; the

great sandstone coffer could not be b' tier made; and the

* For another jntefpnUtigii* aee Fleet VikJJi.AJS.^ 1906, 149.

State of
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ornaments of gold, silver, coral, crystal, and precious stones

which were deposited in honour of the holy relics, display

a high degree of skill in the arts of the lapidary and gold-

smith. The brief inscription on one of the vases in the coffer

is of inestimable value as fixing an approximate date in the

history of the development of Indian writing, and as a tangible

refutation of the theories once fashionable which would not

allow a ki;(\ ledge of writing even to the Indians of the fourth

century B.C.

Although the art of constructing sul)stantial edifices of brick Woodeo

masonry was well understood in Northern India four or five
JJ^**^

centuries before Christ, and must have been introduced,

perhaps Iroivi Babylonia, at a much earlier date, there is good

reason for believing that the ornamental buildings of ancient

India were mainly constructed of timber. Brick foundations

and substructures were probably conimoii} but the whole

history of Indian architecture proves that the superstructures

of the early buildings possessing architectural features must

have been» as a rulei eiecuted in wood, like the modem
Burmese palaces. The Fiprahwa sH^ is a monument of

engineering rather than of architectural skilL

It is pCMsible that when the really ancient sites of India, Early

such as Tanla and Vaisftli, shall be explored, remains of [^^^""^
buddings assignable to the fourth, fifth, and sixth centuries 950 b.c. to

B.& may be discovered. Such remains, if ever found, m^^* t^-

likely to consbt chiefly of siS^ and the plinths or sub-

structures of wooden superstructures which have long since

disappeared. But the results of eiploration of these ancient

sites, so fiuv have been disappointing ; and in our present state

of ignorance a great gap, to which no material remains can be

assigned, exists between the date of the Piprahwa stiipa and

that of Asoka Maurya, two centuries and a half later. In

iact, the history of Indian art may be said to begin in the

reign of Asoka (272-231 b.c.), and all the known remains

assignable to his period are probablv later than 260 B.C.

These are sufficiently numerous and well preserved to give

a good notion of the state of the arts during the reign of the

great Maurya emperor. The Maurya stjle, subject, of course,

to considerable modification owing to the lapse of ages and
the variety of local fashions, lasted for several centuries, and
the early period of Indian plastic art m;iy be described with

a close approximation to accuracy as cxtrndint^ from 250 b.c.

to A.D. 50. Most of the remains date irom Uie second and

third ceutuiit;^ b.c.
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Di&tribu- The ruins of ihe buildings of this period are almost wiihoui

^^^j^g exception associated with the lUiddhist religion. The best

Early preserved are the numerous sfupa^ and connected buildings
Paiod. Sanchi in the State of Bhopal, Central India. The buildings

at Bharhut (more accurately, Barhut) in the State of Nagod,

Central India^ have been destroyed, but the sculptures rescued

firom that locaEty are of great vidue and inteieat Tbe nimft at

the ancient imperial capital, Ffttaliputia (Patna), and at the

Mahabodhi temple, commonly called Buddha Gayi, although

fragmentary, are important The andent city of Mathurft

(Muttia) on the Jmnna, and some of the oldest cave4emples

in Western India, contribute examples of scalpture, while the

numerous monolithic pillars erected by Asoka in tbe home
provinces of his empire afford valuable evidence of the state

of the arts in his time.

^Imtoo The brick siupa^ originally an exact copy of a low earthen

sepulchral tumulus, naturally showed a tendency to increase

in height and grandeur as builders gained confidence and skill

in the manipulation of extensive works in brick and stone.

Tbe Piprahwa stupa, with a basal diameter of ii6 feet^ stands

only about ss feet high, and even if it once possessed

ornamental appendages at the top, was probably never more
than 30 feet in height The great tope or stupa at Sanchi,

which may have been built in the reign of Asoka, is much
higher in proportion, the height being about 54 feet, and the

basal diameter of the dome on the top of the plinth ic6 feet.

As time went on the height of stnpas was gradually increased

until the original cupola form was lost, and that of a tower

substituted. Simu1tanct)usly with the change in form, great

progri was made in the decoration of the originally plain

brick lumulus.

Stone A very important addition took the form of a stone railing,

which enclosed a perambulation path and sacred precinct

around the monument. The mode of construction of these

stone railings permits no doiil)t Uiat they were copied from

wooden models, of which naturally no remains exist. The
most ancient railings discovered are perfectly plain post and

rail low fences about 3^ feet in height, made of stone instead

of wood The railing of the great stupa at S£nchl, though

higher, is of this kind, and ttmifaur plain fencing has been

discovered at Fitaliputra. Some of the examples may be

earlier than the age of Asoka. But even in his time orna-

ment was applied to the railing at Mah&bodhi, which was

adorned with friezes, panels^ and bosses exhibiting a consider-
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able amount of artistic skill. The approximate date of the

Mahabodhi r.iilinpr is fixed by the dedicatory inscriptions,

which are incised in characters closely resembling those of the

Asoka edicts. The bosses are usually in the form of an

expanded lotus flower, treated with much variety in detail,

and sometimes exhibiting figure subierts in the centre. The
friezes on the coping show j)rocessR)ns of animals, many of

which are weird mythical creatures, often winged. Interesting

domestic scenes are depicted on some of the pillars.

Although the details of real life in the sculptures of the Hellaiisiic

early period are invariably ]iurely Indian, the compositions

ab a whole, and llic ik-iitk SLnuitiuns of mythical monsters, are dueocc.

certainly Hellenistic, and exhibit the distinctive characteristics

of Hellenistic art. The practice of decorating buildings with

'poctDtes in relief' might well have been borrowed &om
Persia ; but the composition and style of the Indian work axe

80 remote fiK>m the Persian, and so akin to the Alexandrian,

that it is unpossible to doubt that the Indian artists imitated

European rather than Ixanian models. The Akiandrian school

loved relieft essentially similar to those of SfinchI and Bharhut,

and the words in which Professor Ernest Gardner describes the

bas-reliefs of Alexandria apply to many Indian compositions.

* There is usually,' he observes, 'a group of figures in the

foreground . . . often the scene is from actual country life. . . .

The background, which is the most chazacteiistic portion of
these reliei^ varies so as to be appropriate to the subject.

Somedmes it is purely architectural, sometimes it represents

nothing but rocks and trees, treated with a strange combination
of naturalism and convenlionalism. More often it consists of

a mixture of the two ~a country scene, wiili peasants' huts and
rustic shrines scattered over the landscape, or a group of
buildings with trees and bushes lending variety to their stiffer

outlines. . . . The floweis on the rocks, the leaves of the
trees, are often carved not only with the utmost care, but with

botanical accuracy. The country is seldom left untenanted by
man or by his imaginings : small shrines or altars, thyrsi, and
masks or other symbols, are scattered freely over the scene. . .

.

They [the reliefis] are interesting . . . because they show us an
undoubted example of the influence of painting on sculpture ^'

Any reader who will take the trouble to compare Professor

Gardner's description with the published plates illustrating the

Satichi and Bharhut reliefs cannot fail to perceive that, with

thi' sul i:3luution of Indian for Greek details, the dcscnptiun

sinclly applies. The drawing and execution of the Indian

* Ernest Gftidiieri A Umdbock of Gruk ikul^urc, p. 440.
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'piclLiicij in relief are, of course, much inferior to the Greek,

but the general principles of the composition in both are

identical. The obviously pictonal character of the Indtm
sculptures is probably due to direct miitsitiaD of the HeDemstic

sculptores based on painted modeb^nidier tfaan to the eidstence

of a lost school of Indian painting.

The intimate commercial and diplomatic intercourse which

undoubtedly eadsted between the Maurya empire of India and

the HeOenistic kingdoms of Asia, Africa, and Europe permits

of no difficulty in understanding how the artistic cooceptioas

the West reached India. During the Maurya period (321-

180 B.C.), and for some centuries later, active intercourse by

both sea and land was mamtained between East and West,

and endless oppoitunities existed for the importation of

European art motives. The Hellenistic is not the only foreign

element in ancient Indian art. The influence of Persia is

apparent, and tlie colunmar architecture of the Achaemenian

monarchy supplied the models for Asoka's monolithic pillars

and many aidiitectural and sculptural details. The capitals of

Asoka's pillars present a curious combumtion of Hellenistic and

Persian elements. The style of the most ancient Indian works

of art in stone being a compound of Hellenistic, Persian, and

Indian elements, any descriptive name would be inconveniently

cumbrous : and it is better to designate the first school of

Indian sculpture, extending from about 250 B.C. to a.d. 5c, by

a simple chronological appellation and to call it the Early

School

Bbadmt. The infinite capacity of the stone railing for decoration

having been recognized, the ancient plain fence was quickly

transformed into an elaborate screen of considerable height,

giving ample space for a picture gallery. The railing of the

siupa at JJliaihut (Barhut), nearly a hun{lrL(] miles south-west

from Allahabad, erected between 200 and 150 B.C., stood

seven feet high, and every part of it, posts, rails, and coping,

was covered inside and outside with elaborate pictures in

bas-relief. The Bharhut sculptures, like the slightly later

firieie of the great altar at Petgamum, possess special interest

because many of them are provided with contemporary labels,

and thus, so far as they go, are equivalent to an illustrated

treatise on Buddhist mythology. About fifty of the subjects

are taken from the collection of 510 Jatakas^ or Birth Storie%

and twenty-six of them have been definitely identified with

stones in the F&li books. These storiei^ which fonn the basis
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of much of the current European beast-fable and fcOk-K.re

literature, assume the form of narratives of the adventuies

Tnrhich befell Buddha in previous states of existence.

The Bharhut reliefs are invaluable and interesting, not only

as a commentary on and illustrations of old-vvorld literature, but

as vivid representations of the daily life of India more than

2,000 years ago. The houses of the people, the shrines of the

gods, the hermitages of the saints, as well as the carts, chariots,

boats, dress, arms, and oruaiiients in ordinary use, are all

displayed v.uh 'Jic uLinost realism and distinctness. The
purpose of the artists, like that of Uic mediae v.d dci.igncra

of stained glass, was the edification of the faithful by a lively

presentation of the sacred stories in such a fashion that man,

womanj or child, literate or illiterate, could understand it

Aesthetk: beauty was not aimed at as an end by itself; whenever

it is attained, it must be r^rded as a by-product subsidiary to

the faithful rendering of the legend. Considered with reference

to their purpose, the Bharhut reliefs must be pronounced a
success. They tell their story well ; and as against this achieve-

ment of their main purpose^ faults of composition, drawing, and

perspective are of small account.

The sculptores, discovered by Sir Aleatander Cunningham,

were ris^tly removed to Cftlcutta, where they now adorn the

Imperial Museum. If they had been left on the spol^ they

would have shared the fkte of so many of the Amarftvati

marbles, and would have been ruthlessly destroyed by the

villagers.

Although detailed desoiptum of the Bharhut reliefs is not

within the scope of this chapter, a few of the specially interest-

ing subjects may be alluded to* A nearly life-size figure of an

in&ntiy soldier, armed with an extraordinarily broad sword, is

a most apposite commentary upon the description of Chandra-

gupta Maurya's infantry as given by Megasthenes, and may be

compared with the figure of the similarly armed but differently

dressed soldier at Sanchl. The carefully labelled reliefs which

tell the story of the visits paid to Buddha by the kings Prasen-

ajit and Ajatasatru deserve attention for many reasons.

In the delineation of some of the animals, especially ele-

phants and monkeys, a high stand.'.rd of arti.stic excellence has

been attained, and the scenes in which the capture of an

elephant by a troop of impish monkeys is portrayed display

much humour as well as executive skill. The series of reliefs

on the coping (Cunningham, plates xl-xlviii) manifests the

Alemmdrian influence with special distinctness, the long g^-
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land being very cleverly used to divide the subject into com-

partments by its ^^iuaositie.s. This garland was long a favoui ue

motive in Hellenistic and Graeco-Roman sculpture, coniinumg

in use up to Byzantine times, and even later. In the second

period of Indian art it was largely employed by the artists of

Gjiidhara.

The upper moulding of the coping is a v.uiaiiuii on ;!:e

'knop and iiu\vt_i pattern, the knop or cone beuig replaced by

miniature battlements or crenelations of Persian form.

SSnchl. When the unique group of ruins near Sanchi in the State of

Bhopil became known to Emopeans, in a.d. i8i8, seventeen

^pas were standing undisturbed; but in subsequent yean
amateur excavations, conducted without adequate caxe and
knowledge, wrought much damage, and destroyed some of the

buildings. Since 1880 the monuments have received tspaX,

attention, and effective measures have been taken for survey,

conservation, and publication. Mr. Cousens, Archaeological

Surveyor of the Bombay Cicde, took 236 laige>sca]e photo-

graphs in the years 1900and 1901, which will facilitate detailed

study of the sculptures and fonn a valuable supplement to the

works of Cunningham, Maisey, Fe^sson» and Cole.

The buildings are of different ages. The great sHi^ at

tope is very ancient, and may be a monument ci early

Buddhism older than the time of Asoka. The stone railing

of perfectly plain design which surrounds tliis building may
also possibly be anterior to the age of Asoka. Certain isolated

monolithic pillars and other accessories certainly date from

the reign of the great Maurya emperor (272-231 B.c). The

highly decorated gateways, technically called toranas^ which

give access to the sacred precinct, are of later date, and were

probably completed about 140 b.c., in the time of the ^unga

dynasty, which succeeded the Maurya. The minor buildings

are of different dates, but all are early.

Each of the four great gateways, which arc the glory of the

principal s/upa, is composed of two massive pillars and three

successi\*e architraves or beams, separated by small balusters.

The entire suiface of every member on all sides is covered

with sculpture in relirf, and a large volume might be devoted

to the detailed description of each gateway. The subjects,

which are generally similar to those at Bharhut, include

Jatakas and all sorts of incidents connected with Buddhist

legend. The cridcism on the aesthetic merits of the Bharhut

reliefs is on the whole applicable to those of Sanchi, but the

earlier work ii ilic IjcLlci ui die two. A iciici uii die eastern
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gateway, representing boys riding on homed lions, one of

whom holds in his hand a vine bfanch and bunch of grapes,

is dearly Hellenistic in conception. The oxen with human
fiioes, long pointed beards, and finely twisted manes, which

appeir in another relief on the same gateway recall, as Herr

Griinwedel points out, the ancient Greek river-gods even more
than the Assyrian cherubs. Assyrian elements undoubtedly

exist in early Indian art ; but they came through Persia, and

the style of the early period in India may be correctly described

as compounded of Persian, Hellenistic, and Indian elements.

The niimerous detached monolithic pillars erected by Asoka, Monolithic

of which nine are inscribed, bear testimony, like the stone
J^JjJj^^

coffer at Piprahwa, to the perfection attained by the early stone-

cutters of India in the exercise of their craft*. The shaft of the

LfiTiriya-Nandangarh pillar in Tirhut is a polished block of fine

sandstone nearly 33 feet in length, i he height of the capital,

including the abacus and crowning lion, is 6| feet, so that the

whole monument stands almost 40 feet high ; and some of the

other monoliths are even more massive. Nu smail skill was

required to manipulate such enormous masses. The principal

member of ihe Asoka capital is reeded and bell shaped m ihe

Persepolitun style. The edge of the abacus is in some cases

adorned by a row of wild geese pecking their food, a decoration

probably suggested by the frequent introduction of the goose

In AtaEsndrian scolptine The abacas of the fHllar at Allah*

ibid is decoiated with a gcaoefiil scroll of alternate lotos and

baoeysiicUe» resting on a beaded astragalus of Hdledstic style.

A tsat c^>ital found at Pitaliputia exhibits the acanthus leaf

cnuunent delicately carved in low relief. In general tenns the

Asoka pillars nuty be described as imitations of the Persian

columns of the Acbaemenian period with Hellenistic ornament.

The few esamples of sculpture in the round which are assign- Scuiptim

able to the age of Ascica cannot be said to attain a high

standard of excellence. The litms which still crown some of

the monolithic pillars are stiff and conventioiia], although the

paws are rendered with some regard to nature. Indian sculp-

tors have always succeeded better with the elephant than wiUi

any other animal j and the figure of the fore part of an elephant

' Casts of the ea«lem j^ateway have been supplied to the Indian Musenm
at .South Kensington, and several other mnseaois, Edinbiugh, Dublin,

Berlin, 6£C.

* A tnfh imerilicd pOIar wasdiioofend at Sicnith near Benaics b 1905

{Ep. Ind., viii, id6). See Sobrmannli tiealite, Vit AUmdUck* SSmk
(Dreeden, 1906).
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carved in the rock, which watches over the inscriptkmatDhauli

in Orissa, is imposiiig and dignified, if it cannot be called

beautiful.

A colossal statue of a woman, 6 ft. 7 inches in height, found

at Besnagar in the Slate of Gwalior, is of interest as being the

only early detached statue of a female yet found in India, and

probably dates from the time of Asoka. This work is free from

the monstrous exaggeration of the bust and hips which deforms

the later attempts of Indian sculptors to represent the female

figure, and is a creditable performance, although it cannot

claim to rank as high art. The arrangement of the drapery is

rigid and formal. Both arms have unfortunately been lost.

MntlhtTf i

The mounds of the ancient and sacred city of MathurJl

(Muttra) on the Junuia have yielded a rich treasure of sculp-

tures of various datrs. Most of tlicm belong to the time of the

great KushSn or Indo Scythian kings of the second century a. d.,

but many interesting spcciniens are of earlier date. The oldest

may probably be referred to the latter part of the second

century B. c, when foreign princes with the Persian title of

Satrap governed Mathura. A very curious sculpture of

Hercules strangling the Nemean lion is of uncertain age. The
superior execution ui ilic ligurt; of Hercules as compared with

most Indian statuary suggests an early date, whereas the feeble-

ness with which the lion is treated points to a period of

decadence ^ The fonr groups of bacchanalian figures found

at Mathoift have given rise to much discussion. They aie

undoubtedly among the best of Indian sculptures, and may
belong to the Early Period, but the probability perhi^ is that

both they and the Hercules should be referred to the second

century A.D. during the Kushfin Period

Join Most writers on Indian antiquities assume that the s^avA
fff^ its concomitant railing are Buddhist only ; and, in consequence

of this assumption, stone failings such as those above

mentioned are commonly spoken of as * Buddhist railings/

Bu^ as a matter of fikct, the art and ardiitecture of eariy India

were not sectarian. All religions, Buddhist, Jain, and BrSLh-

manical^ used the art of their age and country, and all alike

drew on a common storehouse of ^rmbolic and conventional

devices. The Jains, especially, erected $fu/>as surrounded by

stone railings which are indistinguishable from those of the

Buddhists, and honoured the bones of their saints m ezacdy

* Photographed in Cnanfaigfaaiii't R^orttt vol* zrii, pL xuu
* PlwtogmplMd m/. A*&, B,^ pt i (1875), pL xii, liii. Both pofalUhed

hi Gi)ggs*i Mmmtnts, ffe., qfJnditt,
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fhe same way as did their rivals. The prejudice that all i^^os

and atone lailiiigs must necessarily be Boddhist has probably

pcevented the recognition of Jain structures as such, and up to

the present onlytwo undoubted Jain4iS/af have been recorded.

The foundations of the larger example, nearly 70 ft. in diameter,

were excavated by Dr. Fuhrer on the Kankali mound at

Mathura, and numerous Jain sculptures belonging to it, dating

firom both the Satrap and the Kush3n periods, wnrc ex*

burned, and are now in the Lucknow Museum. The reliefs

fff9t several pictures of Jain stupas surrounded by all the

accessories commonly associated exclusively with Buddhist

monuments. A miniature votive sHtpa^ with an inscription in

honour of a Jain saint, dating probably from the third or fourth

century a.d., was also found at Mathura. The smaller

structui \1 building was excavated at KlLmnagar (Abichbatra) in

Bareilly Di^itrict.

In addition to the stone railings and decorated gateways, Decoration

stupaSy whether Jain or Buddhist, were adorned with numerous of

other accessories, including stone umbrellas, elaborately carved

pillars and pilasters, and abundant statuary, usually in the form

of reliefs, but occasionally detached. No existing siupa is in

a sufficiently perfect condition to display these accesbuiies in

position, but the reliefs supply numerous pictures of stupas in all

their glory. The permanent architectural and sculptured decora-

tion was supplemented by huge tinsel garlands suspended t rnra

pegs fastened la the masonry, and by lamps inserted 111 liule

niches and distributed over the surface of the monument. The
Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen Tsiang, mentions two stupas ascribed

by tradition to Asoka which were each 300 ft. high* One of

these was foced with stone, curiously carved, the other was of

bridL Many others are descnbed whkh stood ftom 100 to

too ft* in height. Monuments of this magnitude, when

decomted with the lavish ornament dear to the heart of the

Indian architect, must have presented a spectacle of extia-

ofdinary magnificence.

The artificial caves of India devoted to religious ptirposes Scniptcre

exceed a thousand in number, and range in date over more than

a thousand yeara^ The moat aadent are the polished chambers

hewn out of the gneiss of the Barabar hill near GayS, by order

of Asoka, in 157 B.C, as heimitagiesfor certain Hindu ascetics.

These ^ambeia, destitute of sculpture and almost devoid of

ornament, do not concern the history of Indian art \ but some of

the numerous caves in the hills of the Western Ghkts are nearly

as ancient, and are adorned with a certain amount of sculpture.
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The
Second or
Ktishan

Period,

Histoiy.

Inflaence

of Romao

Among the oldest of the western caves are those at Bhaji and

Pitaikhora, which may be as early as 200 b. c The sculptures

are far inferior in interest to those of the same period in

Northern India, but some winged sphinx-like figures may be

mentioned as being curious and related to the Mahabodhi

reliefs. Four of the Ajanta caves, Nos. IX, X, XII, and XIII,

are also early. But the chief interest of the Ajant;i raves centres

in the celebrated paintings, and it will be convenient to treat

the ancient Indian schools of j)ainting together. The sculptures

in the Udayagiri caves of Ohssa date from the second cen-

tury B. c.

The Second (and best) Period of Indian plastic art may be

regarded as extending over a space of about three centuries,

from A.D. 50 to 350. With reference to the principal dynasty of

ihc time in Northern India, it may also be designated as the

Kushan Period.

According to the most probable system of chronology*, the

K2bul Valley was conquered by the Kushin or Indo-Scythian

king, Kadphises I, atxMit the nuddle of the fiist oentniy a. d.,

and all Northern India ms annexed by his 8uooessor»

Kadphiaea 11, forty or fifty years later. The subsequent kings

of the dynasty, Kanishka, Huvishka, and VSsudevat continued

to rule India north of the NaibadA v^nst up to the date of the

rise of the Sassanian dynasty of Persia in A.1I. ss6. The
relaxation of the Kushin hold on India may have been due to

unzecorded conflicts with the new Petsian dynasty. After the

date named the KushSn poirer in India was restricted to the

Punjabi where it seems to have tosted until the Hun invanons

in the fifth century. Meantime^ the Sakas» another race of

tnvadeis from Central Asia, had occu[ned the peninsuk of

KlthilwSr and the neighbouring province <^ MSlwft about the

end of the first century a. d. The table-land of the Deocan

was governed by a native dynasty, the Andhras, who disappear

about the same date as the Kuslrnn kings <tf India below the

Punjab.

During the three centuries referred to^ and especially up to

the date of the destruction of Palmyra in a. D. 272, the Indian

kingdoms were in active commercial, and occasional diplomatic,

relations with the Roman empire, which, in the time of Hr\drian

(a, D. T17-3S), perhaps touched the boundary of the Kushan

dominion. Hellenistic art at this period assiuned a cosmo-

> See tho writers article. <The KoihXn Period of Indian History/

/. R. A.S., Jan. 1903. Dr. Fleet hM another iSbtotj, the pfoofe of which

have not yet been publi^ed*
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polkan aspect under the umform pressure of the Romim rule

and taste. We find oonsequently that Indian Buddhist sculp-

tures in the Punjab are often hardly distinL^uish^ble from con-

temporary pagan works at Palmyra and Christian works in the

catacombs. The Corinthian capital, which in various florid

forms was so £sshionablc in the Roman empire, was freely

imitated as a decoration by the masons and the sculptors of

the Punjab, who did not hesitate to mix up Graeco-Roman
with Persian forms. The artists simply followed the taste of

the dciy, whether they were working on commissions given by

Buddiiists, Pagans, or Christians. The way in which Indian

sculptors of the Kushan period adopted Graeco-Roman fashions

and mixed thc-m up with the familiar Persian forms may be

compared with the modern practice of mingUng European and

Asiatic designs without much regard to congruity. India has

always been eclectic in art matters, and most of the designs

now kn< »v n as Indian are really of foreign origin.

The principal examples of the sculpture of the Kushan Two

period fall into two local schools, those of GaiiUhara and

Amaravaii. I lie Yiisufzai country nuiih of Peshawar, with ^cuipuire.

some neighbouiiiig territories, constituted the ancient province

of Gandhara. The Indo-Graeco-Roman sculptures, often

designated as Graeco-Buddhist, are found chiefly in that

province, and are best designated by its name. The Amaravati

school is practicany confined to a single locality, on the Kistna

river, south of the Vindhya mountains. Some interesting

sculptures of the period also occur at Mathtttt on the

Jumna, and Dx. Stein has recently discovered the traces of

a branch of the GandhSra school in distant Khotan in Chinese

Turkistfia

No Indian sculptures have excited mterest in Europe at Alyoap

all oompaiable iritfa that aroused by the extremely numerous ^^^^^^
works of the Gandbira school, found at Buddhist sites in the scnlptam.

Ytlsufzai country north of Peshftwar, and in the. neighbouring

valkys of the Kflbul and Siv8t rivers. The multitude of these

works is astonishing. Hundreds are deposited in the galleries

at Calcutta, I^hore, Woking, Lucknow, the Briti^ Museum,
and South Kensington. Many more are to be found in minor

collections, and thousands must still remain on the numerous

sites of Buddhist establishments. The Calcutta collection, as

it stood twenty years ago, was catalogued by Dr. Anderson ; but

of the other collections named, with the exception of Woking,

no catalogue is available. The literature of the subject is

considerable, and much progress has been made in determining

VOUU. I
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the date and artistic affinities of the school, but many prob-

lems concerning it still await solution.

General . The GandbSia sculpdires consist for the most part of woiks

ofG^^™ in high lelief executed in clay slate, for the decoration of

dbara
*

Bttddhist monasteries and their appurtenant buildings. Statues

scalpdites. in the round also occur, and plaster heads are numerous. All

the better specimens, which range in date between a. b. ioo

and 30O1 aie obviously 'classical' in style, and very dosely

related to the art of the Koman empire in the Antonine period.

The diapeiy is treated in the Greek £uhion, and with consider-

able ease and grace in the best examples. Figures in the pose

of Atlas are commonly used as supporters, the musdes bdng
treated in a way that recalls the teaching of the masterly Per-

gamene school The composition ofgroups is arranged on the

lines usual in Graeco-Roman reliefs, and the conventional repre*

sentation of the dying Buddha is clearly imitated .from con-

temporary Graeco-Roman sarcophagi. Many of the figures of

the Buddhist mythology are certainly adaptations of Greek

gods, among whom ApoUo^ Zeus, Ge, Nike, and others may
be recognized. The expressions of the different actors in the

scenes represented are carcfLilly discriminated, and often finely

rendered, but the drawing of the body frequently fails in pro-

portion. Taken as a whole, the work of the school is probably

equal in mrrit to much of the contemporary sculpture in the

provinces of the Roman empirCj and in^tely superior to any

truly Indian production.

The Kttlp- The sculptures are illustrations of the creed of the Newer

trai^the**"
^^^^"^^^^^^^j technically called Mahayana, which practically

Newer dcilied Buddha and surrounded him with a numerous hierarchy

Buddhiim. of saints and angels. The pniniir/c Iiuiian lUii Ulhists clearly

realized the fact thul their teacher wab dead and gone, only his

word abiding with them, iiut this dry doctrine did nui suit

the foreign nations to whom Buddhism was preached by Asoka's

missionaries and their successors, and the times in which the

Tarious forms of Christianity and Gnosticism took shape

witnessed a profound transformation of Buddhism. The new
Buddhists entertained ideas which may be called Messianic^

and tiansfened their homage from a dead Teacher to a living

Saviour. Buddha was deified in practice if not in theory,

and his images were multiplied exceedingly. Primitive

Buddhism had no images of the Teacher. When the SSnchl

and Bharhut artists wish to suggest his presence in a scene^

they do so by a symbol, usually the imprint of his footsteps.

But in the GandhSra sculptures his image is everywhere, and
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many attempts weie made before the artists succeeded in

evolving an approved conventional likeness. The story of

these efforts, and of the diffusion of the type finally evolved

over the Buddhist world, has been ably worked out by Henr

Grunwedel and M. Foucher. The introduction of the image

of Buddha supplied a centre for each group, and thus enabled

the artists ofGandharato produce well-balanced, symmetrical

compositions, in which Buddha plays the same part as Christ

in Christian and the Imperator in Pagan works. Jain sculp-

ture of this period is arranged on the same principle, a Jain

saint taking the place of Buddha.

The art of the Gandhara school undoubtedly attained its Chrono-

highest development during the reign of the powerful Kushan
q^^J^*

monarchs Kanishka and Huvishka, from about a.d. 120 to 1S5, school,

while Hadrian, Antoninus Pius, Marcus Aurelius, and Com-
modus occupied in succession the imperial throne of Rome.
The very best specimens probably all belong to the second

century, but ixood work was done in the third century also, and

very fair work m the fourth. How long the style lingered in

the remote valleys of Sw3t and Buuer is not known.

In India proper few traces of the Gandhara school are tO

be found except at Mathura, where iraagca dating from the

time of Kanishka and Huvishka, and clad in the characteristic

Greek drapery^ have been found. Mr. Growse has figured

a specimen which is remarkable for the skill with which the

ottdine of the body is shown through the drapery. The
Bacchanalian and Hercules groups, of uncertain date^ found

near Mathura have been already mentioned. They differ

In style from the Gandhara work, and may possibly represent

a distinct early Indo-HeUenic school

The establishment belonging to the Mahayina secl^ or AnMivatt

Newer Buddhism, at Amarftvati in the Kistna District of

MadiaS) was fiunous in olden days, but was already deserted

in the seventh century a.i». when the Chinese pi^m Hiuen

Tsiang travelled through India. The andent stu^ existed

up to the begiiming of the nineteenth century, when it was

destroyed by a local landholder for the sake of the materials;

The precinct around it was enclosed by two great railings

or screens, an inner and an outer one, of white marble^

profusely covered with elaborate sculptures in low relief.

The outer and principal railing, the most elaborate and
artistic monument of the kind in India, was formed of upright

slabs standing about 10 feet in height above the level of the

iimer paved path, and connected by three crcH»s bars running

I a
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between each pair of uprights, with ends lenticular in section

and let into mortices cut in the edges of the upright slabs or

pillars. These supported a coping or frieze about 2 ft. 9 inches

high \ and a brick support about a foot high ran along the line

of their bases, so that the whole monument stood about 14 ft.

in height. The outside of the plinth was ornamented by a

frieze of animals and boys, generally in comic attitudes. On
the cross-bars were full discs, all different and all carved with

the utmost care. The outside of the coping was decorated

with the favourite device of a long flower-roll carried by men,

on or over which sundr)' symbols were inserted. The inside

of the rail was even more elaborately carved, the coping or

frieze being one continuous bas-relief ; while the cential discs

of both the rails ciud the [
ilia;^ were filled with sculptures of

great elaboration and beauty of detail, representing scenes of

sacred legend or of everyday life. The inner rail was similar

in character but of smaller dimensions. It is calculated that

the separate figures carved on tbe outer lail alone unoiint lo

about is,ooo. No general description can convey any idea <A

the richness of the ornament ; and readers who desire to

appreciate the merits of these splendid works must consult the

iUustiated publications of Messrs. Feigusson and Burgess, or

better still, examine the marbles themselves on the grand stair^

case of the British MuseuoL Very many of the priceless

sculptures were ruthlessly consigned to the lime-kiln by local

barbarians. Most of those rescued have found a resting>p]ace,

after many adventures, in the national collection or in the

Madras Museum.
The characteristic features of the decoration alluded to above

—the discs, wavy roll, and boys and animals in comicattitudes-—

help to determine the age and affinities of the monument.

The general style may be defied as an Indianized adaptation of

an Antonine development of Alexandrian art. This proposition,

which might be deduced from consideration of the style

alone, is confirmed by a few inscriptions and other items of

external evidence. The work, of course, took many years to

execute, and no single date can express the chronology with

accuracy. It is, however, safe to say that the outer railing

should be referred to the second half of the sccemd century A.D.,

and must be cooteniporary with Huvishka, the Kushan king of

Northern India, and with the best exanii)les of the Gandhar

sculptures. At that time Amaravati was included in the domi-

nions of the Andhra kings of the Deccan. The inner rail may
be slightly later in date*
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Aldiou^ the resemblances between the works of the Gan*

dbSnt school and the Anuufivati mazbles are to some eitent

obscured by differences of material and treatment the close

relationship of ihe two schools cannot be denied Both are

essentially Indiani2ed adaptations of Graeco-Roman art ; but

the ^rnlptors of AmarSvatt seem to have drawn their inspirations

chiefly ficom Aleiandrian models, whereas the artists of Gan-

dhara were more indebted to the Hellenistic schools of Asia.

The image of Buddha is as frequently seen at Amar^vati as

in Gandh5ra, and is clad in drapery arranged in Greek style.

A few sculptures, more or less closely resembling the Amara-

vati marbles, have been found at other sites in the neighbour^

hood.

Before proceedinq; farther with the history of sculpture, itTheAjnntl

will be convenit'iu to consider the subject of painting. Although paiatiog*.

there is reason to believe that schools of pictorial art may have

existed at various places in ancient India, the actual remains of

early paintings are ccn fined to two western localities, the caves

near Ajanta in the Aurangabad District of the Nizam's Do-

minions, and those at Bagh in the south of Malwa. The
remnants (jf pictures at the latter i)lace have not been copied or

minutely described, and our knowledge of ancient Indian paint-

ing is practically limited to what is left of the Ajantil paintings.

Since these works first became known to Europeans in 1819

they have suffered many things, and most of the copies made

by Major Gill in the course of thu ty years' labour perished by

fire at the Crystal Palace in 1866. The diminished residue of

the originals has since been copied again by Mr. John Griffiths,

whose work, half destroyed by a fire at South Kensington, has

been published (so far as it escaped destruction) by command of

the Secretary of State f(Mr India. But no adequate monograph

on the paintings, dealing with them from all points of view,

technical, aesthedc, and historical, has yet been written, and

many problems concemmg them await solution. Traces of

painting, some on the ceilings, some on the walls, and some

on pillars, survive in thirteen caves, but the important; remains

are confined to five or six.

Technically, as Mr. Griffiths observes (/ i^., ii, 153)^ Techale&l

* They are not frescoes in the true acceptation of die term, nor
do they appear to correspond to the Italian fresco secco^ where
the entire surface of the wall was first prepared for painting orr,

and then thoroughly saturated with lime-water before tlie

painting was commenced— as the groundwork upon which the

paintings at Ajantft woe executed would, I think, hardly admit
of this treatment
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* The groundwork, which appears to be composed of cow-dung
with an immixture of pulverized trap, was laid on the roughish

surface of the rock to a thickness varying from a quarter to

half an inch. To increBse the binding properties of this

l^und rice-husks were introduced in some instances^ especially

in the ceilings. Over this ground was laid &e intonato of
thin, smooth jil i^ter, about the thickness of an egg-shell, upon
which the painting was executed. This thin coating of plaster

overlaid everything— the mouldings, the columns, the orna-

mental carving, and the sculptures—and enough remains to

show that the whole has been closed.'

Age of the The paintings unquestionably extend over a period of several
pautb^.

centuries. The earliest, which comprise a fragment on the

inside front wall of Cave IX and works on the side walls of

Cave X, are referred to the second century a.d., when the

most powerful kings of the Andhra Dynasty ruled the Deccan,

and KanJshka and Hnytshka weie lonte of the North. These

pictuies are therefore approximately contemponury with the

marbles of the great railing at AmaiSvati and the best sculp-

tures of Gandhara. The second period of the paintings is

represented by pictures of Buddha, with drapery and nimbus

after the style of the GandhSra school on the pillars of Ca^ X»

which may be dated between a.d. 350 and 55a The third and

most important series, of which large remains exist in Gives I

and XVII, was executed in the sixth and seventik centuries,

and may be dated between a.]>. 550 and 650. Contrsry to^

whatmight be expected, these later paintings are the best and

most interesting. They present an astonishing contrast when
compared mth the inartistic figure sculpture or the barbarous

coins of the period.

Subjects The pictures were painted primarily for the edification of

ftffaifagf P^^^ Buddhists, like the modem decorations of the Ceylon

monasteries, not as mere adornments, and the subjects are

confined (with perhaps one exception) to those drawn from

Buddhist mythology or legend. Among them representations

of twelve Jdtakas, or stories of Buddha's previous births, have

been identified. Others deal with the well-known traditional

incidents of hh Vx-X life on earth, among which the picture of

the Temptation in Cave XX^'I may be specially mentioned.

A very interesting painting in Cave XV 11, crowded with figures,

is believed to represent the landing and coronation of king

Vijaya in Ceylon, as recorded by the chroniclers of the island.

Lt.-Col. Waddell, I. M.S., has proved that the so-called ' /(jdiac'

in Cave XVII is really a ropresenution of the Buudiust doc-
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trine of the * wheel of life,* and that it can be interi)reted by

the hell) of modern Tibetan paintings'. Special interest attaches

to the T)icturc in Cave T, depicting the reception of a Persian

embassy by an Indian king. CJood reasons cxi-.t htr believing

that the embassy referred to was dispatched by Khusru II,

k:ng uf Persia, to i'ulakesin II, king of the Deccan, in or about

A.D. 625. The connexion of this composition with Buddhism
is not obvious.

The aesthetic merits of the paintings have been appraised by Aesthetic

the late Mr. Feigussoti and Mr. Griffiths, both of whom com- ^'^^

pare the later pictures at AJanti with the woik of ItaUan

artists in the fourteenth century. In Mr. Feigusson's judge-

ment they are better than anything in Europe before Orcsgna

or Fiesole. Mr. Griffiths considers the picture of the dying

princess (sise 4 ft. xi inches by 4 ft. 3 inches) in Cave XVI
to be the best piece of painting now remaining at Ajanta, and
criticizes it in the following terms :

—

*For pathos of sentiment and the unmistakable wav of

telling its story, this picture, T consider, cannot be suipasNcd

in the history of art. The Florentine could have put better

drawing, and the Venetian better colour, but neiUier could
have thrown greater expression into it The dying woman,
with drooping head, half-closed eyes, and languid limbs, re-

clines on a bed the like of which may be found in any
native house of the present day. She is tenderly supported by
a female attendant, while another wiih eager gaze is looking

into her fiue and holding the sick woman's arm as if in the act

of feeling her pulse, llie expression cn her iace is one of
deep anxiety, as she seems to realize how soon life will be
extinct in one she loves. Another fcmalf^ behind is in attend-

ance with a panka (fan), whilst two men on the left are looking

on with the expr^sion of profound grief depicted in their

faces. Below are seated on the floor other relations, who
appear to have given up all hope, and to have begun their days
of mourning—for one woman has buried her face in her hands
and apparently is weeping bitterly.' {/. A, iii, 27.)

This is high praise, but not without justification. The
Ajanta paintings undoubtedly deserve attention on their merits

as works of art, and not merely as curiosities or pictures of

manners.

The problem of the origm and artistic affinities of the Origin and

Aj.iiua paintings is extremely obscure, and at present is not

suscepdble of a definite solution. They stand practically alone the

in India, and nothing contemporary seems to exist anywhere ptintingi,

' /. A. S. B., pt. i, vol. bd (189a), p. 133.
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with which they can be compared, pxrcpt perhaps some of the

frescoes discovered by Dr. Stein in Khotan. Their foreign

origin is apparent, but nobody knows where the artists came

from, or what their models were. The most ancient paintings

in Cave X (Burgess, Note's, pi. vii-x) exhibit admirably drawn

groups of men, women, and elephants. Inasmuch as the caves

are situated near the western coast, and these early paintings

are approximately contemporary with the pictorial bas-reliefs

of the Amaravati marbles, in which Alexandrian influence may
be traced, the probability seems to be that the inspiration of

the Ajania. paintings was drawn from the same source. The
Buddhas on the pillars of Cave X, executed in the GandhSra

style during the fourth and fifth centuries, are merely illustrations

of the general proposition demonstrated by Hcrr Grunwedt;!,

that the standard pattern for images of Buddha was evolved in

GandfaSia and copied nihseqiiently, even to the present day,

in all Buddhist countries. The most attractive pictures^ wfaidi

seem to belong to the century between a. d. 550 and 650,

exhibit powers of composition and bold fireehand drawing quite

at variance with the character of the contemporary Indian art

The very latest Indian coins with the slightest pretensions to

artistic merit are earlier than a. d. 400. During the fifth and
sixth centuries, the period of theHun invasions andconsequent
anarchy, tiie coinage of India presents an aspect of chaotic

barbarism, and the figure sculpture of the age, as distinguished

Irom decorative patterns^ is contemptible. The best liteiature

of the time is the tawdry and insincere rhetoric of Btna, over-

laden, like the pillars of the temples, with redundant and
incongruous ornament With the exceptions of the inherited

skill of the stonemasons' guilds in working out intricate

patterns with astounding exuberance, and of some successes in

architectural design, art was then dead in India. The Ajantft

paintings could not have originated in such an environment

Those of late date seem to have been produced by foreign

artists, working under the patronnc^e of the powerful Chalukya

kings of the Deccan, especially Fulakesin II (611-42), the rival

and successful opponent of Harsha, ruler of the North. But to

determine the place from which tliosc foreign artists came,

a little before and after a. D. 600. is not easy. The conjecture

may be hazarded that the later Ajanta paintings are an

Indianized d< veiopment of the Sa';<;p.nim art of Persia, which

produced the l akht i Bostan reliefsde-^cnbedby Sir R. K. Porter,

and was itself derived from the schools of ( '.recce. The Sas-

sanian monarchy was destroyed by the Arabs m a. d. 641 ; but
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even after the Muhammadan conquest i'k art of painting

continued to be patronized by the Persian kings of the Shiah

sect, and in the sixteenth century, when Akbar resolved to

decorate his palaces with paintings on plaster, he was obliged to

import artists from Persia, It is, therefore, not unreasonable to

suppose that Akbar was anticipated by the Chalukya moiiarcli,

and that the artists who painted the later and best Ajanta

frescoes came from Persia.

After A. D. 300 Indian sculpture properly so called hardly Decline of

deserves to be reckoned as art The figures both of men and

wiimals become stiff ivid fonnal, perception of the &cts of
^

nature almost disappears, and the idea of power is chimsaly

expressed by the multiplication ofmembers. The many^headed,
many-armed gods and goddesses whose images crowd the walls

and roofe of mediaeval temples have no pretensions to beauty,

and are frequently hideous and grotesque. The dignity of the

architectural design is» on the contrary, often imposing beyond

dispute ; and the sculpture is so varied, laborious, and multi-

tudinous that the spectator, however much he may criticize its

obvious defidendes, is impressed with a feeling of wonder, and

even ofadmiration. Throughout the ages the Hindu masons

have retained the &culty of producing in extraordinary variety

decorative patterns of infinite complexity, executed with con-

summate mechanical skill. The great mediaeval buildings,

indeed, seem to have been designed mainly for the exhibition

of unrestrained ornament, lavished on eveiy available sur&oe in

such inordinate quantity that it often wearies the eye and

partially defeats its purpose. Many of the wreath-forms and

other motives of the early semi-classical art continue to be used,

although in highly conventionalized forms. Every mediaeval

temple of importance throughout India might be dted as

illustrating these remarks, but the limitations of space preclude

us from noticing individ:- il works, except a few which may be

noted as marking stages m the decadence of Indian art.

The artistic remains of ancient India up to the beginning of Religion

the fourth century are mainly Buddhist. Under the Gupta
^^pt^^^

dynasty (a. d. 320-480), a great revival of Brahmanical

Hinduism took place and Buddhist worship slowly decayed.

But Buddhism was not as a rule violently extirpated ; it con-

tinued to flourish in r.ihrir, the ancient Magadha, under the

rule of the sympathetic Pal kings, until the Muhammadan
conquest at the end of the twelfth century, and traces of

its survival are found in many other parts of the country up
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to as late a time. The mercantile and trading classes,

who formed the great stronghold of Buddhism, seem to have

turned to the allied Jain system, especially in Central and

Southern India. Bundelkhand is full of Jain images of the

eleventh and twelfth centuries, whereas Buddhist remams of

Aat period are rare. The colossal monolithic nude Jain statues

of the South are among the wonders of the world. That at

Sravana Belgola in Mysore, which stands clear on the top of

a hill, is 57 ft. in height, cut from a sincle block of gneiss.

1 here are similar colossi at Vcnur and Kaikala in South

Kanara. The last named was erected in a. d, 1432. As works

of art their merits are not great*. The colossal reliefs carved in

the rock &ce at Gwalior are also Jain, and belong to the same

period, haviqg been executed between a.d. 1440-73. The later

Buddhists used images as freely as the Jaios and Brfthmanical

Hindtts; and the adherents of all three religions drew on
a common stock of symbolism and convention in the same

wayas m early times. The mediaeval Buddhist statuary ofBihSr,

consequently, is almost identical with that of Hindu temples,

and the two classes of objects are frequently confounded, even

by skilled archaeologists. The Jain statues are ordinsrily,

although not always, distinguishable from the Buddhist by their

ntidity, but the accessories of both do not differ widely.

Art of the The sculpture on the flat-roofed temples of the Gupta period

^iSik m Northern Xndia is of the usual kind—conventional and mis-

(11.D. 320- shapen figures accompanied by pretty and well-executed

4^)* decorative patterns. Emblematic statues of the Jumna and

Ganges rivers, the former standing on a tortoise and the ktter

on a crocodile, characterize the style. The Gupta emperors

imitated Asoka in the matter of monolithic pillars, which

again became fashionable in the fourth and fifth centuries.

Samudra Gupta (a.d. 326-75) was content to make use of an

old Asoka pillar at Allahabad to record his deeds ; but in the

reigns of his successors sovi ral notable new monoliths were

erected— for example, at Kran in the Central ProM'nces and

Kahaon in (lorakhpur. The famous Iron Pillar, now standing

in the courtyard of the Kutb mosque near Delhi, probably ^?as

originally erected on a hill at Mathura. The inscription,

recorded about a.d. 415, commemorates the military achieve-

ments of Chandra Gupta II, emj ror of Northern India

(a.d. 375-413). The pillar is a wuldcd mass of pure malleable

iron, 23 ft, 8 inches in length, and is a triumph of the black-

^ These colowi are iilastrated vxI.A.^ voU. ii, iii, aod t.
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smith's art which few modem foundries could emulate. Uie
capital retains the outline of the old Persian form^

Two of the most remarkable examples of early mediaeval MSmalUi-

sculpture arc to be seen on rocks near the celebrated Raths, Pj^J?^^^
or rock-cut shrines, near Maniallapuram (Mahabalipur, or

* Seven Pagodas'), on the coast thirty-five miles south of

Madras. One of these works, a tableau representing the goddess

Dur^^a in conflict with the buffalo demon, was considered by Mr.

Babington to be the most animated piece of Hindu sculpture

which he had seen, and is praised by Fergusson for its spirited

character. The other, a huge bas-relief, executed on two

masses of rock, extends to a length of 90 feet, with an average

height of 30 feet. The principal ligure is a four-armed god,

apparently Si\'a, but the other figures are very numerous, and

include 'a whole menagerie of animals.' The colossal images

of a Naga Rdja and his queen—imposing and dignified, if not

very artistic works—lie close by. All these sculptures are

believed to date from the sixth or seventh century a.d.

In the time of the powerful Idngs of the later ChSltikya Chftlukya

dynasty of the Deccaxi (a,d. 973-1189), numerous temples in •cnlptwe.

a peculiar style of architecture, and covered with the most

daboiate ornament, were erected. The finest edifice in this

style is the incomplete temple erected early in the twelfth

century by the Hoysala king Vishnu at Halebid in Mysore.

It is spedaUy remaikable for the rich fneaes of elephants^

lions, &e.» crowded with thousands of figures.

The ChSlukyan temples of Bellaiy District^ in Madras, have

been described by KCr. Alexander Rea in a special monograph.

The carvings so deeply undercut that the ornament is some-

times attached to the masonry by the slenderest of stalks, is

characterised by * marvellous intricacy and artistic finish in

even the minutest details.' The foliage^ purely conventional,

is ammged as a massive mcrustation resting in high relief

against the background. The work, which dat^ apparently

from the twelfth century, is remarkable for its exuberance of

varied forms, boldly designed and finely executed; but the

figure sculpture is feeble in the extreme.

The two grand towers at Chitor in Rajputana deserve The towers

a passing notice. The Jain tower, 80 feet high, of un-
°^

certain date, is covered with sculpture; and the somewhat

* IfftDy bodo exaggerate the dimenrioni of this pillar, which is popularly

H^pOicd to ttlmd frr bdow gioond* la iMlity tiis mdeiuiumid poitioii it

only I ft* 8 ia^M la length. The hue of ths moaiuMiit It a balb rattiog

on tn iraa gridiron, wldflvtd into tht
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similar structure built between a.d. 1442 and 1449, V^^'

serve the name and fame of the local chieftain, is equally

ornate. This building is constructed in nine storeys, more

than 120 feet in height. 'Statues and ornaments decorate

it inside and out, and every Hindu deity, with the name
inscribed below, is there represented.' These sculptures,

which have not been published, thus constitute an illustrated

dictionary of Hindu mythology*. No adequate account of

the ma2:niriccnt buildings at Chitor has yet been prepared.

Bhnvanes- The largest group of mediaeval temples in Northern India

Sh(^and P^'^^^^^'X ^^'^^ ''^^ Bhuvanesvar (Bhubancswar) in Orissa, said to

Mount comprise five or six hundred separate cdilices, ranging in date

from the seventh to the twelfth century. The architecture and

sculptures form the subject of a large but unsatisfactory work

by die late R&jendrBla Mitn. Another important group of

temples^ erected under the patronage of the Guudel dynasty

at Khajorftho (Khajraho) in Bundelkhand between A.D. 900
and 1 300, presents the usual indiscriminate profusion of bad
sculpture, some figures of which are grossly obscene. The
architectural design of numy of the temples, both at Bhuvan*

esvar and KhajurSho^ is very fine^ and the ornamentation, as

distinguished from the sculpture properly so called, exhibits

the usual variety and delicacy. The cusped ceiUngs are

particularly beautifuL The marble temples dedicated to Jain

worship at Mount Abu in lUjputSna, of which the two finest

date from A.D. 1032 and 1231, carry to its highest perfection

the Indian genius for the invention of graoefiil patterns and

their application to the decoration of masonry. The ancient

cities of R9jput8na abound in roagniHcent buildings which

have never been surveyed or described in detail

Temples of The temples of the extreme South are characterized by the
tbe South, vastness of the scale on which they are designed. The central

shrine is the least important part of the composition, and is

surrounded by successive enclosures, each approached by

huge gateways, which increase in size towards the outer

circumference. The extent of wall surface thus provided affords

infinite space for the application of sculpture. But it is all of

very little merit, although imposing by virtue of its enormous

quantity. The great Siva temple at Madura, on which twenty

lakhs of rupees have been recently expended in repairs, is the

^ Filhm, Progrgss Htpoft N.W.P. emd Oudh Circh for 1892-93,

pp. 19, 20. See Alio Burgess, Photographs^ArckUuhire and Scenery in

Gujarat and Rajputana (Calcutta, 1874'',
; COWIS, Pr9g* il«p,A,S, IV,I^

1904-51 pp. 37-45 ; and local inforouitioa.
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best preserved. The gcester part of the buildings dates from

the seventeenth century. * The glory of the place,' as Fcrgusson

observeSi is the hall ofa thousand columns^ decorated with sculp-

ture of marvellous elaboration. 1 he walls of some of the build'

ings are adorned with mythological frescoes. Trichinopoly

possesses two celebrated and magnificent temples. The
colossal rampant horses, standing about 12 ft. high, placed

on pedestals in front of the pillars of the Seshagiri Rao
Mantapam, are very striking works. Although the artist

shows the usual Indian disregard for correrr representation of

the muscles, the general design of both the horses and the

attendant grooms is spirited, and superior to that of most

Indian sculpture. The date of these compositions is uncertain

^

Other famous temples exist at Tanjore and many places in

the South.

The ruins of the splendid city of Vijayanagar, now Hampi, Vijaytaa-

in the Bellary District of Madras, the capital of the 'forgotten S**"*

empire ' destroyed at the battle of Talikota in A.D. 1565, which

covtjr many square miles, are now being surveyed by the

Archaeological department. The numerous palaces and

temples are adorned suih a profusion of sculjiturc and archi-

tc uir^l ornament. The outer and inner walls of one temple

led bassu-rilievos representing hunting

scenes and incidents in the Ramayana,' and 'in the centre

of the Vitthala temple is the stone car of the god, supported by

stone elephants, and about 30 ft. high' {LA. ii, 177). The

detailed survey of this great site may be expected to result in

many interesting discoveries.

As the Mtthammadan invaders gradually established them- Hbdu
selves in India and extended their conquests from the Punjab ^^cotation

to the east and south, they naturally introduced new forms of Mtduon*

architecture adapted to the needs of their religious worshipand " •

the taste of foreigners from Central Asia. These new forms of
^^'*

architecture, described in another chapter of this volume, are

modifications of the Arab styles especially as developed in

Persiaon the basis of the Sassanian style, now represented by the

remains at Sarvistin and other places in the province of Fars.

But the conquering armies of IslAm did not carry with them

a crowd of masons and artificers, and the new rulers of India

were compelled to build their mosques and palaces by the aid

of Hindu workmexL Hence all the earlier Muhammadan
buildings, even as late as the reign of Akbar, show unmistak-

> Cole, Pftwvaiim ^ ImduM Mmummit, *Ttmp\9$ «l Trichinopoly/

1^ •* y
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able traces of Hindu influence, and many are almost as much
Hindu as IMuhammadan in style. The marks of Hindu work-

manship are, indeed, so apparent that several writers long

contended even for the Hindu origin of the famous Kutb
MinSr near Delhi. But Sir Alexander Cunningham has

demon^a j.Led that this noble toNver ' is entirely a Muhamniadan
one both as to origin and design

;
althuu;^h, no doubt, many,

perhaps all, of the beautiful details of the richly decorated

balconies may be Hindu.' It was undoubtedly built as the

mdstnoA, or minaret^ for the proclamation of the call to prayers

at the great mosque close by, uriuch ms itself constructed from

the spoils oftwenty-seven Hindu and Jain temples. The MinSr,

erected by Altamsh (not by Kutb-ud-dm Aibak)^ was probably

completed about a.d. 1230, which is the date of an inscrip-

tion on the adjoining mosque. Repairs were efiected by

Ftsoi Shfth Tughlak in the fourteenth century. The pillars

of the mosque were taken bodily out of the idol temples

and roughly adapted to serve ihm new purpose. They
naturally retain most of their old ornamentation, which con*

trasts strangely with the great Saracenic arches. The same

procedure was adopted in many other places, and numerous

mosques display an odd combination of Perso-Saracenic arches

and cupolas with BLindu arcliitrave construction and mediaeval

ornament. The specially Indian ornaments of the earlier

Muhammadan buildings need not detain us. They comprise

geometrical patterns and floral devices in great variety, exactly

the same as those found in innumerable temples at KhajurSho,

Mount Abu, and in iact aU over India.

Foreign But Indian ornament was supplemented, and ultimately

JJ^^I^J^
displaced, by foreign forms of decoration, the history of which

is worth tracing in some detail. One of the most characteristic

ornaments of Muhamuuulan buildings in India is mosaic or

inlay in various forms. In the earliest examples, of which

AlS-ud-din's gateway on the south side of the Kutb mosque,

erected in the year a.d. 1310, is the most notable, the inlay is

confined to broad bands of while marble set m the red sand-

stone, and has a very pretty effect. The exterior of the tomb

uf Tughlak Shah at Delhi, built in 1321, is decorated in the

same severe style, which is seen in a more developed form in the

Kila Kohna mosque built at Delhi by Sher Shah (a.d. 1541-2).

Mothtr-of- Mother-of-pearl is combined with marble on the tomb of

queen ai iVhmadabad (a.d. 1430), and is also

used on the wooden canopy of the tomb of the saint Salim

Chishti at Patchpur Sikri, applied as a tesselated incrustation of
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delicate design (a.d. 1571). Akbar's great mosque at Fatehpur Geometiic

Sfkri, erected in the same year, in ioiitation of a mosque at """bl*

Mecca, is freely decorated with white marble mosaics of

*Vrubian iuij i'ersian geou^cUic paLicius, occasiuiiail} vancd

by the insertion of blue and green enamel. A fme mosaic

pavement is to be seen at the Rayan Angan palace at Udaipur,

of the same date. All these early mosaics of different kinds

irare tmniediatdy derived from Asiatic models.

But, during the reign of Jahanglr, the European attists and PSOm
ciaflsmen then in the service of the Great Mogul introduced

the floientine» or pieira dura^ style of mosaic, which during

the reign of Shfth Jahan (a.i>. 1627-58) almost superseded the

dder styles.

The Florentine mosaic, a revival of the ancient cpus steHk,

first appears in the Fabbrica Ducale built by Ferdinand I,

Grand Duke of Tuscany, in 1558. It is composed of thin

sections of hard stones {fiUira dura), such as jasper, camelian,

and agate;, cut to the shapes required, and neatly bedded in the

masonry with cement This style of mosaic, when executed by

capable workmen, can be applied in the most various patterns,

and b of an extremely decorative character.

The earliest imitation in India of the Florentine work is to

be seen in the bold floral mosaics on Akbar's mausoleum at

Sikandra near Agra, executed about a.d. 1613. But the first

closely accurate copy of Italian pietra dura mosaic is ten years

later in date and occurs in the Gol ^lahal, a domed pavilion

in the Jagmandir palace at Udai{)ur. biiSh Jahan, while still

known as Prince Khurram and in rebellion against his father,

resided as a fugitive in tliis very building a year or two after

the execution of the mosaics, and thus probably acquired his

Strong liking for the Italian mode of decoration. All travellers

who have visited Agra and Delhi are familiar with the exquisite

pieira dura decorations of the Taj, of the tomb of Itimad-ud-

daula, and of the royal {)alaces erected during Shah Jidian'b reign.

Practitioners of the art settled in Agra, where it flourished for

a considerable time as long as it was supported by court

patronage. But \viu.n liic nupctial court dwindled to a shadow,

the arts which depended upon it dwindled also, and at the

beginning of the nineteenth century the Agra craftsmen had

almost forgotten their ancient skifl in dura. The
exertions of Dr. Murray, Inspector-General of Hospitals about

1830, revived the art, and the now numerous cold-season

visitors to Agra buy enough to keep a moderate number of

workmen engaged in producing commonplace articles. High*
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class work is nccciiiariiy bo e.xpcn.-iive that the demand for it is

very small. The localization of this pretty handicraft in Agra

is a good example of the benefits which the Indian arts have

so often gained by intercourse with outside nations and the

importaliijii of foreign ideas and desigiiii.

Tomb of The fine sepulchre of Jahangir near I^hore (a.d. 1627-8),

which is much less fanuJiai to tourists than the bLiildiiiL;;^ at

Agra and Delhi, ib remarkable for its display of 'all the re-

sources of inlaying in marble, stone, and pottery, lavished on

the central tomb. There is no structure in India which pre-

sents 80 numy dasses of mosaic woik as this * (Cole). These

classes comprise black and white panels fiUed with outlines of

flagons and other objects, executed in a style possessing dignity

without excessive severity ;
zigzag bands of variegated marbl^

and coloured stones ; mosaics in geometrical patterns ; pietra

dura work in the Florentine fiehion ; and mosaics in enamelled

tiles.

Early cx- The art of embellishing buildings by the application of

^^1^ enamelled tiles was derived^ through Persia, fitom the old-

tOet. world ciaftsmen of Assyria and Babylonia. It was introduced

into India by the Muhammadan invaders duiiog the twdfth

century, and from that time was frequendy employed with great

effect Good early examples of this form of decoration are to

be seen at MultSn on the tombs of BahA-ul-hakk and Rukn-ud-

d&i, dating from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. The
colours employed are dark blue^ azure, and white. Tiles of

green, yellow, and blue colour were used extensively to adorn

the palace of the Hindu Raja, Man Singh, at Gwalior, which

was built at the beginning of the sixteenth century. The floral

patterns executed in green, yellow, and blue tile mosaics on the

walls of JahangTr's tomb (a.d. 1627-8) arc extremely effective.

TheChini- The most striking example in India of the use of encaustic

tiles is the Chini-ka-Rauza near Agra, the tomb of a poet who
died in a.d. 1639, which has been described and illustrated in

a special study by the late Mr. E. W. Smith. The exterior of

the tomb was covered from to}) to bottom with mosaic of tiling

in a variety of colours, arranged so as to form an ujibroken flat

surface. This uniformity of surface led Mr. Carlleyle to believe

that the glazed decoration was ap[)lied, not in the form of tiles,

but either in one continuous sheet or in a few very large sheets.

The more searching examination of the building by Mr. E. W.

Smith has, however, proved that the glazed patterns are nuuie

up of thousands of small pieces of tiles carefully embedded like

mosaic into the face of the plaster. The brickworiL was first

ka-Raiua
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overUid with a coat of plaster 2 inches in depth, which in its

tain was covered by a finer layer i inch thick, and upon this the

tikfl, |ths of an inch thick, were bedded. The cange of colours is

miidh grealer than that of the earlier enunples, and includes

chocolates, vermilions, and lakes, which were quite unknown in

more ancient times. The art of making enamelled tiles is now
nearly extinct, but is said to linger at Peshawar and in Sind.

A rather meretricious, though pretty, form of decoration is Glas?

the inlay of pieces of looking-glass, which became fa.shionable "»o*»>cs.

in the seventeenth century, and was adopted in later times

by the Sikhs. The finest glass mosaics are in the palaces at

Udaipur and Amber. The mirror throne in the centre of the

western wall of the Udaipur palace is very brilliant, and over-

looks a court to the east, the walls of which are adurned with

peacocks standing in niches and executed in glass mosaic.

The mirror mosaics of Shah Jahan's ' Shish Mahal' in the

Agra Fort are well known.

Painting was first used extensively as an architectural decora- Paintingt

lion by Akbar, who imported artists from I abriz and Shiraz in

Persia ; but, accordinj^ to Major Cole, earlier examples are to period,

be seen on the interior of the dome of Sh^ Alam's tomb at

Ahmad&bSd (a.d. 1475) > on the walls of Min Singh's palace

•t Gwalior (about a.D. 1507) ; and on the ceilings of the Kila

Kohna mosque at Delhi (a.d. 1540).

Akbar and his successors, Jahangir and Shah JahSn, freely

invoiced the aid of the paintefs art, and bad no hesitation in

pennitting the delineation of the human figure, notwithstanding

the prohibition of the Kocia The paintings of the Mughal

period are commonly called frescoes ; but the published ac-

counts do not give detailed Information concerning the tech-

nique, and they may or may not be tiue frescoes in the strict

senses The most interestmg specimens of the time of Akbar

are to be seen, unfortupately much damaged, in the small

dumber USeS by the emperor as his bedroom in the Fateh})nr

Sikri palace, and have been admiiably reproduced in Mr. £. W,
Smith's book. One of the b^t-preserved fragments represents

a sailing boat, carrying Muhammadan passengers of the upper

classes, running before the wind on a river passing an Indian

city. Although the perspective might be better, it is not bad,

while the drawing of the figures is distinctly good, and the

different expressions of the various actors in the scene are

vividly rendered. The style of the figures closely resembles

that of the best of the miniature paintings which are still pro-

duced at Agra, but probably it would be ditticult now to find

VOL. \u K
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an ardst there capable of desigiiiog a groap equal to that in

this ancient work.

Paintings Another painting in the same room is unmistakably Chinese
in^iaese

gjy|g^ ^^^j subject is apparently Buddhist It is not

improbable that the foreigners in attendance at the Mughal
court may have inchided Buddhist artists from China, but,

even if none sucbi were present, tfie roiirt painters would have

found no diftkulty in copying an imported Chinese picture.

Sir Thomas Roe, the ambassador of James I at Jahangir's

court in 1615, was much struck by the facility with which

foreign pictures and manufactures were copied by the craftsmen

of the imperial household ; and some years later, the French

physician Bernier repeats the observation. As Sir George

Birdwood remarks, the Hindus have *a natural capaci^ for

assimilating foreign forms.'

The so- Tlie frescoes in 'Miriam's House' at Fatehpur Sikri are as

curi ous as those of Akbar's bedroom. One, painted on a

pdiicl over the doorwa) in the north-western angle of the

building, has been dubbed ' ihc Annunciation ' by the guides.

The picture represents two winged angels, seemingly engaged

in the delivery of a message to some person under a canopy.

It is pofisible that tiie ctirrent name of the compositi<»i may be

correct, bat the wotk is so ssrioudy damaged that the inter-

pretation must remain doubtfuL The popular notion tfaat the

queen who bore the title of 'liinam of the Age ' was a Chris-

tiaa Is absolutely baseless. But there is no doubt that Akbar

took the liveliest Interest in foreign religions, and was much
pleased with Christian and Buddhist pictures.

AUm/s The liberality of Akbar's patronage of painters Is recorded

S?^^. ^^ "^^»^ writes

'His Majestyfrom his earliestyouth has shown a great predilec-

tion for the art, and gives it everyencouragement, as he looksupon
it as a means both of study and amusement. Hence the art

flourishes, and many painters have obtained great reputation.

The works of all painters are weekly laid before his Majciiy

by the d&rdghas and the clerks; he then confers rewards

according to the excellence of workmanship, or increases the

monthly salaries. Much progress was made in the commo-
dities required by jjainters, and the correct prices of such

articles were carefully ascertained. The mixture of colours

has especially been improved. The pictures thus received a

hitherto imknown finish. Many excellent painters are now to

be found, and masterpieces, worthy of a Bihz6d [a Persian

painter, who lived about a.d. 1500], may be placed by the side

of the wonderful works of the European painters who have
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obtained world-wide fame. The minuteness in detail, the
general finish, the boldness of execution, Src, now observed in

pictures are incomparable ; even inanimate objects look as if

they had life. Mure than a hundred painters have become
famous masters of the art, whilst the number of those who
approach perfection or of those who are middling is very large.

This is especially true of Hindus ; their pictures surpass our
conception of things. Few indeed in the whole world are

equal to them ' (Ain^-AAdari, sec. 54)*

This interesting passage pro\ es that the Mughal school of Failure to

painting was inspired by European as well as Persian models, found a
*

, • - 1 - 1 • 1 1
ii.'ttionnl

The comprehensiveness ot the scheme ol colour m the Fatchpur school of

Sikri frescoes is clearly a result of the study of European art. Radian

Although the imitative Hindus attained conspicuous skill in P*"*'^

the assimilation of foreign artistic methods, no genuine school

of Indian painting was founded by iVkbar's well-meant efforts.

India has never produced an artist of original genius in either

painting or sculpture ; and to this day ihe inhabitants of

Hindustan, even the most highly cultivated, are singularly

intlkilcrciiL lu aesthetic merit, and lir le qualified to distinguish

between good and bad art. The same defect in the Indian

mind existed in the days of Akbar, and nullified his attempt to

found and establish a national school of art. The pictorial

decoratiofis of the Mughal palaces, so &r as they are Indian

work, are merely oommissbns eiecuted by clever copyists to

gratify the caprices of a royal master. The art of miniature

painting still lingiers at Agra and Delhi, and the few craftsmen

who practise it produce pretty, but feeble and lifeless works, of

more interest to the ci]rio4iunter than to tiie historian of art.

The encouragement of artists by the Mughal emperors resulted

in the production of numerous exquisitely illuminated manu-

scripts for the royal libraries, but of these sumptuous pro-

ductioos componuively few survive. An exceptionally fine

ccdlectton of works of this class has been presented by a

Muhammadan gentleman to the city of Patna.

The Mughal sovexeigns, following the practice of the Persian Mughal

Shiah Muhammadans, who little regarded the KorSnic pfo-^^|^»
hibitioa of images, not only made free use, as we have seen, of dumts at

pictures delmeating human and animal forms, but occasionally i>cU»»«

summoned the aid of the sculptor's art for the decoration of

tiieir palaces. The two life*size statues of elephants with

riders, originally set up at Agra, probably by Jahangir, of

which portions are preserved in the public gardens at Delhi,

were the most notable efibrU of the sculptors of the Mughal

KS
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period. The French traveller, Bernier, who saw them ia

A.D. 1663, was much impressed by their merit, andobs^ed>—
* These two large elephants, mounted by the two heroes, have

an air of grandeur, and inspire me with an awe and respect
which I cannot describe^/

Bas-reliefs The Sarai, or travellers' rest-house, at Nurmahal in the

Punjab, built in the reign of Jahan^^, is remarkable for its

sculptured front

*The whole front is di^^ded into panels ornamented with

sculpture; but the relief is low and the workmanship coarse.

There are angels and fairies, elephants and rhinoceroSi

camels and horses, monkeys and peacocks, with men on horse-

back, and archers on elefihants. The sides of the gateway aie
in much better taste, the ornament being limited to foliated

scroll-work with l>iril
; sittins: on the branches. But even in

this the design is much better than the execution, as there is

little relief I'

Pictured In this connexion mention may be m;ide of the unique tile

til^at work f)n the north and west sides of the inner wall of the

Lahore Fort, believed to have been executed in the reign of

Jahangnr. An enormcjus space, more than a quarter of a mile

in length and 17 yards high, was decorated wit li enamelled

tiles, exhibiting not only geometrical and foliated designs, but

figures of living beings.

* Many of the scenes represented possess also considerable

historical interest, illustrating the life of the Mughal emperors.

Several specimens represent elephant fights, which were one of

the chief recreations of the Mughal court, and one of the finest

panels shows four horsemen playing ChaugSn or Persian polo.'

Dr. Vogel has succeeded in securing tracings of 116 panels'.

Rarity of When the antiquity and hi^^ standard of Indian civilization

of mm are conndered, the almost absolute non-eidstenoe of examples

MtB. of the minor arts dating from past ages ts astonishing. The
only ancient pottery discoverable is that found in jnrehistoric

cemeteries and m^alithic tombs. With the exception of the

enamelled tiles already mentioned, no examples of old Indian

ceramic work with any pretension to artistic merit seem to

exist, and the tiles, even if actually made in India, are essen^

tially foreign. India never had indigenous art pottery. For

ceremonial reasons Hindas always have been in the habit of

using the cheapest unglazed earthenware pots, which could be

used once and then thrown away without appreciable loss.

« See KeeBe!*t HanAtokto DtOd^ App. A. These stAtvet liave recently

been restored. * Cunninr^him, R(/crfs, xif, 6j*

* Pngnss Kt^fft 0/ Ankatol, Surveyor, Punjab, for 1901-3.
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People with such a habit had no induoement to design art

wBie intended for permanent preservation. But side by side

with the coarse earthenware pots, Hindus, from time imme*

morialy have been accustomed to use vessels of metal—gold,

silver, copper, brass, and other allojis. We might expect to

find numerous ancient examples of metal vessels employed in

domestic service or the worship of the gods, but as a matter of

&ct such examples are of the utmost rarity. The only really

ancient domestic utensil known seems to be the engraved lotOj

or waterpot, found in 1857 in Kulu in the Punjab, and now in

the Indian Museum at South Kensington. The shape of this

unique vessel is exactly the same as that of the common pots

now in use. Its approximate date is determined by the

engraving, which consists of a processional scene treated after

the manner of the Sanchi and Bharhut bas-reliefs, and indi-

cates that the work niny be attributed with some confidence to

the second century u. c.

Very little of the sumptuous metal ware which scrsed the

needs of the luxurious princes and nobles of the imperial court

seems to have escaped the meUing-pot. Sir George Birdwood

has figured a beautiful silver hukka bowl, decorated with trans-

parent enamel, belonging to the Royal Collection, and dating

from * the best Mughal period,' but examples of work of that

age are very rare.

The art of decorating jade \ essels with gems is an invention Jewelled

of the Mughal period, which may have been due to either the

European or the Indian jewellers in the service of the court.

Two priceless specimens of this costly ^iL-a bowl and a

plume—are in the Indian Museum at South Kensington, and

have been figured in Sir George Birdwood's book.

Several examples of small caskets and receptacles made of Rock

rock crystal have been found in ancient Buddhist si&pas. By ^^'^^

for the most ancient, as well as die laigest and most important

of Aese, is the covered bowl which accompanied the relics of

Buddha in the Fipnhwa slupa mentioned above. This bowl is

3| in. in diameter, and, including the cover, stands i\ in. high.

The cover, which fits with petfect accuracy, has a handle in

the shape of a fish, hollowed out, and stufied with stars of

gold-leaE The crystal bowl and the steatite vases accompany-

iog it are all turned on the lathe^ and we thus learn that the

Indian lapidaries were familiar with the use of the lathe in or

about 450 B.C.

The skill of the ancient craftsmen in shaping, polishing, and Jewelleiy.

pierdqg gems of extreme hardness^ is attested for the same
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remote date by the treasure accompanjfing the Piprahwa relics,

as well as by other similar finds of later date. The combined

testimony of ancient literature and archaeology proves that

jewellery of an elaborate kind was used freely in India from

very early times, but our knowledge of the actual forms of

ancient jewellery is chiefly derived from bas-reliefs and

the Ajanta i^aintings. The discovery a few years ago in

Peshawar District of some fine specimens of complete neck-

laces and pendants of complex design stands alone. These

ornaments, which have been described and illustrated by

Mr. Marsliall, were associated with Kushan coins, and may be

assigned to the third century a.d. Seals and engraved gems

of \arying degrees of merit have l>een found at many ancient

Indian sites, and Dr. Stein's researches have disclosed the

existence of similar objects in the ruins of the sand-buried

ciiics of Chinese Turkistan. In that region, as in India, the

beat examples aic iiellenistic in de>iL;Li.

vincent a. smith.

Authorities
Hw litenUhiie of Indian ArchMologf it of sndi aumnont bulk thtt

B complete enumeration of the items would fill n Tolnme. The ofHci.il

publications of the ArchacoloL;ic.iI Sarvey alone compr^i' '"unningham's

Keforts, twenty-three volume*; ; \'iiiccnt Smith's Cenerui Jmfex to the

&amc, ouc Yuiume; and tlic Imperial Series, abuuL liiirty volumes large

quaito, by tftriom antiion; bcddes other scsiei and ntmeraiit minor and

miscellaneous works issued by Local Govemme&ls. Since the reorganizatioa

of the Arch.icological Survey by Lord rvirz-on, two Afinnal RepoiiSf for

1902-3 and 190^,-4, hire appcarcil. ciUted by Mr. Marshall.

The volumiaous Journals and i^ocudings of the Asiatic and Oriental

Sodeties of Englandi India, and Europe, as wdl as the thiity-fonr Tdlmnes

qnaito ofthe IwUan An/ifuaty,tmfa!ik ofionumenhkaitidesondietalgect

The following works, not induded in tha rcnalar Mries of R^orU, will

be found specially usefnl :

—

Cunningham, Bkiisa Topes; Siuj>a of Bharhut ; Mahabodhi. Fer-

GUSSON, 7\mmiAStrf€M WcrskiPt and ed., 1S73 (for SfincU and Amafi'
vati). Fergusson and Burgess, Cuvt Temples vf India, BuRClss,

Notes on the BaudJha Rock Temples 0/Aj'antd (Bombay, 1 879). GRIFFITH^
The Pciinfiiigs in the Buddhist Cave Temples of Ajanta (two vols., atlas

folio, London, J8y(>). GriLnwedel, Buddhist Art in India, ed.

Burgc&s, transl. Gibson (London, 1901 ; wiih a copioua bibliography).

FOVCHBR, VArt Grieo-BouddhipudrnGmdhira (only vol. i yet published).

Cole, Reports on the Preservation of Kational Monuments^ India, ten

parts (.mcient and Muhammadan), and Grigcs's Prescrvaiion of Indim
Monu>ii.:n!s, TOO plates. VrSTF.NT Smitii, 'Phi Jain Sfri^a and other

Antiquities of Mathura (Allahabad, 1901). L. \\ . S.\irm, 1 alhpurSikri,

four Tols. quarto ; and Moghal CplomrDtmuHm ofAgm, one voL quarto.

Lb Bon, Les Monummts di r/nd§ (Paris, 1893). Maindron, VAfi
indim (Parisi 1898).
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CHAPTER IV

NUMISMATICS

/. Tke Ancient Coinage of Northern India

For more than seventy years the varied coinages of India, introdu^

which extend over a period of about 2,500 years, have been

diligently studied by a muhiiudc of collectors and scholars,

whose labours have had i\ great share in the gradual recovery

of the long-lost history of ancient India. For some obscure

periods, indeed, our knowledge is dcru . d almost exclusively

from coins, the only contemporary docuniciUa now surviving.

Lut, although much has been done, the numismatic field is

so vast, and the difficulties of its thorough exploration are so

great, that ample scope remains for further researches. In the

following sketch an attempt is made^ so &r as the prescribed

limits of space pennit, to g^ve a general vkm of the evohition

of Indian coinage. The historical results of nmnismatic inves-

tigations axe embodied in the chapter devoted to the eariy

histoiy of the countiy.

The introduction into India of the use of coinSp that is to

say, metallic pieces of definite weight authenticated as cunency

by marks recognized as a guarantee of valuer may be ascribed

with much probability to the seventh century ac, when
foreign maritime tiade seems to have begun. There is reason

to befieve that the neoessittes of commerce with foreign

merchants were the immediate occasion for the adoption by

the Indian peoples of a metaUic currency as well as of

alphabetical writing.

Coinage, as Mr. James Kennedy justly observes, is, according < Punch-

to Oriental ideas, * the business, not of the state, but of the
JJ^jj^*

banker and merchant^' In accordance with this principle, the

earliest Indian currency was struck by private persons, not by

governments. This consists of bits of metal more or less

rectangular in shape, and trimmed when necessary at the

comers so as to scale the required weight Sometimes the coins

1 * Sarly taimene of fiibylon with India,'/* ^* ^**^** <W P'
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are altogether blank, more frequently they are blank on the

reverse only, and, more frequently still, the reverse is impressed

with one or two small marks, struck by a punch. The obverse

commooly eifaibits many sach marks^ impressed bj s^Muate

puicbes at diffezent times. This mcient cdnage Is fheiefore

generally described by numismatists as 'pmich-maiked.' The
Iaws of Mann denote coins of this kind as purdnas^ or 'eld-

lings,' and Southern writers call them saiSkas^ or * dominoes.'

The metal is usually impure silver, containing about so per

cent of alloy. The diver was evidently prepared as a plate,

which was then cut up into strips from which the bits were

divided. Silver was never produced to any considerable eitent

in India, but has always been, as it still is, one of the diief

items in the list of imports. Sflver coins, consequently, cannot

have come into use until silver was freely imported, and if that

metal was not availal>le before 700 B.G. no silver coins can

be of earlier date. Mr. Kennedy's suggestion that the punch-

marked coins were copied from Babylonian originals alter the

opening of maritime trade in the seventh century b.c. has

much to recommend it, although it cannot be regarded as

proved.

The most archaic-looking coins known are punch-marked

copper pieces, found at extremely ancient sites near Benares.

They arc much more elonL'ated in form thnn the silver jiieces,

and secai to have been cut from a bar and struck to a different

scale of weights. These rare copper pieces are possibly older

than any silver coin, and may be a memento of Babylonian

trade by overland routes ^

The mark, on ;he punch-marked coins, whether silver or

copper, are extremely numerous and varied. They comprise

rude outlines of men, animals, trees, the sun, and a variety of

miscellaneous objects. Mr. Theobald has catalogued about

300 of these devices'. Legends are always absent Punch-

marked coins of rou^jhly circular shaj:)e occasional!) occur,

and are probably a later development of the rectangular bits.

The olver coins, of which tlie best specimens weigh about

55 grains or 3) grammes, are so adjusted in weight as to be

the approximate equivalent of thuty-two mi? seeds {Abnn
pneatarius). The mif may be rated as averaging about

< At I'airant, « very aaeioit site In Benuct District, Carlleyle found

twenty of these copper pieces, but only four silver panch-m.irked coins

{Ank. S. Ae/.t xxii, 114). bee also /. A. S. 1897, pt. i, p. 398, jrf.

xxxviii.

*/.A,S,B,, td9»t pt. i, pi. viii^xi.
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I -So grains. The entire system of the ancient Hindu coinage

of Northern India was based on the weight of the roH, In the

South other seeds ser\'ed as a metric basis.

Cast coins, usually of copper or bxmze, were lazgely used in Cm! coins.

Northern India along with the {)unch-marked currency. A
few specimens are inscribed with characters dating from about

300 B.C. Sometimes the metal, while in a half-fused state, was

struck with a small die, which produced a square or circular

incuse hollow. Coins of this kind, wliich were frequently

struck in the second century B.C., may be designated as 'hot-

stamped.' An interesting series, belonging to the great city

of Taxila in the Punjab, enables us to trace the development

of r^ular double-die coins throuszh the 'hot-stamped' and
'single-die' stages. The final adoption of the d< »'il>le-die*

system was undoubtedly due to Greek and Ruiuun c.Kuiiiple.

Alexander's victorious progress thrc^ugh the Punjab and Sind

from March, 326, to September, 325 b.c, produced little direct

-effect on the Indian coinage. A chieftain in the Salt Range,

named Sopbytes (SaubbQti), issued a few silver pieces in Greek

style, suggested probably by the weU-Imown *owls ' of Athens

;

bat^ on the whole, the indigenous cunencj, like the other

institottons of India, was unaffected by the great Macedonian's

feat of arms. Immefliately after lUs death (323 b.c.), the

tenitories east of the Indus, which he had intended to annex

pennanently, were reconquered by the Indian Chandragupta,

who became the fiist emperor of India, and admmistered his

domimons on native principles. Not a txace remained of

Alesandei^s govemois, garrisons, or institutions.

In the middle of the third century B.C. the independent Bsctrira

Bactrian kingdom was separated from the Seleudd empire of

S]rria, and in the following century sevend Bactrian monarchs,

notably Eucmtides and Menander, made incursions into India,

where their coins are now foimd. Scions and C(mnexions of

the Bactrian royal family established themselves as rulers of

princi[)alities in the countries now known as Afghanistan^

Baluchistin, and the Punjab^ which became Hellenized to

These princes issued an abundant currency, chiefly in silver

and copper, modelled on Greek lines, and up to about 150 b.c.

exhibiting a high degree of artistic merit. Some of the foreign

kings on the border adopted the chara( t(. ristic Indian square

form for their coins, which in other resi)cets also iiulicate the

influence of Inclum ideas. IJilingual kgcnds were adopted to

meet the convcmeuce of a mixed population, and the devices
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reproduced familiar Indiim objects. The later Indo-Gieek

issues are semi-barbarous in style.

The Punjab excej)ted. India was little ailected by the ideas

of the West, and the vast populations of the interior continued

their purchases and sales through the medium of the indigenous

private currency. For this reason no coins are known bearing

the name of Asoka (272-232 b.c.), or of any other member
of the Maurya dynasty founded by his grandfather Chandra-

gupta.

The working of Greek iaJlucncL' mav pcihaps be traced in the

fad that the coins erroneously attributed by some authors to

the Sunga dynasty (circa 188-76 B.C.) bear the names of kings,

Agni-mitra and others. The coins of the later Andhrabhritya

(or Andhra) dynasty (circa a.d. 90-220), which are Nor&etn
in type although geographically bekmging to the Soutii, also

finquently recoid the name <^ die reigning sovereign. Bat the

old system of private coinage contmoed in many localities and

mm stiU in lull force in Centnl India at the time of the Eaiglish

.

conquest ^ To this day the people of Bihar and Gocakhpur

prefer the onautborized *duropy {uce* made at pmate mints in

Nepil to the Uwiul copper coinage of the British Government

XMbiD The conquest of the countries now known as A%hSnistin

and the Punjab by the chieb of the Kushbi dan of the Yudi-

chi hord^ about the middle and dose of the first century a.]>.,

brought India into rehoioii with the Roman emiare as ex-

tended eastward by Augustus and his sucoessois. The prince^

whom European scholars conveniently designate as Kadphises I

(circa a.d. aS''^S\ annexed the Kfibul valley and surround-

ing regions to the Kushftn empire, and issued copper coins

bearing on the obverse a king's head palpably imitated from

that of Augustus, and on the reverse a figure of the king seated

on a RomAn cutule chair.

His son, successOT, and namesake, Kadphises II ^circa

A.D. 85-125), the conqueror of Northern India, carried much
farther the imitation of the imperial Roman coinage, and
struck a large number of gold pieces, both aurei and double

aurei^ exactly agreeing with xhv'\r Roman prototypes in weight,

though considerably inferior m purity.

The testimony of Pliny that in his time (a.d, 77) a copious

stream of Roman gold flowed eastward is abundantly coTifnm od

by the numerous hoards of Roman coins which have been

discovered both in Northern and Southern India. In the

> Malooln^ Cmtrai Jiuka, ii, 84.
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South, the imperial coins probably circul itt d rit the ports as

English sovereigns now circulate on the conlnient of Europe.

In the North, large quantities of the Roman gold were probably

melted down and reissued. The Kushan coins, although

Roman aurei in weight, are mainly Oritnial m style, and not

merely slavish copies of Roman models. The constant reverse

device on the pieces issued by Kadplnses II is the figure of

the Indian god Siva, attended by liis sacred humped bull

The legends^ which record the royal name and titles, are

bilingual, in accordance with liactrian practice. The obverse

legend is inscribed in the Greek language and cbarar tvr. hut

tht liriu'iKiiie of the reverse legend is a form of Prakrit, or

vernacular Sun.^kni, and tlie character is a form of the

Kharoshthi alphabet, read like Hebrew from right to left.

Kadphises II also struck an extensive copper currency, similar

in general style to his gold coinage. The copper coins,

which GOmmonly i3iow signs of long use, aie found in latge

quantities as far east as Benares.

The Lido-Roman coinage of the KuahSn dynasty, commonly
called Indo^Scythian, marks an epoch in the numismatic

history of India. The KushSn kings, while retaining in their

coin devices many features peculiarly Oriental, definitely

abandoned the native Indian tradition and adopted in

essentials the European form of coin. From this time forward

the principal coinages of Northern India are double-die

pieces, issued by the authority of the sovereigii, and usually

bearing either his effigy or his name, or both.

Kadphises II was succeeded (ciica a.d. 125) by Kanishka, Kaniihkai

the conqueror of Kashmir, renowned in Buddhist tradition

as the convener of the last Church Council, and the zealous

patron of the newer form of Buddhism*. This famous

monardi regarded Kabul and Pesh&war as his capital cities,

and issued, probably chiefly from those mints, vast quantities

of gold and copper com. His aurci agree with those of his

predecessor in weight and ptirity, but differ widely in design

and legend. The obverse device of the king standing sacri-

ficing at a fire-altar was retained as inherited from ICadphises

II. The novel reverse devices, which display astonishing

variety, are dc\otcd to the representation of an eclectic

assemblage of gods and goddesses, beginning with the Greek

"HXtof and 2«X»/vi/, the Sun and Moon, and ending with

Buddlia, the Sakya sage. Many of the deities represented in

^ The exact date of K.-uiishka still undetenniiied» ud Dr. Fleet

believes that he preceded the Kadphiftes king*.
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this strange company, such as Nanaia, Oe.sho, and others, are

plainly Zoroastrian. Kanishka was apparently a fire-worshipper

at first, and was converted to Buddhism in his later years.

The legends on both sides of Kanishka's coins are in Greek

characters only, and the title ^.icrCktv^ tSau-tXtwu, ' king of

kings,' although occasionally exprr-s. d in the Greek language,

is usually translated into a tongue which may be described as

a form of Old Persian. The abundant copper, or bronze,

coinage of Kanishka resembles the gold.

liuviiiika. The coinage, in lunli ni' tj:^, of his successor Huvishka (ace.

A.D. 153) is siuiiLir lu gciiLiai style. It agrees exactly in

weight and purity with that of Kanishka, but is perhaps

slightly inferior in execution. On the gold coins the king's

bust is substituted for the standing figure ; and on the bronze

coins the monarch is defacted ridiog an elephant, or nttmg

GTOtt-legged, or perched on the edge of a throne with one

foot hanging down and the other tucked ui>. The reverses,

like those of Kanishka's coins, exhibit an eclectic assemblage

of deities, Greek, Persian, and Indian. The legends are in

the Greek character.

Visaflew. With the accession of Huvishka's successor, Visudeva (circa

A.D. 185), marked decadence sets in. The Mtrei retain their

^ old weight, but each contains nearly ten grains less of pure

gold. Vflsudeva reverted to the obverse device of the standing

king saoifidDg at an altar, as fitvoured by Kanishka, and to

the reverse type of Siva with his bull, as us^ by Kadphises II.

The eclectic pantheon of the two immediately preceding

reigns has disappeared. The execution of VSsudeva's coins

is semi-barbarous, and his authentic issues are succeeded by
a crowd of wholly barbarous imitations, many of which are

copied from Sassanian models. The Hellenic tradition is main^

tained only by the use of corrupted Greek characters in the

legends. The reign of Vasudeva terminated about a. d. 2 2 5.

Nearly a century later (a.d. 320) a new imperial dynasty

arose. The founder of the line assumed the name, Chandra
Gupta, of the first Indian emperor, and fixed his capital at

Paialiputra, the ancient scat of empire. His son, Samudra

Gupta, carried his victorious arms to the extremity of the

Peninsula (circa a.d. 330), and the next emperor annexed

Gujarat and Kfithiawar, to the shore of the Arabian Sea. In

the reign of the fifth monarch the imperial power was shattered

(circa a.d. 480) by the White Huns, whose fierce hordes had

broken through the north western passes, deluging the land

with barbarism. India then reverted to her normal condition.
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and again became a geographical expression for a seething

mass of ill-defined and loosely organized petty states, engaged

in unceasing internecine war, uncontrolled by any paramount

authority.

The historical events thus briefly outlined are reflected in Gupta

the coinage. Gupla gold coins, which Sir A. Cunningham

'Hsidered to be the most interesting 'series in India, are in the

main a continuation of the Kushan coinage ; and those struck

during ihe time of the great emperors of the dynasty continued

to be Indo-Rom.in aurei in weight, although, with one excep-

tion V appreciably inferior in purity to the Kushan issues. The
devices display a surprising variety on both the obverse and

the reverse, and are in some cases more artistic than anything

that had been seen in India since the days of the Bactrian

monarchy.

Recent researches indicate that a marked revival of Sanskrit,

as distinguished firom the FiSkrit or venoacukr, took place

between a.d. 350 and 450 under the patronage of the Gupta

emperors, who felt a personal interest in literary and artistic

movements. The artistic merit of the best Gupta coins seems

to be closely related to the literary revival which found its

highest eipression in the poems of KalidSsa*. The &vour in

which dassical Sanskrit was held in those days is dearly indi-

cated by the ooin-kgends, whidli are expressed in neither Greek

mat Prticrit, but in foimal Sanskrit written in aooordanoe with

the grammarians* rules. But the j^ory of this literary and
artistic revival did not last long. The coinage shows signs of

decadence eariy in the fifth century, and the final victory of

the Huns about a. d. 480 swept away nearly all manifestations

of intellectual and imaginative effort

The rich variety of the earlier Gttpta gold coin devices

gradually settled down into one pattern, with the standing king

for the obverse, and a goddess seated on a lotus flower for the

reverse type. These two designs dominate the coinage of

Northern India for centuries. The standing king is seen in

a corrupt form on innumerable nameless (^uins, and may be

traced in the provincial coinage of Kashmir as late as 1339

{C.M.Ly p. 37), The seated goddess became the fashionable

reverse device for the mediaeval Hindu d) nasties, and even

a[){)ears on coins struck at Kanauj by the Muhammadan king

Muhammad bin Sam in 11 94 {Thomas^ p. ao).

* Prakasidityn.

^ See ]>handarkar'8 essay, A Fu^ into the Early History oj India

(tombay, lyoo}.
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Tliu rare copper coins of the Gupta dynasty, though curious

and nut without interest, are devoid of artistic merit.

The Gupta silver coinage is imitated from that of the foreign

Saka Satraps of Surashtra or Kathiawar, whose dynasty, after

enduring for three centuries, was overthrown by the third

Gupta emperor about a.d, 390.

Satjup The Satrap coins arc 1m lij [drachmae, weighing from 30 to 36

grains. Their pedigree m.^) be traced back to the Indo-Greek

issues ol" Hyrcodes and Apollodotus Philopator. A vtaligc of

the Hellenic tradition, kept alive by commerce with Alex-

andria, is preserved in corrupt Greek legends. The last trace

of the use of the Greek alphabet in India had disappeaied by

A.1X 400 ; but the name diaduna(^&««MMX as tiie dengnatlon

of a GoiDy and the Greek weight-standaid survived in certain

regions at least until the eleventh or twelfth century.

Degraded Aiter the fiiH of the Gupta empire the coinages of the count-

less native rulers and of the rude Htm invaders vie with each

other in barbaious degradation. The partial restoration of the

paramount power by Harshavardhana (a.d. 606) had no
beneficial effect on the coinage. Certain moneys inscribed

with the letter H, which have been ascribed to him, but

without sufficient reason, could not be much worse executed*.

The prevalent style in the seventh, eighth, and nintiii

centuries was a barbarous imitation of the Sassanian coins of

Persia, which are characterized by a representation of a fire-

altar with supporters. This device, introduced into India by

the Huns^ was so corrupted by ignorant imitators as to be

often unrecognizable by eyes not trained by study of the

gradual degradation of the original type.

About the end of the ninth century several Hindu dynasties

of note begin to emerge. These dynasties, the Chandcls of Ma-
hoba,theTomars of Delhi, the Rathors of Kanauj, and the Hai-

hayas of Chedi or Central India, introduced a new style of coin,

which was first struck by G:lngt;yadeva of Chedi early in the

eleventh century. In consequence, apparently, of Muhammadan
example, the king's name and title in three lines occupied the

obverse in lieu of his eftigy, the reverse device being the seated

goddess of the Gupta series. As has been already mentioned,

coins of this pattern were struck by Muhammad bin Sam in 1 194.

The latest specimen is a Chandel coin issued about 1250.

Another new type was invented by the mint-masters of the

liialiiuan kings of Ohind, communly, but erroneously, called

* Ccrtnin coins of this monnrcb, resembling the Gupta stiver coinage,

have beeu discovered recently Mr. Bum (y. R. A, S.f p. 843).
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'the Hindu kings of Kabul' (circa A.D. 860-950), which is

known to numismatists as the 'Bull and Horseman,' because the

device on the obveiae is a horseman, and that on the reverse

a bull. This type was copied by theChauhSn kings of Delhi

and Ajmer, by the early Muhammadan Sultans of Delhi up to the

reign of Balban (1265 ; C.C.N. /., p. 69)^ and by the Rajas of

the petty sub-Himalayan State of KSngra. In this little king-

dom it sun ivcd until the beginning of the seventeenth century

(Ci/:/*, p. 108).

//. Muhammadan and Indo-European

In the year a.d. 696-7 (a.h. 77), bixty-four years after the Mulum-

death of the Prophet, the first distinctive MuhaivMiinlan coins "J^^*
were struck by the Khalifa (CaHph) of Damaj^cus. 1 licse pieces

were strictly orthodox, being inscribed on both sides with

pious phrases, and free from all taint of imagery. A few years

later, in a.d, 712, Muliammad the son of Kasini conquered

$irid\ and the governors set up by him or his successors

issued a considerable series of coins, chiefly silver, but includ-

ing some copper, which have the distinction of being the first

Muhammadan coins struck in India {C.C.N.I., pp. 45, 55),

They are modelled on the mintage of the Khallfus of Damascus

and Baghdad, and are of some mterest as saving Information

oonoeming the names of the governors and of the mint cities.

The first wave of Muslim conquest extended its force in the

provinces of Sind and MultSn in the Indus Valley, and made
no impression on the vast mass of India. Hie native dynasties^

Kftfaois, ChandelSi and the rest, went on coming rude money
In their accustomed fashion^ and neither knew nor cared

anything about the numismatic innovations of the fomgn
sealots on the Indus.

The first serious Muslim attack on the interior Indian Ghtal
khigdc»ns was made towards the dose of the tenth oeitfury fay«^
Sabuktag^ king <'f Ghasni, who defeated a formidable con-

federacy of princes* and established his authority at PeshSwar.

His more famous son, Mahmdd of Ghazni, devoted the greater

part of his reign of thirty-two years (a.d. 998-1030) to making

plundering raids into India, and has thus some claim to

be regsided as an Indian sovereign. He struck coins

which are remarkable for possessing a marginal legend in

Sanskrit, explanatory of the Arabic inscription {TkomaSt p. 4S).

His son Masaud, and his grandson Maudfld, also struck coins

^ The name is mraneoasly written Mohemmed Kisim by ElplilnitoQe

and many other writen.
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at the same mint, copied from the ' Bull and Horseman ' type

of the kings of Ohind, and did not hesitate to violate the strict

rule of the Koran by placing the images of creatures on their

coins. So far as is kn iwn, these are the earh'est Muhanmiadan

coins struck in In ;ui which bear images {C.C.N. I., p. 60).

Notwithstanding its dLhancc of a mndamentcil rule of religion,

the innovation maintained its ground, and the Muhammadaii

kings of Ghazni and North-western India continued to use

the ' Bull and Horseman' device up to the time of Balban

(a.d. 1265).

Ghoil The real founder of tlie Mttsnhniin dommioa in India was

Muizz-ud-dbi Muhatnniad bin SSm, otherwise known with

embarrassing Oriental redundancy as Shah&b-ud-din, or

Muhammad Ghon (a.d. i 193-1 205). His Gfaaau coins follow

the old style of the lUiallfiu of Bagfadid; but his Indian

ooms, whidi are extiemely numeroos, usually exhibit the Ohind

derioe of the ' Bull and Honeman^'and are mostly composed

of billon, an alloy of copper and silver, ming^ in inegubur

and widely varying pn^>ortions. This exceedingly inconvenient

currency, the value ofwhich could only be determined byassay

or touch, was borrowed from the contemporary Hindu princes,

and the prejudices of the conquered Indians were further

humoured by the use of bilingual legends and the native scale

of weights. Certain gold coins struck by Muhammad bin

S^m in the Gangetic valley actually bear the image of the

liindu goddess Lakshml. Images then disappear from the

Muhammadan coinage of India, and are not again seen until

the unorthodox Akbar and his son Jah&nglr ventured to

reintroduce them on some limited issues.

The Slave Altamsh (Iltitmish), the most notable of the Turkish Slave
dynasty, kings of Delhi, who erected the Kutb Minar, kept his mint

busy during his reign (a.d. 1210-35), and emitted a copious

currency, chiefly in billon, comprising many varieties, iiis

daughter Razia (1236-9), the only queen who ever ruled

at Delhi, perpetuated her name by the issue of a few rare

coins. Balban (a.d. 1265-S7), as ha<; been mentioned, was

the last sovereign of Delhi to use the ' Bull and Horseman

'

device. He struck a large number of silver coins of orthodox

type, and a few g(jld pieces in the same style, buiides small

chaiiur ir. copper and billon.

Ala-ud- i he iicxt notable reign from Ihc nuiiiismauc point of view^ is that of Ala-ud-dm Muhammad Shah (a.d. i 295-1 315), the

conqueror of the South. His silver, copper, and billon coins

are extremely abundant, and his gold pieces are not veiy nure.
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ScMoe of his gold coins, inferior in purity to the standard

coinage, seem to have been manufactured out of the treasure

plundered from the Hindu kings of the South.

This able monarch's worthless son, Kutb-ud^din Mubarak Katb-iid>

Shah (a.d. 1316-30), introduced an innovation tn the Muham-
madan series by reverting to the old Hindu square form of

coin, which continued to be used from time to time until the

reign of Shah Jahan.

Muhammad, sou of Tughlak (1324 51 a.d.), one of the Tughlak

slrangest figures in history, who was 'learned, merciless, *^°*"**

religious, and mad,* has been called by Mr. Thomas the ' prince

of moneyers.' The title was justly earned by the variety and

beauty ol iiis coins, which surpass those of all other Indian

sovereigns in the elegance of their Arabic legends. This mad
king tried to replenish his treasury by the simple expedient

of coining brass in vast quantities and ordaining that it should

be accepted as silver. In order to induce his subjects to accept

this arrangement, the legends on the coins informed holders

that 'truly he who obeys the Sultan, Muhammad bin Tughlak,

obcy^ God," and enjoined upon ihciii tlie Koranic command
to 'Obey God, and the I'rophet, and those in authority.* But

pious maxims affirming the divine right of kings, even when

backed by the power of a cruel despot, failed to compel the

acceptance of bfass as silver; and a century after the tyrant's

death, 'mountains ' of the rejected coins piled up in his fort of

Tughlaldbad testified to the fiulure of his crude finance

(Tkomas, p. 247, note).

Muhammad bin Tugblale, having gained the throne by
parricide^ hud great stress upon the recognition of his title by

the acknowledged head of the MusalmSn world—tiie Khaiifit

Egypt^ who had succeeded to the honours fonnerly enjoyed

by the rulers of Damascus and BaghdSd. When this desired

lecognitioii was secured in about the middle of his reign, the

Indian monarch discontinued the use of his own name on the

coinage, and substituted that of the Egyptian Khahfa. Coins

of this dass are commoni
The coinage of the succeeding Idngs of the Tughlak and

Lodi dynasties offers little of interest. IbrfthTm, the last Lod!

king, was decisively defeated at Pllnlpat in 1526 by B&bar, the

founder of the dynasty of the ' Great Moguls.' The coins of

Babar followed foreign models.

Sher Shah, the Afghan rival of Ba bar's son Humftyun, is SOii coins*

entitled to the honour of estabhshing the reformed system of

currency, which k&ted throughout the Mughal period, was

VOL.lL L
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maintained by the East India Company down to 1835, and

is the basis of the existing British currency. He finally

abolished the inconvenient billon coinage of mixed metal, and

Struck well-executed pieces in gold, silver, and copper, to

a fixed standard of both weight and fmeness. His silver

rupees, which weigh iSo grains, and contain 175 grains of pure

silver, being thus practically equal in value to the mudem
rupee, often have the king's name in Nagari characters in

addition to the usual Arabic inscriptions. The coins of the

other kings of the struggling Suri dynasty are similar, but much
less numerous.

Akbar's The early issues of the great Akbar (1555-1605), the con-

**** temporary of Queen Elizabeth, closely follow Sher Shah's

models, the gold and silver coins being broad pieces with

elaborately interlaced Arabic legends. His later coins are

smaller in diameter.

In die thirtieth year of his leign (k>j^ 15^4) Aibar

utilized the coimige to express his attachment to the ' Divine

Religion' ivhicb he had invented. His coins were hence*

forward dated in the yeats of the Divine En beginning with

February, 1556, the first year of the reign; and Peraian

names of the month were substituted for the customaiy Aiahk.

Many of the coins bear the ambiguous words AUahu A^Ktr^

which may be interpreted as meaning either 'God is most

great,' or 'Akbar is God,' and were probably intended to con>

vey a double sense to the select few who had been initiated

into the mysteries of the imperial creed

Akbar, like his son Jah^ngir and his grandson Sbib Jabin,

disr^[;arded the Mosaic and Koranic prohibitions against

making the likeness of anything that is in heaven or earth, and

freely used the aid of pictorial art for the decoration of his

palaces J but on the coinage he employed image devices very

sparingly, and only on three very rare types in gold. The
square coins of Akbar in gold and silver, which bear on the

corners the names of 'the four companions ' of Muhammad,
being much j)rizcd as amulets, are frequently imitated. The
long list of his mints, at least seventy in number, testiEes to

the extent of his empire.

Jahaoglr's Jahangir maintained on the whole his father's mint system,

but rarely struck copper coins, which had been abundantly

provided by the copious issues of Sher Shah and Akbar. He
abandoned the use of Akbar's * Divine Year,' and expressed

the date according to the ordinary Muhammadan epoch,

although still continuing to euipioy the Persian solar year and
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months for the record of the regnal years. He habitually

insencd in the leuvnd'^ ff his coins doggerel Persian Couplets^

which had been teiUaiively employed by Akbar, and vas
followed in this practice by many of his successors.

The issues of JahfingTr are remarkable for their beauty and
also for the introduction of a number of curiosities—the

delight of the collector. His deep and abiding affection lor

his able consort Niir jahan is connnemoraied by the pieces

struck in liis later years, which bear her name in conjunction

with his own. His contem])t for the prohibitions of orthodoxy

and his love of the bottle are recorded by the gold coms which

represent the monarch sitting cross legged on his throne,

goblet in hand. Other portrait coins depict him with different

accessories. He was the only Muhammadan ruler of India

who ventured lo place his portrait on his coins.

Tliu much-prized zodiacal series in gold and silver was the

result of a freak, which is thub described ni hi^ autobiography :—

' Fotm^ly/ he writeSi * it was customary to strike my name on
one side of the coin, and that of the place, and the month, and
the year of the reign, on the obverse. It now occurred to my
mind that, instead of the name of the month, the figure of the

sign of the zodiac corresponding to the particular month should
be stamped. For instance, in the month of Farwardln, the

^gure ofa nun ; in Axdibihisht that of a bull, and so on ; that is,

in every month in which a coin might be struck, the figure of
the constellation in which the sun might be at the time should
be impressed on one side of it. This was my own invention

:

it had never been done before.'

N<Nr was it ever done again. The most nearly complete

genuine series of these curiosities, which have been extensively

forged, is that in the British Museum.
The next emperor, Sh&hJahan (a.d. i637'^58)i abstained from s

tiis lather's numismatic eccentricitteSj and issued an abundant Jnhan's

coinage in silver and gold. Some of the gold pieces are of

encMrmous size. His copper coins are rare. A small issue of

square coins in white base metal, bearing his name, struck at

Sopara near Bombay, were probably intended to supersede

similar Portuguese coins current in that part of the country'.

The coinage of the fanatical Aurangzeb (1659-1707) is, of ^^.^^g^
course, strictly ortliodox. Motives of reverence induced him zeb'scoiiUL

to abstain from placing the Kalima, or Muhammadan con-

fession of faith, on objects which must necessarily be handled

* Sopdrd and Padana, Bomlwy Edac. Soc Press, 7, pi. ii,9; reprintod

fromJ, Bmu R, a. S.f 188a.

L t
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alike by the unbelievers and the faithful. His coinage is

monotonous in character, and chiefly interesting for the mints,

seventy or more in number, of which it records the names.

The numismatic history of tlie feeble successors of Aurang-

zeb need not be recounted in detail. It is remaikable for the

fact that, notwithstanding the disintegration and disorder of the

empire, the weight and fineness of the imperial coinage con-

tinued to be maintained. By graJi;a] steps it passed into an

The Com- Anglo-Indian coinage. The Kasl India Company, which had

^^^^ for a long time surreptitiously copied the imperial issues,

obtained in January, 1717, a formal grant of the right tb coin

at Bombay. Permission to copy the rupees of Arcot, near

Madeas, was granted in 1 742, and in 1757 the Company's nuztt at

Gdcutta was l^ally established. Additioaal nints were sub-

sequently set up in the interior at Benares, FarrukhSbid, and
other places. All the coins struck at these mints were copies

of Yarious Mughid issues, distinguished only by the insertion of

emblems, such as the cinquefoil and lion.

Ultimately the necessity for an authoritative cuirency be-

came pressing, and the temporary expedient was adopted of

selecting for mechanical imitation the Mughal coins of certain

mints and years. For example, the Calcutta mint, from the

year 1793, struck copies of the rupees issued in the name of

the titular emperor Sh9h Alam at Murshid2b£d in the nine-

teenth year of his reign, which became known as dkka rupees;

while tiie Farrukhsbad mint copied the rupees of the forty-

fifth year of the same monarch.

This unsatisfectory system was swept away by the legislation

of 1835-6, when * the Company established an English

coinage with the head of William IV in place of the name of

the Mughal emperor, and all the older issues were ordered to

be suppressed.' The standard rupee thus established weighs

180 grains, or one tola^ and contains 175 grains of pure silver.

It is reckoned as equivalent to 16 annas, and the anna

is subdivided into 12 pies. Tlic legal tender is silver ; but

recent legislation, by restricting the volume of the coinage, has

given the rupee an artificial value, and made it equivalent to

the fifteenth part of a sovereign, which ma\ now be tendered in

payment of debts at the rate of 15 rupees. From 1835 the

evolution of Indian coinage may be considered as closed ; the

currency of India from that date is a branch of that of the

British empire.

The coinaces of the inde[)cndent Muhammadan States—

Bengal, 2viaiwa, J auupur, Gujarat, and other:>—which from time
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to time came into being as the imperial power of Delhi was

obscured, do not call for detailed nodoe. They are closely

related to the imperial series. The octagonal silver coinage of

the Hinduized Ahom dynasty in Assam is peculiar and well

executed.

The coinages of the modem Native States, which were Modem
formed for the most part during the decay of the Mughal
empire in the eighteenth centiir)^, are, almost without exception,

crude in design, coarse in execution, and wanting in interest.

In recent years many of the States have agreed to use the

imperial coinasro.

The Indo-European currencies, of which a crood ^^nmrnar) European

account will be found in Captain Tufnell's Huits^ may iikc- coins,

wise be dismissed here with only a passing notice. The com-

plicated history of thn East India Company's coinage may be

pursued by the cut lous reader in Mr. Thurston's works. The
Indo-Portuguese cuiti-, «;truck at seven mints, of which Goa
was the principal, have been described by the same painstaking

autlior. The Indo-Dani-,h mint at Tranquebar produced a

considerable variety of coins, many of which are now either

very rare or no longer extant. The lead coins (a.d. 1640-87)

arc among the rarest. Coins of the same metal were also

issued by the English and Dutch factories. During the seven-

teenth and cii^hleenth centuries the Dutch had mints at Pulicat,

Tuticorin, and several other places in Southern India, where

they struck coins in gold, silver, and copper. The Indo-

French coinage minted at Pondicfaerry is small in volume and

poor in variety. Its cbacacteristic devices are the cock and the

fleur-de-lis.

///. SautJurn India

The term Southern India is to he understood as a general

name for the Peoinsnla to the south of the Narhadft river and

the Vindhyan moontainsi the home of the Dravidian races.

This vast region* except in prehistoric times, was fitr less

aflected by foreign influence than were the plains of the North.

The isolation of the South is reflected in its coinage^ which was

developed by the Oravidians on independent lines, and pre*

sents a general aspect differing widely from that of the North.

But the isolation of the Peninsula was not absolute ; and some

classes of coins which, from a geographical point of view,

must be included in the southern division, are, in respect of

their type, to be r^^ed as outliers of the northern system,

which followed foreign models.
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The coinage of Southern India presents greater difficulties

to the student and offers less reward for his labouis than that

of the North. The political history of the Dravidian countries

is obscure, examples of really ancient coins are rare, and the

comparatively modern i^^nc^ which fill collectors' cabinets are

ill adapted to serve as aids to the histoiian striving to recover

the outlines of the story of a long-forgottea past. The coins

are frequently extremely minute, sometimes weighing less than

2 grains ; the devices are crude and indistinct
;

legends are

commonly either absent, or too brief and enigmatical to be of

use ; and dates, except on certain late Muhamomdan coins, are

invariably lacking.

The extraordinary scarcity of really ancient souliierii coins

may be prirtially txplained by the destructive raids of plunder-

ing invaders from the North, who swept the country bare, and

brought home untold treasure. The earliest recorded raid of

this kind is that of Samudra Gupta, about a.d. 330, who
penetrated nearly to the extremity of the Peninsula, and enriched

bis treasury with vast spoil. Nearly a thousand years later his

exploit was repeated by Malik KSfdr, wlio carried off to Delhi

gold valued at about £3,000,000 sterling. The later Mufaam-

madan invaders were not slow to imitate the example of their

forenmners; and in 1565 the sack of Vijayanagar, one of the

most magnificent cities ofthe world, scattered or destroyed the

hoarded wealth of many generations.

Punch- The domino-shaped pnnchHnarked coinage, the pttmnas or

corns of the
'cl^Uings' of the law-books, as described at the beginning of

SoQtli. this chapter, was common to both Northern and Southern

India. The ancient csst coins which circulated along with the

punch-marked coins in the North do not seem to occur in the

South. The date when the silver and copper punch-marked

coins ceased to be current is not known, but it is probably to

be placed not earlier than \ d. 200. In Coimbatore silver

punch-marked coins have been found associated with denarii of

Augustus, who died in a.d. 14 ; and similar pieces have been

obtained from a megalithic tomb, which may be as late in date.

In the Pandyan kingdom of the extreme south the 'punch-

marked ' coins pass into very similar die-struck coins in copper,

and Mr. Loventhal suggests with considerable probability that

the use of the die was introduced from the North along with

Buddhism. Bui, lakiiiL^ S^nithf^rn India as a whole, the punch-

liked currency may be said to have had no |)nigr:ny. Die-

struck silver coins of at all ancient date are very few and

unimportant. In historical tuneti the principal coinage of the
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South was in gold not silver. At the time of Malik Kafur's

raid (a.d. 13 io) it is recorded that the southern treasure cojv

sisted exclusively of gold.

When or how this gnld coinage originated is not known. Ciold coins

The modern miners in the ^\'ynaad and Kolar district*; find

ever^'vvhere the traces of ancient workings, and the conjecture

seems probable that the discovery of the gold-mines was the

immediate cause of the substitution of gold for siher in

the main currency. The earliest known gold coins, which

Dr. Ridie believed to date from the first two centuries of the

Christian era, are slightly flattened pclh>ts or globules of metal,

bearing no device save a minute and indistinct punch mark.

These curious pieces, which are extremely rare, weigh about

52 grains (3*368 grammes) each.

The southern system of coinage, like the northern, is based

on the weights of indigenous seeds* The northern scale rested

00 the mil seed (Abrus pnaa9nus\ which noay convenientty

be taken as equiTalent to about i*So grains. Aooording to this

system thepunma^ or silver punch-marked coiiv was equal in

weight to tfaiity-two raH seeds. The southerners used as the

basis of their scale the kakmju seed, or * Molucca bean'

{GuUanHmKxt Caesai^nia Bombtc), weighing about 50 grains,

and the manfadi seed {AdeiiantAtra pavomna), weighing about

a tenth of the kakmju. According to this scale^ the ptratia

was rou^ly equal in weight to a kakuifu seed. The standard

coins, subsequently known as pom^ kon^ varika^ or ' pagoda,'

usually weighed a|^»oxiniately 53 gcains, and the small coins,

Chefitmtms of later times, were each a tenth of the ' pagoda' of

5t grains. This system lasted substantially unchanged up to

1S33. In comparatively modem times Dutch ducats and
Venetian sequins also circulated as roughly equivalent in

weight to the pagpda or golden kalanjtt. Some of the more

ancksnt gcdd coins are considerably heavier, ranging up to

70 grains, and it is not clear how their weight was calculated.

Among the more ancient issues, the most intelligible and

interesting series is that attributable to the Chalukya dynasty,

which separated into two branches— the Western, first at

VStapi (Badami), subsequently at Kalyan ; and the Eastern,

first at Vengi, subsec^uently at Rajahmnndr}', about a.d. 620.

The coins of this series are so rare that all the specimens whii b

Sir Walter Elliot could collect in the course of twenty-five

years' search surHce only to fill one small plate*. The boar /

device characteristic of the Chalukya coinagi3 is the origin of the

' MadrasJ, LU^andSc.^ 185B, pL i.
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vcraacul.ir designation vardha ox vardgan ('boar*) universally

applied lu the peculiar gold coin of Southon India, to which

the European settlers sdbfiequently gave the name 'pegoda,'

supposed to be a oocroptioa of the word ^bhdgaoati^ or

* goddess.'

Some of the earliest Qsfilukya pieces, datmg perhaps firom

the sixth century, are cap4hi^>ed, with plain reverse. Hie
obveise is the concave side, the central figure being a boar,

around which four or five other symbols have been subse-

quently stamped by means of smaller dies or punches. These

curious coins thus exhibit a tiansitioii (rom tiie use of punches

to diat of a regular die. Apparendy the pracdoe of punch-

markmg lingered on the gold coinage long after its disuse on

the silver and copper.

A few specimens of the later Chllokya issues, ass^ped

vaguely to Uie period between a.d. 600 and 1000, approach the

dumpy form of the modem pagoda, but are heavier in weight

than ttie heaviest of the recent pagodas. The Chilukya boar,

as wdl as the fish emblem of the P&ndya dynasty of the

extreme south, continues to appear on Chola coins of the

eleventh century, by which period the Chola dynasty of Tanjore

had absorbed the Clialukya and Pandya kingdoms.

Many of the Chola coins exhibit on the obverse an exceed-

ingly crnd'^ standing figure, borrowed from the Pandyas, who

in their turn had imitated it from tho familiar ^ standing king
'

type of the Gupta kings of Nortiim India. The famous

monarch RajSraji (acc. a.d. 985) was the lirst Chola king to

adopt this device, which was again imitated on the abundant

coinage of the Ceylonese Napoleun, Parakrama Bahu (acc.

A.D. 1153). Another example of the intrusion of a northern

type of coinage into the South is afforded, as already noticed,

by the much more ancient .'Uidhrabhntya, or Andhra, coins

(circa A.D. 90-220).

The coins of the powerful dynasty of Vijayanagar (ciica

A.D. 1340-1565), banning with those of Bukka, the first king,

constitute a long series, chiefly m gold. The coins agree in

general aspect with the modem dumpy pagoda, and weigh,

approximately, either 52 grains or halif that amountV After

the destruction of Vijayanagar, in a.d. 1565, this series was

extensively imitated by innumerable native chieftains, as well

as by the European factories.

' Additional references for tlie Vijayanagar series are : HULTZSCH, /. A.^

XX, p. 301, a pl.j ibid., xxi, p. 321, a pL ; ibid., xxv, p. 317, a pi.:

Ranoa Ciuai and Dbsika Cha&i, ibid,, zziii, p. 24, i pL
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The coinage of Huidar All and Tipu Sullan, as well

as that of Krishna Raja of Mysore, is also based on the

Vijayanagar model. The imperial currency is now used in

the Mysore State, but the Travancore mint still issues coinage

in the southern style. Tipu's coinage is of special interest,

owing to the fanciful changes introduced by him, including a
new set of names for the mint towns, a special era dating from

the birth of the Prophet, and a whimsical method of express-

ing the dates. The numismatist is thankful to find the dates

given in any fashion.

The coins of the Bahnuaii and other Muhununadan States

of the South are executed in subst^uiially the same style ;is

the ordinary Delhi coinage, and have no connexion with the

peculiar southern system.

During the eighteenth century the currency of the Peninsula

fell into a state of such utter confusion that in 1806 the English

offidab adminuteriqg the Ceded Districts of Cuddapah
and BeUaiy found ihirty-two kinds of gold pagodas and
fifteen kinds of silver rupees in drculatioa Legislation passed

in 1833 swept away this chaos, and made the rupees of

Madras, Bombay, and Upper India equal in value and equi-

valent to fifteen<«ixteenths of the slkka rupee of Murshidfibkd,

which still continued current in Lower Bengal. Bihfir, and
Orissa. Acts of the Legislature^ passed in 1835 and subse-

quent yeazs» established the modern Anglo-Indian currency

system throughout India.

VINCENT A. SMITH.
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CHAPTER V

INDIAN ARCHITECTURE

To present, even m the merest outline, any satisfactory

account of Indian architecture in the space allotted in the

following pages may seem almost impossible. In no other

country, perhaps, have so iiLitiy wirious styles been employed,

nor have developments and changes of the styles been so

marked. To separate these various forms into well-defined

groups with distinctly recognized characteristics, and to trace

their modi6cations in the course of history, is the task pre<

flented to the sttKtent To give any comprehensive oudine

of the development of diese varieties and of tiieir complex

, relations to one another would necessitate entering into details

and the employment of iUustratioas that would be incompatible

with the extent and aims of this chapter: the most that can be

attempted is a sketch of the main features of architectural

advancement with reference to outstanding examfdes, to which

may be added some notices of less-known groups. For a fuller

accoont the reader may be referred to Fergusson's Hisiwy tf

Imdkm a/td Eastern ArehiiBchtre,

The careful study of this art as devdoped in India is of

extreme interest for the general history of architecture ; and,

whatever may be his estimate of its aesthetic qualities, the

student cannot fail to realize that the designers of Indian

stmctuies attained as successfully as their Western contem-

poraries the aims they had before them, though they used

arrangements and adopted forms and details very different

from those of Occidental builders in ancient or mediaeval

times. These forms and their adaptations of course require

study for their proper appreciation ; but once this is under-

stood they become really interesting— for the perception of

the suitability of the design to its purpose creates an interest,

if not an admiration, for the whole. But besides the scientilic

advantages of the studv. which need not be here enumerated,

it has been remarked by the late Mr. Fergusson— to whose

genius the science of the history of architecture owes so

much—that 'it will undoubtedly be conceded by those who
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are familiar with the subject that, for certain qualitus, the

Indian buildings are unrivalled. They display an exuberance

of flmcy, a lavishness of labour, and an elaboration of detail to

be found nowhere else.'

Without any properly historical chronicle, our knowledge of

Indian hi:>toiy and anliquitics is hampered by difficulties not

perhaps found in the case of any other country. We possess

scarcely a landmark in history previous to the invasion of

India by Alexander the Great in the fourth century B.C., nor do

we know of an architectunl monument eailier date. For later

peiiods there are fortonately a few examples dated by inacrip-

tions, and for others—by applying the scientific principles

developed by Thomas Rtckman for the diacrimiDatum of

other styles and rehitive ages of atchitectmral works—^we are

now enabled to arrange the monuments of India with consider-

able certainty in chronological sequence or order of succession.

ArchitecturCp it must be understood, is something more

than the mere art of building in any form; and, if a definition

is required, it must be that it is the fine art of designing and

constructing ornamental buildings in wood, stone, or other

material It is thus distinct irom common building or civil

engineering.

Early Architecture— Wocdin

It is generally conceded that in the early architecture of

India, as in that of Burma, China, and Japan, wood was solely

or chiefly employed ; and, if brick or stone were in use, it was

only as a building material for foundations and for engineering

purposes. Even as late as the end of the fourth century b.c.

we find Megasthenes stating that Pitaliputca» the capital of

Chandragupta, * surrounded by a wooden wall pierced with

loopholes for the discharge of arrows'; and if the capital were

defended by such palisading, we may fairly infer that the

architccturr; of the time was wholly wooden. And, for all

religious or private structures in a tropical climate, wood has

marked advantages over stone. On the Sanchi gateways, brick

walls are represented, apparently, however, as fences or limits

with scnalcd copings, but not i;i nrchitectural structures. And
at whatever date stone came to be introduced, the Hindus

continued and repeated the forms they had employed in the

earlier material, and preserved their own style, so that it bore

witness to the antecedent general use of wood. Hence we are

able to trace its conversion into lithic lorms until finally its

origm disappears in its absorption in later styles.
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The periahaUe nature of this material readily accounts for

the disappearance of all Indian buildings of early date.

Memoriai stupas^ it is true, have been assigned by some
archaeologists to a date previous to the fourth centmy B.a

;

but they have been excavated with so little conception of

scientific method that the main result has been the destruction

of such evidences of their real age as might have existed. We
have thus no monument of an architectural character that we

can rite as certainly belonging to a date before the third

century B.C. : one to be noted presently is hardly architectural

and shows but little experience in the use of stone. The

transition from wood to stone was naturally, as in other

countries, made gradually, and at first by the use of brick, to

fill in the wooden framing of the structures.

The spread of Buddhism to the westward and, at latest, the

invasion of Alexander brought India into contact with Persia,

where, in the sixth and fifth centuries B.C., Cyrus and the

succeeding Achaeniciiian kings had hewn out mausoleums in

the rocks and constructed aces with stone basements, pillars,

ar.d doorway-, lUIing in the vv.iils with brick, as ui the earlier

Assyrian buildings. These works would naturally attract the

attention of Indian visitors—whether missionaries, ambassa-

dors, or merchants ; and the report of such magnificent

structures would tempt Indian princes to copy them. The
embassies ofMegastfaenes to Chandra^ a pia, and of Deimachus

to his son, were probably not the only visits of the kind during

the interval between the time of Alexander and the accessbn

of Asoka; and such visitors irom the West were specially

suited to convey a knowledge of Persian arts to the contem-

porary Indian potentates. The daughter of Seleucus Nikator,

too^ who was given in marriage to Chandiagupta, may have

helped in this.

By the middle of the third century B.C. we find the great

Asoka in communication with the contemporary kings of

Syria, Egypt, Macedonia, Epirus, and Cyrene; and to his

reign belong the great stone pillars, with capitals of Persian

type, that are engraved with his religious edicts. A convert

to Buddhism, Asoka is credited with the construction, all over

the country, of vast numbers of j//^^f7.r" monumental structures

enshrining relics of SSkyamuni Buddlia or other Buddhist

saints; and with them were erected monasteries and chapels for

the monks. We cannot positively identify any of the few still

existing stupas as having been actually built by him ; but there

can scarcely be a doubt that the sculptured rails at Buddh
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Gaya and Bharhut, the r r.-. - :it Rnrabar, and the oldest of the

cave monasteries in Western Ti.dia, were excavated during the

existence of the Maurya dynasty, or at least within the two

centuries following Asoka's accession.

It was thus partly, at least, to Buddhism, under the impulse

of this powerful sovereign, that we owe the inception of all

the monuments that have come duwn to us from that age.

Buddhism had not then developed the cult of a personal

Buddha farther than to reverence his relics, the representation

of his footmarks, the sacred bodhi tree and other symbols,

coiiibiued perhaps with aboriginal snake-worship. But we

must keep in mind that the Jauis aiid other sects, contem-

porary with the Buddhists, were also protected by this

beneficent monarch, and that they raised shrines and con-

structed cave temples and monastic abodes for their devotees,

and further, that these are now recognized by distinctive

symbols, by inscriptions, or other evidences of the sects for

whom they were prepared.

Stone Architecttire—SiUpas

One stnicttual building, close to lUjagriba or Buddh Ga}A,

is claimed as probably of earlier date than the age of Asoka.

This is the great basement known as JarSsandha-ki baithak.

It is about 85 ft square at the base^ and slopes upwards from

so (0 28 ft. to a platform 74 ft. by 78 ft., built entirely of laige

unhewn stones^ neatly Htted together without mortar, and

contains fifteen small cells, mostly on the north side, eadt

6 or 7 ft. in length, and half that width. This is apparently

the 'stone house' mentioned by Hiuen Tsiang, and the rude

cavern behind it would correspond to the traditional Asura's

dwelling. So far, then, as we at present know, this structure

may represent the earliest vihara or monastic dwelling found

in India, and its resemblance to the Bits Nimrud has been

point t d out by Mr. Fergusson.

On tlie inscribed pillars or lats set up by Asoka, besides the

Persian form of cainlal, we lind the honeysuckle with the bead

and reel and the cable ormiments employed in earlier Assyrian

and Persian sculpture
;
and, though not noticed afterwards in

India proper, these continued in use in Gandhara on the

north-west frontier for about four centuries, which seems to

indicate that it was from Persia that these forms first came,

along with the suggestion that led to the conversion in India of

wooden architecture into stone. Many ol these /j/j, a:» iliey
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are called, have been destroyed ; but it seems probable that

they stood originally beside stupas or other sacred structures.

Beside the great stypa at Sanchi Kanakheda, near Bhilsa, there

was found a {)orti()n of oneof Asoka's pillars, with a fragment of

one of his edicts upon it; but in all Other cases the buildings

have now disappeared.

The stupas were more or less conventional or architectural

representations of funeral tumuli, and were constructed lor the

relics of the Buddha and of his di^' jplcs. How this relic-

worship originated and came to hoid so large a place in the

Buddhist cult we can hardly conjecture ; the sentiment could

not have arisen for the first time on the death of Gautama,

when, we are told, eight stupas were built over the corporeal

relics, a niiah over liic vessel {drond) by which they were

di\idcd, and a tenth over the charcoal of the funeral pile the

erection of such monuments must have been an established

custom long before. Asoka, we are told, pulled down the first

stupcis over Buddha's remains, and erected others, which

were doubtless different ud more aichitectunl. But whether

or not we shall yet discover, fix>m actual examinatioo, their real

construction, we can hardly doubt that they formed the general

model for such objects for the following centuries, and their

outward ai^>eaiance is oflen represented on hiter monuments.

The SincfaI-KBnflkhed& siupas^ of which two or three were

quite entire at the beginning of the nineteenth century, and the

second laigest of which almost certainly dates from about

soo may be accepted as examples of the Asoka pattern.

On a low dxcular drum, a hemispherical dome was constructed,

with a procession path round the latter, and over the dome
a box4ike structure surmounted by an umbrella and surrounded

by a stone railing. Round the <hrum was an open passage for

drcumambttlationj and the whole was enclosed by a massive

rail with gates on four sides. The dome, surrounded by its

drum orbermt was in no sense architectural, and, having but one

spedsl porposCi could convey no information as to the art of

the age. The rsulings, however, are most interesting : they

are constructed as closely as p>ossible after wooden patterns,

and are the only examples of this type that survive here or

elsewhere. On the second stupa, which has been badly ruined

by bungling excavators, the sculptures are chiefly on discs upon

the uprights of the rails ; and from the difference of character,

as compared with those of the toninas of the first and third

stupas. they seem to indicate an earlier stage. But these have

not secured the attention they deserve, nor have they been
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adequately depicted. The uprights are square^ and there are

as usual three rails between each, and a heavy coping or head-

rail is placed over the uprights and holds them together by
tenons on their upper ends.

To about the same age must belong the remains of the rail

round the Buddh Gaya temple, and probably only a little

later comes the Bharhut stupa enclosure. The remains of a

rail found at Muttra is of early Jain work, and may perhaps

be placed slightly later than the last. The uprights are carved

with full-length basso-rilievo figures or with discs ; but the

remains found there belong to a lengthened period, and the

want of information as to the relative positions in which the

various subjects were found deprives us of the basis of any

safe induction as to the development of the art.

In the great stiipa at SSnchi we have something more

complete: the uprights are still square, atid the three cross-

bara between each pair .irc lenticular in S'..<:Uon ;
but, like the

stupa itself, they are of uiiUbUuUy lar-c dimeiisiuns, the rail

being ii ft. in height. This, as well as the smaller rails

that were formerly on the berm and roimd the platform

over the dome, were all carved after wooden patterns. But

here the erections of lofty toranas at the entrances formed a

better field for sculpture than the rail, and it was to them that

It was exclusively applied

These ornamental gateways must have belonged to most

if not to all of the larger and mote notable stupas ; thou{^

at first they were evidently of wood, and the earliest

Buddhist missionaries seem to have carried the idea of

such adjuncts with them, for even in Japan they are well

known at all temples as tori-i^ and in China as fai4us or

fai^ngs^ whOe wooden tortmas are to be met with in villages

in Rijputflna and elsewhere down to the present day—^an

example of what archaeology teaches, that the present u linked

to the past in one chain.

Tlie whole of the superstructure of these SfinchI examples is

so essentially wooden in character that, as Mr. Fergusson

remarked, ' we rather feel inclined to wonder how men dared

to attempt its erection in stone, and are equally astonished

that it should have stood' for twenty centuries * nearly unin-

jured.'

The remains at SflnchI, however, evidenth- belong to a very

extended period, and there are scarcely any reliable data by

which to fix the datcb of the earliest structures, while much

has disappeared, even during the nineteenth century, that might
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bave aided our knowledge. Tlie former presence of one^ if

not two^ Afloka pillars at the great would point to tiio

itsdf being in existence in his time at the latest \ the

lail round itvOiay have been added subsequently, and the

gafcewajs still later ; but the inscriptions on S^i^ Na II are

in the same characters as those of the Asolea inscriptions, and

the sculptures appear to be more archaic than those on the

great sHt^ so that this rail may be the older of the two. Yet

the difieience may be small, for several of the inscriptions on
the huge seem to be also of the same age.

The gateways would natumUy be erected last ; and on the

south one we find an inscription on one of the beams stating

that it was the gift of an officer under Sri Sstakarni, an Andhra
king who ruled about 160 B.C. The others were probably

erected not long before or after this date. Of the buildings

that once covered the surrounding area, the ruins of which

still remain, our information is defective ; but a small temple

to the south-east of the great sttipa is probably the oldest

remaining, and may go back even to the third century b.c.

The remains of the Amaravati stupa on the lower Kistna river

present a still more coni plicated problem, for of the original

work only a few archaic sculptures have survived. Its rail,

at least, must have been entirely reconstructed before our era

or shortly after,—the sculptures representing liie veneration of

relics, &c., but no representation of the Buddha ; and then about

liie middle or end of the second ccuLury a.d. a great 'restora-

tion ' had been effected, when what has been called the umcr

rail—probably a wainscoting of the stupa itself—was added,

consisting of marble panels sculptured with those figures of

Buddha, &a, that were so much favoured by the Mah&yina
school of later Buddhism.

The eailier rock temples must be of about the same age

as these sH^s* Indeed in the BarSbar hills, about sixteen

miles north from Gays, we find a group of caves in three of

which are short inscriptions of Asoka» dated m his twelfth and
nineteenth year, and dedicating them to the Ajlvikas, who j

seem to have been a naked sect, ft>unded by Makkhali GosSla,

and limilar to the Jains. Close by are three more caves,

dedicated to the same sect by Asoka's grandson Dasaiatha ^

about 215 B.C. The architectural features of these caves are

few: they have vaulted roofs, the walls of some of them are

carefully polished, and in the ends of three of the earliest are
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dicukr chamben or shrinesi the fronts of two of which aie

carved with overhanging eaves. In the case of the Lomat
Rishi cave, the outer apartment of which is 32J ft. in length,

the doorway is surrounded by car\ing which represents in

stone the form of the structural chaity as of the age. They

were upparently constructed with strong wooden posts sloping

sliglitly inwards, supporting longitudinal rafters mortised into

their lieads, wlii!e small blocks at the sides were employed to

keep the roof in form. Between the main posts was a frame-

work that sen'ed to support the smaller rafters, on which lay

the roof formed of three thicknesses of plank. The form of

this roof was therefore a slightly pointt d arch, having a ridge

along the centre. The door, Uke the others in this groups has

sloping jambs.

Now when we compare this with the fa^ides of other early

caves, we note the identity of construction. Amoiig the^c the

cfuiiiya oives at Kondana, Bhilja, Pitalkhor^ and No. X at

Ajant^ are the oldest. The excavators bad not yet learnt to

cam out these halls leaving a acreon nail inflpon^ or liuj still

preferred to retain the wooden firoota. In two of tfaem at least—^that at BhAjft and the one atAjantft—the mortises inthefloor

indicate clearly where the supports of the wooden screen oooe

stood ; and in the case of this Kondin& ekntya the lenains of

the wooden framework occupying the upper portion of die

fiii$ade were still in existence not very many yean agp^ and were
supported by posts rising from the floor, the heads of which

were still left In Bhijfi, Kftrle^ Be^sS, KAnheri, and other

tkaifyast the vault of the nave was ornamented bywooden lihs,

as iffor Its support, which proves beyond doubt that these rooft

were not copies of any masoniy arch, but of a timber con-

struction; and as time wore on we find these wooden ribs

copied in stone in the cave temples of a subsequent date,

as in some of the Junnar caves, which were possftily of Jain

origin, and in the later Ajanta f/- - ^r rs".

The next step was to make the pillars of the nave vertical

—

for they h id slojjcd inwards in the earlier examples—and to

carve the front in stone ; and when we look at the instances

of this in the chaityas at Karle, Ajanta No, TX. and Nasik, we

trace the clo^;^ imitation of previous forms. The arch

represented on the front of the Lomas Rishi cave in Bihar

conlinut s to be isculf)tured in all its details in the viluira^

and chaityas of Wrstt rn India till a late date ; and the feu

buildini;- j)ictured on the Sanchi gateways represent it as of

the same form. Whence we perceive that every feature and
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detail of the early caves is copied from a wooden original,

and conclude that the early Hindus did not oonstnict

their architectural works—whether temples, monasteries, or

palaceg- in stone or brick, though for foundations and mere
walls such materials may have been employed.

The fa9ades of chaitya shrines were, from an early date,

covered with sculpture— some of them vcr)' richly; and to

protect them from the weather a screen was contrived and
cut in the rock in front of the fa9ade, with large windows in

the upper half for the entrance of light
;

but, judging from

what remains at Karle and Kanli' ri, it s'^ems to have been

further faced hv wainscoting or ornamentation of wood, or

a wooden purcli was added. In other cases a porch or

veranda was only attached below, while a frieze projecting

well forward above saved the front from the weather, as in

the case of caves XIX and XXVI at Ajanta and the Buddhist

chaitya c.^ve at EUora. The lighung ui ilic;.c L:li*ipel caves

by a great arch over the entrance has attracted considerable

attention, as being admirably adapted to its purpose. As .

Mr. Fergusson truly remarked: 'nothing inva[ited before or

since is lighted so perfectly, and the dtsposkion of tho

parts or interior for an assembly of the fidthlul ... is what the

Christians nearly reached in after times hut never quite

eqaalled.'

The original outward form of the chaitya or cfaapd when
ooostructed m wood was once a matter of some uncertainty,

though the Ratbs at MimaUapntam (Seven FagodasX aonth of

Madras^ supplied a key—particuhudy Uiose knownas Sahadeva's
and the Ganeia Rath. Each of these, however, is represented

as of several storeys, and has no pioper interior, so that

certam of the details were somewhat conjectural; but the

discovery by Mr. Cousens of an ancient structural chaitya

at Tec in Hyderabad territory, and of others by Mr. Rea at

Cheaurlft and VidySdharapuram in GuntOr District and at

Guntupalle^ have fully confirmed the inferences deduced from

the rock-cut eiamples ; and that at Ter, at least, and the

Vishnu Deyyanne Dewale at Polonnaruwa in Ceylon, bear

ample evidence of a wooden prototype.

Besides shrines for worship excavated in the rock, such as

the Bud(!h!-r and Jain chaitya caves, others usually known

as vifuiras were devoted to the residence of monks and ascetics.

These dwellings consisted as a rule of a hall (iJ/J) surrounded

by a number of cells {Bhikshu-grihas) or sleeping cubicles.

The earliest of these is perhaps that discovered at Bhaja about
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twenty-five yectfi ago ; it consisti of a small ball about 17 ft.

each way, wttb a veranda in firoot and e^t oeUs in^gidarly

•Ranged.

The BbAjft group of caves has very little figure sculp-

ture—DO other has less—and, but for the form of the dmtya
cave and of the groups of dagabasy it would be hard to ascribe

it to any sect. But in this little viAara cave, eioepl tiie small

rilievOiA^^o^o^ alteniating with Caryatids that support a cornice

in the veranda, the sculptures are quite diflferent from anything

Buddhist. Over the pillar and pilaster capitals in the end of

the veranda are sphinxes of Indian form—though derived

from Persian protot>'pes ; on tlie walls are five full-length

armed figures, peculiarly dressed ; and in the right end

of the verinfh are two large sculptures, one representing

Surya the Sun-god in his chariot with attendants, and

below a number of monsters ; the other probably Indra on his

cle{)hant with a group of small figures. These seem to

indicate a connexion with the Sauras or Sun-worshippers, who
. certainly formed an important religious sect in early times.

It can now no longer be assumed that all the earliest caves

are of Buddhist origin ; the discovery of this early excavation,

together with the Ajlvikii uive-shrines, suggests that other groups

may have to be reconsidered. Certain of the excavations at

JunSgarh are almost certainly Jain, and the Lonad cave may
not be Brahmanical. A fuller study of these, and of the

sculptures in the excavations at Junnar and elsewhere, may yet

lead to some changes in onr dassificatiocL

Amoitg those of Oritsa we find no cave of the properly

(kaitya pattern ; and as an inscription on the HStfai Gtunphi

cave, near the east end of the Udayagiri hill, is of the reign of

a king KhSiavela^of Kalinga (circ. 160 B.C.), a contemporary

of Sttakarni the Andhxa king, thus bringing it to about the

date of the south gitteway at S3ncl4 this is one of the most

important data yet found for the chronology of Indian archae*

ology. It upsets the whole of the theories advanced in the

AnHquHUs ^ Orissa^ both as to the age and sect lo which

these caves belonged ; for the Hflthi Gumphft and most of

the others are not Buddhist but Jain caves—even the figure

mentioned by Rsjendrala Mitra in the Ananfa giimphd as

*of Buddha' is ccrt^iinly not Buddhist, nor is it integral, but

probably Jain of a late date ; while the sculptures in the

vecanda show no sign of either of these sects^ and over one

doorway is a representation of the Sun-god Sfirya in his

chariot. These Orissa caves are of early date—some or
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perhaps most of them Jain, and the rest of other Hindu sects

;

but an intelligeiit survey of them has still to be made, and wouU
be of very great importance to the history of Indian art

Gandhara Monuments

We come next to a dass of remains found on the imth*
west frcmtier of India, and generally known as belonging to

the andent province of Gandhara. Most probably they date

from the commencement of the Christian era till about the

fourth century, and belong to the Mahnyina school of

Buddhism—a form of religion dilTeriiig entirely from that

early Buddhist cult which had no images of gods or saints,

but paid reverence to relics and sacred symbols. Indeed,

we have no very clear proof that any of the early Hindu
religions had iconographic representations of their divinities.

Be this as it may, we find the first represenlatiuns of

Buddha and the Buddhist pantheon aiuong the sculptures

of the Gandhara monasteries; and the influence of classical art

manifested in many of these images leaves little doubt that they

were modelled after foreign and Western patterns. The Graeco-

Bactrian kingdom had passed away before the appearance of

these sculptures ; but lur.i.ms and other Greeks went ua and

wide with their merchandise and their art-productions, and

Buddhist emissaries had for long travelled westwards as far

as into the Levant. But the ethical precepts of Gautama

Buddha fiuled to satisfy the followers of the various sects that

adtnoiidedg^ his tenets, or tiiose who afterwards eipounded

and developed them ; and the MahAySna schools^ coming in

contact with Western iconograph) , seem to have embraced the

idea of representations for their rapidly multiplying divinities

—

drawn from aboriginal superstitions as well as from their own
legends and imaginations. The development of this pantheon

is apart, however, from that of architecture.

The structures in connexion with which these sculptures are

found have unfortunately been litfle regarded by the eicava-

ton^ whose idea was mainly, if not solely, to secure as many
of the sculptures as possible, irrespective of their rdations to

one another or to the plans, nature, use, and construction of

the buildings themselves. Besides their iconogmphic teaching,

however, the sculptures have considerable interest; for the

scenes depicted have frequently an architectural setting or

background in which we find pillars, cornices, fogades, &c.,

represented 5 while from the debris, capitals, bases, and mould-

ings have been saved that belonged to the structures themselves,
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and these must have borne a cloie resemblanoe to the style of

the buildings of the time.

The sepaiate capitals aie distinctly Corinthian, and evidently

fashioned on western models, or by western aitists* They are

not pure Greek, nor yet of very early Roman type, as the little

figures of Buddha among the foliage indicate : similar additions

were made to capitals in Asia Minor at least as early as the

time of Augustus, and were prevalent in other parts of the

empire for two rt ntiiries afterwards ; and to this period we

may on other grounds refer the monasteries at Jam^garhi and
elsewhere on the north-west frontier.

Again, in the sculptures we constantly find representations

of architecture, in many of which the bell-shaped PersepoHtan

capital is represented, and this seems to have been introduced

into India at an early date, and x.o have sjiread pretty widely

in modified forms ; but the Corinthian form does not appear

to have extended into India proper. The Persian form of

capital, and such as naturally sptang from the necessities

of their own wooden construction, therefore gave rise to all the

caiai.ilh employed in India. The first was the earliest form

used in stone architecture in India, and it continued largely

in use in Northern India till after the Christian era, and

among the Gandh£ra monasteries so long as they existed,

while in Southern India even till now modifications ofwooden

forms have been almost exclusively prevalent.

The fogades appearing as conventional firames for sculptured

scenes represent the fronts of monastic cells, and the form of

the wooden framework that filled the great arched windows of

the (haitya temples is that represented in these Gandhfira

sculptures.

One other type of column, found at Shfihdheri, in the

Punjab, is of the Ionic order—^the base of the pure Attic

type, and the capital with volutes. This iaf, perhaps, as old as

any of the GandhSra remains, and is a further indication of

Western influences. But the remarkably classical character

and interest of the Gandhta sculptures generally makes their

age a question of the utmost importance, and this has of late

been approaching solution. The era in Western history when
Greek art in its minor examples became an object of export;

the introduction of a pantheon into Buddhism ; and the dates

foun '
! M, or in connexion with, several of the sculptures, if

reckoned from the Samvat epoch of 57 B.C., all ^eem to con-

verge on the period of about three centuries between A.D.50

and 350. The monastic establishments of the Buddhists
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about Pcshawai aiid to the wc-si and lUJiih inu>t have bucn

very flourishing, and their artistic ornamentation very rich

—

everywhere covered with carving and gilding. The sudden

appearance of representadoos of Buddha and numerous

Bodhisattm m diese establishments, and the Hellenic

impress in the sculptuies^ may raise the question whether

iconography in its wider extent, BrShnumic as well as

Buddhist, was not imported from the West
Probably to about the same age as the GandhSra remains

beloQg the siupas at MfinikySla, between the Indus and Jhelam

rivers, excavated by Genoal Ventura and M. Court about

1830. Some of them contained coins of Kanishlut, and the

infierenoe is that they date from the second century ; but only

the grei^ MSniky^ siupa had any portion of the outer

covering lel^ and that seems to have been added as the

Adng of an envelope, 25 ft. in thickness, placed over a smaller

stupa at a much later date, possibly in the eighth century.

Gupta ArcMteciun

By about the filth century the architectural forms had

developed in richness of decoration and variety. For con-

venience the prevalent style of this later age is sometimes

called Gupta, for from about A.D. 319 to 520 the principal

ruling dynasty in Hindustan was that of the Guptas, but the

style continued long after their extinction. The columns have

higher square bases than before, and sometimes a sur-base ; the

capitals, which previously had a vase as tlie chief nieiiiber,

were developed by a foliaged ornament, springini^ from the

mouth of the vase and falHng d(jwn upon it from the four

comers, and so lending strength to the neck wliilst converting

the round capital into a square suj)port for the abacus. Often,

too, a similar arrangement of foHagc was ajiplied to the vase

so frequently used in early bases, and this form quite superseded

the Persepolitan pillar, with its bell-shaj)ed capital, which now

disappeared from Indian art. The shafts were round, or of

sixteen or more sides; pilasters were ornamented on the shafts,

and the Ukharas or spires of the temples were simple in

outline, and rose almost vertically at first and curved inwards

towards the summit, which was always capped by a large circular

fluted disc supporting a vase, whilst the surface ofthe tower was

covered with a peculiar sort of horseshoe diaper, which was

usual in eaily thnes. This 3tyle prevailed all over Hindustan,

and was continued vdth modifications varying with age and

locality down almost to the Muhammadan conquest, being
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often best maiked in Jain itnicturei. How ftr aootfa H
crtended Is unoertBui ; for bat few examples have survifed

of the many Ibat must have existed previous to the fottrteentfa

century, when the Muslim aimies desolated the Deccaa tad
ruined the Hindu shrines.

Whether the Buddhist chaitya tempk, with its nave Slid

side aislesi its sacred digaJba m the apse, and circomambalatory

passage^ was derived from an early Hindu form, or vice versa,

we can trace the connexion m plan between the early Buddhist

brines and the later Jain and Hindu temples. This ifl^

perhaps, most distinctly brought out in the old Vaishnava

temple at Aihole in Dharwir, belonging to about the year

A.D. 700. There the nave has side aisles lighted throi!gb the

walls of the temple, which was impossible in the rock-cut

chapels ; the dagaba, or chaitya proper, is supereeded by a

alia for the image with a semicircular back, also separated

from the outer wall by the continuation of the aisles in the

passage for pradakshina or circumanibulation ; this passage

also is iiL,hied from without. In front is a porch, and round

the whole is a raised veranda on square pillars and plain

bracket capitals. How the iikhara or spire and roof of this

early temple were finished, we have, unfortunately, no means

of knowing, il wab long since ruined to convert it into

a place of defence in the troublous times of a centurj' ago

:

careful removal of the debris that covers it migh^ perhaps,

reveal part of the structure of the spire.

If we turn next to the temple ofPflpantth& or Sangamesmat
at Pwtadkal, which is also dt early date—lesving out of ooB'

sideration the huge square outer maiUe^ that hM been joined

to it as agreat portico—-we find the plan almost repeated, excq)t

that the shrine or is now square^ and the passage behind

it nairower than tiie side aisles, but still lighted as at Aihole;

The next st^ was to widen the temple by double side aisles^

as in the temple of VirQplksha at the same place, bdoqgjng to

the Diavidian s^le^ and built in the latter half of the eighth

century \ and from thisplanwe see how readily the later temples

all over the countiy—both Hindu and Jain—were ovolved*

Kashmir Arelufeciure

From the eighth century, ifnot earlier, till about the Muham-
madan conquest, we fmd in Kashmir and the vicinity a style of

architecture having in it a certain classical element, which at

once reminds us of more western forms and has little if any

connexion with the art of the rest of India. No sufficiently
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complete examination has yet been made of thr examples of

this style, and the hypotheses of unscientific sur\t)ors are of

doubtful value, A full knowledge of the details and peculiari-

ties of such a quasi-claKsjral style would afford valuable data

for the history of architectm e in this region.

The most notable type of this Kashmir style is the temple of

Martaiid. about three miles east of Islamabad or Ananlnng, the

old capital. It stand^ la a court about 220 ft. by 142 ft., sur-

rounded by the ruins of some eighty small cells, with a large en-

trance porch at the east end. The temple itself was 60 ft. long

by 38 ft. wide, with two wings^ and consisted of two apartments—^

aiMMtrstidaMflb, The trefoHed or cusped arch on the doors of

tfae temple and oeOs b a tttikit^ pecullMiQr of the style, and

may perh^M have been darived &om the aectim

fkaiijMK It is used deooratively, however^ rather than con-

strnctively* The pillais and pilasters of the portico and temple

bear a doee resemblance to some of the later forms of the

Koman Doric^ and have usually sixteen shallow flutes on the

shafts^ with numerous memb^ in the base and capital

A triaogular pediment surmounts the doorways, and cn gable^

ends or projecting &ces are representations of double sloping

loofsi much in the style of modem Kashmir wooden rods, and

of which many of the templenrooCs in Nepftl are also eiaggeiated

examples. The Martand temple has long been roofless ; but the

probability is thatwhen built in the eighth centuiy (a.i>. 7a5-6o)

it had a stoping wooden roof^ while the cells surrounding the

coml weiesmall enough to be covered by flat stone roofs. The
name given it implies that it was a temple of the Sun, and we

know that, till the eleventh century at least, the worship of the

sun was very prevalent in the north-west of India.

It was contended by General Cunningham that this and

other Kashmirian temp^'-'^ f>f the class, at Avantipur, Bhan-

yur, Vangath, Pandrethan, «SlC., were Naga or snake shrines,

because he supposed they had originally been surrounded

by shallow basins of water, kept at a uniform lesel, and

approaclied by raised pavements across the courts. But there

is no proof of this ; nor does their situation render it at all

probable that the traces adduced in suj^port of his theory were

other than necessary drainage arrangements. Snake-wor&hip,

indeed, appears as early as the '^'ajun-tda, and probably was

prevalent among the original inhabitants of Kashmir ; but

surrounding v.aier was not an indication of a Naga shrine.

The sculptures here are much decayed, and have not been

represented in such detail as to indicate the divinities wor-
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shipped. Wc do know, however, from history lhat all the older

examples mubt have been ereeled between a.d. 720 and 1000.

Jean Tmpks in JCmuuv

Another departure horn the style of Hlndtt •rddteoture has

been remailcfid in certain Jain temples and tombs at Mfldbi*

dri m South Kananu These wodcs have double and triple

sloping roofs ; indeed the tombs consist of a basu with qnite

a series of converging roob, and remind us at once of NepSl

ehaiiyas or Chinese towers. The whole style, in the form of(he

piliais of die temples, the blinds between them, and the reverse

slope of the eaves above the veranda roo^ is closely in imita-

tion of wooden originals, and must have been copied either

from a foreign sooice or from local wooden modds ; and one has

only to notice the style of the native thatched dwellings to see

whence these forms were directly derived. The interiois of the

Kanara temples are often very rich in carvii^ the massive

pillars being sculptured like ivory or the predous metals.

As^^ociatedwith these temples are elegant monolithic pillars

placed on square bases, the shafts richly carved and the capitals

wide-spreading, and supporting, on four or five very small colon-

nettes, a square roof elaborately modelled. These stambhas or

pillars arc the representatif'tis of the early Buddhist lais and

other columns raised at iheir temples. We had an exam]:>le of

a Jain stambha in the Indra Sabha court at EUora. and of

a Brahmanical stambha in the court of the great Kailasa temi)le

there. The Jain example at EUora was of the Svetambara sect,

while the Kanara Jains arc Digambaras, and the Kanarese

columiui belong chiefly to the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.

Drttotdian Architecture

It would be difficult to follow a strictly chronological order

in noting the development of the Hindu styles, since, though

they may have reacted on one anotiier, they developed

naturally among the various races and more or less indepen-

dently. We might at this point, then, take up first either the

Northern or the Southern developments.

Dravidian is a term applied to the people in Southern India

who speak the Tamil, Malayalam, Telugu, and Kanarese

languages, and is conveniently applied to the style of art

practised over the larger portion at least of the area inhabited

by this race. We may trace approximately the northern

boundary of the style along the course of the Kistna river, to

Dhaiwar District, and thence soudi-east, past Vijayanagar
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and to the east of Smvizui Belgola and north of Mysore city

irestmrds to the coast Mudi of the Kanaieie country fies to

the west of this, and part of the Tdiigu area to the north of it

Of course examples of the style are to be found beyond this

line» and of other styles within it In this aiea flourished the

early dynasties of P8ndyas» Cheras, and Cholas—the first in

the south, the Cholas on the east^ and the Cheias in the west

These fiunilies were often at war, and by the tenth century the

Cholas had overcome the Chetas and, somewhat later, the

Findyas.

The architecture of this area, however, was essentially differ*

ent from that of other regions of India, and of one Qrp^

gradually changing, but becoming worse rather than better.

So far as yet known, we cannot point to any building within

the Dravidian area of very early date, or before the sixth or

seventh century, if indeed quite so early. Yet there may be

still unnoticed structures that careful survey may bring to light,

and for the present the materials are not available to enable us

to trace the evolution of the style.

One of the l)est-known groups of monuments in the southern

part of the Penin*?uh is that of the Mamallapuram Kaths, or

* Seven Pagodas,' on the se*ii>hure to the south of Madras. Tlicy

have often been figured, by Chambers, Goldingham, Babington,

r.raddock, tSjc, but the Government survey still remain*; un-

])ublished. The raths are each hewn out of a block of granite,

but none of them has ever been (juite finished, nor have

any of the numerous excavated caN cs at the same iilarc. Ib)W

this is to be accounti d for \vc cannot explain, 'i hey liave

been ascribed to various dater>, souie too early, others very

late ; the nK>st probable view, to judge from their style and the

character of the alphabets in which the inscriptions on them

are carved, being that they belong to the seventh century a.d.

Though evidently of BrShmanical origin, they are certainly very

like Bnddhist temples as we know them from the early caves

and such stnictaral examples as have been found. But their

special interest lies in their being the earliest forms of Dra>

vidian ardiitecture. If we compare the whole arrangement of

parts in the great taih with some of the typicsl Dravidian

temples, we at once see how the latter have been derived

from the earlier type. The square raths were evidently models

of Buddhist f»AAw, and became the designs from which the

temples proper or fnmSnas of Southern India were for long

copied ; and further, the oblong mths^ like Arjuna's^ appear to

have given the first form to the gieat gateways or gepuram
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which arc so notable a feature in the enclosures surrounding

ibt larger DruMtlun iciiiples.

The next landmarks in iJia.iciuui art aru the temple of

Virupaksha at Pattadkal and the rock-cut example of the

Kail^a at EUora. The latter is well-known as a great mono-

lithic temple hewn out of the rock, and perhaps a century older

than ^ fint Why we find a purefy Diavidian sl^le of

temple «o &r to the north of the Tamil countiy is not readily

accounted for. The site ms in the RAshtrakata kingdom,

but the style of work is that of the Cbolas; and we ask, was

this temple the sequence of a conquest^ or of an alliance^ or

was the architect brou^t from the South?

Buildings of the Dmvidian style are veiy numerous in pro
portion to the extent of the area in which they aie found.

The temples generally consist of a square base^ ornamented

exteinally by thin tall pilastetSi and iy*ntainiftg the cell in

which the image is kept In front of this may be added

a mantapam or hall, or even two such, but thqr are not charac-

teristic of the style. Over the shrine rises the Hkkara, of

pyramidal form, but always di \ ided into storeys and crowned

by a small dome, either circular or polygonal in shapes

Another special feature of these temples is the gopuramsy or

great gateways, placed in front of them at the entrances to the

surrounding courts, and often on all four sides. In general

design they are like the vimdnas or shrines, but about twice as

wide as deep, and very frequently for more important than the

temples themseh es. Another feature is liie cornices of double

curve; iti other Indian styles the cornices are mostly straight

and sloping downwards.

The style is distinctly of wooden origin, aiid of this the

very attenuated pilasters on the Outer walls and the square

pillars—often of small section—are evidences. But as the con-

temporary Northern styles are cliaracterized by die prevalence

of vertical lines, the Dravidian is marked by the j)rcvalence of

horizontal mouldings and shadows, and the towers and gopurams

are storeyed- Then the more imj)ortant temples are sur-

rounded by courts enclosing great corridors, or prakdias^ auu

pillared halls. In the early Kashmir teraplcs, in many ol the

Jain temples of AVestem India, at Brindaban, at the great

temple of Jagann^th in Orissa, and others—probably in early

times very many more—^there are courts surrounded by ceUs;

but in the great Dravidian temples, such as those at Madura,

RSmeswaram, Tinnevelly, Srirangam, Tiruvallflr, Chidambaram,

Kindiipuiam (Conjeeveram), &c., the courtsare very extensive^
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and are one within another. This system of enclosure within

asdosure, with pillared corridors, was also canieol across to

Slam and KSmboja, where the largest and most magnificentlf

sculptured temples perhaps ever raised were executed in this

Dravidian style, developed and more fully adapted to lithic

materials, with complete symmetry of arrangement, a consider*

ation disregarded in South India, where thry are too often a

fortuitous appjcgation of parts, arranizcd as accident re(]IDred

during the long course of their erection.

The later examples of the style were ovcrltKided with carvinL;:

every part of the buildin!:^ was co^ ercd with ornamentation in

the most elaborate and intricate desii^ns the artist could invent

;

but while the imagination may be impressed with the evidence

of power and labour so lavished on ornament—much of it

truly elegant—the better judgement is offended by want of

architectural design in the arrangement of the constituent

parts of the whole.

One of the best examples of this order is the great temple

at Tanjore. It would appear to have been begun on a definite

plan, and not as a series of extensions of some small temple

which, by accident, had grown £unous and acquired wealth by

which successively to enlarge its courts, as that m Tinivalltir

seems to have growii-^.a series of aocretioiis. The body of

the Tanjore temple is of two storeys and Mly 80 ft high,

whilst the Ukkara or pyramidal tower rises in eleven storeys

to a total height of 190 it This dominates the gopuram over

the entrances to the court in which it stands, and to an
outer coor^ added in front of the firsts but which does not,

as tn other cases, surround it On the left of the ptincqial

shrine stands a smaller one of Subrshmanya, the war-god,

vriiich is an admirable illustratioii of the .style in its later and
decoiatfve stage, in which aspect it is as exquisite an example

as exists in Southern India. The central shrine, so fiur as we
know, was erected in A.D. 10S5, and this separate one may be
placed at least as late as a. d. i 150.

The ^rttangam temple, the largest in India, is architecturally

the converse of this ; it is one of the latest in date, the fifth

court having been lefttmfinished in the middle of the eighteenth

century. The shrine is quite insignificant and distinguished

only by a gilt dome, while, proceeding outwards, the gopurams

to each court arc each larger and more decorative than the

preceding. The circumstances of successive independent

additions and the ambitions of successive donors proved in-

compatible with any considered design or arrangement of parts.
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The earlier Dmvidian structures bad lions ot y&Hs and
elephants placed as supports for pillars ; and th^ were gradu-

ally enlarged, made affixes to pilasters or pillars, and the

animal forms multiplied and conventionalized with riders and

human and other ligurcs introdiired as supporters or attendants,

until about the fourteenth century or earlier they had obtained a

permanent place in the architecture : at a later date figures of

gods, demons, and patrons or donors sometimes took, their

place. Well-known examples of these occur in the temples of

Veilore, Madura, Vijayanagax, and Ramcswaram.

But though we can trace the beginnings of Dravidian art

back to a pretty early date, we have as yet little help in follow-

ing its development up to the thirteenth or fourteenth century

;

and most of the temples, of which published plans atid details

are as yet available, belong to dates subsequent to the great

Muhammadan invasions in the first quarter of the fourteenth

century.

CMtkyoH AnkUeeiure

Leaving the Dravidiao, we oome to the neit great arcfaitec-

tond aiea—that which Mr. Fetgusson has called the Ch&lukyan

style^-pievailing over the whole of the faasb tsi the Godftvari,

the northern boundary being drawn roughlyfiom the south end

of the Chilka Lake In Odssa to the north-west^ foUowmg for a
considerable distance the course of the Mahlnadl river, along

the Sitpuii Hills to the Tftpti, and then south-west to the

coast, eighty miles south of Surat

The Chalukyan d>Tiasty, whose name is applied to this Style,

begins to figure in the history of the Deccan early in the

jfifth century. About 615, a brother of PuUkesin II, who
ruled at Bad&mi, set up an eastern kingdom at Vengi, on the

lower God^variy and about the same time another branch of

the family became established in the south of Gujarat. The
area of the Chalukyan style, then, includes the Hyderabad

territory, the Central Provinces, Bcrar, and the Marathl and

part of the Kanarese-speaking Districts of the Bombay Presi-

denry.

In the middle of the eighth centur>' the Rashtrakutas dis-

possessed the Chalukyas of their territories and made them

feudatory ; but late in the tenth century they reasserted their

ptnver, which continued for about two centuries, and was

finally overthrown in a.d. 1184 hy the Hoysalas, who next

ruled the south-west of the earlier Chalukya domain, while the

Kakatiyas had established themselves a httle earlier at Warangal
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to the east. Both these kingdoms ivere conquered ahout 13S0

by the Muhammadans.
The earliest temples within this area, however, aie not very

clearly madusd off from the Dravidian and the more northern

styles—some of them have distinctly northern spires, and others

are closely allied to the southern style ; and it was perhaps only

gradually that the type acquired its distinctive characteristics.

Till a late date we find temples with towers differing so little

in form from Dravidian r/w-/f.',rr, th it, nthcr details apart, they

might readily be ascribed to tliat order, l^'tif ortunateiy many
of the finer examples must have perished durmg the Musalman
invasions and during il^e ruU- of the Muhammadan dynasties of

Bijapur, Gulbarga, Bidai, Hyderabad, and Burh^npur, and, as

we might expect, rtjund these cities most of the earlier works

have disappeared. Still in Mysore, Dharwar, and Belgaum, as

well as in Berar and the Maratha districts, sufficient remains

iliU exist to illustrate the various developments of the style.

i hc old temple of Papanaiha al i^ilUidkal presents a, curious

combination of styles. The body of the temple is Dravidian,

and must have been a fine specimen, of as early a date as the

early part of the eighth century ; but the Hkhara is a curious

approximation to the form of the early Northern Hindu or

Indo>Aryan oider, white in details the temple shows a strong

leaning to the Dravidian. One is almost tempted to suppose

tiiat the architect of the temple had died and left the spire to

another who^ having a preference for the northern form, had

tried to adapt it to a Dmvidian substructure. The temple of

Virflpiksha at the same place is an excellent example of the

pore Dravidian, built about a.d. 740^ while close by it another

that might have been transferred firom Orisaa.

On the temple of Knchchimalligudi at Aihole is a somewhat
similar ift^Aom. Thistemple is small and plain, with a sloping

roof over the side aisles, imd belongs to abont the seventh

century. The Meguti tem])le also at Aihole must have been a
fine work, but unfortunately it has lost all above the wall heads.

Among Chftlukyan temples a prevalent form is that of three

shrines round one central mandapa or hall. The arrangement

for supporting the roo6 of the halls almost always follows the

Dravidian mode of four (ullars, or multiples of four, in squares

;

the device of twelve columns so disposed in a square that,

omitting the comers, the remaining eight could be connected by

lintels to form theoctiigonal base of a dome, is almost unknown.

It is employed, however, in the outer hall of the great temple

at Hangal. In the Dravidian and northern temples the
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projections on the walls are generally formed by increments of

slight thickness added fl.itly to their faces, and, however thick,

they are so placed as to leave the true comers of theshrinea^&c,

more or less recessed.

In the Chalukyan temples the corner - are often made pro-

minent by increments placed over them, or the whole plan is

star-shaped, the projecting angles having equal adjacent faces

lying in a circle, as in the temple of Belur in Mysore, built

about A.D. 1 1 20; in that at Somnalhpur on the Cauvery,

thirteen miles east from Mysore city, finished in A.D. 1270;

in that of Kaitabhcsvara at Halebid— lately the gem of Chalu-

kyan art, now, alas ! a shapeless ruin ; and in a modified form

in that of Galtesvara in Gujarat. The great temple of Hoy-

sale^vara at Halebid, begun about a. d. 1250, was left unfinished

at the Muhammadan conquest. It is a double iciiipiC, ineasur-

ing 160 ft. by 122 ft, and is covered with an amazing amount

of the richest sculpture. But the spires were never raised over

the shrines. The Kediielnua temple at Balagimi is perhaps

one of the oMest of the style in Mysore^ and there are other

good enmples at Kubattur, Hamhalli, Arsikere, Kdnmuigala,

and eUewhece-^rveys of none of which have been published.

But the plans vary greatly. The Hkkam did not preserve the

southern storeyed form but was rather stepped, forming a

square pyramid with breaks corresponduig to the an^ in the

wall^ and widi a broad band answering to the hogier fiue in

the middle of each exposed side of the shrine.

Some of the details of this style are very daboiate : in fiict»

most ofthe finer templeswere completelyoverlaidwith sculptural

ornament The pillars are markedly different from the earlier

Dravidian forms ; they are massive, richly carvedf often droubr

and highly polished. Their capitals are usually spread out^

with a number of circular mouldings immediately below ; and

under these is a square block, while the middle section of the

shaft is richly carved with mouldings in the round. In many
cases the capitals and circular mouldings have been actually

turned in a sort of lathe, the shaft being held in a vertical posi-

tion. They arc almn-t always in pairs of the same desigUf the

whole effect being singularly varied and elegant.

As we see at Ajanta and elsewhere, doorways were, from

a very early period, objects on which much artistic skill was

lavished ; and this taste was maintained in the utmost elabora-

tion bestowed on the sculptures surrounding the doors of Dra-

vidian and Chalukyan shrines. Pierced stone windows were

employed in Dravidian temples at Pattadkal, EUora, and other
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places ; but the richly carved and highly ornamented pierced

irindows bekxig speckUy to this style. Generally the templei

stand on a tenaoe from 10 to 15 it wide, quite sunounding

them, and from 3 to 6 ft in height^a feature which adds

considerably to the architectural effect The buildings were

erected without mortar, and, in the earlier examples at least,

the joints were carefully fitted. The whole was covered with

sculpture^ often of geometric and floral patterns, intermixed

with numerous mythological figures ; and, in the later examples,

the courses of the base were carved with the successicm of

animal patterns prescribed for them in the Silpa iastras* This

is very fully exemplified in the great temple of Hoysale^vara at

Halebid. This temple, though unfinished, is one of the most

remarkablL' in India, and, in an artistic sense, is unmatched in

the variety of its details and the wild exuberance of fancy

displayed in its ornamentation ; while the combination of

111 Mzontal with strongly-marked vertical lines and the })lay of

ouUme and of light and shade are hardly sur])assed in any ityle.

Owing to our still imperfec t knowledge of ilie anii(iuities in

the Hyderabad territory, we can as yet refer only 10 a few, such

as the Ilanamkonda temple near VVarangal, one at ]5uchana{)aUi

to ihc west of Hyderabad, and others at Itlagi in the south-

west, at XiLaiga, Narayaiipur^ \:c., though we know there are

i:uii;\ (jther ruins all over the area that belong to this style,

ill liie south of tlie Bombay Presidency we may instance those

at Dambal, Rattihalli, Tiliwalli, and the large temple at

HSngal ; in the Bellary District of Madras, at Magala, Kuru-

vatti, Nllagunda, &c. ; and in Mysore those at Belflr, Som*

nfithpur, Halebid, Balagami, KOravangala, Harihar, and others.

Indo-Aryan StyU of Architecture

Of Northern India, or that area which is usually designated

as Hindustin, lying to the north of the Tftpti and the Mahft-

nadi rivers, the Hindu architectural style or series, besides

being more widely spread than either of the preoBding, is

also more varied and wantii^ In marked and characteristic

individuality. Mr. Fergusson, whose nomenclature has neces-

sarily become impressed upon Indian archaeology, has applied

the term Indo-Aryan to the Hindu style prevailing over this

area; and it would be difiicult to find a better, since this type

of architecture was * invented and used in a country which

Aryans once occupied, and in which they have left a strong

impress of their superior mental power and civilization.'

VOL. XL If
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Within this laige area there are, of courw, many fxamples of

other styles, nhilst south of it there are also buildiiig^ beloQg-

ing to this more northern type. At Pattadkal, for example, the

temple of Papanatha, as already noticed, has a iMam bek)Qg
'

iDg to this Indo-Aryan style; whilst at the same place is

another temple of the early northern class, as are also the

temples of Kuchchimaliigudi at Aihole, the smaller temple at

Hingal, and others in the northern Kanarese districts. This

sporadic appearance of temples of a style removed from their

proper area may be accounted for in various ways : great

temples were constantly being visited by pilgrims on their way

from one shrine to another, and the rcpuie of any new fane

was soon spread over all India ; and tiius, when a prince under-

took to build a new temple, an "architect {sthapati) of acknow-

ledged ability might occasionally be sent for from the most

distant province, and encfaeed to design the work, whicii, of

course, would be in his own style. This, too, may possibly

account for the mixture of styles we find in some temples.

But under this Indo-Aryan style are classified monuments of

very various orders, and we might, if necessary, sepaiaLe them

into two or more distinct t)7>es. Tiie characteristic that first

appeals to our notice is itie curvilinear spires of the temples,

and next to this the absence of that exuberance of sculpture

seen in the great Chilukyan temples of the South ; while in

many cases, as in the Jain temples, a greater centml area has

been obtained by arranging twelve columns to as to support a
dome on an octagonal disposition of lintels. The shrines and

mondapos are square^ and only slightly modified by additions

to the walls of parallel projections^ which, in the earlier

examples^ weie thin; the walls were raised on a moulded

plinth {pifkd) of some height, o?er which was a deqp base^

the two togedier rising, roughly, to about half the hei{^t

of the walls. Over this is the panelled ftce of the wall,

usually of less proportionate height than in the ChSlukyan

style^ and though devoted to figure sculptures in compart-

ments, the tall, tlun pilasters of the southern style have dis-

appeared. Over this is the many-membered architrave and

cornice, above which rise the spire and roof. The spires

follow the vertical lines of the wall, and present no trace of

division into storeys, but vary in details with the age. In the

earlier, we have a broad band in the centre of each faoe^

running up and curved inwards towards the summit, which was

crowned by a large, fluted, circular block called amalaiila—
probably mistaken for Smalaka (PkyUoMikus EmUkc^—the
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word amtUa meaning ' puie,' ' shimng/ The finial over this is

the shape of a vase, known as the kaltda or karaka. The
cential band on the iikham was carved, usuaUy with a reticu-

lated pattern composed of minute arches, hot occa^onally

interrupted by bands of larger ornament, as at Kan2rak in

Oiissa, and on some of the fihubaneswar temples. The
comers of these spires were generally in courses, also carved

in successive patterns, each third or fourth course being

alike, and one of these was usually fluted if not also circular

like the dumlaka.

What is known as the Jain style of architcrture in Western

India is a des'elnpnient or variety of this Jndo Aryan order,

and was used by Hmdus and Jains alike all over Rajputana,

Malwa, and Gujarat. Tt ^\as employed in its n^o^t ornate

fc-rrn hy tiic Jains in their famous marble temples on Mount
Abu, and by both Jains and Hindus at Nagda near Udaipur,

vIktc is a group of Htile-known but remarkably fine deserted

tcrn{)les. At Giinar also and ^atrunjaya in Gujarat are ( histerb

of temples of this carder : but as they art* mostly restorations

of earlier shrines destroyed by the Mubanimadans, they are

much less lavishly ornamented with sculpture. One of the

most striking features of the style is the richly ear\cd domes

over Iheir viiuidapas or porchc;;. Nothing can exceed liic

elaboration and delicacy of details in the sculptured vaults of

the temples at Abu and Nagda. These, with the diversified

arrangement of variously spaced and highly ornamented {tfllars

supporting them, produce a most pleasing impression

symmetry and bc&uty.

The plain of north Gujaiftt was so often devastated by war

from the eleventh to the fifteenth century that its more notable

temples have perished, though the once magnificent Sun

temple at Mudherft still witnesses in its ruins to the architec-

tural style and grandeur of the period when it was erected*

What fingments still survive there have been illustrated in the

volume of the Anhoiologjual Sttroty of that district

Another considerable group of firom thirty to forty temples

in this style is found also at Khajurftho in Bundeikhand. In

the early part of the last century they were much more
numerous than now—many having been removed for building

material. They belong to both the sects of Hinduism as well

as to the Jains, and date mostly firom the tenth and eleventh

centuries. The older temples are covered outside and inside

with the most elaborate sculptures, and architectuially they

may justly be regarded as * the most beautiful in form as weU
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as the most elegant in detail' of the temples of Northm
India; indeed, the only others that can well be compued
vilh them is the earlier group at Bhub.ineswar in Orissa.

The temples at Bhiibancswar exhibit tlie Indo-Aryan style

perhaps in its greatest purity, and they differ very markedly

from those in the West in being almost entirely astylar— pillars

having been introduced in later additions. They have the

early form of sikhara—nearly perpendicular beUnv, but

curving in near the summit ; and the crowning member has no

resemblance to anything like the small domes on Chalukyan

spires. 1 He surface of the sides is entirely covered villi

carving in the most elaborate style, every single stone having

a pattern engraved upon it ) and much of the scul{)iure on the

earlier temples is of considerable merit and much beauty of

design. The older and finer ones were erected probably in

the seventh and eighth centuries, and the series was continued,

by additions, down to the eleventh. From the light they

seem calculated to throw on the history of art, no temples in

India probably would better repay a complete scientific survey,

and an attempt was made in 1869 to supply this want, but the

result was an unfortunate ifdlure. The Swings made were

mostly of mere details, chosen without sequence or meaning

;

and no plans of any of them were prepa^ until a second

effort was made three years later, when some ground-plans on

a small scale and of doubtful accuracy of detail were drawn

and pnnted together, on two plates in the second volume of

the AnHquiHes Orissa,

The temple of Kanftrak, known as the Black Ptigoda, on
the coast of Orissa, appears to belong architecturally to the

ninth oentuiy, though it has been by some attributed to the

reign of Naiasimba in the tiiitteentb—possibly because he
repaired it or made some addition. A detached man^^ that

stood in front of it, occupying a corresponding place to that at

Mudbera, was removed to Purl, in the eighteenth century, by

the Mar&thHs. A comer of the HAAara was still standing in

1839, but within the next thirty y^urs had disappeared ; and

the great lintel over the entrance to the principal hall, carved

with the Navagraha or nine planetary divinities, with other

parts about the doorway, had fallen or were removed, and an

abortive attempt was made to carry the lintel to Calcutta.

Now this famous monument, which for its size is * the most

richly ornamented building— externally at least — in the whole

world,' has lately been treated in a way that Ims very seriously

injured it* The hi^toriciil and ariij»iic intaest of it and of the
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two groups pievtousljr noticed cannot be fully estimated until

complete surreys have been published with detailed plana

and sections

In later examples the spire is still a square curvilinear

pyiamid> to the fuces of which are added smaller copies of the

same form, carrying up the offsets of the walls ; anil in some
eiamples these are multiplied to an extraordinary extent. The
earlier temples were apparently astylar, then—like the south-

em forms— with columns arranged in the mandapas in groups

of four, and later, especially in Western India, the larger domes

on twelve pillars formed the central area oi the halts*. These

mandapas in early examples were roofed with long, sloping

slabs
;

but, to provide for carved conical roofs inside, their

outer forms represented courses of masonry, which were carved,

—as we find in the older temples of Kanarak and Bhubanes-

war, in the mediaeval shrines at Ambarnaih, Baruli, Khajuraho,

Abu, and Chitor, and in the more recent forms at Nisik,

Benares, Udaipur, ^trunjaya, &c.

Muhammadan ArchitedHn

What is popularly known as Saracenic architecture is

the style which was adopted by the Muhammadans when

they became the ruling race in India, from about the

end of the twelfth century. But while largely applied to

mosques and tombs, it varied much at different periods and

under the various local Muslim dynasties in different parts

of the country. The Delhi emperors, for the first three

centuries of their domination, were of TurkI or PathSn

stock, and were succeeded in the early part of the sixteenth

c^tury by the Mughal dynasty founded by Bftbar, when the

latter materially influenced the architecttual style of the

previous dynasty.

Then there were local kingdoms which had styles more

or less their own: Bengal became a separate kingdom at

the begtndi^ of the thirteenth century ; the Bahmani dynasty

at Gulbarga and Bidar dates from the middle of the fourteenth

century ; the kingdoms of Jaunpur, GujarSt, and Mslwft ftom

about A.D. 1400; Bijfipur and Ahmadnagar from about 1490^

and Golconda from some twenty-two years later. Exclusive

of other varieties of less extent and individually not so

distinctly marked off, we have thus some ten more or less

fiurly different styles of Saracenic structures.

In all the varieties, the distinctive features of each may be

traced at once to the employment of local native Hindu
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workmen, and the iise of their own materials and methods.

The conquerors were of Turkish descent, and apparently

had strong architectuial instincts
;
accordingly they begm at

once to found mosques for the glory of Islim and to mark

their triumph over the idolaters.

Their first mosques were accordingly constructed of the

materials of Hindu and Jain temples, and sometimes with

comparatively slight alterations. The colonnade of a temple

court required linle more than a wall on the west side fitted

with mihrabs or kiblas, and the removal of the idol shrine, to

adapt it for a mosque. In other instances they demolished tlie

temples, and, by adding to the height of the columns, obtained

the greater elevation and airiness they required. Thus in the

great mosque at Ajmer, erected between 1200 and 1230, thi

tiers of pillars are piled above one another, and the rooi is

largely formed of slabs from the temples to which the columns

originally belonged : in plan it is an adaptation of that of a

Jain temple. And in the still larger mosque at the Kutb
Miliar near Delhi, built about the same time—so far as it

remainf?—we have the same features ; while in both a

richly carved screen of pointed arches was added in liont,

and the whole enclosed by massive walls. The arches,

which the Muhammadans seem to have insisted on, are

built after the system of the Hindu domes, of horizontal

courses as fiu: as practicable, and then closed by long slabs

meeting at the iq[>ex—an evidence that the workmen, being

Hindus, were unused to building arches and modified their

own methods to meet the new form of oonstniction. The
arches are circular segments up to about two4htrds of their

height, and constructed in horizontal courses. Above come
one or two half voussoirs, and the head is closed in by sloping

slabs.

The Kutb Muilr itself is one of the finest pillars in the

workL Erected fay orderofAltamsh (not by Eutb-ud-dinAibak)^

it was ptobably completed about a.d. 1831, which Is the date

of an inscription on the adjoining mosque. It is still about

340 ft. in height and ornamented by four projectmg balconies

with richly sculptured and engraved belts between, and the

whole of the lower three Storeys are cut up by twenty-four

projecting ribs that add greatly to its beauty. Behind the

north-west extremity of the Kutb mosque is the tomb of

Altamsh, who died in 1236; it is thus perhaps the earliest

Musalman ttniib to be found in India, and Is profusely

ornamented with carving, and altogether of extreme bean^
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in its details. A still finer example of the Pathan style is

to be seen in the eastern annex of the mosque—the spknuid

southern gateway or Alai Darwaza, built in 1310 : this and the

now ruined tomb of *Ala-ud-din Khiiji, erected soon after,

mark the style at the period of its greatest perfection : indeed

during his reign (1296-1316), and that of Firoz Shfdi TUj,hL:k

(135 1- SS), palaces, forts, mosques, mausoleums, baths, univer-

sities, and all sorts of public and private buildings multi*

plied in an extraordinary tnaaner. But after the death of the

fonner, for fully a century, the Pathfin buildings «ie marked by

asCemdmpIicity of design and a solemn gloom «m1 nakedness,

in maifced contrast to the elaborate richness of onuunentadoo

of the preceding period. In 1321 New Delhi or Tughlakftbid

was founded by Ghiyts-ud-d&i Tughlak I, all the buildings of

which are characterized by a severe simplicity, as contrasted

with those of the preceding centnry. The sloping walls and
massive solidity of the founder's tomb^ together with the

heavy towers of the fortified citadel surrounding it, form an
muivalled model of a wairioi's torok

But by this time the builders had got rid of the unitation

arch of the Hindus, and had learnt to consbuct true arches^

and their architecture had now developed into a new and
complete style of its own. To this style beloi^ many of the

finest mausoleums of Northern India. Like that of Sher Shah

Sari (1540-1545), built in a spacious tank at Sasarilm, which

is one of the best examples, they are very often octagonal,

with an outer veranda and crowned by a dome over the

inner walls, and the whole surrounded by a square terrace

ornamented by small pavilions at the comers. Round the

drum of the domes, also, are pUired octagonal kiosks tha.t

icrentuate the beauty of the outline. Other examples are*

numerous, among which that of 'Ala-ud-din Alam Shah at

Tijara in Alwar territory, and of Mubarak Sbih (1540-45) at

Kotila near Old Delhi, may be mstanced.

The Pathan mosques of the fourteenth century were as

severe in the simplicity of their style as their tombs, as we

may see in the Kalan mosque at Delhi, finished in the time of

Firoz Shah in 1386. In the first quarter of the fifteenth

century, however, a reaction had set in, and the later style

was hardly less rich and mucli more appropriate for its

purposes than tlic earlier in ihc end of the twelfth and

early thirteenth century. The facades of the mosques became

more ornamental, were often encrusted with marble, and

usually adorned with rich and beautiful sculpture. Minarets had
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not become a feature of the m()S([ue«?, and the corners of the

structure wer<' relieved by hltle kiosks instead. At Ahniadabad,

minarets came mlo use for the mu'azztn 'xn the fifteenth century.

The body of the mosque became izenerally an oblong hall,

with a central dome flanked by two or four others of the

same span, but not &o lofty, and separated from it by an

arch whose mouldings formed a princifial feature of the

buildinp;. The pendentives are rem i: k.tbke for their \-ariety

of dcN'j^r. and elaborateness of detail. The style in the later

Pathaa period, as ^Ir. Fergusson has remarked, was marked

by a return to the elaborateness of the past, but with every

detail fitted to its place and its purpose, ' and we recognize in

this last developmflixt one of the oompletest aidutectmal styles

of the world.'

SkirH Sty/e

In 1397 Ehwfija Jahfln, who governed Jam^mr, aMoiiied

independency and founded the Shaikl or Eastern dynasty,

which ruled diere for about e^ty years. Of the palaces or

public boildinp of the SharkI dynasty no tiace is left; for

Sikandar LodI ibn Bahlol rased them all to the ground,

his oourtieni using the materials for building their own
mansions, and what has come down to us is Utde more
than three great masjids—the Jftmi, Atala, and Lil Darwiia

^besides a fort and bridge with a number of tombs. Of these

mosques the cloisters that surround the open courts and

the galleries within are almost purely Hindu in style, with

short square pillars and bracket capitals supporting hofizontiU

lintels, and roofs formed of flat slabs; but the gateways and

principal features of the masjids are in a completely arched

style. There is sufticient evidence that, for the earlier of these

at least, the materials of Hindu temples were largely used, and

the workmen were probably niostly Hindus by birth and

inclined to the old trabeate forms. The fusion of the two

style*? was thus incomplete. The masjid proper consists of

a Central square hall covered by a lofty dome of the whole

width of it, in front of which stands the great propylon,

of ma.ssive oullinc and rising to the full height of the

central dome. This jjiopylon had a larq^e recessed arch

between \\vi two pi( is at tht- side.^, in the lower j)ortion of

which was thr t Mtuuicti to the mosque, whilst the upper formed

a pierced screen. On each side of the dome is a compartment

divided into two storeys by a stone floor supported on pillars,

and beyond this, on each side, is a larger apartment covtjred
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by a pointed ribbed vault. The gateways into the courts on

the three sides were only copies on a smaller scale of the

propylons of the mosques.

The whole of the ornamental work on these mosques

has a cfaniacter of its own, bokl and striking ratfier

than minute and delicate^ though in some of the roof-panels

there are designs that may bear comparison with similar

patterns m Hindu and Jatn shrines. The imM^iare marked
by their severe simplicity ; they are simply patterns of the

entrances and of the niches on the outer walls, with fla»

backs and structursl arches over them. They form a link,

however, in the evolution of the &vourite form under the

Mughal rule.

The SharkI buiklings have been pretty fully iUostrated in the

volume of the Archoiological Reports on the subject, and need

not be further described here. They afforda marked expression

of strength combined with a degree of refinement that is rare

in othor styles. Examples of this style are met with also at

Benares, Kanauj, and other places within the Jaunpur kingdom.

Mdiwd

Dillwar Khin Ghorl, the governor of MalwS, assumed

independence in 1401, and the state continued under its

own rulers till 153 1, when it was conquered by Gujarat, and
was finally re-annexed to imperial rule under Akbar in 1570.

The cnpital of the province had been first at Dhar ; but

DilSwar Shah resided a good deal at Mindu or Mandogarh,

about 22 miles sonth from Dhar, placed on an elevated

plateau detached horn the mainland by deep ravines and

surrounded by walls on the brink of the cliffs ; and under the

second king, Hu:>iiang Shah, Mandu became the permanent

capital. During his reign (1405-34) the most important

of the buildings were erected. Among these, which are in a

modified foiiu i ifv> TaiiiSn style, the finest is the great

Tami Masjid, vUuLh was ijiily finished by Mahmfld Shah I in

1454. It covers a nearly square area, measuring 290 ft. from

east to west by 275 ft. from north to south, exclusive of the

porch on the east, which projects about 56 ft. Inside, the

court is an almost exact square, about 163 ft. each way,

surrounded by arches on each dde of about i2| ft in span,

standing on plain square piers 10 ft high, each of a single

blodc of red sandstone ; behind these are triple arcades 00 the

north and south, a double one on the east, and on the west the

mofrii/—five arcades in depth, and having three great domes
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on the west side. This court, in its simple grandeur and

expression of power, may be taken, as Mr. Fergusson has well

remarked, as one of the very best specimens of this style now
to be found in India.

The tomb of Hoshang Sh3h, adjoining the west side of the

Jami Masjid, is a fine bold specimen of a Pathan mausoleum.

It was revetted both outside and inside with white marble, whicli,

however, has mucli peeled off, and is now being restored.

Near the mosque, on the west, is a splendid hall, 230 ft. in

length by 28 ft wide, supported by eighty-four pillars, in

three rows, of ivliich the pattern must have been suggested

by the tisiial fonns in Hindu and Jain shrines ; only on the

capitals the HsrtHwmkk or homed fitoe of the Hindus has been

hewn into a group of leaves of the same outline. The pofch

on the north side of it is purely Hindu in style.

The Delhi on the north of the fortificattotiSi by which

they are entered, has been a fine lofty structure^ though

now much ruined: it also is purely PUhSn in styles but

unusually elegant tn proportions and deooratioa. Close by
this gateway are the remains of an endosur^ wtthin which

are the rains of the royal palaces—the Jahis Bfahal, the

Hindola Mahal, the Tawill Mahal, and the Nahlr JhaiokhS,

with the Champs well or baoU^ The pabboes are specially

interesting as remaining examples of PathSn secular archi-

tecture, though, unfortunately, no proper survey of them has

as yet been published, and it is hardly possible from such

sketches as have from time to time appeared to form « just

estimate of them or their arrangements.

The JahSz Mahal, the 'ship' or * water-palace^' built

between two great tanks, is the chief of these. It is a massive

structure, the eastern facade being about 40 feet in height,

in the centre of whf'-h is the arched entrance, faced with

marble, and still in fair preservation ; over it is a projecting

comir»^ supported on brackets, above which is a bracketed

balcony under an oblong pavilion. \\\ the front of the lower

storey on each side are five arches under a deep overhanging

cornice, and over each end of the facade is a domed pavilion.

On one side is a ruined wing of the palace branching off from

it ; and on the opposite side were other apartments and a

stair leading up to the roof. Seen from the west, where it

overhangs the lake, this is altogether a striking building, one

of the most remarkable of the period, and well worthy to be

the residence of an independent Pathan chief.

North of thia, about a quarter of a mile, stands the Hindola
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Palace, which, wiih its massive masonry, is in rather better

preservation than the others. The sloping buttressed walls,

projecting balconies, and deep-set windows of this fine building

present an appearance of great strengtli ; and the great hall

^vithin, 108 ft. in length by 22 ft. wide, its roof supported on

arches, was a splendid apartment. To the north of this were

the zanana apariiuciits : and at some distance to the west are

the large underground cisterns and tah-khanas^ or hot-season

retreats, of the Champa well or baoli. These indicate the care

and taste bestowed on such appendages of a Muhammadan
palace 500 years ago.

The Nahfir Jbaiokhft Palace is to the north of the Hindola

Maha], and also within the walled endosuie ; and outside is

Dilfiwar KbSn Ghori's mosqu^ the oldest in Manda (1405),

oonstnicted of materials taken from Hindu or Jain shrines. It

has» however, a simplicity of structure about it charactetiziQg it

asa Qfpical Fathan work.

About eighty yards to the south of the JahSs Mahal is the

TawiK Mahal, a tfaiee^toreyed buildiiigi with its rows of lofty

Saiaoenic arches below deep stone eaves and heavy windowless

upper storeys. It ties across a beautiful foreground of water

and ruins*

About a mile and a quarter south of the Jami Masjid, on the

east of a great taJav or lake, is a groap of buildings among
wiiich is the so-called Dhfn ka >rahal, a substantial square

tomb, and the Cbhoti JSmi Masjid of Malik Mughis-ud-din,

built in 1432 largely with materials taken from Hindu or Jain

shrines, as the pillars in the porch and colonnade bear witness.

This mosque roust have been one of great beauty and interest,

its entrance porch, though in ruins, being still an elegant

structure. Opposite to it is the niin of Malik Mughls-iid-dln's

palace, and also, a little farther off, his tomb, the dome StUl

enlivened by a belt of blue enamel.

Still more to the sonth are the remains of the palace of Baz

Bahadur, the last king of Malwa,—which was built apparently

by Sultan Nfcir-ud-dm Khiljl in 1509, and of which some

portions of the courtyards remain intact, as well as the

cupolas over the colonnades. On the hill above is what is now
known as Rupmatrs chhatri^ still in fair preservation.

Here, as elsewhere, the available materials have exercised

a marked influence upon the architecture; the prevalence of

a red sandstone is emphasized in the piers of the Jami xMasjid

—more than 300 of them being each of a single block of

this material ; and for more decorative purposes marble, both
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white and coloured, was freely used to revet the walls and

piers. An adequate survey of the remains at Mandu, and of

a few others of the same age in M&lwS, would form an

interesting monograph on this style of avchiCectiire, together

tnth its coDStrucdonal methods^ which deseire attentiofi and

study. We have beie a strictly arcuate st> le, without admiitufe

of the general trabeate structural methods followed by the

native Hindus ; and while at Jaunpur and AhmadftbSdt at the

same period»we find the strong influence of native methods

copied in the Muhammadan architecture, at Idandu the

borrowing or imitating of such forms seems to have been

suppiessed, and tiie builders dung steadily to the pointed arch

styl^without any attempt, however, at groining-r^ successfully

employed at a later period by the Mughal architects.

Btngal

The Bengsl province was placed under govmors appointed

from Delhi as early as a.d. 1194, the first of these being

M«hammad-i-Bakhtyar, under the emperor Kutb-ud-dfti Aibak.

In NSsir-ud-dm Bughra Khan, the son of the emperor

Ghiyds-ud-din Balban, was appointed governor and the office

became hereditary in his fisonily. In 1338 Fakhr-ttd-din

Mubfirak slew the governor K&dir Khan and assumed

sovereignty, but was successfully opposed by 'Ail Mubarak,

who reigned from 1340 to 1346. He was assassinated by

Shams-ud-dln Ilyas Shah, who then defeated Ikhtiy5r-ud-din

Ghlzl Shah in 1352, and may be regarded as the founder of

the PurbTya dynasty, which ruled Bengal for about a century

and a half, or till 1487, when the thmnc v.as j^iirpcd by

Habshls and subsequently by 'Ala ud-din Husain >!i ih III.

But in the reign of his son, Mahmud Shah III, Sher Khan,

the Afghan ruler of Bihar, invaded Bengal in 1537 and

laid siege to Gaur, which was then conii)letely sacked, and

this once great and wealthy city, thus plundered, began to

decay and its buildings were neglected. The kingdom was

annexed by the great Akbar in 1573, and the city was

de[)opuUited l)y plague in 1575.

But long bcfurc the advent of the Muhammadans, Gaur, or

I^khnauti, had been the capital of the Pal dynasty in the ninth

and tenth centuries and of the Sens of Bengal in the twelfth

century; it was then of great extent, and doubtless contained

many temples and palaces that were destroyed by the Muslims.

As the country is practically without stone^ they would be

mostly of brick and would afford material for the conquerors ;
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but probably pillars, images and details were of that horn-

blende, basalt, or hard pot8tOQe» which takes a high polish

and is employed in the later structures. In the Eklakhi

mosque or tomb (a d. 1414) at Pandua, and in the Chhoti

Son& Masjid at Gaur (circ. 1500), the stones used have largely

been taken from earlier Hindu buildings. Tiic use of brick

forced the builders to elaborate a local arched style of their

own, and further, as Mr. Fergusson pointed out, to introduce a

new mode of roofing, which, though but little agreeable to our

tastes, came to be regarded by tlie natives, whether Hindu or

Muhammadan, as a most elegant form, and spread, in the

seventeenth century, as far u[) the Gangetic valley as Delhi,

and a little later, even to Amritsnr. I'he curvilinear lorni

gi\en to the eaves, descending at the corners of the structure,

was almost certainly suggested by the form of the hut?, con-

stantly roofed with bamboo and thatch, in which the Bengalis

always use a curvilinear form of roof.

The erection of large l)uildings of brick required heavy

piers for the arches and thicker walls than those constructed

entirely of stone. Such piers and walls, when enriched by

a casing of UKJulded tiles, would appear still heavier; and for

tiles, when opportunity offered, a facmg of carved stone might

be substituted. This was doubtless the kind of buildmgs

before the Muhammadan conquest, and the style was only

modified by that event ; hence this Bengal style b not like any

other, but a purely local one, with heavy short pillars fibced, at

least, with stone^ supporting pointed arches and vaults of

biick.

Ilyls Sb&h (1345) made Pandua, to the north of Gaur in

MSlda District, his capital, and there his son and successor, Sik-

andar Shah (1358-89) built the great Adliia Masjid withm

the first ten years of his reign. It measures nearly 500 ft. in

length by 285 ft from east to west, containing in the centre a

court measuring nearly 400 ft. by I54ft.> surrounded by a thick

cuftain wall of brick, pierced by eighty-nine arched openings,

with one on the west side much wider and more dignified than

the others. The roof was supported by 366 stone pillars—the

doisters on three sides had a double row of pillars in each—
that on the west, or the mosque proper, having four rows of

pillars and thirty-five mihrabs on the west wall The pillars

are about 3 ft. square at the base and 10 ft. 5 in. high,

some consisting of one blo( k of hornblende, but wanting in

variety of pattern. North of the central mihrab is a platform

known as the fiddabahrka takht, that is, the muluk khdna^ or
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royal gallery. This is supported by twenty-one shoft pillars of

ft iniich heavier form, and has others of a better type above.

The roof consisted of 378 domes, all of the same form and

construction. Such a design has little architectural merit,

though its size and the elegant richness of its details make it

an interesting study ; and the same character rant through

most of the works of these Purbiya rulers.

Next to the Adina Masjid comes the Eklakhi mosque or

tomb, at a distance of about two miles to the south-west. It

is said to be the tomb of Ghiyfib ud-din A/.im Shlh (1390- 7),

but there is no insciiiuion to show this, and it may iiave

been the work of jalal ud dm Muhammad Shah (14 14-

43)* ^'^^ ^^-^i'^ ^ p:reat builder. It is 80 ft. .square and

covered by one dome. Much of the materials have been

taken from Hindu temples, the structure being built of horn-

blende slabs and brick, with much embossed brick used in the

decoration. It has richly carved buttresses al the corners,

r( minding one of the bases of minaret:*, but they had only

a capstone above thi- luwl (^f the roof, the corners of which

curve downwards on each face. Though much smaller, this

was altogether a bolder aiid architecturally liner sliuctuic liian

the Adina Masjid.

To the south-west of the preceding is the S6n.a Masjid,

a small but once elegant mosque, built of hornblende or,

perhapot basak. It has five arched doorways, and was roofed

by fifteen bric± domes, but the trees that were allowed to take

root in them have wrought its destruction.

Five miles south of Pandua is Mftlda, where also are remains

of mosques, tombs^ and gateways belonging to the times of the

Furblya rulers.

Among the ruins of the once great dty of Gaur, six miles

sottth-east of Mslda, are more interesting remainsyof the same

style and period. Of these may be instanced the Dfikhil or

SalSmI gateway, the north entrance into the fort, supposed to

have been built by Rukn-ud-dfn Bfirbak Shsh (1460-74)—as

grand a structure of the kind as is to be found anywhere. It

is built of small bricks, decorated with embossed terra-cotta

facings, is 70 ft. across the fiigade, with a depth of ito ft,

having rooms for the guard on each side the passage and

lofty towers at the comers, whilst a recessed arch 34 ft. high

encloses the entrance on each face.

Just outside the fort to the east is a minar^ about 85 ft. in

height and 21 ft. in diameter, which, for two-thirds of its height,

is a polygon of twelve sides^ and above that coutraOs and is
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ciEcnlv^ Pkobftbly a plalfonn some 15 ft. in height once

sturouaded the base, but it has entirely duappeaied» and the

door is now at a consideiable height from the ground. Inside^

a spiral stair leads to the small chamber on the summit, onoe

looifed by a dome. At one time this tower was encompassed

by a revetting of stone, and the cupola ivas covered with blue

and white tiling, but now these are entirely gone. Indeed,

most of the tiles with which the mosques and tombs at Gaur
and Pandua were oiiginaUy ornamented have long since dis-

appeared, for (as mentioned in Grant's Fifth Report, p. 285)

the Nizamat daftar contained an entry of 8,000 rupees under

the head of k'lmat hhi^htkdr^ annually levied from a few land-

holders who had the exclusive right of * dismantling the

venerable remains of the ancient city of CJaur or LakhnautT,

and conveying from thence a particular sj)ecics of enamelled

bricks, surpassing in composition the imitative skill of the

present race of native inhabitants.'

This minar Mr. Fergusson regarded as a Jayastambha or

pillar of victory, coniparmg it Nviih the Kutb Minar at Delhi,

that raised by Ghiyas-ud-dia lialban at Koil in 1253, and

one at Daulatabad with a high marble platform round it

This was erected by Saif-ud dm Firoz Sh5h 11(1488-90);

and it may be remembered ihui iibout 1443 Mahnuid Khilji,

after his victory over the Rajputs at Kunibiiahiiir, erected

a lower of victory at Mandu faced with marble ; and again

on Rani Kumbha gaining a victory over Mahmud he erected

the fine Klrtti-stambha at Cbitor, 1448-58.

AmcHig the mosques at Gaur the Kadam Rasfll Masjid

at the soulh-east gate of the fort is the only one at all cared

Ibr^ because it contains a stcme bearing the supposed im-

pression of Muhammad's footprint, brought from Madbna

by Httsain Shfih (1493-15 19). The mosque was built by

his son Nusiat Sb9h» a.ix 1530. It has three arched

entrances in the front, separated by massive piera^ and is

about 35 ft in length inside; the central portion of the

loof is covered by a single dome, and it had four minarets

at the corners, the upper portions of stone^ of which only

one suinved into the last century. The fa9ade is relieved

by horisontal mouldings and panels of moulded brick, and

string-courses of the same extci^d its whole length.

South from this is the half-fallen Tantipara mosque,

irhich must have been a building of considerable archi*

tectuial merit The mihr&bs are elegantly carved, the roof

was supported by massive stone pillars, and the Dit^e richly
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decorated with ornamental terra-cotta feeing. It is ascribed

with probability to Yusuf Shah, about a.d. i4Ba
Southwards from this again is the Lattan or 'painted

inosqiie,' so called from its walls being cased inside and out

with glazed tiles of difTer^t colours—dark blue^ greets yellow,

and white, admirably arranged for effect in varied patterns.

The exterior has been much defaced, but inside, if still in

fair preservation, it is fast goinj:; to decay. It has four

entrances in eaeli end as well as in front ; and l ight double

buttresses relieve the exterior by their nK)uldin^^ and en-

crusted tile decoration. It is also ascribed to the reign of

Yusuf Shrih in 1475.

The KotwaU Darwazii is a handi>omc and imposing gate-

way of brick, leading from the south side of the old city, and,

except above,, is in pretty good jireservation. 'I'o the apex

of the arch is 31 ft., the depth is 51 ft., and on the south it

was provided with semicircular abutments on each side for

the militar)' gu. id.

About iv,o miles farther south i^ the Khwaja-kl Masjid,

known as the Chhoti Sona Masjid, built by Wall Muhammad
during the reign of Husain Sh&h, that is, in the beginning

of the sixteenth centuiy. Constructed entirely of hornblende,

whidi has been largely taken ism eatlier Hindu temples,

it is in fiurly good preservatton^better than any other in

Gaur. Inside it is divided lengthwise into thiee aisles, and

five across, the arches over which rise on somewhat massive

stone pillars to a height of so ft, and above this are the

fifteen domes. The five mihrabs are of black hornblende^

and were once gilt; while in the north-west comer is a
caived Utkhi or throne. It b ornamented outside by carving

in low relief, of most elaborate and artistic designs, and inside

it is beautifully finished. In this mosque and the next we
ha\ c the style probably at its best.

The Sons Masjid, outside the fort to the nortli east, is

perhaps the fmest memorial left at Gaur. Built by Nusrat

Shah in 1526, it was 170 ft. in length by 76 ft. deep, with

walls 8 ft. thick, faced inside and out with hornblende. In

front it has eleven arched entrances, 8J ft. wide and 14 ft.

high. 'J1h lead into a corridor, the arches of which

support the twelve domes of its roof. Within this is the

masjid^ of which tl^e wiiole roof has now fallen : it liad

three aisles in length, supported by twenty pillars, and

had eleven mihrdbs in the west wall. At both sides of the

end doorways to the corridor and at tiic back corners were
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polygonal mm&n of brown basalt, but how far they rose

above the walls la ODOOtaiB. The front had carved panels

between the doorways and mouldings above them* From its

massive solidity and size this must have been an impoaiof

building. Indeed, this characteristic of the Gaur buildings

stands out in striking contrast to the somewhat slight

architectural arcades of much of the Saracenic architecture.

Perhaps nowhere else, even in India, is the effect of

unchecked luxuriant vegetation upon the most substantial

structures to be seen in a more striking and witlial melan-

choly scale than in the vast mass of ruins that run almost

continuously for more than twenty miles from Pandua to

Madhapur. But besides these remains, there are other

examples of this style scattered over the area of what vras

the Bengal kingdom of the fourteenth and fifrcenth centuries.

And the style was continued by the n.uivca, whether Hindu
or Muhammadan, and employed with excellent effect in

temples of later date, as in that of Kanta at Kantanagar

near Dinijpur, erected 1704-23, or in the now-ruined one

of Rte Mohan al GopSlganj near the same place, built in

1754 i the latter has twelve stdes» but is damped in plan,

whidi is sacrificed to excessive ornament

Guldarga and Sidar

The BahmanI dynasty, founded by Hasan GangS Bahmani

m 1347, had GuttMoga for its capital till about 1438^ when it

was tiansfeixed to Bidar, a little over sixty miles to l^ie north-

east This kingdom stretched from Bei9r to the Kistna river

and from the Teling^ or Warangal territories on the east to

the Arabian Sea on the west, and in the latter half of (he

Meenth century it included all the Western Deocan from

Mysore to Gujarat.

During the eighty years ( 1347-1438) that Gulbarga was

the capital, it was adorned with important buUdings, of which

the most notable now remaining is the great mosque, one of

the most striking in India. It measures over all 216 ft. from

east to west by 1 76 ft. from north to south, 45 ft on the west

being occupied by the masjid proper. It differs from all the

great mosques in India in having the whole central area

covered over— as in the great mosque at Cordova—what in

(Hhers would be an open court of about 126 ft. by loofl., being

roofed by sixty-three small domes. The light is admitted

through the side-walls, which are pierced l)y great arches

on all sides except the west This plan protects the wor-
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shippen from the heat and glare of the IndiMi vm. The
central area of the ma^id is covered by a dome about 40 ft. in

diameter, nused on a clerestorjr, and ^e side sections bjr six

small domes each, whilst at each end of the corridors are

domes of the width of 25 ft The style is plain and substantia],

with but little ornament, and it is built wholly of ortginal

materials.

In the east of the town arc the tombs of the Bahmani

king"^—massive s([uare-donie'i ^(rnrturcs with handsome stone

tracery on their outer walls, and elaborately finished inside

;

thev arc now used as State otVices. Farther out is the shrine

of Banda Nawiz, built about 16401 and other dargahs are

close by.

On the removal of the capital to Bidar, mosques, palaces,

and dari^rihs were erected there also, of which most have

perished. In the citadel the most entire, perhaps, is the

mosque, which is 295 ft. in length by 77 ft. deep, with nineteen

arched entrances in front, and inside eighty round piers, each

4^- ft. in diameter, which sujiport the groins of the roof. In

the middle, enclosing the inihrabs and a pulpit of three steps,

is an apartment 38 ft. square, which is carried up as an octagon

a storey above the roof of the mosque, and covered by a large

dome. Parts of the roof—which was covered by some eighty*

four small'dmnes—^have fidlen in.

During the reign of Muhammad Sb8h II, Khivija Mahmfid
Gilani (or GSwSn), an old noble^ in 1478-9 built a nutdmsa

about 180 ft by 305 ft., with lofty minSrs at the ootnem of

the east fitce. This mtist have been a stoking building, three

storeys in height, with the towers, if not the fdiole fii^ade,

covered with enamelled tiles. In 1656 the city was taken by

Aunmg^eb^ and the madrasa was appropriated as a cafsliy

banack, and part of it as a powder magazine which exploded

and wrecked the building.

In 1493 the rule was seized by Kflsim Baxld, who leal^

founded a new dynasty, his son, Amfr Baild Shfih, assuming

the title of king. The dar^ah of the latter, about half a mile

to the west of the city, stands on a large solid platform, and is

nearly 57 ft. square, with walls 9 ft. S inches thick, rising .to a
height of 57 ft. from the platform, crowned with a sort of

honeysuckle border, and the dome is about 37 ft. in height

The don^t' ornamented inside with belts of coloured tiles,

and furt 1 r accorated with interlaced Arabic sentences.

The ten tombs of Bahmani kings, about five miles north-east

from the city, are of the like pattern and of considerable
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iptendour, the largieBt being that of Ahmad Shah I, who died

in 1435. They an not much ornamented, but are ttntctiuaUy

good, and Impcessive by their massive (Hroportions.*

Of the style of GnjarSt Mr. Fergusson has truly remarked,

that'd* the various forms which the Samcenic architecture

assumed, that of Ahmadftbad may probably be considered as

the most elegant, as it certainly is the most chaiacteristic of

all. No other form is so essentially Indian, and no one tells

its tale with the same unmistakable distinctness.' It is the

less necessary to enter into detail regarding this style of archi*

tecture, since it is one of the very few that have as yet been

treated ^vith anything approaching to fullness, in three volumes

of the Arch r' -Jr^^tcal Sun'ey of Wesfcrn India.

7"he Hindu kingdom of Gujarat had been in a high state of

civilizv'ition before its subjugation by the Muhamniadans, and -

the remains of their temples at Sidhpur, PStan, Modhera, and

elsewhere testify to the building capacity of the race. Under
Muhammadan rule they introduced forms and ornaments into

the works they constructed for their rulers, superior in elegance

to any the latter knew or could have invented. Henoe there

arose a st^le combining all the beauty and finish of the

previous luitive art with a certain magnificence of conception

which is deficient in their own works. The elevations of the

mosques have usually been studiously anaiiged with a view to

express at once the structural arrangements, and to avoid

monotony of outline by the varied elevation of each division.

Instead of the propylon of the SharkI style, the central portion

ofthe%adewas raised by a storey over the roofofthe wings, and

to this was attached two richly camd mmarets^ rising in the

very earliest mosques only as small turretsabove ^e ia^de, but

soon after to towers of cousiderable height The central dome
was raised over a gallery above the central part of the hall by
two rows of dwarf pillars, ofwhich the outer row was connected

by open stone trellis^ivork, admitting a subdued light and
providing perfect ventilation. This second stor^ rose to

about the height of the central fii^ade, and upon it was the

principal dome.

By and by the style changed much : the arched entrances

in front were often omitted, and only a screen of columns

fonned the &9ide^ the minarets being removed to the comers,

and were no longer for the mnimi» but only architectural

craaments. This was pertly a return to the Indian tmbeate

o 3
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coafltnictton, and it wai carried out in ita beat focm m the

Sarkfaej poop of bdkUagi bekx^gisg to die aecond half of the

iifteen^ ceAtury.

The Mohammadaii architecture of GujarSt ia notable for

its car\'ed stonework ; and in the perforated stone windows in

SidI Saayid'a laoaque, the carved niches in the minors of many
Other mosques^ and the acolptored mhrabs and domed and
panelled roofs, we have ornamental work that will stand com-

parison with, and much of it will rival, anythii^ of the kind

employed elsewhere in any age.

Their tombs were a natural product of the style. There

were many brick mausoleums, like that of Daryi, Khan and of

Azam and Muazzam Khan, ]w^t a? there were brick mosques

like 'Alif Khan Bhukai's at Dholka ; but all the stone tombs

were pillared pavilions of varying dimensions, the central area

over the grave covered by a dome standing <m twelve pillars.

These pillars were connected by screens of ^o ri: trellis-work

carved in ever varying patterns, and round tins there might be

a veranda with twenty pillars in the i)eriphcry, or a double

aisle with thirty-two in the outer square. And as these were
*

irregularly spaced in ordtT to alltnv the inner twelve to support

the lintels of a regular octag<;n for the dome, the monotony

of equal spacing was avoided. In larger tombs, as in Saiyid

UsmSn's, the dome was supported on a dodecagon, and

coupled pillars introduced for structural purposes also in-

creaaed ^ variety of aspect The finest example that has

come down to ns of this class is the tomb of Mubinik Saiyid,

erected at Mahmud&bSd in 1484, which is wholly in the eailier

arched style and one of the most splendid sepulduea in India,

simple in plan, with a solidity and babnoe of parts about the

whole that has nuely been equalled.

The step>well or wSv of Bai Haifr, though a Muhammadan
work, is strictly Hindu in design, and almost a copy of another

at Adfilaj ; but it is ornamented with pillars and galleriea

having carved wall panels in every way as the mosques ami

The sluices, too, of the great artificial tuiks are really works of

art-Hlesigned in suitable foims, and highly omamentaL

Bijapur

The Musalmin dynasties of the Dcccan were short-lived,

and about the same time that the Band Sh&his supplanted the

Bahmanis at Bidar, the Nizam Shahis set up as rulers at

Ahmadnagar ; and in 1492 Yusuf 'Adil Sbih, a Turk—said to

have been a son of the Ottoman Sultfin MurSd XI*-wbo had
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f(Mind service underAmir Band, founded the kingdom of Bijajiur.

The Berar and Golconda kingdoms arose respectively before

and after this ; but of their architecture we have as yet no

really satisfactory survey. Of Bij;lpur we have the excellent

accounts by Ferguj^son, Cajjt. Hart, and Meadows Taylor

(1859 and 1866). It is, therefore, the less necessary to enlarge

upon it.

The foreign origin of the 'Adil ShJhl dynasty, and their

partiality for the Shiah form of Islam prevailaig in Persia

rather than the Sunni, together with their ready employment of

Persian officers, probably influenced their architecture, and

led to that largeness and grandeur which characterized the

Bij^ur style.

About twenty years ago tlie Bombay Government adapted

a mtmber of these old building* to modem requirements : the

Bukhira Masjid has been used as a post ofBce^ and the mosque
belonging to Muhammad's great tomb was turned into a traTel-

lers* resthouse» but has recently been restored ; then the 'Adfllat

Mahal was converted into the Collector's residence ; the Chlni

Mahal into public offices ; Y&qHt Dabalfs mosque into a resi-

dence for the Assistant Collector; KhawSss KhSn's ^Ssij^ and
mosque into bouse and office for the Executive Engineer ; the

ChhotS Chfiil Mahal intoa house for the Police Superintendent

;

and the *Arash Mahal into the Civil Surgeon's residence.

The more notable buildings now left at BijApur are the jSmi

Masjid, begun by 'Ali 'Adil Shah (1557-79), and his

unfinished tomb ; tiie Gegan Mahal (1561) ; the Mihtar

Mahal; the Ibrahim rauza and mosque {1580-162 7); the

'Asar Mahal ; and the Gol Gumbaz or great tomb of Muham-
mad 'Adil Shah (1626-56).

The style of the buildings differs markedly from those of

Agra and Delhi, but is scarcely, if at all, inferior in onginality

of design and boldness of execution. There is no trace of

Hindu forms or details ; the style was their own, and was

worked out with striking boldness and marked success. The
mode in which the thrusts are provided for in the giant dome
of Muhammad's tomb, by the use of massive pendcntives,

hanging the weight inside, has drawn the admiration of Euro-

pean architects. And this dome, rising to about 175 ft. from

the floor, roofs an area 130 ft. square, covering 2,500 sq. ft.,

larger than the Pantheon at Rome, where stability is secured

only by throwing a great mass of masonry on the haunches, and
so hiding the external outline.

i iic plan of the Jami MasijiU is of the usual form, except
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that the east wall and corridor was never built ;
but, notwith-

standing, it is one of the finest moscjues in India. It was com-

menced early in the reign of 'All 'Adil >\uA\ I (1557-79).

The ma.yiJ pro})cr is ahnni ^4; ii. 111 I'^ii^^ih by 130 ft. deep,

divided longitudinally into five aisles, by nine across ; but the

centre, occupying a square space of three bays each way, is

covered by the great dome, supported in the same way as that

over Mttbammad *Adil ShSh's, rising to a height of about 96 ft.

imide^ and is the earliest example of this style ofdome—being
nearly a century earlier than that on the great tomb. The
court is about 187 ft. from east to westi and has a corridor on
the nordi and south sides. At the east comers two ndttSrs

were to be erected, but only that on the north was properly

b^;ua At a later date the court was extended eastwards, and

a laige gateway constructed about z 15 ft. in advance of the

original court, with part of a corridor on the south of it

In tite Gaffut Mahal, again, the coitial arch has a span of *

61 ft., but the whole structure is ruined, and the wooden
roof, &C., were carried ofT by the Marath5s. The Asar

MubSrak, too, is largely of wood, the facade being open, with

two wooden pillars supporting the roof, while inside the deco-

ration was of the same material and richly painted. Again, in

the Mihtar Mahal—really a splendid gateway to a mosque

—

and in the Ibrahim rausa group, we have every detail of the

Structure in stone covered with the most delicate and ex-

quisitely elaborate car\'ing. the windows filled with tracery, and

cornices supported by wonderfully rich brackets. In the

dargdh, too—as if in defiance of constructional demands—the

room, 40 ft. sijuare. is covered by a [xrfectly level stone

roof, supported only by a cove-bracketing from the walls on
each side.

Mughal Sctrateme SfyU

The Mughal phase of Indian Saracenic architecture began

under I>abar (1526-31), but we have no important work of his

left, nor of his son Humayun. The first examples of the style

belong tg the time of Sher Shah (i539-45\ one of the most

characteristic of which is the Kila-kohna or Sher Shah Masjid

(1541) at Purana-Kila, near Delhi; and there are a few other

fragments there and at Rohtas. But though the later develop-

ments of the style in the rich remains at Delhi, Agra, Fatehpur

Sikri, and some other places have been largely surveyed and
iUustcated, these earlier structures, though so interesting as the

initial forms of the style, have bitfaeito been neglected for tfie
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more ornamental examples of later date. The llrst, too, seems

to have suffered most under our own rule. During the whole

pt;iiud of the Mughal dynasty, as Mr. Fergnsson has well re-

marked, there is a 'unity in the works and a com{)lctcness in theu*

histor}' which makes the study of then au peculiaii) lascinat-

ing , and some of their buildings will bear comparison, in souie

rciipeets, with any architectural productions in the world.'

With the emperor Akbar (1556-1605) the Mughal styles

made a great advance ; he built very largely, and art was living

end devdoping so vigorously during his long reign that it would ,

be difficult to enumerate iQl the peculiarities of his numefous

buildtngiB* As ID the Gujarit and other styles, there is a com*

bination of Hindu and Mtihammadan features in his works

whidi were never pexfecdy blended. like their predecessors^

the Fathins, Ae Mug^bals were a tomb-buildiag race^ and those

of the latter are even more splendid than those of the fonner,

more artistic In design, and more elaborately decorated The
most splendid. of thes^ and the most renowned buOding in

India» is the fiur-^uned nuusdeum, the Taj Mahal at Agra—the
tomb of Mumtfiz Mahal, the wife of Shah Jahin; it is sur-

rounded by a garden, as were almost all Muslim tombs.

In the fine tomb of his fiuher HumSyOn, and at Fatehpur

Sikri, Akbar's buildings a^-c h-n ^een ; and as the latter have

been well illustrated by Mr. Ed. W. Smitbi in four volumes of

his Svitvy M^artSf it is 'unnecessary here to enter upon details.

Three small pavilions, said to have been built for three of his

wives, are gems of picturesque structures, carved and orna-

mented to the greatest extent without being in the least over-

done, and are unsurpassed by anything uf the kind elsewhere.

Then the great mosque is scarcely matched in elegance and

architectural effect ; the south gateway is well-known, and from

its size and structure excels any similar entrance in India,

Akbar's pavilion, the Chilis Situn at Allahabad, was deotro>ed

for materials to repair the fortifications; but his tomb at

Sikandra near Agra is a unic^ue structure of the kind and of

great merit, the plan probably suggested by some native

design.

With Akbar's death the siyle underwent a change : the

Hindu ic. lures disappeared entirely, as if outgrown. Jahangir

made Lahore his principal residence, and Agra and Delhi have

litde to show belonging to his rule. His great mosque at

Lahore is in the Persian style, covered with enamelled tiles

;

his tomb near by (1630-40) was made a quarry of by the

Sikhs fion wfaidi to build their temple at Amritsar ; and the
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capital he bu lt at Dacca in Bengal, being mostly of brick-

work, in bo muisL a clnnaie, has gone to utter decay. At

Agra, the tomb of l'tim5d-ud-daula belongs to this reign,

and being built entirely of white marble and covered wbcdly

by pietra dura mosaic, it is ODe of the most qdendid enmpk^
of that class of onuuaaentation anywhere to be found.

Under ^)8h JahSn (1628-58) a remaikable cfaaqge came
over the style : its fofoe and originality gave way to a delicate

elegance and refinement of detail This is well iUiistrated in

the magnificent palaces he bnilt at Agra and Ddhi—the latter

once the most exquisitely beaittifiil in the East Unfortunately^

no adequate survey of what remains of these buildings has yet

been published. Of the Taj Mahal (i63a-54X fortunately so

well preserved, nothing need be added; its extreme delicacy, the

richness of its material, and the complexity of its magnificent

des^ have been dwdt on by writers of all countries. So also

of die surpassingly pure and elegant MotI Masjid in the Agra

Fort, all of white marble : it is among the gems of the style.

The Jftmi Masjid at Delhi (1650-66) is a really imposing

building, and its position and architecture have been carefully

considered so as to produce a pleasing effect and feeling of

spacious elegance and well-balanced proportion of parts. In

his works Shah Jahan presents himself as the most magnificent

builder of Indian sovereigns.

With the reign of Aurangzeb (165S-1707) the decline of

taste set in at once. He was more disposed to insult the

religion of the Hindus than to glorify his reign by splendid

HK^numents ; and \Wth all his fanaticism on behalf of Islam, it

is said he lowered the minibars of the mosques that the khattbs

might not stand in a commanding position in his presence.

With little true reverence, it was hardly to be expected he

should dehght in architectural magnificence. Spending much of

his time in camps, he built no palace of importance ; the tomb
c)f his favourite witV ctt Aurangabad^—vulgarly believed to be

like the Taj at Agra— is commonplace to a degree, a;»d he

erected no tomb for himself, though he lived to a great age.

The works of his reign seem mostly to have shared in the same

dedine of style: squared stone and marble gave way to brick

or rubble with stucco ornament

The buildings at Seringapatam and Lucknow are of sdQ
later date and are in certain respects imposing, but in detail

are often tawdiy. Yet architecture is not dead in India.

Even in recent yeais there have been erected tombs and
temples of purely native origin and of mudi elegance in detail,
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while retaininL': the essential elements of structural design ; in

others again, these elements have parted company, and no

amount of elegant ornament can compeusatc the want of i)ro-

priety in such structures. Otherwise the imitation of a foreign

style is rapidly proving fatal to indigenous art.

Much remains to be done to make us fully acquainted with

Indian architecture in its many and interesting plinscs, more

e<lM Lially in Hindustan or India north of the Vindhya range,

and in tlie extreme South as well as in Hydcrabacl terri-

tory. In the North there has been too little system in the

surveys ; we want a few monographs on entire styles and dis-

tricts to enable us to grasp lliuir real merits and characteristics.

Surveys of buildings hero and there without any links of archi-

tectural or historical connexion may serve to illustrate the

tmvd]er''8 routes but oontr&iite Utile to a liill or scientific

ddineatkm, the pobKcatkm of which is a serious desideratum.

JAS. BURGESS,
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CHAPTER VI

SANSKRIT LITERATURE

Impor« For a full comprehension of modem India a knowledge of

Sanskrit
Sanskrit literature is indispensable. The language in which it

literature. ^ written was, in its earli^ form, die parent of nearly aU the

vemaculan of Nortbem India, while even the Dmvidiantongues

of the Sonth are saturated with Sanskrit words. The titeiature

itself iumishes the key to the civilization of ihs Hindus, the

vast majority of the population of the Indian Empire. While

ranking very high amoQg the literatures of ancient peoples in

aesthetic oierit^ it is superior to all as a source for the study of

human evolution. An indication of its importance in this re-

spect is the fitct tiial^ while the discovery ofthe Sanskrit language

giive rise to the science of Comparative PbHolQgy, acquaintance

with the Yedas resulted in the sclenoes of Comparative Myth*

ology and Cdmpaiative Rd^oo. One of th^ twodepaftments

in which the main strength of Sanskrit literature lies is religion.

This in part ea^Iain^ how the Indians are the only division of

the Indo-European family which has created not only a great

natioiMl religion, Brahmanism, but also a great world-religion,

Buddhism . In philosophy, too, the Indian mind has produced

independently several systems which bear evidence of high

powers of speculation. The great interest, however, wbidi

these two branches of Sanskrit literature have for us lies not so

much in the results arrived at, as in the fact that they reveal

every step in the evolution of religious and philosophical

thought.

Owing chiefly to the gigantic mountain barrier which isolates

the Peninsula from the rest of the world, the civihzation of

India, as well as the literature which reflects it, displays not

only an originality, but al.su a continuity, which has scarcely

a parallel elsewhere. Thus no other country (with the possible

exception of China) can trace its language, literature, and

instilulioiis through an uninterrupted development of more
than three thousand years.
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The history of ancient Indian Hlciaturc naturally falls into Two

the two main periods of the Vedic and the Sanskrit. 1 he ^^J^
former, extending from perhaps as early as 1500 b. c. to about

200 B.C., embraces in its earlier phase a religious poetical litera-

ture which arose in tlie plain of the Indus, while the nnxlucts

of its latter half. theolo?:;ical treatises in prose, were composed

in the pUiu ui the danges. During the Vedic age Ar)^n

civilization overspread the whole of Hiii' 'u^^an, the vast tract

bounded by ihc iiui...Lt).uind the Vindhy.i ranges on the north

and south, and by the mouths of the Ganges and Indus on the

east and west The Sanskrit period, during which Brahman

culture was diffused over the Deccan, or the ' South,' reaches

from near the end 300 b.c.) of the Vedic period down to

the beginnmg ofthe Mohammadan conquest, or about a.d. iooo.

GenefaUy aecnlar in its subjectSi it has notable achievements to

show in nearly eveiy dei»rtment of literature^ as well as in

various btanclies of science. Historical works in the tnie

sense aie^ however, entirely wanting. Hencewe usoally know
nothing at all about the lives of Sanskrit autfaois, and definite

dates do not begin to appear in connexion with them tin about

A.0. 500.

The chronology of the Vedic period is purely conjectural, Pandty of

sestQg on internal evidence alone. Three main Itteraiy strata
^^^^^^

can here be distinguished* The lower limit of the second

cannot be placed bdow 500 B.C, since its latest doctrines are

presupposed by Buddhism, and the year of Buddha's death has

been cakmlated, with a high degree of probability, from the

xeooided dates of the various Buddhist Councils, to be about

480 ft,a The earliest stiatum, that of the Vedic hymns, may
be assumed roughly to extend from 1500 to 1000 B.C.

I or the Sanskrit period we have, in addition to internal

evidence, a few chronological landmarks furnished by the

visits of foreigners. The earliest actual date of this kind is

A1aBmder*s invasion of India in 3S6 b. c. Then came the Greek

Megasthenes^ who, about 300 B.C., resided for some years at the

court of PStaliputra (the modem Patna), and has left a valuable

though fragmentary account of India in his time. Many cen-

turies later several Chinese pilgrims paid prolonged visits to

India. The most inii)ortant of them were Fa-hian (a.d. 399-

414), Iliuen Tsang (630-45), and I Tsing {671-95), The records

of these three travellers are extant and have all been translated

mto Eugliiih. Besides shedding light on the social conditions,

the religious thought, and the Buddhist antiquities of India in

their day, they supply some general and specific facts about
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The Vedic

UofUage.

The San-
skrit l«n-

Religious

character

of Vedic

Indian literature. About the close of the Sanskrit period we
have the vcr\- vahmblc account of India, at the time of the

Muhamniadaa iava&ioQ, by the Arabic author AlberOo^ wxitteo

in A.D. 1030.

The language in which the Vedas were composed is an older

form of classical Sanskrit, differing from the latter on the whole

about as much as Homeric differs from classical Greek, or the

Latin of the Salian hymns from that of Varro. In the Vedic

language several stages can, however, be distinguished. The
Sanskrit period may be regarded as commencing from the time

when the language was stereotyped by the great grammarian

Panini, at the end of the fourth century B.C. Classical Sanskrit

is phonetically almost exactly the same as the earliest Vedic

;

grammaiicaliy 11 differs from the latter chiefly by the disappear-

ance of many forms
;
linguistic changes are otherwise chiefly to

be found in the vocabulary. This later phase of the language

is called Sanskrit {sam^kfUa^ *put together'), the * refined' or

'ekbonl^' as opposed to PrSkrit (Jra/tfUa), Uie name ofthe old

popular dialects whidi are descended from the eailiest fonn of

Sanskrit^ and whiGhm turnaie the floiiroea ofthe modem IiM^
veniacalais. Theseancient Pcflkrits occupy an important positioo

by the side of the parent language. Isk the first place, the

oldest Indian inscriptions, from tho third oentuiy b.c omnrdik
are written in PrSkriti not Sanskrit Again, in the ancient

Indian drsmas PtSkrit Is to some eitent emptoyed beside San-

skrit But the chief importance of the Prskrits lies in the fret

that they are the main literary Tehtde of the two great non>

BriUimanical idigions of India, Jainism and Buddhism. FkSr

krit akeady existed in the sixdi century &c, for it was in the

vernacular that Buddha preached his gospel in order tiiat all

might understand him« The oldest form of literary Frtioit

is Pali, the sacred language of the type of Buddhism pre*

served in Ceylon. It is related to Sanskrit in mudi the same
way as Italian to Latin, characteristically avoiding conjunct

c<»isonants and preferring final vowels. Thus the Sanskrit

su^^ ' thread,' and dharma^ ' duty,' become sutia and dhamma
respectively, while vidyut^ * lightning,' assumes the form of

vijju.

From beginning to end W'dic litcniture bears an exclusively

religious stamp ; even its latest productions were composed at

least to subserve religious purposes. This is, indeed, implied

by the term 'Vedic' For vcda, primarily signifying 'know-

ledge,' rt^larly cither designates 'sacred lore' as a branch of

literature, or has the restricted sense of ' sacred book.'
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In Vedie literature thiee stages can be dearly distinguished* Three

The tot, oefttiye and poetical, einbnu:e8 the four Vedas, "^^^^
which were composed chiefly to accompany the oblation of the liienttnie

Soma juice or oC mdted batter (j^V'Ai) ofiered to the gods. i«VedM

lliese Vedas are ^ooUectioos' of hymns and pntyerSp called

^
Samhitas^ which were arranged for various ritual purposes.

The creative epoch was followed \f$ one in which the priest-

hood devoted their energies to the daboration of the sacrificial

ceremonial. The main object ofthe Vedichymns and formulas^
by this time deemed ancient and sacred revelations^ was now
their apphcation to the innumerable details of the sacrifice.

Thus there grew up in sacerdotal tradition a new body of 2. Drih-

doctrine which assumed definite shape in the form of a number
of theological treatises, entitled BrShmanas, ' tK)oks dealing

with devotion ' {brahman). Written throughout in prose, they

are notable as the oldest representatives, among the Aryan

nations, of that type of composition. The Brahmanas them-

selves gradually acquired a sacred character, being classed, in

the next period, along with the hymns, as ir^///' (' hearing'),

or 'revelation,' that which was directly heard by or, as we
should say, revealed to the seers of old. Later works on

religious and civil usage, being regarded as less authoritative,

were called smriti^ or ' memory/ as lianding down only the

tradition derived from ancient sages. Such is the character of 3. Sutras,

the Sutras ('thread* or 'clue '),which constitute the third and last

stage of Vedic literature. These are compendia, composed in

ari extremely concise style of prose, which deal with A'edic

ritual and customary law. Their main object is to supply a

brief survey of the mass of details preserved in the Brahmanas

and in floating tradition.

The Rig 'ocda, the *Veda of vmes/ is by ftr the most The Rig-

important as weU as the oldest of the Vedas. Consbting*^
entirely of lyrics, mainly in praise of various gods, it may be

described as a book of psakns. The Rigwda contains 1,017

hymns, which, it has been calculated, equal in bulk the sur-

viving poems ofHomer. The hymns are grouped in ten books,

called ma^fdolas or 'cycles.' Sue of these books (ii-vii)are

homogeneous in arrangement, while each of them is the work

of a diflerent &mily of seers. The first, eighth, and ten&
books, on the other hand, agree in being made up of a number

of groups based on identity of authorship ; while the unity of

the ninth book is due to all its hymns k>eing addressed to the

single deity Soma. There can be little doubt that the ' family

books' formed the nudeus of the collection, while the tedth,

VOL. n. F
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as an aggregftte of supplementary hyiiina» ms added last

There are many criteria showing the recent origin of this book

;

it contaiD% moreover, a number of hymns dealing with subjects

foreign to the earlier books, such as cosmogony and phik>-

sophical speculation, wedding and burial rites, spells and

Incantations. Linguistically, too, it forms in many respects a

Thei'aOT- transition to the other Vedas. The canonical form of the

A*M tttL Migoeda is called the SamJiita text, or that in which the words

are omibined {sam-hita^ 'put together') according to the rules of

euphony {sandhi). There is sufficient evidence to show that

this text came into existence after the completion of the

Brahmanas, and dates from about 600 B.C. Extraordinary

precautions very soon began to be taken to safeguard the

The Pada canonical text thus fixed. The first step was the con.siitution

text. of the Pada or 'word' text, which, being an analysis of the

Sam/u/df gives each word in its independent and unmodified

form. Its author, ^akalya, was known to YSska (r. 500 b. c).

A number of other and more elaborate texts were devised for

the same purpose, as well as several very detailed supplemen t 1 1 y

indexes. As a result, the text of the Rigveda has been, witli a

laiiiifulness unitjue in iiiciaiy liistory, preserved unchanged lur

2,500 years. The evidence of the other \'cdas, which largely

borrowed from the oldest one long before the constitution of

the SeufMd text, further shows that the fixity of the Rigvedic

text dates from a period which can hardly be less remote than

tooo B.&

TheVedic ^ ^ ^ Vedas and of two Brlhma^as has

Kcoeot been preserved in an accented form. Ttie Vedic accent was a
musical one, depending on the pitch of the yoice^ like fhat in

ancient Greek. This remained the character of the Indian

accent till after the time of PSnini ; bu^ like the old Greek

musical accent, it later gave place to a stress accent The
modem pronunciation of Sanskrit has become dependent on

the quantity of the last two or three syllables^ much as in

Latin. Thus a long penultimate is accented, as m Kalidasa

;

or a long ante [)enultimate, if followed by a short syllable as

in driAmaffa or himalaya (' abode of snow ').

Vedie
hymns of the Jxiir^'cda consist of stansas ranging in

meitet* number from three to fifty-eight, but usually not exceeding ten

or twelve. A Vedic stansa is normally formed of three or four

lines (verses) of eight, eleven, or twelve syllables. The two

conmionest stanzas are the gayatri of three octosyllabic lines

ending in two iambics (^-^'~\ and the trish^ubh of four hen-

decasyllabic lines ending in two trochees (-w- w). The former
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cmfaraoet nearly one-fourth, the latter two-fifths of all the

ftanas of tbo J^^rwdSn. Another not ttncommoa metie Is the

Muihhtbh^ which consists of four octosyllabic lines. In kter

Sanskrit Uie gayoin has disappeared altogether, while the

mmshiuhkf now generally called sioka, has become the pre-

dominant measure of poetiy. The Vedic metres, which aie

the foundation of the entire prosody of the later literature^ are

peculiar in requiring the rhythm of only the last four or five

syllables of the line to be fixed. In the Sanskrit period, on the

other hand, the quantity of every syllable in the line was

determined in all metres, with the sole exception of the loose

sloka measure of epic poetry. The literar}' :is well as metrical

skill with which the hymns of the Rigoeda are composed is

considerable.

As nearly all those hymns are addressed to various gods, ^^.^ttc^ of

their matter is largely rnyihological. This myihology is Tynans

specially interesting from the point of view of religious my^^o^.
evolution; for it represents an earlier stage of thought than is cuL

to be met with in any other literature. It is still sultleiently

primitive t<) show ckarly the process of personification by which

natural phenomena developed into gods. Always observing

action or movement in everyday life to proceed from some living

being, the Vedic Indian, like man in a much less civilized state,

still refers analogous occurrences in nature to personal ai^cnts

whom he deems inherent in the phenomena. On the other

band, the unvarying regularity of sun and moon, as well as the

unfiulmg reconenoe the dawn, suggested to these early poets

the idea of a general law of uniformity in nature, whidi thqr

recognized under the name olrita (the 'course' of things), and
which they fiirther extended to the fixed rules of the sacrifice

(< rile '), and then to those of morality right In spite of its

comparative primitiveness, the mythology of the Rigveda con-

tains many conceptions clearly derived from still earlier ages.

Thus several of the Vedic deities go back to the timewhen the Pto-IndiaB

ancestors of Persians and Indians were as yet one people.
^^"^^"^^T

Such are Yama, god of the dead, who corresponds to Yima, oi^^
the ruler of Paradise in the Avestd ; and especially the sun-god

Mitra, the counterpart of the Persian Mithra, whose cult, from

A.D. aoo-^oo, became so widely diffused through the Koman
£mpire. From the stUi more remote Indo-£uropean age had
been handed down the general conception of 'god' {deva-s^

Lat. deus) and that of Heaven as a divine father {fiyauf

Greek, Zeus pater ; T^it. Jupiter).

The Vedic poets regarded the universe as divided into the

9 2
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Aiee domains of earth, air, and heaven, a triad on iHudi th^
kwe to dwell. In all of tlicsc tlv nrtions of the gods take

place^ though their home is in the third and highest world, the

The ^odi abode of light Nearly all the higher gods of the Rigveda are

^V^rdb
pci^sonifications ofnatural phenomena, such as Sun, Dawn, Fire^

person ill Wind. Save a few deities derived from an older period, these

SiSS^ ^'^^ more or less clearly connected w^ith their physical

phcno- basis. The personification is thi i cfore rudimentary, lacking

mena. definitencss and individuality of characlL-r. Hence the gods

are frequently identified wiih one another, and in some of the

Incipient latest hymns the idea is even ex!)ressed that the various d'jities

1°^^^ are but different manifestations of a single divine ing. Thus

one p()et remarks: 'The one being i)ricsti> speak of in many
ways; they call it Agni, Varna, Matarisvan.' Another says:

•priests and poets with words make into many the bird [the

sun] which is but one.' Such inci[)ient monotheism in a few

late passages assumes the form of identifying a deity not c»nly

Growth of with all the gods but with nature as w ell. This germ ofpantheism

pMithdtm . dcveloi)ed through lL. later Vedic literature till it finally

appears iu the shape of the \'edanLi philusophy, still the most

popular system of the Hindus. The poets even of the older

hymns frequently invoke different gods as if each were para-

• ileuo- mount in turn. This practice hardly requires the special

theiMB.' designation of 'Henotheism' which it has received; for it

amotuits to little more than the exaggeration with which a

singer would naturally magnify the particular god he is invoking.

The Vedic gods are almost exclusively beneficent beinigs who
giant long life and prosperity, Rudra being the only one with

Demoni. harm^ul traits. The lesser ills connected with human life^

such as disease^ proceed from minor demons ; while the greater

calamities manifested in nature^ such as droughty are the work

of powerful demons like Vfitn. The relation between the wor-

shipper and the gods is conceived as essentially based on mutual

benefit Thus the key-note of many a hymn is simply, ' I give

Effect of to thee that thou mayst give to me.* The notion is also often

ofiennga. expressed that the might and valour of the gods are the effect of

hymns, sacrifices, and, in pBrticular,ofiering8 oisoma. The Brah<

manas, going still further, represent the sacrifice as all-powerful,

controlling not only the gods but the very processes of nature.

The gods The gods are often stated in the Rigveda to be thirty-three

jpJ^^ in number. There are, however, hardly twenty sufiiciently im-

* portant to be invoked in at least three entire hymns. The

most prominent are Indra, the t!iu!ider-god, with some 250

hymns ; Agni, the god of fir^ with about 200 ; and Soma with
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over 100; while Parjanya, god of rain, and Yama, god of the

dead, are addressed in only three each. It is rematfcable that

tiie two great deities of modern Hinduism, Vishnu and ^iva,

equal in rank at the present day, should als<i have been on the

same level, though far below the leading gods, three thousand

yean ago. Even then they had the same characteristics as

now, Vishnu being spedally benevolent, and Rudra (the earliest

form of ^iva) terrible.

The oldest amon<; the gods of heaven is Dyaus (Ck. Zeus). Gods of

The person iflcal ion, however, hardly went beyond the idea fej^l'
of paterr ;:\ . Dyaus is generally coupled with Prithivl, Earth,

tlie Motbef, the pair being celebrated in six hymns as universal

paients.

A much more important deity of the sky is Vaiuna. Van^a.

Though invoked in far fewer hymns than Indra, Agni, or Soma,

he is undoubtedly the highest of the Vedic gods by the side of

Indra, While Indra is ihc mighty warrior. Varum is liie great

upiiolder of physical and moral order (/-/Ai). The iiymns

addressed to hitn are more ethical and devout in tone than any

others. They form the most cxaUed portion of the \'cda, often

resembling in sublimity of tliought and diction tlic Hebrew

Psalms. From the end of the Kigvedic period onwards, the

sovereign characteristics ofVaruna gradually faded away, and the

dominion of waters, only a part of his original sphere, alone

remained. Hence in post-Vedic okylliology he is merely an

Indian Neptonc, god of the sea.

We find ht die Jtigoeda five solar deities^ derived fiom the Solar

various manifestations of the sun's power. The oldest, per-

haps, <tf these is Mitra, the * Friend,' the personification of the

sun's beneficent agency. Surviving firom an earlier period, his

indlvidnaHty is abnost merged in that of Vanina, with whom he

is nearly always invoked.

The most coDCieCe of the solar group is Sflry% whose name sorya.

is the ordinary designation of the luminary. He is spoken of

as the eye oir fhe gods, beholding the good and bad deeds

of mortals^ and as riding in a car drawn by seven steeds.

Savitri, the ' Stimulator,' represents the quickening activity Sarikii

of the sun. To him is addressed the most fiunous stanza of

the Rigveda, with which he was in ancient times invoked at the

beginning of Vedic study, and which is still repeated by every

orthodox Br&hman in his morning prayers

May we attain that excellent-

Glory of Savitri the god,

That he may stimulate our thoughts^
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Pflshan, the ' Prosperer,' exhibits the genial aipect of the son,

manifested chiefly as a pastoral deity.

Vishnu, though less frequently invoked than any of the

other solar deities, is historically by far the most important.

The essential feature of his individuality is that he takes three

strides, which doubtless ty[)ify the course of the sun through the

three divisions of the universe. His highest step is heaven,

where the gods and the fathers dwell. In several passages he

is said to have taken his three steps for the benefit of mankind.

According to a myth of the Brahmanas, Vishnu rescued the

earth for man from the demons by taking his three strides, after

assuming the form ot a dwarf. Here we have a transition to

the later mythology, where Vishnu's benevolence is further

developed in the doctrine of Avatars or incarnations lor the

good ot liutiuiKiiy.

Among the deities of celestial light, the most often invoked

are the twin gods of morning, named Aivins or * Horsemen,*

the Dioscuri of Greek mjrthology. They are the sons of

Heaven, eternally young and handsome^ riding on a. car with

SOrya, daughter of the aim. liCany myths axe told of their

deeds m succouring the distressed.

In the realm of air the dominant deity is Indra, the fiupourite

and national god of the Vedic Indian. Primarily the thunder-

god, he is cbi^y engaged m the conquest of Vfitia, the

' Obstructor,' the demon of drought He enters upon the fray

armed with his bolt» exhilarated by copious draughts of soma^

and generally escorted by the storm-gods.

Another deity of the air is Faijanya, whose activity in

oonnenon with the phenomena of the lainstorm is very

graphically described.

The god of wind, Vayu or Vata, is often associated with

Indra and Faijanya in the drama of the storm.

Rudra occupies a unique position among the Vedic gods

;

for fear of his terrible lightning shafts, or deprecation of his

wrath, is the burden of the invocations addressed to him.

The euphemistic epithet Hiva, 'The Auspicious,* appUed to

him a few times in the Rigvcda, but with increasing

frequency in the later Vedas, became his regular name in

the post-Vedic period. Thus Rudra is not only besought

to preserve from calamity, Init also to bestow welfare on man
and beast ; he is even occasionally lauded as a great healer.

The most important of the terrestrial deities is Agni (Lat.

ij^/iis). It is only natural that the personification of the

sacrihcial Idre, the centre around which the ritual poetry
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of the Veda moves, should engross so much of the attention

id the seen^ who love to dwell on his wioos births, forms,

end abodes. They often leier to the daily genentioa of

Agni hf firktioii from the two fire«tickS| a method stiU

sorriviiig in India. His triple chatacter as son in heaven^

lightning in the air, and fire on earth, is frequently alluded

to, especially in a mystical manner.

Since the soma sacrifice is a mam part of the VedicSooMk

ritiial, the personification of the soma plant and Juice is

naturally one of its leading deities. The hymns to Soma
are chiefly concerned with the processes by which the juice

is pressed, strained, and flows into the wooden ?ats in which

it is finally offered as a beverage to the gods on a litter of

gmss. The exhilarating and invigorating action of tOPW
led to its being regarded as a divine drink bestowing eternal

life. Hence it is called amrita^ the 'immortar draught

A comparison of the AoeUa with the Rigveda shows clearly

that soma was already an important feature in the mythology

and cult of the Indo-Iranian age.

It is chiefly in the later hymns of the Rigveda that a few Abstract

abstract deities begin to appear. These are either deifications

of abstract nouns, such as Sraddha, 'Faith,' and Manyu,
* Wrath,' or generalized attributes, such as Prajapati, * Lord rmjapau.

of Creatures.' The latter, originally an epithet of such gods

as Savitri and Soma, finally appears as a distinct deity with

the character of a Creator. By the time of the Brahmanas,

Prajapati is recognized as the chief deity, the father of the

gods. In the Sutriis we find him identified with Brahma,

his sutcessor in the post-Vedic j^e.

Goddesses occupy, on the whole, a very subordinate Goddesses,

position in Vedic belief. 1 hu only one of any consequence Ushas,

is Ushas, the * Shining One,' goddess of dawn. The most

charming and graceful creation of the ^ishis, she is celebrated in

•ome twenty hymns, which are the most poetical hi the Rigvedtt.

The next in importance is SarasvatI, to whom three hymns StiMVAtL

are addressed. Though only a river goddess in the Rigoeda^

she is in the BiShmanas identified with Vfich, goddess of

speech^ and has in post-Vedic mythology become the goddess

of eloquence and wisdom, invoked as a muse and leg^urded

as the wife of BxahmiL

A peculiar feature is the mvocation in couples of deities Bual

whose names are combined in the fonn of dual compounds.

There are nearly twenty such pairs, as Mitra and Varuna

(MiirS^oantmS), or Heaven and Earth (J)yavSfritkiBi\ I
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There are aloo flome more or less definite groups of divine

beings geneEsUy aaodated with some patticalar god. The
largest and most Impor!^r,nt of these (dirioe Mvea or thrice

sixty in number) are the Maruts or storm-gods^ soos of Rudrs,

who constantly attend Indra in his warlike eiploits. The
smaller group of the Adityas is r^larly mentioned in

company with their mother Aditi, or their chief Varuna.

Their number in the Jiigveda is seven or eigh^ but in the

Brahmanas and later, twelve.

Besides the lr";2h*T gods, several semi-divine beings appear

in the Ivi]::vcda. Such arc the Ribhus, a triad of deft-

handed elves, who by their marvellous skill acquired immor-

tality. Then there is the celestial water-nymph called

Apsaras, the spouse of a corresponding male genius, Gan-

dharva. Sometimes an indefinite number of Apsarases are

mentioned in the J^ij^rcda. This is regularly the case in the

later \'edas, whore their abode is extended to the earth. In

the Urahmanas they are described as very beautiful, and

devoted to dance, song, and pL). In the post-Vedic period

they have become the courtesans of Indra's heaven. One
of the hymns of the J^igveda^ consisting of a dialogue

between an Apsaras named Urvad and an earthly lover

named Purfliavasi has a special interest as containing the

oldest Aryan love«tocy. This myth, told widi move oo-

heience and detail m one of the BrShmanas, fuimshedi

upwaxds of a thousand years later, the theme of one of

Kalidgsa's plays.

The Gandhanras^ too^ m the later Vedas^ form a class

which is associated with the Apsarases. Iii the post-Vedie

age they appear as celestial singen and musiciaiis.

Among the numerous ancient priests and heroes of the

Rigpeda, the most important is Manu» the first sacrifioer and
the ancestor of mankind. In one of the Brfthmanas he
plays the part of Noah in the history of human desoenL

Animals frequently figure in the mythology and religion

of the Veda. The horse is conspicuous as drawing the

cars of the gods, and, in particular, as representing the sun

under various names. But it is the cow which, owii^ to

her great utility, is mo^t prominent. Thus the beams of
dawn and the rain-clouds constandy appear as cows ; and
the earth itself is often called a cow. It is clear that tlie

anininl already possessed a sacred character ; the evidence

of the yh'csfa. indeed, shows that her sanctity goes back to

the Indo-Izaiiiaa period. In the Atharvavcda the worship
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of the cow is fully recc^gni/cd. Her sacredni >s has not

only survived in India, but has even been intenbilied by the

lapse of time.

Among the noxious animals of the Rigi'eda, the serpent is Serpeots*

the most notable. This is the form in which the powerful

demon \'ritra is represented. In the later Vedas tlie serpents

are mentioned as a class of semi-divine beings, and in the

Sutras ofTerings to them are prescribed. In the Svitras we first

meet with the Nngas, which, while serpents in reality, arc

human in form. In post-Vedic times snake-worship is fomid

all over India. Since there is no trace of it in the Rigveda^

while it prevails widely among the non-Aryan Indians, it seems

tCMGPabte to oondiHte Ilut when liie Aryans spread over

Indiat the land of serpents, they found the cult difitised

among the aborigines, and boiiowed it from them.

References to death and the future life are scanty in the Fatimlifib

It^^vetUu It ist however, dear that 6re or the grave was

thought to destroy the body alone, the real personality beiqg

tmpetishable. The soul is regarded as separable from the

body, not only after death, but even duiii^ unconsciousness.

There is, however, no indication here, or even in the later

Veda% of the doctrine of die transmigration of souls, though it

was already firmly established in the sixth century B.&, when it

was accepted widtout question by Buddha. The spirit of the

dead » described in the Rigveda as proceeding^ on the path

trodden by the fothers, to the highest heaven, where Yama,
in the shade of a spreading tree and to the sound of the flute

and of songy drinks soma with the gods. We may infer from

the dender evidence of the Rigveda that unbelievers were

supposed to be consigned to an underground darkness after

d^th. This indefinite notion of future punishment gradually

developed till, in the post-Vedic age^ a complicated system

of hells had been elaborated.

About a dozen hymns of the A^i[qirda contain dialogues DiaIogtiet>

which, in a vague and fragmentary way, indicate the course of

the action and refer to past events. These foreshadow the

dramatic and epic poetry of later times.

Hardly more than thirty hymns of the /\i<;veda are not Magical

addressed to gods or deified objects. About a do/cn of'^^"°**

these are magical, consisting of spells directed against disease,

vermin, enemies, or other injurious agencies.

Only about twenty poems of the Rigveda have a more or Secalar

less secular character. They deal with social customs, the P**"**"

liberty of patrons, ethical questions, riddles, and cosmo-
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gonic speculations. One of the mo&t noteworthy is the long

wedding hymn (x. 85).

From the five hymns C4,*nccrncd wuh funeral rites it appears

that, though burial was occasionally practised in Vedic times,

cremation was the usual manner of disjxising of the dead.

The kter Vcdic rituai practically recognized lliis method

alone. In accordance with a custom of remotest antiquity

still surviving in India, the dead man was provided with

(miaments and clothing for use in the ftitore life. The iBfX

that the widov lies down bende the ooipte of her deoeiied

husband and that his bow is removed from the dead man^
hand, indicates that bodi were in earlier times btunt with his

body in order to accompany him to the next world. Though
not recognized by the Eigptda, widow-burning piobabty

stmrtved, among military chieft» from Indo-European times,

to which the piactice can be proved to go back. In

mediaeval India this cruel custom spread to all classes, and

continued till it was suppressed by the British Goverament in

1819,

There is « rematlcable poem of much beauty, which shows

the great andquity of gambling. It is the lament of one who
deplores his inability to throw off the spell of the dice, though

he sees the ruin they are bringing on hun and his household.

Three of die secular poems are of a didactic diaracler, and
may be regarded as the forerunners of the sententious poetry

which flourished so luxuriantly in classical Sanskrit literature.

Six or seven hymns treat the question of the origin of the

world. Though displaying much confusion of ideas, these

early speculations are very interesting as the sources of

divergent streams of later thought. In one of these cosmo-

gonic poems (x. 90), the gods are represented as fashioning

the world out of the body of a primaeval giant—a very

ancient notion. He is named Punisha (* Man '), and his v^uious

parts become portions of the universe. With its statement

that Purusha is all this world, what has been and shall be,

this hymn represents the oldest product of the pantheistic

literature of India. It is, however, one of the very late,st

poems of the Rigvedic age ; for it presupposes a knowledge

of the three oldest Vedas, to all of which it refers by name,

besides mentioning the four castes for the first and only time

in the ICi^i.'c:da. Two of these cosmogonic h) lar.s au*\ince the

theory that the waters produced the first germ of things ; two

others, again, explain the origin of the world philosophically as

the evolution of the existent {saf) from the non-existent (asat).
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One of the latter (x. 129), a poem of great literar>' merit, "isSoagof

noteworthy for the daring speculations to which it gives

utterance at so remote an age. The only piece of sustained

speculation in the Rigvtda, it is the starting-point of the natural

philosophy which assumed shape in later times as the evf)lu-

tionary S3nkhya system. It will always retain a general

interest as the earliest specimen of Aryan phiUtbophic thought.

With the theory of this Song of Creation that, after the non-

eijistent had developed into the existent, first came water,

whence intelligence was evolved by heat, the cosmogonic

accounts of the Brahmanas are in substantial agreement.

Always requiring the agency of the Creator Piajapati, these

treatises sometimes place him first, som^iines the waters.

This fimdamental oontradictioii, doe to miziDg up the theory

of crefttion with that of evolutioii» ia removed later m the

Sftnkhya system. The co«mogomc hymns of the JUgveda are

the ptecimois not only of Indian phUosophy, but also of the

Purfinas, one of the main objects of which is to describe the

origin of the world.

In spite of the very small number of its piirelj secular

poems, the JH^gwda, as a wholes contains incidental references

enou^ to furnish material for a tolerably detailed description

of the life and surroundings of the earliest Aryans in India.

The geogmphical data supplied by the hymns show tiiat the Ceographi-

Aryan invaders had already occupied the north-western comer JJ^Jj^.**^

of India, which is now called by the Persian name of Punjab, mda,

or * Land of the Five Rivers.' Menti<»i is made of some Ritm
twenty-five streams, all but two or three of which belong to the

Indus system. Some of the Vedic tribes^ however, still re-

mained on the farther side of the Indus, occupying the valleys

of its western tributaries, from the Kubha (Kabul), with its

main affluent to the north, the Suviistu (Swat), or river *of fair

dwellings,' to the Krumu (Kurram) and Gomati (Gomal),

'abounding in cows,* farther south. The nnlv nr.mes, how-

ever, of frequent occurrence are the Sindhu (= Indus) and the Indw,

SarasvatT (Sarsuti). From the former, which simply means
* //^ river,' are derived our two names for the whole country,

India, through Greek, and HindustUn (* Land of the Indians
')

through Persian.

The Sarasvati is the sacred river of the Rigveda^ more fre S.iraarali,

quently lauded than any other stream. The poets' descriptions

are often ajiplicable to a large river only ; but the Sarasvati

which, in later times, with the Drishadvati to the south, en-

closed the sacred region called Braliniavarta (with Th^esor
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for its centre), is now a small stream losing itself in the sands

of the desert. The explanation, supported by the evidence of

ancient river-beds, is that the Sarasvati originally reached the

sea as a tributary of the Sutudri (Sutlej), and was mnch larger

than it is now. By the end of the Rigvedic period the Aryan

TmniiA and setdemeots already extended to tiie Yamunft (Juinoa)^ and Ae
viae**** Gangft (Ganges) was at least known, being mentioned in two

passages. The southwaid migratioci does not appear to have

yet extended nradi beyond the point where the united witen

of the Ihmjab flow into the Indus.

The ooetB The ooean was pcobably as yet known only fiom heaisay.

uainKmn.
A^Umfaoeda^ on the other hand, contains some passages

^ showing that its Authors were acquainted with the sea.

HonliAis. Mountains ate constandy mentioned in the E^veia^ and

ttveis are described as flowing from them. The Htmilaya

range is evidently meant by the ' snowy * {h'mava^ mountains.

But the Higveda knows nothing of the Vindhya range, nor of

the Narmada (Nerbudda) river which flows immediately to the

south of and parallel with it From these data it may safely

be concluded that the Aryans, when the hymns of the Rigvtda

were composed, had occupied that portion of the North-West

which lies between the Indus, the Sutlej, and the Himalaya,

with a fringe of settlements extending beyond those limits to

the east and the west.

Flora nnd This cnnrlii ion is further borne out by the flora and fauna

tbe'!^^
mentioned m the hymns. Thus soma, the most important

- plant of the Rigveda^ is described as growing on the mountains,

and must have been easily obtain<il)lc. being used in large

quantities for the daily ritual. In the period of the Brahmanas

it was brought from long distances, or substitutes had to be

Rfeenot account of its rarity. Again, rice, which is familiar to

mentioned, the later Vedas, and regarded in them as one of the necessaries

of life, is not mentioned in the Rigveda at all ; for its natural

habitat is in the east, where the rainfall is more abuiKiatit.

Lion com- Among wild animals, one of the most faiuiliai to the Ri-^crda

is the lion {simha\ described as living in wooded mountains

;

tioned.
*

^^g^'^ (whose natural habitat is the swampy jungles of

Bengal) is never referred ta In the other Vedas the tiger has

taken the place of the lion, which is^ however, still known.

This rdation of the tiger to the lion furnishes pecntiaily in-

teresting evidence of the eastward migration of the Aryans

Elephant during the Vedic period. The case of ttie elephant is some-

what similar. In the two passages of the M^oeda in which it

is explicitly mentioned, the form of the name^ 'the beast
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(Mffjsn) with a hand {hastin)^ shows that it was still regarded

as a strange creature ; in the other Vedas it is not only often

mentioiied, but the adjective {hastin) is used by itself as the

regular name of the animal. The natund habitat of the

elephant in Northern India is the taraty where it begins to be
found from about the longitude of Delhi eastwards.

Of domestic animals, cattle are the most prominent as the Cattk*

main form of wealth. The J^igveda does not absolutely pro- <

hibil the killing of" cows, for the wedding hymn shows that these

animals were slaughtered on specially solemn occasions ; but in

the Yajnrvcda the cow-killer is already punishable with death.

Horses came next in value ; for wealth in steeds, as well as Hoxseii

in cows, is constantly pra\ ed for. The horse was indisj>ensable

in drawing the war-car and in the chariot-race to which the

Vedic Indians were devoted ; he appears, howe\ cr, not vet to

have been used for riding. The horse-sacrifict. moreuvci, \

regarded the must important and cUicacious of aiiiaiai

sacrilices.

As regards metals, gold is the one oftenest referred to in the MctaU;

Rigveda ; it was probably obtained for the most part from the

rivers of the north-west Next in frequency of mention is the Copper,

metal called a}fas (Lat aes)^ which, being sometimes described

as ^reddi^/ most have meant copper, since India has had no
biooze age. Iron was possibly not known in the Rigtfeda ; for

the distinction drawn in the Atharoaifeda between iron and
copper, as 'dark' and *red' looks like a recent one.

Silver was, perhaps^ also unknown to the Aryans of the Rigveda^ Silver not

as its name Is not mentioned, and neither sUver nor jum is
»»ti<H>«d.

found in any quantity in Notth-Westem India.

Though die Aryans had occupied the territory between the Sabjuga-

K&bul and the Jumna, they were still engaged in fighting the'^^°

aborigines, as is shown by frequent references to victories over

them. That they aimed at conquering more territory, appears

from the rivers being often mentioned as barring £uther ad-

vance. Split up into many tribes, they were yet conscious of

a imity of race and religion. They called themselves Aryas or

'kinsmen,' in contrast to the abnn-ines, whom they named
Dasyus or Disas, * fiends,' and described as * black ' {krishna)^

or 'black-skins,* and as the * Ddsa colour' in opposition to the

*Ar}*an colour.' This contrast of colour {varna) undoubtedly

formed the original basis of caste, the regular name for which

in Sanskrit is ' colour.' Those of the concjucred race who were

captured became slaves, and ultimately formed the fourth caste

imder the later name of Madras.
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Vedic Among the many Aryan tribes mentioned in the Rigotia the
^'^^ most north-westerly are the Gandharia, later known as Gan-

dhdras or GSndharas fa name still presented in the form of

Kandahar). The 'five tribes,' a term often used as synonjF*

mous with 'Aryans,' not improbably meant, strictly speaking,

the five tribes which are twice enumerated together, the Purus,

TunM^as, Yadiis, Anus, and Druhyus, and which often appear in

conflict with one another. Four of them, along with some other

clans, nr." named a.s allied under ten kings against Siid.is. chief

of the i ntsus, who secni to liave been settled souk where to the

Battle of
^^^^ PanishnI (Ravi). In their attempt to cross that

the tea river from tlie west, tht-y were severely defeated by the Tritsus

in the 'great battle of the ten kings.' The Piirus are described

as living on both banks of the SarasvatI ; their king Purukutia

is often mentioned, and his descendant Tpkshi is referred to as

a powerful prince. One of the most frequciU;y ii.uaed of the

tribes are the rurva^as, generally in association with the

Yadus. The Anus seem to have been settled on the I'arushni,

The Bha- '° been closely allied with the Druhyus. Of more

niu. historical interest is the name of the Bharatas, who were also

among the enemies of Sudfis. They are described as coming to

the rivets Vipas (Be^) and Sntudn (Sutlej) accompanied bjr

l^ivfmitia, who, fonnerly chief priest of SudSs, now made the

waters fosdable for his enemies, the Bharatas, by his pcajen.

These Bhaiatas were defeated by SudAs and his Tptsos, aided

by the invocations of Vasish(ha, the successor of Viivimitm as

domestic priest (/nivAtVls). The Bhaiatas are mentiooed as

sacrificing on the banks of the Drishadvati and SansvaH By
the time the Atharvaveda was comp]et6d» the Aryans must

have spread afanost to the Delta of the Ganges, since that

Veda mentions as remote tribes not only the GandbSri^ but

also the Magadhas (Bihir) and the Ahgas (Bengal).

Knras and leading peoples of the Brfihmana period were the

Paflchaias. PafichSlas and the Kurus. The former are not mentioned in

either the Ri^rda or the Aiharvaveda, and the latter only

indirectly in two or three passages ; while the names of many
of the chief Rigvedic tribes, such as the Purus, Tur\*a^a«;,

Yadus, Tritsus, are almost entirely unknown to the Brahmaiias.

Even the Bharatas, though referred to in those works as models

of correct conduct, are no longer a political entity cither there

or in tlie later literature. Hence it is likely that the numerous

^'edic tribes had by this time coalesced into nations with new

names. Thus the Bharatas, to whom belonged the royal race

of the Kurus in the epic, and from whom the very name of the
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Mahabharata is derived* were doubtless merged in what came

to be called the Kmu natioii^ of which the Pdras and Tritsus

probably also formed part.

The name of the Panchalas, who lived to the north of the

modern Delhi, indicates that they formed an aggregate of five»

As they represent, according to a Brahmai^a, the old Rigvedic

tribe of the Krivis, the latter must have combined with several

others, including probably the Turva^ and the V:idiis, to

form the later nation. Some of the tribes of the Ri[i;ik Ja,

however, the Uiinaras, Srinjayiis, Matsyas (on the Junma), and

the Chedis (in Southern Bihar), preserved their iAd names

and their separate identity down to the epic period. It is

noteworthy that the Rigveda mentions a rich and powerful

prince called IkshvSku. Tins is the imme in the epic of

a uii'i^htv king who ruled to the east of the Ganges, in the city

of Ayodhya(AjodhYa or Oudh\ and was the ancestor of Rama,

In the absence of political cohesion, the tribe a.ppears in Political

the Rigveda as the political unit, ^organized much as the '-"'ganuM

Afu:hans of to-day, u: the Gcniums of the luiie of Tacitus.

'1 lie iribe {jiifuj) cons^oicd of a group of settlements (vis),

which were again formed of aggregates of villages (grama).

The houses of the village seem to have been built entirely of

wood, as they still were m the time of Megasthenes. Each

house had its domestic fize^ -As a refuge from foes or floods,

fortified endomees were constructed on rising ground. These

strongholds were called pur, a term there is no reason for

believing meant a town or city, as it did in kter times. Vedic Hie king,

society being founded on the patriarchal family, the government

of the tribe was naturally monarchicaL The king (rdja)

often hereditaiy, but sometimes he was elected by the districts

{tfUj of the tribe. In return for his protection he received

from the people obedience and voluntary gifts^not regular

taxes—and his power was limited by the popular will expr^sed

in the tribal assembly {sami^y In war, he was of course the

leader; and on important occasions, such as the eve of a
battle, he also offered sacrifice on behalf of his people either

personally or represented by a priest.

Every tribe doubtless had its family of singers, who attended Pkiesls.

the king, prais^ his deeds, and composed ritual hymns in

honour of the gods. The priest who officiated for the king

went by the name of purohita^ or domestic chaplain. The
employment of such sacrificial substitutes was the beginning

and the earliest form of priesthood in India, laying the

foundation of that historically unique order of society in which
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the sacerdotal caste occupied the supreme position. During

the older Rigvedic period, however, represented by Sudas and
Vasishtha, the priesthood was not yet hereditary, still less had
the warrior and sacerdotal classes become transformed into

castes among the Aryans of tlic Punjab. Here every man was

a soldier, as well as a husbandman, much as among the

Afghans of to-day. As the Aryans rao\ cd farther eastwards,

society grew more complex, with a tendency to hereditary

Wuxior vocations. Owing to the exteiii>ion of the population over

^ide territories, s omething like a standing army, composed of

the families of chiefs, would arise, leaving the agricultural and

industrial part of the people to follow their pursuits uninter-

ruptedly. With the increasing complexity of the religious

ceremonial, all the time and energies of the priests would be
Origin of absorbed in the performance of their -sacrificial duties. The

transformation of these three mam classes into castes or social

strata, sepaititcU by the impassable b irticrs interposed by

heredity and the prohibiuuti of intenuairia^c and eating

together, doubdess originated in the attitude of the Aryan

conquerors towards the aborigines, who formed an isolated

ierale dass In their polity. Havuig acquired a monopoly of

the complex and all-powerful sacrifioei as well as of sacred

learning, the sacerdotal class succeeded in raising themsdves

to a position of sanctity and inviolability as fiur above the rest

of the Aryans as the Utter were above the Dfisas. Th^ then

proceeded to organize the remaining dasses on a similar

method of exdusiveness. To the time when the system of

the three Aryan castes, with the j§adias added as a fourth,

already existed in its main outlines, belong only a £sw cf the

latest hymns of the Rigvtda^ but much of the AOutmaotda^

and most of the independent portions of the Yo^rveia,

Sodalcw*. The Rigotda also furnishes a good deal of indirect evidence

as to the social customs of the day. The family, with the

father at its head as master of the house {gfif^p'^^^)^ ^^'^s the

basis of society. A daughter's hand was asked for by the

Wedding suitor through an intimate friend. The wedding was celebrated

in the house of the bride's parents, to which the bridegroom

came in procession with his relations and friends. Here they

were entertained with the flesh of cows slain in honour of the

oomsion. Here, too, the future husband, taking the bride's

hand, led her round the nuptial fire. Then the bride, anointed

and in festal attire, mounted with her husband a car, which

was adorned with red flowers and drawn by two white bulls,

being thus conducted in procession to her new home. The
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nuuD features of this nuptial ceremony of three thousand years

ago ststt survive in India.

Though the wtfei like the children, was subject to the will Wife*!

of her husband, her position was one of greater honour in the

Rigvedic age than later, for she shared with her husband the

performance of sacrifice. She was mistress of the house

ijglik9^im\ with control not only over servants and slaves,

but also over the unmarried brothers and sisters of her

husband. As the fiunily could only be continued in the male

line, prayers for abundance of sons are very frequent. But the Dtvgbten.

birth of daughters is never desired in the Rigveda\ it is

deprecated in the Atharvaveda ; the Yajurveda refers to girls

being exposed when born ; and one of the Bmhnianas observes

that ' to have a daughter is a misery.' This prejudice survives

in India to the present day with unabated force.

Of crimes, the commonest appears to have been robbery, Ciiaiei^

generally in the form of cattle-lifting. Thieves and robbers,

when caught, were punished by being bound to stakes with

cords. Debts were often incurred, chiefly, it would seem, at

play, and, as we read in the Rigveda^ were sometimes paid off

by instalments.

As to dress, a lower garment and a cloak were worn. Clothes Drewaad

were woven of sheep's wool, often being variegated and some-

times adorned with gold. Necklets, bracelets, anklets, and

ear-rings are mentioned in the way of uiiuitnents. The hair

was worn long, anfui.iud, and combed. The AtJiai-vavcda even

mentions a comb with a hundred teeth, besides referring to

remedies which strengthened or restored the growth of the

hair. Beards were commonly worn, though shaving was

occasionally practised.

The chief artide of food was milk, bdng either drunk or Food and

used for cooking grain, as well as for mixing with soma. Next ^"^^

in importance came clarified butter. Grain was either parched

or else ground to flour between mOlstones, and made into

cakes with milk or butter. Various kinds of vegetables and

fruit formed part of the daily fiure. Flesh, however, was eaten

only on cetemonial occasions, when animals were sacrificed.

Two kinds of spirituous liquor were known. The use of one

of them, S9ma^ was restricted to religious rites and festivals.

The liquor of ordinary Ufe, called sura^ was doubtless prepared

from some kind of grain, like the ' beer ' made from rice by

wild tribes at the present day in India. Its use must have been

common, for by the time of the Yajurveda the occupation

of a * maker pf sura^ or distiller, had become a profession.

VOL II. Q
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Occupa- One of the chief occupations of the Vedic Indians was, of

course, warfare. They fought either on foot or from chariots.

Cavalry, which is never mentioned, probably came into use

much later ; but :it the time of Alexander's invasion it already

formed one of the regular four divisions of the Indian army.

The VcdiL warriors, who wore coats of mail and metal helmeUii

were armed with bows and arrows, sjiears and axes.

Though cattle-breeding was the principal means of liveli-

hood, agriculture was also largely practised. The plough

(whi( h, we are told in the Atharvaveda, had a metal share)

was drawn by bulls. When ripe, the corn {yavd) was cut with

a sickle, threshed out, and finally winnowed.

Hunting with bows and arrows, traps and snares, was a

favourite pursuit ; but of fishing there is no mention. Naviga-

tion, in Rigvedic timeSi was limited to the crossing of rivers

in boats, doubdiQss of the most primitive type, propelled by

ptddles.

tTnde and Tnude was still carried on in the form of barter, the cow
iadttUy. ^jging the standard unit of value. The tiansitioii to coinage

was nuide by the useof gold otnaments andjeweUeiy fat veward

or payment as was the case among fhe ancient Germans.

Thus m$hka^ which in the Rigoeda means a neddeC^ in later

times came to designate a coin.

The beg^nings of various trades and industries can be
clearly traced. The worker in wood, still carpenter, joiner,

and wheelwright in one, is often mentioned ; but the construe*

tion of carts and chariots was already becoming a special art

There are also occasional references to the smith, who smelted

the ore in a forge and made kettles as well as other domestic

vessels of metaL Tanning was known, and women practised

sewing, weaving, and the plaiting of mats from grass and
reeds. The division of labour had been greatly developed by the

time of the Yajurvcda, in which a large number of trades and

vocations are enumerated. These include the lopemaker, the

jeweller, the elephant-keeper, and the actor.

Amu9e- The chariot-race was a favourite amusement in the Vedic
menu. skilful driving was still a highly esteemed art in the

epic period. Yet the use ui ihe chariot, both for warfare and

racing, gradually died out in India. The chief social recrea-

tion of men vv.is gaml)ling with dice; cheating at play being

mentioned in the Ri^'tda as one of the most frequent of

crimes. Dancing was another amusement, chiefly, however,

indulged in by women.

Moiic Various kinds of music were practised with the drum, the
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flute, and the lute (tv//JV The latter has remained the favour-

ite instrument of the Indians down to the present day. The
Sutras state that instrumental music was performed at certain •

religious rites, and that the vhia was played at tlie sacri fu e to

the Manes. By the time of the Wijiuvcda several kinds of

professional musicians existed \ and that vocal music had

already advanced beyond the most primitive stage appears

from the somewhat complicated method in which the Samaveda

was chanted.

Histoffkally the Satnaveda is aounportant, as aU of its 1,549 ihe Utet

stansBS, eicept seventy-fire^ aie derived from the JR^oeda, As v«das.

it was compited exdustvely for application to the soma sacri*

fice^ its verses, removed fixmi their original context^ are signi-

ficant only la connexion with particular rites. The text of the

SSmaveda is only the book of words employed by a oertatn

dass of priests at the soma ritual; and its stanzas assume

their proper character of musical chants only in the various

songbooks called CranaSf which indicate those prolongations,

repetitioas, and interpolations of syllables which are necessary

in singing. There is some reason to believe that iSait Sdmaoeda

as a collection is older than at least two of the recensions of

the Yajurveda.

The Yajurveda introduces us not only to a geogiEi^cal The iVurw

area different from that of the Rigveda, but also to a new epoch
of religious and social life. The centre of Vedic civilization

now lies farther eastward. We hear no more of the Indus and

its tributaries, for we are now in the territory of the Kurus

and P if rhalas, situated in the middle f)f Northern India. The
couir.ry < the former, called Kurukshetra, is specifically the

holy land of the Yajurvedas and of the Brahmanas attached to

them. It lay in the tract bounded by the two small rivers,

Sarasvati (Sarsuti) on the north, and the Drishadvati (Chautang)

on the south. To the south-east of this region lay the land of

the Panchalas, the territory between the Jumna and the

Ganges called the Doab (' two waters'). In Kunikslietra the Kuni-

Brahmanical religious and social system g^ew up, and from there

it spread to the rest of India. This region has an additional

historical interest as the scene, in later times, of the war,

described in the MakabhSraia^ between the Paiichalas and

llatsyas on the one hand, and the Kums, Including the ancient

Bhaiatasi on fhe other. In the fiunous law-book of Manu
if, A.]>. aoo) the land of the Kunis is still regarded with vene-

ration; and, as the pecnliar home of Brahmanism, is des^-

nated Biahmftvarto, Here the adherents of the Ynffurpeia

Q8
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split up into several schools, which gradually extended over

other parts of India.

lUrecen- The four main schools of the Yajurveda have preserved

altogether six recensions of the text of this A'eda. One nf

these schools, the VSjasaneyins, represents the White [sukla)

Yajun fda, which, presenx'd in two very closely allied recen-

sions, contains sacrificial verses and formuLis only, its explana-

tory matter being collected in a Brahmana, The other three

schools belong to the Black (krish^a) Yajurveda^ in which the

verses and fominlaft are to some extent mixed up with explauar

toiy matter. The four recensions of the Black Yaptrwia form

a dosely connected groups whose text often agrees verbally;

The MaUrayai^ Salvia is the recension of the Maitrftyaniyas,

and the KdthakthStmthUa is thatofthe Kathas. Asabdnrision

of the latter school Is fonned by the Ka^shihaUu^ whose text,

known as yet only In a fiagmentaiy form, is the sole Vedic

Sainhitft which has remained tmedited. The TsdiiiffyarSam-'

Hta Is the recension whidi has been known longest

Several chronological strata may be distmgnished In the

White Yqjufveda\ but even the original portion must have

assumed ^pe somewhat later than any of the recensions of

the Black, owing to the more systematic sepaiadon and dis-

tribution of the matter.

Its chMh The Yajurveda was not, like the Samaveda^ compiled for

one part of the ritual only, but for the whole sacrificial cere-

monial Like the Sdmaveda, it has borrowed from the Rigvtda^

but to a much smaller extent, amounting to only about one-

fourth of its text. Ai)proximatrly, one-half of its matter con-

sists of prose formulas ; this and about one-half of the metrical

portion are original. The language of the sacrificial formulas

of the Yajun:cda, though represtmting a later stage, on the

whole agrees with that of the jRigvcda. The mytholog}', too, is

still much the same; but Frajnpati has become more promi-

nent as the chief of the gods ; Rudra has begun to assume the

form of ^iva, and Vishnu has grown somewhat in importance.

The diflference lies mainly in the cult. Snake-wt^rship now

first appears as an element in Indian religion. But what gives

the Yajiinida the sta.mp of a new epoch is the position occu-

pied by the sacrifice. In the Rigveda the sacrifice was merely

a means of influencing the wfll of the gods in fisivour of the

offerer ; in the Yc^urtfeda it has not only become the centre of

thought and desire^ but its power is now so great that It com-

pels the gods to do the will of the priest Keligton Is now a

kind of mechanical sacerdotalism, in which a crowd of priests
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conduct a vast and complicated system of external ceremonies^

to the smallest details of ivfaich the greatest weight is attached.

Simiiltaneousljr with the daboration of the ritual went on the

growth and consolidation of the caste system, which, securing

to the Brfthmans social as well as religious supremacy, has

held India enthralled for more than 3,500 years. Not only

do we find the four chief castes firmly established in the

Yajurveda^ hut most of the miied castes known in hiter times

already in existence.

Only the Rig-y Sama-, and l^JKr-cwifojwere originally recog- The//r^

nized as canonical ; for they alone were connected with the
^'^""^

great sacrificial ceremonial. The ceremonial to which the

hymns of the Atharoaveda were practically applied is of

a diflerent order, being dcimestic rites, such as those of birth,

marriage, and death, or the political rites relating to the inau-

guration of kings. Taken as a whole, it is a heterogeneous

collect i(in of spell?, and its most salient teaching is sorcery,

which, thou^^h mainly directed against various hostile agcnric??,

is to a ccrt iin extent also of an auspicious character. Its

spirit is more superstitious than that <jf the J\ii;vfda, as it

represents not the comparatively advanced religious beliefs of

the prie«;t1y class, but the backward notions of the masses.

Ili> witchcraft is more primitive than that of the Ri^'eda, some
of its spells being doubtless of prehistoric antiquity; but its

higher religious ideas relating to the gods belong to a more

recent stage. In amount of theosophic matter it exceeds all

the other Sarnhiias. As a source fur the history of civilization,

the Athan'avcda is thus quite as important and interesting a;> tiic

Rigzcda itself.

The AOiarvamda is divided into twenty books, containing

about 6,000 stansas. Some 1,300 of the latter, in particular

nearly thewhole of the hist book, ate derived from the RIgceda.

About one-sixth of the collection consists of prose. Though
some of them must be very old, the hymns of this Veda were

probably not collected and edited till after the BiShmanas of

the Rigotda were composed. Judged by a grammatical

standard, the AHiarvavtia is decidedly kter in language than

the R^pei€t^ but earlier than the BrBhma^^s. It must have

been in exist^ce as a collection by 600 b.c, but was a long

tune in attainiiig to canonical rank. It was, however, recog-

nized as the fourth Veda by the second century B.C

The period of the Vedas was followed by one of a totally
'^^"^

different type—that of the theological treatises called Brfth-

maQas^ which discuss the sacrificial ceremonial. They are
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liiual te.\t-b<K)ks which, however, d<> not iurnish a complete

survey of ihc .subject to those not familiiii with it already.

Their contents may be classified under the three heads of

practical sacrificial directions {vidhi)y explanations (arfiaodda),

and excgedcal, mythological or poleniKca], and tlieoioplucal

speculations {upaaUtkod) on the natitfe of things. They
reflect the spirit of an age in which an intdlectual activity is

oonoentiated on the sacrifioei describing its ritesi discussiog its

value* speculating on its origin and significance. These Brah-

ma^ aie connected with the SainhitSs of the various Vedas.

As four chronological strata can be distinguished in this dass

of woiks, their composition must have extended over a pro-

longed period* probably from about 800 to 500 b.c.

Connected with the Jtigoeda is the AUartya BrSMma^
which must have been composed in the country of the Kuni-

Panchalas. It contains several interesting myths and legends.

The ^aUh The ^atapaiha Brahmanay the * Brahmana of the hundred

^Ai. paths' (i.e. Mociures'), attached to the White Yajurveda, is,

mafo, next to the Ri^^eda^ the most important work in the whole

range of Vedic literature. Its geographical data point to the

land of the Kuru-Panchalas still being the centre of culture

;

but it is clear that the Br&hmanical system had by this time

spread eastwards of Madhya-desa (* mid-land ') to Kosala and

Videha, with their respective capitals Ayodhya and Mithil5.

The ci'Urt of kinp Ja^naka of Viddia is here described as

thronged wiih ^)rahman^ from tlic Kuru-I\inrhala country, and

the dialectic contests held there arc a pronunciU feature in the

Brahmana. From the evidence of this work the inference

may be drawn that Videha was tlie leulon in which the White

Yajurveda was edited. Yet the l>o(»k contains reminiscences

of the days wlicn the country of Videha wa> not as yet

Brahmanized, for it relates a legend in which llirce stages in

the eastward migration of the Aryans can he clearly distin-

guished. Tiicrc are indications in the S\jfd/at/ui BrCihrnana

that it was composed before the rise of Luddliisni, though only

a short tiaic before. Its internal evidence in general shows

that it belongs to a late period of the Brahmaiia age. It is

here, too, that for the fu-st time one or two names famous in

the epics are met with. Taken as a whole, this Br&hmana is

a mine of important data and noteworUiy narratives.

Thc^Upani- Though generally fonning a part of the firShmanas, the

Upanishads really constitute a distinct class of works. For

while they are a continuation of the. speculative side of the

Ibnner, they represent a new religion which is virtually opposed
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to their ritual or practical side. Their aim is no longer to

obtain earthly happiness and subsccjucnt bliss in the abode of

Yama bv sacrificing correctly to the gods, but to secure

through correct knowledge release £rom mundaiic t xistt ncc by

absor{)tion in the world-soul. They are mainly cuiicerned

with the nature of the world-soul, which is designated by the

synonymous terms atman and brahman (neuter). The former

term, havintr in the Rigvtda meant no more than * breath,' and

in the Biai.aianas 'soul' or 'self,' has now < ome to mean
'soul of the universe.' Similarly, brahrnun, which Rirapiy

means 'devotion' in the Rig;veda, then 'universal holinLss ' in

the Brihmanas, now designates the holy principle animating

nature. Having a long subsequent history in religion and

pbflosophy, the word brahman is a very epitome of the evolu-

doD of religious diought in India. The notion is inherent in

the Upanishads that the material world is an illusioa produced

by Brahma, though it is expressly stated only in one of the

later works of this dass, the ^vetahatara Upanishad, The
great fundamental doctrine of all the Upanishads is the identity

of the individual Mmam with the world diman, being summed
up in the fiunous formula taf ioam asi^ 'thou art that' With

this doctrine is dosdy associated the theory of the transmi-

gration of souls, which appears even in fbe oldest Upanishads.

and which Buddha received into his system without questicm.

The earliest form of this th( ory is found in the iaiapatha

Br<akmaiffaf where the notion of being bom again after death

and dying repeatedly is coupled with that of retribution. We
also find in one of the Upanishads the beginnings of the

doctrine of karma^ or 'action,' which makes the character of

each subsequent birth depend on a man's own deeds in the

previous one.

The Upanishads do not offer a complete and consistent

conception of the world logically developed. They are rather

a mi.xture of half-poetical, half {jhilosophical fancies, of dia-

logues and disputations dealing tentatively with metaphx sical

questions. Their speculations were only later reduced to a

system in the Vedanta philosophy. The oldest of them can

hardly be dated later than about Oco p. c, since soniL- impor-

tant doctrines first met with in them arc presupposed by

Buddhism.

On the strength of internal evidence, four chronological Four chro-

groups may be distinguished. To the oldest group, composed "^jjj*^*^

in prose of much the same type as the BrShmanas, belong the

tiro longest and most imporbuit» the BpAadarvfityaAa Upam»^i^^
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shad, which forms the concluding portion of the Satapatha

Brdhmaua, .md tlic Chafidogya Upanishad^ which is attached

to the Sdmaveda. The Upanishads of the second group and

some of those in the fourth are composed m vene.

The last phase of Vedic litentnre^ whldi bu^ roughly be

taken to embiace the period 6om 500 to 200 b^c^ Is that of

fhe Satraa. Of the three datses into whidi diese writings are

divided, the firsts called ^uta Sfltrai, as based on Sruti or

revelation (which here means the Brfthmanas), fonns a con-

tinuation of the ritual side of the Bighmapas; but theyme
not themselves rpgaided, like the Upanishads^ as a part of

levdation. This was probably because they were felt to be

treatises compiled with the help of oral priestly tradition from

the contents of Uie Brilhrnapas, solely with a view to practical

needs. The oldest of them seem to be contemporaneous with

the rise of Buddhism. Altogether, thirteen such ritual Sfltras

belonging to the four Vedas have been preserved. Th^ are

the manuals of different Sfltra schools, each being connected

with a particular Brahmana. Thus two Srauta manuals belong

to the Rigvtda^ that of the Aivalayanas being closely connected

with the Aiiareya Brahma^ and that of the SahkhSyanas

with the Kaushitaki Brahmana. These treatises deal with the

ceremonial relating to the three sacred fires and the oblations

ofiered in them, as well as to the various forms of the soma

sacrifice. Such rites were conducted by a varying number of

Brahman priests on behalf of a single individual, who paid for

their services. It is noteworthy that worship was in no case

congregational, and has never become so in later Hinduism.

The other two groups of Sutras are based on popular

tradition {smriti). The Grihya, or 'House' Sutras, give the

rules for the numerous ceremonies connected with the domestic

life of a man and his family from birth to the grave. Thev
include the most important ceremony of boyhood, that of

apprenticeship to a teacher, or inuiation {upanya?ia)^ when
the youth is invested with a sacred cord, a rite still

practised. Another very interesting subject dealt with by the

Grihya Satras are the funeral rites and the worship of the

Manes^ which still play an imp(»tant part in India. The
Grihya SQtras thus supply abundant material for the history of

civiliation.

The subject-matter of the third branch of the aphoristic

liteiatUK^ the Dharma Satras, is custom. The earliest Indian

works on law» they treat fully of its religious, but only partially

and briefly of its secular aspect The distinction between
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these two aspect of law has, indeed, hardly ever been clearly

drawn, even in later Sanskrit writings. Many Dharma Sfllras

have been lost, but five works at least of this type have been

preserved. They are concerned chiefly with the duties of the

Vedic student and the househoUkr, with purifK ations, penances,

and forbidden food ; while on the h.eciilar side they touch upon
the law of marriage, inheritance, and crime.

There are also borne important worics of this period which

do not belong to any of the above three groups of Sutras.

Vedic phonetics form the subject of the Prati^nkhya Sutras,

which are directly connected each with the text of their

respective Veda, furnishing a systematic account of the

euphonic combination applied in it, besides addmg phonetic

discussions to secure its correct recuaiion.

Ylska's Nirukia is a very imporUmt work, which mainly

a}nsists of a commentary interpreting, on an etymological

basis, a large number of Vedic venes^ Remarlcable from the

point of view of exegesis and gnunmar, it is highly interesting

as the earliest specimen of Sanskrit prose of the classical type.

Yiska, thouig^ using essentially the same terminology as

PlQtnit must bave lived long bdRore^ since a large nmnber of

gmmmarians' names intervene between the twa
Giammar is represented by the epoch-making work of

Pinini. While his SOtra contains hundreds of rules dealing

with Vedic focmsi the main body of the work is meant to

describe the Sandnit laogusge. Grammaric«Hy» it dominates

the subsequent literature; and though belonging to the middle

of the SQtra period, it may be regarded as the definite starting-

pcnnt of the post-Vedic age.

The literary character of this later age differs from that of Post-Veaic

the earlier in matter, spirit, and form. Vedic literature is^^*^"**

religious; Sanskrit literature is secular. The religion itself

whicli now prevails has undergone modification. The leading

gods of the Veda having sunk to a subordinate position, the

three great gods, Brahma, Vishnu, ^iva, are the chief objects

of worship. New gods, such as Kubera (god of wealth),

Ganesa (god of learning), Karttikeya (god of war), Sri or

Lakshml (goddess of prosperity), Durga or Parvati (wile of

Siva), have also arisen, besides the serpent deities and several

classes of demi gods and demons.

In contrast with the cheerful view of life apparent in the

Vedas the later literature is tinged with pessimism, due, no

doubt, to the now universally accepted doctrine of trans-

migration, and is pervaded by a moralizing spirit There is
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also a strong romantic element in Sanskrit puetry, accompanied

by a tendency to exaggeradon and excessive diffuseness in

description.

The use of prose, predominant in the BrShmana and SQtm
period, is now almost ^tirely nstricted* m an extiemdy

dabbed fonn, to grammatical and philoaophical worin.

Literary prose is found only in a few collections of &bles

and fiury-tales, in a small nomber of romances, and partially in

the drama \ but owing chiefly to ihe constant use of IcQg

compounds* the style even here is nearly always clumsy*

Outside the literature of the Bifihmans, Sanskrit prose of an

inaccurate type was to a considerable eitent employed by the

Northern Buddhists, and in some degree also by the Jains

when they did not use Prikrit. Sanskrit literature thus

reverted, on the whole, to the use of vdrse prevalent in the

earlier Vedic age. But the Sanskrit metres, though nearly all

derived from those of the Veda, differ considerably from them,

tlie predominant one being the iloka. The poetical style, too^

except in the two old epics, has become far more artificial,

owing to the frequent use of long compounds as well as to the

application of elaborate rules of poetics.

Rise of Sanskrit literature is not a continuation and development of

«pic the later Vedic stage. There is abundant evidence to show

that during the Sutm period (500-200 b.c), ^vhen the rich

Pali literature of Buddhism and probably also the Prakrit

literature of the Jain canon grew up, there also came into

being die earliest forui of Sanskrit secular poetry in the shape

of epic tales. This epic poetry falls into two main classes.

That \vhi( h embrac^-s old stories goes by the name of liihasa^

' legend,' Akhyanay ' imrrative,' or Purdna^ ' ancient tale' ; while

the other is called Kdvya^ or ' artificial epic* The Maha-
• bharata is the chief and oldest representative of the former

group, the Rdmdyana of the latter. Both are composed in

the Ueika metre; Uie MahSbkarata^ however, has a small

admixture of archaic verses in other metres, besides some old

stories in prose. The R&mdyana is, in the main, the work of

TheilfaU'A single poet, homogeneous in plan and execution* The
^A'*^* Mdhttbharaia^ on the other hand, is a congeries of parts,

the only coimexion of which is the uniQr of the epic cyde
with wMch they deal ; its nucleus, moreover, has become so

overgrown with didactic matter, that the whole work wears the

aspect of an encyclopaedia of moral teaching. It contains

over 100,000 Uokas^ equalling in length about eight times the

Hiad and Odyss^ combined. It is divided into eighteen
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books, called parvoMS^ with a nineteenth, the Hanmmi^
added as a supplement The epic kernel of theMMbhiraiOf
or the * Great Battle of the Descendants of Bbarata,' describes

the eighteen days' fight between Duryodhana, leader of the

Kurus, and Yudhusbthira, chief of the Pto^us, who were

cousins, both descended iirom king Bharata, son of Sakuntala.

Within this narrative framework has come to be included a
vast number of myths, oosmogonic legends, and disquisitions

on duty. Entire works, such as the Bhagavadgitd, a philo-

sophical poem in eighteen cantos, are occasionally inserted in

illustrati(tn of some particular assertion.

It is highly probable that the Mahahhdrata underwent two Three

transtormations in attaining its present shape. '!>,':• epic ilseh"

no more than 24,000 Uokixs, and that its original form con-

tained only 8,000. This statement is cunlirmed by internal

evidence. There can he- Httk- doubt that tluj nucleus of

the epic described an ancient historical conflict itetween the

two neighl»ouring tribes of the Kurus and Panchalas, who
eventually became a single people. In the VajimKda we
already lind ihese two tribes united, and king Dhritarashtra,

one of the chief figures of the Mahabharatay mentioned as a

well-known person. The historical germ of the poem, there-

fore, probably goes as far back as the tenth century b. c, the

disconnected battle-songs whk± describe this ancient feud

having been handed down by many generations of rhapsodists

till they were finally worked up into a single compaiatively short

epic. To the latter doubtless belong the traces of the heroic

spirit and the customs of ancient times, which are so different

firom the state of things reflected by the MMkhSraia as a

whole. This old form of the epic probably came into being

about the fifth century b.c; Its first expansion^in which iSiva

and Vishnn appear on a level with BrahmS, the Greeks are

mentioned, and Hindu temples, as well as Buddhist siS/as,

are referred to--probably assumed shape between 300 b.c. and

the beginning of our era. The final stage, in which the

Brahman editors introduced a large amount of didactic matter

intended to impress on the people the divine origin and

immutability of Brfibman institutions, nnd which thus became

a vast treatise on duty (d^rma), was doubtless reached in the

early centuries of our era. The evidence of inscriptions

proves that before a.d. 500 both the length and the character

of the Mahdbhdrata were the same as they are now.

The main story of the Mahabharata describes the inter*

stales that, before the episodes
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necine conflict between the hundred Kuru princes, «>ns of

DhritarSshtra, and the five sons of his brother Pnndu. The
former arc all killed ; while the latter retire to the forest and

finally die, leaving the young prince Parikshit, th€ gTcUUlsOO of

Arjiina, one of tlicm.solvP:-, as their successor.

It« About four-fifths of the whole work consist of episodes.

The most noteworthy of these arc the story of ^akimtala, later

draniali/ed by Kalidasa; \\\& Matsyopakhyana^oi 'Episode of

the Fisli,' the Indian form of the Flood legend ; the stor}- of

Kama, the hero of the sister epic •. the legend of the sage

Risya>ringa, connected with Dasaratha, Rama's father ; the

tale of king Umiuuj. nv;
. > sacrificed his life to save a pigeon

froHi a, hawk ; the ruylh of Savitri, describing a wife's devotion;

and one of the oldest and most beautiful, the story of Nala,

which tells of the heroic devotion and fidelity of Damayanti,

his wife.

PiuifM. Qofidy oopiiected inth the MM^kSrata is a distiiict diss

of que wofkS) didacdc in chancter and sectarian in purpose,

whidk is designated by the genenl term Puraifa* They are»

on the whole^ later than the great epic, since it is the main

source of their legends of ancient days. Yet they contain

much that is old, representing probably a later form of earlier

works of the same class. In that part of their matter which is

peculiar to them, the PurSnas agree so closely that they must

be derned from some single compilation as a common source.

The aim of most of these legendary works is to recommend

the sectarian cult of Vishnu, though some of them inculcate

the worship of ^iiF«.

Their con- In addition to cosmogony, the Pur&nas deal with mythical

descriptions of the earth, the doctrine of the cosmic ages, the

exploits of gods» saints, and heroes, accounts of the Avatftis of

Vishnu, and the genealogies of the solar and the lunar race of

kings. They also contain rules about the worship of the gods

by means of prayers, fastings, votive offerings, festivals, and

[)ilgrimages. Here, as in the Mahabiiaraia^ the world is

represented as consisting of seven concentric islands, separated

by different oceans. The central island, with Mount Meru in

the njiddie, is Tambu d\ I[)a, of which Bharata-varsha, the

* Kingdom of the Bharalas,' or India, is the main division.

Some of the Turanas expressly state the doctrine (already to be

found in the Harivamsa) of the Trimurti or Trinity, which

holds that Brahma, \'ishnu, and iSiva are only one being.

Individual Probably the oldest of these wt>rks is the Vayu Puyana^

dating from about a.d. ^20, and latimalcly related to the
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ffarwamia. Several, Sttch as the Matsya (* Fi«h *) and Kurma
(* Tortoise ') /^ra«a, are connected with incarnations of Vishnu.

One of tlie best known is the Vishnu Purdna, which, as

treating of five main topics, conesponds most closely to the

Indian definition of a PiirSna. The BhagaviiUa Purai^Oy con-

sisting of about 18,000 iIokas\ derives its name from being

dedicated to the glorifiration of Bhng.ivata or Vishnu. It exor-

cises a more powerful influence in India than any other Purana.

The Rtlniayana in its present form extends to about 24,000 Rtimd-

siokas and is divided inLO seven books. It has, however, been-^'^'

sho^T^ to have originally consisted of five book*? (ii -^i) only,

and to contain some interpolated cantos even in these.

The internal evidence of the poem indicates that it arose m riaceof

Ayodhya (Oudh), the capital of the country niled by the race
JJJ^'^

of Ikshvaku. There is ground for believing that the original

part of the Raniayarta was completed before the Mahabhdrata

assumed coherent sha'.)e. The balance of the evidence, including

the political conditions revealed by the epic, further indicates

that the original Rdmayana is pre Buddhistic. A review of the

whole evidence available appears to warrant the conclusion that

the original part was composed before 500 B.C., and that the

more recent poctionfl were not added till the second century B.C.

and later.

In style the Ramdyana is by no means a simple popular ittttyte.

epic tn which the story, and not the foipn, is the main thing.

On the contrary, both in the use of poetical figures and in the

style of its d^cription% it ai^Nroximates to the later artificial

^ics {KSoya% of which it is the forerunner.

The mam stoiy of the RSmaya^a, as related in the five itsouin

ongittal books, tells how, thiougli the machinations of one of *
^

the wives of king Da&ratha of Ayodhyfi, his eldest son Rima
^^^'^

goes into exile, accompanied by his wife Sitft and his brother

Lakshmana, in the Dandaka forest. Subsequently his younger

brother Bhaiata comes to oflfer him the succession, but fiuling

in his object returns to the capital. Rama then sets about the

task ofclearing the forest ofthe gigantic demons infesting it, and
sikys many thousands. Their chief, Ravana, determined on

revenge, succeeds, during Rama's absence, in canying Sita off

by force to the island of Tanka. Discovering through the

chiefs of the monkeys, Hanuniat and Sugriva, the locality

where she is confined, Rama with their help leads his army

across from the mainland to Lank.% slays Ravana and recovers

Sita. Accom]>anied by her he retiirns to Ayodhya, where he

reigns gloriously in association with his faithful brother Bbarata.
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Two main The plot of the Ramdyana thus consists of two distinct parts.

P"**** The first, ending with the return of Bharata to Ayodhyt, has

every appearance of being based on historical tradition ; for

Ikshvaku, Dasiratha, and Rama are the names of mighty

kings mentioned even in the Ri^feda, though not connected

there. Nor is there a mythological background or anything

fabulous in the course of the narrative. The second part is

entirely difTcient in character ; for its basis is mythological, and

the story i^ lull of muiw-Uous and fantastic incidents. It

has commonly been regarded as an allegory- represcniing the

first attempt of the Aryans to conquer the South or to spread

their civilization over the Deccan and Ceylon. In no part of

the epic, however, is RSma described as establishing Aryan

dommion in die South or even as intending to do so. Nor is

lUma's expedition ever represented as in any my affecting the

dviliation of the South. The poet knows nothing about the

Deocan eioept that BrShman hermitages are to he found there.

Otherwise it is a region haunted by the monsters and AbuhMis

beings with which an Indian imagination would peo|»le an

unknown land. The second part of the epic is thus probably

an outcome of Indian mythology* Sitft appears in Vedic

liteiature as the Ftoow peisonified, and is aooounted the wife

of India, the god of latn. lUtana, her husband, b probably no
otiier than Indra, his conflict with Riva^a corrapondtng to the

Vfitra-mydi of the Rigveda.

Later By the addition of the first and last books the oi^inal epic,

Vishi}uito as composed by Valmiki, was transformed into a poem intended
additions. ^ gioj-jfy vishnu, of whom Rfima is repres^ted as an incarna-

tion. This identification has secured to the hero of the epic

Popolarity the lasting worship of the Hindus. Nor has any other product

of Sanskrit literature enjoyed a greater popularity in India down

ytujo, to the present day. It still delights many thousands of

Hindus when recited at festivals. Its story has furnished the

subject of many other San.skrit poems as well as plays. It has

also been translated into many Indian vernaculars. The most

important adaptation is the Hindi version of Tulsi l).ls (1532-

1623), the greatest poet of mediaeval Hindustan ; for with its

ideal standard of virtue and purity it is a kind of Bible to nearly

a hundred millions of the people of Northern India.

Kovyaai The verifiable history of the artificial or court e|iic called

^fj*^ Kdvya (' woik of a kavi or poet'), which as has already been

stated is historically connected wiih tiu RiU'iayana^ does not

begin till the reign of king Iluisluivaidlkina. uf Thanesar and

Kaiiauj, whu ruled over the whole of Northern India from
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A,D. 606 to 648. All that we know of previous author??, from

the direct evidence of a dated inscription and of the poet Bdna,

who lived under Harshavardhana's patronage, is that KalidSsa

and some others among the most famous classical poets

flourished before a. d. 600. As the political and social history

of India during the first five centuries of our era is still obscure,

the scanty materials supi)lied by the poets themselves, which

might help to determine their individual dates, are hard to

utilize. But with regard to the age of the court poetry in It»ongia.

general, we possess some valuable literary and epigraph ical

evidence, whicii proves that this type origiaated not later than

about 200 B.C. and continued to be cultivated during the

succeeding centuries. This evidence has rendered untenable xiie * re»

the theory, fi:;ii pui forward by Max Miillcr ui 1S83, ihat the

Indians, in consequence of the incursions of the Sakas, or

Scj'thians, and other foreigners, ceased from literary activity

dturing the fint two centuries jld.» and th&t there was a revival

of Siutkrit liteiature in the sizth oentuiy under a great king

named Yikmniditya of Ujjam. Ab to the Scytfaiaiu^ ire nov
know that thejr pennannitly subjugated only one'fifth of India,

and that here they mm not only rapidly Hindniaed, but

themselves became patrons of the national Indian reUgjon and

ciiltuie. They ooold not therefore have interfered with the

development of Sanskrit litersture. Epigtaphical evidence has,

inoieover, taken awayaUground for believing in a 'renaissance'

under VikraniidttylL For it has proved, in the first places that

oMirt poetiy flourished in the fourth century, and in the second

place, that no kipg entitled Viknunftditjra founded an eia in

the sixth century.

With Vikramaditya an dten-quoted verse occoning in a Tiie mytlii.

work of the sixteenth century associates a number of distin-
cal v ikra-

guished authors, including ^s\u\iLsuL^ as the ' nine gems ' of bis

court Sufficiently dubious owing to its lateness, this verse

loses all chronological validity, as we do not know with certainty

who was meant by Vik'-amaditya. The date of each of the

literary men named in it must therefore of course be ascertained

on sep^.rnte and independent evidence.

As lo K5lidasa, the most famous of the nine gems, we ha\ c Pr<^ftble

now good reason to believe lh;it he Nourished not later than

A.D. 450. On the other hand, his knowledge of the scientific

astronomy borrowed from tlie Greeks shows that he can hardly

have lived earlier than a.d. 300.

As the popular epic poetry of the Mahabhiiraia was the <"^'i<'f f!^^!^f

source of the i uiaaas, so the Ramdyatta^ the earliest aiiuicuil kavya*.
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epic, became the prototype of a nunilH-r t)f K.lvyas, nearly all

of which, as far as they have been preserved, belong to the

period between A. D. 400 and 1 100. Form, in this court poetry,

is the chief tiling, the matter becoming more and more a mere

means for displaying tricks of 55tyle. The language in these

works is dominated by the grammatical rules of Panini, while

the diction is regulated by the ekborate sUadard laws of

poetics.

The two most important Kavyas are Kalidasa's Raghu-vamsa,

or ' Race of Raghu,' and Kumara-safnbhava^ or * Birth of the

War-god/ both distinguished by originaHty of treatment and

beauty of thought and style. The former describes the life

of Rima, together with an account of his foiefiuhets and

successon. The narrati^ moves with some rapidity, not

being too much impeded, as in other woiln of this type,

by long descriptions. Abounding In apt and striking similes^

it contains mudi genuine poetry. The sQrleb too^ is com-

paiatively timplei though many passages are undoubledly too

artificial Ibr the European taste. The GtmSm-mmkkgPM
consists of seventeen cantos. The first seven are entirdy

devoted to the courtship and wedding of ixm and Firvat^

the parents of the youthfiil god. This fiict auffidemly indicates

that descriptioa is the prevailing cfaaractecistic of the poem.

It is consequently distinguished by wealth of fflustnUion, and
abounds in poetical miniature painting.

The subject-matter of the later Kftvya8» whidi is derived

from the two great epics, becomes more and more mixed up
with lyric, erotic, and didactic elements.

The Kiratarjumya describes the combat, first narrated .in the

Mahdbhdrqta, between ^iva in the guise of a KirSta, or moun-
taineer, and Arjuna. It cannot have been composed later than

the sixth century, as its author Bharavi is mentioned in an

inscription of A.rx 634. One of its cantos contains a number

of stanzas illustrating all kinds of v'-rl)al tricks. In one of these

stanzas no consonant but n occurs ( except a single / at the end),

whik: each half-line of another, if its syllables are read back'

wards, ij> idrmical with the other half.

The BhaUikdvya^ ascribed to the poet and grammarian

Bhartrihari, who died in A.D. 651, relates the story of R§ma,
with the sole ol)ject of illustrating the tbrms of Sanskrit grammar.

The Siiupdla-vadha, or ' Death of §i4upSla,' describes how
that prince, a cousin of Krislui.i, was iinally slain in combat by

the latter. As the work of the poet Magha, it is also (jften

called Mdgha-kavya, The nineteenth canto 15 full of metrical
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puzzles, some of a highly complex character. One Stanza, for

instance, if read backwards, is identical with the preceding one
read in the urdinaiy way. At the same time the poem, as a
whole, is by no means lacking in poetical beauties and striking

thoughts. It dates from about the second half of the seventh

century.

The NaishadJuya^ or Nai^hadka-charitay deals with the well- Nai^ha-

known episode of the MahabharcUa^ the story of Nala, king of

Ni&hadha.

A vtritabie masterpiece of artii'ieial in.ui- nuity is the Raghava-

RajL^haTapandavlya, an epic composed about a. d. 800 by Z^^'*'''^'"

Kavirvija. By the use of ambiguous words and phrases the

story of the Riimdyana and of the Mahdbharaia is here

narrated at one and the same time.

The yalodiiya, or ' Rise of Nala,' describes the restoration to Xalouayx

power of king Nala after he had lost his all. The author's

chief aim is to disi)lay his skill in manipulating artificial metres

and elaborate tricks of style. What little narrative is to be

found in the poem is interrupted by long descriptions and

lyrical effusions. The introduction of rime, which is em-

ployed not only at the end of hut within metrical lines, is

an innovatkm in Sanskrit poetry which this work shares with

the GUagBimmda and the AMtumtdgara^ and whidi is pvobahlj

due to FtSkrit influence. Rime is already an essential

element of versification in the poetry of FrSkrit^ as it is in that

of the modem Indian vemactilars.

To the sucth and seventh centuries belong a lew piose Brose

romances which are classed as Kftvvas by the Sanskrit 1^ ''>^^ '^^

rojiuuiccs.

writers on poetics* Their style, owing to the frequent use of

immense compounds^ makes them difficult reading. Naira-

tive here occupies a very subordinate places being chiefly

employed as the thread that connects a series of lengthy

desicriptions full of long strings of comparisons and often

teeming with puns. The earliest of these, the Daiakumdra'

charitay or ' Adventures of the Ten Princes,' written by Dan^in,

dates from the sixth century. Vdsavadatta^ which recounts the

popular story of a princess of Ujjayini bearing that name, was

composed by Subandhu about a.d. 600. Kddambarty relating

the fortunes of a princess of that name, was written by Bana in

the beginning of the seventh century. The Marsha charita is

an historical romance in which the same author gives .^ome

account of the life ul hib patron, king Harshavartlhana of

Kanaiij (a.d. 606-4S). This work contains a number of data

which are uuportaot ibr literary and political chruoology.

VOL. II. R
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Lyrical Much of the lyrical poetry in Sanskrit literature is oonteincd

F^^aS
^^ dramas, and few separate produrtion* of this type attam

400-itoo). ooosiderable length. These include two of the most per-

fect works of Kalidfisa, the Meghaduta^ or ' Cloud Messengei^'

Mc:^ha' and the Ritu-samhdrat or ' Cycle of the Seasons.' The former

consists of 1 1 5 stanzas in a metre of seventeen syllables to the

line. The theme is a message which an exile in Central India

sends by a cloud to his wife in the Himalayas, The sight of

a dark cloud moving northward at the approach of the rainy

season fills him with yearning, and suggests the thought of

entrusting to the aerial envoy a message uf hope to his wife in

his mountain home. In the first half uf the {)oem the exile

describes with much power and charm the various scenes to be

traversed by the cloud on its northward course. In the second

half he describes the beauties of his home on Mount Kailasa,

the loveliness, the occupations, and the grief of his wife. The
great merits of this poem, in which, besides the expression of

emotiuii, the description of nature is very prominenti won tiic

admiration of so competeiil a juugc as Goethe.

J^itM'saijt- The ' Cycle of the Seasons ' consists of 153 sumzas in six cantos

composed in various metres. It is a highly poetical description

ofthe sixseaaoos into which classical Sanskrit poets usually divide

the Indian year. By the introduction ofkm aoenea the poet

adroitly interweaves the expression of human emotiom with

glowing accounts of the beauties of naturCi Periiapa no olher

work of Kftlidflsa'a manifests so strikingly the poefs deep

sympathy with natuiei his keen powers of observatioii, and his

^ill in depicting an Indian landscape in vivid colonis.

Ckannh 'A. lyric of much beauty is the Ckaune^aMehaiikat or ' Fifty

fafichs- Stanats of the Thief,' by the KarfimTrian poet Bitha^a, who
flourished in the latter half of the eleventh century. Tbepoe^
as tradition relates, was condemned to death for seoedy
enjoying the love of a princess. He then composed his poem,

in which he describes with ardour the joys he had experienced.

The kiqg was so powerfully affected by it that he pardoned its

author and bestowed on him the hand of his daughter.

Gha'a- A very artificial lyric, of imknown date, consisting of only
iar^^ twenty-two stanzaS) is the Ghafakarpara, or * Potsherd,' called

after its author's name, which is introduced into the last verse.

Collection The greater part of Sanskrit lyrical poetry usually takes the

iLlJL.^ form of single stanzas, in which an amatory situation or senti-

ment is depicted with a few strokes, and often drawn by a master

hand. Several poets conij>o.sed collections oi these miniature

lyrics which frequently dispUy great wetUth of iilustnuion and
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depth of feelmgi The most distinguuhed wiitor of this type

is Bhutnban, iHk^ having long fluctuated between worldly

ir^ monastic liie^ died in A.D. 651. Of his three 'centuries'

of detached stanzas, two are of a sententious character. The
other, entitled ifiiigdra iafaka, or * Century of Love,' deals

with erotic sentiment Here Bhartrihari, in graceful and

meditative verse, shows himself to be well acquainted with the

charms of women and with the arts by which they captivate the

hearts of men.

A short but choice collection of twenty-three love stanzas is ^/-/w^J/w-

the Srin^iira-fi/aka, or * Ornament of Love,' attributed by

tradition to KfilidfLsa. It contains some highly imaginative

analogies, elaborated with much ori^Mnality.

The most important lyric collection is, however, the Amaru- AmarU'

sataka or 'Hundred Stanzas of Amaru.* The author is

a master in the art of painting lovers in all their moods, bliss

and dejection, anger and devotion. His main strength perhaps

lies in depicting the variouii stages of estrangement and recon-

ciliation. The love which Amaru, as well as other Indian

lyrists, delincateii, is undoubtedly of the sensuous type, not the

romantic and ideal. Delicacy of feeling and refinement of

thought iiiay, nevertheless, often bo met with in this poetry.

Here, too, the plaiit and animal worlds
j
L) .ui important part,

being treated with much charm. Among flowers the lotus

occupies the most conspicuous place.

The transition from pure lyric to pure diama is repre- ata-

seated by the GHagmnda^ os *G>wherd in Song,' a poem^'"^
which, thou^ dating from the twelfth century a.d^ is the

earliest literary specimen of a primitive type of play that still

survives in Bengal and must have preceded the regular

dramas. There is no dialogue in the proper sense^ each of the

three characters merely engaging in a kind oflyrical monologue^

of which one of the other two is generally supposed to be an

auditor. The subject is the love of Krishna and the beautiful

Ridfai, their estrangement and final reconciliation. It is

a highly artificial poem, but its author, Jayadeva, has attained

great perfection of fonn by combining grace of diction with

ease in handling the most intricate metres. Making abundant
use of alliteration and very complex rimes» the poet has

adapted the most varied and melodious measures to the

expression of exuberant and erotic emotions with a skill which

could not be surpassed.

We now conic to the regular Sanskrit play, which is a com- The

bination of lyric iitaazas and prose dialogue. The origin oi the

& a
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PoHiUe
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acted drama is wiapped in obscurity. Between such early

begumings as the dialogue hyrni^ of the Rigveda and tbe

actual Sanskrit plays that have come down to us, there is an

ennrnious gap, as a. d. 400 is the earliest date assignable to any

of the latter. Nor have \vc any direct evidence as to the his-

Its origin, tory of the acted drama in this lung interval. Its source is,

however, indicated with some probability by the indirect testi-

mony of Imguage, The Sanskrit words fur actor {?iala) and

play {nalaka) are deri\ ed from the verb ftat, the Prakrit or

vernacular form of the Sanskrit nrif, ' to dance/ and familiar

to English ears in the form of * nautch,' a kind of ballet-dance

performed by women. A rude form of ])antominie was thus, in

all likelihood, the starting-point. Singing was, doubtless, early

added. The next step was the introduction of dialogue. This

primitive form is represented by the GUagovitida and a ruui-

mentary type of play called j J//v7 still surviving in Bengal. The
last step was the blending of lyric and dialogue.

We must admit the historical possibility that the perfonnance

of Gfeek plays during the rule of Gredc dynastSes m Noith-

Western India in the three centuries preceding our era may
have suggested theidea ofacted drama to the Indians. We have^

boweveri no evidence that Greek plays were actually performed

in India; and the earliest Sanskrit plays extant are separated

from the Greek period by at least 400 years. The Sanskrit

name of the curtain, yavanika^ may be a reminiscence ofGreek

plays seen in India. It is, however, uncertain whether the

Greek theatre had a curtain at all ; it did not, even if it existed,

form the background of the stage, as in India. Hence we
can hardly doubt that the drama in India was developed inde-

pcndently and on national lines.

The earliest references to the drama date from about the

second century B.C., being found in the Mahdbhdshya^ or

'Great Commentary' on P&nini, which speaks of repre-

sentations of the Kama vadha^ or ' Death of Kamsa,' and
the Bali-bandhay or ' Capture of Bali,' episodes in the history

of Krishna. The Gttagovinda and the modern ydtras also

represent scenes from the life of Krishna. The Indian drama
was thus probably developed in r r.nexion with the Vishnu-

Krishna cult, assuming the form of a religious play which

enacted scenes from the life of the god mainly by means of

song and dance, supplemented by improvised jirose dialogue.

T)k- lyrical stanzas, which characU risiically interchange with

prose dialogue, are composed in a variety of metres,and in Sakun-

Uiid, for instance, compru>e about one-ball ot the wbok piece.

Prohnblc

Goune of

develop-

The lyiknl

dement.
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They describe scenes or persons presented to viefr, or contam

reflectionB soggested by the mctdents that oocor Tbeproseof
the dialogue is often very commonplace^ serving only as an
btroduction to the lofty sentiment of the poetry that foUows.

Ai a result of such conditions many Sanskrit plays appear

deficient in action when compared with European dramas.

The employment of diflerent dialects according to the social Use of

position of the dramatis personae is also characteristic San- pjjj^**

skrit is spoken only by heroes, kings, Brahmans, and men of

rank ; Prikrtt by women and by men of the lower orders. There

is, further, a gradation in the use of some half-dozen dialects of

Prikrit itself. It should be borne in mind that tragedy is Tragedj

anknown to the Sanskrit dram.i. Sorrow is, indeed, crften*"*^^
mingled with joy, the hero and heroine being sometimes

reduced to the depths of despair ; but neither may any

deeply tragic incident, such as death, take place, nor is

there ever a sad ending. Hence the emotions of terror,

grief, and pity are alway«v tranquillized by the happy termi-

nation of the story. Tlie course of the play is, on the other The jeiter.

hand, enlivened by the proceed in^rs of the court-ji'sler {7'idu-

shaka"^, who usually plays a prominent part as the constaiU

companion of the hero. It may be added that nothini;

considered indecorous, whether serious or comic, includini;

biting, scratching, kiising, eating, or sleeping, is allowed to

be enacted on the stage.

The plot is usually borrowed from histury or epic legend The plot

The pla\ viij^hts, however, show much skill in the weavmg of

incidents and in the p>ortrayal of individual character. The
main theme of most Indian plays is love. The hero, usually a

king, already the husband of one or more wives, is smitten at

first sight with die charms of some beautiful girl. The heroine

at once returns his love, but, concealing her passion, keeps her

lover in agonies of suspense. Harassed by doubts, obstacles,

and delays, both are reduced to a melancholy and emaciated

condition. The doleful effect produced by their plight is

relieved by the animated doings of the heroine's confidantes,

and especially by the hero's friend^ the jester. All at length

ends happily.

A Sanskrit play is divided into acts, which vary m number Structure

chiefly according to the character of the piece. The act is*^*P^^

divided into scenes, which arc marked by the entrance of

one character and the exit f nother; but the stage is never

left vacant till the end of the act, nor does any change of

locality take place till then. The play is generally introduced
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bf A piokigae on the stagey where the nuuieger and one or two
of the actiocs converse regarding the piece to be performed.

This feature was adopted in his JFdust by Goethe from Kili-

dasa's iakunfttUL

Stngc Theatres betog unknown in the Indian Midd&e Ages, plays

JJ^g^'
seem to have been performed in the concert-room of ro3»l

palaces. A curtain divided in the middle was a necessary

part of the stage arrangement ; it did not, however, separate

the audience from the .stage, as in the Romrn *Y~?.*ro. but

formed its background. Behind the curtain was the tiring-

room, whence the actors came upon the stage. The scener)'

and decorations were very simple, much being left to the

imagination of the spectator, as in the Shakespearian drama.

Weapons, seats, thrones, and chariots appeared on the stage.

Owing to the very frequent intercourse between the inhabitants

of heaven and earth, there may also have been some kind of

aerial contrivance to rejircsent cclc^stial cars, the impression of

motion and speed being produced on the audience simply by

the gestures of the actors.

Extant The best specimens of the Indian drama, numbering nearly
pl*y* a dozen, were written between about a,d. 400 and 800. They

weie composed by the great dnunatists K&UdSsa and Bhava*

bhati, or wei» attributed by their real aatfaon to fbm loyal

lOHObtt. patronf ^Odiaka and Sclhusha. The most eminent among
these writers is Killidasa, femous also as an epic and a lyric

poet. iahtnialS, V$krumcrvaii, and MaiaviAagmmUra aie

his three dramas. The two former are the best qiedmens of

the romantic drama of India, describing the lomidventnres

of two oelebiated kmgs of ancient legend, and thus representing

scenes &r removed from the reality of everyday life. The
third does not deal with the heroic or divine^ but is a palace

and harem dnuom of contemporary love and tntiiguew

^ahauaia, ^oMmntala describes the romance of king Dushymita and the

daughter f a celestial nymph. While engaged in the chase

he catches sight of ^akuntidA watering her fiivourite trees in

the sacred grove of the sage Kanva, her guardiaiL Falling in

love with and marrying her, he in a short time returns home.

.

Kanva then sends the bride to her husband, who^ however,

fails to recognize her in consequence of a curse pronounced by

an angr}' sage. Only after passing through many vicissitudes

are the lovers reunited by the agency of a ring whi<^

Dnshyanta had given his wife.

Deficient as a stage play tlirough want of action, ^akunfa/a

contains many beauties. Especially striking is the delicacy of
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feeling with which the poet describes the constant conmnmioa
of the lovers with nature. The richness of creative faocj and
the skill in expressing tender sentiment which KalidSsa exhibits

in this play assign to him a high place among the dramatists of

the world. Here, too, is apparent that moderation and sense

of proportion which is elsewhere so rare in Indian hterat',:re.

^akuntala thus greatly attracted Goethe, who at the same t:;iio

was strongly repelled by the extmvagiuices of Hindu mytho-

logical art.

Viktamorvail^ or 'UrvasI won by Valour,' deals with the viham^
story, foreshadowed in the Eigveda, of king Pururavas and ^•**'«

the nymph Urva.<r. The hero first makes the acquaintance

of his future wife when rescuing her from the demons, and

is enrapLured with her beauty ; l)ut on her being summoned
before the throne of Indra, he is soon obliged to part tr^j^u her.

The lovers, after undergoing many trials of scparalion, are

finally reunited by Indra's &vour on account of PurOravas's

senricQS agunst the demons.

Inferior to the pcevioofl two plays in poetic merits MSHni- Mdiavi-

kagmmUm ts yet distinguished by numy beauties. The plot A^rw'K*'*

being based on the ordinary palaoe life of Indian princes^ the
^

play funitshes a peculiarly good picture of the social conditions

of the times. It describes the loves of king Agnimitm, who
reigned at Vldila (Bhilsa) in the second century b.c, and of

Uilavikl, one of the attendants of the queen. Theendeavours
of the long to see and talk with MilavikA give rise to many
little intrigues. As the heroine finally turns out to be a
princess by birth, and there is thus no obstacle to her unioii

widi the king, all ends happily.

The ^^r{cchakatika^ or ' The Little Clay Cart,* is pre-eminent ^Triccko'

among Indian plays for the distinctively dramatic qualities of ^^i*^

vigour, life, and action, as well as skill in portraying individual

diaracter. Attributed to a king named Sfidraka, it is probably

the work of a poet patronized by him, perhaps Dandin, and in

any case appears to belong to the sixth century. The scene is

laid in Ujjain or neighbourhood, and is crowded with characters.

The hero is Charudalta, a Brahman merchant beggared by

excessive liberality, and Vasanlasent, a rich courtesan, who
loves and ultimately marries Chanidatta. Abounding in

comic situations, the play also contains many serious scenes,

some of which even border on the traqir.

King Srfharsha, whom we already know as Ilarshavardhana

of Kananj, is the reputed author ul two plays. One of these is RatmivaR.

Rainavaii^ or ' 1 lie Pearl Necklace,' which rellects the court iiie
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of the age, and in many points resembles EliEdisa's Malavi-

kdgnimitra. It represents the story of the lofres of Udayana,

kin^ of Vatsa, and of Sagarika, an attffndant of his queen

VfiatvadatO. The heroiae ultimately turns out to be Ralnitvall,

of Ceylon, who had found ber way to UdaTsaa's court

after suffering shipwreck. As concerned with the second

maniage of the king, it forms a sequel to the popular kMre-

story of Vtevadattft. It is an agreeable play, .with well-diawn

characters and many poetical beauties. The real author may
hare been BSna, to whom another extant drama, the Panw&'
paifft^ ot * Wedding of Pflrvatly' has been attributed.

Ndga- The other play, also of considerable merits aacribed to

^liharsfaa, is the Ndgdnanda, a sensational piece with a
Buddhist colouring. The real author was periiaps the poet

Dha\ aka, who is known to have lived at the court of Srffaarsha.

Bhava- Xo the first half of the eighth century belongs the eminent
^^"^**

dramatist Bhavabhuti, a Brahman who was a native of

\'idarbha (Berftr), and thus well acquainted with the city of

Ujjain, but who spent part his life under the patronage of

king Ya^ovarman of Kanauj. Three of his plays, all abound-

ing in pnotical beauties, have come down to us. They differ

characteristically in various points from th«* productions of

the earlier dramatists. The jester is absent, and the comic

element is almost entirely lacking. Bhavabhuti, moreover,

[)rcters to depict the grand and sublime, rather than the

delicate and mild, aspects of nature. Lastly, he displays

skill in ex[)rcssmg depth and force of passion, as well as

tender and noble sentiment.

The most [jojjular of Bhavabiiuii's plays is Malatl-madhava.

The scene is laid in Ujjain, and the subject is the love-story of

Maiaii, daughter ui a nunister of the country, and Mauhava, a

young scholar studying in the city. They liicciand fall in love.

The king, however, has determined that the heroine shall marry

his &vourite, whom she detests. The piece is a sort of Indian

Romto and/uHet with a happy ending.

The other two dramas of Bbanibhati both describe the for-

Maifvs^a tunes of RSma. The Makat^rorckarUa^ or the 'Adventures of
charita.

Hero^' diveiging but slightly from the stofy told in the

C^/teh?- Rdmayana^ concludes with the coronation of R9ma. The

7harUa.
Uttaro-rdma-charHot or 'Later Adventures of RSraa,* is a
romantic piece containing many fine passages^ but, owing to lack

of action, resembling a dramatic poem rsthor than a play. It

includes some passages of more genuine pathos than perhaps

any other Indian dnuna. The plot bq(tns with the banishment
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of Sia and ends with her restoration, after twelve yean of

^'evous solitude, to the throne of Ayodhya.

A drama, composed probably not later than a. d. 800, which Mwiri^

deservTs special mention because of its unique character, is

Vi^khudatta's Mudra-raksham, or * Rakshasa and tlK' Seal.'

It is a play of political intrigue, full of life, action, and sustained

interest, in which love plays no part. The plot turns on the

eftbrts of the Brahman Chanakya, the minister nf Chandragupta,

to win over to his master's cause the noble Rakshasa, formerly

minister of the last king of the Nanda lin^ deposed by

Chandragupta in 315 B.C.

Some eight plays have survived from the period a.d. 800-1 too. Venisa^^

The Venlsamhdra^ or • Binding of the Braid of Hair,' by Bhalta

Narayana, derives its plot from the Mahabharaia, the main point

being the incident of DraupadI being dragged, by the hair of

the hcuG, into the assembly by one of the brothers of Duryo-

dhana. Its long popularity in India has been due to its partiality

for the cult of Krishna rather than to conspicuous literary merit.

It dates from the earlier half of the nimb century.

Gface and fluency of diction, as well as metrical dexterity, Rajaie-

ate the distinguishing features of the plays of Rija^ekhara,
^^^^

who flourished about a.d. 900. Owing to his deficiency in

dramatic power and wit, his plays are dull, though oocasionalty

rdieved by passagesof great lyrical beauty. Lacking in origin-

ality, his three Sanskrit plays show unmistakable traces of

imitating Kilidflsa, BhavabhQti, and Snharsha. His Viidha-

au^kai^ika, or *The Statue^' has several points of resem-

blance with RainavttR* The BaUM^wmtyttna, or < Uttle Rimft*

ya^a,' probably the longest Indian drama in existence and

oorrespondingiy tedious, tells the story of lUma from lus

betrothal to Sita down to her return to AyodhyfL The Baia-

bharata^ ox 'Little Bhliala,' relates the events narrated in the

Mahabharaia from the wedding of DmupadI down to the

departure of the Pandavas to the forest.

A play entitled Cka^da-kausika, or 'The angry Kausika,' Kshemll>

was composed by the poet Kshemisvara, who probably lived in

the tenth century at Kanauj under king MahTpala.

The JIanuman-ndtaka, or * Play of Hanumat,' by DSmodara- Hamo-

Misra, is a disconnected piece, of little merit, dealing with the
^j'J^

,

adventures of Rama in connexion with his ally, the monkey rfanntnan*

chief. The author, according to tradition, lived at the court of "^f''^'**

Bhoja, king ot Malava, who resided at Dhfira (now Dhar) and

- Ujjayim (Ujjain) in the early part of the eleventh century,
KrishiMi

Krishna Mi^'s Prai/odha chatidrodaya, or 'Rise of the Moon Miinu
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of Knowledge,' dating from about a. d. i ioo, is one of the most

remarkable products of Indian literature. Though an all^ori<

cal play, of theolofrico-philosophical purport, in which practically

only abstract notions and symbolical figures act as persons, it is

full of dramatic power and vigour. It aims at glorifying ortho-

dox Brahmanism in the Vaishnava sense, just as the allegorical

plays of the Spanish poet Calderon were intended to exalt the

Catholic faith.

Fairy- The moralizing tone prevalent in classical Sanslcrit works is

tdofttnd specially prominent in the fairy-lales and Ubles, into which

verses coiUaiiiiiig ethical reflections and proverbial philosophy

are characteristically introduced. A distinguishing feature of

this branch of literature is the insertion of a number of different

stories within the fiamework of a single namliTe^ the pcooess

being often f^eated by interposing other tales in a secondaiy
story. The Persiansand Arabs borrowed this type of namtiofL

from the Indiansi the best-known instsnoe being, of oonne^ the

AraHam Nlg^»
Mtkm- The PtMehatamrOt so called because divided into five book9»
*^*»fra*

[g iii^ iQQgi important and interesting of this dass. It coosbts

mainly of fables» which are written in prose with an admixtme

ofillustiative aphoristic verse. It is impossible to say when this

collection first assumed definite shape. But we know that in

the sixth century it was translated into Pehlevi»the then liteniy

language of Persia, by order of king Khosru AnQshlrvSn (a.ik

531-579), at the same time that the game of chess {chaittr-ahga,

or *the four-membered army*) was borrowed from India.

Though the Pehlevi translation has been lost, two versions of it,

the Syriac, entitled ' Kalilag and Damnag' (a.d. 570)^ and the

Arabic, ' Kalilah and Diomah ' (before a.d. 760), have survived.

The evidence of these versions shows that the original Sanskrit

text has been best preserved by the Tanirakhyayika^ a work

only edited recently (1904) for the first time. The latter

represents the only authentic text of the Patfchatanfra, which

appears to hive been v.-ritten in Kashmir by a Vishnuite Brahman

in the second century B.C. The Fanchatanfra has (Otherwise been

preserved in two main recensions, the Soui;i ra and the Northern,

the latter in both a shorter and a longer form. The Southern

recension has diverged less from the original text, as it is found

to aciree better with the Syriac translation. A number of the fables

contamed in the FaAdtatafiira are also to be found in ancient

Buddhistic writings. Apologues and fables were, indeed, current

among the Buddhists from the earliest times, hundreds of such

being told about Buddha in previous existences, and hence
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called Jatakas or 'Birth-stories.' A cf Unction of these Jatakas

appears to have existed as early :is the fourth century n.c,

though it did not assume the shape it now has in the Suita-

fitaka (a part of the Pali canon) till the fifth century a.d.

Many of the Pauchatantra stories can be traced in this collec-

tion, one or two of tliem even being represented in Buddhist

sculptures of 200 B.C. In its present form, however, the

Panchatanira is a Brahman work, and there is sufficient

evidence to show that it was not Buddhistic in its original

form. The two forms of the Northern recension of the

Pailchatantra show secondary Jain influence, which was

probably brought to bear on it during the period a.d. 950

to 1300. ihe original Panchatantra appears to have been

divided into five books as now, but it may Imve had a

different name. The titles of the old Syriac and Aiabic

evsions suggest tBat in the sixth centtny it may lim been

called after the two jackals, Karataka and Diinwnaka» who
play a prominent part in the first book.

The work is pervaded by a quaint humour attributing all Cbartcter

sovts of human action to the brute creation. Thus animals

devote themselves to the study of the Vedas and to the practice mipv.

ofrel^ious rites ; they engage in disquisitions about gods, saints,

and heroes^ or exchange views regaidiDg subtle rules of ethics x

suddenly their natural characters break out With abundant

irony and satire various human vices are exposed, such as the

hypocrisy and avarioe of BrSbmans, the tntrigaing character of

courtiors, and the fiiithlessness of women. Altogether a sound

and healthy view of life prevails, in refreshing contrast to the

exaggeration so common in other branches of Indian literature.

The Fafichatanira has exetdsed a very fiu-reaching literary in-

influence. For through the numerous versions derived fi-om flwence

the Arabic translation, it became known all over £urope in the ^p^jf^.
Middle Ages as the Fables of Bidpai or Pilpay (from the San- tantm,

skrit vidyd-patiy or ' chief scholar *). A number of these found

their way into the well-known Fables of T a Fontaine.

A similar collection is the Hitopadeia^ or ' Salutary Advice/ nifopo"

wliich is one of the most popular works in India, and is
^^''•»'*'-

read by nearly all beginners of Sanskrit in England. It

is based chiefly on the Pahchatantra, in which twenty-five

of its forty-three fables occur. It is divided into four books,

the framework and titles of the first two agreeing with the first

two of the Pamhaiantra in inverted order. The sententious ele-

ment is here much mure prominent than in the older work, the

number of verses introduced bemg often so great ab to unpede
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the progress of the prose narrative. These verses, however,

abn'i!-<.d in \vi«>c maxims and fine thoughts. The name of the

auilior ol the Hitopadcsa is uncertain, and nothing more defi-

nite can be said about its date than that it is more than five

centuries old. Both this anci the Fahchatanira belong to the

class of works called Nltisastras, or 'haodboc^ of practical

ethics.*

A collection of pretty and ingenious fairy-tales is the Vetdla-

panchavinuatij or * Twenty-five Tales of the Goblin,' stories

su{)posed to be told to king Vikrama of Ujjayini by a demon
inhabiting a corpse. They are known to English readers from

Sir Richard Burton's Vikram and tht Vampire. Another

collection of £Eury>tales is the ^mhSsamit^oSirmiikdf or ' Thirty-

two Stones of the lioa-seot,' supposed to be told to king

Viknma by his throne. Both these woiks are of Buddhistic

origin. To the 8«»e dass belongs the i^^HWt; or

' Seventy Stories of a Parrot,' represented as narrated to a wife

whose husband is away on his travels.

The preceding three works are all written in piose^ and

are comparatively short There is» however, anodier of special

importance, which is composed in verse^ and extends to Ae
great length of 3s,ooo ihkas. This is the KitM-santsSganiy

ot * Ocean of Rivers of Stories/ written by a Kashmlrian poet

named Somadeva about a.d. 1070. A similar work, but only

about one-third as long, was composed somewhat eaiiier

(a,». 1037) byacontemporary ofSomadeva,named Ksh«nendra
VySsadSsa, under the title of Brihat-kathd-mafijari. Both
authors worked independently of each other, and both state

that the Bfikat-kathd^ the source from whidi th^ derived their

materials, was written in a Prakrit dialect.

The versified ma^dms introduced from other books into

works like the Paiichatantra and Hitopadeia are scattered

throughout viri'His departments of Sanskrit literature. They
are abundant in the law-books, th^ firrima, the Kavyas, and
.the epics, especially the MahabJidrata, which is a veritable

encyclopaedia of proverbial philosophy to tiie pious Hindu.

Owing perlmps to the universality of this aphoristic mode of

expression, few Sanskrit poets composed works consisting

exclusively of maxims in verse. The most important are the

two collections of such stanzas by the gifted Bhartrihari, eiuitled

respectively Ntii-iataka^ or ' Century of Conduct,' ami I 'aird-

gya-sataka, or 'Century of Renunciation.' Several anthologies

of such verses have l)ren compiled in India since about a.d.

1 200. Ail liiai IS best ill branch oi pucir) has been collected
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in Bohtlingk's Ind'isih£ Spruche^ a treasury of some S.ooo

stanzas (Sanskrit text with German translation), culled from the

whole field of classical Sanskrit literature. The key note of all

this poetr}' is the doctrine of the vanity of human Ui'e, true

happiness being obtainable only by renunciation.

Ethics, though entering so largely into the poetical literature, philo-

are excluded from the domain of systematic philosophy, which, sophy*

as far as Sanskrit writings on the subject are concerned, deals

mainly with meta^jhysics, psychology, and logic. Six orthodox

systems may here be distinguished, and three which, from the

UraMiuanist point of view, are heterodox. The former, however,

may be grouped in three pairs, representing re^pccti\cly ideal

monism, evolutionary dualism, and logical classilication. 1 hut

one <^ these systems, in spite of being atheistic, should have

been consideied ortiiocioz, is explained by the &ct that the

only conditions of orlhodoa^ in India were the recognition of

the class privileges of the Bifthman caste, and a nominal

acknowledgement of the infiUlibility of the Veda. Otherwise^

the utmost freedom of thought prevailed b Bifthmanism, the

boldest philosophical speculation and conformity with the

popular religion going hand in hand to a degree never equalled

in any other country. Common not only to all the BrShman TWo

systems, but even to the two heterodox systems of the Buddhists ^^^^^^

and Jains, are the belief in transmigration dependent on
retribution, and the belief in salvation, or release from trans-

migmtion. These two doctrines have dominated Indian diought

Ibr 2,500 years, denied only by the comparatively unimportant

school of the Materialists. It is probable that the Aryans in

India derived from the aborigines the primitive idea of the

continuance of human exbtence in animals and trees, but that

they themselves built up on this foundation the theory of an

unbroken chain of existences, intimately connected with the

moral principle of requital. The immovable hold this belief

acquired on Indian thought is doubtless due to the satisfactory

e\[)lanation it offered of the misfortune or j)ro.sj)erity which is

often clearly caused by no action done in this life. The main

object of the doctrine of salvation is to put an end to the evil

of transmigration which is brought about by action {karr/ia).

The ultimate cause of transmigration is held to l)e 'ignorance'

(a-Z'i((y(~i), which arouses the desire {tris/njii, ' thirst
")

resulting

in action. This ignonnice is di:>pelled, in the view of uvery

philosophical school, by some form of savuig knowledge, not

1 he icadmg philosophical system is the Vedaiita end or Vedinta.

by faith.
The

u
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goal of the Veda '), which lias been ihe dominant philosophy

of Brahmanism since the end of the Vedic i)criod. It is, as

its name imi)lies, connected with the Vedas, being traceable,

in its beginnings, from the latest hymns of the /vij^zrJa, while

further devcU»|)ed in the Upanishads. The doctrines of the

latter were, about the commencement of our era, reduced to

a systematic form in the A'edanta, which bears much the same

relation to those works as Christian dogmatics bear to the Ne\v

Testament. Its Uiiiuann iital tenet, expressed in the famous

formula ivam asi, ' thou art that,' is tlie identity of the

individual soul with God {brahma). The eternal, infinitei and

unchangeable Biahma being oiie and indivisible, the individual

sool is beie r^gpuded notm a part or emanatioa fiom, but as

identical with, Biahma, The multiplicity oi phenomena is

produced by mayoy * illusion,' the ultimate cause of which is

innate iguoxance {aiidyd). This ignorance is dispelled on the

attainment of trae knowledge, which is to be found in the

theoretical part of the Vedas, that is to say, the Upanishads.

Then the semblance of any distinction between the soul and

God disappears, and salvation (m^ka\ the chief end of man,

is gained. Two- forms of knowledge (pidyS) aie^ however,

distinguished in the VedSnta, a higher {^arS) vdA a lower

(aparS^, The former is concerned with the supreme and
impersonal Biahma (neuter), which is without form or attri-

butes, the latter with the inferior and personal Bfahmi
(masculine^ who is the Lord (ik ara), the Creator of the

world. The apparent contradiction is solved by the explanation

that the lower Brahma is merely an illusory form of the higher

Brahma, produced by ' ignorance/

Badara* The doctrines of the Vedanta are laid down in the BraknUh

.̂ jfr^m ,
^"^^^ Badarayana. The most important commentary on
that textbook is that of the famous philosopher Sahkara (bora

in A.D. 788). His name is intimately associated with the

revival of Brahmanism, which ended in driving Buddhism

out of India. I'o him is due the full elaboration of the

doctrine of vijya, or cosmic illusion.

Kiniinuja. Among tiie later commem tries on the Brahma Sutras, the

most noteworthy is that of Raiaaauja, who i)iobably lived in

the eleventh century. He deviates con5idei;ibly from the

tenets of the textbook which he expounds, his doctrine being

closely allied to Christian ideas. For, according to him,

indi' souls are not identical with God ; thcv suffer, morc-

ovci, from unbelief, not ignorance, wlulc laiui or the

love of God, not knowledge, is the mcaiis of bulvalion {tnoksha).
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€r onion with God. A good epitome of the VedSnta system

as a whole is the Viddnta-sara^ or ' Essence of Ved^nta,' by

Sadinanda Yogjtodia, who departs from the views of ^ankara

only in a few particulars. His date is unknown.

Li contrast with the speculative Vedlnta, the Mimlips& is The Mi-

concerned with the practical side of Vedic religion, as found

in the Brahmanas and the ritual literature. It chiefly discusses

the sacred ceremonies and the rewards resulting from their

performance. Regarding the \xda as existent from ail time,

it lays stress on the doctrine that articulate sounds are eternal,

and that, consequently, the connexion of a word with its

sense cannot be due to convention, but must by nature be

inherent in the word iiself. The Mimatpsa is thus in reality

not a system of philosophy at all. Its doclrinch were formulated

by Jaimini in the Karma- in'im'imsd-sutra. The oldest com- Jouniiii.

mentary on this textbook is that of Sahara Svamin, which in its

turn was commented upon, about a.d. 700, by the great Miniam-

sist Kuaunla 111 iui l antra-varttika. The chief of tiic laicr Kuuunia

commentaries on the Mimamsa Sutras is the Jaimitiiya-nyaya-

mdld-visiara of Madhava, dating from the fourteenth century.

Another closely connected pair of orthodox systems is repr©-

tented by the Vaikahikaand the Ny§ya schools of philosophy.

The main cootent of both Is a itrict das^ficatioa of ideas, and

the explanation of the origin of the world from atoms. The The v«i.

Vaifeshika, mtich the older of the two, derives its name from ^'^[^^^"^

the categoiy of ' paiticolarity ' {visesAa), which is specially

empbanicd in its theory of atoms. The memory of its founder.

Is onfy preserved in the nickname Kanada (' eater of atoms ')i

wbidi alludes to ihat theory. The chief importance of the

Vaifeshika lies in the logical categories under which it classifies

all phenomena. Tothe original six^substance^ quality, motion,

g^noality, particularity,and inherence—a seventh, non-existence

Ja^ASva\ was added later. On this foundation the system

aims at attaining a comprehensive philosophic view. Thus
from fbe consideration of ' substance '

it develops the atomic

theory of the origin of the universe. Similarly, the investigation

of ' quality ' leads to its theory of psychology. Soul (dtman) is

here regarded as without beginning or end, and as all-per-

vading ; while mind (manas) is the internal organ which alone

enables the soul to know not only external objects, but its

own qualities. The Vaiscshika Sutras probably date from

before the beginning of our era, as their tenets are already

attacked in the Vedanta Siilras of Badarayana.
TheNyi-

The Nyaya strictly speaking, only a complementary ^m. Myanem,
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development of KanSda's system. A very detailed and acute

exposition of formal logic constitutes its specific character.

As such it has remained the foundation of philosophical

studies in India down to the ])rLsent day. Besides dealing

with the means of knowledj^e, which it states to be pereeinion,

inference, analogy, and trustworthy audiority, the system treats

exhaustively of inferences and fallacies. It is interesting to

note that the Indian mind here, independently of the Greeks,

enunciated the syllogism as the form of deductive reasoning.

The textbook in which the tenets of the system are set forth

is the iSfyaya-sutra of Gotama.

Neither of these two allied schools of thought origia.uly

accepted the exisleoce of God, and they never went no fax

as to assume a creator of matter. Their theological views

were first developed by Udayaoichirya in his Kusumailjali^

which was written about A.D. laoa
The monistic theory of the early Uponishads aroused

the opposition of Kapila, the rationalist founder of the

SSnkhya system, who, according to Buddhist legends, lived

before Buddha. His teaching is entizely duafistic For it

admits only two entitiesi both without beginning and end,

but essentially difoent: matter on the one hand, and an
infinite plural^ of individual souls on the other. The main

content of the system is an account of the nature and the

mutual relation of these two entities. Saving knowledge i^

here regarded as consisting in the recognition of the absolute

distinction between soul and matter. Primordial matter

(prakriti), though unconscious, contains the inherent power
of evolution. It is develops in the interest of souls

(puruslu^ which are, however, entirely passive during the

process, karma alone determining the course of the evolution.

The existence of a supreme soul is consequently denied;

much stress is, indeed, laid on the absence of any cogent

proof for the existence of Cod.

From the original sul)siance the world is described as

developing through certahi evolutionary stages. The diversity

of material products is explained by the combination, in

varying proportions, of the three inherent gidnas, or 'con-

stituents,' of that substance. At the end of a cosmic period

all things arc dissolved mio primordial matter. The alterna-

tions of evolution, existence, and dissolution form a series

of cycles which has neither beginning nor end.

The psychulog%' of ihis system is also oritiinal and

iuicrc^Ling. All ixiciiLix opt^atiunb arc iicrc rc^^ded as
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performed not by the aoul, but as mechanical processes of of the

tbe imcmai oigans ; m other words, of matter. As the soul
^^^'^

powcflOCT no attributes, there can be no qualitative difference

between individual souls. The principle of personality is

supplied by the 'subtile body.' This internal body accom-

panies the soul on its migrations, but is finally dissolved into

its material elements on the uitainment of salvation. The
soul thenceforth continues to exist individually, but in

absolute unconsciousness.

No sufficient reason can be adduced for rejecting the Historical

unanimous tradition that a man named Kapila was the ^vSuL
founder of this school of thought. No work of his has,

however, been preserved. As pre-Buddhistic, he cannot

have flourished later than 550 b.c. The second leading

authority on the Sitnkhya was PafichaMkha, who periiaps raSchar

lived aituut the beginning; of our era. The oldest surviving

numual of the system is, however, the Sahkhya-kdrika of ^-rishiia's

i^ra-krishna, who at the latest belongs to the fifth century Sahk'hya

A. D., but may be older. There is a very good commentary
*******

on it by Gaudapada, composed about a.d. 700* The SfiAkhya

SatiaSi long regarded as tbe oldest textbook of the system,

and attributed to Kapila, were probably not composed tDl

A.11. 2400.

From the beginning of oar em the Sftnkhya doctrine Inflnaice

exercised oonsidemble influence on the reUgious and philo- ^j^^y^,
sophicat lifo of Indian though to a much less extent than

the Vediota. The litemty works on which it has specially left

its nark are tiie CotU ^ Manu^ the MahSbharata^ and the

Putinas. Some of its teachings, such as that of the three

fptif<u^ have become the common property of the whole of

Sanskrit literature.

The Sftnkhya philosophy, with the addition of a peculiar The Voga

form of mental asceticism as the best means to saving ^y*^""-

knowledge, is the Yoga system. The founder, Patanjali, is

most probably identical with the grammarian of that name,

and would therefore beloi^ to the second century b.c. In

order to make his system more acceptable, he introduced

into his Yo^^a-sutra the doctrine of a personal God. Far,

however, from being essential to the work, this tenet actually

conflicts with its principles. For here, as in the pure

Sahkhya, the soul is not represented as derived from God,

nor is the aim of salvation absorption in God, but absolute

isolation from matter, 'ihat the really distinctive part of

tbe system is the methodical inculcation of mental asceticism,

VOL. II. S
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is indicated by its name ^^^jw, which means 'yoking* or

concentrating the mind on a particular object. The condition

of ecstatic abstraction, which had long been held in India

to confer supernatural powei^, was here turned into the chief

Influence means of salvation. The influence of the Yoga system \%

^^^^^^ {jrom'nent in the later Upanishads, the Code of Manu, the

Alahabharaia, and particularly the Bhagavadgitdy which is

even called a yogaiasfra or ' manual of Yoga.* Belief in

the efficacy of Yoga still prevails in India and its practice

survives. Bui inost of its adherents ( 5 "^,^''^) are little more than

conjurers and jugglers at the present day.

EdecUc The earliest representative of the eclectic movement which

conibined Sanlchya, Yoga, and Vedanta doctrines, is the

Sz'efak'afara Upanishad. More famous is the Bhagavadgitdt

a philosophical episode of the Mahdbhiirr.t w \n which the

Supreme Being, incarnate as Krishna, cxpoands to Arjuna

his doctrines in this sense. The beauty and the power of

the language in this treatise are unsurpassed in any other

work of Indian literature.

Heterodox Besides the six or^odox systems detciibed above^ there

B^^^Ln ^ dSbiM whicb, to the Btfihnum, are hetrndoou Two
and of these are the philosophical fdig^oos of Buddhism and
jtinjtti. jainism, which in their main outlines are t»sed on the

SftnkhTa lystenu The fundamental doctrine of boA is that

life is nothing but suffering $ and the chief aim of both Is

to redeem mankidd from the misery of mundane emstenoe

by the annihilation of desire^ with the aid of rennndation

of the world and the piactioe of unbounded tlndnrss to ail

creatures. Both also deny the existence of an eternal and

supreme deity. But while Jainism retained the belief in the

existence of die human soul, Buddhism went one stq> fiuther

than the Sahkhya in denying the existence of that also, and

consequently affirming that salvation is an annihilatioQ of

self

The metaphysical speculAtioos of these two systems, how*

ever, occupy only a subordinate position in them. Their

chief importance lies in their high development of the

principles of morality, which hardly find a place in the

orthodox systems of Indian philosophy.

These two pessimistic religions are altogether so similar

that the Jains or adherents of Jina, the founder of the

system, were long looked upon as a Buddhist sect. Research

has, however, led to the discovery that the founders of both

religions were contemporaries, the most eminent of the many
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leacbeis who in the sittfa oenttny opposed the BiShman
oereniocnal aad caste pteteoaloQa in Northern India.

Indum Buddhist litttature has heen piesenred partly in Bnddhist

PiU, paidy In Sanskrit As Buddha taught in the vemacolar

so as to be understood by the people, it is natural that the

ddest writings embodying his doctrines should have been
preserved in an ancient Prakrit dialect. The supposition that

Pali is identical with Magadivf, the old vernacular of Magadha
(BibSr), the original home of Buddhism, has been shown to

be erroneous ; and the view which localizes literary Pali in the

North-Western Deccan seems, on the whole, the most probable.

Pali, as the sacred language of Ceylon and of the countries The Pali

(Burma and Siam) which derived Buddha's doctrine thence, is
JJ^^^^flu

the literary vehicle of the canon presers'ed in Ceylon. This Pali

canon, equal in bulk to al)out twice the Knglisli Bible, is called

the TripilakOj or 'The Three Baskets.* The first collection deals

with Vinavn, or ('anon Law, containing all tliat relates to the

origin and discijiline of the Buddhist order of monks and

nuns. The Suiia-piiaka, or 'Colleciion of Sfltras,* consists

of discourses for the laity on various subjects connected with

Dhamma (Sanskrit, Dharmd)^ the * Doctrine' or '^Toral Law,*

including the psychological system on which it is basetl. The
third and last ' Basket,' the Abliidhamma-piiaka^ contains an

exposition in detail of the Moral Law. To the canon also

belotius an appendix of miscellaneous works, including the

55c Jaiukas, or stories of the previous births of Buddha,

which constitute tlic oldest, most authentic and complete

collection of folk-lore in the world. Connected with the

sacred canon is a vast subsidiary literature in Pfili, consisting

of commentaries, manuals, tzeatises, works on legendaiy and

seml'lustorical subjects, and religious poetry.

The Indian literature of the Northern Buddhists^ preserved Stnikilt

iia Nepal, was, as far as it has come down to us, written in
^J.'jJ^J^,

Sanskrit Of the canonical works of the okler Buddhist

doctrine in Sanskrit^ corresponding to die Pali canon, hardly

anything has been preserved. The Suira-piiaka (excepting a
Um fiagments of the Sanskrit original) and the AhMdharmO'
fifaka of the North are known only in Chinese trsnslations,

wlule owing to the eariy cessation of moaastkasm in Nepftl,

scaiody any teit of the Vtne^a collectioa has survived

The old Buddhist doctrine laid most stress on the attain- HT>tav:^na

ment of Arahatship or Nintaffa in this life. But about thejlj^^
beginning of the second century of our era then^ ir v i new

sect, mainly promoted by Nagftijuna, who flourished in the

s a
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latter half of that century. This later school made the chief

goal of the Buddhist the attainment of Bodhisatship, or the

condition of a future Buddha, with a virw to save all living

creatures in ages to come. This doctrine was called the

Mah'ndna^ or 'Greater \'ehicle,' in opposition to which the

older view, as aiming at benefiting the individual only, w.is

The new termed the Hinaydna, or * Lesser \'ehicle.' The new canon

SieMaha
Mahayanists consist of the Vaipulya-sutras, which

jHqIH^ derive their matter from the old Sutras of the Northern

Buddhists. They are regularly composed in verse, alternating

with prose, and repeating the subject-matter of the latter. The
language is a kind of debased Sanskrit, resultir»g from the

translation of Prakrit originals. This change from the use of

a vernacular is doubtless due to the revival of Sanskrit from

about A.D. ICO onwards. One of the earliest Sutras of this

school was the Sukhavati-vyuha^ or * Description of the Land

of Bliss,' translated into Chinese about the middle of the second

oentuiy a. Another MahftySnist Sfttra is the ZaHitHtistara,

a life of Buddha; while tiie Saidharma-pundarika^ *The
Lotus of the Good Law,' translated into Chinese in A.D. 286,

Ufoidtty represents the doctrine in its full development To the same
^''** school beloQg^ the Budd^thckarita^ or * Life of Buddha,'

posed by AAvaghosha according to the rules of the dassical

Sanskrit epic It probably dates from the second oentuiy a.d.

Other Sanskrit works of an edifying type produced by the

Mah&ySnists are the Jataka-mSld of ^lya-^flra, a collection of

stories of former birdis of Buddha, and the DtvySottdSnoy an
The iUiOJ- attracti've collection of legendary and semi-historical lore. The

only complete canonical woi k of the Himg^ana which has come

down to us in Sanskrit is the Mahdvastu, a Vinaya text dating

perhaps from the second century B.c Along vrith the Sanskrit

originals of these texts, there have been preserved in NepSl the

Tibetan translations made between a.d. 700 and 900 and coih

tained in the encyclopaedic collection entitled Tanjur. A large

number of Sanskrit Buddhist books were also translated into

Chinese from the first centur}' j\.d. onwards, and made their

way to Japan after a.d. 600. when Buddlusm was introduced

into that countr}- by way of Korea.

Jftiniam, Buddhism vanished fromthe land of its l)irth nearly a thousand

years ago, but has become a worid-religion l)eyond its frontiers.

Jainism, on the other luind, remained confmed to India, but

has survived only as an insignificant sect. The founder of

this religion was Maliavira, a tLsliattriya of Kundagrama in

Videha (Tirhut) near VaiialL T?here are two sects, which not
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improbably divided about 300 b.c, the iSvetfimbaias, 'wearing

iriiite gaiment8»' and the Digambaias ('dad in the sky*),

wearing (formerly) none at all The saoed canon of the Jains

was probably composed not long before the beginning of our

era, but it was not reduced to writing till the fifth century A.D.

It is composed in Ardha-MSgadhI, the most important, the Prakrit it*

best preserved, and the most copious of all the Prakrit dialects.
JjJJjJjJ^

The language employed in their non-canonical writings differs

considerably from this, being a form of MahSrSshtrT, the dialect

which was generally used by the Brahman Prakrit poets.

With the revival of Sanskrit, the Jains also learnt the use of

that language for literary purposes. Thus the Sanskrit gram-

marian Himat handra was a Jain, and the two northern

recensions of the Panchaiantra underwent, as we have seen,

a considerable Jain influence. I'he period when this religion

flourished most in India was from about a.d. 950 to 1300.

The principle on which the Jains have laid more stress than

any other Indian sect is that of tenderniss for life {akirnsa^y

leading naturally to the practice of strict vegetarianism, but

also to much exaggeration in the endeavour to avoid injuring

even the smallest insect.

Still more heterodox than the two atheistic systems of Material*

Buddhism and Jainism were the tenets of the Lokayatas

('directed to the world') or Materialists, whose teachings are

known to have existed before the rise of Buddhism. They

denied even the doctrines of transsoiigratiun and salvation,

otherwise universally accepted in India, The materialistic The school

school of the CharrSkas embodied their teaching in a text- ^ff*
^

book, the Satias of Brihaspati. Our knowledge of their system

is derived chiefly from the Saroadariana^amgraha^ ot 'Com-
pendium of all Speculations,' a work composed by Midhava in

the fourteenth century. Their antagonism to tradition went so

for as to reject all the means of knowledge (even 'inference')

accepted by die other schools, with the sole exception of the

evidence of the senses. To them matter was the only reality,

soul beiQg nothing but intelligence as an attribute of the body.

The enstence of anythii^ transcending the senses they, of

course^ denied. Their polemics against the religion of the

BiShmans were very scathing. The Vedas, they said, were

only the incoherent rhapsodies of knaves, being tainted with the

three blemishes of fidsehood, self-contndictioE^ and tautology;

Vedic teachers were impostors, whose doctrines were mutually

destructive ; and the ritual of the Brfihmans was useful only as

a means of livelihood.
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Legal Several legal treatises of the type of the Dharma Satras were
litentme. composed in the post-Vedic period, the most important being

the ViskijU'Smriti^ which, in its final form at least, cannot ht

earlier than about a.d. 200. The regular Sanskrit law-books

are, however, distinguished from their predecessors by two

characten«;tic.^. They are metrical in form, and are much

Code of wider in the scupe of their subjcct-mr^rt:'^? . The chief and
Manu. oldest of ihcm is the Afdnava-d/iarma-sastra, or 'Code

of Manu,' which probably assumed its present shape soon

after a.d. 2co. It contains 2,684 ^^<'^<(^s, a. large proportion

Code of of which it has in common with the Mahabharaia. Next

comes the Ydjfiavalkya-dharma-^astra<t which seems to have

been composed about a.d. 350. It is much more concise than

Manu, containing only 1,009 slokas. Its author probably

NSLrador belonged to Mithila, the capital of Videha (Tirhut). The
smfiH, third great law-book, the Narada'Smrlti, was the first to limit

the subject of dharma to law in the strict sense. It is much
more voluminous lhaii die tv, u earlier codes, as it extends to

12,000 ilokas in length. Founded apparently on Mam fol

the most part, it dates probably from about a. d. 500.

The l^al The commentaries form the second stage of Sanskrit legal

uiSlfc***"
li*e"»twie» The oldest surviving one is that of Medhatithi on

Mam (<; A.D. 900). The best known oommentazy on Mam
is, however, that of KnllQkarbhatta, composed al Benaiet In

the fifteendi century. The most fiunous oommentaiy on
YajfUtoaU^ is Vijnftnelvaxa's Miiakshara (r. a.d. ttoo). It

early attained to the position of a standard woilc nearly all over

India, In the nineteenth centiuy it acquired great tmportanoe

in the |»»ctice of the Anglo-Indian law courts through Cble-

brooke's translatioii of the section on the law of inheritance,

licgdcom- A third stage is represented by the legal compendia
called Dhtrma-nSbamihas^ a multitude of whidi weie composed
after a.i>. iioo. The most imposiiig of them is HemSdri's

voluminous Chafurvarga-chiniama^i {c. a.d. 1300). Another,

jTmutavahana's Dharma-rcOm, dating probably from the

fifteenth century, deserves mention because it contains the

femous treatise on the law of inheritance entitled Dayabh3ga,

which, as the chief work of the Bengal school on the subject,

was translated by Colebrooke. It is to be noted that the

Indian law-books occupy a different position £rom those of

other nations, because they are the work of private individuals.

They were, moreover, written by Brfihmans for Brahmans,

whose caste pretensions they consequently exaggerate. Hence
it is important to check their statements by outside evidence.
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The only Sanskrit work claiming a directly historical Hlitoiy*

character was composed after the Muhammadan conquest. It

B the Rajatarahgini^ or * River of Kin^/ a chronicle of the

]dqg9 of Kashmir, written by Kalhana in A. D. 1 14& Even here

Htut na^nti^•'^ is legendary till the author approaches his own
times. The book is of considerable value for the arcliaeology

and chronology of Kashmir. It is metrical, coDtaining nearly

3,000 siokas.

The author of tlic oldest extant Sanskrit grammar was GxanBUUW

Panini, a native of the extreme north-west of India, who
probably flourished about 300 B.C. His work consists of

nearly 4,000 aphorisms, each of which, owing to the extreme

conciseness of the style, generally consists of not more than

two or three words. Hence the whole gramuiar could be

printed within the compass of about tliirty-five small octavo

pages. Yet it describes the entire Sanskrit language with a

completeness which has never been e<|uallcd el^cwhere. Thus
it is at once the shortest and the fullr.>t grammar in tlie world.

Three works closely connected v*iLh i'aiui>:.> giatnnuir, and

often referred to by him, are the UnadUutra^ a list of irregularly

formed words ; the Dhahipatha^ a list of nearly 2,000 verbal

roots; and the Ganapatha^ a* list of word-groups' to which

certain rules apply. Probably in the third century B.C.,

Kttytyaaa made notes called VartHkas on 1,245 of FSbpinfs

roles. These were incorporatedi about the middle of the

second century u.c, by Fatafijali in his MokSbkasI^a^ or ' Great

Ckxmnentary/ where he adds supplementary notes of his own
in dealii^ with 1,713 rules of FS^inl About a.d. 650 was

written the first complete commentary on PSnini, the KaUka

Vfiait or 'Benares Commentary/ In the seventeenth century

the Siddkantarkaimudi, or ' Moonlight of Settled Cbndusions,'

was oompiled with a view to maldng Piinini easier by a more

practtcal anangement of the subject-matter. The Laghu^^au^
'

mu^ an abridgement of this work by Varadarftja, is commonly

used as an introduction to the nadve system of grammar.

Several Sanskrit grammars do not belong to the PSninean

^'v tern. The earliest of these was the work {c. a.d. 480) of

Chandragomin, who composed it as a textbook for grammatical

studies among the Northern Buddhists. The subject-matter is

for the most part .borrowed from Panini, but differently

arranged and formulated. The Kdianira seems to have been

the most influential of these later grammars, having served

as a model tor the standard Pi^li grammar of Kachchayana

axtd for the native gramoiars of the Xibeuos and JDmvidians.
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Vopadeva's Mui;dha-bodha, or 'Enlightenment of the Ignorant,*

dating from the thirteenth century, has been down to the

present day the San>km grammar chiefly used in Bengal
Lcxico- The earliest form of Sanskrit lexicography is represented by
P»pl*y« the Vedic Nighanius^ or lists of old and diflkult words. The

most ancient extant example of this type is the collection partly

commented on by Yaska in his Nirukia ; it must go back to

the sixth century B.C. These old lists contain not only nouns

and indeclinable words, but also verbs. On the other hand,

the regular Sanskrit dictionaries, called Koias^ or * treasuries,*

comprise only nouns and indeclinable words. They are, more-

over, no^ like the Nig^uintus^ intended for exegetical purposes

;

and they cannot be Aown to be related to die older classical

Sanskrit texts, or to be general dictumaries based on qpedal

glossaries, lliey are for the most part simply collections of

important and lare words and significatioas for the use of

poets. They were meant to be learnt by heart, and, owing to

die absence of any pracdcal arrangement could be of litde use

unless so learnt They are therefore not really dictionaries in

the European sense. Two classes of Koia$ are to be distin-

guished ! the synonymous dat^, oontainiog groins of words

with the same meaning ; and the homonymous dass^ containing

lists of words each of which has several meanings. These
Sanskrit dictionaries have two striking peculiarities : they are

all versified, and alphabetical order is entirely absent in the

qmonymous, and only incipient in the homonymous class.

Amara- The Amorthhoh, or ' Dictionary of Amara Siinha,* occupies the

same dominant position in lexicography as Panini s work does

in grammar. It seems to have been composed not earlier than

the seventh century a.d. ^fl^vata's AtiekdrtJia-samuchchaya^ or

' Collection of Homonyms,' is possibly older. Ilalayudha's

Ahhidhdna-ratnamdld^ or * Necklace of Names,' date? from

about A.D. 950. A century later was composed the Vaijayantl

of Yadavaprakasa. The Jain scholar Hemachandra (a.d.

1 085-1172) compiled three Sanskrit dictionaries, besides a
Prakrit one and a Prakrit grammar.

Poctici. The oldest and most important work treating of poetics is

Bharata's Ndlya-idstra, or ' Treatise on Dramatic Art,* which

probably goes back to the sixth century a.d. Dandin's Kdvya-
datia, or ' Minor of Poetry ' (r, a.d. 60c), deals with styles of

composition, poetic ornament, metrical tricks and pu/zles,

besides the ten kinds of blemishes to be avoided by poets.

Some half-dozen other works on this subject belong to subse-

quent centuries ; mudi the Utest of them is the well-known
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Sahitya-darpana, or * Mirror of the Art of Poetry,* composed in

Eastern Bengal in a.d. 1450.

In the mathematical sciences the acliicvetnents of the Indians Matlie-

have been very considerable. As the inventors of the"******

numerical figures with which the whole world reckons, and of

the decimal svstem coiinectccl with the use of tiiose figures,

they natuiuily became the greatest calculators of antiquity, just

as the Greeks were the greatest geometricians. The oldest Geometry,

extant mathematical writings of the Indians are the Vedic

^ulva Sulrao, wiuch, as represcnUng a kinu ui riuial geometry,

are altogetlier of a practical character. They nevertheless

display a large amount of geometrical knowledge. Thus the

Pythagorean theorem, that the square of the hypotenuse equals

the sqtiatieB of the oilier two sides of a tnangle^ is weU-lmown

to tbem. The later matfjemattcians made more progress in

tngooometry, especially by the invention of the sine table.

The greatness of the Indian mathematical wiiten^ who bdong Arithmetic

to th« fifth oenttny and kter, lies in thdr arithmetical and

algebiaical investigations. These^ as their authcns were at the

same time astnmomefs* form auxiliary chapters in astronomical

wodes. The raising of numbers to various powen and the

ettmction of the square ta cube root were but elementary

opeiations to these mathematicians. They also calculated

mathematical progressbns, perhaps first suggested by the

chessboard of sixty-four squares, which was known in India

kog before the begmning of our era. They attained the

greatest eminence in algebra, which they developed to a degree

beyond anything ever achieved by the Greeks. Strange though

it may appear to the European mind, the mathematical chapters

of the astronomers are composed in verse, like the rest of their

works.

In astronomy the Indians do not seem to have made much Astro-

progress till they became acquainted with the science of the

Greeks. Thenceforward, however, their astronomical litera-

ture is extensive. The earliest works of scientific Indian

astronomy, beginning about a.d. 300. were four treatises

called Siddhantas, or canonical textbooks, of which only one,

the Surya-siddlianta^ has survived. The doctrines of these

early works were reduced to a more concise and practical form

by the real founder of Indian astronomy, Aryabhala, who was Arya-

born ai I'aialipuli ( l .iiiui/ in A.D. 476. His work is entitled ^^^l**

Aryabkaiiya, the iliuu section treating of mathcmatiral
;
10b-

lems only. He will ever be memorable as Iklviuj^ mainuuncd

the rotation of the earth round its axis, and having explained
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Vnr3ba- tfas cavfle of the eclipses of the sun and xaotm. The next

great Indian astronomer was Varaha-mihira, a native of a place

near Ujjain, who died in a.d. 587. He was the author of four

works. His PaAcha-siddhantika is a practical astronomical

treatise. One of the other three, which are astroloo:ica!, is the

Brihat-samhiid, a treatise composed quite in the style of the

Brahma- court epics. Another great astronomer was BrahmaL'npta, who,

bom in a.d. 5 98, wrote his Braiuna-sphuta-siddhdnia when he

Bhaskara- was thirty years old. The kist eminent Indian astronomer was

Bh3skarach.^r}'a, born in a. d. i i 14. He was the author of the

Siddhdtiia-iiromani^ or * Diadem of Systems,' which has en-

joyed more authority in India than any other astronomical

work excejit the Surya-siddhdnta.

Medical Medicine, or the healing art, is designated in Sanskrit Ayur-

vcda., the *Veda of Liie.' Its beginnings go back to the Atharva-

Vfda, in which many diseases are mentioned and connected

with healing plants. The ' .iiHest and most notable medical

Cbaraka. authorities are Charaka uud Siki The former probably lived

at the close uf the first century a. d. His work, which is in verse,

and is entitled Charaka-samhitdi is still regarded as authoritative

SoitatA. in India. The great surgeon Sulruta probably belongs to the

second century. The extant foim of his work, the iS^i^wAmow^

hitd^ seems to be oonsidenbly expanded as compared wtA the

Viglihi^a. fonn of it known to the Anbs. The most noteworthy medical

writer subsequent to these two leading authorities is Vagblia^

the Elder, the author of the Ashtahga hjidaya^ who probably

lived about A.D. 600. During the eighth centniy a number of

Sanskrit medical treatises were translated into Arabic byorder of
the OtHphs of Baghdad With regard to the intrinsic value

of the works of the old Indian writen on medicine, the opimoii

of competent judges who have hitherto eaamined them is not

fiivomable. Nor is it likely that the Indian mind, since it

never showed any aptitude for natund science^ should have

accomplished anjrthing great in this direction. Probably the

only valuable contribution to surgery to ^rtiich India can lay

claim is the art of forming artificial noses. This operation

has been borrowed in modern times from India, where English^

men became acquainted with it in the eighteenth century.

Sectil.tr It remains to add the briefest possible sketch of secular

^''^^''^^ literature, owing to its close connexion with Sanskrit.

There is good reason to believe that the earliest Prakrit writings

were composed in actually spoken vernaculars, but no such

work lias been presented. The Prakrits known to us were

not real vemaculais, but rather Uteraiy Actions founded on
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spoken dialects. The native writers clearly distinguish the

former by the name of Prakrit from the latter, which they

designate by the term Afohhramia, 'decadent speech,' or

De^hdsha, ' local dialect' The earliest Frftkrit work of the

existence of which we have evidence was, however, composed
in a dialect called Faislch]^ which seems to have come nearer

the character of a spoken vernacular than any other literary

Pmkrit, This work was the Brihat-katha^ a collection of Bfihau

storio'; rnrrcnt at the time in India. It was compiled by the

poet Gunadhya, who appears to have lived in the first or

second century of our era. Though no longer extant, it is

known from the San.skrit translations of Kshemendra and

Somadeva, made in the eleventh century. I'hus Prakrit was

the language first used for committing to writing the earliest

collection (excepting the Jatakas) of folk-tales of which we
have certain knowledge (cp. p. 251).

Since the Jains employed PrSkrit as the language of their

sacred canon, this sect exercised a predominant influence on the

development of Prakrit literature in general. Maharashtri,

being the particular tiialect they used in their non canonical

writings, natural 1\ atuiincd a special development for literary

purposes. Hence it is the Luiguagc in which the lyric literature

of Prakrit is for the most part composed. In it is written the Prakrit

Saitasai (Skt. sapta-iatT)^ or * Seven Centuries,' of Hala, an ^^i**

anthology of lyric stanzas, mostly of an erotic type. Hfik, in

all likelihood only the patron of fhe real compiler of the col-

lectioD, most probaUjlifed in one of the early centimes of our

era. The fiict that many of the verBes here have the names of

their respective authors appended, indicates that the history of

PrSkrit lyric poetry goes still fiurther back than Hala's time.

It has been shown above (p. 845) that Prflkrit is used to a Pkikiit

considerable extent in the Sanskrit drama; here also Mahft-^™*^

rishtit is employed in lyrical passages. One jday has been

preserved wUch is written entirely in Prakrit This is the

KarpureHHai^ari ('Camphor-cluster') of iUja^khara (about

900 A.D.\ whose three Sandcrit plays have already been

mentioned. Only two PrSkrit dislects are employed m this

play, MahSrSsbtil and ^wrasenL It describes, in four acts^

how king Cbandapala marries KarpaFB-madjart, the daughter

of the king of Kuntala. The jealousy of the queen, and
the intrigues by which the king and the heroine are brought

together, furnish the plot of the play.

The K§vya type is represented by two extant Pr^rit poems. Prakrit

The okler of the two is entitled i?ao0|KMwl0 (Skt iEiskifftf.
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vadha)^ * Death of Ravana,' or Dahamuha-vaha (Skt. Daia-

mukha'Vadha\ * Death of the Tcn-hcadcd (Ravana),' which re-

lates the story of Rama from the point when the monkey army

set out for Laiika (p. 237) down to the skiughtcr of Ravana. The
poem is also known under the Sanskrit title of Sctu bandhay

* The Building of the Bridge.' The Pravarasena to whom it is

ascribed was probably a king of Kashmir of the sixth century,

the patron of the real author, who composed the poem to com-

memorate the construction of a bridge over the Vitasta (Jhc-

lum) by his royal master. The other Prakrit Kavya is the

Gauda-vaha, which was composed by lUppairao (Skt. Vakpati-

rnja) aboui .\.d. 750, to signalize the victory of iiis patron,

Yasovarman of Kunauj, over a Gauda king.

A. A. BiACDONELL.
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CHAPTER VII

THE EARLY HISTORY OF NORTIII l A' IM0IA»

FROM 600 B.C. TO A.D. 650

Somi of Thb htstocy of India beigiiu, for an orthodox Hindu, more
than three thousand years before Christ, with the war between

the sons of Panda and the sons of Kuru, as described in the

MahSbhSiata, a mt epic about eight times the bulk of the

Iliad and Odyssey combined, and in parts of great antiqui^.

Another huge epic, the Ramayana, which probably is less

ancient, relates the story of Rama, prince of Kosala (Oudh),

and is also regarded by Hindus as a storehouse of historical

facts. Many attempts, all alike onsuooeaslul, have been made
to distil histmy from the Indian epic poems, but modem
criticism now generally acknowledges the tiuct that bardic lays

cannot be made the basis of sober history.

The epics being rejected, the historian must look elsewhere

for his material. Although the ancient kings vscd to maintain

official chronicles, not a fragment of those dnrunients has

survived, and Sanskrit literature does not contain a sinele work

which deserves the name of a history, except, porh ips, the

Kashmir chronicle composed by Kalhana. The materials

available may be defined as consisting of monuments, in-

scriptions, coins, literary tradition, the annals of foreign

countries, especially of China, and the observations of foreign

travellers.

For the earliest period, literary tradition being almost the

only source, the results obtainable are necessarily meagre and

wanting in precision, until the fourth centuiy n.c, when the

other sources begin to flow, and the stream of events becomes

more copious. But it wies much in volume, and when iacts

fail, as they do at times, the historian must stay his pen.

History Tho most andent literary tradition dealing with historical

matter which is to be found in the saoed books of the

BiShmans, Buddhists, or Jains cannot be assumed to have

taken shi^ earlier than 500 B.C., although it may record a
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fiew ikcts a century or a century and a half older ; and we
cannot be far wrong if we place the commencement of

authentic Indian history about 600 r.c, or a little earlier.

The tribal rrt' v: mcnts which introduced civilt^ntion and laid

the foundations of the existing nations are, of course, very

much more ancient. But the story of those movements is

necessarily obscure and uncertain, and refuses to be bound in

^ronological fetters.

The writer of this chapter holds that histor}* cannot be

divorced from chronology, and that the investigation of facts

incapable of chronological arrangement lies outside the

historian's province. No approximately accurate date earh'er

than 650 B.C. can be assigned to any Indian event, and that

year may be regarded as the extreme anterior limit by which

the inquiries of an Indian historian are bounded.

A great difficuky is placed in his way by the indifTerence to DifticuUic*

chronology displayed by Indian writers, and by their careless- J*f

ness in distinguishing fact from fiction. During the last

himdred years generations of European scholait have been

engaged in tbe task of determining the cardinal fiicts of Indian

diionology, and thus preparing the indispensable fiameirork

for lustorical nanatiTe. But for the discovery of certain

clear instances of syncdmottni between events in DidtA and
ttose in ooontries of vrfaidi tlie history is known, the aooom-

plwhwient of this task would have been impossible^ and the

ancient histoiy of India would stDl be a chaos of unverified

conjecture. But within the last twenty or thirty years most of

the leading problems in Indian dmmology have been success*

fully attacked and solved with the aid of these syndnonisnis;

and it is now possible to give an oudine of die main fiicts in

chronologiGal order from 600 b.c. to a.d. 650. Such an out-

line is attempted in the following sketch, which is necessarily

imperfect, owing to the limitations of space^ forbidding

minute detaO or the justification £& categorical statements on
disputed points. A more adequate presentation of the story

of Ancient India will be found in the writer's Eariy History of
Tndia^ published in 1904.

The oldest historical traditions seem to be those embodied Ancient

in the Jain and Buddhist scriptures, parts of which may
Jj^^^j^

hn\"c been composed as early as the fifth century u. c.

The Puranas of the Brfihnians, although containing much
material of high antiquity, were rearranged in their existing

form at much later dates. The earliest of them, the VfJyu

Purina, may be assigned to the fourth century h^n^ and the
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other prinn'pal compositions of the class may be dated between

that time and a d, 700, All the eighteen Piirinas were cer-

tainly regarded as works of venerable age wlien AibirQni \\TOte

his account of India in a.d. 1031, and the Vayu Parana is

known to have ranked as a sacred scripture prior to a.d. 600.

India in The early traditions give us glimpses of India in the sixth

Bxthand and seventh centuries B.C. The country, as far as it was

centwiei t)t^cupied by the more advanced tribes, especially those

B.C. commonly called Aryan, was even then a civilized land, in

a condition far removed from barbarism. We hear of sixteen

great powers or principal states in Northern India, besides

smaUer kingdoms and tribal republics. Cities and towns were

numerous^ and well equipped with tlie neoessaiks and Immries

of life. Some of the plaoes mentioned in the most ancieot

storieSf Sttdi as Benares and Broach (BhaiGch), are impoitant

cities to diis day. Othen» ftmous in the olden ttme^ are

now niinons heaps, and of some the very name and site have

been forgotten. Taxila, for instance^ whidi was celebiated as

one of the greatest cities of the East in the time of Aleamder,

waa not only the caintalof a kingdom two oentuiies earlier, hut

aseat of learning, to wfaidi scholais of all classes flocked for

instructionin every branch ofknowledge then within the reach of

a student Its site is nowmarked bylines of shapeless mounds^

scattered among the villages near R&waliandi. Srivast^ the

splendid city where Buddha lived and taught for many years,

lies buried in jungle on the borders of Nepal.

500 B.c. Herodotus, who wrote towards the close of the fifth century
T^IndiM B^C., givM the first important notice of India by a foreign

Penku observer. He did not visit the country personally, and doubt-

less derived his information from Persian sources. Darius, tiie

son of Hyfitaspes (521-485 B.C.), having consolidated his power

as master of the Persian empire, sought to extend it over

part of India, He obtained the necessary information by

dispatching Srylax of Karyandn on a voyage of exploration

down tiie rivers of the Punjab and Sind. The exi^lorer,

starting from a town named Kaspatyros, somewhere near

Attock, in due course reached the sea, and, crossing it westward,

'arrived in the thirtieth month at that place [on the coast of

the Red Sea] where the King of Egypt dispatched the

Phoenicians to sail round Libya.' Unfortunately no more

detailed account has been preserved of this adventurous

voyage, which anticipated tho achievement of Alexander and

Nearchus. Darius then attacked India and auneied to his

empire the provinces west of the Indus, and possibly part of
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tiie Pmtjab. At the time of Alexander's invaaon the Indus

vas the bonndaiy between the Peisian dominions and in-

dependent India. The Indian conquests were oiganized as

the Tipeitfiedi Satrapy, the richest and most populous province

of the empire. It paid as tribute 360 Euboic talents of

gold dust, equivalent to nearly £1,000,000 steriing. (Book iii,

c. 88-106 ; iv, c. 44 ) The tiavellers' tales which were told to

Herodotus concerning the customs of the inhabitants and the

products of the country contain no information of value.

The meagreness of the information obtainable by Herodotus The isola-

is good evidence of the extraordinary isolation of India from

the Western world, which continued to a much later age.

Strabo, writing in the time of Augustus, complains of the

difficulties which he experienced in ascertaining facts about

India, owing to the remoteness of the country, the rarity of

European visitors, and the irreconcilable contradictions in the

few reports received. India was never really thrown open to

Einti[)can knowledge until the sixteenth century. U{) t<j tiiat

tiiiJL- the world was dependent on the descriptions of the Punjab

and Sind by the companions of Alexander, and the account of

the interior by Mt^gasthenes, which will be noticed prt^senily.

No detailed record of the commercial and diplomatic inter-

course between India and the early Roiu..ii empire has been

preserved, aiihuu^h such intercourse is known to have been

.

considerable.

All traditions agree in assigning a prominent position from Kingdom

very early times to the kingdom of Magadha, or Bihfir, 00 die

Ganges. Both the Jain and Buddhist religions arose either in

that kingdom or on its borders, and Brihmanical Hinduism

from time immemorial has always possessed a stronghold in the

neighbouring city of Benaies. The followers of all the leading

Indian sects were thus equally interested in Magadha and the

sunonnding states. But the prominence assigned to Magadha
is not due solely to the position it occupied in the histoiy of

religion. It was undoubtedly a powerful kingdom from a very

early date.

The most ancient dynasty in the FurSnic lists which can lay 600 b.c

claim to historic reality is that said to have been founded by
J^^^^^ ^£

Sisuniiga, about the end of the seventh century. BimbisSra, 5;^^^^^'^

the fifth monarch of this line of Magadhan kings, is famous in

Buddhist story as the friend and patron of Gautama Buddha,

the Sakya sage* the founder of the system wliich we call

Buddhism. This unfortunate prince was deposed, imprisoned,

and ultimately starved to death by his son and successor,

VOL. IL 1
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AJatamtiu, early in whose rdgn Buddha died, piobat% in

the year 487 b.c.

360 B.C. The dynasty of Sisunaga lasted three or four generations

longer, and was followed at some time before the middle of

the fourth century by the Nanda dynasty. But hardly anything

definite is known about this early period ; and detailed his-

torical narrative does not become possible until the accession

of Chandragupta Maurya, the first paramount sovoreign or

emperor of India, in 321 B.C.

Before, however, we can enter u{)on llie history of the Maurya

dynasty, we must briefly describe the memorable campaign of

Alexander the Great, of which Chandragupta was an eyewitness

iu his youth.

Alexander Alexander crossed the Hir. lu Kush in May, 327 r.c, and

InduT
spent the remainder of liiaL )^ar in an arduous campaign

March, atnong the mountains lo the north of the Kabul river. The
526 B.C. great natural fortress of Aornos, on the Upper Indus, having

been stormed in November or December, the invader's rear

was leciiied by the ifiHftilliitwin of ganisons at aU tiie impoctaat

places in fhe hilisi «nd his my to India was at last dear« In

Februaiy, 336 B.C., Alexander arrived at the bridge over die

Indus at Ohind or Und, which had been constructed by his

genends ; and after his wearied troops had enjoyed thirty days'

much-needed rest^ he crossed the river» and entend udepeudent

India at the beginmng o£ springi in the month of Febroaiy or

Su!mn&. Ambhi (Omphis), king of Taadla, the great city three dayif

TwilL niarch to the east of the river, whose lately deceased fiuher had

aheady given welcome assistance to the invading army, now
sent an embassy with valuable presents to meet Alexander, and
contributed a contingent of 700 men to swell his force. The
ready submission, of the rulers of Taxila is explained by the

fiact that they sought Alexander's help against their enemies

in the neighbouring states. India was then parcelled into a
multitude of states, owning no allegiance to any paramount

power, and continually at war among themselves. At the

time of Alexander's approach Ambhi was engaged in hostilities

both with Porus, his powerful neighbour to the east, and with

the small hill kingdom of Abhisara (Abisares) to the north.

Dcft^cc The Taxilan monarch did homage to Alexander as his

suzerain, and received investiture at his hands. Gifts of

great value were exchanged, and the contingent supplied by

the Indian i<.ing was increased to 5,000 men. The hill

chieftain of Abhisara, who had meditated resistance, prudently
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tendered his submission, and Alexander cherished hopes that

Poms would prove equally complaisant. 15 ut tlmt potentate,

who ruled the populous and fertile territory containing 300

towns which Lay between the rivers llydasijes (Jhelum) and

Akesines (Chenab), corresponding to the modem Districts of

Jhelum, Gujrfit, and Shah[)ur, felt conndence in his power

of resistance, and rcfuacd to yield.

In May, 326 B.C., Alexander arrived at the Jhelum river, Pasaage

which was already in flood by reason of the melting of the y^jL^
mountain snows. He soon perceived that it was impossible to

carry his army openly across ui ihc lace of the power!..! force

assembled by i\jru;i uii tiie opposite bank, which was especially

formidable on account of its host of war-clepliants, which the

Macedonian horse could not be induced to meet. Alexander,

therefore, resolved to 'steal a passage.' By means of a masterly

night march, prepared for with elaboiBte precautions, he effected

his purpose, taking with him a picked force nmnhering about

12,000 men, of whom half were mounted Poms, after a

belated and ineffectual attempt to oppose the landings drew

up his host in oider of battle.

The battle-field was a plain, now called Karri, about five jnW,

miles in width, and situated about ten miles in a direct line

north-east from Alexander's camp near the town of Jhelum of tlw

The Indian king placed his chief reliance upon aoo huge HjdMpeip

elephants which protected in front his central bodj of 30^000

infiuitry. Three hundred chariots, each drawn by four horses,

and carrying six men, supported by 4,000 cavalry, guarded the

flanks. Each foo^oldier carried a broad and heavy two-

handed swoid, a long buckler of undressed ox-hide^ and either

javelins or a bow. The bow was a formidable weapon ; for

* nothing,' say the Greek writers, 'can resist an Indian archer's

shot—neither shield nor breastplate, nor any stronger defence,

if such there be.' Alexander clearly perceived that his small

force could have no chance of success in a frontal attack upon

the enemy's centre, and resolved to rely upon the effect of a

vigorous cavalry charge against the Indian left wing. A
thousand mounted archers led the way, and were followed

by the horse-guards under the personal command of tiie

king. The fighr, whicii lasted till evening, ended in the

annihilation of the Indian army, and the capture of Torus,

who had fought like a lion, and was severely wounded.

Alexander treated hLi captive wilh politic generosity, and

» General Abljoti's \\t\\ {J. A. S. B.^ 1848) seeznf tO be O0lfect,«ltll0ll|^

ConaiDgham'ft theory haft beea Kcaerally accepted.

Z a
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of ihe

even added to his territories, thus securing a faithfiul ally

during the subsequent operations of the campiign.

Sabmis- I'lic conqueror, Imving performed the obsequies of the slain

OlMiit^^
with fitting splendour, offered the custonuiry sacrificej and cele-

brated games, lie then left Craterus bcliind with a sufficient

force to guard his connnunicuiion'^, an.d himself pressed on

eastwards with a body of picked tiuops, comprising as usual a

large prop(.)rtion of casalry. A n.ition named Glausai or

Glaukanikoi by the Greeks, whose territory included thirty-

se\ca considerable towns aiid a nmltiuide of villagrs, readily

submitted ; and Abisares, king of the lower hills, now known as

Iv \K:i;:i ..nd Bhimbar, again tendered his allegiance. Another

1 oiuo, nephew of the king defeated at the Hydaspes, also

bowed to the ine\ itable ; and sundry independent tribes

followed the example of the princes.

About the middle or end of the month of July, at the height

of the raby season, Aleiander reached the bank of the river

Akesines (CS&enab), whidk was, of cotusei In full flood. The
passage was xendaned extremdy difficult by the widdi, about

3,000 yards, of the swollen stream and the number of large

and jagged rocks with which the channel was obstructed.

Many of the boats were wrecked on these and tiidr occupants

were drowned* The men who swam across 8upp<»rted on
inflated skins got over in safety* The exact spot where the

passage was effected has not been determined, but the mention

of numerous rocks proves that it must have been near the foot

of the billsi twenty-five or thirty miles above 'WasllAbfid.

In the following month the river Hydiaotes (RSvi) was

reached, and crossed without difficult) . Hephaistion was

detached to reduce the younger Porus, who had revolted, while

Alexander in person proceeded to attack a strong confederacy

of independent tribes or clans. This confederacy was headed

by the Kathaioi, who dwelt between the Hydraotes (Ravi)

and the Hyphasis (Beas), and enjoyed the highest reputation

for courage and skill in the art of war. The other allies were

the Oxydrakai (Kshudrakas), who occupied the upper valley of

the Hyi^hasis, and the powerful nation of the Malloi (Mnlavas),

Vkho ht 'd the central districts of the Punjab on the banks of

the llydraotes. These allied tribes had successfully repelled

attacks made by Porus and Abisares a short time before

Alexander's invasion, and hoped to resist the Macedonian

army ^vith ec^ual success.

^^^'^iP* I'he confederates selected ns their stronghold a walkd town

^«n£'''fti named Sangala, three days' march beyond the Hydraotes, and

acy of

tribcu.
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awaked attack in a laager formed by * triple line of wagons

outside the walls» Neither laager nor waUa could withsjuuMl

Alexander, who quiddy captured the city. The loss of the

allies was enomiottS» that of Alexander trifling. The town was

noedto the ground, and the suROunding territory was bestowed

on certain independent tribes who had hastened to make
submission.

Yet another great river, the Hyphasis (Beas or BiAh) lay Retreat

athwart the path of Alexander, who longed to cross this
^^"j^JjJi,

obstacle and subdue the rich territories beyond. He was in>

formed tiiat the region on the forther bank was exceptionally

prosperous, bdng inhabited by a nation skilled equally in agri*

culture and war, and in the enjoyment ofan excellent aristocratic

government. But when he reached the river Alexander noticed

that his weary troops no longer followed him with their wonted

alacrity, and that the camp was filled with murmurs. He
sought to rouse their enthusiasm by a speech, in which lie

recited the glories of their wondrous conquests from the

Hellespont to the Hyphasis, and promised them the dominion

and riches of all Asia. But his words fell on unwilling ears;

and, after a pause, the growing discontent of his soldiers and

their fi.xed determination to go no farther found expression in

the voice of Koinos, a trusted general. Alexander, deeply

mortified, retired into his tent, and would see nobody; but on

the third day he was forced to admit the impossibility of further

advance, and reluctantly gave the order for retreat. The site

of the twelve great altars of cut stone which he erected on the

bank of the old bed of the Hyphasis, not far from the hills, to

mark the limit of his advance, has not yet been identified.

The month of September was spent in retracing the line of Prcpara-

advance. About the beginning of October the army wasagain |^^
encamped on the bank ofthe Hydaspes, and Alexander busied

himself in completing the preparations for hb long-planned

voyage down the riveia to the sea, which had been &r
advanced by his officers. The forests of the neighbour-

ing hills supplied timber in abundance^ and by the end
of October a fleet numbering some two thousand vessels of

all kinds was ready to start. Btfore the voyage began Alex-

ander held a great assembly or Darbfir of his officers and the

representatives of the Indian powers, and appointed Poms
king of the seven nations already subjugated. Two generals

wexe dispatched to secure the flank of the army by obtaining

the submission of Saubbati (Sophytes), king of the Salt Range
hilh^ which extend westward from Jhelum to the Indus,
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Theiteit When all prdiimnaiy amngqnents had been oompleled, a
force of 8,000 men, iziduding a large proportion of mounted

troops» on ivfaich iUexander always placed his chief relianoe^

embaikedon the fleet The rest of theaimy, which numbered

in all about i3o»ooo men, marched in two coips along ihe

banks. The rear guard was commanded by PhUipfNU^ who had
been appointed Satrap of the provinces west of the Indu&

Deiinic- The fleet sailed down the stream in stately army, with many
delays caused by the opposition of the nations encountered.

The Mallei, the allies of the Kathaioi, who occupied the central

Punjab, were the most formidable opponents encountered

during the earlier part of the voyage. At the of a small

nameless town^ in their territory Alexander was dangerous^

wounded, and his troops were so maddened that when they

stormed the place they 'spared none, neitherman, woman, nor

child.' By the beginning of 325 B.C. the power of the Malloi

was shattered, and the nation nearly exterminated.

325 B.C. When the fleet had reached the tliird confluence, where the

combined waters of the Punjab rivers then united with the

Indus, this point was fixed as the boundary of the jurisdiction

of Philij)pus, who was now appointed Satrap of the conquered

territories. All tiie Thracian light horse, and a sufficient force

of intantry, were left behind for garrison duty.

At the capital of a tribe named Sogdoi Alexander fortified a

town, constructed dockyards, as he liad done in other places,

and repaired his damaged vessels. Pcithon was appointed

Satrap of the country extending from the limits of the jurisdic-

tion of Philij^fHis to the sea. During the progress through Sind

certain lirahmari.s who had instigated resistance were nithlessly

hanged. 'The other cities in the same country surrendered

without attempting resistance wherever he advanced ; so much
were the minds of all the Indians paralysed with abject terror

by Alexander and the success of his arms.'

The fettum From the head of the delta, Qaterus was dispatched direct
to P«nia. ^ pei^ diroug^ SeistSn with tfie elephants and a large portion

of the army. Early in September, 325 b.c., after a voyageof ten

months, Alexander reached the sea with the corps under his

command. As soon as possible he started to march by land

through Gedrosia (Makrfin) to Persia and Babylon; while

' Not MnltSn, M commonly asserted. Multan lies much too far sonth.

The town must have been at least 80 miles to the north-east of Maltan.

The courses of the riven have changed so much that exact idectificatioBs ol

the plaos vtiited b; Akn&der dnkg his voyage an InqKHribk^ The
*idenUfiGatiom' pnUbdiedia manjboolBiwe^^kebMdcfi.
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Xeaichiis was dispatched with the fleet to sail round the coast

into the Penian Gulf. The thrilling story of the adventures

and sufferings of both forces is so slightly connected with the

hntoiy of India that it cannot be told here. It is sufficient

to note that Neaichus accomplished his perilous task with con-

S|ncuottS success and slight loss ; while Alexander, although

likewise successiul in his main purpose, incurred frightful

losses, especially among the camp followers^ and arrived in

Karmania with only a shattered remnant of his army. During

the summer of 324 B.C. he reached Babylon, where he died a
year later, in June, 323 B.r.

Alexander's stay in India, from March, 326 n.c, when he Thesufler-

crossed the Indus, until September, 325 B.C., when he began
j^^y^^

his homeward marcli, lasted barely nineteen months. During

that brief period he had inflicted upon the haplt^ss land the

miseries so vividly described in the words ot"L)i«.)(_lorus :—

-

*The fur)' of war was at once let loose over the whole land
;

conflagration, pillage, and massacre ran rif )t in every place ; the

soldiers appropriated vast booty, and the number of inhabitants

slain by the sword amounted to many myriads.'

His expedition, regarded as a series of masterly military Military

operations, had been an unqualified success from beginning to
J^^^*^"'

end, without a single fiulure. Each stage of the campaign—the permaaent

subjugation of the highlands, the advance to the Hyphasis, the *******

retreat to the Hydaspes, and the descent of the rivets—4iad

been a triumph of oigsnisation, strategy, and tactics. But the

world gained no^g to compensate for the awful suffering

which accompanied the display of unrivalled poweis by the

greatest general known to history. Even tiie booty, for which

his soldiers had risked so much, was lost in the deserts of

Gedrosia. If Alexander had lived, his well-concetved plans

probably would have resulted in the HeUenisation of at least

the basin of die Indus, and the course of Indian history might

have been ^>«"g«*^ But his death prevented his victories

liom bearing fruit in India as they did in other parts of Asia.

The ancient Indian polity was far too strong to be swept away

by a passing storm ; and within two years of Alexander's death

his sncoeSBOfs were obliged to abandon the Indian provinces,

and to leave them to work out their destiny in their own
iashion.

Even before his return to Persia, Alexander bad received Kevitof

news of the murdo: of his Satn^ Philippus, the officer in charge

of the conquered territories above the delta, and had been

obliged to content himself with makmg temporary arrangements
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on paper for their administraHon. When fate overtook him at

Babylon, his generals had no leisure to think of distant India,

where the natives promptly rose, and in the course of ayear Of

two <;wcpt away all traces of Macedonian rule.

MI B.C. The leader of this revolt was a young Hindu, named Chandra-

iJjJ^J^
gupta Maurya, an illegitimate member of the royal family of

Mapradha. That kingdom had already attained to a position

of great power. Bimbisara, the contemporary of Buddha, had

annexed the kingdom of Anga, the modem Bhagalpur and

Monghyr, and his successors had further extended the limits of

their sway. Inquiries made by Alexander elicited the informa-

tion tliat the Magadhan monarch commanded au army reputed

to number 200,000 infantry, 20,000 cavalry, 2,000 four-horsed

chariots, and 3,000 war-elephants. The king then ruling, one

of the Nanda dynasty, was alleged to be the son of a barber,

who had become the paramour of the late qneen, and with her

aid had eKterminated the princes of tito Sisnnaga dynasty, and
nstirped the throne. The barber's son was ^considered to

betray by his conduct traces of his hmnble origin, and was so

unpopular that Alexander was assured that he would have no
difficulty in defeating him. Chandragupta, having incurred the

displeasure of this king, was compelled to go mto exile^ and
flee to the northrwest^ where he is said to have met Alennder.

^ccenion When the great Macedonian passed away, the exile saw his

dragnpu Opportunity, and placing himselfat the head ofa force recruited

IfMiyi. from the predatoiy tribes of the frontier, descended upon

Magadha. In the struggle which ensued Chandmgupta was

victorious. He dethroned the Nanda king^ and in aococdanoe

m\h the Oriental practice in such cases destroyedevery member
of the royal family. At first he was obliged to associate with

himself on the throne the principal chieftain from tfae notth

who had aided bis entcr{)rise, but this unweloome odDeague

was soon disposed of, and Chandragupta reigned alone. His
accession may be dated with practical certainty in the year

321 B.C., two years after the death of Alexander.

Severity of Although the Indians, under the guidance of Chandragupta
Cbaadm- j^^d an able Brahman minister who shared his counsels, had

govern- shaken from their necks the yoke of Macedonian ser%itude,

meat. they gained nothing in the way of personal freedom by the

chansre of masters. The government was characterized by
great severity—cvnsion of the tax-p:athcrcr, for instance, was

a capital offence, and intrusion on the royal hunting enclosure

was likewise punislial>le with death. It is not surprising to

learn that the sovereign who was constrained to maintain his
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authority by such cruel ptmishments lived in daily fear of

assassination, and changed his bedroom evexy night to baBle

plots against his life.

After the death of Alexander his empire was divided by his Relatioot

ofiiccrs. Babylon fell to the share of Seleucus, surnanicd
'

Nikator or the Conqueror, who finally established himself there Nikator.

in the year 312 n.c, from which he began to date the era

called after his name. He then tnrned his attention to India

and sought to recover the provinces conquered by Alexander.

But the vast forces controlled by Chandragupta, who is said to

have been able to place 600,000 troops in the field, were too

strong for the invader. Seleucus was compelled to relinquish

his daim to Ariaoa, and to surrender a large part of that

extensiTe legion to his opponent in ezdiange for the in-

adequate compensation of 500 elephants. The tenitoiy thus

annexed by the Indian monarch seems to have indnded the

pfwmoes of Aria, Gediosia, Azachosta, and the Paiopamsadae^

oonespondiog zoughly to the present North-West Frontier

Plrovince of India, witfi Baluchistan, both British and Native^

and the greater part of Afg^nistiiL The authoritjr of Chandia«

gupta thus extended far beyond the Indus up to the foot of

the Hindu Kush mountains. His capital was at PStaliputra,

the modem Fatna and Bankipore, on the northern bank of the

old course of the Son, near the confluence of that lim with

the Ganges.

The peace between the Syrian and Indian monarchs was 506 B.a

cemented by a matrimonial alliance and the establishment of

diplomatic rebtions. In 306 ac Seleucus had assumed the

title of king of Syria, and it was probably soon ato that date

that he sent Megasthenes as ambassador to the court of

Chandragupta. The envoy amused his leisure by preparing a

careful account of the country to which he was accredited,

which continued up to the sixteenth century to be the principal

authority on India for European writers.

Although the book composed by Megasthenes is no longer

extant, it was so largely quoted by subsequent authors that

much of its substance has been preserv ed in fragments ; and
the statements recorded arc so jirecise that more is known
in detail about the court and administration of Ciiandragupta

in the fourth century B.C. than about any other Indian

monarch prior to Abkar in the sixteenth century A.D., with,

perhaps, the exception of king Harsha in the seventh renturj'.

The capital, Pat ili|nura. bt ing built in the tongue of

between the Ganges and the Son, was necessarily long and capluL
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* narrow in shape. Its length was about nine miles, and its

breadth a mile and a half. It was protected by a timber

palisade, some remains of which have been found in recent

excavations, and a deep moat. The fortifications were pierced

by sixty-four gates and crowned with five hundred and seventy

towers. The administration of this great city was elaborately

organized and entrusted to a commission of thirty members,

which was divided into six departmental boards with five

members each. It is interesting to note that the duty of one

board was to maintain an accurate register of births and

deaths, which was prepared both for revenue purposes and

for the information of the government.

Admiois- The war office wms similarly administered by a commission
bttlon. Qf tjiifty members, divided into six boards of five members

each, charged severally with the care of the admiralty, trans-

port and commissariat, infantry, cavalry, war-chariots, and
dephantf. An irrigation department ooatrolled Ae distiiba*

tioQ of water for agricultaral purposes, and the kad revenne

was collected by proper officers.

Hie palace, of which the remams may still be tiaoed to

the south of the road between Bankipore and Puna, was an
extensive coUection of buildings, standing in a pleasant park

well fiimished with ponds and trees. In the time of Chandnr
gttpta the royal buildings were probably constructed to a laig»

extent of wood, like the Burmese palaoe at Mandalay; but

from the reign of his grandson, Asoka, brick and stone were

geneially substituted for timber.

The sovereign, in accordance with Oriental custom, attended

personally to the administration of justice in publii^ and would
continue to hear cases even while his toilet was in progress*

The royal sport of hunting was organized on a magnificent

scale, very much after the manner practised by the Mu£^
court many centuries later.

Fxtent of The imperial dominion extended across India from the

empire. Arabian Sea to the Bay of Bengal, and beyond the Indus as

far as the Hindu Kush mountains. This vast territor)' was

governed from the capital at P.^taliputra ; and so tightly were

the reins of government held in the grasp of the emperor that

the sceptre was transmitted to his son and grandson without

difficulty or disturbance, so far as is known. The man who

could win, administer, and maintain an empire of such

magnitude must have been a person of no common ability.

Accession When Chandragupta died in 297 B.C., after a brilliant reign
of Biadii« twenty-four years, he was succeeded by his Son Bindusara,
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who wielded the sceptre for twenty-five years. The only sara,

recorded event of his reign is the dispatch of an amba5;5;ador

named Deimachus to his court by Scleucus Nikator, which

proves that the Indian empire continued to maintain diplo-

matic relations on a footing of equality with the Syrian power.

Dionysius, the envoy sent by Ptolemy Piuladelphus, kitig of

Egypt (285-247 B.C.), may have reached the court of Magadlm
either in the reign of Bindusara or in that of Asoka.

Bindusara was succeeded by his son Asoka-vardiuiiia, or Accession

Asoka, ill ilie year 1-2 B.C. j but the young monarch was r»"t
^^^^JJ*!^

crowned till three years later, 269 B.C., from which date he

reckons his regnal years in the numerous inscriptions which

are the principal authority for the evaits of his memorable

rogn. During the fint eight years which followed his coronar

tion Afloka lived after die maimer of his predecessors, enjoying

the pleasures of the chase and the table. The royal kitchen

was maintained on a scale so lavish that many ttuousands of

living creatures were sometimes slaughtered to suf^ly it for a
single day on the occasion of a banquet

In his ninth year (361 b.c. ; being the twelfth year ftom Conquest

the true date of his accession) Asoka undertook the smgle ^ofbI'c^^
military operatida of his long reign, the conquest of the

kingdom of Kalinga, the Northern Circars of modem history,

on the coast of the Bay of Bengal Although Bengal seems

to have been included in the empire of Chandtagupta, the

strip of country extending southwards along the coast from

the river MahflnadI as far as the C^od&vari had remained

independent, and was known as Kalinga or the KaKngas.

Asoka resolved to round off his dominions by the annexation

of this kingdom, and succeeded, but at a terrible cost to tlie

vanquished; 150,000 prisoners were taken, 100,000 persons

slain by the sword, and many times that number destroyed by

the calamities which follow in the wake of annies.

The sight of tho^e horrors excited profound feelings of Asoka con-

sorrow and remorse in the heart of Asoka, who turned for
gjj^*^^^^

consolation to the I ^iw of Piety as taught by Buddha, which

enjoined 'many good deeds, compjassion, truthfulness, bencfi-

cence, purity, and the doing no ill.' The emperor felt that

this law was inconsistent with the practice of war, and formed

a fixed resolve to ai)stain henceforth from conquest by force

of arms, and devote himself to 'the chiefest conquest'—that

of men's hearts. He therefore attached himself to the

Buddhist church as a lay disciple, and ultimately, late in

his rci^n, ussuiiied Uie muiiu^uc lobc, and was ordained.
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Buddhist orden not being irrevocable^ tfao emperoi^ iub>

mission to the precepts obligatory on monks may have been

only temporary ; as the first emperor of the Liang dynasty of

China (a.d. 502), who lived in the style of a saintly ascetic,

similarly donned the clerical vestments on two occasions.

Whatever may have l)een the cxict limits of Asoka's monastic

vows, he certainly became an anient devotee of the philo-

so])hical and ethical 5;ystem taught by Buddha, and a liberal

patron of Buddhist monk**.

Bnddhi«t On the c()inp!L'tit>n of his conversion he abolished the royal

P'^" liunt, forbade animal sacrifices, and in general the destruction

<»f animal life, exce[)t under very stringent regulations, and

appointed special censors to see that his orders were obeyed.

He further took measures, which proved very effective, to diffuse

and propagate Buddhist doctrine throughout his dominions

and those of his friendly n'M'gld.iours. W ithin his own terri-

tories he required bis viceroys and oihtr great oftlcers, when

on tour, to assemble the people from time to time, and to

instruct them in the teaching which their royal master regarded

as essential.

He also set forth the main principles of the doctrine in pithy

documents composed in the venuicular dialects, which were

Inscribed on lodcs in the frontier, and on monolith piUan m
the home provinces. An active proselytizing propaganda bf
means of special agents was ofganised* in sdditioo to the

system of instruction by officials. Missionaries were dispetdied

to CeyUm, to the independent Chola and PSndya kingdoms in

the extreme South, and to all tributary states on the frontiers^

as well as to the Hellenistic kmgdoms of Syria, Macedonia,

Epinis, Egypt^ and Cyrene^ then governed respectively by the

Gredc kingsAnttochus(Theos),Anrigonus (Gonatas),Alexander,

Ptolemy (Philadelphos), and Magas. Although the inscriptions

do not mention any member of the royal family as oonoeroed

in this missionary propaganda, there is good reason to believe

that the emperor's younger brother Mahendra took an active

part in the introduction of Buddhism into Ceylon. According

to one version of the story, Mahendra was an illegitimate son

of Asoka, but it is more probable that he was the emperor's

brother. As Professor Jacobi remarks, the spiritual career often

offered a held for the ambition of younger sons in ancient

India as in mediaeval Europe.

A;^tnc!f«« The {propaganda carried on by official and special missionary
employed, ageiicy was stimulated by the emperor's per^^onal example, and

by the multiplication of monasteries throughout U\e empire.

t
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ftQd even in the territories of Mendly powers. Each monastery »

thus founded became a new centre for the diffusion of the

Buddhist gospel. Popular interest in the royal teaching was

further secured by the provision at government expense of

material comforts for man and beast. The high roads were

marked with milestones, and sliaded by avenues of trees.

Camping grounds were furnished witli wells, mango-groves,

and resthouses for travellers. Hospitals were founded, and

medicinal herbs, wherever they were lacking, were freely

imj)orted and planted. The severity of ihe penal eode was

mitigated, and on each anniversary of the coronation jirisoners

were liberated. In these ways, and by a watchful su{)crvision

over public morals, Asoka demonstrated the sincerity of his

faith, and secured an astonishinj; amount of success in his

efforts to propagate the system of JJuddha.

The form of Buddhism which he introduced into Ceylon Spread of

has remained almost unchanged to this day in the island, and

has thence spread over Burma and Siam. In India conTersion

proceeded at a very rapid ratCi and good progress iras made
among the mountaineers and nomads to the north and north-

west Bat the emperor did not force his creed upon his

'children,' as he caUs his subjects. He fully recognized the

right of all sects and creeds to live and let liv^ and did not

hesitate to adopt a policy of concurrentendowment In respect

of this active toleration his conduct was in accordance with

that of most monarchs of ancient India.

By his efforts Buddhism, which had hitherto been a merely

local sect in the valley of the Ganges, was transfoxmed into

one of the great religions of the world—the greatest, probably,

if measured merely by the number of adherents. This is

Asoka's claim to be remembered ; this it is which makes his

reign an epoch, not only in the history of India, but in that of

the world.

The reign of Asoka, which lasted for some forty years, 231 b c.

ended in 231 RC. After his death, the Mauiya empire, ^^J^^'
which had endured for ninety years and three generations of

kings, crumbled to pieces. The valleys of the Kistna and

Cod.ivari were formed, about 220 B.C., into an independent

kingdom, known by the name of Andhra, v.hieh waxed great

with remarkable rapidity, and soon spread across the central

table-land of India from tlie Bay of Bengal to the Western

Ghats. TTie home jiroviaces seem to have jussed at once

under the sway of Dasaratha, Asoka's grandiiun, whose de-

scendants continued to claiui the imperial tides and rule
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Magadlia, with perhaps some neighbouring dktridi^ until

1S4B.C. 184 B.C Tbe last df diem mui then wftMiwiniifiiHl by hit

commandfMP-chie^ Pusbyamitra* who seized the vacanttlmme^

and founded the dynasty of the Sungas, to which tiadition

assigns a dnmtion of one hundred and twdve yeaxs. The son

and successor of this usuiping soldier was AgEdmitra, who had

ruled Cential India from BidisB, the modem Besnagar, near

Bhd8a» during his fftthefs lifetime.

7a B.C. The Sunga dynasty came to an unhonoured end m 72 B.&,

folded ^ ^ worthless debaodiee, was murdered by

by Kaava his BiShmsn minister, who placed himself in the seat of his
dynasty, master. The Br^man line, known by the name of KSnva,

which numbered only four kings, and lasted for no more than

%% 8.C* f<»ty-fiTe yeax8» was extinguished in 27 b^g:, when one of the

Andhra monarchs slew the last Kanva, and annexed his

dominions. About this time the Andhra kingdom was one

of the most powerful states in India. The ruling dynasty

survived until about a.d. 230, when it disappeared in the

course of an unrecorded revolution.

350 B.C. We have seen that the Hcllenization of India, or any part

d^uS*'-
^^''^^ effected by the campaign of Alexander, and that

doms of'' his death was immediately followed by the establishment of

^^^^^ a x^owerful and highly organized native government which

destroyed his garrisons and overthrew his institutions. But

about seventy years after his death, and during the reign of

Asuka, events occurred in Central Asia which led to the partial

Hellenizalion of the Indian borderlands and produced some

eflcct in the interior of the country on the fine arts, if not on

anything else. Aboi.l llie uiiddlL of the Luid century B.C.,

the caucl dates being matter of dispute, both Bacma and

Parthia separated themselves from the Syrian kingdom of

Antiochus Theos, grandson of Selcucus Nikator, and assumed

the lank of independent states.

Afl todnts'
Euthydemus, the third king of the new Bactrian monarchy,

the^Gieat. obtained formal recognition of his independence in or about

S08 B.C. from Antiochus the Greats king of Syria, who, two or

three years later, made a raid into the Indian temtories west

of the Indus and obtained a supply of elephants from the king

of Kabul, who was xiamed Subhag^na (Sophagasenas).

300-150 About doo B.a the example set by Antiochus was foUowed

Demetriot, ^ ^ Bactiian kingi Demetrius, son of Euthydemus, who
Eucratides, invaded India with still greater success. He seems to have

Md*A^ll annexed the Kabul valley, Sind, and part <A the Punjab^ and

lodotni. becameknownas'kingof the Indians.' His successors in these
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terhtories appear to have been Agathocles and Pantaleon.

The Indian cam|)aigns of Demetrius loosened his hold on

Bactria beyond the Hindu Kiish mountains, and gave an

opportunity to a leader named 1-^ucratides, who sei/ed the

Bactrian throne. But the triumph uf that usurper was of sliort

duration. When returning from his contest with Demetrius on

the Indian frontier he was murdered by one of his own sons,

probably Apollodotus, who retained possession of the Indian

provinces. Hcliocles, anotlier son of Eucratides, ascended the

throne of Bactria. Mier the time of Ajjollodutus, the Indian

proviiwes were governed by sundry Greek kings, known
only from their coins, and whose history is in consequence

extremely obscure. Af)parent]y several local dynasties of

liciictiic origin reigned ^uiiulianeously along the border.

One of these Greek kings, Menander by nauie, who ruled
]J^JJjJ^

over the Kabul valley, distinguished himself, about 155 B.C.,
*

by an invasion of India, in the course of which he penetrated

fiuther into the interior of the country than any of his pre-

deoems* He crossed the Hyphasis (BeSa)» on the bank of

whidi mutiny had stayed the advance of Aleiander; and»

aococdtng to credible Hindu tradition, canted his arms into

Oudh» and even as far east as PStaliputra, where he was 153 b.c

encountered and forced to retire by Pushyamitn, the founder of

the Sunga dynasty.

But raids, however brilliantly executed, were not sufficient 130 b c.

to establish the Greek power in the land of the BrShmans ; oi^k^uk
and that power, in both Bactria and India, was now on the in Btctria.

veilge of disscdution in consequence of the obscure movements

of nomad hordes in the steppes of Asia. The westward

migration of the Yueh-chi horde, which, accocding to most

authorities, began about 165 B. c, but is dated some twenty>five

years later by M. Chavannes, displaced the Sakas and cognate

tribes dwelling in the basin of the upper waters of the Jaxarles,

who were driven southwards, and forced to seek for sub-

sistence in Bactria and India. At some date not far from

130 B.C. they overwhelmed Heliocles, the last Greek king of

Bactria, whose power had been already weakened by Parthian

aggression, and so destroyed Hellenic rule to the north of

the Hindu Kush.

About the time referred to, or possibly at an earlier date, a TheS«k«i

large section uf the Sakas poured into the vailey of the Hel-
jil'jj^^

mand, and occupied the region now called Seistan, which

became known as the 'Saka country.' Other branches of the

horde probably entered Kashmir and the Northern Punjab,
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but there is little clear evidence of their presence. There is

good reason to believe that Mithradates I, the Parthian l:inc,

actually annexed the Western Punjab about 138 b.c., aiid that

Parthian inlluence was predominant on the north-w^tem

frontier of India for a long time.

The reality of Parthian domination in the Indian borderland is

A.D.50. proved by the existence of a lonLT line of local kings with unmis-
In(io- ,

Parthian tikably Parthian names—Vonones, and so forth—who governed
kingi. various [)aris of the country during the period between 100 B.C.

and A.D. 50. In Kabul a Greek dynasty seems to have main-

tained its possession during the same period. Excepiiuaal

interesL aliaciies to GondoplKiici,, a l'arLh;aa king of the Lower

Kabul Valley and AVestem Punjab, who came to the throne in

A.D. ai. or about a. d. 2 1, and is mentioned in ancient Christian legends

which can be traced back to the third century. All versions of

the tale, which assumes various forms, agree in associating an
alleged inisskm of the apostle Thomas for die oonvenioii <tf

India witii king Gondophaies. The stoiy pioliab^ embodies

a genaine tndition of a Christian mission sent to India daring

that king's reign, but it is not safe to give any credence to the

details.

A D. 45. Hermaeus» the last Indo-Greek kiog of Kfibul, and the Uter

^hi*M I
I'^tlO'Pfl'^i^ chieis of the borderhmd were all swept away

^ about the same time by the advancing Yueh<iht borde^ which

bad gradually worked its way down through Bactria and across

the Hindu Kush, after clearing away the Sakas fipom its path.

About A.D. 45» the chieftain of the Kushan clan of the Yueh-

chi, who is conveniently designated Kadphises I, made himself

sole king of all sections of the Yueh-chi nation, and lord of the

countries both north and south of the Oxus. During the years

following he annexed the countries now known as AfghanistSUi

and thus became the immediate neighbour of India. For a

time Kadphises I was content to share the government of

Kabul with the Greek prince Hermaeus; but the latter was

gradually eliminated from all participation in the administra-

tion, and the Yueh-chi chief became the sole depositaiy of
' power.

A.D. 85. When Kadphises I died at the age of ei; hty, in or about

jj^
A. D. 85, he was succeeded by his son, Kadphises II, who
crossed the Indus and annexed North-Wcstern India to his

empire. Tiie conquered Indian provinces, which extended

towards the east and south at least as far as Benares, were

entrusted to the care of military vicerovs. This conquest

involved the final suppression of tiic iiidu-i oitiiuui d>iuu>ucs
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of the bord rland, eioepl in the delta of the IndiUi where

Paitbitti chiefs, engaged Id inceasaiit domestic inui» sttrrived

for a few years longer.

Kadphises II, in or about a.d. 90, was so puffed up with a d. 90.

pride that he presumed to demand the hand gf a Chinese

princess in marriage, and when the proposal was mdignantly qu^t'of

rejected, sought to enforce compliance by arms. But his ^^̂^
strength was not equal to his ambition, and an army of

70,000 men which he sent across the Tsung-hng or Kara-

koram passes was decisively defeated ; and the Yueh-chi king

was compelled to pav tribute to China. His conquest of

Northern India was pr< >bably subsequent to tliis disaster, and

the Indian embassy which reached the court of Trajan about

A.D. 107 may be assumed to have been dispatched by

Kadphises II after he had consolidated his power to the east

of the Indus.

Like the other kiKf,:^ of his dynasty, Kadphises II enjoyed a.d. 135.

a long reign, which did not terminate until a.d. 135, when

he was succeeded by Kanishka, famous in Buddhist legend

as a seoood Asoika. Undoubtedly the development of the

newer Boddhissib which pfactically deifies the foonder of

the religion, recetved a great impulse under tfie patronage

of KanishlM, wlio emulated his prototype in the erectibn of

maguifieeot monastenes and s^^* He is said to have

ooovened a council of Buddhist monks either at JuUundur
or in Kashmir, which latter country was annexed during

his r^gn. He also made a great and apparently success-

ftd efibrt to retrieve the disaster suffered \Pi his predecessor

in the war with Chma, by dispatching an army across the

passes, which penetmted as fitr east as Khotan. Under
Kanishka the Kushin power was at its height His dominions

included the plains north and south of the Oxus, most of the

territories now known as Afghanistan, as well as Kashmir,

Kashgar, Kliotan, and a large part of Northern India. His
capital was reslifiwar, which became the centre of a remarkable

school of Indo-Roman Buddhist art, the characteristics of

which are discussed in the chapter devoted to archaeology*.

Although the events of the reign of Huvishka, who succeeded a.d. 150.

Kanishka in a t>. 150, are not known in detail, ^j^g
ii"*'^*^*-

evidenoe of aichaeoiogy and literary tradition is sufficient to

* The wiitcr n^ceok hit loAbUity to accept the Ti««a of Dr. Fbat lad
Dr. Otto Fnuike of Beriin ^oesaiDg tho date of Ktniihhi. Dr. Slelo^

discoveriet Id CUdcm Tvkhtin ttroogly ooofinn the view stated In the

text.
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piOTe that he was able to conserve unhnpaired the vast empiie

which he had inherited. Buddhism, especially in its newer

form, continued to enjoy popular favour and royal patronage,

and to furnish the motive for many notable orks of architecture

and sculpture. The intercourse wiili the Roman empire which

had begun under Kud[)hises I, and i.s manifestly f^f^ected in

Indian art of the Kushan period, was maintained ihrouLilii^ut

Huvi.«;hka's reign, and must have been stimulated by the

eastern campaigns of Marcus Aurelius.

A.O. l^. After the accession of Huvishka's successor, A'asudeva, in

or about a.d. 185, the Kushin power in India decayed, and

gradually became restricted to the Punjab, where it continued

to exist unlii ihc liiue of the White Hun invasiori iii the fifth

century. In the interior the native powers seem to liave

reasserted themselves ; but the third century is one of the

darkest periods of Indian history, and we are not in a posttioa

Id give % mmtnc of evcnfib Visndfim mmt hiive diod

about A.i>. 915. His dealh coiiiddes with die fUhKuhmffnt of

the SaisatiMin mooaichy in Penia (a.d. 326), and time aie

indicatioDt that the Sfiffimnifln kings exeicised oonsideiable

inftuence on Indian afiaiis; but the available evidence Iprdljr

pennits of any more positive statement on the anbjeet

A.D^ MO. A new historical epodi is marked by Ihe rise of the Gupta

J^^°P^ dynasty In a.a $so. During the decay of tiie Kushfo
' ^* power the Lkfacbbavis of Northern Bihfii^ who had been

conquered In the olden days by Ajfitasatru of Magadha,

(0 have extended their power to the south across the Ganges*

and to have occupied the ancient imperial capital, PHtaliputra.

A local Hindu chief, who bore the honoured nameofChandnir
gupta, manied a lichchhavi princess, and on the strength of

this alliance became king of Fataliputiay and laid datm to

a paramount position over the neighbouring powers. His

success was sufficiently great to warrant him in establishing an

era dating from a.d. 320, known as the Gupta era, which

continued in use for several centuries*. His dominions

embraced Northern and Southern Bihar, Oudh, and the valley

of the Ganges as far west as Prayag (Allahabad).

A.D. 32<). After a brief reign he transmitted the sceptre to his son
Samudra- Samudragupia, who j^roved himself one of the most accom-

pUshed and energetic monarchs who ever graced an Indian

throne. Soon after his accessiun \k.d. 326), he conceived the

bold design of subduing all India. By operations of extra-

* Dates ia the Gupta era are ordinarily coavKtsd into datet by tlM

addition of 319 ; eg. 8^ o. s. - a. d. 40a.
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ordinary danng he carried his arms across the juqgles of the

Vindhyan range, and penetrated almost to the extremity of

the Peninsula. Eleven kingdoms of the South were compelled

to make submission to the conqueror, who carried off vast

treasures.

The fame of the Indian monarch Induced Moghavarman, a.d. 330.

the reignirig king of Ceylon (about A. d. 330), 10 send an ^JJP^'**'^*

embassy with valuable gifts to Samudragupta. But the

remoteness of the southern kingdoms rendered their permanent

annexation impossible, and the invader was obliged to content

himself with the momentary submission of the kings and with

the plunder of their treasures. Tlie inability of Samudragupta

to retain his conquests be) ond the Narbada river proves that

the imperial organization must have been far less perfect than

it iLid been in the days of the Maurya emjicrors, whose frontier

extended tu, approximately, liiu laiiLuue of Madras.

In Northern India the campaigns of Sanmdragupta had

more permanent efifects. Nine kings were overthrown, and

their domimons were annexed to the empire. Samudr^upta

hjr the success of his campaigns had made himself the paca-

mount power in India ; and, as a visible token that he had

attained this position, be revived the long-obsolete 'hoise-

saorifioe,' which could only be celebrated bjr a monarch with

undisputed daims to universal dominion* The antique rite

was oelebnated with great pomp and lavish distribution of

laigessi and commemorated by the issue of gold medals, of

wltidi specimens are eartant

The wild tribes in the forests of the Vindbya mountains were Extent oi

brought under control, and the limits of the empire were ex
^^"J^^J**

tended on the east to the Brahmaputra, on the north to the mpiie*

HimSlaya, on the west to the Sutlej, Jumna, and BetwS rivers,

and on the south to the Narbadfi. fieyond the limits of the

dominion direcdy under his government Samudragupta held

in subordinate alliance the frontier kingdoms of the Gangetic

delta, and of the southern slopes of the Himalaya, as well as

the free tribes of MdlwS, and Rajputana. On his north-

western frontier he maintained close diplomatic relations with

the Kushan monarch, while embassies and complimentary

presents from many strange and distant lands came to his

court.

The king himself was a poet, musician, and liberal patron ITisaccom-

of Sanskrit literature. One of the court poets oa whom he

bestowed his favours has recorded the monarch's deeds in

an inscription composed in elaborate Sanskrit verse and prose^

U a
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which IS not only of the highest hif^torical value as a record of

the events of the reign, but of great interest as a landmark in

the history of the language.

Accession Although the exact date of Samudragupta's death is not

^^J^
" known, it is certain that his reign lasted lor approximately half

circa A.D. a century. He was succeeded in or about a. d. 375 by the son

375* whom he had specially selected as the fittest to govern. This

prince was named Chandragnpta like his grandfather, and

assumed among other titles that of Vikramaditya. He justified

by his actions his father's choice, and continued to maintain the

reputation of his family for extraordinary ability. The western

conquests of Samudragupta had not extended into Central

India, and had left untouched the powerful kingdom of the

Saka S:Ura[)s of Surashtra. Chandragupta H, about A.D. 390,

passed the limits of his father's ambition, and annexed the

whole of Mahva and the peninsula of Surashtra ^i^^iihiawar)

to the empire, which was thus extended on the west as far as

the Arabian Sea. The Satrap dynasty extinguished by this

conquest had endured for three centuries and liad long

counted as one of the diief jrawers in India.

Eulogy of A posthumous inscription recorded on the Iron Pillar at

plpta IL which probably had been elected originally at Malliaift,

celebrates the military glory of Chandragupta II with some
poetic feeling in elegant Sanskrit verse. 'By him,' aoooidiqg

to Uie poet^ 'with bis own ann sole wide-worid domtnion was

acqutied and long held. Although, as if wearied, he has in

bodily form quitted this earth and passed to the otherwoild

country won by his merits yel^ like the embers of a quendied

fire in a great forest, the gloiy of his foe^estroying energy

qtiits not the earth.'

A.D. 406. Welcome light is thrown upon the character of his internal

pJUJjj^**^
administration and the condition of the people under his rule

by the observations of Farhien, the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim,

who spent six years (a.d. 406-11) travelling and sojourning in

his dominions. The ancient capital, Pntaliputia, was StiU a
populous and flourishing city, surrounded by other great towns,

inhabited by people who seemed to the pious pilgrim to * vie

with one another in the practice of benevolence and virtue.*

Two monasteries at the capital, one devoted to the older, and

the other to the newer form of Buddhism, accommodated .six

or seven hundred learned monks, to whom inquirers from all

parts flocked for instmction ; and the festivals of the Buddhist

church were celebrated with much magnificence and splendid

ceremouy.
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The admimstxatioii of the countiy ims, in the travdlear^s Nature of

judgement mild and eqmtaUe. The people weie not womed
by police legulationi^ direct taxes, or lestricttons on

of tniFelling* The gomnment depended for its income on

the land revenue, or crown rent, iriiich was in fixed proportion

to the produce. Punishnwrnts were lenient, and ordinarily

restiicted to fines, but an offender guilty of * repeated rebeUioOi'

an expression which probably includes robbery with violence,

was liable to lose his right Imnd. Neither capital punishment

nor torture was inflicted, llie government officials (' the king's

bodyguard and attendants') were paid fixed salaries. No re-

spectable peison engaged in hunting or the sale of flesh, these

occupations being restricted to the lowest outcasts; and all

decent people refrained from eating meat, onions, or garlic, and

from drinking intoxicating liquors, so that neither butchers'

shops nor taverns were to be seen in the towns. The pilgrim

says that cowries were commonly used as the medium of ex-

change ; but the numerous extant coins of various types in

gold, silver, and copper, prove that a considerable metallic

currency was also in use.

This pleasing description seems to apply to all the denseiy Desolation

populated regions of the empire, and especially to the t^^ri-^^?

lories now known as Bihar, RIalwa, and the United Provinces

of Agra and Oudh. But certain tracts of country were less

fortunate : and the traveller notes that desolation reigned in

the strip of country under the hills, now called the Nepalese

iarai^ 111 which were .situated the ruins of the famous city of

Sravasti, and the minor towns Kapilavastu and Kusinagara,

celebrated in Buddhist story.

Fdrhien, whose main business was the quest for sacred books Order wdl

andimages, waa so devoted to his special woik and so little

concerned with secular affiurs that he never mentions even the

name of the reigning sovereign ; but the date of his tmvels

being known with aocorac^, diere is no doubt that his account

of the state of Northern India refers to the reign of Chandra-

gupta 11. Order was so well maintained that the pilgrim was

able to make many journeys m all directions without hin-

drance^ and to spend years of undisturbed study in peaceful

monasteries. Endowments held by all sects were scrupulously

respected by the sovereign, and the great wealth of the religious

communities was efficiently protected. Learning was fostered

and encouraged.

There is indeed some reason to believe that the golden age of Thegotdcn

classical Sanskrit literature, erroneously connected by popular ^
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S. n krit tiBiditioTi wilh a mythical king VikramSditya of Ujjaiii, in 57 b. c,
litmtnre.

j„ reality coincident with the reigns of Samudr^^oplftSiidhis

son Chandragupta II, Vikiamaditya, in the fourth centur}' a.d.

Kalid^sa, the celebrated poet and dramatist, pcobably flourished

during the reign of Chandragupta II, who conquered Ujjain

in or about a. d. 390. The revival of Sanskrit, as dis-

tinguished from Prakrit, or vernacular, literature began under

the patronage of the foreign Satraps of SurSshtrai and was

continued by ih'^ir ^Uipta conqueror.

A.D. 413. 4'3 o'' Kumaragupta (I), surnamcd Mahcndra,
Kumara- succcedfd his father Chandraguj)ta II, and reigned until a.d.

455. Although the event.s of his reign are not known in detail,

bendra. it is clear that he mainta-nrd the integrity of the empire which

he had inherited without serious diminution, though the latter

years of his reign were much troubled by the incursions of

foreign barbarians.

The White llie W hile Huns of Khwarizm, recruited by fresh swarms

from the stejjjKs of Central Asia, had effected an alarming raid

into the eastern provinces of the Roman empire during the reign

of Theodosius between a.d. 430 and 440, Lul iiad been obliged

to retire before the Persian army. Soon after this check they

burst through the north-western passes, overran the Indian

plains, and, aided by a tribe known as the Pushyamitras, con*

tested the sovereignty of HindusUbi with the Gupta emperor,

skuida^
In this contest Kumiragupu was worsted, and the task of re*

gupu storing the fallen forttines of the family and the 'mined state' of

and bis the Gupta heritage fell tipon his son Skandagupta, who suc-

ceeded to the throne in April, a. d. 455. In this task Skanda-

gupta was at first successfuli and he established his audiority in

both the western and eastern provinces. But towardsthe dose

of his reign, which ended about A.D. 480, the troubles were

renewed, and with his death the Gupta empire disappeared.

His brother Puragupta, and at least two descendants of Pura-

gupta, continued the dynas^ in the eastern provinces, where a

local line of RSjas, boasting some connexion with the imperial

Guptas, retained a limited authority until the eighth coituiy.

Mihiif Nara Sinhagupta Bslftditya, the son and successor of Ftnar

?D.' 528. ^ association with other princes, had the honour of

defeating the formidable White Hun chief Mihiragula, or

Mihirakula, about A.D. 528, and of driving him into Kashmir,

where he succeeded in oustbg the lawful ruler, and setting up
a cruel tyranny, of which the memory long survived.

The tfasth The sixth century was, like the third, a period of confusion,
century ft r^^^

shock of barbaric invasion had dislocated the ancient
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polity, and all historical unity disappears. A few obscure time of

indications of the enstenoe of sundry petty kingdoms may be

tiaoed by means of inscriptions and coins, but a oonnecled

history of the time is impossible at present.

With the accession of the emperor Harsha, or Harsha- a d. 606,

vardhana, also known as Siladlty-a, Indian hislorv Te£^ains ^^^^ _
'

.
'

.
^ emperor

some degree of unity. This accomplished monarch was the UamiL
younger son of the king of Thana.sar, the Hindu lioly land

n^r Ambala, who had effected considerable conquests over

his northern and western neigiil>(»urs. When this king

died (circa a.d. 604V he was succeeded by his elder son,

whose reign was eui short by the treachery of Sri'^flnka, king

of Eastern Bengal, who invited him to a conference and

assassinated him. Harsha then ( a.d. 606) ascended the throne,

and devoted himself, first to the punishment of his brother's

murderer, and afterwards to the subjugation iA Inui.t. Ai the

beginning of hi:j ambitious career his military force was com-

paratively small ; but at the height of his power he is said to

have commanded the services of 60,000 war-elephants and

100,000 cavalry, besides inHwtry.

For nearly six years Harsha waged incessant waiiaie^ during Hbvatik

which time 'the elephants did not put off their housings, nor

the soldieis their cuirasses.' Hie victories gained during this

period of strife established Harsha as the undisputed master of

Noilfaem India, and justified him in founding an era called

after his name, which dates from his accession in A.D. 606.

His ambition, not sated by the subjugation of Northern

Indiat prompted him to follow in the steps of Samudnigupta

and essay the conquest of the South, about a.d. 620. But the A.n. 6aa

line of the Naibadft was so strongly guarded by Pulakestn II,

the powerful king of NSsik, and lord paramount of the Deocan,

U»t the progress of the invader from the north was effectually

barred. This unsuccessful attempt upon the independence of the

Southern States was not the last military effort made by Harsha,

who was engaged in conflict with the sturdy inhabitants of

Ganjam on the eastern coast as late as the year 643. But after a*d. 643,

that date he devoted the few remaining years of his life to

piety and the arts of peace, and ordered bis conduct in con-

formity with Buddhist teaching.

Harsha's family history and education necessarily inclined His

him to latitiif?itinrian ideas and practice in rehgious matters ;
''I^IS?®'^

and, like a Chinaman, he found no difticulty in accepting

several religions at the same time. H' ^ remote ancestor is

recorded to have entertained a proluund, almost innate,
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devotion to Siva ; his father was an ardent worshipper of the

Sun ; while his sister and murdered brother were devout

Buddhists of the Hmayana sect. The religious ta?t«?«; of the

family being so varied, Harsha felt no embarrassment in |)aying

adoration in turn to Siva, the Sun, and Bnddha at a great

public ceremonial ; and he was eager to excnange the old-

fashioned Hinaylna Buddb sni for the Maliayana system as

taught by Hiuen Tsiang when that distinguished scholar \isited

his court in 643. In the closing years of his life Harsha

evinced a decided preference for Buddhism, but it is not

recorded that he was ever formally admitted as a member
of the Buddhist church.

Imitated After he had made his submission to Buddhist influences,

Harslia obviously ciioae ^Vsoka as liis model, uiuUiting liim in

the erection of hospitals, rcsthouses for travellers, and sacred

edifices of various kinds. He enforced the regulations pro-

tectiiig animal life with ruthless severity, deoeeiog that any

person found guilty of causiog the dea;^ of a liyi^g creature

shotdd be capitally ptmished, without hope of pardon.

DiipBt»> like Akbar, he loved to hear religious disputatioa^ although
tl«as* he did not hesitate to throw the wdg^ of the royal authority

upon the side which he fiivoured. On one occasion, when the

Chinese Master of the Law was preachings the kii^ pubUshed

a decree to the effect that 'if any one should hurt or touch tlie

Kiaster he shall be forthwith bdieaded; and whosoever speaks

against him, his tongue shall be cut out ; but all those 1^
desire to profit by his instruction, idying on my goodwill, need

not fear this proclamation/ The chronicler naivdy adds that

*firom this time tiie followers of error withdrew and disappeared,

so that when eighteen days had passed there had been no one

to rr tf^r on the discussion.'

Hinen The Chinese * Master of the Law ' alluded to was the learned

pilgrim, Hiuen Tsiang, who was invited to Harsha's court in

643, and treated with royal honours. He had started from his

native country in 629, and, after braving innumerable perils on
the way, had reached India by the route passing Lake Issyk-

kul. Balkh, Baniian, and Ksbul. The years of his sojourn in

India liad been devoted to the acquisition of a t!:nrough

knowledge of the Sanskrit language, and a systematic pilgrimage

to all the Buddhist holy places, in the course of which he

collected manuscripts and sacred images. H;iving now
completed his self imj)osed task, he was fireparmg lo return

home with hi.s priceless collections when he was stayed by an

imperious invitation from king Harsiia, which admitted of no
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refosaL In due course Hiuen Tsiang returned home by the

Khotan rcmte, and devoted the rest of his blameless life to the

tiaadation of the scriptures which he had brought from India.

At Kanauj, on the Ganges, the pilgrim witnessed a magnifi- Assembly

cent assembly specially designed by the king for the exaltation *^ ^'^^^i-

of the ^fcihayana, or 'Greater Vehicle,' form of Buddhism, as

taught by Hiuen Tsiang himself. The adlierents of the older,

or 'Little Vehicle,' Buddhism \Yere so disgusted at the

exceptional favour shown to the Chinese scholar that they

made an attempt upon his life : and certain ]>iahmans,

actuated by similfir motives, organized a conspiracy against

the king's person, which was detected. The chief cons{)irators

were executed, and 500 Brahnmns were banished to the

frontiers.

At Prayag, the modern All il ibaJ, a still more splendid a. d. 644.

spectacle awaited the pilgrim. Here, on the sandy plain at

the confluence of the Ganges and Jumna, where to this day Prayig.

vast multitudes of Hindus hold annual festival in January,

king Harsha was wont to convoke, at about the same time of

year, a quinquenattl assembly, known as that of mShska^ or

'salvatioa,' for the performance of deeds of piety and the

distribution of alms on a colossal scale. Five such assemblies

had been already bdd during the king's reign. Hiuen Tsiang

was invited to the stxtlL In January, aj>. 644, half a million

of people were assembled upon the plain, when the emperor,

attended by twenty tributary kings, including the ki^g of

Vallabhi from the extreme west, and the king of ELfinutfUpa

(Assam) from the extreme east, arrived upon the scene. On
the first day an image of Buddha was installed, and
honoured with rich offerings. On the second day honours

similar in kind, but less in amount, were offered to the

Sun, the tutelary deity of the king's fiUher; and on the

third day the image of Siva, the patron god of his remoter

ancestor, was set up and venerated in like frishion. For the

space of seventy-five days the royal officers were busy in

distributing to the holy men of all sects—^Buddhist, Jain, and
Brahman—the rich accumulations of five years, piled up in

* several hundred store-houses. Except the horses, elephants,

and military accoutrements which were necessary for maintain-

ing order, and protecting the royal estate, nothing remained.

Besides these, the king freely ga\ e away his gems and pearls,

his clothing and necklaces, ear-rings, bracelets, chaplets, neck-

jewel, and bright head-jewel—all these he freely gave away

wuhuut stint.'
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Notwithstanding the savage threat directed against unwelcome

controversialists at Kanauj, the conduct of Harsha as a whole

proves tl,:it. like most of the sovereigns of ancient India, he

was ordinarily tolerant of all the forms of indigoious reh'gion,

and willing that all should share in his bounty. The royal

family, as has been seen, included devotees of the Sun. Siva,

and Buddha ; and Harsha himself in his later years, while

still honouring the orthodox gods, felt himself at liberty to give

the first place to Buddha^ and to pay the highest honours to

Buddhist teachers.

Although the imperial patronage and missionary zeal of

Asoka liad given an immense impetus to the propagation

of Buddhist doctrine, the older Brahmanical and Jain religions

continued through all the ages to claim multitudes of adherents.

The sovereign, whatever his personal prefer^ces might be,

nurely attempted forcible int^erence with the creed of his

subjects ; ansd, m a rak, the various sects lived b peace side

by side. The aeed adopted by die ruler of aaj country for

the time being naturally enjoyed a local and temporary

advantage but the advantage was not enoqgh to enable it to

suppress its rivals. There was no guarantee that the creed of

the king of to4ay would be that of his successor 00 die

mofiow. Each rdigion, therefore^ had its ups and downs;
and the epochs of Indian history are nuuked, not by the

fluctuations in the stadstiGS of ^e sects, but by dynastic

revolutions. It thus appears that the term ' Buddhist period,'

applied to the earlier ages of Indian histoiy in many popokr
books, implies a misundeistanding of the facts. Although

during six centuries^ from 350 B.C. to .\.d. 350, Buddhism
enjoyed a larger measure of popular favour than it has ever

obtained since, those centuries cannot be described accurately

as a 'Buddhist period'; for many parts of India never

received Buddhism to any considerable extent, and at all

times numerous princes and communities held aloof from it.

The gradual decay of Indian Buddhism ^^*as due to the fact

that other religious systems suited the people better on the

whole. Persecution, although it had some effect, was only

a minor factor in the change. The fact of the pcrpecutifin

by Sasanka, king of Eastern Bengal, which is vouched for

by credible and almost contemporary evidence, must be

accepted without question ; and the earlier proceedings of the

same kind attributed to Mihiragula are nearly as well attested.

But proved cases of real persecution of religion are too rare

to have seriously affected the »low change in the popular
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creed. Buddhism declined, for the most part, because people

no longer cared for it, and not because it was suppressed by

force. A similar process of gradual decay may now be obserN cd

in the case of Sikhism, which would become extinct in a short

time if it were not kept alive by the esprit (U €orps of the

Sikh regiments.

The observations of Hiuen Tsiang present a picture of India State of

in the seventh century which may be compared with the earlier '"^^
^ ' seventh

accounts of Meoasthenes and Fa-hien. The Greek ambassador oentory.

was informed lhat India comprised a hundred and eighteen

nati ons or countries. In Hiuen Tsiang's time only about seventy

such divisions were recognized, most of which he visited. For

him India began with Lamglian, to the east of the Siah Koh, or

* black ridge,* north of the Kabul river. The territories

west of the Indus, including Gandhara, had become subject

to die king of Kapisa, or Northern Afghanistan, and part of

tbe Puojab was under the domintoii of Kailmilr. North

of tbe Narbadft river all, or nearly all the statei» while still

governed, of course, by their own Rajas, seem to have recog-

nised the stuceratntjr of Haisha, and even the king of distsnt

Assam obeyed his orders and attended in his train. The .

king of Valabhl in the fiur west was his son4]i-]aw» and also

helped to swell the crowd of twenty tributaiy princes. For the

efficient control of his extensive dominions Harsha seems to

have relied more upon his personal supervision than upon

a highly oiganized bureaucmcy like that of Chandngupta

Maurya. He was continually on the move, except during the

rainy season, so that his camp was his capital. Pitaliputra,

the ancient imperial capital, was then in ruins.

The judicial system, however defective it may seem to Judicial

modem eyes, pleased the learned Chinese pilgrim. Criminals ^)'^^*

or rebels, he observes, were few in number, and only occasion-

ally troublesome. The ordinary punishment was imprisonment,

which meant, as now in Tibet, that the prisoners 'are simply

left to live or die, and are not counted among men.'

But certain crimes regarded as heinous, including breaches

of filial piety, were liable to punishment by amputation of the

nose, ears, hands, or feet, or by banishment to the wilds.

Minor offences were expiated by fme, which in Fa-hien's time

had been considered an adequate penalty for more serious

crimes. It would seem that the disorders produced by the

barbarian invasions of the fifth and sixth centuries had

necessitaud greater severity in the ])enal laws. Torture was

not emplo^td to t^xiraci evidence, but an absurd system of
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ordeals by water, fire, poison, or weighment was much iavouied

88 an infallible method of ascertaining the truth.

Hiuen Tsiang agreed with his predecessor Fa-hien in judging

the taxation to be light and the revenue adm in i^^t ration lenient.

He noted with satisfaction that every man could keep his

worldly goods in peace, and till the ground for his own sub-

sistence. The normal rent of the crown lands wa? oi^l ixth

of the gross produce- Officials were paid by assignments of

land {japr) ; and the * fixed salaries * mentioned by Fa-hien

probably meant the same. Labour on public works was duly

paid for, compulsorj' service not being exacted.

The army seems to have been organized in most parts of

the country after the ancient fashion in four arms—infantry,

cavalry, elephants, and chariots ; but Harsha dispensed with

the chariots, and relied largely on an miposing force of cavalry

and fighting elephants. The foot-soldiers were ordinarily

armed wah shields and long spears, but some wore swords;

and battle^es, javelins, slings, and bows and arrows also

formed part of the equipment

Hhien Tsiang repeats the statement made fay Fsphien that

gold and sQfer ooiiis were not known, and adds that commerce
was conducled by barter. It is not easy to nndentand how
the pilgrims came to make such statements about a matter

the truth of which waa so easily ascertainable. In reality,

both silver and copper coins were commonly used in Northern

India from 500 or 600 B.& ; and during the centuries of die

Kushin and Gupta domination large issues of gold coin were

strud[, specimens of which still exist in hundreds. In the

time of Harsha the omiage of gold had ceased, or become
veiy rare^ but siUer pieces resembling those of the Guptas

were minted in quantity*

Prosperoiu The most advanced and highly civilized r^ons, acceding

to the judgement of Htuen Tsiang, were Magadha or Bihar,

and Western Malwa with parts of Northern Gujarat, in the basin

of the river Mahi. The iarai, or tract lying below the outer

ranges of the Himalayas, continued to lie waste and desolate,

as in the days of the earlier pilgrim ; and Kalinga, which had

been exceptionally populous in ancioit times, was thinly in>

habited, and supposed to lie under a curse. Buddhism gene-

rally exhibited signs of decay, but was still strong in the

Punjab, Kashmir, and the neighbouring states on the north-

western frontier. In the CJangctic valley the adherents of

orthodox Hinduism formed a decided majority, while Jains

were numerous in Eastern Bengal and at Vaisaii.

and un«

prospoPOUs
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An epoch is maiked by the dfiath in a.d. 64$ of Harsha, a d.

the last native paramount soveidgn of Northern India. He nlt^J^
seems to have left no son to succeed him, for the throne was and,

"

usurped by his minister Arjuna. It so happened that an

embassy from China, which had been dispatched in 646,

arrived in India about the time of llarsha's death, and met

with an unexpected recepdon. The usurper attacked and cut

to [iiccrs the ambassador's escort, and pillaged the property

of the mission. The envoy himself managed to escape by

night and fled to Tibet, where he was received as a friend.

He returned to the plains with 1,000 Tibetans and 7,000

Nepalese cavalry, and \nth this small force advanced against

the usurper, stormed his capital, wiiich was apparently to the

north of the Ganges, and inflicted on him a loss of 13,000

niCii. In a second battle Arjuna was captured with all his

family, and was then sent to China as a prisoner.

After these strange events the land became a prey to famine

and anarchy, and India relapsed into its normal condition as

a congeries of petty states engaged in tinoeasing intemecbe

wasi Aboat the begmmng of the ninth centniy a new ^stem
of Hindu states came into being, the development of which

win be tmoed in another chapter by another hand,

VINCENT A. SMITH.

Authorities

The foregoing sketch being based upon the examination of all the

biitoilGRl matcflftl aooenible to the wiiter, it ii impOMtbte to give « loll

lirt of toUioritiM.

Graeoo-Boman.— The Greek and Roman accounts of India and

Alexander's cnmpr.ign are collected and translated in Mr. M'^Ciindle's six

works:

—

AncUni India as described by Megastkenes and Aman; The

ImoHm fmdia Aiumukr iki OtMt tad ed. ; Antimt Mia as

imHM im CkssktU IMtmhtrt \ The Commtre* and Navigation 9f thi

Erythraean Sea ; Ancient India as described by Ptolemy; and Ancient India

as dtscribedby Kthias the Knidian. The notes on Alexander's campaign in

Major Rayerty's paper, 'The Mihran of Sind and its Tribataries *{J,A,S* B.,

1892, pt. i), are extremely Tsloable.

ViU«-^Ftat RliTt DflEvidi in 'Soma Notes 00 Politlool Diviaioot of ladift

when Baddhiam arose* (/. Pali T. Soc., 1897-190X), and Buddhist ImUm
(i903)» bMaMBHwiiaed the historical iolomntUm ia the Pili tests.
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Mfturyik.—The history of A&oka has been discussed in the writer's Asoka^

li# BmUkhi Swtptm ^ tfiHa (Otibtd, Clutodoa TtaHi 1901), triiieb

lK>ok gives numeruus references. For ChandngQpta*t idSV tito tetflriwl

tndition in the MudrardX-shasa play has been utilized.

Xndhrn, —The Andhra, Sunt'n, ^'ui Kanva dynasties are discussed

in Frot. BhaxiUarkar s Early HiUory oj iat Dek/un, and the writer's paper

entitled * ibdbm History and Coinage ' D. M, (7., 1903-3).

tndo>Or«ek Md Indo-Farthian.—Numismatic works (see references

At end of chapter on Numismatics) aie tiM priodpnl nvthoiitiei for tiM

Iftd j f^lreek and Indo-T^n'-'l inn history.

Puraoaa.—The Fuiauas ore cited from Hall's edition of Wilson's Visk$m

Pmim, «ad from Doff* ImKtm Cktmohgy.

X«iliia.«TlM]]ido-Scytiii«ii or Koifaia period iiM been Ibe nbjeol ol

modi otMrtroversy. The view taken in the text b dutt idvocated by the

writer in hk eiticle entitled ' The Knshln or Indo-Scytbittl Period of Indian

History, F.C. 165 lo A.D. 320' (/. R. A. S., 1903).

aupta.—Tlie authorities for the Gupta period are chiefly Fleet's Gtt^
Imer^Hmtf nud murioos niuilmMtle tmntiset (see dinpleroaNmdsmatios)
Dr. Stein't monumental work, the translation of Kalhana's R&jatarangini,

ha< been consulted. The best translation of Fa-hien's Trceveh is Dr.

Legge's, but the other versions by Ikal, Giles, and R^musat (Laidlay in

English) have been compared. The chronology is in accordance with the

w:^ei^i esmy entitled * Revised Chroaola|7 of the Esriy or Imperial Gaptn

Dynasty' (iM Anty Jane, 190a).

Harsha.—In addition to inscriptions, the principal materials fortfaovei^l

ol Harsha arc T'n-^n, Unrux-Carita, transl. Thorns and Cowcll ; Hiuen

Tsiaogi Records of iVesUm Countrits, and Li/e, irausL Beal, VVatters, and

Jilkn} TIranttb, GnckkAf du SmUkismm in /uriim^ tmasL S«Udber;
«ad Sylvain L^vi, La Missions de Wltt^^IHmm'Tst dam tlndt^ Ftoi%

1900 (and in /. A.). See also Ettinghausen, iform Ymiktm, Bmpnur
tt Fo^tt (Londrcs, Paris, Louvain, i9o6\

The author's separate work, Tht Early lUstmy of India, from B.C. 600

i» lltf MiAammafbm Cmpusi (Oxford, 1904), dob won fully with dl
the topics treated In this chapter.

Two important works 00 local history have lately appeared, namely,

Gait, A History of Assam (Talcutta, 1906), and Sylvain L^ri, Ja Nip^
(Paris, 2 volumes^ of which tMo have been ynblished).
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CHAPTER VIII

THE IfBDIASVAL HISTORY OF NORTHERN INDIA

:

THE HINDU PERIOD, A.D. 650-im

The eadj lustoiy of India is a history of the fusion of two General

ah'en races, the aboriginal (which was mostly Diavidian) and ^^^J^
the Aryan. In the Vedic age they were strongly antagonistic, pecbd.

In the second stage n partial fusion took place, and as this

fusion was most apparent in Buddhism, this is sometimes

called the Buddhist period. The third stage marks the com-

plete fusion of the two, when the :ii)originai element, moulded

by the Aryan genius, becomes predominant. It is the age of

Neo liinduisni, dating from the seventh century a. d. The
Guptas prcjjared the way, and the White Huns precipitated

the transition. When Harshavardhana died the subject

kings were left masterlcss, and Northern India lapsed into a

state of feebleness or anarchy which lasted for three centuries

(a.d. 650-950). }]y the middle of the tenth century a number

of stable states emerged, which were most flourishing when ihe

Muhammadan invasion overwhelmed them (a.d. 1192).

The history of Northern India at this period presents a close Resem-

analogy to tbe oontemporary history of £iicope. In both j*^^^***

ooontries bailiaijaii mvasions ushered In the dark ages ; both tem^nn
me oocapicd with the same problem, the fusioii of dilooidaiit *g<<«y «
dements; and in boA the fotmdations of a new society first

appear In the tenth Gentmy. Moieover, both had the same
enemies. The Saiaoens made themselves masters of Sicily

and Spain at the tune tliat the Arabs took possession of Smd
and MultSn (a.i>. 719); and MahmQd anneied the Western

Punjab to the kingdom of Ghazni (a.]>. zosi) not very many
yean helbsethe SelJOks established themsdres at loonimn on
the fiontieii oftiieBytantineempire. But de^te these lesem-

bbutoes the diflinence between the two countries was profound,

Europe was concerned with Feudalism and the Papacy, India

with Neo-Hindnism and the Rftjputs. AgaiOi the compaiativQ

freedom from external enemies, while nonnal in £urope^ was
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unique in India. From ihe sixth century B.C. to the sixlh

century a. d. Persians, Macedonians, Iiido-Scythians, Parihians,

and White Huns had poured into Northern India. But from

the seventh to the twelfth century A.D. the country was com-

paratively free from foreign invasions, and was left—a unique

occurrence—to work out its own destiny.

Materiab. The materials for the first three centuries of the mediaeval

period are extremely scanty, and we are forced to rely largely

on tradition. From the tenth century, coins and inscriptions,

the chief sources of accurate knowledge, become more abun-

dant. The coins are very capriciousily distributed, and east of

AtlahiKs^ they are practically DOQpextant The insciqidons

m tatoi fiir the most part from teiiq>lei or from txsf^ffii^fiaSat

gnots ofland* The ancMOt temples were destroyed wherever

the Muhammadans pennanently settled, and are lardy met
with outside RljputSmu Copperplate grants are more widely

scattered ; some 950 are known, and they are commonest in

Gnjaritt, RAjput&na, Rewah, Ma^ha, and the ne^boniiiood

of Benares* Besides these sources of information we have an
admtmble metrical chronicle of Kashmir, the R^atvotiffm^
written in a.d. 1150 by die Bflhman Kalhana, and also a
history of Gojarftt, the work of a contempoiary, the Jain monk
Hemachandra. The PrithirCy Risam^ in sixty-nine books,

ascribed to the poet Chand, which narrates the histocy of the

last and greatest of the Cbauhftn kings, is a compositkm of later

date, though embodying many valuable tniditiotts.

/. Anarc}i}\ A.D. 650-9^^0

Dedioe of In the days of the Maur) as Oudh and Bihar were occupied

^jlyji^^^
by Aryanized tribes, and Magadha was the centre of Indian

of the civilization. But the power and wealth of Magadha had
Abongioes. declined before the third century a.d. ; and when the Guptas

shifted the centre of their kingdom ^vesl\vards to the Doab
and MalwS, the greater part of luisi in India passed into the

hands of the aborigines. And \\\\.\\ this recrudescence of the

aborigines there came an extension of the primaeval forest. The
ancient capitals lay in ruins, and the jungle extended from the

Himalayas to the neighbourhood of Benares, the north of

Oudh was a forest country, another great forest suuih of the

Ganges extended from Bihar to Rewah, and there were famous

forests iu the Upper Doab and in the neighbourhood of

Thanesar.

Oiwtfctow The xVryan element was also overthrown in the W est. The
Indo-Scythians had established their donunion from Pesliawar
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to Mattn, and Parthiaos ruled in Gnjaiit and on the lower Aryans m
Indus. When theie fbreigpeii weie becoming assimilated to

the indigenous populations, the White Huns came and thiew

emything into confusion. Yasodharman had defeated them,

and his successors for a time maintained a doubtful supremacy
;

but the conquests of Harshavardhana were the last efforts of

the ancient r^ime. Thus the Aryan element, submerged in

the East and overthrown on the West, was chiefly confined to

the Dollb and the Eastern Punjab, the only parts of Northern

India which still rttainod stability and a dense population.

The tribes now dominant, whether aboriginal or foreign, were Character

often very large, and their settlements were scattered over j'^^^^^
a wide extent of country. Nor were they without a certain the non-

amount of civilization. "Ruins of their numerous forts are still ^^^|7^^^
extant. But they Mere split up into innumerable small com- ^j,,

munities, which were continually warring with each other, and

their ways were abhorrent to the true Aryan. They were

a valiant, jovial, witless, and drunken people. On the rare

occasions when they did unite they could be very formidable.

They were at once the allies, the saviours, and the victims of

tiie Kajputs; they repeatedly defeated Muhammadan armies;

and they were neither completely absorbed nor subdued until

the sixteenth century. But they were unalile to establish any

political cohesion. The Gujars alone, a pastoral tribe of

Scythic origin, founded several petty states in the Punjab,

Central lUjputBna, and Gujar&t; but, with a single exception,

none of these survived the tenth century.

The absoq)tion and assimilation of these aboriginal orNeo-

for^ masses within the Hindu fold was the task of Neo^^
Hindwam.

Hinduism, a task mainly accomplished between the seventh

and eleventh centuries a.d. ; and it was so thoroughly done that

we now find throughout Northern India a Hindu papukdon
fairly homogeneous in blood, culture, and religion, and differ-

ing markedly from the degraded tribes that still hauitt the out-

skirts of civilization. The trsnsition was effected by a threefold

movement : religious, soda], and political.

The religious movement consisted in the substitution of the

popular and non-Aryan cults for the Vedic or Aryan.

(a) llie Vedic rdiigion had always been the exclusive posses- I'hc

sion of the Aryan tribes, and to communicate a knowledge of ^^jg^̂
the Vedas to outsiders was a sin. On the other hand, from
immemorial times Siva and Krishna had been the popular

deities of the Dravidians. By a process which we cannot now
fully trac e, Siva (whom the Greeks, although not always quite

vou li. X
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consistently, identified with Heiakles) absorbed into himself all

the chief aboriginal deities as well as the Vedic Rudra and the

demcHis of the storm ; Krishna, the dusky god of the setting

sun, was identified with Dionysos or Pan, and like Dionysos he

was not only a god of the undenv'orld, but a god of procreation

and love, of song and dance. Under Brahmanical guidance

he became associated with the Aryan Vishnu, an obscure solar

deity, who absorbed all the vast nature-myths connected with

Krishna, leaving Krishna the role of a popular hero and a god

of love. Under the wing of these great deities, by means of

numberless counterfeited avatars of Vishnu or forms of Siva,

all the aboriginal gods found shelter. Thus Neo-Hinduism

attempted to combine the monotheisiiis of Siva and Vishnu

with a v2iSi polytheism, and these personal deities took the

place of the esoteric pantheism of the Vedas.

{b) The Vedic religion had ended in an elaborate sacrificial

system and a gnosis, both the property of the Brahmans. For

these the popular religions substituicd woialiip and devotion,

and from the seventh century the Brahmanical sacrifices fell

into desuetude. But this involved a chaoige in the position of

the BrUunui*. They had hitherto been venerated for their

theoMphy and thaumaturgy. Disdaining to be {niests of the

plebeian ggds, they weie themselves venenled as divme*

Lasdy, Neo-Hinduism created a wt popular literature fbe

work of men of every class, and not confined to a cirde of

savants or concealed in the obscurity of a learned buogusge.

The great cyclic poems^ the MaMhiraia and the i&nn^NMM^

together widi the enqrclopaedic /WAnu', popubuized in onl

translatioos by reciters and dramatists^ were the textbooks of

the new religion. The efficacy of pilgrimages and the cult of

the great rivers, especially the CSanges and the Jumna, were

equally potent in attracting the multitude.

I{lgtory U evolution of Neo-Hinduism as a religion was mainly the

castfin work of the Gupta period, but it was the upnish of ahorig-nal
^cMiddlc

foreign elements which put a sudden end to the Vedic

mythology and the ancient sacrificial system. On the other

hand, the change which affected tlie nature of caste was the work

of the mediaeval period. The history of caste is very obscure

and much still remains in dispute, but the main outlines may be

sketched as follows. Tlie original constitution of both Aryan

and Dravidian society was tribal ; but while the Aryans were

exogamous and readily married the women they captured

even from the aborigines, the Dravidians were endogamous,

and although they married outside their village, yet they
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maiiied within their tribe. Now caste it the solvent of the

tnbe, and it is a creation of the Aryans* Proud of their

ancestiyi thdr 6ur complexion, tiieir superior dvilizatioD and

their pOBsessioii of the Vedas, they styled themselves the twice-

bom. Those aborigines whom they permitted to associate

with themselves were the SudnuL Outside these were the

unspeakable barbarians. The same pride which dictated the

privileges of ihe twice-born created an aristocracy of priests

and warriors. This fourfold division of Brdhmans, Kshattriyas,

Vaisyas, and Sudras remained not altogether intact, but still in

force, until the seventh century a. d. After that we find a new

division. Instead of twice-born Aryaji and the Sudra Dravidian,

we have only the pure and the impure. Purity of blood, of

food, of occupation form the new standard of society. And
the iiandard by which this new society is judg<^'<l is the standard

of the kingdom of Kanauj. From Kanauj kings invited

Brahmans to Gujarat, to Bengal, to Ori^sa, to reform the

barbarous customs of their people. The farther we depart

eastwards or westwards from Kanauj and the Doab, the famous

•miaule country," the lower is the caste, by whatiucvcr iitime it

may be called.

The process by which the tribal divisions were split up may Transition

be seen at work in the present day. Under the attractions of [^^^^'^^

the snperior Hindu civilization, and the teaching of vagrant

Biihmans or aaoedcs, the upper clasaes separated themselves

fxxm the lower, imitated Hindu modes of life^ assumed the

status of a cast^ were supplied with a mythical genealogy by

the Brghmans> and wei« recognized as an integral part of some

Hindu communi^. The process was repeated until thelowest

alone we» leA^ and they were reduced to the condition of

seds. The transition was effected under the supervision of the

Kftji, wImh guided by the Brghmans, became the source not

only of precedence but of caste. But this change does not

imply an immediate abandonment of the ancient Dravidian

endogamy. That depended upon time and circumstance. The
ancient Aryan exogamy had always allowed men to many
women of a lower class under certain conditions, and as the

Aryan influence prevailed among the upper classes of the new

society, so the tendency to exogamy spread. Throughout the

Middle Ages we find a certain freedom of exogamy in full

force, as it is in some places at the present day. The new

society thus formed rested mainly upon a classification of occu-

pations. The higher the caste the morr numerous aiid more

honourable were the occupations open to it. So completely
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did this classification by occupations supersede the old racial

divisions that even among the Erahinans we find septs which

have no claim to the rank except their priesiiy avr^rations.

The lower castes, on the other hand, remained endogamous

trade-guilds with inherited rights and a corporate government. ^

The Tluis bclvveeu the seventh and tenth centuries a. D. the old
R^pvlB. racial divisions passed away, and a new division came in,

founded upon status and function, liut of the older divisions

two remained, at least in theory : the Brahman a.iKl tl ieKshalU iya.

The Aryan Kshattriya had long ceased to be a :varrior ; he \\\x%

ofien a distinguished inciapliy^ician ; and aucurding to a popu-

lar legend the whole race was exterminated for disputing with

the BrShmans. But the theory still held good that to rule was

the business ofa Kshattriya, and Kshattriya kings were aHnmon
down to the seventh ceotury although many of 'diem were

probably SOdnrKshattriyas, or, IQce the Ttitkl kings of Ohuid,

not Hindus at all. The place of these Kshattriyas was taken

m the Middle Ages by the dans of the R&jputa^ or 'sons of

kings,' whom the peojde called Thfikurs or 'lords.' The rise

of the Rftjputs deterauned the whole poUtical history of the

time. Every tiibe which exercised sovereign power or k>cal

rule for a constdemble period joined itself to them. They
recognized no title-deeds except their swords, and were con-

stantly seeking fornew settlements. They are found eveiywhere^

from the Indus to Bihfir, but their original h«nes were twQi Rftj-

putftna and the south of Oudh. They made their first appear-

ance in the eighth and ninth centuries ; most of the greater

clans took possession of their future seats between a.d. Soo

and 850. From Rajputana they entered the Punjab, and

made their way to Kashmir in the tenth century. About the

same time they spread north and east from Southern Oudh, and

during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries they made themselves

masters of the Central Himalayas. Their origin is a subject of

much dispute. None of the Rajput clans are indigenous to the

I)(jnb. N<jw the kingdom of Kanauj was the most potent of

all the kingdoms of Hindustan, and the Doab was the centre of

all Aryan jiopulation and ruUuie throughout the Middle Ages.

The Rajputs cannot thcreiore be pure Aryans, and if we
examine the actual origins of the most ancient clans we shall

find that they are very mixed. In the Punjab we have reigning

Brahman families which became Rajput. In Oudh, Brahmans,

Bhars, and Ahirs have all contributed to the Rajput clans, but

the majoritv ap[)ear to have been Aryani/.ed Sudras. Of the

ciitn^s oi Rajpuuum some—like the Chauhau^i, :5uiankis, and
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GahloU^have a foreign origm ; others «e allied to the Indo-

Scythic Jftts and Gajars ; others again represent ancient ruling

ftmilies with more or less probability. But whatsoever might

be their origin, all these clans acquired a certain homogeneity

by constat intermarriage and the adoption of common cus-

toms. They were all distinguished by their clan feeling, their

implicit obedience to thor chief while claiming the equality

of blood relations, their sense of communal property. They

married their daughters into a higher -clan, and took their

wives from a lower one. They had the same feeling regarding

the honour of their women, the same customs of widow-burning

and of the johar^ the holocaust of females in a beleaguered fort.

They all refused to perform the manual work of an agriculturist.

It is this code of honour, these common customs, which made
them homogeneous and unique.

In later days the bards of the Rajputs invented for them I.i^nd of

many a myth, and invested them with the glory of "x descent

from Rama or Krishna. The most poetical of these myths is

the one which relate^ the origin of the four famous A^Jiikula

tribes, a story which in its earliest form goes back, to the

eleventh century. When the Brahman Parasu Rama. 'Rnma
with the axe,' had destroyed the race of the ancient Kshattriyas,

men were masterless, and impiety spread over the land.

The gods repented them of the evil they had wrought, and

repaired to Mount Abu, the abode of die holy Rishis, to

create a new race of warriors who should rule the earth. Out

of the cauldron of fire on Mount Abu they brought forth the

PariharSi the Ponw&rs, the Solankis, and the Chaub^s—most
fiunous of the Rajput clans. Whether or not the legend is

meant to disguise the substitution ofa foreign for a native race

of rulers, it is based upon one genuine &ct. Sacred mountains

are common in Rajputfina, and Mount Abu was the holiest of

them all. It was also the meeting-place of the Agnikula

tribes, three of which possessed territory in its immediate

neighbourhood. The legend may serve to show how the true

history of India is hidden under a thick veil of Brfthmanical

or bardic fiction.

Amid the migrations and settlements of dans, the encroach History of

ments of the aborigines, the universal anarchy, two states,
l^^**l^'*

Kashmir and KanauJ, retained somethmg of their former

power. The valley of Kashmir probably never had more

than one million and a half of inhabitants ; and there can be

no more striking proof of the general anarchy than the in*

floence so small a state was able to exercise not only over the
\
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Western Punjab, which was |»irtially subject to it, but also on
the civilization of countries so far distant as Gujar3t and the

Deccan. The Naga dynast}-, the first purely native rulers of

Kashmir, la?;ted from circa A. D. 627 to 855. Its most famous

l:!rc:s were the founder, Durlabha
;

I^aljtnditya (circa a,d.

725-52), the builder of the temple of Martand and a famous

warrior, who fought against the Tibetans and the Turks, sent

an embassy to China, and brought a considerable part of the

Punjab into subjection ; and. lastly, JaySpTda (circa a.d. 78o\

a knight-errant, whose history is tor the most part fabulous.

The Utpala dynasty, which succeeded the Na^s, was short-

lived tA.b. S35-939>, but it produced two famous kings:

Avantivarman (a.d. ^55-83), who built the two great temples

at Avantipura, and constructed a series of irrigation works

which still excite our admiration ; and his son, Sankaravaimaii

(a.d. S83-902), who was renowned as a warrior and builder,

ar.J laid the foundations of the revenue system wliich lasted

to the nineteenth century.

^ The kingdom of Kanauj was of hx greater importance, and

its fame extended to the Axabt and Chinese. Although con-

fined to the Doib and Southern Oadh as fiur as Benaies^ it

still retained something of Its former power, and mndi of its

Ibnner lenown. Daring the eighth and ninUi oenturies tiie

msal kings ofthe Eastern Punjab and of tiie Taiat recognized

its soaeiatnt^. Bhoja I (drca a* d. 840-85}, the oonquerof

of Kanauj and the greatest of its kings, was master of the

iriiole country from Gwalior to the HimfilaTas ; and his son

Mahendrspala (A.II. 885-910) maintained the integrity of his

firtfaer's kiogdonu The soil was feitilei and the population

dense. The capital was the centre ofa great trader the richest

ctty in Hindustan ; and we find large bandsi not only of

Biihmans, but of Kayasths, Sonars, Kumilis» and other castes

migratir^g from Kanauj as far as Gujarat on the westOTi coasts

and Bengal in the east. But throughout these three cen-

turies Kanauj was troubled with domestic revolutions ; with

the exception of the last or Tomar line founded by Bhoja»

the djmasties were short-lived
;

they had no chronider, and

their history must be painfully reconstructed from inscriptionSi

composed very often by their enemies.

//. Ree&nsiruction, a.d. 950-iaoo

Politicnl By the middle of the tenth century all the ba? 's of Neo-

^^«2rf^ Hinduism, political, social, and religious, had been tirmly laid :

and, untrammelled from without, it developed its most striking
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characteristics during the next two hundred and fifty years.

The centre of the political movement is to be found ia

Gujarfit, Rnjpntana, the Doab, and Oudh. Outside this area,

in Kashmir, the Punjab, Bihar, and Betigal, the old anarchy

and feebleness, even the old kingdoms, still exi'^t, although the

djmasties are n-^^w. During the tenth century the Western

Punjab had me under the rule of the Brahman 'Shahi'

kings of Ohind, who^e valiant resistance to the Muhammadans
a century later evoked the admiration of their contemporary,

Alberuni (a.d. 1031). But they died on the pyre or on the

battle-field, their new capital of Lahore was taken, and in a. d.

102 1 Mahmud annexed the Western Punjab to the kingdom of

Ghazni, The Kashmiris remained secure in their inaccessible

valley ; but they were givm up to internal weakness and discord,

their political importance was gone, and a MulkiLiimadan

adventurer put the last Hindu queen to death in a.d. 1334.

The Kbas of the Central HiniAlayas, after whom part of

Kumaim is stQl called Khaainandali and who fofm a con-

sideiftbte part of tfie popuktion of Nepal, have no history

until Riijput adventoreis from the tenth to the thirteenth

century, letreattng befbie their compatriots^ or fleeing firom

the Muhammadans, founded petty states among them which

ha?e survived to our own day* Bihir and Bengal require

a sefMiate notice. The political history of the time does not

rest with any of these. It revolves around the Rftjput clans

which stretched from the Rann of Cutch to Rohilkhand.

Eiduding the Bhflitis of Blkaner and Jatsalmer, and the EDvmem-

other tribes which held the country west of the ArSvallis, and ,

• . • . .* « • . . . . . • the chief
whose mstoty has little more thaik local mterest» we shall Riypat

enumemte these clans from west to east as follows :— ^^'^

1. The Solanlds held Gujarat and KlthiSwSr. Their capital The

was Anhilvada or Patan, and their kings, called Chaulukyas by ^^l***''"*'

the learned, must be distinguished from the Chalukyas of the

Deccan. The kingdom of Gujarat was founded by Mdlar&jA

(a,d. 941-93), and was conquered by AllUud-dIn in A.D. 1298.

2. The Ponwars held Malwi. They were a loosely con The

federated clan, daimlng descent from the ancient Moris, ^^"^"»»

a branch of the Mauryas, and their chief towns were Chandra-

vati in the vicinity of Mount Abu, Ujjain, and Dh5r. About

A.D. 83 Ugarsen Ponwar, coming from Mount Abu, established

himself as their king. Eiit the most famous of their monarchs

was Bhnja (circa a.d. 1010-50), whose fame as warrior, author,

and patron of letters is second only to that of the mythical

VikramadUya. The Poawar kingdom was oveitbrowu by the
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Solankis in the tweUth century, and it split up into a number
of small chieftainships. The Baghels (Vaghelas), a branch of

the Solanki family, established themselves in the east of the

Ponwar country in the latter part of the twelfth century, and
founded the modern State of Rewali.

The 3- The GahloLs derive their origin from a princess who
CWJots. escaped from the sack of Vallabhi in Kathiawar (circa a.d. 770),

Their first leader, Bapa, with the friendly help of the Bhils,

settled in Mewir, and his sod Gohila ttptured Chitor, which

lenuaned the Gahlot capital for 800 years. Tlie Gahlots (or

Sesodias) became the mostfiunoas of all the Rijpttt tribes after

the thirteenth centuiy, but they play a subordinate part in the

period under review.

Tbe Cluitt* 4. The Chauhina, a very huge and powerful dan, occupied

the wh^e ooontry fnm Mount Abu to HissSr, and firom the

AiSvallis to the neiglibourhood of Hamlipur. They were

divided into numerous semi-independent communitiefl^ but

their power centred around the SSmbhar Lake, and the

S&mbbar kings in the eleventh and twelfth centuries extended

their rule over the whole clan, and made Ajmer their capitaL

Their last and greatest king was Prithwl Rftj (a.D. 1172-92).

The Kach- 5. The Kachwihas and the Chandels were allies» and had

a fame disproportionate to their numbers. The Kachwihas

built the fort of Gwalior in the ninth century, and held Gwalior

and Narwar till a.d. 1129, when Tej Karon, the * bridegroom

prince,' for love of the fair Maroni, devoted a whole year to his

honeymoon, and his nephew, a FarihSr, usurped the throne in

his absence.

The 6. The Chandels laid the foundations of their fortune by the
^^''*"^*^**

capture of Mahoba in Hamirpur (circa a.d. 831), and of the

strong fort of Kalinjar in A.D. 925. They were famous not

only for their exploits, but for the great group of temples which

they erected at Khajraho, one of the finest examples of

Rdjput architecture in existence. They were overthrown by

Prithwi Riij in .\.d. 1182, and Kalinjar was captured by the

Muhammadans in A.D. 1193.

Tht 7. The Tomars occupied Hissar and the country around
TooMii* Delhi, Tradition assigns the foundation of Delhi to their first

king, Anangpal I (circa a.d. 736), but Dcilii was a place of

little importance until Anangpal H turned it into a strong

fortress (circa A.D. 1053). The Tomars were at constant feud

with the ChauhSns, a feud which ended with the Chauhin
conquest of Delhi in a. n. x 1 53.

Tlw Don. S. A small dan of Dor lUjputs, fiyuig from MewSr before
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the Gahlots, occupied Baran (Bulandshahr) about a. d. Soa
Thef defended themselves «gAinst MahmQd of Ghazni (a. d,

xvtX^ end contaoiitd od equal terms with the neighbouring

Tomars; but they were sidstequently hard pceaaed by their

allies, the fiaisujais* and wm Mteily averthrown by Kutb-

nb-dln (a.d. 1193).

Between the Rajputs of Rajputlna and the Rajputs of Oudh The
^ ^

lay the great kingdom of Kanaiij. It embraced the Southern Q^j^^'

Doab and the south of Oudh, and extended from the Kahnadi

to Benares. Although Rajput dynasties ruled in Kanauj, and

Rajput adventurers swarmed at its court, no Rnj{)ut tribes of

note lorin. d settlements in the Southern Doab, and the Oudh
clans make their appearance only in local history. Rohilkliand

and Northern Oudh were held by a multitude of petty chiefs,

Bhars and Ahlrs. Rajput adventurers from Oudh pushed

their way into Rohilkhand and across the Sarju, and by the

end of the tenth century we find the Bachhals, ati independent

Rajput clan, ruling in Pilihhit, and somewlmt later the

Katehriva Rajputs in Katehr (Rohilkhand).

Oi all li icsc states Kanauj and Gujarat were the most compact, HUtory of

the richest, and the most powerful. Gujarat owed its greatness Gajwit.

partly to the wealth which flowed in through the seaports of

Broach and Cambay, and partly to the long reigns of four

aovereigos. MtUartja (a.d. 941-93), the founder of the kit^*

dom, spent hts life in wan whidi were generally suocessfol,

and died an old man on the hatfcle-fidd. Bhimft t (a.d. loaa*

63) in his youth saw MahmQd's sack of the fiunoas temple of

Somnltfa fsoA the capture of his capital by the Ponwiis, but

he left the kingdom strongs than he found it Siddhaiftji

(a.0* io93**ti43) was die most oetebrated of his lace^ and a
great magidan. He waged a twelve years^ war agamst the

PonwSn^ and carried about their king in a cage^ His suooes>
I

sof Kumiiapibi (a.Du 1143-79), whom he had penecnted and
tried to kill, completed the conquest of MSlwS, and is said to

have raided even Simbhar. After his death the kingdom

remained strong enough to repel the attacks of the Musulmtos

(a.i>. 1178 and 1196), but it steadily declined until it was
J

conquered by AlS-ud-c^'s lieutenants (a. d. i 298).

Kanauj was the most powerful of all the kingdoms of fiistor^of
j

Hindustan, and its capital on the Ganges was unrivalled for j

its greatness and its wealth. But its power had waned since

the middle of the tenth rentury ; its king, Jaipal, a descendant ^
of Bhoja I. purchased an ignominious peace from Mahmud
(A.D. 1019) ; and the Chandels and JbUchwabaa, emboldened
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by his weakness or indignant at his cowardice, stormed the

capital. Jaipal was killed (a d. io2i>, his successor fled to

Oudh, and the city of Kanauj remained almost in ruini until

the Rathor Jaichand took possession of it (circa a. d. 1040).

The RSthors, who now appear for the first time in history,

were a branch of the Gaharwars of Benares, and their chief

towns were Kanauj and Jaunpur. The dynasty founded by

Jaichand became one of the most illustrious in India. Its

fame was great, its buildings were magnificent, and it aspired

to be first wuliout a rival. The closing years of its kings are

closely connected with the history of Delhi and the iinai over-

throw of the Hindus.

The 1 in; three chief events of the period under consideration are

the downfall of the Ponwars of Malwa, the capture of Kanauj

by the Rathors, and the short-lived glory of the kingdom df

the Chauhans. The 6fst two have been already QOtioed, Hie
ChMihlni were rich, for SimUiar, Ajmer, aod otben of their

towns were the centres of a great caiavm tnde; But their

septs were disunited. Towards tiie end ofthe elevenitfi ceotuiy

Anioift]& and his saocesaors ooosolidated their power, and m
A.D. 1 163 Visak Deva (Bisaldeo) coald boast that he had

qoered all the country from the Vmdhyas to the Himihyss.

His most important conquest was Delhi (drca a. dl 1 153), which

had become a phice of importance since it had been fortified

by Anangpil II (ciica a.o. 1052). Visala Deva allowed the

Tomar king to leign as his tributary, and matried his son

Someswara to the Tomar's daughter. From this union sprang

Prithwl RAj, the champion of the Hindus against the Muham-
madans, and the hero of popular legend.

Hbtoryof His earliest exploit was the abduction of the princess of

Kanauj (circa a.d. 1175). Her fiuher, the R&thor Jaichand,

claimed the title of Universal Sovereign, and resolved in the

pride of his heart to celebrate the Aswamedha or horse-

sacrifice, which none but a Universal Sovereign could perform.

For this it was necessary that even the most menial offices

should be performed by tributary kinc^. Prithwl Raj alona

dared to be absent, and Jaichand, that nothing might be

wanting, set up a golden statue of the prince and made it his

doorkeeper. But Prithwl Raj had visited the Kanauj court m
disguise and become enamoured of the princess, wiiose hand

was to be the prize of valour. Accordingly he carried her off,

nothing loath it is said, from the palace, with a small band of

valiant companions hewing his way througii the masses of his

eaemies. His second great exploit was the overthrow of
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Parmal, theChandel king of Mahob& and Kilinjar (a.d. 1182).

Bat the interest of this war rests not so much with Prithwi Raj

m with his opponents, the Banlphar Rajputs, AIha and UdaL
Tbeir tmjnst exile, their return at the bidding of their mother,

an Amazonian AhTrin, and their feats of arms, are the poets'

theme. Prithwi Raj's last and greatest work was the war against

the Muhammadan invaders. Brilh'antly successful at first, he

was completely defeated near Thanesar (a. d, 1192). Both he

and his son were slain in the battle; Ajmer was sacked, r\nd

Delhi, Budaun, and Baran (Bulandshahr) were taken (a.d. i 193).

Prithwi Raj's ri\-a], Jaichand of Kanauj, did not long escape.

Kanauj was stormed, Jaichand slain or dro\\Tied, and within

ten years all Northern India, except Rajputana and Gujarat,

had been overrun by the Muhammadans. The mediaeval

period of Neo-IIinduism was at an end.

The eleventh and twelfth centuries were the golden age of The

the licvv civilization. That civilization was founded partly on ^JP.^' .

ClVlllZStlOll

a theocracy, partly on a military desj)otism. The Bnlhmans described,

were divine by birth. They sometimes deigned to hold the

highest offices of state, but their special business was the pur-

suit of literature, science, and philosophy ; and the Rajput

courts vied with each other in their patronage of learning.

Brahmans of a lower rank were the spiritual guides (puroAiis)

of the people, and they even condescended to act as priests

the more respectable popular detties. But while BrShmans of

the highest tank were above politics, the lower classes were

keen politicians, enforcing theur interests by the threat of their

cotse and of religious penalties; The kings assumed a kind of

semtdivinity, and suiiounded themselves with a host of mer-

oenaxies or slaves. The nobles followed the example of the

kings, built strong forts for themselves in inaccessible places,

and supported their power by companies of bmvoes. The
town guilds were strong enough to bold their own, but the

rural population was reduced to serfdom. Public and private

wars were the universal fashion. But despite these wars, and
the jealousy w^ which foreigners were regarded, there was

considerable communication between the different parts of

the oooutry. Commerce flourished, poets and pandits went
from court to court, flowers from Kashmir and water from the

Ganges are said to have been daily offered at the shrine of .

Somnath. Kings and temples were immensely rich. Pil-

grimages were in fashion, and the greatest sovereigns proclaimed

themselves protectors of the holy places.

Two points deserve especial notice, (x) The earliest stone Rijpat
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architec- tecnplcs of Northern India date, two or three from the sixth and

seventh, but mostly from the eighth and ninth centuries a.d.

Prior to this all buildings, even the most sacred, had been of

brick and wood. But between the tenth and twelfth centuries

magnificent stone temples, of delicate altliough fantastic work-

manship, sprang up in all the Rajput states. The temples of

Delhi, Ajmer, Kanauj, Budaun, and Jaunpur, and indeed of

every place where the Muhammadnns held permanent dominion,

were utilized for niosc^ues j but liie existing temples or ruins at

Mount Abu, Chandravaii, Barolli, and Khajraho give us some

idea of their former splendour. Even earlier than these temples

are the massive fortifications with which the Rajputs crowned

the Lups of hills. All the great forts of Rajputana date from this

Influeoce period. It was the palmy age of Rajput architecture. (2) The
impulse to the new civilization came largely from the Deccan.

From the Deccan issued the two great phikMophies whidi

divide the Hindu worid, the phil06q>hy of Sankaiichirya ia

the ninth century, and of RimSauja in the twdfth; and both

these teachers spent a large part of their lives in Koithem
India. The impulse to the new stone architecture also came
probably from the South, where stone temples had been for

some time in fashion ; and the manners and costumes of the

Deccan found imitators even in Kashmir. North and South

eierdsed a redpcocal influence on each other.

Hktory of Bengal, BihSr, and NepU lay outside the direct influence ofB^ i and^ Rfljpiit States. Assamese kings, converts to Hindoism,

held the north and east of Bengal. The rest of the country

was divided into four kingdoms. Pundra, the country of the

Pods, the modem P&bna, lay to the north, and Vanga, or

Bengal proper, to the south of the main stream of the Gan^i^
which is here known as the Padma or Padda. To the west of

Vanga was Kama Suvama, now divided into the Districts of

BurdwSn, Murshidabad, &c.; while Tamralipta (Midnapore)b

with its famous port of the same name on the Rupnarayan, lay

along the lower reaches of the Hooghly. In the west we have

Anga (lihagalpur) with its capital Kampa, and South Bihar or

Magadlia. Mithila or Tirhut, which included the present Dis-

tricts of Champflran and Darbhangn, was closely connected

with Nepal. 'I he history of these states is exceedingly obscure ;

but we know that about a.d. 900 Gopala made himself master

of Magadha and Anga, and wiiliin a century the Pal dynasty,

which he founded, established its supremacy over all Bengal.

A division then appears to have taken place about a.d. iooo.

Maluj^ala (ciica a.l>. lOuu 35) was a powerful monarchi and
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made himself temponurily master even of Benares ; while

Narayanapala, who represented the other branch of the family;

became sovereign of Bengal. The Magadha branch of the

P^s continued to reign until Muhammad, son of Bakhtyar

Khiljf, overthrew them and Buddhism with them (circa a.d.

1196). The I'vils of I'cngal came sooner to an end. About

A.I>. 1095 A'ijaya Sen of Pundra destroyed them utterly, and

established the Sen dynasty, which funded with the bloodless

capture of the capit&l, Kadiya, by the Muhammadans about

A.D. II 98.

Although Brahmans had penetrated into Bengal in very early The Seni

times, Aryan settlers there were lew. Aboriginal tribes like HJj??*
the Koch, Kaibarttas, rods, and Chandals were the ruling

races. The mediaeval history of Bengal is chiefly remarkable

for the efibrts of the Sen dvrui^ty to obtain high-caste immi-

grants from liindustan, and for the elaborate code of casttr

rules laid down by Ballal Sen in the twelfth century.

At the time of the Muhammadan conquest Magadha was the Decline

only Buddhist kingdom in Nortfaem India, and with its over-
^'^^'jlJ^^^

throw Buddhism became practically extinct Next to the rise'

of the two great monotheistic cults of Vishnu and Siva, the

decay of Buddhism is the most striking feature in the religious

history of mediaeval India. Whether Buddhism was ever the

popular religion of any part of the country outside its native

home is a moot question. Asoka propagated it with the seal

of a convert and a king, and the Indo-Scythians received it

gladly. In Gujarit and MiUwft it was widdy spread among
the merchants and upper classes ; but in other places it was

probably the creed only of a sect, and in the r^on where

the BrShmans were the strongest in the centuries immediately

before and after the Cliristian era—the Eastern Punjab^ the

Northern Doab, and Kohilkhand—it took no root. Throughout

the Middle Ages it rapidly decayed. Between a.d. 750 and 900

it became extinct in Gandhira and the North-Western Punjab.

In the Doab and Oudh scarcely any traces are found after

A.D. 1000. The Dhamnar and Kholvi caves (a.d. 700-900)

were the last expiring efforts of Buddhism in Southern R3j-

putSna, and if Buddhism was ever popular in Bengal it expired

under the Sens. Its decay is in striking contrast with the

prosperity of Jainism, its twin. The kings of Gujarat were the Junlnii.

protectors and j>erhaps the converts of the Jains ; Jain authors ^
flourished at their courts ; Jain generals and ministers of state

were their chief officials ; and Jain temples on Mount Abu, at

Girior and PaUiana, and throughout Southern Kajputaoa as

1
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fitr as Khajr&ho, attest the pcmkaoe of the creed and the

wealth of its devotees.

Sttbteqnent With the Muhammadan invasion the mediaeval historv of

of'the^
the Hindus comes to an end. During the thirteenth and lour-

R^lp!^. teenth centuries the Aftihimmadans captured, although they

failed to keep, every stronghold in RajputSna, and they estab-

lished themselves permanently through the rest of Northern

India. The ' land was sunk deep in the Turushka sc:i,' and

the face of Rajputana suffered a change. The Gahlc^ts (or

Sesodias) of Mewar alone maintained themselves against the

Muhammadan invaders, and the repeated capture of their

capital, Chitor, served only to increase their fame. The
Kachv/ ih IS, when deprived of Gwalior by the Panh irs

(a. D. ii29jj had iouud a ruiage among the savage 2\laiai3, and

founded the kingdom of Dhundvir with its capital Amber, which

ultimately blossomed under the sheltering aegis of the Mughals

into the modem states of Jaipur and Alwar. The Baghels had

settled at Reweh in the twelfth century \ and in the thirteenth

centuiy the BandeUs, a degenerate bfanch of the Gahimiis
and tbeielbie distant kinsmen of the lUthois, fwtflMishfd a
principality at Occhh& and gave their name to Bnnddkhand
The mtfaon^ driven out of Kanauj, founded a new kingdom
in MSrwfir 0odhpur), which absorbed the neighbouring BhStis

and Qttuhans, and presently rivalled the power ofthe Gahlots.

In the succeeding centuries MSrwfir and Mewar, friends at first

and aftenraids bitter enemies, were the two leading states of

RSipntani. With the &U of Delhi, Ajmer, and Mahobi, the

ChauhSns and Chandels had been scattered over the &ce ol

Northern India. They established petty principalities in the

Himalayas from Jammu to Almora; and in the fourteenth cen-

tury the Haras, a sept of the Chauhaos, founded the small states

of Bundi and Kotah in Southern Rajputana. The rivalries and
wars of the Muhammadan kingdoms of Delhi, Jaunpur, and
Gujaiit in the fifteenth centuries gave the Rajputs a breathii^

space and formed the turning-point of their fortunes. It was
the golden prime of the Tomars of Gwalior under the famous

Man Singh (a.d. 1486-151 8). The great buildings of Chitor

and Gwalior date from the fifteenth century, and they are the

first Hindu buildings of note erected after the Muhammadan
capture of Deliii. With the advent of the Mughals a better

age began, and under the wise rule of Akbar the Rajputs once

again rose to power, and became leaders and supporters of the

empire.
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CHAPTER IX
m

THE HINDU PERIOD OF SOUTHERN INDIA

Inireditctfffy

Souther?? India is geographically divided from Northern The

India by the ^'indhya mountains and the Narbada river. To
the south of these, stretching almost across the whole peninsula, daiic*.

is the upland pLiiciu known as the Dcccan. separated from the

sea on ilio east by the lower tracts watered by the Godavari and

Krishna (Kistna) rivers, and on the west by the long strip under

the Ghats known as the Konkan. The Tungabhadra and

Krishna rivers form the dividing line of the Deccan, to the

south of which lies the country now generally distinguished as

Southern India; but for the present historical summary the

latter term is held to include the Deccan and all tracts bdow
the Vhidhyas and the Narbada, thus embradng the entire

aiea Imown of old as the 'South ' to the Hindus of the north

(Deccans Mskiffa s ' southern

The people of Southern India speak one or other of the its

fiunify of hmguages ds/Med as Dravidian, the principal ofwhich l"C<i*s^

ate Tdugu (north and east), Kanarese (north and west),

Tamil (south^ and BCalaySlam (the western seaboard), with

two others, Tiihi and Kodagu (or Cootg)^ confined to small

tracts. There sure, however, forms of speech used by the

bin tribes—^Todas, Kotas, and others—which probably contain

a large admixture of aboriginal words, dating firom centuries

earlier than even the first Dravidian inroads. In the Malays-

lam and Telugu countries there appears to be no great variety

of dialects y but amongst the Tamil-speaking peoples there are

differences, arising from the fact that for at least two thousand

years, if not for longer, the Tamils were divided into distinct

nationalities, ruled over bv Pandvaand Chola sovereisxns. The
subjects of the Chora kings spoke Kanarese for the most part,

wliile those of the Pallava dynasties probably used the Tamil

and Telugu of the Chola tracts. The only non- Dravidian

language in the area under consideration is MarathI, spoken by

VOL. II. V
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the inhabitants of the Western Deccan and the Kftnlf^, Hin-
dustani remains, like English, a foreign tongue in common
use ; it is not, as in Northern India, the language of the people.

Ju people. At some very remote period the aborigines of Southern India

were ovprrome by hordes of Dravidian invaders and driven to

the mountains and desert tracts, where their descendants are

still to be found. At a much later period the Aryans from the

north subdued tlie Dravidians, and established civilized com-

munities governed by powerful kings. These communities

probably represented the ancient Dravidian di\isions. The
earliest known kingdoms of the South were those ruled over

by the Pandyas, Cholas, and Cheras. They are enumerated

in the edicts of Asoka (250 r. c.) and in the ancient

Puranas. That these were flourishing nationalities is evident

from old writings. Thus the R uii:i)ana credits Madura, the

Pandyan capital, witli the possession ofgates adorned wiih gold .

and set with jewels. That the Aryans succeeded to distinct

Dravidian kingdoms may be shown by the traditionary history

of tlio countzy, whidi nJates that the fint Azyan Pandya king

maiiied a dwigbter of the Aryan Cau^la kiii& thus tecognking

tiiat from the earliest days of the Axyan oonqoest there trereat

least two Tamil kingdoms. The date of this Aryan cooqaest

is fery imoertain; but Dr. R. G. Bhandariour shows leason for

supposing that it took place between the semtli and the

fourth century b.c* Probably the earlier period is the moie
correct Dr. Biihler has pointed out in his InMom Mam-
irt^(fi 5 and S) that the date of the introdnctioii into India

of the Semitic al|^bet was about 800 8.G1, perhaps earlier;

and the date of the eUboiation of the Kharoethialphabet about

the fifth century B.a If the Aryan conquest of South India

had taken place after the latter date, in all probability the

Dravidian Tamils would have adopted the KharosthI script

The meagre character and simple forms of the Tamil alfdiabet,

almost certainly derived from a Semitic source, perhaps

Aramaic or Himyaritic, point to its having been adopted and

having become fixed before the KharosthI was known.

Its • In the matter of religion the mass of the people of Southern
religioo. India may Ijc said to have been always Dravidian, Aryan

Hinduism being a mere veneer. The great temples are of

course dedicated to Aryan gods, but the people seldom visit

them except 011 fcstivcd days. The religion of their daily life has

always been, as it is at the jiresent day, that of their forefathers :

nanu;ly, worship of loail deities and of patron gods and god-

I
' £uly Histoiy of th« Dekkan,' Bombay GoMtUmr, voL i, pt. ii» p. 141.
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deaaea^ with piopitiation of demons ; pcaying to the former for

temponl blessiDgs^ and avertmg the anger of the latter

fioes and offerings. TVees are supposed to be f«»n>KHf^1 hy
demons, and serpent-worship n>

i
)rc\ alent. The worship of StvE

and Vishnu is practically confined to the upper classes. This

has probably always been the case. There was a period, however,

when Buddhism exercised a strong influence^ and this lasted for

about ten centuries, namely from the second century b.c. to

the eighth or ninth century a. d. During the earlier portion of

this period a large number of siupas and monasteries were con-

structed, some of the latter being cut in the solid rock : while some

of the structural siupas (e.g. that at Ania^'^vui on the Krishna)

were of extraordinary magnificence. Jainism also at one time

largely pre\ailed, and a lew Jain communities still exist, while

Buddhism has completely died out.

In such stront^holds of religious thought as Conjeeveram and

Madura the Vaislinava Brahmans are divided inl<) two bitterly

opposed SLCts : Vadagalais^ or northerners, who cling to the

Sanskrit version of the Vedas; and Tens^a/ais, or southerners,

who u&e a Tamil translation. The Lingiiyat form of Siva

worship is largely prevalent in the Kanarese country.

Turning to the question of caste, the Jjiaimiani are, as they Th«

have always been since the Ai} an conquest, thedoniiiuu.L laci; ,

I^'MJan

but the eaucated Sudras arc now pressing them hard. The
warrior caste of Kshattriyas is conspicuous by its absence.

Among merchants a few leading families claim to be Vaisyas*

but on very slender grounds. The population therefore is either

Brahman, SOdia, or Ftoiah (Faniyan). The Pariahs represent

the old Dravidisii stock. There is a sprmkling of Muhammar
dans everywhere, aikd in some parts they are numerous ; but

they never established themselves in the Peninsula with such

autfiority as in the Deccan, their wave of conquest having

been diedced on the Ime of the Tungabhadca and Krishna

riversby the Vijayanagarkingsin the fourteenth century. When
at last these were crushed in the sixteenth century the

Mohammadans were disunited, and they were again checked

by the MarftthSs a Htde later ; so that at the present day the

country south of the Tungabhadra remains the most purely

Hindu porti<m of all India. The Draviiyan temple^ with its

ehiboiate sculpture, heavy roofings and towering go^ramt is

die result of indigenous growth; and its development can

be traced in all its stages, more especially from the seventh

century a.d. Numismatic study leads to the same result.

The standard in Southern India from an early time was gold,

Y S
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and the external infliwooes which affected the coinage of the

Northern kingdoms are scarcely fo be traced in the South.

The Dravidian race appears to have been a fighting one in

former days. Great honour was done to brave men, as is

shown by the number of carved memorial stones still to be seen

in the villages, erected to commemorate heroic deaths. In

Malabar, society is based upon the organization of the Nayars

as a military caste. The armies appear to have been very

large. In the sixteenth century a Portuguese chronicler'

describes the Vijayanagar king as leading over 700,000 men
into tlie field, and his government as based on military

service. Haidar All's army mostly consisted of Dravidians,

and in later years TelingSna gave its name to the first European-

trained sepoys, a name which has survived to our own day.

In earlier limes the inhabitants of the coast must also have

been bold mariners. The Buddhist Jatakas bear witness to

extensive sea-borne trade between the west coast ports and

Western Asia, including Babylon, as ftr back as tiie fifth

century b.c., while Vedk hymns testier to its odstenoe in days

of stiU greater antiquity** When the Romans came in contact

with the Indian Peninsuht in the first half-century after Christ,

they found a well^estabUshed trade carried on witii the Persian

Gulfand Ceylon* Pliny (Bk. VI) states that the Indian Teasels

trsdii^ with Ceylon were so huge as to he able to cany 3,000

amphone. On the east coast the anns of the Andhra dynasty

(roughly 900 B. c. to a.d. 350) confirm this, many of them
bearing the device ofa two-masted ship^ evidently of large size.

History

As already stated, the aborigines of South India were, at a
ver)' early date^ crushed by the Dravidians ; and these, in

their turn, were afterwards subdued by Aryans from the

north, who seized on the old kingdoms and established

dynasties which lasted down to the fifteenth century A.D
The Ramayana mentions the Andhras of the GodSvari and the

Krishna, the PSndyis of Madura, the ChSlas of Tanjore, and

the Keralas or Claras of the west coast ; and these were also

known to the Greek geographers. Asoka (250 B.C.) sent his

missionaries to teach the liuddhist philosophy to the people.

He also sent emissaries tor the same purpose to the Puiindas

» Nttiit. See A Fprga/t9H Bmpir* (Sewell), pp. 147 flF., 326-8, 373,

384-9.
• Biihler {Mian ra/arr;^j/>h', § 5) ^^ummariscft tfie eiMence* AltO

FonUcet in Jndim Aniiquaryt xvi (iHS;), p. 7.
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(near the Naibadi), the RSstikas (predeoessois of the

S&htcakfltM and Sattas ofthe Marithft ooimtry), the P^tenikas

(of Fidchaxi id the Deccan), and the BhCjas axul Apartatas of

the Northern KonkaD. This list probably sums up the natioo-

alities then known» the rest of the Deccan being an almost

uninhabited waste, known as the Dandakaraflya, or desert

of Dandaka. The Pallavas of KAnchI or Conjeevenun, who
in later years became very powerful in the Deccan and on
the east coast, do not appear to have sprung into existence

so early. The Pallava^ if they are to be identified with the

' Pahlavas,' who were probably of Persian origin (Fleet, Bomb,
Gaz., vol. i, part ii, p. 317, &c.), are mentioned in an inscription

of about A.D. 1 50 at Nasik ; and again in the inscription on the

Allahabad pillar of about the middle of the fourth century,

which states that they were defeated by the Guptas (il)id., p. 280).

The other Southern chiefs similarly mentioned as defeated

at that time are the kings of Kerala, Pishtapura, Kottur,

Vengi, and other??. The Pallavas were firmly established at

the period of the latter inscription.

The powerful Andhra dynasty of the SiitavShanas dates from The

about 180 B.C. They fixed their residence at Dhanyakataka, on Andhraa.

the Krishna; and, being ardent Buddliisls, they constructed there

the Amaravati siupa^ one of the most elaborate and precious

monuments of piety ever raised by man. Their kingdom

comprised all Middle India, and they ruled from sea to sea,

hav uig on tlieir souili ihc gi^ui Tannl kuigdoms. Alter a time

the Scythians from the north raided southwards, and there

was war. In an inscription at Nasik the Andhra Gotamlputra

is stated to have defeated the ' Sakas, Yavanas, and Pahlavas/

the Saka chief being the Kshatrapa Nahapina. This was

about A.D. 135. Twenty-five years later RudiadSman, one of

the Saka Satraps, fought the Andhia king^ and, according to

an inscription at JunSgarh, twice conquered him ; but success

appears really to have lain with the Hindu, for the Saka

conquests south of the Vindhyas were very limited in extent

The Andhia period seems to have been one of considerable

pn»perity. There was taA% both overland and by sea» with

Western Asia, Greece^ Rome, and Egypt, as wdi as with

China and the East. Embassies are said to have been sent

from South India to Rome. Indian elephants were used for

Syrian warfare. Pliny mendoos the vast quantity of specie

that found its way every year from Rome to India, and in this

he is confirmed by the author of the Feriplus. Roman coins

have been found in ptofusioa in the Peninsula, and espedaUy
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in the South, In a.d. 68 a number of Jews, fleeing from Roman
persecution, seem to have taken refuge amongst the friendly

coast-people of South India, and to have settled in Malabar.

There ajipcar to have been two irreat branches of the

Andhras. the sovereign riilinp: the eastern territories, with his

capital at 1 )hanyakataka. while the heir appaient governed the

western dominions, and resided at Paitlian.

The Sonth It is not known how or why the Andlira domination came to

an end, but at the beginning of tlie lifth century a. d. we find

a diitcrtnt state of things. The old sriuth(rn kingdonis

remained much as before ; but the ra.llavas had overspread large

tracts of countr)' formerly under the Andhras', and the names

of nt w dynasties make their appearance in history. The Jain

Kauuinbas of Halsi. apparently in the sixlh century, defeated

the Pallavas and the Ganga king of Mysore, and cstabli^iicd

themselves in what is now known as the Southern Maratha

country bordering on Mysore, North of them were the

KSshttakatas, holding the other MaiitfaA districts, a dynasty

probably at one time feudatory to the Atidhia% but noir

independent and in considerable power both north and

south of the Vindhyas. Pressing down upon them from Ihe

north were the Guptas, and from the north-east (aooordiiig

to tradition) the earfy Chalukyas. But die Pailavas appear

to have been the most poweiAiI nation of the South at this

period, holding, besides their ancestral tract about KftAchl^

the territories of Vengi on the east and part at least of the

Maratha country on the west Here they were chedced by

the Kadambas, as already related.

We know little more of the history of this tract tfll about*

the close of the fifth century A.D., when the Pallavas under

Chandadanda were decisively defeated. The Kadamba kiog,

Ravivarman, drove them out of the Marftthft country and estab*

lished Halsi as his capital. A century later the ascendancy

' If Dr. Hultzsch is right in h'? estimate of the period of the Mayida-

ToliT nnd Kond.\mti(*a p!.ites {Epig. InJ., vi,84, 315), it would appear that .it

a date not far distant from the reigns of the Aodhra kings Got.iinlpatra

SSUlcani and ViaihtfalpBtim PnlumiTi, the Pallam hid eomplcicI> coo-

qoered the Telnga cooatry of the Aodhns, m far north at least as the

Krishna river; Sivaskandnvarman, the Pallara king, holding possession ol

the Ant!hrn cnpitnl nt DhanyaVataka. Dr. Burgess assign? the two Anc!hra

kings meniioned to \\\t period A.D. 114-63 {Am<irdvaii andJaggayyapHtt

Buddhist Stu/as, p. 3). Dr. Bhandarkar thinks that Fulomayi diol A.D.

158. ft ii probable that the Pallnna beoame tnpieBM in the Deocaa and

t&>t coast in theooosae ofUm next 300 years.

' Tills d^tc is very dottbtfnl. Sec Fleet's ' Dyna.^ties of die Kanaiwe
DiatrictSi' Sfimia/ GautUcr, toU i, pt U, pp. 289, 391,
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of the Chaliikyas at Badami, under Pulak< sin I, still further

reduced Pallava power. Badami now became the Clialukya

capital, and the Pallavas retired to their eastern and southern

possessions ^ We hear so little of the Halsi Kadamijas after

this il iai it must be assumed that they soon succumbed to the

growing power of the Ch.dukyas, since the latter became the

most important Deccan dynasty at this time* This position

they held against all comers for two centuries.

The Chalukya king Kirttivarma I, who came to the throne TheC^*
in A»D. 566-7, was a great fighter. In one of his inscriptions ^^^^^^

it is dsimed for him that he conquered all the nations and
tribes of the Penmsnla, seventeen of these being mentioned by
name. Among others are named the Kadambas of BanavSst

and HAngal, who ruled as great lords but not as having

sovereign povte These he subdued* The Buddhist monk
DharmagupCa Ined during this and the next reign, translating

several religious works into Chinese between 590 and 6x6.

KMtivaiman himself was an ardent devotee of Vishnu, and
began the construction of one of the celebrated cave<4emples

at BSdSmi. He was succeeded in a.d. 597 or 598 by his

brother Mangalesa, who increased the powtt of the Chalukyas

by destroying the Matangas, a barbarous, possibly Dravidian,

trib^ by defeating the Katachchuri king Buddha RSja, a

Jain, and by crushing a rising led by Svami lUja, chief of a

bnucb of the Chalukyas settled in the Konkan. This chief

was slain and his territory annexed. The Katachchuris be-

longed to an early family of Chedl in Central India, and their

descendants the Kalachuris became, as witi be seen, very

powerful for a short time in the twelfth century.

In 609 or 610 Kirttivarman's son Pulikesin II succeeded PttlikS-

Mangalesa, the latter apparently losing his life in an endeavour ^
to secure the throne for his own son. Pulikesin 11 "s reign

was very eventful. Me claims to have subdued all the nations

of the South
;
and, without accepting everything that is said

of him in inscriptions, it is certain that he very greatly

extended the power of the Chalukyas. He drove the Mauryas

from the Konkan, crushed for a time the influence of the

Rashtrakiltas and the Kadambas of Banavasi, fought his way

across tlie Peninsula to the east coast, captured the fortress

of PithSpuram, and attacked and reduced the kingdom of

Kalinga with its capital at PurL Then followed his greatest

triumph in the repulse of Harshavaidhana SiUlditya, sovere^

^ For pedigrees of early I'allava kings, see Dr. Fleet's notice in Bombay

G^uUur^ voL i, pL ii, p. 339.
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of Kanauj. After this he marched southwards against the

Pallava king MahCndravarman, but, being checked when close

to KanchI, he crossed the Cauvery and invaded the territor)- of

the Cholas, I'andyas, and Keralas. While his souilicrn opera-

lions ought probal)ly to be considered as raids rather ilian as

conquests, the case was different as regards the cast- About

the year a.d. 615, finding himself unable to combine govern-

ing with conquest, Pulikesm appointed his Ixother <Kabja*

Vuhnnvifdhaiia as his repKsenutive at Bidami, and on his

fctttm he sent him to take possession of his new eastern

aoqdsttions. Vishnmrardhana accordingly went to Veogi,

between the deltas of the Kistna and Godftvari, and tfaere^

after an interval, established himself as independent monarch,

the first of a loi^ line of poweifnl sovereigns. From this

period therefore we have two distnict dynasties bf Chalukyas

:

the Western widi its capital at BSdami, and the Eastern with

its capital at Veqgi. The Fallavas were for a time ousted

from the territories they had conquered, and were driven back

into their owii country.

During this reign the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsiang visited

India, and he mentions Pulikesin II and Harsha of Kanauj.

We learn fiom him that Buddhism and Brihmanism hekl

about equal sway over men's minds in those days. Puhkesin

II was recogni^d as a great monarch by Khusra II of Persia,

and gifts and letters passed between them.

At the close of hi^ reign the Pallavas, aided by the other

states of the South, .seem to have recovered themselves.

Under Narasimhavarman they successfully attacked Badami;

and it is asserted not only that that city was captured and

burnt, but that for thirteen years Badami was left without a

sovereign. 'I'hat the Chalukyas actually suftered a severe

reverse may be gathered from admissions made in their own
inscriptions. The date of this event is probably 642.

Vikramaditya I, who reigned from a.d. 655 to 6S0, was

a warrior like his father. Re-consolidating the kingdom and

lirmly establishing his authority, he made such fierce war

on his southern enemies that the Pallavas were completely

defeated. K&fichI was captured, and the power of^ Ch£3as

and Pindyas was so humbled that m his time at least they

gave no further trouble.

Vikramaditya was aided in his wars by his stalwart son,

VinaySditya, who succeeded him, reigning from a.d. 680 to

696. He, too, proclaims himself to have been victorious over

att kings of Uie South, but in doing so expressly refers to
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snooesses gained by him dtirmg his father's leign as commander
of his annies ; for it seems that in hte own teign he merely

held his posilioQ without further aggression.

His successor Vijayaditya reigned from 696 to 733. He
appears to have been on friendly terms with the RSshtrakutas,

whose king Indra Raja married a Chalukyan princess, and by

her had a son named Dantidurga.

Succeeding in a.d. 733, Vijayaditya's son Vikramaditya II

reigned till 746 or 747. During his reign the Pallavas rose,

and so successfully that the king records three victories over

them, a fact which amounts to an admission that his enemies

were in considerable power. He is said to have slain their

king Nandipotavarman, and to have entered Kanchi in

triumph
; and this event seems actually to have taken place.

The VakkalCri ' grant records that he was struck with its

beauty and richness, ii w^t^ a large town and contained many
fine temples, and the conqueror not only spared ihc place but

honoured it by granting to some of the temples gifts of gold.

Vikram^tya, Hke his predecessors, claims to have defeated

all the Southern kings, but the truth seems to be that, though

he may ha;¥e fought many battles, his power became seriously

weakened by the active opposition of so many states; and this

paved the way for the coUapse that soon afterwards took place.

For Kirtttvarmft 11, who succeeded to the throne in a.d. 746-7,

was attacked, shortly before a.d. 754, by Dantidutga, com-

pletely defeated, and ousted from his northern and western

dominions. He was finally overthrown about a.d. 760,

Krishna I being then king of the RflshtrakQtas. Thus ended

the sway of the Western Cbalukyas, not to revive for more than

two centuries. The Eastern branch continued to flourish.

The R^htrakatas now succeeded to the sovereignty over

most of the Kanarese-speaking districts, and Dantidurga was
hailed as supreme lord. His immediate successors had some
desultory fighting with the Eastern Cbaiukyas and the Pallavas,

but nothing of much importance occurred before the end of

the century to change the political condition of the Peninsula.

Incidentally it may be noted that the great Sankar.1charya, the

strenuous foe of JJuddhism, nourished about this time. His

date is not ascertained, but has been placed between a.d. 788

and S20. Anculu r writer of the jK-riod was Akalanka, who was

a protege of the K^htrakQta king, Krishna I, about A.D. 770,

' InJ Aiti , viil. 33 s Epig» /m/., V, 300; «nd Uultncb, Smik Imdim
Jma-i^imSt i, 146.
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Mysore now fell under ihc rule of the semi-independent families

of the Western Gangas, Ganga-Banas, and Ganga-Pallavas.

At the end of the eighth century the political condition of

South India was as follows. Kaliiiga and the Eastern Dercan

were governed by the East(^rn Chalukyas, and the centre and

west by the Rashtrakuias, while the southern kingdoms retained

their ancient possessions.

As regards the kingdoms of the extreme South there has as

yet been little to say, and througliout this sketch it will be

observed that our information regarding them is meagre ; the

reason behig that tlieir lo^cnptions hitherto published differ

considerably from those of the dynasties farther north, and

often contain no more than the name of the sovereign and his

regnal year, whidi lendars it most difficult to compile any

conneded history. Their trade ma oevtainly flourishmg in

the sixth century, for Chinese records prove tiiat at that time

embassies to and firom South India were frequent; and
Hiuen Tsiang, who visited KifichI in tiie seventh oentoiy,

describes it as a rich and handsome city of six miles dream*
ference {JuHitis Ihtms/aiM$, ii, si8). Several Tamil poets of

this age^ i.e. about a.d. 600-50, are greatly renowned, amoqg
whom may be mentioiied the Saiva devotees TinmftTuklcaimiyar,

Tirunfinasaml^dar, and Sundaramflrti Nftyanir. Mfinikya

Vasagar also belongs to this period.

The Leaving for a time the extreme South, we turn to the Eastern

ChaJuk
Chalukyas, ruling at Vengi. Dr. Fleet has shown that the

ynf,
* independent reign of the first king, ' Kubja ' Vishnuvardhana I,

brother of the Western Chalukya Pulikesin II, probably begm
in A.D. 615*; but, beyond the fact that these early princes

had to consolidate their kingdom by 6ghting at times the

Gangas of Kalinga to their north and the Pallavas cm the

south, we know very little about them except their names,

relationship, and the length of their reigns. We do, however,

licar something about king Narr-ndra Mrigaraja (a. d. 799-843),
who reigned not long after the period to which we have brought

down the history of the Deccan. He claims to have fought

'108 battles' in twelve years with the Gangas and 'Kattas.*

The former ruled in Mysore* ; the latter were the RSshtrakutas,

now firnily settled in the old Chalukya capital. Narcndra was

an ardent worshipper of :5ua and built many temples.
' Imd, Ani,t XX. 1 a.

* The Gfln^ of Mywfe wen powwfiil cUeft, aod €tA dyniatj Itited

from the middle of the eighth to the eod of the tenth century, Ihiir etpital

bebg at Talakad ; but they were always under the sovcreif^ns of the Western

Deccan. For their £enealogy, see Dr. Fleet's Table ia Ind^ ^
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After the fall of the Badami, or Westenii Qudukyas, the Th t iish-

Pallavas—whose throne a Western Ganga prince seems to have t'akuu*.

acquired about a.d. 760-70*—again tried to force their way

northwards ; and about a.b. 805 tlie Rashtrakuta sovereign

Govinda III, who reigned from about a.d. 784 to 814, defeated

the (langa-Pallava king Dantit'a, and pushed down into the

territory of his other troublesome neighbours, the Gangas of

Mysore. Govindas successor was his son Amc)ghavarsha I,

who had a long reign of sixty-three years, dying in a.d. 877.

Ho was a follower of the Jain religion, and had for his adviser

liiuiena, part author of the Adipurana. In the middle of the

century he removed his capital to Manyakheta, the modem
Malkhed. There was war with the Eastern Chalukyas in his

reign, as above mentioned, and later on these contests between

the two nations became more virulent. The next Rashtrakuta

king, Krishna II (a.d. 877-915), fought against Kalinga and

the Eastern Chalukyas, but apparently without success. The
Rishtiakfltas claim to hsve ovemin Vengii while the Essleni

Chftlultya* Vijayaditya III (S44-88) boasts that he captuied

the RSshtrakOta capital and trained it» and the assertioo seems

to be home out by other inscriptions'. Whatever may have

taken place, there appears to have been no permanent altersr

tion of frontiers at this time* Govinda IV (r. 918-34) was

at war also with the Eastern Chalukyas» but the Chilukya

Bhlma II completely defeated him. That tins was no empty

boast seems to be established by the fact that at this time^

acceding to inscriptions in Mysore, we find the Eastern

ChSlukyas in that country, which could hardly have been

the case if tiiey had been defeated by the lUshtxakatas.

In the second half of the ninth century the Pandyas Th.

attacked Ceylon, and, after the defeat and flight of the ^'^'^^y**'

Singhalese monarch Sena I (a.d. 846-66)*, sacked the city of

Anuradhapuia. Butafew years later king S£na II (a.d. 866-901)

turned the tables, invaded the P&ndya country, captured and
plundered Madura, the capital, and placed on the throne, in

succession to the reigning sovereign, a prince of the royal

house. A later king of Ceylon, Kassapa V (929-39), sent an

expedition to the mainland to assist a Pandya king, probably

* Epig. /nd., T, lC>'^ ; !v. iSo.

' They begau about uii^ peii<xl to spcU their names with the first a luigtl^

cnedtoA
* £pig. Ind., vii, 39.

* Singhalese dates arc still somewhat douUfoL Tbote gIfCB in the text

are the years fixed bj Mr. Bell.
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RSjasimha, after his defeat at the hands of the Chola sovereign,

Parantaka I *. Chola inscriptions assert that king Parantaka

took Madura and entered Ce^'lon ; but the Singhalese story

nins that the army of the islanders was decimated by sickness,

and that when the PSndyas were defeated the Singhalese

forces withdrew. An invasion of the island by the Cholas is

not admitted. The Pandya king fled to Ceylon in terror ; but,

finding that he could expect no aid owing to internal political

dissensions, he hastily withdrew to Kerala, leaving behind hhn

his crown and royal insignia.

An tnscdptioa at Begur m Mytote {Epig. Ind.y vi, 45)

meotioiis that, at a time which must have been between

A.D. 934 and 938, the Eastern Chllukyas under a king called

Vbamahendia, whom Dr. Fleet identifies with the Chfilukya

Bhima II (ibid., p. 47), invaded Mysore, and were sticcessiuny

opposed the PaUavas of Nolamba and by the Ibfces of the

Ganga prince^ Ereyappa. The RishtrakUta Krishna III (94^
71) had great snccesses in the Chdia country, and inscriptions

in that tract show that he exercised sovereign rights over parts

of it North Arcot, Tanjore, and Trichinopoly seem to have

passed from the Chdlas into the possession of^e RSshtrakutas

{Epig. Ind., iv, 181, s8o). An inscription at AtskOr, also in

Mysore, of date 949-50, relates that^ at a time when the

Rashtiakata king Krishna III was warring against the Chola

Rajaditya, son of Parftntaka I, the former's ally, BQtuga II, of

the Western Gangas of Talakad (who had married Krishna's

sister), murdered the Chola sovereign at a place called Takkola,

not fiir west of modem Madras, treacherously—an action so

pleasing to the Rashtrakuta that he conferred on Bfitiiga large

tracts of land in the country north of Mysore, including

Bana\asi and several other districts {Epi'^. Ind . vi, 50).

Other cj)igraphical records confirm this story. A celebrated

Kaiiarese poet, Pampa or Hampa, lived at this time at l 4\ksh-

niesvar, in the Dh.^rw?!r country, and about the year 941 wrote

his Adipurana and FampabhCirata.

Between the 3*cars 962 and 970, during the reitMi, probably,

of the Choi.t kiiig Parantaka II, grandson of rai..iiiaka I and

nephew of that Kajfiditya who was killed at Takkola, an

expedition was sent by the Chola sovereign to demand from

king Udaya III the Pandya crown and insignia which were

in his possession. The Tamils invaded Ceylon, completely

defeated the islanders, captured the insignia, and returned in

^ Uda} eadiram plates of Fiitliivipati II, South-Imi, Itucr.^ ii, ^87.
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triumph. Acoording to the Mahivuisa, Udaya sobflequently

tent an aimy and recovered the treafitre.

By the end of the tenth centuiy tbe Rashtrakttta dymuty The

was at an end for ever. Its fall seems to have been accelerated ^"^^
by the serious attacks made on the Deccan by king Harshadeva, jaa.

of MIlwa^ who penetrated as far as the Ganga territories in

Mysore, which he held for a short time ; but the immediate

cause was the triumph of the arms of Taila II, a descendant

of the former family of Western Chalukyas, which had been
ejected by the Rashtrakutas two centuries earlier. This prince

regained for the Chalukyas all the Kanarese districts, and

e«?tablished a n^w dynasty, that of the Western Chalukyas,

which was destined to become very powerful. He strengthened

his position by marrying a RSshtrakiita princess. His reign

began in a.d. 973-4, and he lived till 996-7. Shortly after

his accession an attempt was made by the Western Ganga,

Permi^nadi Marasimha, to restore the fortunes of the Rashtra-

kutas by raising to the throne a grandson of king Krishna III,

but it altogether failed, iuila's possessions included parts of

Bellaiy and Mysore.

The r^ult of this Chalukyan success was to strengthen The

greatly the powerof the Cholas, so that their energetic soverei^ CMIat»

Rajaraja I (a.d. 985-1012) was eDaUed to carry out eottennve

achemeB of oonqiiest Between a.d. 9S5 and 999 he oveiran

aome Eastern CbiUukyan territoxy, defeated the Ganga king of

Mysore, who had been weakened the fall of the RashtraktUas^

and OYetcame the Pftadyans of Madura. By a.ix iooi he had
subdued Kalinga country on the east coasts and about

looa he daims to have conquered Ceylon. The truth of

diis is apparent fiom the Mahftvanaa, whkdi states that at this

period the Tamils greatly of^vessed the islanders^ that Anur*

adhapuxa was sadced and the holy places destroyed, and that

king Mihindn V and his queen were captured by the Ch5hs»

A few years later the Cbobus sent over an army of 100,000 men
to capture prince Kfisyapa, alias Vikrama Bfihu, of Ceylon,

but were unsuccessful. There was constant war between the

Tamils and Singhalese after this for a century and a half, till

the reign of the great Famkrama Bahu. who consolidated the

kingdom of Ceylon (A.b. 1164-97). Rajaraja about the year

1007 overran and pillaged the southern portion of the Western

Chalukya country, but was driven back.

In the first half of the tenth century there was much The

confusion at the Eastern Chfilukya capital. After the death t^**tero

V- ^> ^* '^•> ^9^d» P» 547* ^fH" ^"^'t >• <>5-6*
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Cliilak* of Bhima I in a.d. 9x8^ tbere appears to have beeo A
aeriot of levolts and massftCfOb for in the enrnmig aurtosn

yeiis DO less than seven kloga gat on the throne, five of

li^iooi ruled for less than a year. Duiiqg the eonung forty

years three Idiigi ruled, and then (a.d. 973) begm * period of

twenty-fieven years, during which there was no king at all.

This was the year of the restoration of the Western Ch!!lukyas •

under Taila II. In the year 998-9, the anarchy in the Eastern
' Chaliikyan dominions was apparently put an end to by the

Chola king, Rajaraja, who first conquered the Vengi country

and then retired, after placing on the Chalukyan throne a

prince of the royal house called Saktivarman, who reigned

for twelve years*.

Crushed down originally by the two branches of the

Chalukyas in the seventh century, and still further humbled

by the Rashtrakiitas, the Pallavas, who at one time seemed in

a fair way to become the parainoiint rulers of Southern India,

were now confined to a small icintory with no possibility ot

expansion, and the Cholas had it all their own way. We
hear little of the Pallavas after the end of the tenth century '

;

and when the Eastern Chilukyan king VimalSditya (a.d.

zoix-32) manied RlJatSja's daughter, and hb iuocessors

oocuiHed the joint throne of the Ch51as aiid EaatemCbAlnkyas,

these Idng^ swayed the destinies of all the Soatfa.

It may be as well to finish the story of die Eastern Chilukyas

befbre going bade to the generd history at the end of the tenth
century. Vunalfditya', as already mentioned, manied Riji^

iflja ChAb's daug^tfer; his son* married another Chdhi

princess, -and so did his grandson, each lady beipg the

daughter of the sovereign. This resulted in the children of

the marriages growing up Cholas at heart. Whether the final

coalition was effected by actual invasion on the part of the

ChSlukyas or by Allure of heirs to the Chula male line is not

certain, but in a.d. 1070 the Eastern Chalukyan kix^ iUj-

enidra ascended the Chola throne and assumed the name of

KulottUDga Choladeva I ; and after this event history regards

him as a Chola. A Tamil poem, referred to by I>r« Fleets says

* Dr. Fleet dates thdr final down&ll at A.n. 977 (JM^r Gmttur^
to!, i, rt. >i, p. 332).

' See Dr. Meet's summaiy of this history in Ind. .Int., xx, 377 ff.

* Rajaraja. He liveii at KAjalimaadry, A.D. ioaa-63. Naiuuya-

bhatta, tlw fint Telngu tiaailaftor of^ MsdMkdtaiM, wrotv Ui woik,

according to tndition, at R|}aiija*« ditcctko, at Rijahaiimdiy (£j^»
M,v,»x>.
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that his capital was 111 the Chola country, but that he held his

court at Kaiichi, the former capital of the Pallavas, whose

sovereifmty was uow at an end. Bilhana's Vikramdnkadeua-

charitra declares that Rajendra, whom he calls ' Rajiga,* seized

the Chola throne and dispossessed itj> rightful occupant, the

Chola Adhiraja, This may well be the case. A\'hat is certain

is that after a.d. 1070 the joint country was called Chola, and

that Vengi became the capital of a province administered by a

member of the now Chola royal family. Here, therefore, ends

the story of the Eastern Chalukyas. (For the date see Epig.

Ind., vi, 335.)

Seeing that the eleventh century was a wy important The South

one in Southern India, it will be well to observe the position
^flJ^f^^JJ

of afTalrs at the close of the tenth century. At that time the century.

Eastern Ch&lukyas were weakened by mtemal dissensioDs.

The Western Cb^lukyas were once more trinmphaQt, and

ruled the whole of the Deccan from the western sea to the

Eastern Chalokyan fiontier; having as vassals many poweiM
hereditary fimulies, among others the Rattas of Kimdi, the

Kadambas of Banavisi and Hiqgal» the Silihfliasof Roihapiir,

who rtded at Tagam (a very andent dty recently shown hy

Dr. Fleet to be identical with TSr in the Osman&bad District

of the Nizam's Domniioas)S and the Sindas of Erambarage,

or Yetbmga. These had been mostly leudatoiy to the early

ChalulqraSy and to the Rashtrakutas ; and they now again

submitted to Western ChSlukyan domination. North of the

Eastern Chalukyas on the east coast were the Gangas of

Kalinga. The Mysore country was as usual much divided,

its principal ruling dynasty, that of the Western Gangas of

Talakad, being now weakened and shorn of at least part of its

territory by the Cholas'. The Pallavas were by this time

crushed; the Cholas were rising rapidly to great power; the

Pandyas were ruling their own country, but of little account

The Rashtrakutas have disappeared from history.

From this point we will first map out the history of the

Deccan for a couple of centuries, and then sketch the course

of events in the extreme South durino: the same period, making

a fresh start from about the end ot the twelfth century,

Taila II, then, the re-establisher of the fortunes of the The

Western Chalukyas, died in a.d. 996-7. Passing over two
^''^tSSk*

three kings about whom little is known, we come to Jaya-

simha II (a. u. 1018), who fought with king Bhoja of Malwa,

and with the Chola sovereign lUjendra. He was succeeded

V* ior 2901, p. £37 & ' E^ig, Ind,, iv, aax.
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about 1044 by Soniesvara (Ahavamalla) T, who fixed his

residence at Kalyani. An inscription states tliat in his reign, in

a year that must iiave been before 1060, the Cholas invaded

his territories, but were driven back, the leader losing his life

on the bank of the Tungabhadra ; and the story is confirmed

by Bilhana, who adds ttiat Somesvara penetrated as &r as

K^fichi and stormed the Chola capital, driving its ruler into

the jungles. 1 his event, if it occurred, would naturally not be

alluded to in Cliula inscriptions, but we have proof even on
that side that the Cholas were at tliis time fighting with the

West Chalukyas : for some Ch^ila inscriptions state that their

king defeated Somcsvara at Koppam (?) on the upper Tunga%
while we have an inscription at BelatQr in Mysore which states

that RSjendra Chdla I ocMiquered the Ganga cotintry prior to

A.D. 1033 ^ and another of Rftjftdhifftja Chdla, engmved aboitt

1048', stating that that king 'took the paiace of the ChSra

kii^.* He aiao o^ytiired the fortresa of Kampili on the

Tungabhadra, and burnt the ChllulqnBii king's palace dieie'.

It seems that, on his xetom northwards from Klftch!^ Sdm*
tevara natticd Siddbavattain (Sidhoot) and Stttailam. iriieie

reooids of his diarities are stiU to be seen engn^ved on stone.

King SdmSsvaia was also at war with Bhoja of MSlwft and

Kama of the Kakcbnris, the latter of whom appears to have

conquered Kalinga at this period. One of Somesvara's sons

governed the Nolambav&di province, having KampU on tbe

Tungabhadra as his capital. The king's death, wfaidi occurred

in A.D. 1069, is described by Bilhana, and the story is thus

summarised by Dr. Rhandarkar

'When he observed his end approaching, he caused himself

to be taken to the banks of the Tun|^bhadra. He bathed

in the waters of the river, and gave away a great deal

of gold in charity. Then entering the river again, he pro-

ceeded until the water reached his neck, and, in the din

caused by the waves and a number of muncal instruments,

drowned himselfV
His son, SdmSsvara II, rdgned for a short tim^ and then

' e.g. Haltnch's StuUk Indim ItumpHons, ii, 303 ; 111,32, 53, 58, 64.

* a, St. * £f^. ImLr iV( sitf.

' The reign of Rajadhiraja (a.d. 1018-52) was very importsnt. Inscrip-

tions ahow that he defeated the Pandyans and Keralas, as well as fonr

kings of Ceylon, and the tnUh of this is attested by the Singhalese

Mabavansa (ch. Ivi). Thtt MWitioii that he was victorioos in his campaigns

•gaiut AhftTainalK however, is not folly proved; end, tceoidiiig to

Chali;' ' 11 Inscriptions, he lost his life in the battle of Kop|lsin.

' lih^ndarkai'a * Early History of the Dekkan/ (An;, voL i» pt. U,

pp. 215-6.
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was dqxwed by ft brother, '^Hlnuiiaditjfa VI, in dicnmstaiioes

that mitst be recoided. VikramSditjra had been the leader

of his Ifcther's forces in thdr victorious campaigos. At his

brother's accession Vikramlditya submitted to him, but

quarrels soon arose, and increased to such a pitch as to lead to

civil war, in the course of which VikramSditya defeated the

army of his brother. Afterwards he seems to have gone about

fighting on his own account* Jayakesi I, chief of the Goa
Kadambas, submitted to him, and so did the Keralas of

Malabar, while he arranged a truce with the Cholas after

soffering a defeat at their hands at Kudal-Sangama. A Chola

revolution followed, and in the end the Eastern Ch^ukyan
king Rajcndra seized the Chola throne in the manner already

sijtcd. This was in a.d. 1070. Vikram.iditya, who had mar*

ried a Chola princess, had attempted to forestall Rajendra

by placing on the Chola thrrme his own wife's brother, but

as soon as his back was turned R?5jendra had seized upon
the throne. Vikramaditya therefore marched on Kanchi,

but was attacked in rear, at RSj?ndra's suggestion, by king

Somesvara. In the battle whidi ensued Vikramaditya was

completely victorious, and he deposed Somesvara and seized

for himself the throne of the ChSlukyas, He seems to have

been actually crowned in A.D. 1076.

Vikramaditya had a long and comparati\ ely peaceful reign.

He was liberal, tolerant, and a patron of learning. Bilhana

flourished in his reign, and was made chief Pandit at his court.

Vijnaucsvara, author of the celebrated legal work, \k\^MitCikshardi

was patronized by him. In 1095 he gave a grant to a Buddhist

vikdra^ one of the last acts of royal favouraccorded to Buddhism,

then in its decay. Bilhana states that the king's brother, Jaya-

simha, viceroy of BanavSsi, rebelled, and was defeated in a

l»tcbed battle. But the most important political event of his

reign was the rise of the Hqysalas. The Ganga dynas^ of

Talak&d, perpetually attacked by the Chdlas, Bandyas, and
others, bad by this time been liEuling in strength for some
years I and about the middle of the eleventh century the

Hoysalas, a feudatory family residing at Dotasamudra, the

modem Halebid in Mysore* sprang into power. They
seem to have been constantly at feud with the Kadambas
of Banavasi and Hangal, whom after a time they dis-

possessed. The Hoysala chief Vinayaditya was a noted

warrior, and his son fought in the north (probably under

the Chalukyas) against Bhoja of Malwa. In the reign of

Vtknamiditya the Uoysalas suddenly attacked ^ south*

VOL. iL 2
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western territories of the Ch ilukyns, ruled by a certain Acba*

or Achugi, of the Sinda family of Yelburga, by whom they

were defeated. Acha also defeated a rising of the Kadambaa
of G(*a, whose capital be S^ced and burned, and furthw

crushed an attack by Bhdja, one of the Silahara feudatories

of Kar.ld, about the year it 17. We have no means of

knowing wluit it was that gave rise to these attempts on the

part of the great vassal families, but they must liave caused

the king considerable trouble. Ballala I, sun of Vinayaditya,

was possessed of the headship of tlie Hnysalas in 1103, and

he made war on and overcame the Santara king of Humcha
in Mysore. His successor, Vishnuvardhana, alias Biltiga,

seized Talakad, the Ganga capital, and put an end for ever to

the Ganga dynasty, which thereupon disappears from history.

The Chulas, now in great ];ower, being amalgamated with the

Eastern Chalukyas. held for a time at least the Kurnool

provinces of the Western Cli dukyas during this reign, for

there are inscriptions extant which prove Chola sovereignty

over fiiat tract in a.d. 1108 and 11 23 {^Kurnool Distrid

Mamta^ p. 91). The oocupatton, however, does not seem to

have been prolonged.

SOmesvam III succeeded Vaknunlditya in iis6 on the

ChSlukyan throne. His reign was peacefo], and so was that of

his successor, Jagadekamalla II (i 138-49), except for attacks

by the Hoysalas and Kadambas, wUch were socoessfuUy

met by the feudatory Sinda chief, FermSdi I, who pursued

the invadbig Hoysalss even as £kr as their capital, Dora^

samudra. But the power of the Chalukyas now bcgjm to

dedine in spite of these successes. RimSnuja, the great

Vaishnava reformer, belongs to this period, thoi^ his exact

date is doubtful. One Hindu author gives it as a. d. 1127-8.

Jagadekamalla was succeeded by Taila III (1150-6)^

with whom the Chalukya sovereignty practically came to

an end; for a feudatory, Bijjala the Kalachuri, who was

Taila's commander-in-chief, revolted, and with the aid of the

Kolhapur chief and others drove Taila III from his throne

in 1156. The unfortunate monarch also suffered anotlier

defeat at the hands of I'roda Raja, of the Kakatiya dynasty of

Warangal. and died, an outcast frcjm his realm, in 1162.

Bijjala j^roclaimcd himself independent, and ruled till 1167,

when he either abdicated in favour of his son Sovideva

(whose latest known date is 1177), or, as one ronivUUic account

goes, was murdered by his minister Basava, the leader of the

ieligiou« sect of Siva-worshippers caUed liug^yats. Dr. Fleet
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shows good reason for believing that the fornii r tnry is cofiect.

Three other princes of the house followed in quick suooessioiiy

and in 11 83 the dynasty of the Western Chalukyas was re-

established for a short time in the pei^on of SdmSsrara IV,

son of Taila HI. We hear of him for only six years longer,

the latest date being 1189; and by 1192 both Western

Chalukya and Kalachuri sovereignties were swept out of exis-

tence by the Y.^dava:s of Deogiri from the north, and by

the Hoysalas from the south. It was during this disturbed

period that the great astronurncrj Bhaskarachar)'a, author of

the SiddAamia Sirontant^ flourisbed» baviug been born in

XII4-

In 1191-2 the Hovsala king, Ballala II, assumed royal titles. The

He had previously frustrated an attempt on the part of the WoyaolM.

Chalukyas to regain their power in the Deccan, and com-

pletely defeated the Deogiri Yadava king Bhillama at I^k-

kundi, near Gadag, the Yadava apparently losing his life in

the battle. The:"! he established liSiHiLii ..ib ruler over a large

portion of the Deccan, which he held till his death in a.d.

121 1-12. In the course of his campaign against BhtUama,

BaU&la II crossed the Krishna tnrer and reduced the

conntiy about Bellacy, Gooty, and Kurugod.

TI16 history of this tract being now brought down to

the end of the twelfth centtuy, we return to the southern

It hat been seen that the Eastern ChAlukyas united with The

the Cholasi and that Rftjandia, the ChAlukjra, acquired, in^b^
a«ii> xofOf tiie ChSIa crown* Henceforth he was called Kuiat-

tunga Chola I» and the whole united kingdom became Chola.

The Palkvas were completely crushed, and their capital,

Kaiiich]; became the Chola capitel. The PSndyas seem to have

alsosuccumbed, fior they neveragain rose to their f<smer height,

and Chdla inscriptioDS e]q>res8ly record their complete defeat

(eg. Epig* Ind,, V, 104). We know of Pandya princes hold-

ing sway at various pktces, e.g. in the Nolambavftdi ooun>

tiy of North Mysore and the neighbourhood, bom a. d. i i ts

to about 1170, and at Gooty in 1253, but they were feudatoiy

to the ruling families; in 1251 we hear of a Sundara Pandya

who fought the Hoysalas*, and we have a number of names

and dates between 1252 and 1567 I^^-t ^'"1 i7> ^c.) ;

but it seems safe to assume that after a. d. 1070 the Cholas

> Thk u Jatttvarnum Simdua Pindya I (1951-68). A teeoDd king of the

tame name b mentioned by Marco Pule, who calls him 'Sooder fittldL*

Minfaima Kalatikham U ia fbe ' Kale» Dewar ' of Firishta.

Z a
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were the paramount power in Soittbem India. Th^ were

much concerned with Ceylon.

In A.D. 1065 (?) the throne of Ceylon had been seized by

Vijaya Bnhu I, a usurper, and a few yp.'^rs later he defcp.ted

the Tamil invaders. Under Parakrama B.ihu I (1164-97)

the Singhalese attacked both the Pandya and Choli terri-

tories, and claim to have captured Madura ; but as U .c} s i n

afterwards retired, it is clear that they gained httle iroiii the

invasion. From this time forward the Tamil power in Ceylon

increased.

The Soath It is ad\ isable, as before, to distinguish the position of affairs

of\hV^*^'^^
ai me end of the twelfth century before proceeding. The

twel/th Chola^ were theii practically supreme over all the South, though
Qcatoiy. the Pandyas still ruled in Madura, and the Cholas w^-rc con-

fined to their own and the Pallava dominions. To their north,

the Warangal Ganapatis had seized on the Telugu country

ruled by the Eastern ChUukyas, North of the Gernqxatis was

the kingdom of Orissa. In the Deocao, the Deogiri YSdavas

from the north and the Hoyaaks from the south were stmg-

gling for supremacy, while the Battas and the Kadamhas of

Goa were disputing possession of the Lower Konkan and

parts of the country above the Ghlts. These last were soon

afterwards crushed by the Yidavas.

The As for the Kalcatlyas of Warangal, they were a fimoJly which,
^^^^'^'^ so far as can be judgied from the meagre tecoids available,

had for many generations ruled large portions of what are

now the Nizfim's Dominions, but always as feudatories to the

supreme dynasties. The recent changes of sovereignty bad

made them independent, like so many others of the great

vassal states ; and they had b^un to spread. Their conquest

of the Eastern Chalukya (now Chdbt) territory about the

Godavari and Krishna rivers as &r as the coast seems to have

taken place before the year a.d. 1x75.

The The chief interest in the Deccan at the beginning of the

Yadayas, thirteenth century centres in the Deogiri Yadavas and the

Hoysaliis. This family ofYadavas is generally known as belong-

ing to Deogiri, though that place was not their capital till early

in the thirteenth century. They belonged to one of the ruling

feudatory families ; but after the fall of the Chalukyas they

became independent , antl pressed southwards to contend for

the sovereignty of the Deccan with the Iloysalas and Kala-

churis. The Kalachuris being overthrown, the Yadavas were

left face to face with the Hoysalas. Bhillama had assumed

royal titles in a.d. 1187. He seems to have lost his life at
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Lakkimdi, as above stated His son, Jaitugi (ii9i-i3io)»

is said to have overcome Rudxa, *Lord of the Taikmgas^'

le. the Kfifcatiya king of Warang^ and to have liberated

from prison a prmce ofthat dynasty ^ed Ganapati, whom he

laised to be ' Lord of the Andhra coimtiy.' Whether this was

so or not the Kakatlyas appear to have successfully held

' their ground against the YSdavas. The next king, Singhana

(1210-47), was constantly at war. He fought succe$sfuUy in

Gujazfit and MalwS ; but so for as Southern India is concerned

his principal achievements were the complete defeat by his

viceroy, Vichana, of the Hoysalas, who lost most of their pos-

sessions in the Deccan, and of the Silahiiras, Rattas, and Kadam-

bas of Goa. Singhana encouraged the study of astronomy

;

and two descendants of Bhaskariichlrya, namely, hi? grandson

Chaiigadeva and his grand-nephew Anantadeva, were chief court

astrologers under hiin. ^^^chana claims to have penetrated so

far south as to have set up a pillar of victory in the neighbour-

hood of the Cauvery. SinL';]iana's successor was Krishna II

(1247-60) ; and he was followed by Mahadeva (1260-71), who

also warred against the Rattas, and this time so successfully

that he accomplished their complete subjugation. He eftectually

kept down the iioysalas also. Both Krishna and Mahadeva
appeaj to have been on friendly terms with the Ganapatis of

Warangal. It is recorded of Mahfideva, in an inscription, that

the people of Warangal were so aliaid of his power that they

placed a woman on the throne, knowing she would be =.cilc <ii

his hands. This refers to the Ganapati queen, Rudramma,

widow' of Ganapatideva, who ruled from 1257 to 1295. It

was in her reign that Bfarco Polo^ the Venetian, visited the

east coast of India. He records (Yule's edit, ii, 295) not

only that a woman bad been reigning over that country for

forty years, bttt tiiat 'she had administered her realm as well as

ever her husband did, or bettear; and as she was a lover of

justice of equity, and of peaces she was more beloved by diose

of her kingdom than ever was lady or lord of theirs before.'

MahSd€va's chief adviser was the well-known author HemSdri
In the Tamil country, the well-known poems called the Naimui
belong to the early thirteenth century.

The Hoysalas^ tn great power at the beginning of the thir- The
teenth century, but hard pressed by the Yftdavas m the north, Hoyialaa.

now used all their endeavours to crush their soutliern enemies. i

Their king, Naiasimha II, began his reign by making an ex-

peditiofi into the Cbdia country in tssa. Succeeding in thisi

> Or, poAibly, diiiglilM _
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he aftenvards, in 123 1-2, organized a second expedition to

rescue the Ch la king from the clutches of the Pallava chief

Perunjingadeva. Inscriptions at Srlrangam prove this*. Nara-

simha II lost, owing to Yadava aggressions, most of his

northern tcrritnrirs ; and his son and successor, Vira Som-
esvara (1234-54), fixed his caj>ital at Vikraniapura (modem
Kannanur\ close to SriranLiam. in a year i\-hirh must have

been previous to 1242". Hoysala influence was stroni: in the

South after tliis date. The Chr.la Rnjaraia III ch'ed in 1243,

and it i> probable that his territories were (.lismeml)ered, part

being seized by IVrunjingadeva. This was the b^ioning of

the end of the old kingdom.

MahadCva's nephew, the Yadava Ramachandra, succeeded

him, and lived till 1309, He succeeded in repressing the

Hoysalas, and seized their old capital. He governed all the

iciritory formerly held by the ^Vcstem ChiShikyas, and in

addition the whole of the Konkan and part of Mysore.

Waimngal inarched w^ith his lands on the east, and in the south

he was at peace with the Chfilas* The VVarangal Ganapatis

seem to have been his most fannidable opponents. But

now all this was to be changed The Mahammadam were

pushing down from the north, and so fiur as the Deccan was

oonoetned the Hindu period was drawing rapidly to a close.

In A.IX Z894 AUUnd-dfii Khiljl, nephew of the Delhi emperor

JaUU<«d<dijo, invaded tiie Deccan with a small body of hors^

and appeared so suddenly before Deogiri that KSmachandia,

panic^cken and in the belief that the inYaders represented

the advanced guard of an inmiense host, made poor show of

resistance and took refoge in the upper dtadd of his capital

He parleyed with the leader of the strangers, and agreed to

pay a large sum of money on his retirement Before the

amount was settled, howc\ er, Ala-ud-din was attacked by the

king's son, Samkara, and after he had beaten the Hindus he

raised his demands. Provisions were very scarce In the

citadel, which had been totally unprovided for a siege ; and

the investment being very close Ramachandra finally sub-

mitted, paid an immense ransom, promised to send annual

tribute to Delhi, and ceded Kllichpur and its dependencies.

In 1 307 Ala-ud-din, now emperor, sent Malik Kafur against

Defgiri with an army, alleginpf as excuse non-payment of the

tribute. Knmachandra was seized and sent to Delhi, where

* Efig. Ind.t zteff.

• Dr. Hnltzsch's Ivmtal Fep^^rt (ox 1 printed in lUdnt
ment Otdcr of Aqgttst 6, 189a, No. 544.
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he was for a short time detained. In 1309, being sent to the

Dcccaii to reduce the Ganapati king of W'arangal, Malik KafQr

halted on his way at Deogiri and was hospitably entertained

by the king. Passing on he attacked and reduced Warangal.

In 1 3 10 he again visited the Decran, his mission this time

being the reduction of the Hoysalas ; and on arrival at Deogiri

he found that RJmachandra had died, and that his son

Samkara was now king. He pushed on southwards, entered

Mysore, advanced against Doraaamtidra, captured it, sacked

the beautifolly sculptined temple there, expelled the Hoysahui^

and penet»tedas far as the Malabar coast He seems to have

also eflected the complete reduction of the PSndyas, for there

is no reasonable doubt that Madura was, from 1310 to X358»

governed by Muhammadan rulers. On Samkam's refusing

tribute, he was attacked in 131s, captured, and slain. The
whole of the Deccan was overrun and wasted, the temples

plundered, and enormous booty sent to Delhi A recently

publidied inscription seems to prove that in the year 131

6

the Ganapati king Pratdpa Rudra II had conquered the

Chola country, K^fichi being tributar}' to him^ In 1318

Kutb«d<lln Mubfirak, emperor of Delhi, led an army to the

Deccan in order to piinish Haripaladiva, son-in-law of king

Ramachandra, who had att^pted to regain the kingdom for

his family. Haripaladeva was seized, flayed alive, and his

head set up over the gate of DeogirL Thus the Yfidava

dynasty came to an end.

In 1327 Muhammad Tughlak of Delhi completed the Vijaya*

destruction of the Hoysalas and declared their territories '^^S*^'

annexed to his empire. From this period the whole of the

Deccnn lay under the foot of the Muhammadan conquerors,

and we enter on an entirely new chapter of history. The
southern kingdoms continued to exist in name fur a few years

;

but in reality the whole peninsula south of the Tungahhadra

and Krishna rivers, terror-stricken at the Muhammadan
advance, coalesced under the leadership of two brothers,

whose birth and origin is unknown but whose brave attitude

in the face of danger rallied all the Hindus round them, in a

very few years these new leaders established an empire to

which all the old kingdoms of the South submitted, and

founded a great dty called yijayana£ar, destined to become

its capital, and probably the largest and wealthiest dtf ever

occupied by Hindus. Its kings kept the Muhammadans at

bay for over two centuries. The broiiiers were called Hariham

* Eftg. Ind.f vii, p. 1 28.
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and Biikka, and ihey were assisted, it is said, by the celebrated

Mfidhavacharya, who became their minister ^ The kings ol

Vijayaiiagara called thcmsehes hy th^' Kanarese title of Raya,

instead of Raja, they being thenisel\es Katiarese by birth,

and their capital being in the Kanarese country.

In 1344 a Muhanmiadan army received such a severe defeat

at the liands of this mushroom power that the historian

Firishta declares that for a short time the emj)eror of Delhi

was shorn of all his po«?!5ess;ions in the Deccan except Deo-

giri. He states that the stand made by the Hindus was

caused by a combination of tlic W'arangal Telugus with the

Hoysalas of Mysore, headed by a prince of each dynasty;

that Waiangal was recaptured from the Muhammadans, and

that it was a Hpysala prince who founded Vijayanagar.

The new state was greatly aided by dtssensioiis amoi^ tiie

enemy, for the Mtthammadans of the Deccan at this period

revolted against Delhi, and established tbeir own kingdom of

tho Bahmanis at Gulbaxga in 1347, ^Hiich lasted nearly a
ceotuiy and a halfl It was to this new kingdom and its

successors that Vijayanag»r, now representing the united South,

was continually opposed. Waiangsl lasted fi>r some time loQger,

but more as a name than a reality. Its prince was attacked by

the Bahmani Sultin in 1371 and put to death, but the country

was notdefinttely annexed to Gulbarga till 1424. loscriptioos

at KXftchf seem to prove conclusively that the Chfilas were, as

early as 1365, completely merged in Vijayanagar; and Hindu
government was restored at Madura, the old Pandya capital, by

Bukka Raya's nephew Kampana II {.Epig. Ind^ vi, 334 £).

Henceforth Madura also was a province of Vijayanagar.

The first of the great wars between the Hindus and thdr

invaders broke out in 1366. SultSn Muhammad Shah

Pa'imani was the aggressor. Checked at the outset at Mudkal

in the Raichiir Doab, he eventually defeated "Hiikkn. of

Vijayana^r, and the latter fled to Adoni, which the Sulta:i

attacked. A pitched battle ensued in which the Hindus were

defeated, and Vijayanagar was besieged. The siege failed,

but before Muhammad retired northwards he slaughtered

without mercy the inhabitants of the country, which he ruth-

lessly laid waste. Muhammad's successor Mujahid again

declared war in i'3;75. Adoni was taken and Vijayanagar

again bef^ieged. 1 lie capital was stoutly defended, and the

Sultan had a very narrow escape of losing his life from his

' Tt seems certain that he wa«; minister to Bakko, bot tomcvbat doabt-

fal whether he was so to the elder brother, Uaxiharm.
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own recklessness. Failing to effect an entmnce, the invaders

retired to Adani, tod, £uling there also, marched homewards.

In 1378 Mujahid was nmrdered and there was peace for some

years. In the next year Bukka died and was succeeded by

his son Harihara IT. According to an inscription this king

drove the Muhamniadans out of Goa, but I'eynnd this little is

known of his reign. He was succeeded in 1399 by his son

Bukka II, who, shortly before his father's death, had suffered

a disastrous deteat at the hands of the then Sultan Firoz

Shah, and had tied to Vijayanagar for refuge. Bukka withheld

tribute, but otherwise ruled in peace. In 1406 Deva RSya I

came to the throne, and almost immediately caused another

war with the Bahmanis by a foolish escapade—raiding into

Muhammadan territory in the endeasuur to seize a beautiful

girl, daughter of a farmer at Mudkal, for his harem. Firoz

Shdh was again successful, aiid Vijayauau^ai luid once more

to submit to an investment. The Raya was driven on this

occasion to such straits that, in order to shake off the enemy,

he gave his daiig^ter hi marriage to the Muhammadan
soveie^gD* FSrisbta states that Fbos ShSh behaved with

great gaUaatry to his fisither-inlaw, and describes the mag-

nificence of his reception in the Hindu city.

There was agsin irar in 1419, DSva Rflya 11 bdog king.

Fbos ShBh had made an attempt to reduce the fortress of

P8ngpd» which bdonged to WanmgMt ^ advancing

to the help of his coreligionists, gained a complete victory

over the Muhammadans. ffros Shah died in 14221 and ivas

succeeded by Ahmad Shsh I, who at once attacked D€va Riya
with great boldness, and with such snccess that the Hindus

once more fled to the capital. Peace was patched up by the

payment ofmany years' arrears of tribute, and the SultSn retired

to Gulbarga. The final destruction of the Kakatlya dynasty of

Waiangal took place in i424\ when the Bahmani power was

triumphantly carried to the eastern sea. A graphic description

of Vijayanagar as it was in a.d. 1443 has been left us by
Abdur Razzdk, ambassador to Deva Raya II from Persia,

who also describes the horrors which accompanied an attempt

on the part of the king's brother to murder the mooarcb and
seize the throne.

In 1443 t^^^ debatable land of the Kaichilr Do5b once more
passed into the hands of the Hindus, but only for a time.

During the next lialf-century there was much huernal dissen-

sion and confusion at Vijayanagar, which ceased only when

* Fiiisbta piMn this «vwit in A.il. 8a8»A. o. i4a4-5*
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Narasimha, tlic minister, usurped the throne, about 1400.

Before tills took place the MuhammatLuis had captured Goa
and the Konkan from \'ijayaiiagar, as well as the territories of

Rajahniundry and Kondapalli from the king of Orissa, who
had seized them on the downfall of Warangal. Sultan Muham-
mad Sliah is even alleged to have penetrated nonhwards as far

as Purl, and southwards to Kanchl. While at Kondapalli in

1481 be put to death his aged and blameless minister Mahmud
GflwSn, an act of Isrodty so abhorrent to his nobles that they

ievolted> and the Bahmani dynasty came to an end. On its

rains arose five sepatate kingdomSi created by the most power-

fol dneft of the Deccan, and it ivas with tlMm hencelbrwaid

thattheRSyasofVijayanagarhad todeaL These were the Adil

Shihis of BijSpur»the Band Shihis of Bidar, the ImSd Sbihis

of BerSr, the Nisim ShShis ofAhmadnagar, and the Kntb ShShis

ofGolconda. Adil Shihpfockimed his independence in 1489,

and soon afterwards fresh war broke out witib Vljayanaguf in

consequence of Riya Narastmha having seized the Raichtlr

Do&b, which had once more passed into Huhammadan hands.

In the campaign of 1493 Hindus were driven oat of the

DoSb. The Portuguese made their appearance on the coast

under Vasco da Gama in 14981 and befbce long established

tbemsdves at Goa and other places.

In 1509 the greatest of the Vijayanagar RSyas, Krishna-

deva, succeeded to the throne. He was kindly disposed towards

the Portuguese, desiring to sectire for himself through them,

to the exclusion of his enemies, the supply of horses from

Persia and Arabia, brought thence in Portuguese ships. In

1513 Krishnadeva, having completed nil his preparations,

which were on an enormous scale, set out on a career of con-

quest His first care, after crushing a rebellion in ^tysore, was

to strengthen himself by the reduction of many places towards

the east coast, which had been seized, some by the king of

Orissa, some by the Golconda Sultan. In this he seems to

have been com[)letely successful. He certainly was so as

regards the fortresses captured from Orissa
;
and, in spite of

differences in the accounts given by Muhammadan historians,

the balance of evidence is in his favour as regards his fights

with Golconda. In 1520 Krishnadcva organized a grand

attack on the forces of the Adil Shah, advancing into the

RaichOr Doftb with an army, which, according to the Portu>

guese duonider Nmiiz, who seems to have been an eyewitness,

aggregated over 700,000 fighting men. He defeated the Adil

Shfth in a pitched battle, and seized RaichQr*
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Dying in 1529 or 1530, Krishnadeva was succeeded by a weak

and tyrannicnl prince called AchyutadCn'a, under whom the

Hindu kingdom began to fall to ])ieces. The beginning of his

reign saw the loss to the Hindus of the Raiehiir Doab, and a

few years later he was besieged in his caj^ital by the Adil Shih,

and purchased peace only by enormous payments. He died

in 1542, when the government pa^^sed into the liatids of

three powert'ul brotliers, Rama, Tirumala, and Venkatadri,

who held prisoner the rightful king Sadasiva, while at the

same time ruling in his name. After a confused period of a

few years, during which the several Muhammadan Sultans of

the Deccan were continually at one another's throats, and each

in turn was trying to gain the aid of Vijayanagar against

his rival, the fate of the Hindu empire was decided by the

overbearing arrogance of Rama RSya, who so incensed his

neighbouis that the five Sulttns the Deccan agreed to

sink their differences and combine in a grand attack on their

common foe. In January, 1565, the joint forces joined battle

with the Hindu army at a place north of the Tungabhadm
and not very far from the caintal. It is generally known as

TSlikot^ though that village was at least 95 miles distant The
allies were victorious at all points ; RSma Riya was cap-

tured and stain, and aocordmg to some authorities Venkatadri

also lost his life in the battle» though this is doubtful \ Tirumala

fled to Vijayanagsr widi theenemy hardon his heels, (fathering

together all the wealth on which they could lay hands, the

royal fiunily fled southwards to Fenukonda aind deserted the

capitaL The Muhammadan armies entered the undefended

city within three days from the battle ; and they halted there

for six months, razing to the ground all the royal palaces and

sacking the city so effectually that it has ever since remained

a ruin ^ Thus was destroyed the last important Hindu line

of defence.

Cimchtswn

After the seizure and destruction of Vijayanagar, disunion

and jealousies among the Muhammadan states again prevented

common action, and little attempt was made for many years to

carry out their conquest of the South. During tlii.s period

representatives of the Vijayanagar rulers, lakuig refuge first at

Penukonda and lastly at Chandragiri farther south, continued

to exercise supremacy over the Hindus for about a century, and

it was from a governor of one of their provinces that the

' Ihesn itiXOA show whai a ma^^niticeiit and exteiuive city existed hext.
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English Company received ihe grant of a piece of land

at Madras in 1639. But this supremacy was only nominal,

and their deputy-governors (sometimes dignified by the title

of 'viceroys ') and other local chieftains rapidly asserted inde-

pendence. The most powt.-rful among these were the Naiks

{^Nayjka) of Madura and the Wcidey.'^rs {Uifaiylr) of Mysore j

but there were also innumerable petty chiefs called Poligars.

Meanwhile the Muhammadan kings of Bijapur and Gol-

conda began to extend their power into the ' Carnal ic ' proper

(or Balaghat) and the redon below the GhTif s, but before they

lud consolidated their cunqucits they were themselves subju-

gated by the Mughal emperor Aurangzeb in 16S7. The acqui-

sitioiu ofGolconda were placed under a 'Nawab of the Camatic,'

with his capital at Aicot^ subordinate to the Niz9m of the

Deccan at Hydei&bid. Hie acquisittons of Bijapur were less

finnly held. Havuig been gained largely by Maiatba generals,

th^ were ultimately reduced to little mora than the MaiidiS

piindpality ofTanjore^ and gave excuse for many later Maiithi

inroads. The Hindu government of Madura lasted till 1736

;

that of Mysore till 1761. Tanjore remained under its Naik
till about 1674, when it was conquered by Ekoji the Maiftfai,

brother of the great Sivajl, who himself captured Gooty and
VeUoce with other tenritoty in 1677. The descendants of

Ekoji ruled at Tanjore till 1799. Mysore was seized by
Haidar All in 1761, and remained under Muhammadan rule

till the death of Tipa in 1799. After that date the British

were practically supreme over all Southern India.

R. SEVVELL.
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CHAPTER X

liUHAMMADAN IMDIA (A.D. 637-1803)

The history of Muhanimackn India falls miturally into

three periods : (I) a time of incursions, ending in final conquest

(637-1206) i (11) the story o£ the kingdoms founded as a OOQ-

sequenoe of diis first conquest (1306-1526) ; and (III) the

empire of the Mughak^ commeodiig with the hUest western

conquest tmder B&bar (i526-1803).

/. Inairshns mid Final Ccngitest (A.D. 637-1206)

From preceding chapters it will have been seen that in the

seventh centtvy of our em India was» and had been for many
genemtioDSy a comitcy of which the open plains and river

valleys were occupied by a settled population devoted to

agricnltoie and the arts^ with a copious htentuie^ a refined

philosophy, and fiilly developed religions ; and living under a

singuhir social system, which had gradually developed withinthe

country itselt No doubt, many successive invaders—Greda>

Parthians, Scythians* and Huns—had entered India through

the north-western passes; but all of them either returned

whence they came or were mpidly absorbed in the general

population, and they have left few defmite traces of their

presence. With IslAm it was different; its pressure from the

West was more continuous, and the marked disparity in

religious belief between the ancient inhabitants and these

invaders produced far deeper and more lasting results.

Muhammad died in 632, having launched on the world a

religion which to this day has not altogether lost its missionary

cncrcv. Islam had become a militant faith even before its

founder died ; and under his immediate successors its strength

as an engine of jxilitical conquest was as great as, if not greater

than, its success in converting the nations. In a few years

Syria, Egypt, and Persia had succumbed to the new rulers and

been forced to embrace the new religion.

From the hrst India must have seemed a temptmg prey tc
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the aggressive Arabs ; and one or two not very successful

attenipis (a.d. 636-7) were made on it by wav of the sea. 'J1ie

second Khalifah, Umar (634 -43), luid a lionm of naval expedi-

tions ; and under the severe prohibition issued by him all

turilicr attempts against India in this direction came to an end.

E)uriiig the Klialifat of Wahd (705-15, January ,u Hajaj (d. July,

714) was governor of Persia. Under his orders his son-in-law

Muhammad, son of Q^sim, advanced through Makran and
Bali]di&ti% and entered India. His success was immediate

;

on the aist of June, 712, the ruler of Lower Sind was slain

and the country taken. Muhammad, son of Qflsim, finally

penetrated as fiur as MultSn, about 500 miles from the 8ea»

and even reached the foot of the Himalayas. At this time

Muhammadan armies were engaged in the subjugation of Spain

to (he west, and KhwSrizm (Khiva) in the north. After 715,

having spent three and a half years in Sind, Muhammad was
recalled by SulaimSn, brother and successor to Walld, put into

prison, and tortured until he died. The hold of the Khall&hs

on Sind and MultSn was maintained with varying success tmtil

870-1, when those provinces were handed over with Seistan

and Kerman to a local potentate, an adherent of the Muham-
madan faith. There were Muhammadan courts at Mult^ and
Mansura (in Sind) in 915-1 6, when Mas'udi visited thecountiy j

and the governments were still strong and the land prosperous

at the time of Ibn Haukal's journey in a.d. 976. By a. d. 1051

a local dynasty, the Sumras, had seized power. They are

spoken of by Elphinstone as Hindu Rajputs, though from some

of their names it is more than prol)able that they were

Muhammadans. In any case, the power of the Muhamniadans

in this small corner of India was on the wane, even if it had

not wliolly ceased.

It is obvious, from this rhumi^ that before the first flood of

Muhammadan conquest had touched India it had almost ex-

hausted its strength, and its eastward advance was entirely spent

as soon as the valley of the Indus had been reached. The
Arat« ceased to hold exclusive control over the movement of

Islam, and took no further part in its exj)ansion into India.

Anotlicr lacc, advancing from another direction, was the

appointed instrument for the effective conquest of India for the

new £uth. In the tenth century a Turkish slave of the fifth

Saminl niler of Northern Persia founded a kingdom of his

owi^ fixing his capitsl atGhazn^ between K&buland Kandahir.

His fourth successor, Sabuktigin, consolidated this kingdom

and eartended its eastern frontier to Peshftwar. This king's son
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and successor, MabmQd (born December 15, 967; succeeded

998 ; died April 30, 1030), the gnatest Muhammadan ruler of

his time, began early in his reign a long series of incursioni

into India, the first in 999, the last in 1025-7, entering India

no less than fifteen times in those twenty-eight years.

He began (999) with attacking some frontier towns, next

(1000- 1 ) he defeated Jaipal, ruler of I^ah^rc, near Teshawar,

and took Wahind (Ohind) on the west of the Indus. Bhcra

on the left bank of the Jhelum river was attacked in 1004-5 ;

in the following year, Multan on the Indus submitted and jiaid

a contribution. In 1007-8 Sukhpal, who had revolted after

being left in charge of the Indian conquests, was brought under

subjeLiion once more. Again Wahind was attacked (1008-9),

and Mahmud penetrated as far as Nagarkot (Kilngra) in the

outer hills. After a year (1009-10) the Sutlej was crossed and

Tarain (noNv l arawari), near Thanesar, was reached. Multan

was once more the objective in loio-ii. The plundering of

Nandana in the Sind-Sagar Doab (1013-14), and of Thanesar,

east of the Sutlej (1014-15), followed! in close succession. Up
to tills date, during sixteen years of constant activity, the

fiutbest point reached had been, in one duectioi^ Multan, and
in the odier, Thfinesar and TarK&L During the remaining ten

yean of his actbe career, MahmQd began to eitend his raids

much toher into the heart of India. He crossed the Indus in

October, 1018, and taking Baian (the modem BuUmdsbsbr),

Mahaban, and Muttra on his way, reduced KmauJ (Janusiy,

1019); and, after plundering towns as far east as Fatehpur

. Hanswa, or even fiurtiiier, ended his campaign with a flying

expedition across the Jumna Into BnnddUiand. It was next

the turn of Katehr (the modem Rohilkhand), the region to

the east and north of the Ganges ; and in 102 1 or 1022 a battle

was successfully fought on the river Rfihab (either the Ram-
gangA or the Sai). The years 1022-3 were devoted to fighting

in the country west of jPeshAwar ; but India proper enjoyed

no long respite, for in 1023-4 the fortresses of Gwalior in

Central India and of KSlinjar in Eastern Bundelkhand were

attacked, and their rulers forced to make terms. Mahmud's last

expedition (1025-7), the most fruitful in plunder and the most

nii morable of them all, included the taking of Somnath, the

Hindu holy place on the shores of the Indian Ocean, in the

peninsula of Kathiawar, where immense booty was acquired*

Mahmud died at Gha/nl on April ^0, 1030.

Permanent absorption of conquered Indian teiritoiy does not

seem to have presented itself to Mahmud's mind. Hence his
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unceasing activity and marvelloug tuoceas in war did not result

in imposing Muhammadan dominion on any part of India,

beyond the confines of the comparatively small north-westem

comer adjoining his own territory. The Punjab seems to have

felt his influence most, and it was held henceforth by tlie

Gfaasnavl kings as the frontier province of their realm. li\

the ruin which soon overtook that dynasty, Mahmfld's feeble

successors, on the loss of their ancestral capital, moved to

Inhere (ri6o), where they continued to reign obscurely until

finally set aside there also (li86) by the Ghori kings, their

supplanters at Ohaznf.

A petty kingdom had for many ars existed in Ghor, the

country between Ghazni and Herat, having its capital at Flruz-

koh. Ghiyas-ud-dm Muhammad, son of Sam, succeeded to

this throne in 1162 ; and eleven years afterwards (11 73) he

annexed Ghazni, leaving his younger brother, Mu'iz/.-ud-din

Muhammad, in command of the concjuered territory. The
latter turned his face almost at once towards India (1176);

and before his death t[i;rt) years afterwards he had established,

by his ovvni efforts and those of his lieutenants, an enduring

Muhammadan kingdom in India, extending from Peshawar

to the Bay of Bengal.

Muhammad Ghorl's earlier campaigns were in the nature

of rapid incursions, after the fashion of Mahmad Ghaz-

navT. In 11 75-6 he ejected the local rulers of Mult£n; in

1178-9 he returned to India, and, passing by Multan and
Uchh, reached Nahrwik in Gujarat, v^eie be was defeated by
Rie BhUn Deo and foiced to beat a retreat. In zi8i-a the

last Ghacnavt nder bought off a threatened attack on Lahore

;

the coontry of Stnd, with its chief dty, Debal, was next

acquiied (1x82-3); three years afterwards (1185-6) the

Lahore territory was plundered, and in the next year re-

united to the kingdom of Ghazni. In this fiist phase the

invader had made somewhat slow progress ; he was now to

move more rapidly towards his goal.

For several years India obtained a respite, while Mu*izz-ud-

din was occupied elsewhere in defending his brother's kingdom

from attack. At length, in 1 191, he gathered together a great

army for the conquest of India. Prithwl Raj (otherwise called

Rfte Pithora), the Chauhan ruler of Delhi and Ajmer, in order

lo repel this advance took up a position near Tarain (now

Tar.lwari), about a hundred miles north of Delhi. . A pitched

battle took place, Mu'izz-ud-din was wounded, his defeated

army retired on I^hoce^ and finally he returned to GhaznL

VOL. IL A a
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A guirisnn left in Tabaifamda defended the place against

Pritbwl Raj for thirteen months. The int^val had been well

employed by Mulzs-ud-dln in restoring order to hit army.

Vfhi&i all was once more leadyi be retnined to avenge tbe

disasters of the previous year. The armies met again (1193)
in the neighbourhood of TarSIn, when the victory remained

with the invaders. Prithwl Raj was t[\l-:cn prisoner and then

slain ; the whole of his territory, as far as Ajmer (excepting the

city of L)elhi itsrlO, was subjugated. Qutb-ud-din, Ibak (of

the Powerless Finger), a Kiialj slave, was placed in command,
and posted at Kuhrani (now in the Patiala Stale).

Qut])-ud din soon captured Meerut, and in the following

year (circa January, 1193) betook possession of Delhi city, and

of the fort of Koil (modern Aligarh) in the Doab. The capital

was now established at Delhi. In 1194 Mu'izz-ud-din Ghorl

returned to India and led his forces eastwards, until near

Chaodwar on the Jumna river (a j lace now in the Etawali

District) they met and overthtLW Kfija lai Chand, Ratlior,

ruler of Kuuauj, AUci this succesi>, he pushed on to Beiiares

and sacked it. Muhammad Ghori returned to Ghazi^ where

his attention was taken up for some years with the racoenon

to bis deceased brother's throne, involving many anangements

and a campaign in TmtisOiiaiia.

MeanwbUe Qutb-ud-dni| tbe king's genenliarimo m hidkt

bad not been idle; A risii^g at Ajmer under Heratij^ brodier

of Frtthwl Raj, ma suppteesed (x 194) ; an admoe Ibllowed

into Gujarat, wbere RSe Bbim Deo wu defeated and locoed

to se^ refuge in tbe bills. Furtber trouble was given hf tbe

Hindus of tbat r^gtoo, and on one occasion Qotb^id-din nas

wounded and retired to Ajmer, idiece be was for a time

snvesled (July-Augus^ 1x96). In December, 1196^ and
January, ii97» tbe advance on GujarSt was resumed; and on
February 4, X197, a complete vktoiy was obtained c»ver

RSe Karan of Chitor (now in the Udaipur State). But a per-

manent hold on Gujarftt could not be retained. In r202-3

Qutb-ud din undertook an expedition against the hill fort of

KiUinjar (in Eastern Bundelkhand), and by its reduction vast

booty and mav.v rnptives were acquired* On the return march,

Mahob& (in Bundelkhand) was taken ; and thence, by a cir-

caitous route, Delhi was reached, Budaun, north of tbe

Ganges, having been overcome on the way.

In 1205-6, provoked by the turbulence of the Khokhar

(Gakhar) tribesmen in the hills north and north-west of T^hore,

Mu'iz2-ud-din returned to India. After suppressing this risuig»
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the king reached Lahore (February aa, iao6). Taking but

a short rest, he soon started on his way back to Ghazni.

While he was encamped at & place called Daniya, a little to

the west of the Jhelum river, some Muhammadan heretics

rushed upon and slew him (March 15. 1206). At that date

supreme power liad passed to the Muhamniadans in ail

Northern India from Peshawar to the IJay of Bengal. These

Indian conquests had been governed through Satraps, mostly

Turkish slaves, of whom the tour princij^al at th*^ time of

Mu'Lzz-ud-diii s death were (i) Qutb-ud-diii, ibak, holding

Delhi and Lahore; (2) Taj-ud-din lyalddz, in the Kurram valley;

(3) Nasir-ud-dm, Qabajah, in Multan and Sind
; (4) Muhammad,

son of BakhtySr, a free Khalj Turk, at Laknauti in Bengal.

All of these governors now became practically independent

sovereigns.

//. Muhammadan KingdamSf I2c6-i^a6

{ A. IMkem InHa^Ext^ ofDM
From the outset the kings of Delhi ahserted, and from time

to time were able to enforce, suzeia.iiil\ over the other Maliam-

madan iLiLcs of Northern India. Tliiu pic-eminence may be

attributed to several causes : the ability of Qutb-ud-dm and

his long connexion with India; the central position of Delhi,

with its comparative nearness to the border land^ whence the

best fighten cane; and partly to the prestige of Hindn tines*

which still dung to the pbioe.

The thirty years of conquest which began in 11 76 nust

have been attended with nuch loss of life and destmctton of

property. Political supremacy had been easily secured ; some
pitched battles and a victory or two usually sufficed, aiid the

Hindu ruler at once succumbed. But the conqueror's hold

on the country could not, at this stage, have amounted to

much more than a military occupation. Apart Itom the

violence connected with the suppression of armed resistance,

we do not find that the victors displayed any excessive seal in

imposing their religion, which seems, for the most part, to have

sat somewhat lightly upon themselves. Such matters were

allowed to take their course^ and IsUm filtered giadually into

the population through intermarriage and immigration, coupled

with the thousand inducements which, in those earlier ages,

led to the adoption of the ruler's faith. Muhammadans prefer

town life, and thus congregated in the towns. Their principal

a 2
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occupation was that of soldiers or armed messenpers. but many
of \hv ! indicrafts, such as weaving, dyeing, painting, and so

forth, were followed l>y them. A considerahle accession to

their numbers was olitaincd by conversion from the humbler

classes of the Hmdu community, who had much to gain in

a worldly sense by such a change. The priestly, the sui)erior

trading, and the land-holding classes of Hindus have from the

first shown themselves more obdurate to the ap[ieal of the

Prophet's faith. The course of Muhammadan conquest can

be traced, and the effect of nearness to or remoteness from

the centre of Islam may be seen, by tlie existing distribution

of the Muhammadan population, and the proportion between

Muhammadans and Hindus in the different provinces. In

the North-West Frontier Province and in Sind, the population

18 essentially Muhammadan, as also in the Slate of Kashmir.

Id the Punjab proper, the proportioii of the two .idigioos is

about equai But as one proceeds either eastward or soutii-

iraid from the Punjab, the number of Muhammadans steadily

diminishes^ with one or two notable esceptions. Throughout

Eastern Bengal, no less than two-thirds of Ae inhabitsnts have

adopted the fiuth of IsUUn, probably because Hinduism was

never firmly established there; and on the Malabar coast

a numerous colony of Muhanmiadans has loqg been settled,

under the name of Moplabs, whose origin is due to seapbocne

trade with Arabia and the Persian Gulf.

The political divisions of the Muhammadan period, or the

demarcation of the country into kingdoms, provinces, and still

smaller jurisdictions, down to and including the village town-

ships, appear to have been a continuation of those existing under

the Hindu kings. Even to this very day, the vilk\ge% districts,

divisions, and provinces of the empire, could (if necessary) be

traced back in outline to those of the Hindu states ^\ hich

existed when Mu'izz-ud-din Ghori first set up his standards,

and began to conquer and govern India. In their early days,

the Muhammadan kingdoms of Northern India may be said

to ha\e comprised the Punjab from Peshawar to Ambala, the

valleys of the Indus, the Jumna, and the Ganges as far down
as Lakhnauti (Gaur) : with some outlying posts and strongholds

to the south, such as Ajmer, Biana, Kanthanibhor, Gwalior,

and Kalinjar. The Himalayas formed an impenetrable refuge

for Hindu princelings, while a wide strip of the country lying

at their foot, from the Juuui.i across the north of the Doab,

Rohilkhand, Oudh, and Bihar as far as Bengal, was only

partially explored and little inhabited To the south of
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Ajmer, the Rsjput dans maintained their position undis-

turbed; and beyond their country, to the south and west,

Gujaiaty though often invaded, could never be held, until

many years had elapsed

Thirty4bur kings reigned at Delhi from iso6 to 1526 ; they

are divided into five houses : (i) the Mu*iz2f Slave kings^ 1206-

• 90; (a) the Khaljl^ 1390-1320; (3) the Tughlaq Shaha^

1390-1413 ; (4) the Saiyida, 1414-51 ; and (5) the Lodl^

1451-1526. But though thus divided, the transfer from one

line to anotiier was made either by some pretext of inheritance^

or by the election of some leading general. In no case iras

the succession to power due to the external influence of a new
conqueror from the west The troubled nature of the times is

shown by the low average length of nine and a half years for

each reign, as compared with the fifteen re^ns which cover

the years from 1 526-1 803, and yield an average length of

eighteen yearSy about double that of the earlier epoch. Almost

every surce*;sion was vigorously contested, and the country

thrown each time into confusion. Of the thirty-four kings of

Delhi, twelve were deposed, assassinated, or killed in battle;

whereas during the vigorous period ot the Mughal rule (1526-

1712), if we di<!regard Huniayun's e\pul>ion. no emperor was

depof>ed, assassinated, or killed in battle, while .seven sueces-

sions from tather to son happened, with only two contests of

short duration.

Of this long line of thirty-four kings, only eleven stand out

with any distinrtne>s : Qutb-ud-dm, Ibak (1206-io) ; Shams-

ud-din. lyaUinii^li, his sun in law and sun essor (1214-36);

Nasir-ud-din Mahnuld Shah, Min of lyaltimish (1246-66);

Ghiyas-ud-dm, i'.alhan, slave and sun-in-law of lyaltimish

(1266-S6) ; Ala-ud-diu Muhammad Shah, Khaljl (1296-

1316); Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq Shah (1320-5); Muhammad,
son of Tughlaq (1325-51) ; Firoz Shah, nephew of Muhammad
(1351-88); Bahlol LodT (1451-89); Sikandar LodI (1489-

1517); and Ibfihlok Lodi (1517-26).

Qatbmd-dln's reputation was made during the fourteen years Qntb-nd-

that he acted in India as deputy to his master, Mu'izz-ud-dln.

In addition to his prowess as a wanrior, he is famous as the

builder of the great Qutbl mosque which stands near Mihnull,

some miles to the south-west of modem Delhi« From the date

of his assuming the insignia of sovereignty at Lahore O^ne 35,

1306), his reign lasted only a little more than four years, the

Icing losing his life about November 4, 1210^ by a fall from his

horse while playix^ polo at Lahore. The only notable event
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of these few years was a contest with fyaldaz, another TurkI

slave, who tried to wrest Lahore from Qutb-nd-dln. lyaldQz

was defeated, and retreated to Kunam, whereupon Qutb-iid-

din, following up this advantage, took possession of Ghaznl

itself (1208-9), but could only retain k for forty days, beating

a precipitate retreat upon the reappearance of lyaldOz. On
Qutb-ud-din's sudden death, his adopted SOQ was placed on .

the throne by the nobles, only to be set aside and murdered

lyaltimish, (1214-5) *o make way for Shams-ud-din, lyaltimish, one of

1314-36. (~)utb-iid-dln's slaves and his son-in-law. The early part of

the new reign was taken up with a triangular duel between

Qabajah, ruler of Multan (also a son-in-law of Qutb-ud-dm),

Tyaldfiz, another slave who had succeeded to Ghazn! and

Kurram, and lyaltimish, for the possession of Lahore. On,

Feb. 15, 1216, a decisive battle was fought near TarSTn (now

Tarawari), in the Cis Suilcj Doal), between lyaltimish and

lyalduz, when the latter was defeated and sent a prisoner to

Budaun, where his life was taken.

Chingla Although Chingiz Khan (bom 1 162, died 1227) never crossed

the Indus himself, the pressure of his conquests was severely

felt in India. Jalal-ud-din, Mangbarni (1220-31), the last

Khwarizmi Shah of Khwarizm (now Khiva), when ejected by

the Mongols, migrated into India, in the hope of founding

a new kingdom. He had recently suffered defeat at the hands

of Chingiz Kh2n not &r from the west bank of the Indus

(Sept, issi). He retreated into the IHinjab, and when
followed by a Mongol general, retired eastwards to Nandana
in the Sind-S3garDoAb. lyaltimish, roused by die approadiiog

danger, advanced to protect Lahore. Jalftl-ud-dln turned off

towards MultUn, followed by the Mongols^ wfao^ after investing

that place for forty-two days (is23) and Dftiling to reduce it,

withdrew to GhaznL JalSl-ud-dfn was soon recalled to IiSq

and Kermin by his former suppOTters, and India knew him

no more. In 1226 a body of Khalj Turks from JaUI-ud-din's

army made an inroad on MansQra, in Sind, but were speedily

ejected by Qabajah. Jalal-ud-din was killed SOOn after in

N(»them Persia (123 1) ; and with this episode ended the

influence exercised on India by Chingiz KMn's own conquests,

though Mongol hordes continued from time to time to make
passing raids.

lyaltimish and Qab&jah had meanwhile continued their

disputes; they fought in Sind in 121 7, when the latter was

defeated, but still retained a hold on his province. In 1228

lyaltimish once more attacked Uchh and MultSn. Hostilities
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continued for three months, Uchh finally submitting on "Muy 6,

1228 ; shortly afterwards, Qabajah drowned himself at Bhakkar

on the Indus (May },o, 12 28). lyaltimish had also resolved

to recover Bengal, where for nearly twenty years (1206-25)

the successors of Muhammad, son of BakhtySr, KhaljT, had

remained independent. In the last named year Bengal sub-

mitted, and lyaltimish placed his second son, Mahniud, in

charge as governor. In the more central parts of India the

strong hill-fortrcss of Ranthambhor was reduced in 1226,

Gwalior was taken on Dec. 13, 1232, and M^llw^ in\adcd in

1234, The king died at Delhi on May i, 1236, and w;ls buried

close to the Qutbl mosque. In addition to his extension of

the Delhi boundaries so as to include Sind and Bengal, he is

famous as the continuer of his predecessor's great works, the

Qutbl mosque near Delhi and its beautiful tower (mt'nar).

The reign of lyaltimish's eldest son, Rukn-ud-din, was short

and in^oirions (May i to November 20, 1236) ; he was replaced

by his sister, Raziyah, the only female sovereign in Indian

annals until our own day. Her father had pronounced her

fitter to role than any of his sons ; and the truth of his prophecy

was home out by her vigorous leign of tfaxee and a half yean.

But the jealousies of rival commanders and their repugnance

to seeing a woman In authority over them were too strong for

her, and she was finally defeated on October 14, 1^40. A
brother and a nephew followed her : the firs^ Bahrim, being

killed on May 15, 1343, less than two years afterwards ; and the

second, Mas'fld, imprisoned on June 10, 1246. The alleged

irruption of the Mongols at this period into Bengal, by way

of Tibet (1244), is founded on a mistaken rendering of the

authcmty. A third son of lyaltimish was now raised to power.

Kasir ud-din MahmQd Shah (bom 1229; died February 19^ Nisir^

1366) reigned twenty and a quarter years. This long ^^igi^
^

secures him a place of note among the Delhi kings ; but, in siiah,

truth, he was never more than a cipher, the real ruler being 1146-66.

an Ilbarz Turk, one of his father's slaves and Mahmud's

brother-in-law, who had married one of Iyaliimi>!rs daughters.

This remarkable man, Ghiyas-ud-din, Balban, who was known
throughout this reign by his title of Ulugh Khan, l)t„canie his

brother-in-law's Wa/.ir, and strengthened his posili< *n by marrying

his own daughter to his master (August 2, 1 249). lie succeeded

in capturing all power, Nasir-ud-dfn Mahmud being of a quiet

and studious disposition. For eight years Ulugh Khfin, Balban,

was supreme ; three or four years of disgrace and exclusion

from powta: followed, but in the iweilth year he recovered his
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position. The first half of the reign was a confused struggle

between rival generals, during which the outlying provinces of

the kingdom fell into disorder. In spite of all sach hmdianoe^

the work of extending and consoHdating Mtihammadan niSe

went oo apace* The army proceeded first to Lahoie (Maich,

1247); next year Kanauj and Karra weie visited, and an in-

cursion made into Bondelkhand (March to April, 1248). The
Mewftt country between Delhi and Agra was reduced to order,

and Rantfaambhorsecured (November, 1348, to April, 1349V In

i35o«r a general was sent to occupy MultSn, where he captured

some predatory Mongols. The following year, a general's

revolt at Nfigpr was suppressed and Uchh in Sind was taken.

Then came the great campaign against Gwalior, Chander^

Narwar, and MSlwS. Narwar was taken after a stiff resistance.

The court returned to Delhi on June 4, 1252, and after seven

months' rest, left it again for Lahore. Now occurred the

diagrace of Ulugh KhSn and his retirement, first to Hans! and

then to Nagor ; while the king moved against Ulugh Khan's

relation, Sher Khan, governor of MultSn and Uchh. Sher

Khan fled to the ^^ongols in Turkist.^n. The ninth year (1254)

wa'? occupied by a campaign at the foot of the hills, north of

Bijnor, the Ganges bein<j; crossed at Mayapur, near Hardwar,

Five months later an army advanced towards SamSna, in the

Punjab (November, 1254), to deal with the party that had

formed round the king's brother, Mas'ud ; but before there

was any fighting a reconciliation was effected, and Mas'ud

was given the govLrnnient of Lahore (December 29, 1254).

The king's mother having married again, she and her husband,

Kutlugli Khan, were considered dangerous and sent away to

Oudh. In 1 250-7 Kutlugh Khan took unauliiurized possession

of Karra and Manikpur in the lower Doab. On expulsion

from these places, he fled to the hills of Sirmur ; and in con-

sequence that country was raided by Ulugh Kh!ln, who by

this time had returned to power. Kutlugh Khin and a dis-

satisfied general, Kashla Kh3n, who held MultSn, tried to join

hands (1257-8). While Ulugh Khin was marching against

them, they managed to evade him, and, invited by &eir secret

adherents, made for Delhi, which they reached on June si,

1257. Their attack upon the dty foiled, and Ulugh KhSn was

now approaching, Kashla Kh2n retired on Multftn» thence

going to HulSgu KhSn, the Mongol chief* from whom he

obtained an army of Mongols, and with their aid the Delhi

frontiers were ravaged. A feeble attempt was made to restore

order, but the king's forces did little or nothing, and in a few
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months they returnedto the capitaL Again, in 1358-9, a similar

ineffective campaign took place. In 1259-60 Ulugh KhSn
was obliged to deal with renewed trouble from the Meos in

Mewit, south of Delhi. We know little of what happened

in the remaining five or six years of this reign. NAsir-ud-din

died on February 19, 1266, and was at once succeeded by

Ulugh Khan under the title of Ghiyas-ud-din, Balban.

Unfavourable opinions have been expressed about Balban
; Gbiyi*-

he has been called a narrow-minded and selfish tyrant. But "d-dln,

there can be no (question that he was a strong, if severe, ruler, n^ft ^
Although his army was kept in excellent order, his reign was

not marked by any extensive campaigns ; his own explanation

of his inactivity being that he dreaded the Mongols and must

remain on the defensive. During his time India was the refuge

of many exiled rulers and men uf letters, the most celebrated

among the latter being the poet Anur Khusru. In the first

year there had been a fresh expedition against the Mewatis

;

followed shortly afterwards by another to the Cianges, near to

Patiali (Etah District), Kuuipil, and lihojpur (iarrukhabSd

District). Katchr, across the Ganges, next engaged the king's

attention ; Lahore was also visited. All these matters had

been of little importance, but in the fifteenth or sixteenth year

(is8i-a) there was serious troubk in Bengal, caused by a rebel

governor. At length, after his generals had twice suffered

defeat, the king took the field in person, and with his usual

energy soon quelled the outbreak. Balban now bad the mis-

foctune to lose his eldest son, who was killed in the moment of

victory over a Mongol army which had invaded the Punjab.

Balban died in 1286, and was succeeded by agrandson, Kaiqu-

bsd, son of Bughrft Khin. The young man left all afiairs in

the hand of a minister, and after an inglorious reign of two

or three years was assassinated (October^ 1290).

An informal election secured the throne to the most powerful JaUi-nd-

of the generals, JalSl-ud-dfn, Khalj^ a man seventy years of ^'^^^^j'

age. Two inconclusive campaigns in MfilwS began the reign shah),

(1292-3), and a Mongol invasion of Lahore was repelled

(1291). In the second year an attempt to obtain the throne

made by CbbajUt a nephew of Balban, was suppressed*

Jalal-ud-din was himself old and averse to the shedding of

blood ; but his place in the field was soon taken by his nephew,

Al&Hid-dIn, a man of great vigour and few scruples. After an

excursion into Bundelkhand and Malwa, Ala iid din resolved

to attempt a longer flight. Tn 1294 he led the first Muham-

madan army into the Deccan, or India south of the Narbada
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Starting from Knrra on the Ganges, he proreofled through

forest country till he reached Bcrar, then tiMuiiji: westward, he

was soon at Deogiri (now Daulatabad) in Khan i' h. A victory

having been gained by the Muhammadans, the Raja submitted.

EUichpur was next sacked, and with immense booty Al5-iid-din

returned througli Khandesli across the Xarbada. into Malwa.

In 1295-6 Jalal-ud-din, Khaljl, had gone himself to Gwalior,

but instead of advancing to meet Ala-ud-din, he returned to

Delhi. At the earnest entreaties of Ala-ud-din he agreed to

meet him, and for this purpose went down the Ganges to Kaira..

\\ iicii la.ldl-ud-din landed, he was received by Aki-ud-dm ; then,

at a signal given by his nephew, the king was attacked and

wounded. He ran back towards the river, was pursued, and

bis head was cut off (July 21, 1296).

Ali'iid* If Ala-ud-din obtained power by evil means, he used it with

Muham-
v igour and effect, in spite of being totally iUitenUe. He begui

flMd Sfaih, by sending an anny to Mnltiii fo sobdoe the late king's soofli

1^^^' . and in his second year expeUed the Mongols from Sind. In
* IS97-8 his fofces traversed Gujaiit as fiur as Oambay, per-

petiating fearlul cradties as they irent It was here that

Malik KSliDr, HazSr DinSily afterwards the king's most oel^

biated gtinemli was captured and sent as a slave to DdhL
About the same time another army went against Siwistin

(Seistin), to the west of the Indus. Soon after this, a fresh in*

vasion of Mongols threatened the kingdom with destr}iction

;

they arrived quite dose to Delhi before they were overcome in

a pitched battle. Alft-ud-dln was so elated by this success,

that he seriously contemplated founding a new religion, and

attempting universal conquest. However, some sound advice

was tendered to him, which he was wise enough to accept

Religion was the business of prophets, not kings; as for

conquests, India was not yet subdued, nor the route into it

by way of Multan closed to the Mongols. He turned his

attention to internal affairs. Ranthambor, which had reverted

to the Hindus, was the first conquest attempted, and after a

long siege it was reduced. An attempt at the king's assassina-

tion failed, and four insurrections were .suppressed. Chitor

was captured in 1303. Mea.sures were then taken to resume

all grants of land, an elaborate syst«'in of espionage was

instituted, and there was much oppression of the Hindus.

The Mongols ap[)eared once more before Delhi, but were forced

to retreat
;

they made a few more attempts, but the king's

unremitting attention to his army and its discipline enabled

him tu prevail, and at leugtii the Mongols came no more.
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Freed from danger on that side, Ala-ud-din reramed the

project of conquering the whole of India. In 1307 Deogiri

(now Daulatabad), the scene of AU-ud-dln's earlier exploit,

was taken. In 1309-10 Knfar was sent to the south to conquer

Warangal (now in the NizSm's territory), marching by way of

Chanderl (in Bundelkhand). The army returned to Delhi in

T310 ; a few months afterwards (early in 131 1) Kafur took the

field again, and making Deogiri his base, marched far to

the south against Ball.ila Rnya, took the Raya'p apital of

D^'arasamudra, 100 miles north-wcs: of Seringapatam, and built

a mosque at Rameswaram, almost the most southerly point of

the Indian mainland. About the middle of 131 1, Kfifnr

returned to Delhi with immense l)0()ty of every kind. These

campaipis in the South esta])lis]ied no permanent Muham-
madan kingdoms there, but served to weaken the Hindu
kings, and opened the way to Muliammadan soldiers and

adventurers, bv wliom such kingdoms were soon afterwards

founded. Aia-ud-din, with Firoz Shah, Sher Shah Sur, j^iid

Akbar, must be counted among the great administrators

who have ruled in India. One of his chief concerns was

the regulation of prices, and though the object was, as we
think, a wroog one, the means taken were well enough con- «

cdved. He abo had a well-developed system of letter-post.

At Ddht he built the arched gateway at the Qutb^ considered

one of the most elegant and appropriate boildingB in India.

He also erected and repaired many mosques and fortSi

Towards the end of the reign prosperity declined, and the lung's

measures were less wise : he chose weak ministers, allowed his

sons too great licence^ and placed himself too much in fhe

hands of Malik KSfiOr. Alft-ud-d&i died on Jan. 3, 1316.

An infimt son was placed on the throne by Kfiftr, but thirty*

five days afterwards the minister was assassinated (Feb. 7,

13 16), and the infimt replaced by Mublrak Khftn, a grown-up

son of the late king, under the title of Qutb-ud-din. He was

a man of licentious habits, quite incapable of maintaining the

stem rule of his fitther : his reign was short and ii^lorious,

full of plots, treasons, and revolts. His only energetic actions

were to march to Deogiri, and to send an army to the south-

west Finally his &vourite minister, after assassinating him

in June, 1320, ascended the throne; only to be himself

defeated and slain a few months afterwards (Oct., 1320) by

a rival general, who, finding that no descendants of the Khalj

line survived, decided to ascend the tlirone himself, under the

titles of Ghiyas-ud-din Tughlaq Shah.
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Ghiyas- During the «ixty-eight years (1320-88) covered by the

Toghlac
1340-5.

first three kings of the Tughlaq house, the kingdom was in

a flourishing condition. Ghiyns-ud-dTn (1320-5) was an

excellent ruler ; he also continued the scheme of conquest to

the south, at first without succr«:s. hut in the end both Bidar

and Warangal (renamed Sultan])ur) were reduced. Bengal

submitted to the king in person. On his return to Up{)er

India, his eldest son met him some miles from Delhi, and. as

has hap[)ened before and since, in suuh? mysterious way the

roof of the pa\iHon erected in his honour fell and crushed

Muham- him. The son, Muhammad, succeeded (1325-51). He
was a most accomplished man, well versed in letters, eloquent,

Taghlaq, liberal of disposition, gallant, moral, and devout. But as

I3a5n5i. a ruler his judgement was so unbalanced that his condition

approached mental derangement, and in his actions he was

most unjust and oppressive. He incieased the taxes» tried to

transfer the capital with its population iiom Delhi to Deogiri,

intioduoeda to^en currency, and indulged in lavish e]q)endituie

as a preparation to the conquest of KhurSsSn and part of

China. Yet he saw himself forced to buy offa Mongol invasion^

and for many yeais was troubled with revolts, all of which,

, however, he succeeded in suppressing. He died on March
so^ i35i» upon the bank of ^e Indus, 14 miles fiom Tatta,

where he had gone to punish the Silmia ruler for sheltering

arefiiigee;.

FtioxShaii, Firos Shah (bom in 1309), brothers son to GhiySs-ud-dm
X35X-88. Tughlaq, was placed on the throne on March 22, 1351 ; and

the reign commenced withadiflScult retreat from Tatta to Delhi.

After the throne had been sccun d, FirozSh&h devoted himself

to recovering Bengal, which had once more repudiated the

authority of l^elhi ; and he 'was successful m two expeditions

to that country. On his return, as soon as he had reached

Jaunpur (which he had founded on his march eastwards), he

moved off through Bihar to Jajtiagar in Orissa. After re-

dtiring that })lace, he returned to Delhi, only to set out again

on an expedition agninst Nagarkot (Kangra). Four years

afterwards he made a cain|Xiiga against latta with doubtful

success, and was forced to retire on Gujarat suffering greatly

in crossing the Raiin of Cutch. After recoN ering from these

hardships, the army was led once more against Tatta, the ruler

of which now surrendered, and peace was made. Fi'roz Shfih

is worthy of rcmembranrc as the maker of the ca;.ul uom the

Junnia tci the dry country west of Delhi, on which he founded

the town known as HisJr Firozah. He also built a great
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deal at the capital, and repaired the works of fonner kings.

On the whole, he was an excellent ruler, though not devoid of

bigotry, acting occasionally with great harshness and intoterance.

Up to 1385 Firos retained the govemment in his own hands

;

but havintr now reached the age of seventy-six, he invested his

son with full power. In one year's time a sudden rising caused

the son to take to flight ; it was then announced that Flroz

8hah had abdicated in favour of a grandson. Almost imme-

diately after this event Firoz died (Sept 20, 1388). Six

short and troubled reigns followed, and in 1398 Taimur's

invas ion th rew t li c country into contusion. The Tughlaq dynasty

ended ingloriously in 1413.

Ffroz Shah is famous fur his many excellent rules of adminis- Admiai*'

tration, and in the histories of his reieji we find the first

connected account of the Muhammadan system of governmeni

in India. It was, no doubt, the same from the earliest times,

and, subject to slight modification and impnnement, remained

the same to the last. 1 he king held all power in the last resort,

and was his own commander-in-chief; the outlying provinces

ware governed by princes ofthe royal house or leading generals.

Under tiie king there was a chief minister, idiose power varied

acocndiqg to the energy and ability of the sovereign. Ftkos

ShSh was the first to remnneiate officials by assigning to them
the land revenue from villages, a mode which Alflmd-dXn, also

a notableadministrator, had condemned, preferring to pay every-

body in cash from the treasury. In Fhroz Shfih's time the

modemjSgir does not seem to have been known; the ass^
ments then made appear to have been mere orders to receive

a particular sum, and involved no right to manage the villages

or otherwise interfere. Firoz Sh2h seems also to have

fikvouied hereditary succession in office, a practice to which

Muhammadans are less inclined than Hindus, and accordingly

the rule was not long observed. The army consisted almost

entirely of cavalry. Men brought their own horses, and these

was a system of musters, which does not seem, however, lo

have been very effective. The daily wants of the court were

supplied by a staff of its own, divided into thirty-six depart*

ments, for the elephants, the staliles, the kitchen, water-cooling,

and so forth. An audit department existed, and when any

provincial governor came to court his accounts were examined.

There was a gold and silver coinage, of which the purity was

carefully maintained.

The chief source of revenue was a share of the produce

of land, supplemented by a poU-tax on nOn-Muhammadans.
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There were also a number of petty cesses, which Firoz Shah

thought unjust and alicnipted to aboiisli
,
piobably without

niueli success, as we find Akbar and Aurangzeb, centuries after-

wards, issuing similar lists of prohibited demands. There was

constant interference with prices, a habit consonant with the

opinions of that age, in &ct stUl approved by the general public

in Indk. There seems to have been an efficient postal system

for the carrying of government ordeis. We hear little about

oourts and judges ;
probably disputes were tiiea, as in later

agefl^ decided bj local officers, sudi as qam^ or fay reference to

private arbitration.

TaimQr't ^^ ^ Mahmlld, the bst ofthe Tughlaqs (x398-14 1 3),

inTanoo» the Delhi kingdom began to fidl to pieces ; GujaiSt^ MSlwli»

Khftidesh, and Jaunpitr became separate states. Ruin was

completed by dte arrival in India of the Tuiidsh conqueror^

TaimOrthe Lame(bom April 91 1336 ; sacoeededApril 9, 1370

;

died February 18, 1405), who^ though himadf a Miihammadm^
made no distinction between men of his own and of ottier

religions. In his campaign in India, crowded into seven

months, he dealt out death and destruction wherever he went
TaimQr crossed the Indus on September 20, 1396^ and

when he reached the Jhelum river he detached a force agsinst

Multan. After capturing a fort and a town on his way, he

arriml there in person; and Multan was taken in October,

1398. He then retraced his steps to Bhatner, visiting on his

way the shrine of Farid-ud-din Shakkarganj, at Ajodhan (now

in the Montgomery district). On November 9, 1398, Bhatner

succumbed. After attackint^ the Jats, Taimur passed the

Ghaggar stream and reached Kaithal
;

thence, he marched

down past Panipat to Delhi. On December 15 the forces of

Delhi were defeated in the field, 100,000 prisoners having pre-

viously been massacr^ to free his army from the trouble of

guarding them. Sultan Mahmiid fled, and Delhi was occu-

pied (December 18, 1398) : eight days afterwards it was given

up to fjillai^e and a general massacre. After a halL of fifteen

day^. aL iJciai, the campaij^i; was resumed by crossing the

Jumna and proceeding northwards to Hardwar, which was

reached on January 13, 1399. Part of the army went

a little distance across the Ganges to the east, while TaimOr

himself advanced some mj into the hills. But he soon

turned his ftce westwards; on January 39, 1399, he was

at Sirsftwa (in SahAranpur District), and two days afterwards

crossed the Jumna. For over a month there was constant

fighting in the outer hills» from the Jumna westwards as &r
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as Jammu. On ^Tarch 4, 1399, Jammti surrendered. But

no long halts were allowed, and on March 11 Taimur

recrossed the Indus» made for Baanu, and Ixulia knew him
no more.

Mahmud regained little or none of his power, though he was Saiyids,

successful after a time in recovering the capital. ^^Ticn he died

in February, 141;^ a T.odI chief succeeded for fifteen months;

he in turn was expelled from Delhi (May 28, 1414) by a Saiyid

governor, formerly of Multan, then Lahore, who had submitted

to Taimur and been received into his favour. From December,

1407, this man had begun to struggle with the other generals

in a general contest for supremacy. The victor, Saiyid Khi/.r

Khan, soon lost l^\v>rc, hut retained Delhi. Three descendants

followed unal, ui 1451, the Ia.:5t 01 them retired to Budaun, and

left Delhi to be claimed by the son ol a horse-dealer, Bahlol

KMn, Lodi, a former general of Firoz Shih and governor of

SIhriiH]. iriio now proclaimed himself king.

At tOM death (July, 1489), Bahlol left a considerable The Lodis,

kiDgdom, wrtwifling from Delhi to Benares, including the'^'^'S*^*

focmffly independenft Mate of Jauiipur, irfakhhA hadieai^^
(November, 1488). He a man of simple habits, pious, 1451-S9.

bmv^ and generous. Sikandar, his son, had a prosperous reign Sikandav

of over twenty-eight yean^ during which he extended his kin^ l^i^ij,
dom ooosideiablj. He ejected his brother from Jaunpur,

amMied Bihar, and even advanced into Bengal ; reoccnpied

DhdlpoTi Gwalior, and some other provinces fiurther to the

souUi and east It is recorded that in his time harvesto wero

plentiful, food chei^ and the populace contented. The king

was handsome in person, an enoomger of learnfng^ a good

man of business, libenJ, honoumble, and polite. The tiirone

(November 21, 1517) to his eld^t son Ibrahim, who Ibr&him

was at <mce Involved in a contest with his brother JaliL to ^

whom Jannpur had been given. In the end Jalal was captured

and murdered. Ibrahim made some additions to his territories,

and also attacked the powerful Rini Sanga, Sesodia, of Chitor.

But he was soon involved in a dispute with Babar, king of

Kabul, who claimed all the lands in India ever held by the

Turks. After several incursions had been made by Babar into

the Punjab, at length he resolved in 1526 u[)on a campai<j;ii

of conquest. On April 21, 1526, the contending armies

met near Panlpat, about fifty-five miles to the north of

Delhi, where the Delhi force was utterly defeated and Ibralmn

liuiiself slain. The conqueror advanced on Delhi atid Agra,

and the kingdom of Delhi was replaced by what is known to us
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as the Mogul (Mughal), but called by the rulers themselves the

Gurgani Ciiaghatae, dynasty. For the present we suspend our

narrative, and turn to consider the smaller states which rose and

fell in Northern India during this second period (i 306-1536),

TABLES OF DELHI KINGS, 1206-1526

Table I

VbffxA Slavs Kings, 1906-90

I. Qatb-iid<K]In, lb«k, d. xaio,

(SiiM ofMnlMd-d&t, Mahunauid, Ghoiii)

II. Atim,
d.iaiu

I

Daughter ^IIL Shami-nd-dlo, lyaitimisli

r

IV. Rukn-od-dln, V. (Daughter) VI. Mn'iK-ud- VIII. Jasir- Daujhter f Slaved

Fbos Shahf Razlyah, dui, Bahrftm, ad-dIn,

deposed d. May 15,
May, 1^40, 1243.
d. Oct 15^

deposed and
killed, Nuv. ao,

1136.

Mahnuid,
d. Feb. 19,

1366.

Vii. Ala-udnila
MMtUl,
deposed

Jnue 11, 1346.

1340.
I

IX. Ghiyto.
ud'din,

BalbaD,

d.ia86.

Daughter ^ Nasir-ud-dln.

Ifahmud, Bqnit
Khan

(.Bengal).

X, Ma'i«-ud^
Kaiqub&d,

killed Oct, 14, 1 390.

Table II

KHALji Kings of Delhi, 1290-1320

Oilm Kbia.^1
L TalU-ud-din,

FIrosShah,
d. July ai, 1396.

II. Rukn*ndHi!ii,

Ibcibiaif

Nov., 13961

I

IIL Ala-ud-din, Sikaadar SSal,

d. Jan..^» 1316.

tV. Shahib-ttd-dbi,

Umar,
d. April, 1316.

V. Qutb-ud-db,
Mubarak,

d. c. June, 1310.

VT. Nasir-ua-dTn

Khusru (usurper),

d* 4* Cm., 1330.

Nom^Li tU tlio tabtoi only thote nanct uo thoim which «ic«t the liiio dL
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Table III

TUGULAQ SUAHI KiMCS OF DfLtU, 1330-14x3

I

L (Turk! slave of Balbu)
< ;hivas-u«i-c!ln,

Tu£nia«], d.^ Feb., 13^5.

II. Mnhammai!, Tuna,

d. Maich :o, 1351.

IV. GhijjLud-dtD,
Tughlaq (11),

deposed and

Maich 14,

I"

!

Rajab,

Sip&bSiUlr.

\

IIL Fbos Shib, d* Sept w% 1388.

1

1

VL Muhammad Shah,

d.Jan.^ 20,1394.

I. sJci

Fatli Khan. Zafar Khan.

V. AbJfiakr,
deposed

VUtlfMrftt Aii£. 1390. m Sdcandar
Shah, (HumayiiB

dispmed sue* Khan),
oeMoo, set up d. Marai 8|

fa Jan. 1395. «394»
d. 1398 or

>3»*

IX. MLmOd
Shah.

d.Feb., 1413.

Tablk IV

Ths Saiyid Kings of D£LUJ, 1414-51

I. Khizr Khaiii

s. May a8. 14x4 j^d. May ao, 1431.

I

IL Mti'i;z-urUdin,

Mubatak,
Idlkd Jan. jo» 1434. m.

l-aridKhin,

MTlhlHIHMIij

I

Skill, d. X443.

IV. Ala-ud dia, Alim Shah,
d. 145.^

(lemofcd to Uadaiiii. 1431)*

Tablk V
The Lodi King^s of Delhi, 1451-1526

1. fiahlol| Lodi, d. Jnly, Z489.

n. Niiiflu KUb, Stkaadar, LodI, d. siw, 11, 1917.

I

III. Ibialiiiu, Lodi, d. April ai, 1536.

§ B. Minifr Dynasties in Northern India (1206-1591)

Lahore hardly deserves a place in this categoryi since it was LatioK.

seldom held for long by any ruler independent of the king

of DettiL In 1206, upon the death of Mu'io-ud-dln Ghoil,

a contest for its possession arose between TyaldOx of

Kunam and Ghaznl, Qabsjah of Multan, and Qutb^id-d&i,

Ibak, of Delhi. The last 6nally annexed it For the rest of

VOL. 11. B b *
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the period it ms sometunes half independent wnnetinies the

apanage ofa Delhi prince;

Siod and Smd, On the other handi wu seldom under the authority of

J

Delhi ; most of the time it was held by local rulers, whose
'
origin and even names are involved in considerable obscurity.

Sumras, About 1050, after the Anbs had been expelled, the Sfimnui a
10^0-1351. K&jput dan, rose to power, and continued with more or

less independence to rule the country for 300 years (1050-1351),

in the course of time becoming converts to Islam. Their

capital was at Muhammad Tur, towards the edge of the sandy

desert, or Thar.

Nasir- Nasir-ud-dln, Qabajah, the TurkI slave and lieutenant of

Qi^jah Mu'izz-ud-dTn Ghori. occupied Miiltan and Uchh near the end

iao6-j8» of the twelfth century, subsequently extending his power over

Sind and the Sumras, who continued to be the local rulers

of seven small subordinate states. In 1206, upon his master's

death, QabSjah became independent, and remained in power

till his own death in 1228. lyaltimish of Deliii was for a tmie

overlord of Sind ; Muhammad son of Tughlaq also tried to

Sammahs, estabHsh the authority of Delhi. Abt>ut 1351 the Sflmras
1351-^5^^:. replaced by another local clan, the Sammaiis, whose chief

bore the title of Jam, and made his capital at 'I'atta. Sind was

invaded in 1361 by Rroz Sh5h of Delhi and held by him for a

time : but the Sammah power survived this occupatiun, and was

Arghuns, not finally extinguished until the rise of the Arghuns (1520).

1520-54. Shah Beg, the first of them to occupy Sind, was descended in

the nineteenth geaemtion from Chinglz KMn. His father, after

serving for a time as governor for Sultin Husain of Khurtsin,

declared himself independent at Kandahar. ShSh in

Decemher, 15 14, descended into Sind, returned again in \%\%
and finally took Tatta, the capital, m December, 152a He
died on July 18, 1533, and was succeeded by his son, Shih
Husain, who continued togovern until his death on Febniaiy 14,

Tftikhins, 1544. Shah Husain was succeeded by one of his officers, Isk

>fi44-9>- Khan, who had the h^editary title of Tarkhan, and belonged

to another branch of the same iamily. This Tarkhan house

continued in power until 1593, when the hut of them, Jam
B^, ceded the country to the Mughal emperor, Akbar.

Langahsof As part of the dismemberment which followed upon the
Mu!tan, invasion of TaimQr, Multan, finding itself without a ruler, set
454 ^b'^h' ^ 1^ ^^^^ person of a Qureshi Shaikh (1443).

A few years afterwards this man was supplanted by the Sehra

chief of Slw! (or Sibi), who proclaimed himself under the title

of QutbHid'dln Muhammad, Langah, and reigned for fifteen
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years (1454-69). His son Husain succeeded, and, after a laDg

and &irly proapeious reign, abdicated in fivour of his son

Ftroz. On the murder of Firoz, Husain resumed power, but

died soon afterwards (1502). MahmOd, son of Firoz, was

placed on the throne ; and after twenty-two years, Husain, an

adopted son, followed (1524), only to be set aside a year

afterwards by Shah Husain, Arghun, of Sind (1525).

Abnost from the day of its conquest Bengal formed a sepa- Wtw^-xX and

rate kingdom, and its acknowledgement of the Delhi sovereignty

was rart-ly more than nominal. Muhammad, Khalj (son f)f

Bakhtyar), an officer of .Mii'izz-ud-din Ghori, who was tlie first

Muhammadan to invade Bengal (1198 or 1199), had, before

the time of his death se%'en years afterwards, ad\^nced as far

east as Nadia, and had even attempted to enter Tibet by way

of Cooch Behar. He established his rule at the f)ld Hindu

capital of LakhnautI (or Gaiir) on the left bank of the Ganges

(now in Malda District). Two of his generals followed him

;

then the government passed to another Khalji, Hisam-ud-din,

Iwaz. He was successful \w increasing his territorial holding,

annexing the country as far as Ku.iuuj in one direction

and Jagannlth (Orissa) in the other. In 1225 lyaltimish of

Delhi invaded Bihar and took it, only to lose it again the next

year. Nasir-ud-din, that king's second son, who was now sent

to Bengal, took LakhnautI, and overcame Iwaz, who was killed.

After holding Beng^ for four years, Nisir-nd-d&i died there,

lyaltimish then came to LakhnautI himself, and took measures

to secure hb authority. Three governors subject to DeUii

followed one another. The last of these Delhi nominees iras

supplanted by a governor of Oudh, who had been sent to aid

him against the Hindus. The supplanter survived only two

years ; his successor, another Turk, a slave^ held the countiy for

seven years. At his death another man, who had been a slave

of lyaltimish, king of Delhi, was appointed] and he in 1353,

declaring himself independent, marched to conquer Oudh. He
soon beat an ignominious retreat, without waiting to encounter

the Delhi king. Next he invaded Kamrup (Assam), where he

was made prisoner and died of his wounds (i 258).

The next ruler was a man sent from Delhi (1S58); but

a rival governor, who held Karra on the Ganges (now in

AllahSb&d District), invaded Bengal, and the governor from

Delhi was slain in battle. Tlu victor ruled for two years, and

was succeeded by his son, who died seventeen years afterwards.

His successor, Tughril (1277), was a slave whom Balhan of

Delhi had sent from that capital. Having declared himself

Bb a
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independent (i 279)1 this ruler twice defeated the Delhi generals

;

whereupon Balban took the field in person, and ill a vigorous

campaign pushed his way as far east as Jajnagar, in Eastern

Bengal, and Sonargaon. Tughril was pursued relentlessly, until

finally he was shot down, and his head cut off.

The next five rulers (1282-1331) were scions of the house of

Balban, commencing with his son, Nasir-ud-dm, Bughra Khan,

who i)referred obscure indt-pendence in Bengal to a laborious

struggle for the Delhi throne, his right by inheritance. One of

Bughra Khan's sons, of whom little is known, ruled for about

eleven years; and his second son ended in 1318 a prosperous

reign of sixteen years. This last king's sons fought together

for supremacy in Bengal, and the defeated competitor appealed

to Muhainiiiad son of Tughlaq, at Delhi, who was quite ready to

seize the pretext. The end of the struggle was the reannexation

of Bengal to Delhi (i -^.^r). The province had been divided

about 129; into two piirts, the eastern portion lia\ ii:g itb capital

at Sonargaon, the western, as before, at Lakhnauti. This

division continued to exist up to 1352. In the interval, the

governor of Sonargaon had declared hims^ independent, under

the title of Fakhrmd-dbi, MubBxak Shfih (1338). An officer of

the LaUmautl government, who datmed to be king with the

title of All Shfib, ddeated the Sonargaon rukr, put him to death,

and annexed his territory, only to be himself assassinated a few

mondis afterwards by Ilyas, his foster-brother. His son was

placed on the throne, but two years afterwards was supplanted

by Ilyfts.

IlySs ShSh and his descendants ruled Bengal up to the year

1406, the divided provmce having been reunited in 1353.

Bei^ was at this period entirely independent of Delhi ; a new
capital was founded at PanduS, a little to the north of LaUi-

nauti, where the second king, Sikandar, erected some fine

buildings During thbty-nine years (1407-46) the house of

IlySs was set aside; a local Hindu Raja called KSns^ suc-

ceeded by his son and grandson, taking its place. The son of

ICftns became a Muhammadan. This line of lUj&s ended

with a flUave, who, after a usurpation of eight days, was refdaced

by a descendant of Ilyas Shih. A son, agrandson, and a great-

grandson of this king ruled in succession. The last of them

occupied the throne for only two and a half days, when he was

superseded by his uncle, who reigned for seven years. On the

nmrder of the latter, an Abyssinian (Habshi) eunuch ascended

thef'iif ne for eight months, being ff)llowcd by another Abys-

smian, also a slave, for three years, when he was assassinated.
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His succeflsor^ also an Abyasmtan, made himself detested, and
finally was murdered after a reign ofthree years and five mcmlhs.

The throne now passed to a family of Arab Saiyids^ the first

of whom, Husain Shah, was selected hy his fellow-generals to

rule over them. He made a campaign in Assam, but so(m bad

to ddend himself ag;ainst Sikandar, Lodi, of Delhi (1499)*

Terms of peace were ananged, and Husain Sbfth died in 1533,

after a reign of twentyniine years. Two sons and a grandson

followed him, until in 1538 HumayQn, the second Mughal
emperor, conquered the country, only to lose it again almost

immediately.

Sh' r Shah, Sur, took Bengal, and m 1 539 proclaim^ himself

king of Eengal and Bihar, preparatory to h!<; successful attempt

to oust Humayun from the throjie of Delhi. In the reign of

Salim Shah, Sher Shah's son and successor (1545-54), a relation

of the king was placed in charge of Bengal. This ru'er was killed

in 1554; his two sons succeeded one another, and then the line

ended in a youth who was assassinated shortly after his flither's

death. Sulaiman Khin, the governor of Bihar on behalf of the

Sur emperor of Delhi, intervened with success, and held the

country through his brother. In 1563 Sulaimaii Ivhan hiinsclf

went to Bengal, and set up his capital at Tandah near Gaur

(LakhnautI). He conquered Orissa, and died after a reign of

nine years (157 a). His eldest son was set aside after a few

months in fiivour <tf lus second son, I^fid Shah. In 1575 the

emperor Abkar sent an army against Patna ; DSfid was driven

fixwi point to pomt^ until he sought refuge in Orissa^ but

finding no safety even there, submitted to the conqueror. On
a favoumble opportunity, the local generals rose and again

placed IHfid Shfih at their head. A second campaign foU

lowed, ending in 1576 in DflQd's capture and execution.

Independent sovereignty in Bengal was thus extinguished.

As it does not stand in the direct line of advance fipom Kiuhmir,

Ghasnl to Lahore, Kashmir did not fall under Muhammadan '3M'i587>

domination so quickly as the plains of the Punjab. Early in

the fourteenth century Shah Mfr, a Persian, found his way into

the valley, and in time gained great influence at the Raja's

court. In 1334 this man revolted and proclaimed himself

king under the title of Shams^d-dln. Twelve of his descend-

ants held the kingdom (i 334-1 541); the most celebrated were

Sagga, otherwise Sikandar, the Idol-Breaker (1386-1410), and
Zain-ul-abidin (141 7). In the reign ofSikandar the population

became almost entirely Muhammadan, as they remain to this day.

Sikandar submitted himself to TaimOr when he approached
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Kashmir, and thus saved the country from inva«?Ton. Zain-ul-

Sbidln. during his long and prosperous reign, constructed canaU

and built many mosques ; he was just and tolerant.

In 1541 some fiisjitive chiefs of the two local factions of the

Makri and the Chakk invited Mirza Haidar Dughlat, a relation

of the Mughal emperor Bnhar, to invade Kashmir. The
country was conquered and the MirzS held it (nominally in the

name of the emperor Humayiin) till 1552, when he was killed

in a skirmish. The line of Shams-ud-din, the first Muhamma-
dan king, wa<; restored for a few years, until in 1559 a Chakk

leader, Ghazi Shah, usurped the throne ; and in the possesion

of his descendants it remained for nearly thirty } ir^. But

constant dissensions had weakened their nc )wer, iiul

then at Attock on the Indus (15S6), sent an army into Kashmir

and without much ditliculty added the valley to his empire.

Jannpur, Jaunpur on the Gumti, an affluent of the Ganges, was
•3W-*493» founded by Firoz Shah, Tughlaq, about the year 1351. In

1394, during the reign of that monarch's grandson^ a eimuch

named Khwaja Jabin was appointed governor of the eastern

provinces, widi his head>quarteis at Jaunpur. The Delhi king-

dom was then at its weakest^ and Khwaja Jahan soon declared

himself independent^ mider the title of Sultin-ush-Sharq, or

King of the East At his death m 1399 he had included

Bahiaich and Goiakhpnr, with parts of the Dofib and Bihar,

in his kingdom. An adopted son succeeded under the title of

Mub&rak Shih; and an attack from Delhi was successfoOy

repulsed in 1400. A younger brother succeeded in 1401;

whereupon further hosdlities with Delhi occurred, in which

Kanau} on the Ganges was taken and retaken. The Jaunpur

king ventured for a time even SO fiur westward as Sambhal in

Rohilkhand. IbrShlm of Jaunpur once threatened Delhi itself,

and another time marched to Binna. south-west of Agra (1427).

Five years afterwards, he fought with Hoshang Shah of Malwa
for possession of KalpI on the Jumna, Ibrahim died in 1440,

and was succeeded by his son. Mahmfid. This king continued

the contest with the Malwa ruler, without cither side obtaining

any decisive ndvantagc. Elsewhere the jaunpur ruler "•irrccded

better. (Jhunar fort on the Ganges was captured, and an

expedition was led into Orissa. In 1452 Mahmud besieged

Delhi, but was compelled to retire : again in 1456, the two

kings fought for possession of the district of Etflwah, between

Agra and Allahabad. The next king, Muhammad, succeeded

in 1458. Owing to his cruelties a revolt took place : the king

was killed, and his brotiicrj Husaui, ascended the throne. A
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truce was made wiih Delhi and an exchange of prisoners took

place. Husain Shah ix-gan his reign by a campaign in Orissa,

and next (1465) forced the Hindu ruler of Gwalior to pay him

tribute. In 1473 Cjaua to the throne of Delhi and

actually occupied the suburbs of the city. But Bahlol, Ludi,

inflicted a defeat on the Jaunpur troops, who fled in disorder,

leaving their king's family in the enemy's liaiids. After a year

the attempt was renewed ; but the Jaunpur troops were again

defeated in two battles. The Delhi troops under Bahlol then

advanced and took Jaunpur, A son of Bahlol was left in

possesnon of Jannpur, and a small fief was made oiver to

Hnsaln; but on the death of hts father (1488), the Lodi prince,

supported by Husain, endeavoured to wrest the sceptre of

Delhi fipom tfie hands of his brother, Sikandar. The king of

Delhi ofvercame the allies, and thus (1493) the Sharql or

Eastern kingdom was extinguished. Husain ended his days

a fugitive in Bengal, although coinage^ by some strange freak,

continued to be issued in his name up to the year 1500.

The perturbed state of the rest of India guve to this short-

lived dynasty a greater prominence than its power would

otherwise have conferred upon it. The Sharql capital was the

resort of many learned men, and the fine builditigs there erected

survive, an object for our admiration, to the present day. The
^traordinary activity in war of these Sharql kings has been

sufficiently indicated in the above brief narrative (tf their

doings. Sikandar LodI of Delhi endeavoured (15 17) to revive

the kingdom as an apanage for his second son, Jalal KhSn,

but this attempt was soon ended by Ibrahim, king ctf Delhi,

who expelled his brother and reannexed the territory.

Tabls VI

T^B Sharq! K1KG8 or Jaunpur, i 394-1493

L Malik Sarwar
(otherwise Khwaja Jaban),

Snltin-nah-Sharq, d. 1399.

II. (Adopted son),

Malik Qaranfal,

Mnbinde Shih,
d. 1401.

IV. Mahmiid Sh2h, d. 145S.

V. Bhikan Khan,
Mohammad Sb&b,

d' 1459*

VI. Ilusain ShSh,
deposed 1476,

fled to Bengal 149}.
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Ahmad- Gujarat, one of tlie richest and most productive provinces of

^^^j India, was first invaded by Mahmud of Ghazni in 1025-7,

*3jM-'57*»
there were several suhscqucnt Muhammadan incursions into

it; hut not until tlie time t)f Mu'izz-ud-din Ghori (1196),

was it annexed to the Delhi kingdom. It continued more

or less in sul)iection to Delhi until the end of the fourteenth

century. That kingdom was during that period at its weakest

;

and the go\ernor of Gujarat, Zafar Khan, the son of a converted

Rajput, following the example of so many others, declared

himself indepeiidcut under tfie title of Muzaftar Shah and

enlarged his bounds considerably. Ill his time began the

struggle with the kings of Malwa. In 141 1 the sceptre

passed to bis grandson, Ahmad Shah, the founder of the

capital, Ahmadfib&d. This king had 1, prosperoin reiga oC

nearly thirty-three years, during which he ereded many ol the

fine buildings for which Ahmad&bid it stiU cdebimted. Ahmad
Shsh continued the aggressive acta of his gmndfather ; ihrioe

he innided MSlwfi, penetrating once as far east as Slrangpor,

while the Mslwt king appeared twice under the walls of

Abmadftbfid. Expeditions were also made into the small sur-

rounding states of Idar and JhSlor, and into Kithiftwir to the

south. There were two wars with Kbindesh and one with the

BahmanT king of Golbaiga. In spite of this ^lariike activity

abroad, the king's own territory was well governed and at peace.

Ahmad Sh9h was succeeded by his eldest son (1443--$ 1)1 eldest

grandson (145 1-9), youngest son (1459), and youngest grand-

son, Mahmild Shith, Begara (1459 to November, 1511). The
sixteen years from 1443-59 occupied with a war agunat

Gujarftfs neighbour to the north-east, the Rani of Mewar, in

the coui^e of which two victories were gained, Chitor, the

Mew§r capital, was besieged, and Abu, the country of Mewii's

all)', annexed. MahmOd was under fourteen years ofage when
he succeeded, and he reigned for fifty-two years. During this

long period his exploits were many, and he showed himself the

greate^^t nilcr of his house. He overran Cutch, and marched to

the Indus, where he defeated the Baloch ; he also rrdi!red the

two hill fortresses of Gimar (in 1471) and Champ'iner (ni 14S4).

Insurrci lirtn at home was severely dealt with ; wliile abroad he

invaded Khandesh and penetrated as far as Aslrgarh ; another

time he forced the king of Ahmadnagar (in the Deccan) to

raise the siege of Paiilatabad. J>ut the most unusual part of

his career is liis acli\ ily by sea. He sun|>r»"^'^rd piracy on the

coiul, and allied himself with the Maniluk i^.lors of Kgypt in

a naval expedition against the Portuguese. Alter a tirst success
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at Cbaul, south of Bombay, tlie Afusalman ilect was annihilated

in a great battle oflf Diu in Kathiawar (February 3, 1509).

Mahmud Sh^, Begara, who died on November 23, 1511, is

said to be the original of Samuel Butler's prince whose

dally food

Is asfs and basilisk, and toad

The reign (1511-26) of his son and successor was chiefly

remarkable for an attempt to protect Mfihvfl against the Rani
of Mewar. The Rana retah'ated by an invasion of ( iiijaiat ; the

king of Gujarat replied by besieging the Rana in Mandasor.

The short and inglorious reigns of two son<? followed (1526), when

the throne passed to the third son, Bahadur. This king fully

maintained the warlike traditions of his line; he joined a con-

federacy against the king of Ahma<lnagar in the Deccan, of which

tlie command was given to Bah.ldur, and his supremacy thereby

acknowledged by Kliandesh and Berar. This campaign was

successful. MalwS was the scene of liis next exploit ; the king

of tiiat country h.ivinc; intrigued against f lujarat and alsoattacked

Mewar, Bahadui ..vA ihe Rana allied themselves to cruaii hjin.

The king of Malwa was captured at Mandu, his capital, and in

the end was put to death. MalwS was annexed (February, 1 53 1)

to Gujarat. While Bahadur was absent, Diu had undergone an

attack ^m the Portuguese, whidi the garrison had succeeded

in repulsing (February 16, 1531). Next came the quarrel

widi the emperor Humftyto. Bah&dur had espoused the

cause of the dispossessed LodI princes, and fumi^ed them

with means to attack the Mughals. HumSyOnmarched against

Bahfidur, then engaged on a siege of Chitor; but before the

armies could meet» Bahftdur had retired to an entrenched camp
at Mandasor in MSlwft. Finding this position untenable^ he

then fled to MandQ, thence to ChSmpSner and Cambay. - The
day before HumftyOn reached Cambay, Bahadur had continued

his flight to Diu in KftthifiwSr. HumSyQn being recalled to

Hindustan by trouble then brewing there, his hold of Gujarat

was so weakened that his officers evacuated it, and Bahkdur

reoomed his kingdom. Shortly afterwards, he quarrelled with

the Portuguese about their encroachments at Diu. In the

course of the negotiations, Bahadur went on board the

admiral's ship, and in a scuffle which ensued as lie was leaving,

he was killed (February 14, 1537). For nearly forty years

the kingdom survived, and four more kings reigned over it,

amid a scene of continuous war, confusion, and tumult. It

finally came to an end in September, 1572, when Akbar
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inarched from Delhi to Ahmad^bSd, and the last king formally

resigned his crown to that Mughal emperor. He escaped in

1583 and recovered his country, only to be expelled again in

the following vear. Kic^ht years of guerrilla wnr^are followed,

until his final capture m 1592-3, when he committed suicide

on his way to the Mughal general's camp.

Tabls VII

Kings of Gujarat, 1394-1572

Wajih-nl-mulk.

I. (Zafar Khan)
Muzaffar Shah (I),

b. Jane 30, 1342; d. July 27, 1411.

II. (Tatar Khan)
Mahammad Sbih,

power, 1403 ; died Feb. 14, 14014,

III. Ahmad Shah,

Not. 17, 1391 ; d. July 4^ 1443.

I 1

IV. Mnbammad VL Dind,
(Zar Bakhsh), deposed after one montll Mid

d. Feb. I a, 1451. levea daj» in 1459.

f 1

V. Ahmad Shah, VII. Mahmud S^ih(I)
d. May a6, 1459. (I^egara),

b. Dec. a?, X445; d. Kw. 33, 1511.

I

\ (ofKhinddh).

VIII. Mu£atfar Shah (H), Haian Kham, ^Dau|;hter.
b. April ti, i4:[i ; d. Feb. 14, 1536. ..Jfl'^^.

i i \ \
I I

IX. Sikandar, X. (Na^ir Khan) XI. liahadur Latif. Daughter=pAdil Khin,
d. MayaOk MahmQdSh&h Shah,

|
FMal.

IjaS. (JJ), set aside killed XIII. Mabmiid (IIP,
|

Oct. 1536, Feb. 14, mordered XII. Miria
pQlieoed Dec 15, 1537. Feb. 4, Mehemmed,

15>6. 1554. Faruql

I
(ofKhandeA),

I I
reij^ediU

XIV. . Suppo- XV. (Habba, *» '537-

sititious son) gupposititioas

Ahmad Sh^h sod) MozafTar

(ID, kttled Sbih (III),

April aa* accession, 1561

;

1561 resignatioOf 157a.
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The cential plateau north of the Narhadfi, known as 'Nfalwfi. Maiui,

is one of the most fertile parts of India, and in popular belief '401-15^

is always verdant and free from famine. It was not until the

teignofAla-ud-d!ii,Khalji (1296-131 6), that the ^^uhammadans
conquered the country. The local Rae or R^jft was slain in

November, 1305. At some time shortly before 1389, one
Dilawar Khan, a Ghorl by race, was sent from Delhi as governor

of the province. At length in 1401, when the ruin caused by
Tainulr's invasion had rednred the power of the Delhi kings

to its knvf'st point, Dilawar Khan declared his independence,

establishing his capital at Dhar. Dying four years afterwards

(1405), he was succeeded by his more celebrated son, .Mp

Khan, unde- thf title of Hoshang Shah, the founder of Ho-
shangabad on the Xarbada, who transferred the capital to

Mandu. Almost at onre trouble arose with the kinir of C^itjarat,

who invaded Malwa, reduced DhSr, and installed tticre iits own
governor.

,
Hoshang was removed to Gujarat, but reinstated in

1408. Instead of beinof grateful lor tills clemency, Hoshang

invaded Gujarat more than once, provoking reprisals, and in the

end being forced to come to terms. In 1420 Hoshang invaded

Berar, south of the Narbad^ and imposed a tribute on that

country. In the next year he carried out a most romantic

expedition to Jajnagar in Orissa. During his absence, Ahmad
Sh3h of Gujarat had entered Malwa. Ilosliang returned in

time to throw himself into Mandu, which he had strongly forti-

fied in his father's reign. After a time Ahmad Shah retreated,

vigorouslv pursued by Hoshang, until the fugitive defeated his

pursuer ni a pitched battle (March i6, 1423). A few years

afterwards (1428), a quarrel broke out with the BahmanI king
'

of the Deccan over the occupation of Berar. Hoshang met

the invader bravely, but was defeated ; all his heavy baggage,

his fiunily, and his followers fell into his enemy's hands. Ho-
shang himself escaped to his own country in safety. In 1432

he determined to move northwards against Kfilploo the Jumna,
wliHher the Jamipur king waa also leading an army. The
Jaunpur forces retired nnder fear of an attack by the Delhi

troops, and Kalpi was taken by Hoshang. On bis death

(July 8, 1435), followed by bis son, Ghaznl KhSn,

tmder the title of Muhammad, Gboil During his short reign

of one year, Muhammad behaved cruelly to his fiunily and

officers, gave himselfup entirely to his own pleasures, and dis-

gusted bis people. He suspected his cousin

Mabmfld, Khaljl, of an intention to dethrone him. Finding

himselfthus suspected, MahmQd caused Muhammad ShSh to be
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poisoned. Mahmud, Klialjl, himselfthen reined for thiity-three

years, and earned the character of a brave soldier and a just

ruler. At first he had to contend against the heirs of the last

Ghori king, who, aided by Gujarat, endeavoured to recover the

throne. Of the claimants two were poisoned and one beheaded.

This king made KalpI, Mandalgarh, Kotah, and Bilndl tributary,

and fought with Jaunpur, Chitor, and Gujarat. Once he invaded
• the Deccan, defeating the Bahmani king and taking his capital.

But the hnai victory in this contest did not re^t with Milwa,

and a compromise was arrived at, by which a boundary was

fixed on between the two kingdoms. Mahmud's successor

reigned peacefully for thirty-two years. Nasir-ud-din, this

king's son, was suspected of having poisoned his father ; for

this reason three governors of provinces united their forces and

inarched against him. They were defeated, and two of them

killed in battle. Nasir-ud-dln's conduct was, however, so

scandalous that his eldest son was induced to head a revolt,

but not succeeding in his attempt, was forced to escape to

Delhi. The succession passed to the third son, Mahmud,
although the other sons contested his right. With the assistance

of a Hindu officer, Medni Rao, Mahmud was able to defeat his

rivals and establish himself, even though Delhi and Gujarat

had intervened. After a time MahmQd, resenting the insolence

of an all-powerful minister, fled to Gujarat. A restoration

followed, then another dethronement, and a second restoration.

Gujarftt now became the scene of a disputed succession, and

iKlalimOd having sheltered om of Ihe dumants, the successful

aspiiant, BahSdur, declated war. MSndii was taken, MahmM
and his hxoSXy being made prisooeis and deported to ChSm-
pSner. On the way Mahmild was put to death (March 2%
1531). The Khaljl line became extinct and MSlwt was

annexed by Gujaiftt

Humftyitai in the year 1535 made a temporary oonqoest

of the province. The next Tcsr the governor, one BlallS

Khin, proclaimed htmsdf king under the tide of Qadir SfaAh,

only to be expelled by Sher Shfth, SOr (i545). Subsequently

Shujft or Shujfl*at (popularly, Shujiwal) Khfin, S3r, ruled for

nine years until his death in t5S4» during the later years being

practically independent. His son BfiyaUd (Bis Bahadur)

succeeded him, and held the country for ten years» finally

surrendering it in 1564 into the hands of the emperor Akbar.'

Bos BahBdur is more famed in fifU>le than in history, his love

for Rapmatl forming the theme of many poems.
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Table VIII

Kings of Malwa, 1401-1564

Malik Mqghus,Klu4j!,
MJai«tcr«fNam.

IV. Mahmud, Kbalji,

d. June 1, 1465^

V. Ghiyai-ud-diu, Kiiaij*,

poisoned March 90* 1501.*

\ J. Nasir-ud-din, Khalji,

d. April 30, 1511.

VIL Azana Humayvin, Mahmud,
Khalji (thhd mn), dq)cwd

and put to death,

March 28, isai (Medal Kao,
A powerful miiiister).

(Incorporated uith GiOatit,

Cooqoe&t by llnmayunj i^^*

Mnllu Khan, one of the KbaljT ruler's officers,

takes the title of Qadir Shah, 15^6; ex-

pelled by Sher Shah, Sur, 1 545.

Shuja or Shuja'nt Khin
(Shujawal Khan),

jjL.vemcd for nine years, d. 1554.

l^aya ?'<:'. Sur

(Baz Laaadur
•nncndered the province

toAkbtTi 1564.

{ C Southern India to 1526, with names 0/kings 1687

We have seen that the fint incuisioii of the Muhammadans GcDeriL

into the country south of the Narbad& took place in 1294,

when AU-ud-dm, Khaljf, marched from Karra on the Ganges,

and passing through Bundelkhand reached De<%m in Khflndcah,

returning by a more western route to Delhi. A pause of some
ten years followed, when the southward movement was resumed
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(1305) under Malik Kafur, Ala-ud-din's genera!, who carried

the standards of Islam to the very southernmost headland of

India opposite Ceylon. Southern India, for some centuries

before that time, had been divided between six princi^ml Hindu

dynasties: (i) the Yadavas in Eastern Telingana (900-1000),

who were absorbed by the Eastern Chakikyas : (2) the Eastern

Chaiukyas (1000-1300), who were conquered by the Ganjiaiis

of Andhra; (3) the Western Ciialukyas, capital Kaliyaii

(1000-1300), absorbed by the Deogiri kings
; (4) the Yadavas

of Deogiri, conquered first by Ala-ud-din in 1204; (5) the

Ganpatrs of Andhra (953-1322), with a cajaLal at W aiangal to

tlie nortti-cast— they were finally overconu- by a Muhammadan
invader from Delhi

; (6) the Hoysalaline of liallala (1050-131 1),

whose capital was at Dwarasaniudra, about 100 miles north-

west of Seringapatam. Thus, as will be seen from the dates

above given, there were at the commencement of the fourteenth

century three Hindu kingdoms in the South or Deccan:

( I ) Deogiri in the noitb-west ; (2) Wazangal in the north-east; and

(3) DwSrasamudra, from which the BaltSlas held the remaining

southern territory. The power of Deogiri had been already

brdcen by A]ft-ud-dlti,and it neverrecovered itsformerposition.

The BallShi reahn was conquered and that of Waiangal attacked

In 1310-11 by Malik KSf<lr; the hitter kingdom succumbiog

finally to Ulugh KhSn in 1322. A new Hindu kingdom aroaei

however, in the south, of which the capital was at Vijayanagar

(the site is in the modem BeUary District). This line endured

from 1336 to 1565.

Control over the southern conquests could not be long

maintained by the Delhi kings. In a short time some revolted

generals fixed on an AfghSn officer bom in Delhi, one Hasan,

then bearing the title of Zaiar Khan, to be the first kirig of

the Deccan. He was enthroned on August 3, 1347, under

the title of AU-ud-dln Hasan. Either from his having once

been in the service of a Brahman, or because he claimed descent

from the SSs&nid ruler, Bahman, son of Isfandyar, he bore the

appellation of Babnian Shah ; and by the epithet BahmanI,

derived therefrom, the kings of his house are knoNvn. Their

capital was at Gulbarga, in the south-west of the modem
State of Hyderabad. From similar causes, the rule of Delhi

was thrown off by Khandesh, the country just south of the

Narbada, and the Faruqi line of kings, who ruled that country

from Burhanpur, endured from 1399 to 1599. The Bahmani

power at Gulbarga fell into decay in 1482, but was not finally

extinguished till 1526, nearly iSo years after the iassi king's
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devatkm to the throne. During the last forty yean or so of

ilus period the kmgs had no real power, said their dominions

had already been divided between five of their officers, who
established kingdoms known by the tides of their founders.

These kingdoms are: (i) the Adil Shfihl of Brjipur (1490-

i686); (2) the Nizam Sh iVl of Ahmadnagar (1490-1637);

(3) the Qutb Shfthi of Golconda (151S-1687) ; (4) the Im^d
Shahi of Ellichpur inBerSr (1484-157405) ; and (5) the Barld

Shahr of Bidar (1492- 1609). In 15 10 the Portuguese

established themselves at Goa on the western coast.

The kingdom of the Bahmanis reached its fullest extent Babmanb

almost at once, in the eleven years during which the first king»
^"^*

Ala-ud-<im Hasan, reigned. It stretched from sea to sea, 1347-1516.

including the Deccan Districts of the Bombay Presidency, the

modem Hyderabad State, and those Districts of the Madras

Presidency which used to be called the Northern CircSrs. The
adjoining states were : on the north, Gujarat, KhJndesh, and

Oriisa ; on the south, Vijayanagar. Orissa and Vijavanagar were

Hindu state?. For nearly no years (1374-1482) the kingdnm

endured unimpaired ; in the remaining forty-four years (1482-

1526) power was in the hands of revolted generals, who had

founded new states, thereby reducing the Bahmati! power to

a mere shadow of its former greatness. The last holder of the

title of king became a fugitive, and ended his days in obscurity

at Ahmadnagar. Altogether there were eighteen Bahmani

kings, the first eight ruling from Ahsanabad-Gulbarga, the rest

from Muhaitiiiiadab.ld-Bldar. The second and third kings

were at almost constant war with \'ijayanagar, their southern

Hindu neighbour. DSQd, the fourth ruler, poisoned his

nephew and predecessor, and shortly aficrwards was himself

murdered at the instance of the late king's sister. Muhammad,
nephew of Daiid, had a fairly quiet reign of over nineteen yc.u .. ;

he was enligiuened and liberal. On his invitation the celebrated

poet Hafiz, Shirazi, embarked for India; but being driven back

by a storm accepted the omen, and sent an ode to the king

declining to leave his beloved Shiraz. The eyes of Ghiyas-ud-

din, son of Muhammad, were put out by a slave \ and he was

deposed after a short and inglorious reign. His successor, a

youth of fifteen, fiued no better ; two princes of the house

revolted, and after defeating the king's army, blinded and

deposed him. FIroz, one of the successftil princes, followed

with a long reign of nearly twenty-five yean (i 397-1422).

Early in his reign be was assailed almost simultaneously by the

RSjt of Kheria in BerSr from the north, and by the RSe

. y 1. ^ . y Google
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of VijAyaoagw firam the south. Fearing unrasioii by the

Pi^Kmftny Bfftlwft vtA CttjarSt entered into an agreement

with Vijayanagar. War enstied» Vijayanagpr was invested, and

the country ravaged. For a time peace was patched up ; but

war soon broke out afresh, and the Muhammadan kingdom

was threaieoed with extinction. Luckily the king's brother,

Ahmadi won a signal victory over the Hindus, and the dynasty

was saved. On the whole it was in these years that the state

attained its highest prosperity. Firoz was succeeded by his

brother, whose thirteen years on the throne were passed chiefly

in warfare against the Hindu confederacy of Vijayanagar and

Warangal. The fortune of war varied ; but at length the

Warangal Raji was slain and his capital taken. Hostilities

next broke out with MUlwa, in defence of the northern boundary

of the Bahnianl kingdom. No definite success was gained by

either side, and peace was at length arranged through the good

offices of the ruler of Khandesh. Under Ahmad's son, Ala-ud-

din, the war with Vijayanagar was continued, complicated by

the revolt of another son, whose cause was espoused by that

Hindu slate. In the end, the pretender was defeated, and

forced to content himself with the apanage of Raichur. When
the Bahniani king had partially reduced the Konkan and

suppressed a revolt in Berar, he was called on to meet < ircbh

attack from Vijayanagar. After three severe actions pcdce wus

made. Another unsuccessful invasion of the Kunkan followed.

The death of the king having been falsely reported, fresh

insurrection broke out in Berar and Telingana, supported by

the allied kings of Mahva and Khandesh. These iruul.les were

HicL \igorously by Aia-ud-uin, ;i.lihoL._..,li iiuw in failinj, licailh.

He did not survive more iliau two years, when, after a disputed

succession, the throne passed to his eldest son, I'his king,

HumayOn, acted so cruelly that he has earned the epithet of

SS&lim, or 'the oppressor' : he was succeeded first by one, then

by another minor son. Power fell into the hands of a vigorous

minister, Khwftja Mahmtid Gftwan, and a ictorioos reign of

twenty yeats followed. At the king's death (March 26, 1482),

the Idngdom, with the exc^on of a small area round the

capital, was split up among various revolted govemon. Of the

remaimng five kings of the dynasty, one was in the power of

his minister and for four years was actually a prisoner, while the

other four were mere puppets set up by this minister for his

own purposes.
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Tablb IX

BAHlCiUtI KiNOf AT GULBARGA AND BIdAR, I347-1596

I. Ala-ud-din iiasaa, Gangu, Baliman Shah (capital, Gulbarga),

•cccwioii, A«f. 9, 1347; d. Feb. ao, 1358.

I

1

II. Mohammad, IV. DiGd -Shilh, Mahmud Khaiu
"

I, d. May tOj

[

Ahmad Khan.

d.MaMh9i,i575.

III. Mujlbid Shah,
d* ApiU 14, 1378.

1378.

V. Mtthammad
Shih, d. April 35,

'397-

Vm.FIroi
Shah,

Rozafzun,

d. March 16,

VI. Gbiiit.vd-dta]'
deposed Jul

1397-

1

X5»

VTT. Shami>iid.

dm Shah,

deposed Nov. i

>397«

IX. Ahmad Shih,
Wall

(capital, Bldar),

d.Feb. 34, 1435.

X Alri'ur'-rlTn,

Aiimau bhah,
d. ApfU 3f

14^8.

XL Ala-ad-dlQ,
HnmayOn Shih,

Zilim,

d. Sept. 4, 1461.

XII. Nizam Shah,
d. July 30, 1463.

XV. Ahmad Shih,
leigned two years,

1319-20.

1

XVI. Ala-od-din,

reigned two years

and three months,
depos»l and mnidered

In

XUL Shams*Tid-dIn, Muhammad
l^iih, d. MtTch 36, 1483.

I

XIV. Shahab-tid-(lTn,MahmadShih,
d. Dec. 36, 1518.

[la the hands of a minister, and
in confinement froni about
15I4. General anarchy. New
nqgdoint lbnud» a 1489.]

. Wa^imllah Shih,xvn.

reigned three years,

poisoned, 1535-6.

XV7TT. Knl!m-nlkh,
nominal 1535-6

(Bad to Brjapur, and
»eace to Ahmadwagw).

[Names not in the line of succession are omitted. The table is foitndad OB liajor

W. Haig^a 'Notes,'/. A, S. pL 1, voL hzUi (1904), Extra Na p^ 15.]

The founder of the Adil Shihi dynasty, Yusuf, entitled Adil Adil

Khan, was a Turk who had found his way through Persia to S--**

tiie Deccan. Entering the service of the Bahmanis, he had risen 1490.1686.

to be gomnor of Bijdpur. After some years he senouoced

Ins allegiance to the waning power at Bldiur,^ assumed the

VOL. II. c c
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Attributes of sovereignty (1490). He carried war into the

tenilory of Vijayanagar (i493)» and was able to defeat a rombi-

ziation against him, due to his encouragement of the Shiah form

of Isldm. His minor son succeeded (1510), under charge of

a protector, who re-established the bumii religion. Palace

intrigues disturbed the country, but in the end the king's

piirty prevailed. Some territory to the east was recovered,

which provoked an attack from Bidar, but Bijapur repulsed

the invader. Next the king made a campaign against tlie

Hindus on the south, but was unsuccessful. War was declared

by the Ni/am Shfihi king of Ahmadnagar, in which Bijapur

gained the day. attack w;is also made by BijSpur on Bidar.

The third king, a debauchee, was removed after a reign of

six months, his younger brother succeeding and reigning for

more than twenty-three years. In this reign Goa was fin illy

conquered by the Portuguese Naii . Lhe Deccan wi^re in

special favour with this king ; the army was entirely recruited

from them, and their language encouraged. \\'arfare was con-

tinuous throughout his reign : a campaign (1535) against

Vijayanagar was not successful ; a few years afterwards Ahmad-
nagar and Bidar ( 1 542) combined against Bijapur. A short-lived

peacewu ended by a confederacy ( 1 55 1 ) between Ahmadnagar,

Gdooada, and Vijayanagar to destroy Bijapur ; bat tbe alHea

ftiled ta effecting their purpose. Alt (1558-80) returned to

the ^uah bidi^ and cootinued llie wai» witiii his neighboiira

more or less successfully. In 1564 Hie Adil ShShl king jdned
with the kings of Golconda and Ahmadnagar to destroy tine

Hindu state of Vijayanagar. A great battle wss fought near

T8likot in January, 1565 ; the Hindus were entirely crushed,

Vijayanagar taken, and the dynasty extinguished. Al^ Adil

Shflh, built at Bijfipur the principal mosque, a large masonry

reservoir, some aqueducts^ and the' dty wall A minor

succeeded, with the queen dowager, ChSnd BIbl, as regent,

between whom and the more
was constant dissension. Meanwhile the state was at continual

war with the other kingdoms; and after the king had assumed

power he fought with Ahmadnagar, and then with the Hindus
to the south. In 1595 the king of Ahmadnagar was killed in

battle. A new kingsucceeded at Bijfipurin x6a6^ and soon after

that date the Mug^ emperor Shihjahin hegjux a war of

conquest against Ahmadnagar. Bijlpur came to the lattei^

aid ; but the Nizim Shahl king prefenred to submit, and left

his ally to bear the whole brunt of the emperor's attack. A
long investment of Bijfipur hegBoi in 1633 ; two yean afterwatds
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the siege ww raised, and in 1656 a peace conduded. During

tbe jean 1648-59 the kingdom was troubled by the new
power of the MaiStfaSs, then risusg Into notice under the

celebrated Stvajl. In i66s Sivafl was forced to conclude a
peace. Already in 1657 Aursngzeb, then onl/ goremor for

his fiuher, had made an unprovoked attack on BijSpur; but

before he had efifected his purpose, the Mughal war of

succession called him away to tlic north. In 1665-6 Jai

Singh, the Mughal general, and Sivajl made a fresh attack

on Bijapur. These allies were not able to conquer it; but in

1667 Sivajf by himself forced it to pay him tribute, and in

1673-4 he was able to annex some of its territory. In

1679 the Mughal emperor's eldest son attempted to take the

capital, but failed ; and in 16S5 he was similarly unsuccessful.

At length Aurangzeb moved against the place himself; and

on October 15, 1686, Bijapur was taken and the monarchy

destroyed. All the territory was occupied by the Mughals in

the year 1688.

Table X

Adh. SrahI KiNOS of Bijapur, 1490-1686

L YQsttf, AdU Shah,

IX. I>>xaiil Shib, .

d. Sept ^ 1554.

UI. MalluShah,
blinded and
deposed

Feb., 1535.

IV. IbcihimShih,
d. I5S9*

assassinated

Apiil 10, 1580. VI. AbaU Moxafior,

Ibxibim Shah,
d. i6a6«

Muhammad Shah,

d. Nov. 4, 1656, aged 45.
(Tributary to MugbaJi

XI. SikandarShah. (Bijipnf

token by tbe Mugbala,
Oct, 1686, Sflcandar

then aged 1 5 yean.

Died ia 1700 or 1701

in Anran^b's camp^)

C c 2
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Nizam The histofj of the NizSm ShShttt is much like thatof the Adil

AhmMi-'
Shah|ii--€0D«8diig diiefly of wais md rumouxs of wkib,

aagftr, iiitrigues of gsoeialB and courtiers, and disputed succeasiGDs.

1490-163^. xhe founder had been governor of Junnar tinder the BahmanTs*

When his iatfaer, a converted Biihroan who bad risen to be

ministeri was murdered by the king's order, the son psodaimed

himself independent He founded the dty of Abmadnagar,

built & fort there, and made the place hLi capital Oi his

northern frontier he captured the fortress of Daulatabad, and

along with it a part of KhSndesh. The next king was involved

for some time in a war of succession ; as soon as he had freed

himself from this entanglement, he inflicted defeats on Berftr

and Khandesh. Bahddur, king of Gujarat, intervened, and in

the end» having been proclaimed at Ahmadnagart fiu-ced its

king to admit his supremacy. In the remaining years of the

reign there were furdier wars with BijSpur. On the second

king's death the succession was again disputed. Fresh war

with Bijapur broke out, in the oourse of which the Nizam

Shahl king was besieged in his capital. Peace was made only

to be broken. Golconda then offered itself as an ally against

BijUpur and Vijayanagar. The campaign was disastrou55, Abmad-
nagar was besieged a second time, and the king forced to sue

for peace. Tired of fighting with each other, the Muhammadan
rulers now entered into a confederacy against the Hindu power

of Vijayanagar, which was successfully attacked and crushed.

In the next reign, during the regency of the queen -mother, the

state was once more involved in war with Bijapur. Next, these

two states united against their northern neighbour of BerSr.

By this time the king had set aside the queen-mother and had

assumed control himself. He invaded and conquered Bernr,

but, yielding to a protest from the Mughal emperor, relin-

quished his conquest. In 1588 the king, whose e])ithet was

*the Madman,* was murdered by his sonj confusion reigned,

and assassination was rife. In the eiid, a rival prince, the

parricide's cousin, replaced him, only to be superseded two

years afterwards by his own father, Burhan. This king en-

deavoured to recover the territory which the Portuguese had

occupied, and also engaged in other wars. His son and

successor was killed (1595) in a battle iouglit against the

Bijapur ,'iitiiy. The minister set up a usurper, who was soon

deposed in favour of his predecessor's son. I'he new king had

only reigned about a }ear when Akbar sent an army against

Ahmadnagar, but it was repulsed by the vigorous defence of

the celebrated queen, Chand BibI (i 596). The capital fell, how-

. ijui. u i.y Google
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ever, upon & second attempt (July, i6oo)» the king bebg made
captive and sent to the fortieK Gwalior. In 1610 the chief

minister, an Abyasiiiiati called Malik 'Amhar, freed the territory

from the Mugfaals and set up the last king^s aon. In i6is the

emperor JahSogJjr failed In an attempt to oust Malik *Ambar.

This great minister died about 1626, and his son, who succeeded

to power, having quarrelled with the king^ strangled him (about

1631). Meanwhile, early in the reign of ShiUijahan (1627-

58), one of his generals, Khan JahOn, rose in revolt, and

obtained an ally in the king of Ahmadnagar; but the attempt

to throw off the Mughal yoke did not succeed. Husain, a
child of ten, had been made king by the son of Malik *Ambar;
but in 163S this noble was divested of aU power by the

MuL^hal emperor, and the boy-king sent to prison at Gwalior.

Shahji, Bbonsla, the father of Sivajl, attempted to revive the

kingdom under another boy-king. This youth, too, wn^

taken and sent to Gwalior; and in 1637 the Nizftm Shabi

kingdom was finally absorbed into the Mughal empire.

Table XI

Nizam Shahi Kings of Ahmadnagar, 1490-1637

Mizatn-ui-muU^ Bahrl, a converted Brahman.

L AhiBtd ShSh, d. 1508.

I

IL Bodiia Shih, d. 1553-4.

Xbudabandatu JIL Husain Sliah, d. ifj^^

Trihir IV. Murtaza Shah, VII. Bur an Shah,

(aapposititious son). ' the Madman,' (i April 30, 1595.
murdered ^ |

Jaly6,i«8a» \

IX. Alunad Shih V. Hudn Shih, yj. \^^^^\ si^ah, Mil. ibiulmn Shah,
(usurpcrl, deposed AprU 30^ deposed by killed ia
set aside 1589. !i is father, bftttte, Sept. ICM-

Feb., 1596. May 36,1591.
j

X. 'Rahadur Shall,

deposed aiid beut to Gwaliur, the ca[>ital taken Ly Akbar, 1600.

XT. Murtaii .Sliiih.

imprisoned aud strangled aboat 1 631.

X 1 1. Ihisaia Shah,

a boy of ten, rciiiovc<l by Muj^h.ils and sent to (Iw.Tlior, 1635.

Another bey prince set up by Shahjt, Ml r: .sia ; taken by Mu^baU and
•ent 10 Gwaliui, 1037.
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vincc, he declared himself independent and ruled the country

as king for thirty-one years. His son succeeded him, and, during

a reign of seven years, carried on war against Bijilpur with

varying success. Iljrahim, another sou, followed, and during

his long reign of over thirty years tlic usual warfare continued.

This king was on*^ of the allies who destroyed Vijayaiuigar, the

last Hindu kingdom of the south. Another long reign carries

us on to 1612 ; it was during this period that the city of

Hyderabad, the present capital of the Nizam, was founded

a few miles from Golconda. A nephew succeeded in 1612.

In his reign (1635) the Mughal emperor, ShShjahan, forced

the Qutb Shflhis to pay tribute. Twenty years afterwards,

Auiangseb, then governor of the Mughal provinces, won

over by his intrigues Mir Jumla, the Qatb Sbihl minister,

and began to tindeimme the dynasty. Events in HindustSn

called the pnnce away (1657) before he could carry out his

project But the Golconda state was already in decay ; Sivaji,

the MarStfai, levied tribute from it in 1667 ; Diler Khan,

the Mughal general, invaded it in 1678 ; and at length, during

1685 to 1 687, the emperor Aurangzeb accomplished his life4ong

purpose of extinguishing all the independent states of India.

Hydecflh&d-Golconda was taken in September» 1687, and the

Qutb Shahl kingdom came to an end.

Quib Shah! Kings ok Golconda (Hyderabad), 15 12-1687

Tablb XII

L Snltin Qali, d. Nov. 91, 1543.

II. Jamshid,

d. July ay, xffio.

JV« IbiShim, d. Jane
1580.

in. SuLlum Quli,

deposed July 37, 1550.

V. Muhammad QulI, Mnhammad AmlQ.
d. Jan. 3i« 161a.

I

VI. MnkftmoMd,

VII. Abdnllah.

d. April, x^t.

VIII. Abu'l Ila&aii ^ Daughter.

<Ryderal)ad taken Sept. Ji, 1687 ; king

died in ct^ttivitj about 1704.)
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^Vhen tiie other generals and governors threw off the Bahmanl imad

yoke, the governor of Berar, Imad-ul-mtilk, a converted Hindu ^^^^
from the KaoBia coast, followed their example (1484) ; when in Berir,

he died, he was succeeded by his eldest son, who main- ^^^Hth'

tained his position and reigned for about twenty-three years.

His son, Darya Shah, had a more peaceable reign than usual,

and after about thirty-four years was succeeded by an infant

son. The regent set aside this boy after a few years, and

assumed power in his own name. At length ilie Nizam Siiahi

kinc' of Ahniadnagar defeated the usurper about 1574-5, and,

settmg both him and the legitimate king aside, annexed the

territory to his own doxninioos.

Table XIII

Imad Siiahi Kings of Ellichpuk, 14S4-1574-5

!• FaUialUh> Imad-nl-mulk (Uiadu convert), d. 1504.

TL AJi-JLilB (mpHd* GSml), d. I$S7-^.

HI. Dtryi^d. ^. 1563.

rV. fiorbin (iniant), deposed by Tafal Kb2o, c, 1568.

TkfU KUn uoiTW the thitne; defttted Mid impriiCNied bj
Idag of Ahmadaagsr, i674-6>

Qisim, Band, aTurkish ofiScer of the Bahmam dynasty, had Band

risen to high office at the capital dmiDg the time when that Bidar

kingdom was slowly decaymg. FoUowiog the example of the 1499-1609.

governors of the ouilyiDg provinces, he appvopariated the last

strip of tenitoxy adjoining the oqntal (1493), and limited the

Bshmant kii^s power to the citadel of Bidar. The country

passed fiom &ther to son for four genemtions. The last of

these ruleis was eipelled by a distant relation, who continued

to rule for some time after 1609^ but it. is not known exactly

when or how his reign ended.

Table XIV

BAftio ShahI Kings of fiijoAit, X493-1609

I. Qiflim, Bufd, d 1504.

n. AmTr, d. 1539.

t

UL All^ d. x^Sa.

IV. Ibrahim, d. I589. V. Qlnffl, d. 159S.

: . (

; VL Ah, expelled c. 1599.
VII. Amli.
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FSriiql 'I'lie Khandcsh kinc'- were the second Muhammadan dynasty

KhfmSesh
C'SUd^lish independent ru!e south of the Narbada. In the reign

(Borhin- of Firoz Shah of Dcllii (1351-88), there lived one Malik Raji,

P")» who claimed descent in the twenty-second generation from the

Khallfah Unmr (634-44), sumamed i'arw*/ (the Discriminator).

This man entered the Delhi service as a simple trooper, and

rose to be governor of the district of ThSlner, on the northern

edge of Khandcsh. After the death of Firoz (1388), Raji

maintained his hold on the country, and on his death (1399)

it passed to his son Nasir. The territory was enlarged to the

south, the hill fort of Aslrgarh was captured from the iiindus, and

Burlianpur was founded and made the capital. Towards the

end of his thirty-eight years' reign, Nasir was discomfited by

a Bahmani army, and owed his rescue to aid from Gujarat

and Malwa. Two {peaceful reigns followed ; but in that of

the second Adil Khan (1457^1503) ''^n ineffectual attempt

was made to throw off the suf)remacy of GujaiaL, which had

been acknowledged for several years. The next ruler declared

war against his neighbour on the south, the Nizam Shahl king at

Ahmadnagar ; but, Milwa combining against him, he was forced

to desist Protected by and allied to the Gujarat kings, the

FSrfiqf house amtinued to take its full share in all the wars and

disputes of the sunoimdiDg states. The ninth king was acuialiy

for a time placed on (he Gujai&t throne^ his mother banng
been a princess of that dynasty. In 1572 the Mughal generals

made a raid into KhSndesh ; and subsequently, in 1 595, the

KhSndesh ruler served on their side under Akbar's son, MuiSd.

The bat king, howeveri BahSdur, who succeeded in 1597,

declared war against the Mu^Ms \ ^ Akbar came to

Malwt on his way to the Deocan, the king shut himself up in

A^l&garh and prefwied to stand a siege. When Akbarls men
had stormed and taken the lower foit (1599), Bahldnr and his

ganison surrendered.
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Table XV

FarOqI Kings op Khandbsh at Burhakpur, i388-1599

Khan Jahaa, i-aruqu

I. MftliLRi|^4.Aiiiflt9^l|99.

n. NaiSr Khia, d. Sept. ai, 11^7.

IIL Adil KhftOf Haaan.

11*7 1. 1441. VIII. (Adil) Atmm

IV. llitliliik, ' 4 fftas.

d. Jo&e 6, 1457.
j

I 1 I 1

V. CMiran Ghanl) VI. Diadt IX. MnbuuMd X. Mufab4t
Adil Khan, d. Aug. 8, Shah (crowned d. Dec 19,
d. Sept. 6, 1510. kingr of Gujarat), 1566*

1503, I
d. May 15, 153fi.

VIT. Ghnznl Khan, ,

poisoned alter

Iwodays, 15 10.

I I

< XL Muharonuui, XII. Raja Ali,

d. 1576. killed in battle

Jan. 7, 1597.

I

XIII. BahSdiir

(auboittidto
Akbar, ifi99)>

///, The Mughal Empire
^ 1596-1803, including the

Skr Line of Afghans (1540-1555), with Appendix

to 1863

The conquest of India by Bsbar at the end of die first

quarter of the sixteenth century mftroduoed i&to the govem*

ment of the country a succession of strong and vigoioas rulen,

who by persistent effort gradually brought the w^le of India

under subjection. These Mughal rulers were^ for neatly two

hundred years, men of exceptional bodily activity and great

force of character, being usually blessed, in addition, with

length of days. Up to 1 7 1 a, all authority remained exclusively

in the emperor's hands, and no successful general or palace

fitvonrite ever succeeded in pushiiig them on one side, or

seising the reins of power, as had been so frequent under other

dynasties. There were comparatively few disputed succcssioiis;

those that did arise were soon concluded without having thrown

the government into disorder ; and, in addition, roost of the
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reigns were of more than usual length. Thus, we hnve now to

describe two hundred years of strong government and continu*

ous conquest, of increasing order and tranquillity within the

realm. At length, Aurangzeb (1658-1707) had, as it seemed,

placed the crowning stone on the edifice of universal empire in

India. But already, unnoticed, the seeds of decay had been

sown. Natural conditions forbad the rule of one man over such

avast territory, and almost as .soon as the empire had stretched

itself out nearly to Cape Comorin it began to fall to pieces again.

Then c(.)mmenced a period of rapid decay ; weak ruler ffillowcd

weak ruler, ministers and gov ernors usurped the royal power,

the Hindus from the south pres.sed ever onwards towards Delhi,

• the Sikh sectaries in the north-west were restless and aggressive,

foreign invasion supervened, and the empire of the Mughals,

for nearly fifty years before the British army occuj)ied Delhi

( 1 759-1803), had become nothing more than the shadow of

a name.

2ahirmd. Zahlr-ud-din, Babar (b. February 14, 1483), a Barlas Turk,

. ^1 BU»r, descended in the fifth ' generation from Taimflr the Lame,
^ succeeded in his twdfth year (1494) to the small motmtain

principality of FughSnah, east of Saimuqand. Alter ten yeazs

of stirring adventure^ in which he was sometimes kin^ of

Samarqaad, sometimes a fugitive for his life, he was finslly

turned out ofthe r^onnorth of the Oxns river. Dri?ensootb-

wards, he captured Kibul almost without opposition, and there

established himself. During twenty-two years (1504-26) he

extended his rule over Kandahar, fought the Uzbegs in Khurft-

s8n and Thusoxiana with little or no success, and made several

raids into India. At length he determined on a permanent

conquest of that country. He advanced without much diffi-

culty to within a hundred miles of DeilhL The kix^ IhiShl&i,

Lo<^ drew up his army on the plain of PSnlpat, about fifty-five

miles north of Delhi ; and on April ax, I5s6» a decisive battle

was fought^ in which Ibiihinv Lodl^ was killed and his army
defeated with prodigious loss. Delhi surrendered at once, and

Agra was occupied on May 10, Z5i6. In four months, all of

the Delhi kingdom then in possession of the Lodis and the

former kingdom of Jaimpur had been reduoed to submission.

Then the Hindu R&jSSi who had tardily espoused the Lodi

cause, ad^^mced to contest the day with BS.bar, having at their

head Ran& Sanga Singh, the Sesodia ruler of Mewftr (Chitor).

A decisive battle was fought near Kanwa, three mftrrhf* from

Biana, on March 16, 1517, in which the Hindus were routed.

The rest of 1537 and the vdiole of 1528 were spent in oonsoli-
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datuig Babar's hold on the countn'. But ill-health began to

diminish his energy, and he died at Agra on December 27, 1 530.

HumSyun (b. March 6. 1508) ^Yas the eldest of the four sons Humayfin,

left bv Babar. His first act was to conciliate his next brother, }^^*^.^®*,
Jan. 1555"

.
Kamran, by ceding to him Kabul, Kandahar, and the Punjab. Jan. 1556.

The other brothers were given governments in India, llumayun

began by pushing his armies eastward to Kalinjar in Eastern

Bundelkhand, and to Chunar on the Ganges between Allah-

abad and Benares. Trouble then aro;ic with Gujarat, which was

invaded and conrjuered (November, 1534). On this occasion,

Huma} ua himselt reached far south as Cambay on the ocean ;

but he was recalled to the northern piuvinces by the threaten-

ing acts of Shci Khan, an Afghan officer of the late Jauapur

kingdom, who held a fief in the south of Bihar.

Since the defeat of the Lodis by Babar in 1526, Sher Khan
had become conspicuous in his own part of the country. At

length, after mastering the whole of BihSr and gaining

possession of the strong hill fort of Rohtts^ Sher KhSn laid

liege to Chun&r. In 1533 HunAyiln leduoed Sber KhSii to

nomiiiBl submission; but during the emperor's absence in

Gujaiat his rival had recovered BihSr, and was busily besiegbg

Gaur, the capitsl of Beng^
HumftyOn hastened bade from Gujarat, and in 1538 and

X539 reoomed fiist ChmUIr, and then the Bengal capitsl of

Gaur. After this many of his troops began to desertand return

to their homes in the west Sher KhSn resumed his activi^,

and barred HumftyOn's line of retreat from Bengpl to the

capital at Agnu On his way back, HumAyOn's camp was sor-

prked one night at Chausa, near tibe mouth of the Kanunngsa

river (June a6, 1539), and he barely esoqied with his own life,

leaving his women and baggage in the hands of the enemy.

A further attempt to retrieve the day ag^ ended in disaster

nearKanauj on the Ganges (May 16, 154a) For several years

Hum9y(ln became a homeless wanderer, was refused shelter

in Sbd and Marwar, and forced finally to betake himself to

Kandahar (1543), Persia, and KSbuL
Sher Shah, Sur, was one of the greatest rulers that India has Sher ShSh,

known, though his fame has been obscured by the fact that ^ITl
writers like Abul Fazl, in the interests of the Mughals, have

d<me their utmost to decry or obscure his merits. In his short

reign, to the territories taken from Humayiin he added those of

Malwi. He also invaded ^Tewar and took Chitor. He was

killed by an explosion on May 33, 1545, when supervising

opezations at the siege of KlUinjar in Bundelkhand.
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Salim Islam (or Salim) Shah, the second son of Sher Shah, suc-

iJS*^*
ceeded his father after a contest with his eldest brother. In his

time India was troubled by no foreign invasion, unless it were

llumayun's ad^anc•c in 1552 as far as the Indus. But there

was civil war at first, and afterwards rcjieatcd conspiracies, the

latter provoked by the king's hatred and suspicion of his

Afghan cliiefs. Salim Shah conducted two successful cam-

paigns in the Punjab, which he n ro\ t_rrd from the hands of

a ])owerful go^•ern(»r. He also strengthened hi?? hold on MalwS.

FlrorShah, At his death (()ctol)er 21, 1554), his son was [)r{)claimed, only
'554-

t(_, murdered a few days afterwards by his maternal uncle,

Mubarbs Khan, who was also a SuTj aiKl a nephew of Sher

Sh^.
MiiluaD* 'riie murderer ascended the throne under the title of

Adfl^*"*
Muhammad Shah, A l l ( he Just), which was corrupted by the

(Adili), common people into Adih (the Confuser), or Andhli (the

1554-6. Bhnd;. He was as illiterate and as incompetent as his two

predecessors, Sher Shah and Salha had been the reverse.

Hut he had the good fortune to be served by a man of genius,

a great warrior and a great administrator, liiuuij a native of

Mewat, belonging to the small Hindu trading class known as

Dhusar. Himu is said to have defeated his master's opponents

in twenty-two pitched battles. Adil Sh&h can hardly be said to

have reigned, for he was not able to hold Delhi Uxt longer than

deven months. The last two years of the Stir rule (1554-5)

were, in truth, nothing more than a confused fight between

IbtihUD, AdH and his two relative^ Ibiftb&n and Ahmad Khin

1554-5
(SilEandar). IbrShIm KhSn tose in Biina, west of Agra, took

Delhi and Agra, and assumed the sovereignty. Ahmad KhSn
Slir» (Sikandar) did the same in the Punjab. These two claimants

6M*^6* met at Fanah near Agra, where Sikandar was victorious^ and
seizing Agra and Delhi was soon in possession of the whole

country from the Indus to the Ganges. HumftyOn now
advanced from the west and defeated Sikandar's troops;

whereupon Ibrih&n seized the opportunity to recover his

position, but was himself defeated near Bi2na by HimQ, the

genend of Adil. IbiShim, SOr, who suffered siscteen or

seventeen defeats in three years^ finally forced his way to

Bengal, where he was treadierously put to death (1567 or

1568). Adil and bisgqieral were next obliged to turn eastwards

to resist an invasion ftom Bengal Himflnowresolved to return

to Delhi in order to attack the emperor Humlyfln, whose

accidental death before Hlma's f(>r( e reached that place

enabled him to occupy Agra and Delhi without diflkulty.
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On his flight from Agra and Delhi in 1540, Humftyfin had Hamayun*i

passed first into Siod (i54 i-i). There he utA unable to estab-

liflh himself and next tried MirwSr with equally unfavoutable tsf^-ss.

TesuHs. HeietuniedtoSindiWherehissonAkbar wasbom. In

1545 he was forced to retire westwards lo Kandahftr, where his

brothers did not welcome him. At length, in 1 544 he entered

Persia, and after undergoing many humiliations, obtained

from the Safawi king, Tahmasp, aid to recover KandahSr.

After it had been taken (1545), Humayun set out for Kabul,

which he occupied, ousting another of his brotlu rs. Two
yean afterwards (1547) this brother recovered Kabul, only

to be again ejected (1548). The succeeding years were occu-

pied by this struggle for Kabul and the country to the north,

in which Humayun finally prevailed. In 1554 the state of his

affairs had become so &vouiable that a reconquest of India

was determined upon.

Humayun, with IJairam Khan, his best general, crossed the HuraajCn,

Indus early in Januarv, 1555, and occupied the Nortliern "SSi""*

Punjab and Sihrind |Sii]iii^dK The first battle was decided in

their favour, and again near Sihrind a victory was obtained over

Sikandar, Stir. These successes cleared the way to Delhi, which

was reoccupied on July 23, 1555. Matters were at this stage

when, on January 20, 1556, 1 lumayun died from the results of an

accidental fail as he Wcus descending from the roof of a house.

At liumayun's death his eldest son Akbar (born Octcjber Akbar,

15, 1542) had entered on his fourteenth year. Under the ^56^'^5

tutelage of Bairam Klian he had been sent to restore order

in the Punjab. Altogether the position of affairs was mui>t

unfavourable. The reconcjucst of India was only just begun,

and there were formidable rivals in the field. Himu was ad-

vancing from the east, and a council of war projxised the aban-

donment of Indki and a retreat upon Kabul. Ikit thanks to

Bairam Khan's determined attitude, this advice was rejected
;

and thereby the JNIughal empire was established firmly, perhajis

more firmly than could have been hoped for if Humayun had

survived. The first danger, an advance by Himu, the general

of Adil Shih, SQr, was boldly met ; and in a well-contested

battle at Pflnlpat, the Hindu general was wounded, taken

prisoner, and executed. After Delhi and Agra had been

rapidly reoccupied, a return to the Punjab was necessary,

to meet the renewed attempts of Sikandar ShSb, Sflr ; but he

was iooii forced to denst and take to flight In the first three

jears of the leign Ajmer, Gwalior, and Jaunpur were recovered,

in the last instance a son of Adil Shah, Stir, being put to flight
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As HIS natunl for a yomig prince of ability, Akbar was dis-

satisfied with his position stibcmiinatioiito Battim Kliiik; and
in Maidi, 15601 he proclaimed his assumpttca of the govern-

ment in penoD. Bairftm Khin fled to ^e Punjab and tried

to tesist, but soon submitted, nas pardoned, and permitted to

depart for Mecca. At the port of embarkation he was assassi*

nated bj a man who had a private grudge against him.

For several years Akbar was hindered by rebellion among

his generals and relations. These difTiculties having been

surmounted, in 1564 Malwa, and in 1566 Kabul, were added

to his realm. By the time he was twenty-five (1567), Akbar

had crushed all his adversaries. His career of conquest was now
uninterrupted. The Rajputs were attacked and Chitor taken

(156S), the fortresses of Ranthambor and Kalinjar reduced

(1569-70), and Gujarftt conquered (1572). Bengal, Bihar,

and Orissa were first acquired in 1575, but not reduced to com-

plete subjection until 1592. A brother, having caused trouble

in Kabul (1581), was soon recalled to obedience; in 1581-4

an insurrection in Gujarat was effectually dealt with; in 1587

Kashmir w;is acquired without much exertion. From 1586 the

Afghans north and south of the Khyber were greatly agitated

by a religious leader called Jalala, wl^o proclaimed war against

the empire, i or fourteen years a campaign was waged against

them, without any very satisfactory results. During these years

(1586-1600) Akbar remained near the Punjab frontier; but

his armies were not idle elsewhere: Sind was taken in 1592,

and Kandahar in 1594. By this last date, the whole of India

north of the Narbada had fallen under the sway of the Mughal

emperor. Akbar now endeavoured to extend his dominions

into the Deccan. The Faruql king of Khandesh was the first

to acknowledge Akbar as his suzerain ; and after a repulse in

1596, due to a spirited defence by the celebrated queen, Chand
Bil)i, the citadel of Ahmadnagar was taken (July, 1600). The
last few years of Akbar's life were embittered by the conduct

of his eldest son, SalTm (afterwards Jahangir), who procured

the murder of /ibu i i azl, hii, celebrated minister. Akbar died

on October 5, 1605, leaving behind him one oi tiie greatest

names in history.

Frum 1579 Akbar endeavoured to estahlisli a new eclectic

religion, the Divine Faith, but without permanent results.

His constant aim was to conciliate the Hindus, and to repress

Muhammadan bigotry. This far-sighted policy is no doubt one

of the chief reasons for the unusual duration of his dynasty.

We have in the AifM-AAfian, written by Abu'l Fazl, exceptional
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«

meiuu of ondetstanding Akbat's system of gDVeroment in all

dflfMNrtmenti At the end of his idgn there mre fourteen

SSMt or provinces, each under a governor, or Nazim^ with

a Revenae Controller, or Diwan, at his side. With the assiS'

tance of a Hindu financier, Todar Mall, the system of land

revenue had been reduced to some sort of oider. But the

assessments then made must be looked on rather as ideal

standards than as the actual income for any particular year.

Far into the eighteenth century, the measurements of the lands

were incomplete ; and there is every indication that annual

revenue-rolls had never ceased to be drawn up. The object of

Todar Mall's rasters appears to have been rather to prevent

the state being imposed on than to protect the ryot. His

tables enabled the central controlling offices to check the

local officials, and, secondly, to prevent the grant of larger

or more profitable assignments {jagirs) than the rules justified.

Tlie army consisted almost entirely of cavalry, and it was

recruited through it" own cliicis, and not directly by the state.

Civil justice was very much in the hands of private bodies, such

as trade guilds or caste juries
;
petty crime was dealt with by

the village headmen. There was a great deal of private fight-

ing; between clans and villages ; and the land revenue was

frequently refused until an armed force had been sent. The
degree in which order and subjection were ensured varied with

the conditions at court and the efficiency of die local governors

;

but even at the best of times there was little approach to the

regularity and punctuality of revenue payment expected in

modern days.

Although far from being the equal of Ws father Akijar, JahSngiir,

Jahangir (born August lo, 150^; was by no means an inelTi- ^^^Ir^V

cient ruler. After suppressing an attempt by his eldest son to

seize the tlirone, he began his reign by going Im nself to Kabul,

unci sending armies against the Rana of Mewar and the kings

of the Deccan. The campaign in the South met witli little

success, for in 1610 Malik 'Ambar, the able minister of Ahiiiatl-

n£^ar, recovered that territory and expelled the Mughals. In

x6ii Jahangir married the celebrated Persian lady, Nor Jahan,

who from this time until the end of the reign played a

cons{MCQoas fmrt Disturbances vrhich had arisen in Bengal

ivere finally put an end to in i6ra; but in the Deccan an

attack on Ahmadnagar ivas defeated Soon after this mishapsw broke out with Mewflr, where prince Khurmm (Shuhjahln)

succeeded (1614) in forcing the R8nS to make his submlsaioa

In the same year an insurrection in distant Kftbul was quelled.
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The Knglfgh ainibassador, Sir Thomas Roe, visited Jahanglr*s

court about this time (he landed near Surat, September 96^

1615 ; re-embarked February 7, 1619) ; and he has left us an

interesttng aoconnt of tha king's character and the condidoii of

the country. Prince Khurram was now given the command
m the Deccan, but returned to court in September, 16 17.

Jahangtr in that year was at Mandfi in Mslwa ; the next year

he passed in Gujarat. A renewal of disturbances in the Deccan

involved the return of prince Khurram to that country. Not
long aftrnvnrds a dangerous illness of the emperor gave rise to

much intrigue as to the succession, in the course of which

Khurram was forced into rebellion. He fled first to Telin^ana

and then to Bengal ; and it was not till 1625 that he made his

peace with his father. Jahangir now set out for Kabul, ',\here

the followers of the fanatic Jalfila were once more giving

trouble ; and on the march occurred the curious episode of

the emperor's seizure by his chief general, Malubat Khan, and

his release by the courage and cleverness of Nur Jahan.

Jahangir had gone to Kashmir as usual in 1627, but, falling

ill, his removal to Lahore was determined on. Before the

journey was completed, he died on October 18, 1627. The
chief buildings in his reign were the tomb of his father at

Sik.inclra near Agra, part of the palace within the Agra fort,

and the palace, fortress, and city wall of Lahore.

Shihjabiui, A slight contest for the succession was soon decided in

aSJi
favour of Jahangir's eldest son, Kliunain (born December 27,

1(6^ i59i)> ^^'^^o succeeded under the title of Shahjahan. Some
troubles in Kabul and in Bundelkhand were suppressed ; then

occurred the revolt of Khin Jahan, Lodi, who had been a

favourite general in the late reign. In consequence, ShSbjahin

was forced in October, 1699, to proceed to the Deccan, where

he passed two and a half yean. Khan JaliSn ms dtiven out

of Ahmadnagar, where he had sympatfaizeia. He sought

refuge at Bijapur, but was soon forced lo move away and
abandon that part of India. Becoming a mere fugitive, he

was finally killed in Bundelkhand (1630). The war against

Ahmadnagar and Bijftpur had meanwhile been vigorously

prosecuted The NizSm ShShI king was murdered by his

minister, whose snbmissioa was accepted by Shghjahte. A
siege of BijSpur was then begun, but widiout success. After

being absent three years (1639-5), during which Deccan affiurs

did not prosper, Shkhjahfa returned there. A second attempt

to tske Bijfipur iailed» but in 1635 terms wm made under

which that state became tributary to the Mughals. Goloonda-
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Hydertbid was abo forced to agree to the payment of

tribute*

The emperor letumed to Delhi m 1637. It was in dus

year that All MaidSn KhSn, the Persian long's governor, ceded

Kandahir to tiie Mu^ial emperor. It was held for deren

years (x637«-48)^ when the Peisians retook it Three suo-

oeflsive attonptsy in x649» 1652, and 1653, fiuled to eject diem»

and Kandahar ceased tiienceforth to form part of the enqm.
In 1645 Shahjahin took ^e field in person and proceeded

to KSbul, while Balkh was reduced by his fourth son, prince

Murtd, only to be ovemm again soon afler by the Usbegs*

Prince Aurangzeb's campaign against these invaders was a

failure; he was besieged in Balkh, forced to abandon it, and
only avoided capture by a disastrous retreat (1647). Earnest

but ineffectual efforts to recover Kandahar filled the years

1649-53. The Deccan wan then recommenced, on this

occasion prince Aurangzcb being in command. Attacks were

made 00 GolcondarHyderabfid (January, 1656) with some

measoie of success ; and an unprovoked war with Bijapnr was

commenced in March, 1657. At this point Shahjahan's illness

absorbed the attention of his f(3iir sons, each of whom hoped

to acquire the throne ; and for the time being further action

in the Deccan was suspended.

Dara Shukoh, the eldest son, was with l\is father at court,

and was the declared heir apparent, Shuj.i, the second son,

advanced against his eldest brother from his own govcrnnicnt

of Bengal, only to be defeated and forced to retire. Sf)on

afterwards (April, 1658) Aurangzeb and Murad, the third and

fourth sons, defeated DSr5 Shukoh 's partisan Raja Jaswant

Singh, Rathor, near Ujjain in Malwa. At length Dar<1 Shukoh

met his brothers in the field at Samugarh near Agra (May

30, 1658), where he sustained a crushing defeat, followed by

his flight to the west. Slulhjahan was deposed by Aurangzeb,

and left a prisoner in his palace within the fort of Agra, where

he survived until February i, 1666. Shahjahan's court was

the most magnificent that India has ever sren, and in his reign

the Mughal empire, if not cjuite at its greatest extent, was

without doubl at its greatest glory. Tliis (.'nTperor was a most

extensive builder : we owe to him the lovely tomb known as

the Taj Maiial ; the fort and palace at New Delhi (Shahjahan-

abad), the wall of that city, and the imposing Jami Masjid

there ; also at Lahore the tomb of his father Jah^nglr.

It was three years (1658-61} beforo all the rival claimants ^^'^1^
were finally disposed of. Purnied by Aurangzebi Dflrft fled 1658 x707.
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first to Lahore and then to Sind ; but an advance by prince

Shuj& from Bengal recalled Aurangzeb to the east before Dara

had been dealt with. At Khajwa (now in Fatehpur District)

the two armies met
;

Shojft was defeated and fled. Jaswant

Singh, RUthor, who had passed first to one side and then to

the other, now threatened Agra, but retreated on Aurangzeb's

approach. Meanwhile Dira had found his way to Gujarat,

whence he tried to effect a junction with Jaswant Singh. The
Rfija once more played the traitor ; and Dard Shukoh, left

alone to face Aurangzeb, suffered a defeat near Ajmer, and

bein^r refused entry into Ahmadabad fled onwards to Sind.

There his host be?r;i'-ed him, he was brought to Delhi, and

four days afterwards murdered. Further trouble arose with

|)rincL' Sluija, who won over Aurangzeb's eldest son for a time.

But Sluija's f(,)rtuncs declined, and soon he fled from Bengal

into Arak;in, n?ir! was never heard of again. The remaining

brother, Murati, was murdered in prison.

In i66i Bikancr was entered and the Raja reduced to sub-

mission. At the other extremity of the realm Mir Jumla, an

officer wh(j had come over to Aurangzel) from the Golconda

king's service, led an expedition into Assam with disastrous

results (1662-3). About tins iiiae the emperor iiad a danger-

ous illness, during which intrigue was rife. Happily he soon

recovered, and to restore his health he departed for Kashmir.

The Marathas of the Deccan, whose doings occupy from this

time so large a space in Indian history, now began to be con-

spicuous under the leadership of a remarkable man, Sivaji

(1627-80), son of ShShjL *In his sixteenth year Sivaji began

his career as a robber chief ; in 1648 he revolted against his

sovereign, the king of BijSpur, and soon begjsa to plunder the

adjoining Mughal territories. In 1663 ShStsta JChSn, the

Mughal governor, took the field against him without mudi
success, but three years afterwards Kaja Jai Singh (of Amber),

who had superseded Shaista Khan, induced Sivaji to submit

(1665) and proceed to Delhi There he found himself piacd-

cally a prisoner, but in 1666 he managed to escape. Jai Singh

had been ordered to attack Bijftpur, but fiuled in the attempt;

no greater success attended the emperor's son, Mu'aszam, and
Jaswant Singh, lUthor. During all this time Sivajf continued

his raids and incursions. Finally, about 1671, danger else-

where prevented any continuance of active measures in the

Deccan, and the Marithfts gained considerable strength In

the interval.

The Alghftn dans beyond the Indus had broken out into
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open hostilttj, and m 1673 Auiaog^b marched to persoo to

Hassan Abdil. For over two yeais (Jaa, 1673, to Oct., 1675)

lie remained in that quarter, and after his letum to the capital

his geneials cairied on the strife. During the emperor^

absence, an obscure Hindu sect, called by Manned the SMMh

diyaSf or 'shaven-heads,' had raised a rebellion to the south

of Delhi, which was suppressed with some difficulty. Auiaog-

zeb's rule now became more openly kngoted. The poU4az on
Hindus was imposed, and other oppressive acts against them
were enforced.

On the death of Jaswant Singh, Rdtbor (Dec S, 1678),

Aurangj^eb attempted to seize his infant sons. This outrage

led to an alliai ce between Mewar and Marwar. Aumngzeb
marched to Ajmer for an invasion of Marwar, while terms were

made with Mew^r. Hardly had Aurangzeb returned to Delhi

when the Rana of Mewar was found to have broken the treaty.

Active measures were adopted to meet the new difficulty, and

Aurangzeb went back to Ajmer. In a little time, prince

Akbar, the emperor's third surviving son, was won over by the

Rajputs (Jan.. 1681), and, openly joining them, was proclaimed

emperor. Akl)ars own troops, however, soon deserted him,

and the Rajputs alone not being able to sustain his cause, he

fled for refuge to the Marfithas (1681).

In the Deccan from 1672 to i68a Sivaji had continued his

activity, becoming more and more powerful every day. He
even ventured (jccasionally north of the Narbada, and far to

the south recovered his father's fief of Tanjore. During thebe

years the Mughal governor forced the king of Golconda to

come 10 a temporary settlement (1678), and then turned his

arms against Bijapur, but without success, being forced in

the end to raise the siege. In it^o bivaji died, and was

succeeded by his son, Sambhaji.

In 1682 Aurangzeb arri\ ed in the Deccan, where he was

destined to remain constantly engaged in warfare until liis death

twenty-five years afterwards. He began by reducing a number

of small hill forts. His son, Mu'azzam, was sent against Bijnpur,

but iound himself too weak to reduce it. Golconda was the

next object of attack, and terms of i)eace were wrested from

the Qutb Shnhi king. Aurang/.eb tiien iiuirched in person

against Bijapur; the capital was taken and the monarchy

destroyed (1686). The peace wiiii Golconda was now

perfidiously broken, the capital taken (Sept., 1687), and the

monarchy subverted. As the result of suspicions arising

during liic^e operations, Mu'azzam, the eldest surviving sua of

Dds
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Auiangzebb w»8 made a prisoner, and remained in oonfinement

for seven yean (1687-94) in his father's camp. By the

above conquests t!ie whole of India as far south as Tanjore

was for the first time incorporated in Uie Moghal empire^

which was now at its greatest extent

Eight years (1690-98) were spent in a dilatory si^ of JinjI

(Gingee), then held by the MarftthSs. During these years and

those that followed Aurangzeb was at perpetual warfare against

various Hindu chiefi^ taking one petty fort after another only

to abandon them again. The Mughal power was beginning

to bleed to d^Uh; no one was completely trusted, and the

fighting power of the army was gradually wearing down. One
of the last movements of the army Wiis a retreat northv,\''-rds to

Ahmadnagar, and there Aurang/eb died on Feb. 21, 1707.

In spite of his many virtues, enormous industry, unweary-

.

ing persistence, and fair talent lor war, Aurangzeb cannot be

pronounced a successful ruler. Apparently he liad raised the

empire to a pinnacle of glory never before attained ; but

the germs of decay were already at work. He had educated the

Mar.lthas by twenty-four years of ligliting into being his equals,

if not his superiors, in war. The huge area of the empire,

imder then conditions, was quite beyond one man's control,

as probably Aurangzeb himself perceived, since he attempted

to effect a partition of it between his three sons. While the

emperor was absent in the Decean, government in Hindustan

had suffered. The empire, as Aurangzeb left it, did not endure

much beyond the five years of his son's re^ j and from 1 7 1

2

the governors sent to the Deccan began to be practically

independent. Aurangzeb has been blamed for the suppression

of the Muhammadan kingdoms of the Decean ; but this

charge should not be laid entirely at his door, for the same

policy had been purisued by Akbar, who iseizcd Khandesh

and did his best to acquire Ahmadnagar, while Jahangir and
Shahjah^ continued to follow the same course,

fifthidnr Aurangzeb left three sons, of whom the eldest was away

1707-ia
Kabul, while the youngest had been sent south to govern

Bijapur, The middle son, being on the ^ipoi, took possession

of Uie camp^ daimed the thnme^ and set out to seise die

capitals of Agra and Delhi. The eldest son made still greater

hasten and arrived at Agra first Their armies met to the

south of that city ; the eldest son, SbSh Alsm (Mn'acam),

gained the day, and his brother, Asam Shah, was defeated and
slain (June 7, 1707). In a Urn months the new emperor,

who had taken the title of Bahldur Shfth, proceeded to
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Rljputana, m the bope of ^asserting the Mughal authority;

bat befoie he had done much in that dhectiois, he decided

to advance into the Deccan against his youngest biolher,

who had usuiped HydeiftbSd. This hcother, Kim Bakhsh,

was defeated near that place on Jan. a, i7C9» and died of

his wounds. Bahadur Shih retraced his steps, in order to

resume his efforts against the Rsjputs. He had barely

reached Ajm^ when a rising of the Sikhs to the north of

Delhi forced him to make what terms he could with the

RAjputs, and huiry on to fece this new danger. Banda, the

Sikh leader, escaped, though his fort was taken. Content

perforoe with this imperfect measure of success, Bahfidur Shfth

moved on*to Lahore. He died there on Feb. 17, 171s.

At the time of his death, Bahfidur Shah's four sons were in his jahandur

camp. The second son, Azim-ush-shan, who had been governor Shah, 17

1

of Bengal, was the wealthiest and best equipped. But he was

slow in action ; and while he Stood on tiie defensive the

remaining brothers combined, and under persistent attack

Azbn-ush-shan's force melted away. During the battle, which

he was at length forced to fight with a much diminished army,

his elephant took fright and in its terror rushed into the Rilvi,

where both elephant and rider weie drowned. The three

victors began at once to quarrel over the terms of their

ccmipact, the two younger were killed in battle, one after the

other, and the eldest, Mu*izz-ud-din, Jahandar Sh&h, remained

for the moment undisputed master of the throne. He moved

to Delhi, and there plunged into dissipation in the company

of a dancing-woman, of whom he had become violently

enamoured.

But Azim-ush-shan had left behind in Bengal as his repre-

sentative his second son, Farrukhsiyar. This prince, as soon

as he heard of hi'> father's defeat and death, proclaimed

himself emperor. Witii the aid of two Saiyid brothers, who
were then governors of Patna-Azimabad and Allahabad

respectively, he was able to gather together an army. He
advanced from Patna to Allahabad, and thence onwards to

Agra. Jah5nd5r Shah's attempt to eject one of the two Saiyids

from Allahabad had already fiiled : and soon afterwards

Jah§nd5r Shah's eldest son was shamctully beaten in the neigh-

bourhood of Khajwa (Fatehpur District). Jahanchlr !-hah,

after these disasters, moved out in person from Delhi and

pitched his camp to the cast of Agra. Farrukhsnar found a

ford to the west of it, by whi( h he crossed the ri\ er Jumna,

whereupon Jabandfir Shah shifted his position. A battle
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ensued not fiur from Akbai's tomb at Sikandra. On JahlndXr

Shih's side the TurSnfs were disafiected, and his WaAr,

ZulfiqSr KhSn, was dilatory and ovcr-caudous. The vigorous

onslau^ts led by the Saiyids broke Jahandar Shah's division

to pieces
;
finding that he ran great tlar.ger of falling into their

hands, he abandoned the field and fled to Delhi There the

fugitive monarch was surrendered by his WazTr, who earned

nothing by his treachery, as he was strangled on the same day

that his master was beheaded.

Farrukli- Although Farrukhsiyar had arrived at the throne through

the exertions of the two Saiyids, his rdgn was passed in efforts

to get rid of Uiem. Owing to the emperor's ots-n vacillation,

these efforts were entirely fruitless. Early in the reign the

second Saiyid brother led a force against the Rathors of

Jodhpur, compelling the Rajji to make terms and give a

daughter as a bride to the emperor. !]> the Punjab, another

general lic-'<^gcd the Sikh leader in Gurdaspur, and Banda and

snme hundreds of his followers, yielding to starvation, gave

t hi m.selves up. The raptivw were broii;j;lu to Delhi, paraded

in triumph, and publicly executed. An expedition was sent

against the Jats, who had lately become powerful in the region

between Delhi and Agra. These latter operations were not

very successful, but diplomacy secured what arms had failed to

cflert. In the Deccan the governors, first Nizam-ul-mulk, and

then the second Saiyid brother, Husain All Khan, found the

Marathas too strong for attack, and tein])orized with them

instead of fighting. Certain concessions of a share in the

revenue were made, on condition that the Maratlias ceased

their raids. The undt.-rhand hostility to the Saiyids reached in

the end to such a pitch that the elder Saiyid urged his brother

to ret^irn to Delhi from the Decran. W hen they were once

more together, they deposed l armkhsiyar (Feb. 17, 17 19) in

favour of another member of the family. After a. ^liort time

Farrukhsiyar's life was taken in prison (April 17, 17 19).

Rafl-ud- The two emperors who succeeded were mere pupjx^ts in the

^J^^*^^^
hands of the Saiyids. They were brothers, young men of

Rafi-ad- about twenty, both sickly and consumptive. The first died on
^•'**"'*» May 31, and tlie second on Sept 6, 17 19. During these seven
'^'^ months the two most important events were the grant to the

MaifttbAs of written assignments on the Deccan revenues, in

return for their aid in the deposition of Faimkhsiyar ; and
a rising by the gvrison ofAgra fort, the nominal head of which

WIS a grandson of Aurangzeb, who had been long a prisoner

there. This rising the Saiyids suppressed with sufficient vigour.
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For the third time the Saiyids liad recourse to the prison- Mnham-

house of Taimflr's descendants at Delhi". Muhammad Shrdi,
J"*^

then a youth of eiglUecn, ascended the throne under their

tutelage, in the same way as his pre<lecessois. Soon the

governor of AUaliabad, a partisan of Farrukhsiyar, showed his

discontent, and an army was sent against him ; but the fort

could not be taken and the siege lingered on until terms were

arraaiged. Ni^am-iil-nuilk, head of the TuranI party, was

equally dissatistied, and abandoning his government of Malwn,

made for the Deccan and possessed himself of the fortress of

Asirgarh. An army sent by the Saiyids in pursuit was defeated

on June 7, and on July 31, 1720, the Saiyids' nephew, who
was their represeist^itive at Aurangabad, was also defeated

and killed. Evidently active measures were necessary. The
elder brother returned to Delhi to take charge of Hindustan,

the younger, with Muhammad Shah in his train, moved towards

the Deccao. The emperor's camp had not travelled farther

than the borders of Jaipur territory, when the younger Saiyid

was assassinated (September 37, 1720), by a Mughal, insti-

gated by some of the chief generals among the TurSnls and
Persians.. The whole of the Saiyid's army immediately

dispened. UoaTailing efforts were made by the elder

brother to save the situation; he brought out another

prince, Muhammad IbrShfm, and gathered together a host

of men to oppose Muhammad Shfih's return to Delhi In

a weUcontested battle of two days (November x and s,

1780), fought between Muttra and Delhi, the Saiyid was

defeated and captured*

The new TurBnf Wadr lived only a few months, when
NizSm-ul-mulk, also a Turin], was rcca31ed to take his place.

He endeavoured todeal with disorder in Rfijputibia and GujarSl^

but he was disliked at court and his positioa soon became
untenable. Finding some preteict, he returned to the Deccan.

The court party tried to supersede him in that government^

but he defeated the newly named governor in a pitched battle

at Shakar Kher& on September 30, 1724. Other semi*

indq)endent states began to arise. In Rohilkhand a petty

trooper had gradually accumulated most of the province into

his hands, and barely yielded a nominal allegiance to Delhi
Another campaign against the Jfits did little more than change

the line of their succession ; and the Jat power continued to

grow in strength. As for the Marathas, they began to appear

everywhere—in Gujarat, in Maiwa, in Bengal, in Bundelkhand.

They established themselves firmly in the first named, and in
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the second they acquired office as deoutics of the Mughal

govenior. The Raja of Eastern Bundclkliantl was glad to

cede to them one-third of his territory, as payment lor their

aid against the Mughal governor.

NSdir Internal disorder and Maratha encroachment were not the

Invasion only dangers that threatened. A warrior of genius, Nadir

1738-9. Shah, had arisen in the north of Persia, had first recovered

that kingdom for the Safawis and ejected the Ghilzai usurpers,

then setting the Safawis aside altogether, had lately stood

forth as sovereign in liis own right (Jaiiuar)-, 1733). He
opened communications with Muhammad Shah, but met with

scant courtesy, and liis letters remained for years unanswered.

Nadir Shah had taken Kandahar (March 12), and moving

northwards occupied Kabul (June 18, 1738). His next

project was the invaskm of India. The governor of KSbul

tias defeated near PeshSwar on November 14, 1738, and

Lahoie yielded on January 11, 1739, after a nominal

defence. Nulm-iil-miilk had been recalled to court the year

before, and was dien acting with little success against the

Marftthls in BfUwi. In the &oe of the new danger, he was

made vicegerent (December i, 1738), the governor of Oudh
was summoned with his troops, and the imperial forces at

Delhi were set in order. The army of HindustSn entrenched

itself in front of PSni^ NSdir Shah camped eome miles to

the nordi of this position. On the day that Sa'Sdat KhSn,

governor of Oudh, reached the imperial camp (February i9»

1739)^ hisbaggiBge train was captured by the Peisiaas. StfSdat

Khan insisted on immediate retaliation; and ambitious to

share the honours 1^ the day, the noble neit In tank to the

Wadr, KhSn DaurSn, followed him into the field. The Indians

were disastrously defeatedi Sa'Kdat Khan was taken prisoner,

and Khan Dauran mortally wounded. During the succeeding

night and day the Indian army began to melt away. FMier
resistance could not be hoped for fixmi such a disheartened

crowd, and negotiations were Opened. NizSm-nl<mu]k went to

visit Nadir Shah, w lien fair terms were arranged ; and as a re-

ward Muhammad Shah conferred on Nizam-ul-mulk the offices

of the late Khan Dauran. On learning of this appointment^

Sa'Adat Khan, who had long intrigued for the position, made
common cause with a discontented Persian courtier. They
persuaded Nadir Shah that the terms gtanted were ridiculously

easy. The first ofiers were with(lr:rvn, Muhammad Sh2h was
forced to visit Nadir Shah, and the two monarchs proceeded

to Delhi. On the second niight after their arrival, a rumour
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spread that Nadir Shah had been assassinated. A rdatioa of

the Wadr headed a street kmeute^ and the Pernans were slain

wherever they were seen. Next monung early, Nadir Shah

left the palace for the roof of a mof^que in the main street, and,

lajmg his bare sword down before him, gave orders for

a general slaughter. Many hours afterwards, when thousands

had been slain, he was persuaded to put up his sword, and the

slaughter was stayed. Some weeks were passed in collecting

a huge ransom and emptying the imperial storehouses of their

treasures. A formal treaty was drawn up b}- which Muhammad
Shah ceded the Punjab, Multan, Sind, and Kabul ; and a

princess was given in marriage to Nadir Shah's son. Coin was

stamped and the Friday prayer made in Nadir Shah's name.

At length, after restoring Muhammad Shah to the throne, the

conqueror departed from Delhi, and recrossed the Indus on

September 13, 1739.

In regard to the remaining years of the reign (1739-48)

there is little to say. New favourites intrigued and supplanted

each other at court ; the Marathas invaded Bengal in 1 742

and were repulsed with difficulty; and in 1745, at the instiga-

tion of the Oudh governor, a futile attempt was made to

recover Rohiikhand, Muhammad Shah in person accompanying

the army. At length, in the end of 1747, the news came that

Nadir Shah had been assassinated, coupled with tlie report

til It one of his Afghan officers, Ahmad Khan, Abdali, had

prucUimi i hi[n';elf king at Kandahar under the title of Ahmad
Shah, Dun i durian, and was already on his way to India. An
army was prepared and sent out under the orders of the

emperor's young son, also named Ahmad Shah, with the Wazir

as real commander. By the time they reached the Sutlej,

Ahmad Shah, Abdali, had taken Sihrind. TheWadt was killed

by a gunshot while at prayers in his tent (March 11, 1748).

But his son, Muln-ul-mulk, at once gave battle to the A%hln8|

who were defeated and retired to their own countiy.

During the letom nutrch to Ddbi tft became known that Ahmad

on April 14 Muhammad ShXh had died* The governor of j^!^.

.

Oudh, Safdiff Jang^ a Petsiaa* the nephew and successor

of Sa'Idat KhSn, seiied his opportunity and proclaimed

prince Ahmad ShAh as emperor, obtaining for himself the

coveted office of WazDr. The remainder of this reign was

taken up by a contest between the TuiSnl party, represented

by the fiunily of die late Wazfr, and the IiinI or Persiaa ^

fiictton, to which Saidar Jang belonged. The latter b^gsn his

term of office by inducing an AlgbSn* the chief of the semi*
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independent state of Farrukhabad, to attack his fellow-tribes-

men in Rohilkhand. The chief was slain in the attempt, and

the Wadr at once annexed the Farrukhabad country. A few

months elapsed, and the Farrukhabad Afghans rose and

c'ected the Wazir's officers. First the ^Vaz^r*s chief general,

then the VVazir himself was defeated in the field. Recourse

wa.«? had to the Mir:ithas, always ready to hire themselves out

to the highest bidder. With tiicir aid the Afghans were

reduced to subjectit^n • but the Marathts and their claims

remained as an incubus, which could never afterwards be

shaken off. The emperor was in the hands of his nujlher, an

ex-dancing-girl, and she again under the control of a eunuch.

The eunuch was assassinated by the Wazir, whereupon the

TurSnis took advantage of the emperor's anger to detach

him from the Wazir. For six months the conflict raged round

Delhi, till at length the Wazir drew off to his government in

Oudh. The MiaaLlias, who were allies of the winning side,

became all powerful. Confusion increased, and the country

round Delhi was raided in every direction. The grandson of

Kizam-ul-mulk, a youth of eighteen, emerged as dictator, and

by him the emperor, who had shown a preference for this boy's

uncle, was deposed, blinded, and sent into the prison-house

of the princes.

AltfBgirii, The successor was an older man, the only surviving son of
*754^* Jahlndfir Shfih ; personally be was amiable and devout^ but

feebler, if possible, than his predecessors. Siidi troops and

oflkials as were left passed their time in demonstiatioiis for

airean of pay. Money ceased to come ip, even from the few

districts still unabsoibed by hostile Maiithte or revolted

generals. The WazDrmade many unsuccessful efforts to recover

territory, and to assure his position placed all the emperor's

sons and relations in a more or less honourable captivity. The
heir apparent, Mina Abdullah (known as Alft Gohar, afiser-

wards ShSh Alam), was the only one who evaded capture;

On May 19^ 1758, he was besieged in his house but effected

his escape and fled to the districts west of Delhi, and then

made his way, via Bareilly, FysftbSd, and Allahabid, to

BihSr. Ahmad ShSh, AbdSll, had previously returned to

India; he occupied Delhi and was there proclaimed king

(January 28, 1757) ; he then advanced on Muttm and Agra.

Cholera breaking out in his camp, he beat a hasty retreat

from India. Dissatisfied with AlamglT It's conduct during

this invasion of Ahmad Shah, Abdali, the young Wazir pro-

cured his assassination on November 38, 1759^ and raised
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up another phantom roler to the throne under the title of

Shilhjahan SSnl.

After his flight from Delhi, Ala Gohar travelled round by Shah

Sahnranpur and sought the protection of the Afghans of Alam,

Rohilkhand
;

failing with them, he next addressed himself to

Shuja-ud-daulah, the son of Safdar Jang, governor of Oudh.

This noble's only anxiety was how easiest to rid himself of such

an undesirable visitor. He suggested the recovery of the rich

provinces of Bihar and Bengal. All Gohar, with such aid as

he had been able to obtain, took the hint, and marching east-

wards endeavoured to occupy Patna. On Pecember 22,

1759, havinj; heard of his father's death, he claimed the throne

under the title of Shah Alam. Several years were spent in

ineflfectual attempts to conquer Bihar. At the battle of buxar

(October 23, 1764), fought by the British against Shuja-ud-

daulah, the emperor was present on the side of the latter.

After the defeat of Shuja-ud-daulah, Shah Alam made terms

with the British, and acce})tcd a tribute from the revenues of

Bengal ; and in addition the greater part of the Allahabad

province was made over to him. He resided at Allah&bid

under the protection of the British from 1765 to 1771.

At Delhi, after the death of Alamglr 11, the Marathas were

supreme. The Muhammadaii nobles entered into a combination

against them, and called on Ahmad Shah, Abdali, to help them

to strike a blow for their faith. The Marathas collected all

their strength, and, abandoning their old guerrilla tactics,

entrenched themselves in a [Kjsilion near Panipat. Their

adversaries gradually reduced them to a state of starvation, and

at length on Janu.iry 13, 1761, inflicted on them a crushing

defeat. For six or seven }ears, the Marathas were not seen

any more in Northern India ; and a newly risen Afghan, Najib

Khan, was all-powerful at Delhi, while Shuja-ud-daulah

occupied the country as far as Aligarh, and Suraj Mall,

J at, of Bharatpur, became master of Agra city and fortress.

The Mardthls appeared again in force in 1769-70, when Najlb

Khfin, now entitled Najfb-ud-daulab, made terms with them,

but died soon after (October 30, 1770). An invitation to

return to Ddhi was sent to ShSh Alam, which he accepted,

and be re-entefed Delhi in 1771.

Although there was an emperor at Delhi, the Marftthfis were

the real rulers. For a few years after 1774, domestic quarrels

recalled them to their own capital at Poona in the Deocan. It

was at this time that Sh0|8rud4aubdi, aided by the British,

conquered and annexed Rohilkband* thus at length terminating
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in his favour a quarrel that had lasted over thirty years. At

Delhi itself, Najaf Khan, a Pcf^ian related by marriage to the

Oudh governor, came to the front ; and before his death in

1782 he had recovered some portion of the country between

Dcll-si and Agra, and the fortress of Agra itself. But the

Marathas now acquired even more than thoir old position,

through the energy of MahaxijT Sindhia, an It 1 by the military

talents and vigour of the Savoyard soldier of fortune, Benoit de

Boigne. During an uiP rvr*,! of Maratha absence from Delhi

the grandson of Najib Khan made an attack on that city (1788),

seized and blinded the emperor Shdh Alam, only to be himself

driven out to perisii miserably, Sindhia and the European

officers commanding his trained infantry and artillery continued

to rule untii:5putcd for fifteen years longer. The aiuses of the

hastiHty between the Britiiih and Marathas, which led to the

war of 1803, will be spoken of elsewhere. Suffice it to say

here that on September 11, 18015, Ix>rd Lake fought the

Maratha army within sight of Delhi and thoroughly defeated

it, taking sixty-eight pieces of cannon of different kinds and

sixty-one tumbrils of ammunition. The city of Delhi was

occupied and tiie Mughal empire ceased to exist

The blind Shih Alam (born June 4, 1728) died on

Ncjvember 18, 1S06, and was succeeded in his barren title,

under the terms of the treaty with the British, by iiis son

Akbar Shah II (born April 24, 1760, died September 30, 1837) ;

and he in turn by his son, Bahadur Shah (bom 1775), who
was deported after the Mutiny to Rangoon, and died there on

November 7, 1862.

W. IRVINE.
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Tablb XVI
SOr Emfbrors, 1540-55

Ibrahim Khan.

!

Umui Khio. GhazI (Name
I Kban. nnknown.)

I. Farid Khan, Xizain Sbotewm. IV. Ibrahim V.Ahmad
then Sher Xbin Khio. Khan, Ibrahim Khin,
(Sber Shah), I Shah, married Sikaadar

IdUed May »St I sister of Adlll; SUh,
I54j^

I
fJt'i from Upper married to

I
r '

I
"

j I
India; killed mter of

It sum Shih,^DMghler. Ilt.Miifairit Daughter, T:)aughter, »n Orim Adili
; rctifcd

d. Oct. 31, K^an, Mu- married married between tobilU,

1554, hammad to to J«ly. 1567, 1556;

I
Adil ^lili Ifaiilitai, Sikindir, expelled

FirozShah, (Adill or No. IV. Wo.V. J^lj.U^S, by Akbar,

murdered Andhli), 1567

;

Oct. 1554. killed at toBcngal

Monghyr, anf^ died,

Tablb XVII

Chaghatae GuRGANis, OR MuGHAi* Empbroks, 1536-1803

I

n. MwhamtiMid Rmn&yQn, d. 155$,

HI. Jalal-ud-dlD, Akbar, d. 1605.

IV. NBr>«dHSii Unfaamnidd, Jtliiqglk', d. liSay.

V. Shihab-ud-din Muhammad, Shahjahan, deposed 1658, died i666.

VI> Mabi-udFdlo Muhammad Aonungieb, AlaiDgIr« d. 1707.

Vn. MoluuDmad Shili Alam, Bahidnr Sliih» d. 1713.

'
I

il-qidr,

nah-difa

I . ^ .„ i . „ . I . ... .1 I

VIII. Mu'izz-nd-d'm, Adm-nd-dbi, Raft-nl-qtdr, Khuiistah^Akhtary

Jahind&r Shah, Azim-ush-dliiu Ralt-iiah-difau J«liio<

kilkd 171a. ]

jhill.

XIV. Attt-tid-dni, IX. Mnhaatnad UqluiiDiiMd XI Kaft- X. Raft-od- XQ. Mahan-
Alaniglr II, Fnnukh- Iblihim. ud- darajat, mad Shah,

luUed 1759, slyar, danlah d. 1715K d.

\ onvdercd (Siih* f
XV. Mir2i Abdnllall, 1719. jr h' 11), XIII. Ahmad

All Gobar, d. 1719. Sb&b,

Shah Alam (11), d. iSod. deposed

I
1754-

AktMrShih,d.i8s7.

BiMd«fShlb,d.i8di.
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CHAPTER XI

VSaNACULAR LITERATURE*

The doc- The Hindu doctrine of Faith {bhakH) was originally pro-

22^^ pounded in the fomous Sanskrit work entitled the Bhagavad-

gUd. It was subsequently developed in the Puranas^ and
especially in the BhagavotcL The date and history of its origin

in India are unkno\ni, nor does it concern us at present to

consider the question whether it is due to the influence of

Christianity, as has been maintained by some eminent scholars.

Its essence consists in the acceptance of the necessity of faith

in a personal deity, a faith which closely corresponds to what

Chn ti in • understand by the term. St. Augustine's commentary

on faith, as quoted by the late Trofessor Cowell in the preface

to his translation of the Aphorisms of ^dndilya—quid est

credere in Deuni 1 credcndo amare, credendo diligcre^ credendo

in cum ire, et cius membris incorporari— is almost word for word

what a modern Hindu would say about bhakti.

If we exclude from consideration the religion of some learned

Hindus, whose textbooks are written in Sanskrit, the foundation

of modern Hinduism is not the esoteric Vedantism about which

much has been written in Europe, but consists in a belief in a

Trinity—the Supreme Deity, His Incarnation, and His Energic

Power',—consecrated by a passionate bhakti directed either to

the Incarnation or to the Energic Power conceived as a person.

Vernacular More than half the literature of modern India is directly

Utetiiure based on this view of reliijion. Whether in the form of epic
eisentially , . .

^

fdigioBs. poem, or lyrics, or parenctic treatises, it deals with some aspect

of the Deity, cither witli one of his two great incarnations, Kama
and Krishna, or with Siva and his energic power under the

' In the fullowinf^ pn^cs free use ha; been made, so far as it is ajjplica! Ic,

of the account of vernacular literature given in the last edition of the

Gazetteer. The writer has also more tnau once repeated language

employed by himself on fbnner oecariomfc

a TbU is the trae Tiiiiitjr of Hiadnin^^iiot the oft-qaoled Bnhini,

ViiliTii, ud
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form of Dui]^ ^ Four-fifths of the lest consists either of com-

mentaries Of of treatises on the art of poedj} all of which are

ancillary to the purely religious Uteiature. Only the small

remainder is definitely secular.

It is noteworthy that many of the vemacukr miters, including

those who have exercised the greatest influence on the develop*

ment of the Hindu character, were men in the humblest ranks

of life, as contrasted with Sanskrit writers like Kalidasa, Bhava-

bhuti, or Ankara, who were Br&hmans and lived at the courts of

kings. The greatest of all the moderns, Tulsl Das, although a

Brahman by caste, was abandoned by his parents at birth, and

was picked up and educated by a wandering ascetic. Kabir

was a weaver, and I^adu a liuniblc cotton-carder. Namdev, the

founder of Maratbn pnetry, was a tailor, and his most famous

successor, Tukarani, a struggling J^udra shopkeeper. TiruvaU-

uvar, the brightest star in the South Indian firmament, was a

Pariah, tb'^ lowest of the low ; and Vemana, the most admired

of Telugu writf-rs, was an untaught peasant.

Indian vernacular literature is divided as to periods by a Poctiy

sharp line coinciding roughly with the commencement of the P"**"

nineteenth century. The earlier period was the age of poetry,

and the later lliat in which prose first f(nmd general employ-

ment. In the age of poetry prose was almost unknown, except

as a vehicle for coiiunciiUiries and the like. Even these were

often in metre, for every author wrote most naturally in verse.

While this verse was always elegant and musical, prose, for

want of ])racticc, was awkward and involved. To us it seems

curious that writers found prose, like Saul's armour to David,

only an incumbrance, and were v.wx ready to throw it off for the

freedom of action granted to them by rules of prosody
;
yet

such was undoubtedly the case. As explained in the chapter

on Languages (Vol. I, ch. vii), the general employment of prose

in the vernacular was due to English influence and to the need

for elementary reading-^XKiks for the younger servants of the

Company. The first miters advanced with hesitating steps,

but a century of pracdoe has given fiidlity and a confident

sense of progress. The vernacular i»rose of the present day is

very different from that ofa century ago, though, strange to say,

few Europeans are aware of the (act, andwe find textbooks stili

in use for Government examinations which were written in the

days of the Marquis WeUesley.

* With thu» traii&fer of the purely spiritual concci)tioQ of an eoergic

power to the grosser one of a dtvme female, compare tiie Trinity of early

Aiab ChiinWly—Fatbcr« Sod, sad Viigiii-Hoilia;
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liteatiire.

Considenitions of q»ce prohibit any attempt to give a coof
plete account of the enonnoot aiss of Indian vemacuJar

literature. In the following pages the literature directly or

indirectly connected with the three great forms of bhakH inE
be considered first. Here the classification will be, primarily,

according to the objects of worshij^ and only secondarily accord-

ing to language. Thus the literature, as a whole, dealing with

Rama will be described, followed by brief notices of its most
important examples in each language. Then the literatures

C(Minected with Krishna, and with ^iva (or Durga), will be
discussed in the same manner. After these have been dis-

posed of, the remaining space will be allotted to other features

of the various literatures. Here each language will be con-

sidered separately. Three or four will be handled at some
length. The rest must necessarily be dismissed in a few lines

for each.

Rama The literature dealing with Rama had its origin in the t 'a . 1 fth

century in Southern India. R3mllnum, its founder, came from

Conjeeveram. He wrote only in Sanskih, and addressed him-

self only to Brnhmans. A Vodantist bv religion, the cardinal

point of his teaching was the personal existence of a Supreme

Deity, endowed with ever)' gracious attribute, full of love and pity

for the sinful beings who adore him, and granting the released

soul a home of eternal bliss near him— home where each

soul never loses its identity, and whose state is one of perfect

peace. In the Deity's infmitelove and pity he has on occasions

become incarnate in various forms for the salvation of mankind,

and his fullest and most noble incarnation was that of the Great

Example, Rama-chandra. The sect which Ramanuja founded

did not gam much popularity in Northern India, and was bound

by the strictest rules regarding eating, bathing, and dressing.

lUnil* Early in the fifteenth century one of its prominent members,

RlmSnanda, iras outcasted for su^>ected infringement of these

rules, and, in dudgeon, be migrated to the Gang^ ¥aUey» and

formed a new aect^teaching in the yemacular) and admitting

all castesi even the lowest^ to his fold. In o^ier respects li»

doctrine was identical widi that of RimSnuja. He had twdve

apostles, amongst whom were numbered a RSjput, a carrier, a
Kalib'. barber, and a MusalmSn weaver. The last mentioned was the

celebcated KabDr, the founder of the KabfrpanthI sect With
^tyi^wng boldness KabDr assailed the whole system of idolatraos

worship practised by the Hindus as well as the sophistications

of Muhammadan doctors. Much of his doctrine^ and even

some of bis language^ were borrowed fiom the Ncstorian
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Christianity of Southern India. To him R3ma, the Creator,
* The Word,' was a spirit, and they that worshipped him must
worshi[) him in spirit and in truth. He was a voluminous
writer, his best known works being the collection of SaMus
(S,ooo sayings, ouch consisting of one stanza) and Ramaints
(short doctrinal poems). The mingled wit and wisdom of

Kabir's teaching, together with the purity of his theism, have

desen-edly given his writings a great rejiutation, and his com-
positions arc eagerly read and admired at the present day over

the whole of Hindustan. The two virtues on whicli he laid

most stress were humanity and tr\ith. At least twenty authori-

tative works arc attributed to him or to his immediate disciples.

These are all written in Western Hindi.

In tlic seventeenth century one Dadu, a cotton-cleaner of Dadu.

Ahmadabad in Gujarat, founded a sect in RHjputilna which

was an offshoot from Kabir's teaching. He protested against

all temples and images, and restricted worship to the mere

repetition of the name of Rama. His doctrine closely resem-

bles that of the older prophet, the main difference being the

exclusion of all reference to the Musalman ideas of the Deity,

which we often meet in the writings of KabTr. He and his

successors have left behind them an enormous l)ody of literature,

which is still current in Eastern Rajputana. It has not as yet

been much studied by Europeans, and is, so far as the present

writer has examined it, cou< hed in Western Hindi.

Another offshoot of the religion taught by Kabir was the Sikh The

faith preached by Guru Nanak (d. 1538). The Adi-Granthy the

holy book of this sect, is a collection ofhymns by various authors,

formed by degrees in the course of the sixteenth century,

being completed by Guru Arjun in 1601. . It is more interesting

for the mark whtch h has made on historythan for its somewhat

heterogeneous contents. A few of the hymns are in Panjabi,

some are in Mar^thi, but most of them are in old Western

Hindi.

The three bodies ofliterature idiidi have just been described,

though derived from KAmfinuja's teaching, have little in

common with it. R&ma was considered as identical with, not

as an incarnation of, the Supreme Deity. The religions on

which they were founded wanted that touch of personal love^

directed to a gracious individual, for which human nature

oaves. It followed that, though attracting a few choice souls,

they could be but somewhat barren systems of morality to the

masses of their respective adherents. Far different was it with

the literature which we now proceed to discuss. Seventh in

VOL. II. E e
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descent from Ramananda, in succession of master and pll{nlg

lUdDii. came Tulsi (1532-1623). The first tbiiig to be noted

about him is his success. India has had many reformers, but

nooe^ eicept perhaps the Buddha, has been adopted as %
religious teacher by so manj professed followers. Kabfir's and
Dadu's adherents may be numbered by hundreds of thousands,

but to-day at least ninety millions of the people of Upper India

acknowledge Tulsl Das as their guide. One of the greatest

reformers and one of the greatest poets that India has pro-

duced—to the present writer he is, in both characters, the

greatest— he disdained to found a church, and contented

himself with telling his fellow countrymen how to work out

each his own salvation amongst his own kith and kin. All

forms of religion, all beliefs and all forms of non-belief in the

ordinary polytheism of tlie many Hindu cults, were to him but

so many accidents beside the great truths on which he was

never weary of laying stress : namely, that there is one Supreme

Being ; that sin is hateful, not because it defiles the sinner, but

because it ii» incomjjatible with that Supreme Being ; that man
is by nature intiuiiely sinful and unwortliy of salvation; that,

nevertheless, the Supreme Being, in his infinite mercy, became
incarnate in the person of Rama to relieve the world of sin^

that this Rama has returned to heaven, and is there, as Rama,
now ; that mankind has therefore a God who is not only

infinitely mercilul but who knows by actual experience how
great arc man's infirmities and temptations, and who, though

himself incapable of sin, is ever ready to extend his help to the

sinful being that calls upon him. On all this follows, not

independently but as a corollary, the duty which is owed to

one's neighbour, and the doctrine of the nniversal brotherhood

ofmaa Most of his'teaching was learned by Tola! Dis from

his predeoesson ; but^ so ^ as the present writer's knowledge

goes, two things were first enunciated by him—the idea of the

nature of sin, and that of the celestial humanity of RXma ; and
thes^as in the case of KaldSr, he almost certainly adopted from

the Nestorians. He was the first Hindu to teach that God was

^intd^MMif (Tv/trra^o-cu TOM «{(F0fK£uc i^fuM^, a belief which is

usually considered to be peculiar to Christianity.

lliese lessons Tulsl Das conveyed through the medhim
of some of the most beautifiil poetiy which has found birdi

in Asia. In Eastern Hindi he had at his di^xtsal a language

flexible in its form, copious in its vocabulary, and musical in

its tonei^ which he widded with a master's hand. His best

known work, the religious epic known as the JtSmorcharikh

. kjui. u i.y Google
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manasop the 'Lake of the Gestes of Rama,' is no mere

tnuudatioii of Vftlmlki's Sanskrit Rdmayana dealing with the

same course of events, but is quite independent in its treatment

Ab a work of art, it has for European readers its prolixities

and episodes which grate against Occidental tastes^ but no one

can read it in the original without being impressed by it as

the work of a great genius. Its style varies with each subject.

There is the deep pathos of the scene in which is described

Rama's farewell to his mother ; the rugged language describing

tlie horrors of the battle-field—a torrent of harsh sounds,

clashing against each other, and reverberating from phrase to

phrase
;
and, as occa«;ion requires, a sententious, aphoristic

method of narrative, teeming with similes drawn from nature

herself and not from the traditions of the scliools. His charac-

ters, too, live and move with all the dignity of an heroic age.

Each is a real being, with a well-defined personality. Rama,

perhaps too perfect to enlist all our sym{)athies ; his impetuous

and loving brother Lakshmana ; the tender, constant Bharata

;

Sita, the ideal of an Indian wife and mother ;
Ravana, destined

to failure, and fighting with all his demon force against his

destiny— the Satan of the epic—all these are characters as life-

like and distinct as any in Occidental literature. Tulsi Das

was not a mere ascetic He was a man that had lived. He
had been a householder (a word of much meaning in India),

and had experienced the pleasures of a wedded life, the joy of

clasping an infant son to his bosom, and the sorrow of losing

that son ere he had attained his prime. He appealed, not to

scholars. l)ut to the voiceless millions of his native country—the

people that he knew. He had lived witli them, begged from

them, piciyed with th(;m, taught them, shared their yearnings,

proved their happiness. He had wandered far and wide, and

had contracted intimate friendships with the great men of his

time and his country. No wonder that such a man, who was

also a rare poet and an enthusiastic reformeii at once sane

and dean, was taken for its own hy the multitude which lived

under the sway of nature and in daily contact with her

secrets. ' Here,' cried they, < is a great soul that knows us*

Let us choose him for our gm'de.'

Besides his epic, eleven other works can, with some

certainty, be attributed to Tulsl Dis. Most of them cover

either the same ground or a portion of it Such are the

GUSnfoH (a sort of Gospel of the Infimt Rfima), and the

KaviititDaH, Of a purely religious descr^tion is the VuugfO'

paHrikS^ *The Petition,' a volume of prayers addressed to

sea
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Rama when the poet was in great mental <listress. As he

put it :

—

' My soul is p)iin^:ed in spiritual woe
;
my body is distracted

by a sore disease
;
my very words are foul and false ; and yet,

O lA)rd, with thee doth Tulsl bold the close kinship of a
perfect love.*

Some of his thoughts bear a slrikii^g resemblance to those

exi)resscd in Christian liturgies. l^_)r instance, the following,

taken almost at random from his pages:

—

'T.ord, lofik thou upon me—n(>ught ean I do of mysclr.

Whither can I go? To whom hut thee can 1 tell my sorrows?

Oft have I turned my face from thee, and grasped the things

of this world ; but thou art the fount of mercy ; turn not ikm
ihy face from me. When I looked amy from thee, I had no
eye of faith to see thee as thou art; hut thou art all-seeing.

. . . First look upon thyself and remember thy mercy and
thy might, and then cast thine eyes upon me and claim me as

thy slave, thy very own. For the name of the Lord is a sure

refuge, and he who taketh it is saved. Lord, thy ways ever

give joy unto the heart Ttilsl is thine alone^ and, O God of

mercy, do unto him as seemeth good unto thee.*

On account of its historical interest^ as well as for the striking

coincidence with Sir Hemy Wotton's ' Lord of himself, liuMigh

not of lands,* one more extract from TulsTs poetry is given.

It was written on the death of his friend T6dar Mai, who is

txaditionally, but inconecdy, said to hare been identtcal with

Akbar's great finance minister.

'Lord of but four small villages, yet a mighty monarch
whose kingdom was himself; in this age of evil hath the sun
of Todar set.

*The burden of Rama's love, grcnt though it ^^'n<;, he bare

unto the cntl ; but too heavy was tixe burden of this world, and
so he laid it down.

'TUlsrs heart is like a pure fountain in the garden of Todafs
virtues ; and when he thinketh of them, it overflowedi, and
tears well forth from his eyes.

* Todar hath gone to tlie dwelling-place of his Lord, and
therefore doth TuLsI refrain himself; but hard it is f<» him to
live withcmt his pure friend.*

Tuls! Das has had hundreds of followers. The literatuie of

Eastern Hindi is the largest and most valuable of ai^ which
has existed in India since his time. His doctrines have been
preached with enthusiasm and have been almost universally

accepted in Hindustan. But he has had no imitators. Look-

ing back along the vista of centuries we sec his noble

figure, unapproached and solitary in its niche in the Temple
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of Fame, shining in its own pure radiance ai> the guide and

saviour of Hindustan. When we compare the rehgious and

moral atmosphere of his country with that of other regions of

India in which RAma-worship has no hold, and not till then,

can we justly estimate his importance. His influence on
litesatore has been equally great Since lus time all the epic

poetry of Upper India has been written in Eastern Hindi.

Although the RAma4^;end has been mainly a subject oflitems

ture in Northern India, we also find occasional instances of its

treatment in other parts of the country. Kfrttibis Ojhft wrote

a Bengali recension of the Rdntdyana in the sixteenth century.

He had no important successor, as, after his time^ nearly all

ISengBli poetry was dedicated, not to Rama, but to Siva and his

queen. His work is, however, still recited at village festivals.

In Western Hind! we have the elegant RSmorckandrikS of the

celebnued Keftiv Dfs, who will be referred to again in the

following pages, and many other works of less importance.

The present writer has seen no less than thirteen different

versions of the Ramaya^ in various dialects of this language.

In MartlthT, the-learned MMpant wrote several poems dealing

with the history of Rsma, and other authors also handled the

subject, although the &vourite deity of BAaxt^ literature may
be said to be Vithdbfi, a form of Krishna.

We have already seen that RftmSnuja belonged to the south

of India. We need not, therefore, wonder at finding a Tamil

R&mSyana written by Kamban in the eleventh century, which

is described by Bishop Caldwell as a highly finished and very

popular work. Malayalam literature is said to commence with

a iPJm<»€AanVi(^ written in the thirteenth or fourteenth century;

and 01^ of the oldest works in Kanarese is the Ramiij^Xfa of

Kumara V&Uniki, a Btfthman of Sholapur District.

The range of literature dealing less directly with lUma is

immense. Commentaries, works on poetics, aiid even special

vocabularies in most of the great Iiuyan languages, have seen

the light in profusion. To give any account of them in tbft

present pages would be impossible.

The acceptance of Krishna as a deity is as old as the San- Krishna-

skrit Mnhabhnrafa. It is stroni^Iy inculcated in the tcntli book ^'"^ralMe.

of tlie Bh'y^ai ata PurJuia, and lias been wedded to immorlal

verjie in llie Indian Suni; of Soii^l;s, the GUa^S^^inda c)f Jaj adTva ;

but it did not become a systematized forai of j)opu]ar religion

till it was preached by a Telinga Brahman, settled near Mat hura Vallabha-

(Mutlra), named VaUabhachar>ii, in the early part of tiic six- cbarya.

. y i^u . l y GoOgl
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teenth ceatiny. His son-m-law was Chaitanya, the founder

of the allied sect in Bengal.

In oDe important point Krishnarwonfaip is sharply difleren*

tiated from the Rftmarcolt In the latter, save in a few later

development8» the worshipper^s adoratton is directed to Rfima

alon^ and the love exhibited by him is that of a &ther for his

child. In the former the love is sexttal. The object of worship

is twofold, Kfuh^ and, conjointly with him, his divine queen,

JUdhft'. The relation of the individual soul to the Deity is

the passionate adoration of a woman for her lover. The soul

ideodfies itself with and is thus led by its religion to

offer not of its own, but its whole self to God. Hence its

devr ti -n to the Deity is pictured by RSdha's self-abandonment

to Kfishffli ; and all the hot blood of Oriental passion is en-

couraged to pour forth one miglity torrent of praise and prayer

to the Infinite Creator, who waits with loving outstretched arms

to receive the worshipper into his bosom, and to convey him
safely across the seemingly shoreless Ocean of Existence. Like

the sexual idea on which it is founded, the whole parable is a
myster>', and is only to be understood by a child of natiire.

We find writers describing the most intimate relations of man
and wife with an opcniiei5s which absolutely prohibits trans-

lation ; yet no indecent thought entered their mmds as they

wrote these burning words, and tliose who would protest, and

who often have protested, against employing the images of the

lupanar in dealing with the most sacred longings of the soul,

may be reminded that :

—

*Wer den Dichter will verstehen,

Muss in Dichters Laade gehen.'

Sudt was Krishna-worship as it was taught by its ioandeis>

and as it i^pealed to its great writers. But these esoteric

thoughts were little suhed to the common herd ; and as the

cult has spread among the uneducated, it has too often

degenerated into infamous licence, and scenes sometimes take

place under the hallowed name of religion which were little

contemplated by its founders.

While the literature of Rama is mostly epic, that of Krishna,

as its subject demands, is nearly entirely lyric—a species of

composition in which the Indian e ^nius easily exhibits a high

degree of excellence. In Upper India the most famous of

SuiD&s. Vallabhacharya's successors was Siir Das, the blind bard of

Agra. He wrote in the Braj Bhasha dialect of Western Hindi,

* One of the most f.-mous works of this school, the Satsftiya of Biharl,

commences with an invocaUon to liadha and not to Kfishya.

. ijui. u i.y Google
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and his language is considered io be the purest spedmen of

that fonn of speech. Any doubtfiil point of idiom or gnunmar
is immediately settled by a reference to his great work*

According to native tradition, he and Tulsi Das have between

them exhausted every possibility of poetic form, and all sub-

sequent writers can be but copyists or imitators. Without

expressing so extreme an opinion, it may be admitted that his

Sur-Sijf^ar (said to extend to 60.000 lines) contains hundreds of

fine passages. It is written in the form of songs strung together

on the legend of Krishna, and ever since it was composed Braj

Bhashfi has been the dialect in which most of the literature

dealing with thi<^ aspect of Hinduism has been written. Although

Sur Das descr\es a high place among Indian poets, the

European student will prefer the nobility of character inherent

in all that Tulsi Das wrote to the pleasing but gentler muse
of his threat contemporary. Sur Das had many successors, the

most iamuus of whom was Bihari Lai of Jaipur, whose .S<i/- Bihari L&L

saiya^ or collection of seven hundred detached verses, is one of

the daintiest pieces of art in any Indian language, ikauid by

the rules of metre, each verse had a limit of forty-six syllables,

and generally contained less. Nevertheless each was a complete

picture in itself, a miniature description of a mood ui a phase of

nature, in which every touch of tlie bi ash is exactly the needc;d

one, and not one is superfluous. The excessive compression

necessitated renders the poems extremely ditTicuU, and he has

been apily luiiiod the Mine of Commentators'; but no one

who reads them can resist admiring the appropriateness and

elegance alike of his diction and his thoughts. He is par-

ticularly happy in his description of natural phenomena, such

as the heavy, scent-laden breeze of an Indian gloaming—the

«ayw<mi pilgrim from the sandal-south, ados^ not from the

weaiy road, tnit from his pollen quest ; brow-beaded with rose-

dew for sweat, and lingering 'nmtfa the treea^ resting himseli^

and inviting others to repose. Or, in more playful mood, be

sets a riddle

• ** At even came the rogue, and with my tresses

Toyed with a sweet andace—with ne'er a * please

'

Snatched a rude kiss—then wooed me with caresses.

Who was it, dear *'Tbylove?" *'No^ dear, the breese.*'

Some pictures, too, of Krishna's wooing^ and of the timid

biide^ are diarmingly graceful, tboogb not so capable of

tianslatKMi*

Eastern Hind^ the language of Tul^ Di% can hardly be
said to possess a Krisbpa Uteratine; but in Bihfirl there was
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Vidyjpoti, one of ihe oldest of its poet8| who achieved great

success in the art of writing short lyrics on the subject He
flourished in the latter half of the fifteenth century. Chaitanya

was ever quoting them, and they thus fixed the shape of all

the poetry on this subject in Bengal. Chandi Das was a con-

temporary and friend of Vidyapati, and wrote similar verses in

Benirali. After his time Bcnjiali Krishna-literature was con-

fined to imitations of these tv.-n authors, but was quickly over-

shadowed by the poems of the Saiva revival of the sixteenth

century. In Orissa it retained its predominance owing to the

prestige of the worship of Jagannatli, a form (^f Krishna ; and

there are numerous works of the school, tiie most admired of

which is the Ra<ia kallola^ or 'Billows of Passion,' written in

the sixteetuh century by DTna-krishna Das. This work leans

more to the sensual side of the religion than do those which

we have hitherto noticed. In RajputSna the most j)! eminent

figure is Mira Bal, a princess of Mewar, who was a con-

temporary of Vidyapati. She mf>re properly belongs to

Western Hindi, as she wrote her s n^>, vvhich are extremely

popular, in Braj Bhasha, The following is one of theni which

is current all over Northern India. * Klnh ' \& one of the

many forms which the name of Krishna takes.

* Kanh have I bought. The price he asked I gave.

Some cry " *Tis great," and others jeer Tis small"
I gave in full, weighed to the utmost grain,

My love, my life, my self, my soul, my alL'

Tukaram. In M.ir.alu K risl tna-i;L<. uiUire, the most celebrated aiiL;iv,*r

is Tukaram or Tukolja, a man of the Sudra caste, who was born

in 1608. He began life as a petty shopkeeper, and being

unsuccessful both in his business and in his family relations ho

abandoned the world and became a wandering devotee. His

Abhangas or ' unbroken ' hymns, probably so called from their

indefinite length and loose, flowing metre, are famous in the

country of his birtht but do not greatly appeal to European

taste. They are fervent, but, though abounding in excellent

morality, do not rise to any great height as poetry. The
particular form of Krishna which he addressed was the much
worshipped Vittbala, or Vithoba, of Panijharpur. The following

translation by Dr. Wilson* of the fiivourite 'Confesrion' is a

good example of TukSrSm's somewhat pedcBtrian muse

' I am thy helpless sinful one ; without works, of blind under-

standing.

'* Taken from p. uviii of tbe iccood edition of Molesworth't AMflf
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' I have never remembered thee with my mouth, O ocean ol
Savour, O parent.

* I have not listened to the song of praise j through shame I

have lost my interests.

* I have not relished the PurSnas ; the assembled Saints I
have blasphemed.

' I have not practised or caused to be practised liberality, nor
have I been compassionate to the siiflTerer.

* I have done the l)usiness which 1 ought not to have done ; I

iiave borne the anxiety of my faujily.

*I have not visited holy places ; I have kept back (from labour)

my body, hands, and feet
* I have not given service or charity to the Saints ; (nor) con-

tem plated images.
' With those with whom I ought not to have associated I have

been guilty of sin.

* I have been ignorant of what is advant^eous ; nor Irnve I

remembered what should have been said.
' I am my own destroyer; X am an enemy (to all), I am a

qpiteful one.
' Do thou, then, O ocean of mercy, grant salvation. Thus

saith Tuka.'

How different is all this from the burning words of Tulsi Das
quoted above on p. 420 !

Other Marathi poets who may be mentioned in this con-

nexion are ^ridhar (1678-1728), the most copious of all, who
translated the Bk'jgarata rurHna ; and the learned Mayura or

Mor6})ant, whose works smell too much of the lamp to satisfy

European standards of criticism.

After merely mentioning the fact that there are several poems
dealing with Krishna in Assamese and Kashmiri, we turn to the

Dravidian languages. The most inn)ortant work of the kind in

Tamil is the great hymnology, the Naiayira-prabandham^ some of

the contents of which are said to date from the twelfth century;

but in this language Krishna Hieralure does not take the same

important position as elsewhere. On the other hand, in

Kanarese there are numerous works connected with this form

of worship. A\'c luu'C, fur iii.-jliUK c, a Uanslalion of the BJuiga-

vata J'u/ana by Chatu ^'illhala-natha ; a Jagannatha-vijaya by

Rudra ; a Krishna-rildbhyudaya of Hari-dasa ; and the so-called

Dasa-padas^ or hymns sung by Krishna's servants in honour of

their master. In Telugu, a translation of the Bhagavaia by

Bammcra Potaraja is a classic The tenth canto, dealing with

the early adventures of Krishna, is especially popular.

The M<i^//>literature inspired by the worship of Siva and his Sva-Iiteia-

queen Dnrgli has received its highest cultivation in Southern

India and Bengal* The worship of Siva in the Tamil country
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Burga-
Utenture.

Mukunda
Rim.

found its earliest literary expression in the Tiru-vaiagam^ or

* Holy Word ' of Minikka Vasagar, who lived in the eleventh

century. His verses are said to have been transcribed by the

god himself. They arc still extremely popular
;
and, according

to Dr. Pope, their translator, few poems in any language can

surpass them in profundity of thought and earnestness of

feeling, or in tliat simple, childlike trust in which the struggling

human soul, with its burden of intellectual and moral puzzles,

finally finds shelter. A later and larger collection of hymns

addressed to &va is the Ttvdr.am of Sambandha, Sundara,

and Appa, In all these the adoration is directed to ^iva

himself, and this is al^^o the case with the Kanarese ^aiva-

literature, whi^h is of some extent, but possesses no work of

importance.

In Bengal, on the other hand, it is diva's bride, Diirga,

looked upon as his Sa/i/i, or Energic Principle, who is directly

worshipped. In its earliest literature we meet this form of

religion (which the prominence given to sexual ideas has some-

times dragged down to the lowest depths) in the Sanskrit

Tantras. In the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries the ver-

nacular literature of Bengal was devoted to Krishna, but for

the next 250 years its chief theme was Durga, usually under

the name of Kali or Char, li, The earliest and [greatest of these

writers was Mukunda Kuui l'liuk:a\aiu i^hLVualcenlii century),

commonly known as Kabi Kankan, or the Jewel of Bards.

His two great works are original tales designed to illustrate

the power and graciousness of his favourite goddess. Of these

the most popular is the story of the hunter K^aketu and his

wife FhulIarS, raised to affluence and protected in misfortune

by tbdr divine guardiaa The second poem, the ^nmomta
Saudd^ar, teUs ua hov the merchant Dhaniqiati manifiB Kbnl*

lanft as a second wife ; how, in lier husband's absence she i»

ill-treated by LahanS, the dder wife ; and how, through Qiandrs

&vour, all ultimately comes tight In the second part of the

poem we are told how Dhanapati Journeys to C^lon and is

there imprisoned, and how he is rescued Iqr his and KhuUanft'a

son ^iTmanta. Extracts from these two works have been put

into admirable English vecse by the late Professor Cowell, who
calls Mukunda Rim 'the Crabbe aotoi^ Indian poeta,' and
lays stress on the fact that in his works we may find a picture

of Bengali viUage life as it actually existed in die seventeenth

century, before any European influences had b^gun to afifect

the national chaiacter or widen its intellectual and moral

hofiaon. It is this vivid realism which gives such permanence
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to the descripdons. The poem forms in itself a stonbouse

of materials for the social history of the people as apart from

their rulers*

There were many other Bengali writers the theme of whose
verses was» directly or indirectly, the goddess Durgl. The two
most important are Ram Prasad of NadiS, who is best known
for his hymns ; and Bbarat Chandra Rai, famous for his Bidya

Sundar, a love poem, in which the frail heroine's life is saved

by the goddess. The subject of this work was a favourite one^

and had already attracted the pen of R£m Prasad, but Bhatat

Chandra's version is the one which has seised the popular

fimcy. To a European its passimi often seems artificial

enough, though this is cotmterbalanoed by the sensuous realism

of some of Uie love scenes.

Turning now to the literatures not founded on the idea of Westen

bhaktiy and dealing with them language by language, we
commence with Western Hindi. The earliest work, and one Bar<lio

of the most im[)ortant, is the Prithlraj Rasau of Chand Bardai.
•^^romcles.

Chand was a native of I^ihore, but lived at the court of

Prithyrnj, the last Hindu sovere'cii nf Delhi, at the close of

the twelith century. He wrote in an old form of the Braj

Bhasha dialect, when the niodern vernacular had not yet com-

pletely emancipated itself from the inflexional type of ^aurasenl

Prakrit. His iuige poem, said to contain 100,000 stanzas, is,

if it be genuine, a bardic chronicle of his master's deeds and

a contemj>orary history of this part of India. The authenticity

of the work, as we have it now, has of late years been seriously

doubted ; and the truth probably is that, like the Sanskrit

Mahdbhdrafa, the text is so encumbered by spurious additions

that it is impossible to separate the original from its accretions.

The whole is in ballad form, and portions of it are still sung Ijy

wandering bards throughout Nortli-VVestern India and Rajput-

ana. Readers of Tod's Rajasthan will be familiar with his

many spirited translations from Chand, and the poem, even as

we have it, is a not unworthy monument of Rajput chivalry. It

is noleworlhy as the first of the long series of bardic chronicles

which are the glory of Rajputana. 'i'hese are known only by

repute to European scholars, and, with few exceptions, have

never been printed. Such chronicles are not confined to

RajpuLana, Gujarat, which was for many centuries politically

connected with that country, has them too, and an enormous

body of historical literature, hitherto little studied, is awaiting

the fortunate explorer. All that we now know about it has
1
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been gathered from the pages of Tod's fascinating volaote, or

(for Gujarat) from those of Forbes's Ras Mala.

Nearly all the literature of Western Hindi, as elsewhere in

India, is in verse
;
and, in addition to poetry proper, it includes

a frrcat number of technical works on poetics and kindred sub-

jects. The most famous writer in this department of literature

was Kesav Das of ]]undelkhand (flourished 1580), whose poems,

e.^pecially the Kavi-priy'i and the Rasik-privd^ are universally

accepted as authoritative. Worthy successors were Chintamani

Tripath'of ( "awnj^orc Di.^trict (tluur!>hcd 1650), and Padmakar

Bhatt of Banda (flourished 181 5); but there were many other

excellent writers. All of them illustrated their 'somewhat dry

rules with original illustrations, so tliat every work on the art of

poetry is really a ccnlo of verses, often highly poetical and fanciful.

Sul) l)ranches of this form of literature were the nayaka nCiyikH'

b/uds and the iiak/i-siA-hs. The former of these were devoted

to classifyint; and descril>ing all possible kinds of heroes and

heroines, with a traditional and absurdly pedantic minuteness;

while the latter were devoted to the j:)oriia.}«i of every member
of the body of a hero or heroine from the toc-uail {nakh) to

the top-knot of the hair (si^h), in both cases with illustrative

verses. Such a work was hitended to be used as a kind of

Gradus ad Pamassutn by poets in want of ideas ; but, unlike

that handbook of our school-days, it affords very pleasant, if

somewhat disconnected, reading.

A descendant of the old Rajput banis was LSI Kavi, whose

ChhairaprahSi is a poetical history of Bmidilkhani} the

time of Chhatra-^ of Fannft (1649-1731). It has been

printed moie than osioe, and was utilized by Pogson in his

Mbiory 0/ Boondelas* Another author who deserves

mention is Girdhar Das^ who flourished in the first half of the

eighteenth century. His Biaj BbAshft verses in the Kundaliyi

metre are universid fiivoorites. One of them« in piaise of tfie

cudgel, is so popular among the Bhojpurib (a well4aiown

fighting race) that it might almost be called their nattooal

anthem. It has been paraphrased by ICr. W. & Meyer, who
has admirably caught the spirit of the original :

—

* Great the virtues of the stick !

Keep a stick with you alway

—

Night and day, well or sick.

• When a river you must cross,

If you'd save your life from loss.

Have a stout stick in your hand

:

It will guide you safe to land.
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'When tlic angry dogs assail,

Sturdy stick will never fail

:

Stick will sUcLch each yelping hound
On the ground.

* If an enemy yon see.

Stick will yr)ur protector be:
Sturdy stick will fall like lead

On your foeman's wicked head.

* Well doth poet Girdhar say

(Keep it carefully in mind),

"Other weapons leave behind,

Have a stick with you alway." *

The preceding works were written by liindus, and were Urdu

based on Sanskrit rules of comi^osition and i)rosody, Anotlier

group of works drew its inspiration from Persian, and, being

also poetical, followed the altogether different rules of Persian

prosody. This is the Urdfl literature, which began in the Deccan

at the end of the sixteenth centur^', and received a definite

standard of form a hundred years later at the hands of Wall of

Aurangabad, commonly called ' the Father of Rekhla.' His

examj)le was quickly followed at Delhi, where a school of

poets took its rise, of which the most brilliant members were

Sauda (died 1780), the author of the famous satires, and Mir

Taqi (died iSio). Another school arose in Lucknow during

the troubles at Delhi in the middle of the eighteenth century.

Among the later Urdu aut.iurs belonging to the Delhi school,

though he lived at Agra, we may mention Wall Muhammad
(NazTr) (died 1S32), whose works have great popularity among

both Muhammadans and Hindus, and are free from the ex-

treme Persianization that disfigures the writings of the authors

who belonged to Lucknow.

As has been explained in tiie chapter on I^guage, both

UidQ and Hindi prose took their rise under English influence

at the beginning of the nineteenth century. The Bll^ oBakOr
of MirAmmanand theKMrad AfrosofHaffzu'd-dlnare fiuniliar

examples of the earlier of these works in UrdQ, and theL.MM
SSgar of LallQ LBl is a type of those in Hindi Since then

prose in both these forms oif Hinddstfinl has had a prosperous

oourseiandittsunnecessaty todweil upon the copious Hteiature

which has poured from the press during the past century.

Muhammad I^usain (AzSd) and Ftodit lUtan N&th (Sarshfir)

are probably the most eminent among living wnters of UrdO»

while in Hhidi the late Harikhandra of Benares by universal

consent holds the first place. Hindi has no poetical literature^
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but Urdu poetry continues to duurish. HnlT is perhaps the

best known of the Urdu poets of the present day.

fiijaaihini Rajaslhliii literature is mainly composed of bardic chronicles,

lUcfatnit* ^hich have already been dealt with. Mim BjIT of Chitor

vnrote in Braj Bhasha. In Marwar both that dialect and

Marwari liave for centuries been employed for poetry, the

former bt iiig locally known as Pineal and the latter as Din^al.

The most admired JJingal work is the Raghundth-rupak of

Mansil-ram, written at the commencement of the nineteenth

century. It is a prosody with copious original examples, so

arranged ihal they give a continuous history of the liic ui Rama.

Gqjwiti Gujarati has an old literature, dating from the fourteenth

century, which has been little explored. The oldest writers dealt

with philology. The first poet was Narsingh Meta or Meheta

(1413-79). He does not seem to have written any long

work, and bit &me reita upon his short reHgioas songs^ many
of which exhibit oonsSdefaUe grace. Among his followers

we may mention FirCmflnand Bhatt (flourished 1681), author of

the Narsingh Mekeiana MSmirif^ R6wir&mkar (tianslator

of the MaMhOraia), and Samal Bhatt Gujarat has not yet

produced a great poet approaching in excellenoe the mediaeval

masters of HindMn. Of moie importance are its bardic

cfafonides aheady mentioned. Under Eqglish influence 4
number of works have issued from the press of late years, but

these possess little originality, and are mosdy translations*

Ftayibi FinjabI has no formal titenituie—as already said, even most
UteMtoM. of the Sikh GraHth\z in Western Hindi--but is spedaUy rich

In ballad-poetry which is much admired by tfao^e who have

studied it, and has been more than once translated for tlte

benefit of Eagliidi readers. Some of these baUads are almost

epic poems, and one^ the J3ir and ESt^hi of Wftrig Shifa, is

worthy of particular nodce on account of the purity of its

Kashmiri language. KashmM has an old literature which has not yet
Utentore. j^^gj^ explored. It is mainly religious. Under MusalmSn

dominati<Hi it also produced some imitations of Persian po^iy,

such as a \Ti sit»n of the tale of Yiisufand Zulaihha.

Bisttm Nearly all the Eastern Hindi Hterature has followed its great

^1^^ master, and is devoted to the cult of Rama. There are, how*

ever, some important works whicli do not iall within this class.

In the year 1540 (more than thirty years before Tulsi Das
The Pad' commenced his epic) Malik Muhammad wrote the Padumdwaft\
umdwati. ^ dedicated it to Sher Shah. It is remarkable both for the

originality of its subject :'nd for its poetical beauty, and was

the first important work written in £astern Hindu It is a tale
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founded on the historical siege and capture of the virgin city

of Chitor by Alau-'d-din Khilji in a.d. 1303. Ratan Sen, its

ktng^ haviiig beard from a parrot of the charms of Padin&vat!,

princess of Ceylon, journeys thither, and after many perils

succeeds m winning her. Returning with her to Chitor, he

Ihes there happiU- till Al&u-'d dln hears of her beauty and

demands her for his seraglio. Ratan refuses, and war is

declared. He is treacherously taken prisoner, and held as a

hostage for her surrender. During her husband's imprisonment

proposals of an insulting nature are made to Pachufivati by the

Raja of the neighl)ouring state of Kambhaliicr, which she rejects

with scorn. Ratan is subsequently released from his dungeon

by his friends Gora and B^^dal ; and as soon as he is again

seated on his throne he attacks Kambhahier, and kills its

king, but is himself sorely wounded, and only reac hes home to

die. His two wives, Padmavati and Nagmati, become sail for

him, and while their ashes are still warm Alau-'d-dln's army

appears before the city. It is nobly defended by Badal, who
falls fighting at the p^ate, but in the end is taken and sacked,

'and Chitor becomes IsISm.' In the final verses of his work

the poet explains that it is all an allegory. By Chitor he

means the body of man
;
by Ratan Sen, the soul

;
by the

parrot, i\\eguru ur b{>intual preceptor ;
by Padmavati, wisdom

;

by Al5u-'d-din, delusion, and so on. The Padtimmvatih a noble

poem ;
its author's ideal is high, and throughout the work of

the Mus.dinan ascetic there run veins of the broadest charity

and of sympathy with those higher spirits among his fellow

countrymen who were searching in God's twilight for that truth

of which some of them achieved a clearer vision.

One other important work in Eastern Hindi is the

translation of the Mahabharata (published iu 1829) by the

Benares poet Gokulnath and others. It has a great reputation,

which it well deserves. Some of its verses are household words

throughout Northern India.

The mam figure in Marfttbi literature is TuklUrSm, who has

already been disposed of. Nitmdev, the tailor (thirteenth

century), was the earliest MaxftthA writer of importance. He is

known to us by hymns enshrined in the Sikh Granth^ as wdl
as by those current in his own country. Omtempocaiies of

his were DnyBnobft (author of an esteemed paraphrase of tiie

Bhagamid-gita) and Mukunda-rSj, a Vedintic writer. SknSth,

who wrote also in Hinddstlnl, was a contemporary of ShBhji;

the fiither of &vajl, and composed several Vaishnava worbL
RAm-dis, a devotee of RSma, was the spiritual teacher of
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^ivaji, over whom he exercised great influence. His principal

work was the DCisl'ddh, dealing with religious duties. Sndhar,

already mentioned under the head of Krislma-wor.ship, wrote

a number of poems based on the Sanskrit epics and Furanas^

Moropant has also been dealt witii. MahTpatt (1715-qo')

was an imitator of Tuk.iram, but his chief importance rests on

the fact that lie collected the popular tradition?? about national

saints. His various works, such as the Bhakta-vijaya, the

Jihakfa-B/nmrtfa, the Sanfa-vijaya, and the Sanfa'/iMmri/a, are

conniKjnly described as the Acta Sanctorum of the Marfilhas.

L 'tvanis^ or erotic lyrics, especially those of Ananta[)handi ( 1 744-

1819) and RamjosI (i 762-181 2), are very popular, but often

more fervent than decent Another branch of Marathl litera-

ture is composed of the Paiiu'ddds or war-ballads, mostly by

minicless poets, which are sung everywhere through the country.

There is a small prose literature. It embraces narratives of

historical events (the so-called ISak/iars)^ moral maxims, such

as tile / 'idur-/,i/i, and po{)uhir tales.

Bihari Bihfiri Uterature is smaV., and, with the exception of the
Utecatttie. songs of Vidyapati (see p. 424), unimportant. All the works

which have come down to us tire in the Maithili dialect.

Lyrics in the style of Vidyapati are popular, and there are

more than a doasen of his imitators. Manbddh ]hs. (d. 1788)

wrote a Maridans, or poetical Hfe of Krisbiia, of which ten

cantoB have sonrived* The dramatic ait is still cultivated.

The body of a play Is written in Sanskrit and Pifikrit, but the

songs are in Bfaithfl!.

Ori3r< The eaxliest Oriya woiks are lyrical Tetses dealiqg with

episodes in the life of Krishna. ' In the first part of the

sixteenth century Jagannfitha Disa wrote a version of the

SJ^gnwaiia, Balarlma one of &e RdmSyat^, SSralft DSsa

a S^SraUh AchyutSnanda a SarivaiiUa* None of these

is of mudi merit They were followed by Dbiarkrishna Disa
(who lived about three hundred years ago)^ mentioned on

p. 434 as the author of the graceful, but wanton, EasorkaU^

;

and shortly after him came Upendra Bhanja of Goomsnr in

GanjSm, whose fiune rests upon two romantic poems entitled

respectively, after the names of their heroines, £»aiffWfait

and EofidrakmSfffihsmtdoff, and on a VaidMmiSsa, They
are spoilt by the excessive employment of a Sanskritiied

vocabulary.

Bengali Most of the great Bengali works have been described under
Utetatore.

head of Krishna- or ^iva w orship. We may also mention

the Bengali version of the Ma^/IUMa by K&^-rim DiU
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teenth oeotiiiy). It is nowadays reckoned as a cJassic^ and is

still chanted by professional bards. With the commencement
of the nineteenth century came a revival of BenpH literature

mider English mfliience. BengBli prose ivas created—at first

a deformed pasHedo of Sanskrit words» held together here and
there by a vernacular pronoun or inflexion« The laqguage

thus fabricated has developed into the literary BengiUi of the

present day, regarding which see the chapter on Languages.

Its immediate parent was the theistic reform headed by Raja

Kftm Mohan Kai, who is recognized as the father of Bengali

prose. He was followed by Akshay Kumar Datta, while Iswar

Chandra (VidySsSgar) (born 1820) devoted himself to social

reform upon orthodox Hindu lines. The enforced celibacy of

widows and the abuses of polygamy were his special objects of

attack. He was also the author of several early school-books,

which were once very popular j and his Charitdbali (a sort of

Indian Self-Help) was for many decades the first book in the

language read by officials appointed to Eastern India. The
best product of Bengali prose is its fiction. The founder of Bankim

the scliool was liankim Chandra Chatterji ( 1S38 -94), whose

first novel, the Dur^c'sanandini^ took the Indian literary world

by storm in tlie year 1864. In 1872 he started a high-class

literary magazine, the Banga-darsariy which rapitlly achieved

popularity, and in which many of his later novels first saw the

light. From the appearance of this magazine modern Bengali

prose takes its rise. It quite superseded the original pedantic

literary language, with its * frignd conceits, traditional epithets,

and time-honoured phraseology,' and became an instrument of

consideral)le flexibility and polish, although still encumbered

Willi an unwieldy San:5krit vocabul.iry. Bankim Qmndra has

had numerous successors, the most versatile of whom was

Pyari Chand Mittra ('rokchand Thakur), whose y!///i7/<r Gharer

Dulal is (lu l;.uiu[)ean tastes) the best novel in the language.

In Bengali poetry of the nineteenth century, I^war Chandra

Gupta (b. 1809) was the forerunner of the modem school,

more catholic in its spirit than the products of earlier genera-

tions. His fame was overshadowed by that of Madhu Sudan

Datt (1824-73), who now ranks higher in the estimation of

his countrymen than any Bengali poet of this or any pre-

vious age.

The NU-darpan of Dinarbandhu-Mittm (1829-73) was the

most important dramatic work of this period It was a picture

of the abuses of indigo-planting in the middle of the last

century, and appeared in i86o< Few plays have created a
VOL. 11. V f
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greater sensation than this did in Calcutta. It was tnusslated

iiuo EogUsh, and its translator vras fined and imprisoned for

libel.

In literary history, Bengali has the Banga-bhashd o Sihitya of

DXnei Chandra Sm—one of the few works of serious research

on European lines which has issued from a modem Indian

press.

Assamese The Ahoms, who conquered Assam in the thirteenth

Ltexature. century, were great historians, and to their influence and

example is due the pride of Assamese literature—its histories.

These works arc numerous and lengthy. According to the

custom of the country, a knowledu'e of tliem has for centuries

been an iiidisjje usable qualification for anybody pretending to

education
; and every family of distinction, as well as govern-

ment and the public ulhcers, kept the most minute records of

contemporary events. But Assamese literature is by no means
confined to history. Some seventy poetical works, mainly

religious, ha\'e been catalogued. Tlie most celebrated poet

was ^ri 6ankar, a Vai >hnava religious reformer and translator

of the BAagavafa. Oilier authors were Kama-Sarasvati, the

translator of both llie Mah ibh u a!a and the R 'lm lyana, and

Madhal), the author of the Bhakti-rdtn'ivali ^wCi other poems.

Dramatic works were also popular; wlule, owing to the fact

that a knowledge uf the science was necessary to a well-bred

gentleman, there is a large body of medical works, principally

translations or adaptations from the Sanskrit.

Tamil Tradition refers the commencement of literature in the
litentnie. XamiJ country to the Brfthman samt Agastya, the mythical

apostle of the Deccan, The oldest Tami} grammar, the

Thlkappiyam^ is ascribed to one of bis pupils. Whenever it

was really mitten^ the quotations contained in it show that

Tami) bad at the time a Htenuy history of its own. The
b^inning of Tami} literature proper was due to the hiboiiEs of

the Jainsy whose activity as authocs in this Umguage extended

from the eighth or ninth to the thirteenth century. The
earliest important work is believed to be the IWaiiyir^ said to

have consisted originally oC 8,000 verses, written, one each, by
as many Jains. They were cast into a river by a monarch
who quarrelled with the authors, and of the whole number
400 floated upstream, while the rest disappeared. These 400
constitute the JNfalafiyar of the present day. Each verse is

a detached moral saying, unconnected with the othem. The
coUecdon is much esteemed, and it is still taught in every Tamil

veniacuUtf schooL To the same period belongs the fiunous
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Kurral of Tiruva||uvar, a Pariah by casti-. This consists of

2,660 short couplets dealing, like the Ndiadiydr^ with the

three subjects of virtue wealth, and pleasure. It is the

acknowledged mastoplece of Tami| composition. Every sect,

Saiva, Vaishnava, or Jain, claims the author as its member;
but Bishop Caldwell considers that its tone is more Jain than

anything else. The author's reputed sister, called AuveiyJr,

*The Venerable !^Tatron,' is one of the most highly admired

Tamil poets. To the same period belong the r()n}aiuiG epic,

the Chinidmaiji, hy an unknown poet ; the R f/iayanam of

Kamban (see p. 421) ; the old dictionary, the Divakaram ; the

classical TamU gramuiar, the Nannui, of Pavai^ti ; and other

Works.

After the Jain period we have the t,Teat ^aiva movement of

the thirteenth and fourteentli centuries, to which we owe the

hymnologies already descril)e(l. Then came two centuries of

literary inactivity, followed at the end of the sixteenth century

by a revival headed by the poet kin^ V'allabha-deva. This was

a period of traiisiatiuns and imitaliuiis of Sanskrit works, none

of iniirh value. In the seventeenth century there arose an

anti-Brahmanical Tamil literature known as the school of the

6itlar (or Siddhas). The 6ittar were a Tamil buct, who, while

retaining Siva as the name of the one God; rejected everything

in ^iva-wnrshi[) inconsistent with pure theism. They were

quietists in religion and alchemists m science. Their mystical

poems, especially the Siva-vdkyam^ are said to be of singular

beauty, and some scholars have detected in them truces of

Christian influence \

* The following specimens of the Sittar sdiool of Tamil poetry are taken

from B!«;hop Calthvcll's Cemparativt Grammar, pp. 147, 148. The first

is a versiou of a poem of the ^iva vdkyam, given by Mr, K. C* Caldwell,

the Bishop's son, in the Indian Aniiquary for 187J.

The SHSPHatD of thb Woelds

How many various flowen

Did T, in byj;onc honr-;,

Coll for the ^'ods, and in ihcir lionour Strew j

In vain bow many a prayer

I faicftthed into the air,

And made, mth numy fonns, obdMHoe duet

Beating my breiut, aloud

How oft I called the crowfl

To drag the village car; how oft I stray'dy

In mauhood'ii prime, iu lave

Soamirds the flowing wave«

AaAf cfacling fimcty my homage pttd*

Ff 8
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The Tamil writers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries

arc classified as modem. The most important are Tayuma-

navau, the author of 1,453 pantheistic stanzas which have

a high reputation, and the Itahan Jesuit Bcsclii (d. 1742).

Beschi's Tamil style is coiiisidcrcd irrcproacliable. His prin-

cipal work in that language is tlic Tanbavaru, or * Unfading

Garland.' It is a mixture of old Tamil legends with Italian

reminiscences, the leading one being an episode from l\asso's

Ccrusalemme Liberata^ in which .St. Joseph is ni;ide the hero *.

MalaySr The oldest Malayalam literature imitated Tamil poetry, but
jim^litoA'

\^ soon fell under the spell of .Sanskrit. The classical epoch

commences with Tunjattu Eruttachchhaa (seventeenth century),

who translated the Mahdbhdraia and some of the Purdnas.

At the end of the eighteenth century we find Kufijan Nambiar,

the author of several comedies and songs, and perhaps also of

tra&slatioiis from Sanslcrit The language also possesses a
history (the Kiraldtpatti), some books on medidiie, collections

of folk-tales, and other works*

KAiuiNte Kanarese literature originated^ like Tami] Hteiature, in the

labours oftheJams. It is ofconsiderable extent^and has existed

for at least a thousand years. Nearly all the works which have

beendescribed seem to be either translatioDs from or imitations

But lUeji the truly wise.

Who kaow aad rcalbe

When dwdls die Shcphotd of the Worldii wiU ae*«r

To any visible shiiot^

As if it were di%'inr,

l>eign to raise hands of worship or of prayer.

THa Uiimr or God and or Taunt

God is one, and the Veda is one

;

The disinterested, true Guru is one, nnd his iaitktoty hteODC;

Wiien this is obUiaed his heaven is one

;

There is but one birth of men upon the earthy

And coljr one way for dl meo to walk in

:

BatM for thoie who hoi ! four Vedas and dx

:

And different customs for different pCOpl^

And helipv in a plurality of j^ods,

Down ihcy wiii go to the fire of bell

!

God is Lovb

The ignorant think (hat Cod and love are di£

None knows that God and love are the same.

Did all meo know that God and love are the sas^
They woold dwell togetlMria pcMQ, winrideifaig lofcas Gdd.

s See J. Viuon, *te Timc dans la Po^ tanonle^' R^m dt LkigtA-

Hfut, viii (1875), pp^ 5t and i. Beaehi*s crigkud M& ft la the libiafj of

tbt India Oiioib
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of Sanskrit. Besides trestises on* poetics, tiietoriG^ and giam*

mar, it includes sectarian works of Jaina^ Lrngftyats, Saivas, and
Vaishnavas. 1 huse of the Ling&yats appear to possess most
originality. Their list includes several episodes of a Basava

PurS^Oy in glorification of a certain Basava who is said to have

been an incarnation of diva's bull Nandi. There is also an
admired ^ataka of SomeSvara. Modem Kanarese has a large

number of particu^^-r^ racy folk-ballads, some of which have

been translated into English by Mr. Fleet. One of the most
amusing echoes the cry of the long-suflfering Income-tax payer,

and tells with considerable humour how the 'virtuous' mer-

chants carefully understate their incomes.

The earliest surviving %^Titings of Telugu authors date from T.lnofu

the twelfth century, and include a MahCibfuirata by Nannappa
;

but the most important works belong to the fourteenth and

sub'^-;rfr.ient centuries. In the beginning of thesixteenih c n-

tury the court of Krishna Raya of Vijayanagar was famous for

its learning, and several branches of literature were enthusiasti-

cally cultivated. Allasani Peddana, his laureate, is called ' the

Grandsire of Telugu poetry,' and was the pioneer of original

poetical composition in the language, other writers having con-

tented themselves with translating from Sanskrit. His best-

known work is the Svardchisha-Mamtchariira^ which is based

on an episode in the Mdrkampya Purana. Krishna Raya him-

self is said to have written the Afiuiktankilyada. Another

member of his court was Nandi Timmana, the author of the

Parijdtdpaharana. Surana (flourished 1560) was the author of

the Kaldpurnddaxa^ which is an admired original tale of the

loves of NaUikubara and Kalabhiibhini, and of many other works.

The most important writer was, however, Vcmana (sixteenth

centurv'X the poet of the people. He wrote in the colloquial

dialect, and directed his satires chiefly against caste distinctions

and the fair sex. He is to-day the most popular of all Telugu

authors, and there is hardly a proverb or a pithy saying which

is not attributed to him.

Only a few lines can be devoted to the Indian Tibeto-

Chinese languages. The huge literature of Tibetan is ex-

cluded from consideration as not being directly concerned

with British India, and there remain those of Burmese and of

the Tu languages. In both cases the poetic diction differs so

widely from the speech of common life as to be unintelligible

without special study. Burmese literature is almost wholly Dumwie
secular, religious works being written in Pali, the sacred Ian- l^tw«tw*

guage of the Buddhists. The main< fonns which this secular
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literature has taken are historf and the dnuna. The histories

(called Maha-Raitth Wet^ aie natioiial chroniclesand go bade

for some eighteen hundred yeaiSi but are said to be of doubtful

value; The dramas are extremely popular. They are of every

kind—opera, tragedy, comedy, and broad farce—and are often

of portentous length and fescennine in their humour. Of the

Tai races, the Shan literature is said to be very extensive^

Ahom but little is known about it The Ahoms, the Tai race which

conquered Assam, and whose language is now extinct, had also

a large literature. The most valuable portion of both these

literatures appears to be their histories. It was the Ahoms
who introduced the cult of history into Assam, and the Assam*

ese name for ' history,' bn-ran-ji^ is an Ahom word meaning
* store of instrucHoQ for the ignorant*

G. A. GRIERSON.
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CHAPTER XII

THE MARATHAS

The eij^teenth century is the formative period in the history

of modem India. It witnessed the break-up of the Mughal

empire^ and the firm establishment of British supremacy. It

also witnessed the one sncoessful attempt on the part of the

Hindus to drive back the tide of Muhammadan invasion.

This result was accomplished, not by the RAjputs or any

other military caste in the North, but by the peasant population

of the De<x:ani who had been stimulated into a race of soldiers

by the example of their national hero, Sivaji.

The word * MarftthA ' is scarcely an ethnical or even a caste The bome

name. In modem usage, it is confined to the superior class
7^,̂ ^^^,,

from whom SivftjI's generals and warriors were mostly drawn,

and who sometimes claim a Kshattriya origin. In a wider

sense, it may be extended to include all who speak MarftthI

as their mother tongue and inhabit Maharashtra. The central

home of the Marathas is the neighbourhood of the Western

Ghats, eastward from Bombay. Here are thickly scattered

the hill-forlresscs which determined Sivaji's original strategy.

Here are the mountains that bred his hardy footmen; here are

the river valleys that provided the no less liardy horses for

his distant forays. Here is Poena, the home of his boyhood

and afterwards the eapital of the Peshwas. Here also is Sat^a,

the royal residence and prison of his descendants.

Tills region has little history of its own. It includes

Deogiri, or Daulatabad, the capital of the Yadavas, the Hiridu

dynasty destroyed by the Muhanimadans in 131 2, from whom
the mother of S'waji traced descent. In later times it was

divided between the two Muhammadan kingdoms of Ahmad-
nagar and Bijapur, whose rulers svcm to have been very tolerant

towards their Hindu subjeets, utilizing their services alike in

warfare and in eivil admini>tration. Sivaji's father had dis-

tinguished himself as an army leader for buih these kingdoms.

But the Muglial emperors were now pressing southwards to

alK)lish their independence, and it was in this circuaiiuiice

that Sivaji found his opportunity.
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Sivaj!, Sivijl Bhonsla was bom in 1627, at Shivner, the hfll-foit

1617-80, Jumuuv within the domiiuons of Ahmadnagar, and was

brought up al Poona, in his [xitemal jdgir, while his father waa

conquering new territory for Bijapur in the Camatic From

a bey he cherished the ambition of founding a Hindu king-

dom Upon the ruins of the local Muhammadan dynasties

that were manifestly decaying. Gathering round him a party

of hill-men from the Ghftts, known as Mftwalis, he seized fort

after fort, and was soon able to measure his strength against

* Bijapur army, whose general, Afzal Khan, he stabbed at

a friendly conference (1659). A few years later he raided as

for north as GujarSt, and sacked the imperial city of Surat

(1664). This brought down upon him the wrath of Aurangzeb,

who sent an army to crush him. After more than one i)rilliant

feat of arms, Sivfiji surrendered on terms, and went to Delhi

to pay homage to the Mughal emperor (1666). Being coldly

received and placed under restraint, he managed to escape

and return to the Deccan, where he quickly re-established his

power. In 1674 he found himself strong enouijh to assume

the title of Raja and the insignia of royalty, being enthroned

with great pomp at his hill-fort of Raigarh. So secure was he

that he now proceeded with a large force into the Carnatic, to

establisli his claim to the Jiigirs which his father had acquired

in Mysore, though Tanjore was resigned to a younger brother.

He died at Raigarh in 16S0.

Sivaji not only founded a kingdom; he also created a nation,

as is shown by the course of events in the Deccan after his

death. Aurangzeb came in person to give the final blow

to the two moribund kinadoms of Lijapur and Golconda,

and to suppress the rvluiaiha revolt. The former object he

accomplished with ease ; to the latter he devoted twenty years

in vain. Sambhaj^ the eldest son and successor of Sivaji, was

unworthy of his father. He fell into the hands of Aurangzeb^

who put him cruelly to deaths though he saved alive Shahu^

his in&nt son. The MaritbSs now placed at their head

Rftjfi Rftm, the younger son of Sivaji, whom they withdrew

to Gingee in the Carnatic, while they exhausted the unwieldy

Mughal army by a guerrilla warfare. On Aurangzeb's death

(1707) ShAha was set free and recognized as the heir of SivSji;

with S&tSra as his cajntal, while the prindpality of Kcdhapur

was guaranteed to a son of B&jft RSm.

The Shfihu's reign lasted for more than forty years (1707-48);

but he was a roi fmnianf^ and resigned the government to his

minister. As has happened elsewhere in India» the minister
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founded a dynasty of his own, confining the pageant king

in A palace that became a prison The first of the Peshwft

dynasty was Balajl VishvanSth, a Brfibman from the Konkan,

who estabh'shed the power of Shahu, and organized the con-

federacy of the Maratha chiefs. Before he died 'in 1720,

he had led a Maratha army to Delhi, in alliance with the

Saiyid 'king-makers,' and had extorted an imperial grant (if

the chauth or one-fourth of the revenues of the Deccan,

together with a recognition of the swarJj or ' kingdom ' that

had been won by Sivaji. His two successors, Baji Rao I

(1720-40) and Balaji Rao (1740-61), inherited his talents and

his pohcy. In their time the Marathas conquered Gujarat,

Malwa, Berar, Gondwana, and Orissa; they drove the Portu-

guese out of Salsette and Basscin
;
they raided as far south as

the Carnatic, and as far north as Bengal and the Punjab. It

was as generals of the PeshwS that the representatives of the

two great houses of Sindhia and Holkar first came into notice.

But at the very moment when the Marathas appeared to have

bled to death the effete Mughal empire, they brouglu down
upon their heads a more virile Muhammadan race from the

north-western frontier. Ahmad Shah Durrani, now paramount

in the Punjab, ralHed round his own Afghans the Rohillas and

the forces of the Nawab of Oudh, and inflicted upon the

confederate Marathas the decisive defeat of Pa.nq»at (1761).

The Peshwa himself, who had lost a son in the battle, sank

under the blow ; and from this epoch may be dated the dis-

ruption of the Maratha confederacy, for henceforth each chief

fought mainly for his own hand.

The fourth Peshwa, Madhu Rao (1761-72), was not tin-

worthy of bis ancestors. He was an able administrator, and

waged war successfully against Haidar AU. His death, how-

ercTi was foUowed by minorities and disputed successions, and

hf intrigues among ministers at Poena and rival chiefr who
had now become independent It was In these circumstances

that the British first came into contact with the Marfitbfis.

Up to this time the Government of Bombay had always Boinl»y

maintained iairiy amicable relations with the MarSthfls. When JJ^^^
Sivftjl sacked Surat, the English fiu:tory was stoutly defended,

and compensation was paid by him for English losses on other

occasions. When SivSjI was crowned at Raigitrh, an English

embassy attended the ceremony. Lator on Englirii ships were

constantly fighting against AngriS, the admiral of the Martthft

fleet ; hut it was in alliance with die Peshwft that Angrift's two

strongholds of Suvamdnig and Gheria were ultimately stormed.
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and it wa?; by treaty with the Peshwa that the Engh'sh obtained

I^ankot (Fort Vi( toria), their first possession on the mainkiKl

of the western coast.

Two motives conspired to induce the British to intervene

in Maratiifi affairs. On the one hand, the Bombay Government

was naturally desirous to imitate the example of Madras and

Bengal by acquiring inllnence at a Native court, and, in par-

ticular, to gain possession of the island of Salsette, which they

had always maintained tf) be appurtenant to liombay. On the

other hand, as the liritish were now lieroming the iJaramount

power in India, though by no means yet supreme, it was neces-

sary that tiiey should enter into relations of some sort with the

Marathas, who might at any moment throw their weight mio

the opposite scale, or even open a door to the French on the

board.

The first As early as 1761 the Bombay Government had sent an

wl?****
envoy to Boona, to treat for the transfer of Salsette, without

success. The disputed succession lu the Peshwaship afforded

another opportunity. Raghuba (or Raghunath Rao), one of

the claimants, had fled to Gujarat; and there, in 1775, the

Bombay authorities, without the knowledge of the Supreme

Government, concluded with him the Treaty of Surat, by

which they undertook to teinstate him at Poona, on ccmdition

of veceiving SfUsette wid Bassein* This led to what is somo*

times called the 6T8t MaittthA War. The BombAy amy was

nnifonnly successful in fighting against the conledefate Mar
tSthSs in the pbtins of GujariUj but the Supreme Government

at Calcutta intervened 1^ sending its own envoy to Poona,

who negotiated the Treaty of Purandbor (1776), restoring

Theseeondthe sMus fuo, Two years later, when the French were
Mat^tbi

i)elieved to be intriguing at Poona, a second attempt was

made to restore Kaghuba. The Bombay army advanced up

the Bor ghai to within a short distance of Poona, but was

there surrounded by the Marfttbts, and compelled to sign the

ignominious convention of Waigaoo. Meanwhile, Warren

Hastings had dispatched a Bengid army, under Colonel

Goddard, across the width of the Peninsula, which made
conquests in Gujarftt, captured Bassdn, and restored the

honour of the British name. Other blows were stiuck in

Central India, within the dominions of Sindhia, the most

powerful of the Maratha chiefs. The rock-fortress of Gwalior

was escaladed by Popham, and Camac beat up Sindhia's camp.

At this time, however, the British in Southern India were

engaged in a death struggle with Haidar All; and Warren
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Hastings was glad to conclude with Sindhia the Treaty of

Sftlbai (1783), by which all conquests were restored^ except

Salsetle Ishmd, and Raghuba xeoeived a handsome pension.

Raghuba's son, BijI Rao II, succeeded as the seventh and Pi^mptioa

last Peshw2 in 170 ; but the PeshwS was no longer the head

of the Maraths confederacy, except in name. The Bhonsia confeder^

family at Nagpur had never fully accepted his supremacy.

Mahadji Sindhia, with the help of ^cpoys trained by De Boigne,

had extended his dominions into Hindustan proper, and had
taken the Mughal emperor, Sh&h Alam, under his proteo*

tion. The Holkar family were usually fighting on their own
account. The Gaikwar of Baroda had become, from the period

of the first Marath& War, a subsidiary ally of the British.

Poona itself was dtirini; this period twice plundered by the

armies of rival chiefs. While the MarJtha confederacy was

thus breaking up, the British were growing in strength, and

Lord Momington (afterwards Marquess Wellesley) came out

to India to make their power su{)rcnie.

In 1802 the Peslnva, Baji Rao II, fled from his capital and The third

threw himself upon the Dombay Government. By the Treaty
^J^^^*

of Basscin he aeeepted the
|
osition, which it wns Lord

Wellesley's policy to extend, of sub'jidiary alliance with the

British. He was escorted back to Poona, which was occupied

without fighting by General Arthur Wellesley (afterwards Duke
of Wellington) by a forced man h from the south. Sindhia and .

the Bhonsia of Nagpur forthwith took up arms, and Holkar

after some delay followed their example. This third Maratha

War was the most decisive in which the British had yet been

engaged. While General Wellesley in the Deccan won the

victories of Assaye and Argaum, General Lake in Hindustan

shaitered the French-trained battalions of Sindhia at Laswari,

and occupied Delhi. ]>y the peace that followed, the Bhonsia

was deprived of Orissa and Perar, and Sindhia ceded his

conquests in the Doab and the custody of the blind old

emperor, Shah Alam. The later operations against Holkar

were not so uniformly successful, but he too ultimately sub-

mitted.

This peace, however, did not efibct a final settlement. The The fourth

Marfttha chiefs still maintained a qualified independence ^^^^
within their drctimscribed dominions. Central India and

Rfijputana were left exposed to their ravages, and the PindSris

or licensed plundeieis whom they encouraged became a uni-

versal terror and a danger to British territory. At last, in 1 81 7*

the Marquess of Hastings resolved to put an end to this state
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of anaicby. While he was moving British forces from all

quarters towards Central India, three of the Matatbft chiefs

broke out, revealing a coalition that had long been suspected.

The Peshwa had always chafed under the subordination to which

the Treaty of Bassein reduced him. With the support of

British protection, he had accumulated large resources, which

he used in le\ying troops and intri iinni:; with the other chiefs.

In the same month (November, 1817) the Peshwa at Poona

and the Bhonsla at Nagpur each suddenly attacked with over-

,

whelming numbers the British Residents at their courts, but

were decisively repulsed alike on the plain of Kirkee and 011

tile 111 11 of Srtabaldl. Next month the mutinous army of

Holkar, himself a child, was destroyed at Mehidpur. Sindhia

alone remained quiet, being overawed by the large British force

in his neighbourhood. Favourable term'; were offered to some

of the Pindari leaders ; the remainder were hunted down and

exterminated.

Iheptei- The pacification that followed changed the map of Western

and Central India. The dominions of the Peshwa— in the

Deccan, the Konkan, and Gujarat—were held to be forfeited,

and were presently annexed to the Bombay Presidency, with

the exception of an apanage reserved for the titular Raja of

Satdra, the representative of SivajT. The Bhonsla—or, rather,

his infant son—retained the greater \y.\\i of his possessions,

though a portion became British under ihc s^yle of the Saugor

and Nerbudda Territories. Holkar's State of Indore, and the

State of Tonk assigned to his Pindari general Amir Khan,

form part of the settlement then effected for Central India.

SitSn lapsed, through default of issue, in 1848; and Nagpur,

for the same reason, in 1853. The dethroned Peshwa lived

on till 185 1, in the receipt ola large petuioii \ his adopted son

WIS the infiimoQS NSna Slhib of the Mutiny.

nriiHii| There still exist three great MaiStfaftStated but it is sfguificiiit

that none of the three lies within Mahlrishtia. The Gaikivir

ofBaroda—^who neverdrewsword againstthe British—preserves

the territory which his ancestors conquered in Gujarat, and also

the trihute which they exacted from numerous sunrounding

chiefs. Sindhia, with his capital at Gwalior on the border of

Hindustan and a second capital at the ancientUjjain^ mamtains

the traditions of his race as premier chief in Central India and

Honorary Colonel in the British Army. Holkar of Indore

rules o?er a choice portion of the fertUe mdley of the Narbadai

in Malwa. In the Deccan, the line of Sivajt is represented,

through successive adoptions^ by the Maharaja of Kolhapur;

Marathi
Sutes.
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and many a SardAr and Jaglrdfir boasts a title that is famous

in Maratha histoiy. Farther south, the principality of Tanjore,

founded by a younger brother of Sivaji, was extinguished in

1799 J but the petty Madras State of Sandflr still belongs to

a descendant of the Ghorpade family, whose ancestor first

acquired it in the service of the Bijapur Sultans.

At the Census of 1901 the speakers of MaralhJ in all India

numbered nearly millions, of whom no less than 13

J

million?, or 73 per cent, of the total, were enumerated in

British territory, and nearly 3 millions, or 16 per cent, more,

in the Muhammadan State of Hyder&b^
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CHAPTER XIII

THE EARLY EUROPEAN SETTLEMENTS

The Vtoriii. Ths Mubammadan iDvadm of India had entered aoross the
^tiri;c in north-west mountains. Her Christian conquerors approached

by sea from the western coast From the time of Alexander

the Great (327 ac.) to that of Vasco da Gama (a.d. 1498),

Europe had held h'ttle direct intercourse with the East Ad
occasional traveller brought back stories of powerful kingdoms

and of untold wealth ; but the passsge by sea was scarcely

dreamed of, and» by land, wide deserts and warlike tribes lay

between. Commerce, indeed, struggled overland and by way
of the Red Sea. It was carried on chiefly through Egypt,

although partly also across Syria, under the Roman Knrpire

;

and in later mediaeval tiincs by the Italian cities on the Medi-

terranean, which traded to the ports of the Levant But to

the Europeans of the fifteenth century India was an unknown
land, which po^verfully attracted the imni^ination Df spirits

Stimulated by the Renaissance and ardent for discovery.

In 1492 Christopher Columbus sailed westward under the

Spanish flag to seek India beyond the Atlantic, bearing with

him a letter to the great Khan of Tartary. • He found America

Vasco instead. An expedition consistinr^ of three ships, under Vasco
da Gama, da Gama, started from Lisbon five years later, in the souihern

dirertion. It doubled the Cape of Good Hope, and cast

anchor off the coast of Malabar near Cahcut on May 20,

1498, after a protracted voyage of nearly eleven months. An
earlier Portuguese emissary, Covilham, had reached Calicut

overland about 14.S7. From the first, I >a Gama encountered

hostility from the Moors, or rather Arabs, who monopolized

the sea-borne trade ; but he seems to have found favour with

the Zamorin, or Hindu Rnja, of Calicut. After staying three

months on the Malabar coo^t, Da Gama returned to

Europe, bearing with him a letter from the Zamorin to the

King of Portugal: 'Vasco da Gama, a nobleman of your

household, has visited my kingdom and has given me great

pleasure. In my kingdom there is abundance of cinnamon,

. y 1. ^ . y Google
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cloves, ginger, iK-pj)er, and precious stones. What I seek from

tliy country is gold, silver, coral, and scarlet.' 'I'iie safe arrival

of Da Gama at Libbon was celebrated with national rejoicings

as enthusiastic as those which had greeted the return of

Columbus, if the West Indies belonged to Spain by priority

of discovery, Portugal might claim the East Indies by the same

right. I hc I'oriuguese mind became intoxicated with dreams

of a mighty Oriental empire.

The early Portuguese navigators were not traders or private

adventurers, but admirals with a royal commission to open up

a direct commerce with Asia, and to purchase Eastern com-

modities on behalf of the King of I'ortugal. A second Pedro

expedition, consisting of thirteen ships and twelve hundred
^^^^2^

soldiers, under the command of Pedro Ah ares Cabral, was 1500.

dispatched in 1500. On his outward vo}agc, Cabral was

driven westward by stress of weather, and discovered Prazil

;

but ultimately he reached Calicut. He seriously embroiled

himself with the Zamoriu, and the factors there were mur-

dered by the Muhammadan merchants. In spite of this

disaster, be left a factor behind him at Cochin when he

returned to Portugal

In 1502 the King of Portugal obtained from Pope Alex-rAMl

ander VI a Bull constituting him *Lofd of the Navigation, ™i
Conquest, and Trade of Ethiopia, Arabia, Persia, and India.'

In that year Vasco da Gama sailed ag»in to the East, with

a fleet numbering twenty vessels. He formed alliances with

the Rfij&s of Cochin and Cannanore, and bombarded the

Zamorin of Odicut in his palace. In 1 503 the great Affonso

de Albuquerque sailed to the East in command of one of three

expeditions from Portugal The Portuguese arrived only just

in time to succour the K&jft of Cochin, who was being besi^ed

by the Zamorin of Calicut. They built a fort at Cochin, and,

to guard against any future disaster, left ninety Portuguese

soldiers under Duarte Pacheco to defend their ally. When
they departed, the Zamorm of Calicut again attacked Cochin;

but he was defeated by Pacheco on both land and sea, and

the prestige of the Portuguese was by these victories raised to

its height

In 1505 a large fleet of twenty sail and fifteen hundred vice,

men was sent under Francisco de Almeida, the first Portu-
J^mcid^^

guese Viceroy of India. Almeida was also the first Portuguese 1505-9.

statesman to develop a distinct policy in India. He saw tha^

in the fiice of the opposition of the Muhammadan mercliants^

whose monopoly was infringed, it was necessary to fortify
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1509.
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factories on land, in which to carry on trade. But he wished

tliese forts to he as few as possible, and that tlie chief power

of Portugal should be on the sea. Almeida had also a new
danger to meet. The Sultan of Egypt perceived that the

discovery of the sea-route from Europe to India round the

Cai)e of (Jood Hope was mining the transit trade through his

country. He therefore dispatclied a fleet to externunate the

Portuguese forces in Asia. The Sultan's admiral won a victory

off C'haul, in 1508, in which Almeida's son was killed ; but on

Victory I'ebruary 2, 1509, the Egyptians were utterly defeated off the

island of Diu. The danger of a general union of the Musal-

nians against the Portuguese was thus averted for the moment,

and the quarrels between the Turks and P>gy{)tians that ensued

gave time for the Christians to consolidate their power firmly

in India.

Albu- In 1509 Albucjuerque succeeded as Viceroy, and widely
qucrqae extended the area of Portuguese influence. He abandoned
takes Ooa,

ifiio.
^^^^ system of Almeida, and resolved to establi^.li a Portuguese

empire in India, based on the possession of important points

along the coast, and on playing off the native princes against

one another. Having failed in an attack upon CalieuL, he in

1510 seized Gua, which, from 1530, became the aipital of

Portuguese India. Then, sailing round Ceylon, he captured

Malacca, the key to the navigation of the Indian Archi])elago,

and opened a trade with Siam and the Spice Islands. Lastly,

be sailed back westward, and, after penetrating into the Red
Sea and building a fortress at Onnuz in the Peruan Gul^

returned to Goa only to die in 15 1 5. In 1524 Vasco daGama
came out to the East for the tbitd time^ and he too died at

Cochin, after a rule of only three months.

Cmeltio For exactly a century, from 1500 to 1600, the Portoguese

t^^^' enjoyed a monopoly of Oriental trade. But they had neither

KSt. the political strength nor tiie personal character necessary to

maintain such an empire. Their national temper had been

formed in their contest with the Moon at home. They were

not traden» but knights-enant and crusaders, who looked on

evefy pagan as an enemy of Portugal and of Christ Only

those who have read the contemporary narratives of their

conquests can realize the superstition and the cruelty with

which their history in the Indies is stained.

Albn- Albuquerque alone endeavoured to conciliate the goodwill

of the natives, and to live in friendship with the Htnda

£!^i^aa> princes, who were better pleased to have the Portuguese^^ aa finnly governed by him, for their neighbours and aUiei,
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than the Muhammadans whom he had expelled or subdued.

The justice and magoanumty of his rale did as much to

extend and confirm the power of the Portuguese in the East,

as his courage and the success of his militaiy achievements.

In such veneration was his memory held, that the Hindus of

Goa, and even the Muhammadans, were wont to repair to his

tomb, and there utter their complaints, as if in* the presence

of his shades and call upon God to deliver them from the

tyranny of his successors.

Yet these successors were not all tyrants. Some of them

were great statesmen ; many were gallant soldiers. The names

of four of them stand out brightly in the history of the

Potrtuguese in India. Nuno da Ctmha, Viceroy from 1529 to Xuno da

1538^ first opened up direct and regular trade with Bengal.

After 1518 onr^ stiip had annually visited Chittagong to purchase * ^
merchaiidise for Portugal; but Da Cunha, hearing of the wealth

of the province, and the peaceful, industrious character of its

infaabitantfl^ resolved to make a settlement there. He sent

400 Porti^u^ mldieni to assist the Muhammadan king of

Bengal against Sher Shah in 1534, and was intending to follow

in person, when important events on the other side of India

detained him. His intervention had the effect of causing The Port*

many Portuguese to settle in Bengal, They were never formed ^«sc iu

into a regular governorship, but remained in loose dependence

on the Captain of Ceylon. Vet tliey became very prosperous,

and their head-quarters, Hooghly, grew into a wealthy city.

After the capture of Hooglily by Shah Jahan in 1632, the

bravest of the Portuguese in Bengal became outlaws and

pirates, and in conjunction with the Arakancse and the Maghs

preyed upon the sea-borne commerce of the Bengal coast.

The event which prevented Nuno da Cunha from establishing

the Portuguese power in Bengal was the approach of a great

Turkish and Egyptian fleet. Sulaiman the Magnificent, having

consolidated the Turkisii [>uwer by his conquest of Egypt,

prepared to accomplish the t:isk which the Sultan of Egypt

had attempted thirty years before. But the Portuguese were

now i.i a better position to resist than they had been in the

days of Almeida. Nuno da Cunha had obtained possession

of the island of Diu, a place much coveted by Albuquerque

from the Sultan of Gujarat in 1535, and it was there that the

storm broke. Encompassed by the armies of Gujarat on land Defence

and by the vast Turkish and Egyptian flee^ Diu stood a terrible ^^^*>

siege in 1538 ; and the defenders at last beat off the a8sa]]ant&
'

Nuno da Cunha did not live to see this glorious result, for he

VOL. It. c g
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JoSo de
Castro,

Lnfs de
Athnidc,

ofGc%
1570.

WW maligned by enemies and sent home in custody, and it was

reserved for his successor to relieve Din,

JoSo de Castro, who ruled from 1545 to 1548, was no un-

W(»thy countr)'maii of Albuquerque and Da Cunha. He
relieved Diu, which again had to stand a siege by the Sultia

of Gujarfit, whom he defeated in one of the greatest victories

ever won by the Portuguese in India. But it was not only as

E warrior, but also as a statesman, that JoAo de Castro won his

fiune. In the three short years of his government he tried to

reform the errors of the Portuguese cdcmial system. The
trade with India was a royal monopoly, and crowds of officials

resorted to peculation and corruption in order to enhance their

salaries from the Crown. Joao de Castro endeavoured to

cleanse the Augean stable, and by his own upright character

set an example to his compatriots. It was during his rule that

the Portuguese, in addition to being a trading and a governing

power, became a proselytizing power. Hitherto Catholic priests

had come to India to tend the souls of the Portuguese. But

now began the era of missions to the heathen. This develop-

ment of missionary cfforl was largely due to the inspiring exer-

tions of St. Francis Xavier, who was Castro's intimate friend.

The Jesuits followed the missionary pioneer of their Order,

and the whole authority of the rortuf^u'-'^e Government was

practically placed at the disposal of tlie Chnstian missionaries

after this epoch.

Constantino de Braganza, a prince of the royal house of

Portugal, attempted, and not without success, to take up the

task which had proved too hard for De Castro, during his

rule from 1558 to 1561. But he is better remembered as

the conqueror of Daman, one of the places still belonging to

Portugal. Luis de Athaide, Viceroy from 1568 to 157 1, and

again from 1578 to 1581, had during liis first term to meet

a formidable league of opponents. The defeat of the Hindu
Raja of Vijayanagar at Talikota in 1565 left the Muhammadan
Sultans of the Deccan at liberty to act against the Portuguese.

A great league was formed by them, which included even the

half-savage king of Achln. All the Portuguese settlements on

the Malabar coast^ as well as Malacca, were besieged by over-

whelming forces. But the Portuguese commanders rose to the

occasion. Eveiywfaere they were triumphant Hie Viceroy,

in 1570, defended Goa for ten months against the SultSn of

Bijapur, and eventually repulsed him. The tmdisdplmed

native troops were unable to stand against the veteran soldiers

of Portugal, soo of whom, at Malacca, rooted 15,000 men with
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artillery. When, in 1578, Malacca was again besieged by the

king of Acbm, the small Portuguese gaixisoo destroyed lo^ooo

of his men, and all his cannon and junks. Twice again, in

1615 and for the last time in 1628, Malacca was besieged, and
on each occasion the Achlne$e -were repulsed with equal

bravery. But the increased military forces sent out to resist

these attacks proved an insupportable drain on the revenues

and population of Portugal.

In 1580 tiie Portuguese Crown was united with that of SiMshh

Sptfin, under Philip II. This hastened the ruin of the mari-

time and commerdal supremacy of Portugal in the East. The *
^'

interests of Portugal in Asia were henceforth subordinated to

the European interests of Spain; and the enemies of Spain,

the Dutch and the £nglisb| preyed on the Portuguese as well

as on the Spanish commerce. In 1640 Portugal again became

a separate kii^dom. But in the meanwhile the Dutch and

English bad appeared in the E^istem Seas; and before their

indomitable oompetkion the Portuguese empire of the Indies

withered away as rapidly as it had sprung up. Between 1641 Downfnll

and 1664 the Dutch captured almost all their stations in Po*}"*-

Ceylon and on the coast of Malabar. In 1683 the Marathas India,

plundered to the gates of Goa, and in 1739 they captured Bas- i<4i-*739«

sein, the northern capital. The further history of the Portu-

guese in India is a distressing chronicle of pride, poverty, and

rnisfortune. The native princes pressed upon them from the

Lmd. On the sea they gave way to more vigorous European

nations.

The Dutch were the first European nation who broke The Dutcb

through the I'ortuguese monopoly. During the fcixteenth ^"A^
century Bruges, Antwerp, and Amsterdam became the great

emporia whence Eastern produce, imported by the Portuguese,

was distributed to Germany, and even to England. At first

the Dutch, following in the track of the English, attempted to

find their way to India by sailing round the northern coast of

Europe and Asia. ^\'iUiam Barents is honourably known as

the leader of three of these Arctic expeditions, in the last of

which he perished.

The first Dutchman to double tiie Cape of Good Hope was DntA

Cornelius Houtman, who reached Sumatra and Bantam in f"^*

1596. Within the next five years no less than sixty-five vessels panics,

sailed to the Indies. Private companies for trade with the

East were formed in many parts of Holland; but in 1602 they

were all amalgamated by the States-General into * The United

East India Company of the Netherlands,' which was granted

Gg 2
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Founda-
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a monopoly of the tiade for twenty-one years and powessed

• capital of £540,000. This great corporation had espectaOy

close relatioos with the Goveroment, for in Holland 'mer-

chandise was accounted a matter of state.' The Dutch soon

came to blows with the Portuguese in the Moluccas, and

captured Amboyna in 1605. Their conflicts with the English

will be described later. In 1619 their great Governor-GenenU

Coen laid the foundation of the dty of Batavia as the seat

of the Supreme Go\crnment, In 1641 they took Malacca,

a blow from which the Portuguese never recovered. In 1652

they founded a colony at the Cape of Good Hope, as a half-

way station to the East ; and six years later they captured

Jaffnapatam, the last stronghold of the Portuguese in Ceylon.

In India itself they obtained 1 factory at Pulicat in 1609, and

from 1616 were established at vSurat. Between 1661 anrl 1664

they wrested from the Portuguese all their settlements on the

pepper-bearing coast of Malabar. By 1664 they possessed

factories at Masulipatam and other places on the Coromandel

coast ; at Hooghly, Cossimba^ar, Patna, and Dacca in Bengal

;

at Surat, Ahniadabad, and xVgra in Northern India, besides

seven stations in Malabar. But while they retained and con-

solidated their power in the East Indian Arcliipelago, they

were gradually forced to relax their hold upon the coast of

India. Three fiercely contested naval wars with England,

1652-4, 1665-7, and 1672-4, and the almost continuous fight-

ing with France tVom 1672 till 1713, put a heavy strain upon

their resources and impaired the strength of their marine.

During this jieriod they dealt some severe blows at the early

French settlements in India, and thus unwittingly smoothed

the path of tlie l^iig.ish. Alier 1674 they were usually allied

with the latter in Europe, and were forced to moderate their

old ruthless attitude. Further, their somewhat short-sighted

commercial policy, which was based upon a monopoly of the

trade in spices, though elective in the Malayan Archipelago,

hardly fitted them to play a great part on the continent of

India*

like the Phoenicians of old, the Dutch stopped short of no
acts of cruelty towards their rivals in commeroe ; but, unlike

the PfaoenicianSp they fidted to introdm their dviliBUicm

amoqg the nadves with whom they came in contact The
kndl of Dutdi supremacy was sounded by Qive^ when tn

1759 he attacked the Dutch at Chinsuia by both land and
water, and fotced Uiem to an ignominious capitulatioii. During

the great FrenchWars between 1795 and 18 1 England wrested

Google
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from Holland every one of her colonies, although Java was

restored in 1816, and Sumatra exchanged for Malacca in 1824.

At present, the Dutch flag flies nowhere on the mainland

of India. But quaint houses, Dutch tiles and carvings, at

Chinsura, Negapatam, Jaffnapatam, and at petty ports on the

Coromandel and Malabar coasts, \vith the formal canals in

some of these old settlements, remind the traveller of scenes

in the Netherlands.

The earliest English attempt?; to reach India were made by Early

the North-west passage. In 1496 Henry VII granted letters I^gli*h

patent to John Cabot and his three sons (one of whom was turers,

the famous Sebastian) to fit out two ships for the exploration

of this route. Thev failed, but discovered the island of New-

foundland, and sailed along the coast of America from Labrador

to Virginia. In 1553 the ill-fated Sir Hugh Willoughby The

attemi)ted to force a passage along the north of Europe and North-east

Asia, the successful accomplishment of which 1ms been reserved 1553^*
for a Swedish explorer of our own day. Sir Hugh perished

miserably ; but his second in command, Chancelor, reached

a harbour on the White Sea, now Archangel. Thence he

j>enetratcd by land to the court of the Grand Duke of Moscow,

and laid the loundation of the Russia Comjinny for carrying

on the overland trade with India tlirough Persia, Bokhara, and
Moscow.

Many English attempts were made to find a North-west The

passage to the East Indies, from 1^76 to 16 16. Thev have

left on our modern maps the imperishable names of Erobisher, ij^^-loxb.

Davis, Hudson, and Baffin. Meanwhile, in 15/;, Sir Erancis

Drake had circumnavigated the globe, and on his way home
had touched at Ternate, one of the Moluccas, the king of

which island agreed to supply the English nation with all the

doves which it produced.

The first modem Englishman known to have reached the Stephens,

Indian peninsula was Thomas Stei^ens, in 1579. He bad
Jl^^^^^J^

been educated at Winchester, and became Rector of the Jesuit in Cdia,

College in Goa. His letters to bis lather are said to have >579*

roused great enthusiasm in England to tiade directly with

India. In 15S3 four English metcfaants^Ralph Fitch, John Fitch,

Newbexy, William Leede^ and James Stoiy--went out to India

overland as mercantile adventurers. The jealous Portuguese and Story,

threw them into prison at Ormuz, and again at Goa. At ij^a.

length Story settled down as a shopkeeper at Goa j Leedes

entered the service of the Mughal emperor ; Newbery died on
his way home overland ; and Fitch, after a lengthened peregri-
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nation in Bengal, Pegu, Stam, and other parts of the East

Indies, returned to England.

The defeat of the 'Invincible Armada' in 1588, at which

time the Crowns of Spain and Portugal were united, gave

a fresh stimulus to maritime enterprise in England. In the

following year a number of merchants presented a memorial

to Elizabeth, praying for permission to send a squadron direct

Fir->t to the East The Queen granted their petition, and in 1591
English

vessels made the first English voyage round the Cape

n?c c^ape
^ of Good Hopc to the Indian Ocean. The commander,

^0°^ George Raymond, went down with his ship in a storm, but

James Lancaster in the Edward Bonaventure penetrated to

Cape Comorin and the Malay Peninsula, returning to England

in 1 594. Another expedition of three ships was sent out two

years later under Benjamin Wood at the cost of Sir Robert

John Dudley, but not one of them was ever seen again. The
first Enclislmian to reach nortiiern India in the seventeenth

1006.. century was a London merchant, John Midnall or Mildenhall.

Armed witli a passport from Queen EHzabcth he travelled

overland, and spent seven years in the East (1599-1606). He
visited the emperor Akbar at Agra, and obtained from him

some farmans of doubtful value which he afterwards vainly

endeavoured to sell to the East India Company.

By the time Midnall returned that Company was already

in being, for it had long been inevitable that l^ngland, refusing

to hold herself bound by the Papal Bull, should make a
Inception scrlous attempt to win a share in the trade with India. On

East India
September 24, 1599, some merchants of London held a meetmg,

Company, and having subscribed capital to the amount of £30,133
resolved to seek incorporation from the Crown. The move-

ment owed much to certain members of the Levant Company,

and Thomas Smythe, one of the leaders of that body, was

eveniually the first Governor of the East India Company.
The original proposals of the adventurers were not accepted

by the Privy Council, but they reassembled in Eounders' Hall

exactly a year after their first meeting, and having now the

Queen's approval purchased ships and raised their capital to

'^f*T*l
^^^'373- y^*" Elizabeth incor-

l>cT. 3i, porated the subscribers, 317 in number, by Royal Charter,

itfoo» under the title of * The Governor and Com^^ny of Merchants

of London trading into the East Indies.'

^he The first epoch in the Company's history is that of the

V<^^ 'Separate Voyage^* from 1601 to 1612, each of which ma
i6oi-ii. oiganixed hy a particular body of subscribers and was wound
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up on ihe return of the ships by a reali/'atioii of the profits.

The early expeditions were directed to the islands of the Spice

Archipelago rather than to the mainland of India. Captain

James I^ncaster of the First Voyai;e (1601) entered into com-

mercial relations with the king of Achin and visited Bantam,

where he estabhilicd a factory. The fleet of the Second Voyage

sailed to Bantam, Ternate, Tidurc, and Aniboyna. It was not

till the Third Voyage that a landing was made on the coast

of India (1608), luid for the next few years most of the trade

was done vviih l»antam, Acliin, Aden, Morha, and Socoira.

As soon as the trade 10 the Indies was definitely cstaijlished,

the Company proceeded to get from the Crown a renewal of

their charter. This was the more necessary as King James

had shown a disquieting tendency to infringe their monopoly.

In 1604 he granted a licence to Sir Edward Michelborne, to

trade 'to Cathay, China, Japan, Corea, and Cambaya.* But

Michelborne, on arriving in the East, instead of exploring new

sources of revenue like the East India Company, followed the

pemidmis example of die Portuguese and pluiidered tbfi nadve

traders among the islands of the Indian Ardupelaga In this

way he secored a oonsidenble booty, but brought disgrace

upon the English name^ and senously hindered the Company's

business at BantaoL The second charter, granted in 1609, The

extended the period of the Company's privil^es from fifteen

years to perpetuity, unless they proved unprofitable to the 1609.
'

realm, whai they might be terminated on three years^ notice.

After x6i3 a change was made in the financial organization

of the Cbmpany, and the period of ' Separate Voyages' was

followed by that of 'Joint Stocks.' These, however, must be The joint

distinguished from the great permanent Joint Stock of 1657.
^^^^

The change simply meant that groups of adventurers for single

voyage were replaced by somewhat less ephemeial groups for

three or four voyages.

Early English efibrts to found factories In the East were The

made in the teeth of determined opposition from Portugal and ^^^^^^
Holland The Portuguese tiuned back the fleet of Sir Henry PokUh
Middleton from landing at Suiat in i6ri, but in 161a Thomas
Best defeated them in several stubborn naval engagements

off Swally (Suvali). In 161 5 Nicholas Downton in the same
waters won a still more decisive victor}^ ; while in 1622, in con-

cert with a Persian land force, the English C"p!iT"c>l Ormuz in

the Persian Gulf. Henceforward the Company had little to fear

from the Portuguese. The Treaty of l^Tadrid in 1630 pro*

claimed peace in the Indies, though that desirable consumma-
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tion was not reached till Mctlnvold, tb^ Knglish Prr^irient of

Surat, and the Viceroy of Goa signed in 1635 a convention

of their own—a convention which was afterwards ratified in

the international treaty of 1642. Cromwell, by his treaty of

1654, Anally wrested from Portugal a fonnal acknowledgement

of England's right to trade in the East.

The The conflict with the Dutch was of deadlier intensity and

luufthc
""'^^'''^ profoundly affected the Company's history. The twelve

Dntcb. years' truce in 1609 between Spain and the United NetherUuds

allowed Jlolland to concentrate her energies against the English,

The interests of the two Protestant powers had already clashed

in the East, and continuous conferences in London or at the

Hague had proved unavaiijiit; lo Xjiwv^ ahuut a settlement

On the Indian seas neither side was in liie mood to jxiy a

punctilious respect to the decencies of ICuropean diplomacy.

The sea-captains of two nations that were nominally at peace

fought openly and savagely whenever opportunity arose. The
Dutch pressed hard upon our factories in the Spice Archi-

pelago, and Courthope's gallant defence of Pulo Run for four

yean (1616-20} was an episode that remained long in the

The memory of his countrymen. In 16x9 a Treaty of Defence

Defenc/^
was si^Md in Europe which aimed at a partial union of the

1619.
' two national Companies. An amnesty for all past hostile acts

was proclaimed, the trade of the Eastern islands was to be

shared in common, and both nations were to contribute in

a certain fixed proportion to the expenses of the fleet and
garrisons and the duty of patrolling the seas. When the

terms were proclaimed in the East (1620) the Dutch and
English fieetSi dressed out in all their fia^ and with yards

manned, saluted each other. But the treaty ended in thesmoke
of that stately salutation, and the perpetual strife between

the Dutch and English Companies went on as bitterly as ever.

The English were expelled from Lantor and Pulo Run in 1621

and 1622.

The mas- The massacre of Amboyr.a, which made so deep an
^^^^'^ impression on the Englisii n ind, marked the climax oif the

1623.
' Dutch hatred to us in the Eastern seas. After long and
bitter recriminations, the Dutch seized Captain Towetson

at Amboyra, with nme Englishmen, nine Japanese, and one

Portuguese sailor, in February, 1623. I hey tortured the

prisoners at their trial, and found them guilty of a conspiracy

to surprise the garrison. The victims were executed in the

heat of passion, and their torture and judicial murder led to

an outburst of indignation in England ; but James could not

. ijui. u i.y Google
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afford to quarrel with Holland, and though he used brave

woids notUng effectiye nas ever done; Under the reign of

bis successor wearisome negotiations ended in a paralysis

of all action; and it was not till the Treaty of Breda in 1654 Crom-

dosed Cromweirs victorious war with Holland, that a belated

indemnity of £85,000 was paid to the Company, with £3,615 with the

to the heirs of the sufferers. Though the English did not l>utch,

formally renounce their shadowy claim to Pulo Run till the

second Treaty of Breda in 1667, the Dutch were suj)remc

in the Malayan Archipelago after 1624, and the fall of the

Knglish factory at Bantam in 1682 left their position un-

challenged.

East of the Bay of Bengal the struggle had gone against

the English, but in the meantime the factors of the Company
had bti n slowly and jviinfully establishing themselves on the

mainland of India. In 160S Captain Hawkins of the Third c.nptain

Separate Voyage landed at Surat and proceeded to the court Hawkins

of Jahanglr at Agra. He was graciously received and obtained i^^"^**

permission to settle at Sunit; but the grant was afterwards

revoked through the influence of the Portuguese, and after

two and a half years of fruitless waiting at Agra Hawkins left

in disgust. Although the English had obtained a precarious Aldworlhe

foothold in Surat in 1608, the credit of establishing *f!J2^|^
permanent factory there belongs to Thonuis Aldvvorthe, who SonU,

cleverly used the prestige won bv Ik-st's victory over the Portu-

guese to procure an ini|jcri.d gianl. Subordinate agencies

were set up at Ahmadabad, Burhanpur, Ajmer, and Agra.

In 1 61 5 Sir Thomas Roe was sent as ambassador from the Roe'i

court of St. James to Jahangir. A man of great ability and 15,^^*
tact, he held his anomalous position with credit to himself

and advantage to the Company for more than tiiree years
;
and,

though he never succeeded in getting his iiunous treaty ratified,

he did much to place the English trade in the Mughal domi
tuons on a more (avoumble footit^* Stimt became the most

important English ftctory in die East, and in 1630 even Bantam
was made subordinate to it Meanwhile the English bad also

made their presence felt on the coast of Coromandel After

many abortive attempts, &ctories were established at MasuU-
patam and Pettapoli about 1616. In t6a9 the former settle-

ment was abandoned for Armagon, but two years later a return

was made to Masulipatam. In 1639 Francis Day procured Fort

a grant of land from a Hindu Rfijft at Chennapalam or Madias, f^'^'^
and built there (1640) Fort St Geoig^ with the exception 1640.

of Armagon the first fortified position hdd by the East India
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Company. In 1653 Fort St. George was raised to the rank of

a Presidency and made independent of Bantam, to which it

!iad hitherto been subordinate. In 1633 Ralph Qurtwright

founded our first factories in Bengal at Hariharpur and

Balasore; and in 165 1 the English established themselves at

the more important position of Hooghly, largely through the

good offices of Gabriel Boughton, who was surgeon in the

household of the Mughal viceroy of Bengal. In 1658 the

factories in T5cnga1 were made subordinate to Madras, which

was itself tlependcnt on the chief Presidency of Surat.

But while En^^lishmen in tlic East tenaciously maintained

their liold upon the Indian sea-lx)ard, the East India Company
at lionie had fallen upon evil days. Since 1628, in which year

the Commons disregarded their Petition and Remonstrance,

opposition to their claims had been growing up, based partly

on jealousy of the monopoly, partly on a mediaeval theory

of foreign trade. In 1635 Charles I granted to Sir William

Courten or Courteen and others a licence for trade in the

East. Courten died the next year, but his son and his

associates continued the tradr, and became known as the

Assada Merchants from their plantation in the island of

Madagascar. 1 licir cajjtains comn.iucd depredations in the

East, for wliich the servants of the London ("ompany were

called to account by Indian rulers. The Compun}"s petitions

to the king passed unheeded in the constitutional siruggle

with the Parliament and in the turmoil of the Civil War. It

became increasingly difficult to raise the Joint Stocks necessary

for the continuation of the trade, and the commercial opera-

tions of the Company were practically suspended. In 1649

they were driven to some form of ttmon with Conrfeen's Asso-

ciation. But both bodies had been nearly ruined in the long

duel ; other forces of opposition had come to a head, and the

popular cry \^'as raised ^t the trade should be thrown open

to the nation. The Company, driven to despair, tfaieafeened in

1657 to withdraw their fiictories from India, till the Protector,

who had long hesitated as to his course, granted them a new
charter. Under its provisions the first permanent Joint Stock

of £739,788 was ndsed, and the settlements in India were

restaffed with &ctors. At the Restoration Cromweirs diarter

was conveniently ignored, but the Company obtained a similar

one from Charles II, which granted them the right to coin

money and eiercise jurisdiction over English subjects in the

East Under the Restocation Government the Company en-

joyed a period of great prosperity, and the value of their stock
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rose steadily till in 1683 it stood at £360 per cent. In India, Tiospcriiy

despite some checks, such as Sir Edward Winter's royalist Sf^^**

rebellion at Madras (1665-8), their star was in the ascendant. 1660-83,*

In 1 66 1 Bombay was ceded to the British Crown as part of Acqaui-

the dower of Catharine of Braganza, but was not delivered up '^'^^

until 1665. The King transferred it to the Company for an i6(5g,

annual payment of ten pounds in 1668. The seat of the

^^'estern Presidency was removed to it from Surat in 16S7.

The direct effect of the Rc>tnration Wars with Holland (1665-7 Restora-

and 1672-4) upon our position in India was curiously small, tion Wars

In the fi^rmer a Dutch fleet threatened Surat, but dared not HoUand
land troops for fear of violating the i^utrality of the Mughal 1665-7,

empire. By the treaty which ended it England finally ^^^i^'^*

renounced her claim to Pulo Run. In the second War the

fighting fell mainly to the lot of France, who was England's

ally. The Dutch did indeed capture St. Helena, which the

English had occu[)ied since 1658, but it was s[)eedily retaken

(1673) and henceforward remained an English possession.

Under the rule of able men, such as Sir George Oxcnden

(1662-69), Gerald Aungier (1669-77), and Sir John Child

(1682-90), all Presidents of Sural ..nd also Governors of

Bomba), iUl. tiade and influence of the Company was pros-

perously maintained.

Towards the end of the reign of Charles II, the position Trouble

of affairs in India became much less favourable. Keigwin's ^
rebellion at Bombay (1683-4), and a mutiny at St Helena

during the same time, injured the reputaticm of the Company
both at home and in India. Moie serious were the premoni-

toiy signs that heralded the break-up of the Mug^ empire.

In 1664 and 1670 Sivaji was repulsed with difficulty from the

factory at Surat, and he threatened Madras in 1677. From
16S3 to 1 68 7 Amangzeb was waging in the Deccaik a desultory

but destructive war with the SultSns of Bijapur and Golconda.

All over India the forces of rebellioQ and disruption were

maniiest The trade of Surat and Madras suffered, while in

Bengal tiie viceroy Shatstft Khfln actively oppressed the English

factories. In 1686 the Court of Committees, dominated by The Com-

Sir Josia Child, brother of the President of Surat, deliberately |[^^^'
abandoned their traditional policy of a peaceful commerce^ tonal

*

which dated from Roe's time, for one of active reprisals. In PJJ^*
the following year they proclaimed in memorable and prophetic

'

words that they intended to ' establish such a polity of civil and

military power, and create and secure such a large revenue . .

.

as may be the foundation ofa large, well-grounded, sure English

. y 1. ^ . y Google
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dominion in India for all time to come.' The Company began

to covet revenues, rents, and fortified positions, and determined

to consolidate their position in India on the basis of territorial

sovereignty, to enable them to resist the oppression of the

Mughals and Marath^. W ith that view they laid down the

policy which was destined to turn their clerks and lacUHS

throughout India into conquerors and proconsuls :

—

* The increase of our revenue is the subject of our care, . . .

as much as our trade ; 'tis that must maintain nur force when
twenty accidents may interrupt our trade; 'tis liai nmat make us

a zmkm in India. Without that we are but as a great number
of interloperSi united by His Majesty's Royal Charter, fit only

to trade where nobody of power thinks it their interest to

pres ent us. And upon this account it is that the wise Dutch,

in all their general advices which we have seen, write ten pvira-

graphs concernini; their government, their civil and military

policy, warfare, and the increase of their revenue, for one
paragraph they ^vrite concerning trade.'

Warvrith The actual results in India were in grotesque contrast to

Ma hnl
brave words. A fleet of ten shipii wiili a considerable

empire, military force was dispatched from England under Captain

i<W^90. Nicholson. When it arnvv:u ui India, hf^liiing had already

begun in ljen<;al between the Nawab and the English. Job

Ciiarnock, the chief of the Hooghly factory, had twice been

driven from Calcutta, whither he had first gone in i686u AH
the warlike operations of the Company were attended by

failure; an attack on Chittagong hopelessly miscanied. The
EpS^ish in Bengal were compelled to take refuge on tfadr ships

;

they fled to Madias and remained there for fifteen months.

In 1690 the representatives of the Company were forced to

accept from Aurangzeb a humiliating peace, by which, on

making submission and paying a considerable fine, they were

Job allowed to return to BengaL In August, 1690^ Job Cbamodt

^1^^ once more moored his ships in the long pool of Calcutta and

Calcntta, definitely fotmded the capital of British India»

1690. Meanwhile at home the Company had again to confront

pany^^™* a determined and organized opposition. For many years

moaopoiy individual interlopers had defied the Company's claim to the

sole market of the Eastern trade, one of the most fiunous

being Thomas Pitt, the grandfitther of Lord Chatham, who thus

founded the fortunes of his family. In 1691 the enemies

of the Company formed themsdves into an association and

allied themselves closely with the Whig party in Parliament

The struggle was a long one, and can only be very bnefly

outlined here; The Old Company obstinately refused all

. y 1. ^ . y Google
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eoncesstons in the way of widening their basu^ and in 1693 Kew

Sir Josia Child, by bribery <m the mo6t lavish 8cale» actually "^^^^
succeeded in procuring from the Crown a new charter. But ComiMuiy,

in this he overreached himself, and the following year the >^
Commons in anger passed a resolution that 'all the subjects Resoln-

of F.n^lind have a right to trade to the East Indies unless rf^^^
prohibited by Act of Parliament* In 1695 an inquiry was 1694,

held into the bxibery and corruption employed in procuring

the charter; and among those who were politically ruined

by the revelations that followed were the Speaker, Sir John

Trevor, and the Dulce of Leeds, the Lord President of the

Council. A still heavier blow soon fell upon the Old Com-
pany. In 1698, on providing Charles Montagu, Chancellor The

of the Exchequer, with a loan of £2,000,000, the new associa- g^°j"y
tion was constituted l^y Act of Parliament a General Society, 1698.

*

to which was granted the exclusive trade to India, saving the

rights of the Old Company until they expired in three years'

time. The great majority of the subscribers to the General

Society, which was f^n a ' regulated ' basis, at once formed

themselves into a Joint Stock (Company and were incorporated

by the Crown as the 'English Company trading to the East The New
Indies,' to distinguish it from the Old or London Company, ^-"^j^^^
The latter, to safeguard themselves, by an adroit move, sub- ComfMuiy.

scribed £315,000 to the funds of the General Society in the

name of their treasurer, John Du Bois. Thus the position

after 1698 was curiously complicated. Four classes of mer-

chants had the right to trade to the Indies: (1) the New
Company; (2) the Old Company trading on their original

capital until 1701, and after that on the limited subscription

of £315,000 ; (3) those subscribers to the General Society who
had held aloof from the Joint Stock of the New Company,

their cajiital amounting to about £ 22,000; (4) a lew separate

traders who, relying on the Commons' resolution of 1694,

had sent out ships prior to 16 98 and had been permitted

to complete their voyages. The two latter are comparatively

unimportant and may be left out of account. Between the

Companies there followed a desperate struggle, waged at home
with all the rancour and bitterness of the party spirit of the

day, and in East with a stiange disregard of natbnal

interests.

To the diief settlements in India the New Company sent Straggle

out Presidents of their own, all of whom had been fonnerly
^^^'IJ^.

dismissed from the service of the Old Company. Lively paniei.

passages of arms ensued at Bombay between Sir John Gayer

. y i^u . l y GoOgl
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and Sir Nicholas Waite ; at Calcutta between John Beard and

Sir F.dward Littleton ; and at Madras between Thomas Pitt,

the ex-interloper, now the zealous servant of the Did Company,
Embassy and his cousin John Pitt. Tiie embassy of Sir Wilh'am Norris

XVi^hm court of Aurangzcb, on wiiich the New Company had

Norris, built many hopes, proved a failure. In England the settle-

ment of the East India trade became a burnini; political

question; but finally in 1702, on pressure from the Crown

and Parliament, the two Companies were forced into a pre-

liminary union. The Old Company was called upon to buy

£673,000 additional stock in the General Society to make
their share e^jual to that of their rivals, i he dead slock, i.e.

houses, factories, and forts of the Old Company, were valued

at £330,000 and of the New at £70,000; and the latter had

to pay £130,000 to make up for the discrepancy. There

followed six years of negotiation and compromise at home,

The Union and of * rotation govcnmients' and squabbling abroad. In

1708 the imicn ms made alMolute by Parliament, all points

Ponies, m 'dispute being selded by die axbStratbn of the Eati of

1706. Godolphin; a fuither loan of £1ySOO^OOO was made to the

stat^ and Uie wpiOgnffi^^tK^n of the 'London' fud Ac 'Efiglifh
*

Companiea was finally canied out under the style of the

'United Company of Merchants of England tiading to tfM

East Indies.'

The settlement of 1708 gave tiie Company an assoied

position at hom^ and hencefonmrd the centre of interest

shifts mainly to the Eastern arena. The years that followed

were compaiatively uneventftil, for the Company gUidly retomed

SonMoi*! to their traditional policy of a peaceful commerce. Sorman's
embassy, embassy to Delhi in iTiS-*? procured certain tenitorial am-

cessions as well as trade rights from the Mughal emperor, and
indirectly enabled the Company's servants to see with their

own eyes the internal rottenness of the empire. The three

Presidencies quietly grew in population and impcnrtance amidst

momentous political changes, the disintegration of Mughal
power, the growth of the Maratha confederacy, and the estab-

lishment of practically independent kingdoms. The evil results

of the political anarehy were felt mainly in Bombay, which

The in the period 1708-50 passed through a severe trial. On the
M^itl*^ sea-boud it was harassed by the famous corsair chief Angria

(died 1730) and his sons, while on land it was constantly

threatened by the steady advance of the Maratb& armies* In

Bengal the semi-independent Nawabs lived at peace with their

European neighbours \ while in Madras the English could fed
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that the issue must be fought out between the Niz^m and the

Peshwa before it could come home to them. But it is notico-

able that about 1740 the outposts of the Mar^tha power are

approaching the boundaries of all three Presidencies. In 1 739
the Bombay Council, through Captain Incbbird, concluded

a commercial treaty with the PeshwA; in 1740 the Marath^

invaded the Caroattc ; while two years later the MarfithA Ditch

was hastily oonstructed at Calcutta.

Before passing on to the political history of British India,

which properly speaking begMis with the Anglo-i>ench Wars
in the Camatic, it is necessary to give a short account of the

progress of England's chief rival, and to deal with other

European attempts to acquire the Indian trade.

The French were comparatively late in making their appear- luirly

ance in India, though there were several early voyages under- ^'''^^ch

taken by Frenchmen to the Fast by the Cape route. The
most famous wn'^ that of Jean and Raoul Parmenlicr, who
reached Tiku in Sumatra in 1529. Successive companies for

the Fastern trade were chartered by Henry IV in i6ot, 1604

(privileges renewed in 161 1), and 1615; but they all failed,

from want of capital and po[)ular support. In 1642 Richelieu Ricbelieti's

founded his Compagnie d'Orient, which concerned itself mainly Company,

with the colonization of Madaga*?car. Its j^rivileges were ex-
'

tended in 1652 for fifteen years, but it soon became impotent,

and communications with the island were maintained only

through the ships of the Due de la Meilleraye. In 1664 Colbert's

the famous Compagnie des Indes was founded at the direct Company,

instance of Colbert and Louis XIV, who took an intense

personal interest in its development. The new company
bought out the claims of Richelieu's company for ao.ooo

livres, and its first expeditions were wasted in vain attempts

to revive the colonies in Madagascar. The first French factory

in India was founded by Caron, a renegade Dutchman, at

SurciL ill 16O8; in the following year a post was established

at Masulipatam. Louis XI\ s wars with Holland seriously

affected the French in India. In 1672 their fleet was driven

from Ceylon, but captured St. Thomd from the Dutch. Two
years later the place was retaken, and the French force was

obliged to surrender. In 1674, however, Fran^ds Martin Pondi*

founded Pondicherry, and about tiie same time the first &ctory ,

«M «cq«i>ed in jsi^ at Chuidemagore. The Dutch cap Xt
'

tared Pondtcherry in 1693 ; but by the terms of the Peace of -

Ryswidc they were compelled to restore it to tbe Fienchy with

its fortificatioas greatly stref^^thened, in 1697, Under the care
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of its founder, who lired till 1706^ it grew into a flotirishing

settlement. In the meantime mat of support in Fianoe

bad brought the compnny to a very low ebb, and after Z708
it was obliged to yield its active trading rights to some

Financial f'nterprising merchants of St. Malo. The brilliant schemes of
»cbeiM« of Law drew fresh attention to the Indian trade, and the power^

pofisessions, and assets of Colbert's company were taken over

bv hi'; great Company of the ^\'est. On the downfall of I^w,

Company
^^'^^ reeonstituted n>; the * Perpetual Company of the

recon- Indies' in 17 19, and within a few yrars the prospects of the
stuuteti, French were miirh imnrovcd. I>cnoir was Governor of Pondi-
I7'9^

cherry in 1721-3, and again in 1726-35; during the intci\al

Beauvallier de Courchant held office. In 1735 Benoit Duinas

siirreeded to the chief position, which he occupied till the

appointment of Dupleix in 1741. The subsequent history of

the French Company is closely bound up with that of the

English and will be related in the next chapter.

Scottith
'^'^o attempts were made to estal^lish a Scottish Company.

Com- In 16
1 7 James I granted a patent to Sir James Cuningham to

xSij^lmd
^^''^^^ Greenland, Muscovy, and the East Indies, but in the

16^ following year the charter was recalled on representations from

the English Company. In 1695 the Parliament in Edinburgh

incorporated the Company of Scotland trading to Africa and

the Indies, but the capital was squandered on the ill-fated

Darien scheme, which failed partly through English opposition.

The disaster engendered such micniational bitterness that in

the Act of Union compensation was guaranteed to the Scots

by the English Government

The first Danish East India Company was chartered by

Danish Christian IV in 1616. The settlement of Tranqucbar wa^i

lisiSf*"^'
and that of Serampore probably in 1676,

though the Danes seem to have appeared in Bengal before

that date. The second company was founded in 1670^ and
new charters were gnmted in 1698, 1 73a, and 1778. in 1807,

when England went to war with Denmark, Tianqudwr was

seized by British troops^ but was restored on the conclusion of

peace. All the Danish settlements in Indiawm acquired by
purdiase for the British Government in 1845.

^ Hie Ostend Company was incorporated by the Holy Roman
Ostend Empeior in Z7a9» thoiigh commissions for smgle voyages had
j^P«>7» been granted as early as 17x4. Its factors and agents were

chiefly persons who had served m the Dutch and English

companies. This enterprise forms the subject of Carlyle's

<Thiid Shadow Hunt' of the Emperor Charles VI:-
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^The Kaiser's Imperial Ostend East India Company, which
con%nhed the diplomatic mind for seven ye.irs to come, and
made Europe lurch from side to side in a terrific manner,
proved a mere paper company ; never sent sbipSy only produced,
diplomacie^i and "had ihe honour to be."'

Carlylc's pi'^turesqiie patagiaphs do not disdose the facts.

The Ostend Company formed the one great attempt of the

Gennan Empire, then with Austria at its head, to secure a
share of the Indian trade. The. capital of the company was

6,oo0|00o florins \ and so great were tibe profits during its early

yeurs that in 1726 a dividend of 33^ per cent, was paid. The
company not only sent ships but founded two settlements in

India which threatened the commerce of the older European

Companies. One of its settlements was at Coblom or Covclong, its Indian

between the Enirlish Madras and the Dutch Sadras, on the selUe-

Coromandel coast. The other was at Bankibazar, on the

Hooghiy^ river, between the English Calcutta and the Dutch
Chinsura.

The object which the l-'inpcror Charles VI had in \new was Political

political not less than commercial. Prince Eugene had ^^^^-'^^ 1']^^^^**^

that an India Com[)any might be made to form the nucleus of ComfNUiy*

a German fleet, with a first-class naval station at Ostend on the

North Sea, and anotlier at Fiume or Trieste on the Adriatic.

Such a fleet would complete the greatness of Germany by sea

as by land, and would render her independent of the maritime

powers, especially of England and Holland. The Empire

would at length put its seaports to a proper use, and

would thenceforth exert a commanding mariuuic aiiiuence in

Europe.

Theexisting maritime powers objected to this ; and the Ostend Odtend

Company became the shuttlecock of European diplomacy for
Comply

* 11/ opposed
the next five years. The Dutch and Engli:>h felt themselves by the

particularly aggrieved. They pleaded the Treaties of Westphalia
"JJfJJl'*

and Utrecht. After long and loud altercations, the Emperor P****""*

sacrificed the Ostend Company to gain the acceptance of a pro-

ject nearer his heart—the Fka^natic Ssnction for the devolution

of his hereditary dominions. To save his honour, the sacrifice

at first took the form of a suspensioo in 1737 of the company's

charter for seven years. But the company was doomed by the

maritime powersi and the Emperor bound himself to suppress

it in the treaty with England (i 73 1). On the suspension of the

company in Europe^ its enemies made short work of the settle*

ments in India. They Btined up the Muhammadan governor

to attack BSnklbSsIr. The small gunrison there, after %
VOL. It. B h
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Ostend despairing resistance ng.iin'^t overwhelming odds, abandoned

the place and set sail for £urope. Henceforward the Ostend

destroyed. Company became merely a name in Bengal, though isolated

*733« factors are mentioned as being still at B^kibizar as late as

1744.

Attempts were made by the company to transfer its seat to

other ports within the Empire, namely Fiunie and Trieste on

the Adriatic ; but the scheme fell through. Failing this, recourse

was had to other European powers. In 172S King Frederick IV"

of Denmark grnnted a special charter enabling members of the

suppressed company to join his subjects in the Indian trade,

and establishing an India House at Altona (near Hamburg).

Swedish Other members joined a new Swedish Company founded by
C^pany,

jjenry Koning in 173T. The latter were left more or less

undisturbed, for the trade of the Swedes was all along rather

with the Farther East, China and Japan, than with India. But

in the case of the Danes the British and Dutch united in strong

diplomatic protesUi against what they considered a revival

under another name of the Ostend Company, and after some

Imperial demur the India House at Altona was abolished. I'he aims

o'^tIc^i^
of the Ostend Company were revived in 1781, when, largely

1781-4.
' through the exertions of William Bolts, a renegade servant of

tlic Engli:sh Company, the lm[)erial Company of l iieste was

chartered by the Eiuperor Joseph II. This company became

bankrupt in 1784.

What the Emperor of Austria had failed to cfTect, Frederick

the Great, King of Prussia, resolved to accomplish. Having

got possesion of East Friesland in 1 744, he tried to convert

its capital, Bmbden, into a great northern port Among odier

measures, he gave bis royal patronage to the Asiatic TMing
Company, started September i, 1750, and he founded Uie

Embdea Bengalis^ Htaukitgneilscktfi on January 24, 1753. The

iuhe^^ first of these companies had a capita) of £170,625 ; hot fit

Hmtdds- ships sent suocessively to China only defrayed their own ex>

^schau
P^^ses, and yielded a profit of to per cent in seven years. The

i'^/^' Bengal Company of Embden pioved still more unfortonate;

its existence Is summed up in two expeditions which did

not pay, and a long and costly lawsuit

Dutch and The failure of Frederick the Great*s efforts to secure for

^"^f^^
Prussia a share in the Indian trade resulted to some extent

ofthe^ from the jealousy the rival European Companies in India.

Kmbden Dutdi, French, and English ^ots refused to show the

way up the dangerous Hooghly river to the Embden ^ips, ^or

any other not belonging to powers already established in India.*
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It ts due to the Emopeui Compames to state that, in thus

refusing pilots to the new-comers, they were carrying out the

orders of the NatiTe government of Bengal to which they

were then strictly subject ' If the Germans come here,' the The

Nawab had written to the English merchants on a rumour of ab's

ordon*
the hrst Embden expedition reaching India, *it will be very against tlie

bad for all the Europeans^ but for you worst of all, and you '^vmoKo^

will aiterwards repent it; and I shall be obliged to stop all

your trade and business. . . . Therefore tnke care that these

German ships do not come.' ' God forbid that they should

come,' was the pious response of the President of the English

Council ; ' but should this be the case, I am in hopes they will

be either sunk, broke, or destroyed/

They came, nevertheless, and some years later the English English

Court of Directors complained that their Bengal servants were
^^^^^.ly

anxious to trade ])rivately with the Embden Company. * If trade with

any of the Prussian ships,' wrote the Court, 'want the usual
.

' CompADf*
assistance ot water, provisions, or real necessaries, they are to

be suj)plied according to the customs of nations in amity one

with the other. But you arc on no pretence whatsoever to

have any dealmgs with them, or give the least assistance in

their mercantile affairs.' The truth is that the German Company
had effected an entrance into Bengal, and found the French,

Kngh'sh, and Dutch merchants quite wilhng to trade with it on

llieir private account. But the German investments were made Kredenck

without experience, and the Embden Company was before longthrCom*
sacrificed by tlie Prussian king to the exigencies of bis Euro- p«uiy.

pean diplomacy.

Such is a summary of the efforts by European nations to Causes of

obtain a sliare in the India trade. The Bortuguese failed,

because they attempted a task altogether beyond their strength : Poriu-

the conquest and the conversion of India. Their memorials K"***

are the epic of the Lusiads, the death-roll of the Inquisition,

an indigent half-caste population, and three decayed patches

of territory on the Bombay coast The Dutch fidted on the

Indian continent, because their trade was based on a monopoly

which it was impossible to maintain, except by great and costly

armaments. In the Malayan Archipelago, however, their

possessions still flourish. The French fiuled, in cfpite of the of

brilliancy of their arms and the genius of individuals, from

want of steady support at home. Their ablest Indian servants

fell victims to a corrupt court and a careless people. Their

surviving Settlements disclose that talent for caxdiil admimstrar

tion which, but for French monaichs and their ministers and
H h s
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their mistieiseSi might have been displayed throughout a wide
Cnrsesof Indian empire. The German Companies, whetha- Austrian

ttefSt^
or Prussian, were sacrificed to the diplomatic necessities of

laiH* their royal patrons in Europe, and to the dependence of the

German States in the wan of the last centaiy upon the maritime

powers.

Cntises of England emerged the prize winner from the long contest of
England s European nations for India. Her success was partly the
SQcccss in . , . .

Infill,
gitt of fortune, but mainly the result of four elements in

the national character. There was —first, a marvellous patience

and self restraint in refusing to enter on territorial conqtiests

or projects of Indian aggrandizement, until she had gathered

strength enough to succeed. Second, an indomitable per-

sistence in those projects once they were entered on ] and a

total incai)acity, on the part of her servants in India, of being

stopped by defeat. Third, an admirable mutual confidence of

the Company's servants in one another in times of trouble.

Fourth, and chief of all, Uie resolute support of the English

nation at home. England has never doubted that she must

retrieve, at whatever strain to herself, every disaster which may
befall Englishmen in India ; and she has never sacrificed the

work of her Indian servants to the exigencies of her diplomacy

in Europe. She was the only European power which un-

consciously but absolutely carried out these two principles of

policy. The result of that policy, pursued during two and

a half centuries is the British India of to-day.
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CHAPTER XIV

HISTORY OF BRITISH RULE

Sontbeni
India ifter

1707.

The
French in

India.

1710-41.

Thf political history of the British in India bcgms In the

cigliteenih century with the French Wars iu the Carnatic

After the death of Aurangzeb in 1707, the wliole of Soutliern

India became practically inde})cnclcnt of Delhi. In the

Deccan proper the Nizam-ulMulk founded an liereditary

dynasty, ^vith Hyderabad for its capital, which exercised a

nominal auliiority over the entire South. The (.arnatic, or the

lowland tract between the central plateau and the eastern

sea, was ruled by a deputy of the Nizam, known as the Nawab
of Arcot. Farther south, Trichinopoly was the capital of a

Hindu Raja
\
Tanjorc formed another Hindu kingdom under

a degenerate descendant of Sivaji. Inland, Mysore was

gradually growing into a third Hindu State ; while everywhere

local chieftains, called poligdrs or Hai^, were in semi-

independent possession of citadels or hill-4btts* These re-

presented the dqNities of the andent Hindii kingdom of

Vijayanagar, and many of them had maintained a piactical

independence since its Ul in 1565.

The first European nation to intervene in the politics of

Southern India was the IF^nch. Until after the death of

Aurangzeb, all the Europeans confined themselves strictly to

their commerce^ and as traders were ready to obey the raliqg

chief in thdr neighbourhood, of whatever race or religion he
might be. Benott Dumas, who became Governor of Pondi-

cherry in 1735, a post which conferred supremacy over all the

other French Settlements in India, adopted a different attitude.

He had been Governor of the Mauritius, and from personal

experience did not believe in the utility of wasting money on
developing trade with Madagascar. He hdd that there was

more scope in India, and took up his office at Fdndicherry

with the Idea of making use of the disturbed condition oif

Southern India, and the growing weakness of the Mughal

empire^ for the advantage of France. He first mtervened in

a contest for the succession to the sovereignty of Tanjore;

and in 1739 Kirikftl, a town on the Coromandel coast near
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the mouth of the Colcroon river, was ceded to France in

reward for the services of Dumas. In the following year

(1740) Dumas took a still more striking part in politics.

After the bnttle of Damalchenivu on May 19, 1740, in which

Dost All, the Nawab of the Carnatic, was defeated and

slain by the Marath^, he received within the walls of Pondi-

cherry the families of the late Nawab and of his son-in-

law Chanda Sahib. He resisted all the mena( es of the

Marathas to induce him to surrender the fugitives, and his

conduct was reported at Delhi. The Mughal emperor resolved

to recognize his conduct by creating Dumas a Nawab, and

giving him the title of commander of 4,500 horse. This rank

and title Dumas obtained permission to transfer to his

successor, Dupleix, who took over the Governorship of Pondi-

cherry in 1741. Joseph Francois Dupleix had made hnuself Dupleix,

conspicuous by his able administration at Chandernagore, the

French Settlement on the Hooghly in Bengal, which he had

found almost in ruins and raised into a prosperous mart. He
grasped the akn of the policy of Dumas, and determined by
intervening in native politics to make his nation preponderant

in India. He understood the position of aflairs better than

the mercantile governors of the English settlements, and made
use of his rank as a Nawflb to negotiate on an equal footing

with the native princes.

Such vras the condition of affiurs in Southern India when English

war broke out between the English and the French in Europe j"^'^^^"^^

in 1744. Dupleix was Governor of Pondicherry, and Qtye camatic

was a young writer at Madms. An English fleet appeared first

on the Coromandd coast, but Dupleix induced the Naw&b of ^^^^
Aroot to interpose and prevent hostilities. In 1746 a French i744^»

squadron arrived, under the command of La Bourdonnais^

Governor of the SCauritins. Itladras surrendered after a few Madras

days' bombardment; and the only setdement in that part of

India left to the English was Fort St David, a few miles south

(tf Pondicherry, where Qive and some other fugitives sought

shelter. Dupleix, whose whole attention was concentrated on

India, desired to destroy the fortifications of Madras, and to

surrender the place to his fnend> the Nawftb of the Camatic.

La Bourdonnais, however, made an agreement with the

English authorities to hold the city to ransom. But his

fleet having been shattered in a storm he returned to

Mauritius, and Dupleix annulled the treaty. The Kawab,

angiy that llladms was not made over to him, marched with

lo^ooo men to drive the French out of the dty, but was
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Second
French
War,
1750-4.

Clhre*i

defence

of Arcot,

defeated. In 1748 an English fleet arrived under Admiral

"Roscawen, and invested ronrlif Ju-rry by sea, while a land

force co-operated under Major Sinngcr Lawrence, v-hose name
afterwards became associated with that of Clive. I he French

brilliantly repulsed all attacks. The Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelie^

in the same year, restored ^tadra.s to the English.

The first war with the French was merely an incident in

the greater contest in Europe. The second war had its origin

in Indian politics, while England and France were at peace.

The native powers, having discovered the value of European

aid on the baitlc-field, were willing to pay for the loan of

disciplined troops by subsidies or territorial concessions. The
English were the first to plunge into this kind of entangle-

ment, and supported the cause of a claimant to the throne of

Tanjore. Their expedition met with only moderate success,

but formed a precedent to Dupleix for the more thorough-

going application of the princi[)le of interference. The latter

was inspired with the ambition of founding a Irench ciupire

in India, under the shadow of the Muhammadan powers.

Disputed successions at iVrcot and at Hyderabad supplied

his opportunity. On both thrones Dupleix placed his nomi-

nees, and posed, after the capture of Gingee, the strongest

ibrt in fhe Camatic, as the arbiter of the entire South. The
English at Madras, under the instmct of self-preservation,

were driven to support other candidates to the tiuones of

both Aicot and Hyderabad, in opposition to the nominees

of Dupleuc. The ivar which ensued between the French and
English in Southern India has been exhaustively described

by Orme. The one incident that stands out conspcuously

is fhe capture and subsequent defence of Aroot by CUve in

1 751. This heroic feat^ even more than the subsequent battle

of Plassey, spread the fiune of English valour through India.

Shortly afterwards, Clive returned to England in iU-hes3th, but

the war continued for many years. On the whole, English

influence predominated in the Camatic, and their candidate^

Muhammad AH, maintained his position at Arcot But the

French were supreme in the Deccan.

The ablest of Dupleix's subordinates* the Marquis de
Bussy, had been sent in command of the force which placed

the French candidate on the throne of Hydeiftbfid. He
initiated the policy of subsidiary alliances, which Lord

Wellesley afterwards made his own. He induced the Niz^m

to take into his pay the army which had established his

power j and the government of the maritime tract called 'the
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Northern Circ&rs/ which h'es between Oriasa aod Madras^ vraa

giADted to the French to meet the expense of the troops.

Bussy did good service to the Kiz^m; for he not only

maintained tranquillity in the Deccan, but won a great victory

over the Mar^thSs at Ahmadnagar in 1751. He also showed

himself a wise administrator, and the Noithem Circ&rs pros-

pered exceedingly under his rule.

Dupleix, in spite of his services, was recalled to France in Third

di.scrif e in 1754, :inrl his successor Godeheu signed a sus-

{)ension of arms witli the Governor of Madras. Two years 17^6-62*

after Dupleix's departure the Seven Years* War broke out

in Europe, and England and France were once more open

enemies. There was no further need for figliting under the

banners of rival native princes. The Comte de T,.ally-Tollendal, Lally,

son of an Irish refugee, was sent out by the Frencli Government

to expel the English from India. He landed in 1758 and

captured Fort St. David. There, however, his success ended.

A stubborn and hot-tempered martinet, though a gallant

soldier, he alienated the sympathy of his subordinates,

quarrelled with De Leyrit, the Governor of Pondicherry, and

was on bad terms with Bussy, of whose power and influence

he was somewhat envious. He summoned the latter to join

him in 1758, and the Marquis de Confla:L-> wa^ left in

command of the Northern Circiirs. At this juncture Colonel

Forde, sent by Clive from Bengal, landed at Vi/agapatam with

a small force of 500 English soldiers and 2,000 sepoys. He
defeated Conflans at Condore ; and in April, 1759, he stormed

Masulipatam, and broke at one blow the power of the French

in the Northern Circars, which were made over to the English

East India Company. Meanwhile LaUy bad invested Madras,

but tbe arrival of an EngMsb fleet nu'sed the siege. In 1760 Battle of

Colonel (afterwards Sir Byre) Coote won the decisive victory

of WandiwSsbi in which Bussy was taken prisoner. The 1760.'

English army then proceeded to invest Pondichenyy which

was stasved into capttnlation in January, 1761. A few months

later tbe hiU-fortress of Gingee also surrendered. In the words

of Orme :

—

'That day terminated the long hostilities between the two
rival European powers in Coromandel, and left not a single

ensign of the French nation avowed by the authority of its

Government in any part of India/

The French possessions were restored at the Peace of Paris

(1763), on condition that they remained unfortified. Pondi-

cheny was again taken in 177S and again restored in 1783.
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After its third capture by Lord Comwallis in 1793 h was

nominally relinquished in 1802 at ilie Peace of Amiens, but

Lord Welleslcy in the exercise of his discretion refused to

make it over to the French, and it was not finally given back

till 1 81 6.

Native Meanwhile, the narrative of British conquest shifts with
rolers of clive to Bengal At the time of Aurangzeb's death, in 1707,

1701-56. the Nawib or Governor of Bengal was Murshid KuH Khin,

known also as Jafinr KhSxL By buth a BiSlmao^ and brought

vp as a slave in Persia, he united the adminisbative ahiiity

of a Hindu to the ftnaticism of a lenegsdei HitfaeEto the

capilaK of Bengal had been at Daces* on the eastern frontier

of the empire, whence the piratical attadn of the Poitiigaese

and of the Ankanese or Maghs could be most easily checked.

Muishid KuU Khan trsnsferred his residence to Murshldibid,

in the immediate neighbourhood of CossimbSsir. There^ as

well as at Dacca, Pstna, and Malda, the English, French, and

BnopMii Dutch had their fiurtories. The head-quarters of the English
luad- Hi Calcutta, of the French at Chandemagore, and of the

IS^^"^ Dutch at Chinsuta. These three settlements were situated

not iar 6rom one another upon the lower reaches of the

Hooghly, where the liver was at that time navigable by sea-

going ships.

Murshid Kull Khin ruled over Bengal prosperously Ibr

twenty-one years, and left bis power to a son-in law and a
grandson. The hereditary succession was broken in 1 740 by

AH Vardi Khan, a usurper, and the last of the great Nawfibs

of Bengal* He died in 1756, and was succeeded by his

giandsoQ, SirSjHid-daula, whose uqgovemable temper led to a

rupture with the English within two months of his

He ordered them to surrender a refugee 6:0m bis tyranny who

bad fled to Calcutta, and to desist from work on the fortificsr

tions they were building in apprehension of an attack from

the French. On their refusal, he marched upon Calcutta

with a large army. After a short resistance many of the

English, including the Governor, Drake, took to their ships and
The Black fled down the river. The remainder surrendered, and were

Qdoitta
th'^St night into the Black Hole or military jail of

lygtf,
* Fort William, a room about eighteen feet square, with only

two small windows barred with iron. It was our ordinary

garrison prison in those days of cruel military discipline.

But although the Nawab docs not seem to have been aware

of the consequences, it meant death to a htuldled ma-^s of

English prisoners in tlie stifling heats of June. When the
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door of the prisofD was opened next morning, only about

twentjr-three persons out of 146 remained alive.

The news of this disaster fortunately found Clive back again ciire and

at Madras, where also was a squadron of King's ships under ^

Admiral Watson. Clive and Watson promptly sailed to the

mouth of the Ganges with all the troops they could get

together. Calcutta was recofcred with little figliting, and the Calcntta

Nawab consulted to a peace, which restored to the tompany
all their {Nrivil^es and gave them ample compensation for

their losses. It is possible that matters might have ended

thus, if a fresh cause of hostilities bad not suddenly arisen.

War had just been declared between the English and French

in Europe ; and Clive, following the traditions of warfare in

the Carnatic, captured the French Settlement of Chander-

nagore. The Nawab Siraj-ud-daula, enraged by this breach of

the peace within his dominions, took the side of the French.

But Clive, acting upon the policy which he had learned from

Duplf'ix, provided himself with a rival candidate (Mir Jafar)

to the throne. A conspiracy was arranged among the Nawab's

principal officers, who promised to desert their master; and in

an evil hour for his reputation Clive drew up the famous ficti-

tious treaty to deceive Omichand, a wealthy Calcutta merchant,

who, having been informed of the English plans, attempted

to levy blackmail by the threat of revealing everything to

Siraj-ud-daula. Having sent the Nawab an ultimatum, Clive

marched out at the head of 900 Europeans and 2,000 sepoys,

with 8 pieces of artillery. The NawSb's army numbeted

35,000 foot and 15,000 horse, with 50 cannon.

During a critical hour at Katwa, Clive had hesitated to Clive's

cross the Bhagirathi river which divided him from the district j^"*"

down which the Nawab's troops were marching. He then

assembled a council of war, and headed by his own vote the

majority in favour of entrenching at Katwa, till the end of the

rainy season might enable him to obtain the co-operation of

the MarSthas or some other of the native powers. But, after

an interval of solitary meditation, when the Gouncil of war

had been dismissed, Give on his own responsibility reversed

its decision and determined to cross the nvec* He did so at

sumise on Jmt 22, and, after a wet and difficult march,

airived the same evening at the grove of Plassey, on the

Bhagirathi, one of the main channels which brings down the

waters of the Ganges to the Hooghly river. He there found

himself face to fiice with the Nawftb's army, which was en-

trenched in a strong position.
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Battle of Shortly after daybreak the next morning, at 6 a.iD., the
Flassey, ^awib attacked with his whole artillery; but dive kefkt
*^^^* most of hk men well under shelter, 'lodged in a large

grove, surrounded with good mud banks.' After attempting

for a time to hold an advanced post, Clivc withdrew

his whole force into the grove, and only hoped to keep

them safe through the day in nrrlor to be able to make a
* successful attack at night.' But about noon a heavy tropical

shower drenched the Nawab's ammunition, and so shckcned

his fire as to v^.mo. it at points almost to cease. His most

faithful general, unwisely presuming that Clive's gunners were

under a similar disadvantage, led a cavalry charge against the

crrove, and was killed by a cannon ball. Another general,

a member of the conspiracy, was working on the fears of the

Nawab, who in an evil moment for his cause recalled his

men within their entrenchments. Clive pushed forward on an

angle of the Nawab's camp. Several of the Nawab's oflicers

fell ; and the Nawab, dismayed by the unexpected confusion,

mounted a swift camel, and rode with a body-guard of 2,000

horsemen to Murshidabad. In the panic which followed, the

little company of forty or fifty- French artillerymen, under

M. St. Frais, formerly a member of the Council at Chander-

nagore, alone remained steadfast to the Nawab. They were

hoiKjiiiably driven out of their position by an ;:'J\dnce in

force by Clive. The rest of the Nawab's va,st army fled in

panic-stricken masses, and Clive found he had won a great

victory. Mir Jafar's cavalry, which had hovered undecided

during the battle, and had been repeatedly fired on by CHve,

'to make them keep their distance,' now joined our camp;

and the road to MnishiditAd lay open.

The battle of PJassey was fought on June 23, 1757, an

annivenaiy afterwazds remembered when tfie Mutiny of 1857

was at its hdght History has agreed to adopt this date as

the beginning of the British £mpire in the East Bat the

immediate results of the victory were comparatively small, and
several years passed in hard fighting before even Bengalis

would admit the superiority of the British arms. For the

moment, however, aU opposition was at an end. CUve^ ag^
Ufir Jcfiw, following in the steps of Dupleii^ placed Mir Jafar upon the
*757* viceregal throne ftt MurshidSbSd, being careful to obtain a

patent of investiture from the Mughal court of DelhL SirBj-

ud-daula was put to death by Mir Ja&r'a son.

Peomiaiy Enormous sums were exacted from Mir Jafar as the price
^^P^ of his eIe?ation. The Company claimed one crore of rupees as
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oompensation for its losses. For tb^ English, Armenian, and sations

native inhabitants of Calcutta were demanded, respectively,
t'^^^j- u

50 lakhs, 20 lakhs, and xo lakhs of lupets ; for the naval

squadron and the army, 25 lakhs apiece; for Mr. Drake,

the Governor, and Colcmel Clive, as second member of the

Select Committee, 2,80,000 rupees each. Colonel Clive further

received 2 lakhs as Commander-in-Chief, and 16 lakhs *as a

private donation'; Mr. Becher, Mr. Watts, and Major Kil-

patrick, 2,40,000 rupees each, besides 'private donations,'

amounting in the case of Mr. Watts to 8 lakhs. The gratifi-

cations of a personal cbar.icter, including the donation to

the troops and tlie fleet, aggregated ^1,000,000; while the

whole claim amounted to £2,340,000,

At the same time the Nawab made a grant to tlie Company Grant of

of the zamindan or landholder's riglus over an extensive tract J*"*^"
of country round Calcutta, now known as the District of the gaa^.
Twenty-four Parganas, The area of this tract was 882 square

miles. In 1757 the Company obtained only the zaminddri

rights, authorizing tlicm to ct)llect the cultivators' rents, and

exercise revenue jurisdiction over them ; the sujierior lordship,

or right to receive the land tax, remained with the Nawab.

But in 1759 the superior lordsliip v.as itself made over

by the Nawab in Jdgir to Clive personally, wlio thus became

the landlord of his own masters, the Company, (.'live was

likewise enrolled among the highest nobility of the Mughal

empire, with tlie rank of commander of 6,000 fuot and 5,000

horse.

This fief, or dive's ja^ir, as it was called, subsequently ciive'a

became a matter of inquiry in England. Lord Clive's claims/^jft*.

to the property as feudal suzerain over the Company were

contested in 1764; but in May of that year, when he returned

to Bengal, a new anangement ivas made, confirming the im-

conditional jdgir to Lord Clive for ten years, with revenion

afterwards to the Company in perpetuity. This settlement,

hawag received the emperor's sanction on August 12, 1765,

gave absolute validity to the original Jiigh- grant in lavour of

Lord Clive. It transferred, in reversion, to the Company the

Twenty-four Faig^nas as a perpetual property based upon

Clive's jaglr grant On Clive's return to England in 1767,

theJSgir was granted to him for an additional ten years. The
sum of Rs. 9,22,958, the amount at which the land was assessed

when first made over to the Company in 1757, was paid to

him'fixmi 1765 until his death in 1774* whoi the whole

proprietaiy tight leverted to the Company.
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Clive, In 1758 Clive was appointed by the Court of Directors to

^^BonS.
Governor of all the Company's settlements in Bengal.

17^8-00; Two powers threatened hostilities. In Upper India, the

vShahzada or iin[)erial prince, known afterwards as the emperor

Shah Alam, with a mixed army of Afghans and Marathas, and

supported by the NawSb Wa/ir of Oudh, was advancing his

own claims to the Province of Bengal. In the South, the

influence of the French under I^y and Bussy vus over

shadowing the British at Madras.

The vigour of Clive exercised a decisive effect in botli

directions. Mir J^^^ar was anxious to buy ofT the Shahzada,

acattcn wlio had already invested Patna. But Clive marched in

J^^. ijerson to the rescue, with an army of only 450 I'^urt)peans

and 2,500 sepoys, and the Mughal army disjiersed without

overcomes striking a blow. Clive also disjiatched the force southward

22^** from Bengal under Colonel Forde, in 1758, which captured
* Masulipatam from the French, and permanently established

liritish inlUience througliout the Northern Circars, and at the

couiL ui Hyderabad, lie next attacked the Dutch, the only

other European nation who mii^lii yet prove a nval to the

defeata English. He defeated them by both land and water ; and
Dntdk their settlement at Chinsura existed thenceforth only on

sufferance.

Mfamta* From 1760 to 1765 Clive was in England. He had left

]76o^js^'
no system of govemmait in Bengal, but merely the tradition

that unlimited sums of money might be extracted from the

MirKUm natives by the tenor of the English name. In 1761 it was

1761! ' fomid expedient and at the same time profitable to dethrone

Mir Jafar, and to substitute his son-in-law, MUr Klam, as

Nawltt> in his place. On this occasion, besides* private dona*

tions, the Company received a grant of the three Distiicts

of Bttrdwftn, Midm^ur, and ChittagOQgi estimated to yield

a net revenue of 50 hdchs of rupees. But Mir Kfisim soon

began to show a will of his own, and to cherish dreams of

independence. He retired firom MuishidAbSd to Monghyr,

a strong position on the Ganges, oommanding the only means

of oonmmnication with Upper India. There he proceeded to

organise an army, drilled and equipped after European models,

and to carry on intrigues with the Nawftb Wasir of Oudh. He
had resolved to try his strength with the English, and soon

found a good (mtext
^Tir KSsim 1 he Company's servants claimed the privilege of carrying

vd^btt ^ private trade throughout Bengal free from inland

E^fb. dues and aU imposts. The assertion of this claim caused
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affrays beiween the customs officers of the Nawab and the

native traders, who, whether truly or not, represented that

they were acting on behalf of the ser\*ants of the Comj^any.

The Nawab alleged that his civil authority was everywiiere set

at nat!L,du. The majority of the Council at Calcutta would

not listen to his complaints. The Governor, Mr. Vansittart,

and Warren Hastings, tlien a juiiior member of Council,

attempted to effect some comj^romise. But the controversy

had become loo hot. The Nawab's officers fired upon an

iMiglisli boat, and forthwith all Bengal rose in arms. Two Pataa

thousand of our sepoys were cut to pieces at Patna ; and

about 200 Englishmen, who there and in various other i)arts
^

of the Province had fallen into the hands of the Muham-
madans, were massacred.

But as soon as regular warfare commenced, Ahi Kasim met

with no more successes. His trained regiments were defeated

in two pitched bullies by Major Adams, at Gheria and at

Udhua Nullah (Oodeynullah); and he himself took refuge with

the Naw^b Wadr of Oudb, who refused to deliver him up. This

led to a prolongation of the war. Shflh Alam, who had suc-

ceeded his father as Mughal emperor, and Shuja-ud-daula, the

Nawih Waair of Oudh, united their foices^ and threatened

Patna, which the Eqglish had recovered Amm fonmdable Flnt

danger appeared In the English camp^ in the form of the first
^^^^^^

sepoy mutiny. This was quelled hy Major (afterwards Sir 1764.

Hector) Mumob who ordered twenty-four of the ringleaders to

be blown Icom guns—an old Mughal punishment. In 1764 Battle of

Major Munro won the decisive battle of Buxar, which laid

Oudh at the feet of the conquerQfa> and brought the Mughtl

emperor a suppliant to the English camp.

Meanwhile^ the Council at Calcutta had twice found the CUie*t

opportunity they loved of selling the government of Bengal q^^^^^.
to a new Nawftb. Mir Ja£u had been restored in 1763, and lUn,

on his death two years huer his son had been allowed to >Pfi*7'

succeed. But in 1765 Clive (now Baron Clive of Plassey in

the Peerage of Ireland) arrived at Calcutta, as Governor of

Bengal for the second time. Two landmarks stand out in

his policy. First, he sought the substance, although not the

name, of territorial power, under the fiction of a grant from

the Mughal emperor. Second, he desired to purify the Com*

pany*s servioeii by prohibitiog illicit gains, and by guaraatedng

a reasonable pay from honest sources. In neither respect

were his plans carried out by his immediate successors. But

our efforts towards a sound adnunistration date from this
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second 'Governorship of Clive, as our mUitazy supieinaqr

dates from his victory at Plassey.

Clivc's Clive advanced rapidly up from Calcutta to Allahabad,

J^'^^^^^and there settled in person the fate of a ^reat part of

valtcy/^ Northern India. Oudh was given back to the Nawab Wazir,

1765. on condition of his payins; 50 lakhs of rupees towards

the expenses of the war. The provinces of Allahabad and

Kora, forming the lower part of the Doab, were handed

over to Shah Alani, the Mughal emperor, who in his turn

Grnnt of granted to the Company the Diwani or fiscal administration

Diwani of of Bengal, Behar, and Orissa, together with the Northern

CircSrs of Madras. A pupj)et Naw5b was still maintained

at Murshidabad, with an annual allowance of 53 lakhs of

rupees. Half that amount, or about 26 lakhs, was paid to

the emperor as tribute from Bengal. Thus was constituted the

dual system of government, by which the English received

the revenues of Bengal and undertook to maintain the army,

while the criminal jurisdiction, or Nizamat, was vested in the

Nawab. In Indian phraseology, the Company was Diwin

and the Nawab was Nazim. The actual collection of the

revenues rcinained in the hands of native officials till 1772.
'

Clivc's Clive's other great task was the reorganization of the Com-

IzationT'
P^^^y's service. All the otlicers, civil and uuliUry alike, were

of the tainted with ihe common corruption. Their legitimate salai ies

CjJSJ'*^'* "^^^^ paltry, and quite insufficient for a livelihood. But they

jjj^ had been permitted to augment them, sometimes a hundred-

fold, by means of private trade and gifts from the native

powers. Despite the united resistance cmT the civilians, and an

actual mutiny of 200 militaiy offioen, Clive carried through

his reforms. Private trade and the receipt of iHeaents were

prohibited for the fiiturei while a suhstantial increase of pay

was provided out of the monopoly of salt Lord Clive quitted

India for the third and last time in 1767. In 1773, 00
evidence procured by two Committees appointed in the pre-

ceding year to inquire into Indian aflbirs, a vote of censure

on his conduct was brought forward in the House of Com-
mons. Though in part accepted, a further reaolution was

added, 'That Robert, Lord Qtve, did at the same time render

great and meritorious services to his oountzy/ In 1774 Clive

died by his own hand
Between Clivers departure and the Governorship of Warren

Hastings in 1772, little of importance occurred in Bei^
beyond the terrible famine of 1770, which is officially reported

to have swept away one>third of the inhabitants. The dual
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system of government, in si)ite of Clive's reforms, proved Dna! syt-

a failure ; and Verelst, wlio succeeded him, though a man °f

of personal integrity, was too weak to cojie with the evils tration,

of the 55ystem. la Southern India the English at Madras 1765-73.

interfered very injudiciously in the conru^ed poh'tics of the •

Deccan, and were drawn into wars both with Haidar .\li and
with the Ni/am of Hyderabad, their former ally. The campaigns First

were badly conducted, and in 1769 Haidar All practically ^J^o*"**

dictated a peace to the English under the walls of Madras.

Warren Hastings, a tried servant of the Company, distini^uished

alike for intelligence, for probity, and for kiiowledge of Oriental

character, wa^ nouiinaled Governor of Bengal by the Court of

Directors in 1772, with instructions to carry out a predetermined

series of reforms. In their own words, the C'ourt had resolved Dutl

to 'stand forth as Diwan, and to take uixjn themselves, by the^T"*?? .

agency ot their own servants, the entire care and administration 1773.

of the revenues.' In the execution this plan, Hastings

removed tlie exchequer to ("alcutta from MurshidlbSd, which

up to that time had remained the revenue head-quarters of

Bengal. He also appointed European officers, under tiic aow
familiar title of Collectors, to superintend the revenue collec-

tions and to preside in the courts.

CUve had laid the territoria] foundations of the British Wtm
empire in India. Hastings may be said to have created Jl^jJlJ^
a Britiah administnttioii for that empire. The wars forced

on him by native powers, the damouts of his masters in

England for money, and the virulence of Philip Francis with

a faction of his colleagues at the council table in Ddcutta,

retarded the completion of his schemes. But the manuscript Hisndmia-

records disclose the patient statesmanship and indomitable ^^^^^
industry which he brought to bear upon them. From 1765 to

1772, Clive's dual system of government, by corrupt native

underlings and rapacious English chleft, prevailed. Thirteen

years were now spent by Hastings in experimental efibrts

at administration through the agency of English offidals

(1773-^5). The completion of the edifice was left to his

successor. But Hastings was the administrative organizer, as

Clive had been the military founder, of our Indian empue.

Hastings^s true fiime as an Indian ruler rests on his adminia*

trative work. He reorganiieed the Indian civil service, reformed

every branch of the revenue collections, created courts of

justice and some semblance of a police. History remembers
his name, however, not for his improvements in the internal

administration, but for his bold foreign policy, and for the

VOL. IL I i
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severities which it involved. From 1773 to 1774 he was

Governor of Beogikl; from the latter date to 1785 he was the

first Governor-General, presiding over a Council nominated,

like himself, in a statute of Parliament known as the Regu-

lating Act («773)> In his domestic policy he was greatly

hampered by the opposition of his colleagues in Council,

led by Philip Francis. But in his external relations with Oudh,

with the Marathas, and with Haidar Ah^ he was generally

able to compel assent to his views.

The Act of 1773 practically condemned Hastings to govern

India in spite of a majority against him in his own Council,

He had only a single vote like each other member, except

in the case of an equal division, when he had also the

casting vote. The members sent out from England under

the Regulating Act formed a hostile majority against Hastings

from the outset, and they cruelly used their strength. The
best-known episodes of the struggle which followed are the

trial and execution of the Brahman Nimcomar (Nanda-kumar)

for forgery ; and the final duel between Hastings and Francis,

the leader of the adverse majority in Council. The trial

of Nuncomar was unscrujnilously misrepresented by Francis

and his partisans. Their contemporary slanders were accepted

by James Mill in his History, and unfortunately passed as

facts into Lord Macaulay's world-famous essay. The whole

question has, however, been carefully re-exauimcd by Sir James

Stephen, and Hastings now stands acquitted of any improper

connexion with th(.' judicial proceedings which terminated in

sentence of death upon Nuncomar,

Hastings's relations with the native powers, like his domestic

policy, formed a wcU-considered scheme. He had to find

money for the Court of Directors in England, whose thirst

for the wealth of India was not less keen, although more

decorous, than that of then: servants in Bengal He had also

to protect the Company's teiritory from the native powers^

whicl;, if he had not tepdled th»n, might have amaihikted

him.

Hastings, like other British administrators of his time^

started with a conviction of the expediency of ruling wil^

the aid of the native powers, especially with the aid of the

puj jiet emperor and the Muhammadan princes who had baih

up dynasties of their own out of the wre(± of the Mu^ial

empire. But the advance of the Hindu mih'tary confederacy

ofthe MarftthSs gradually rendered this policy impossible. Four

yean after their defeat at FSnl^t in 1761, the MaifttbSs
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bad recovered themselves, and were the dominant power
alike in Northern and Western India. The Muhammadan
princes and viceroys in Oudh and Hindustan, whom Hastings

at first hoped to strengthen as frontier buffers between the

Cdmpeny's possessions and the MarftthSs, were willing to take

all they coiild from the British; but th^ wei« at the same
time willing^ or compelled, to make terms with the MarSthSs.

Hastings perceived that the old policy had ceased to be
practicable, and that the real struggle {ox supremacy in India

now lay between the British and the Marathas, both of them
using the Mughal emperor and his revolted viceroys as con>

venient but untrustworthy allies and dependants.

Hastings had in the first place to make Bengal pay. This Hastings

he could not do uflder Clive's dual system of administra-

tion. When he abolished that dual system, he cut down the p«y

;

Bengal Nawab's allowance to one-half, and so saved 16 lakhs

of rupees a year. In support of this act, it may be stated

that the titular Nawab, being tlien a minor, had ceased to

render even any nominal service for his enormous pension.

Clive had himself reduced the oriL'irin! 53 lakhs to 41 lakhs

on the accession of a new Nawab in 1766, and the grant was

again cut down to 32 laklis on a fresh succession in 1769.

The allowance had practically been of a fluctuating and

personal character. Its furtiier reduction in the case of the

new child-Nawal) had, moreover, been expressly ordered by

the Court of Directors six months before Hastings took

office.

Hastings's next financial stroke was the sale of the provinces sells

of Allahabad and Kora to the Nawab Wazlr of Oudh. These
^[^dLKSS?

provinces had been assigned by C'live, in his partition of the
'

Gangetic valley, to the emperor Shah Alam : but in 177 1 the

latter had been forced to make them o\cr to the Marathis.

Hastings held that by so doing lie had forfeited his title

to possess them at all, and that it would be a fatal policy

for the F^ritish to pay money through him to the Marathas,

when it was evident that we would soon have to fight them withholds

as open enemies. By the resale he freed the ( V)m!)anv from ^'"^

, , . .... pcror -S

a heavy military charge and obtamed in addition a price ol tribute.

50 lakhs of rupees. At the same time and for the same

reasons he withheld from the puppet emperor the tribute of

26 lakhs which had been paid to him since 1765 in return

for the grant of Bengal to the Company.

Hastings also agreed to lend to the NawSb Wa^r a brigade The Ro-

of British troops to subdue the Rohillas, an Afgh^ tribe ^^r.

lis
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w1m> had seized and for some time kept hold of a tract on

the nofth*westan frontier of Oudh. The Rohillas were Muham-
madans and fordgners ;

they bad cruelly lorded it over the

Hindu peasantry; and they were now intriguing with the

Marathas, our most dangerous foes. The Nawab Waisir of

Oudh, by means of the British troops lent by Hastings

completely defeated the Rohillas. He compelled most of theii

fighting men to seek new hom^ on the other side of the

Ganges, where they could no longer open the western frontier

of Oudh to the Marathas. By the foregoing series of measures,

Hastings bettrn d the Company's finances in Bengal, ceased

to furnish the Maratha custodians of the Delhi emperor with

the Bengal tribute, strengthened our ally the Naw5b Wa^ of

Oudh, and closed the frontier against Mclrrulia invasions.

Fines on He further improved the financial ])osiiion of the Company
by forced contributions from the rebellious Chet Singh and the

Begam of Oudh. (diet Singh, the Raja of Benares, had grown

rich under British protection. He resisted the demand of

Warren Hastings to subsidize a military force, and an alleged

correspondence with the enemies of the British led to his

arrest. He escaped, headed a rc i)Lnion, and was crushed.

His estates were forfeited, but transferred to his nephew
andjhe subject to an increased tribute. The Begam, or Queen-

Mother, of Oudh was charged with abetting the Benares Ivdja

in his rebellion. A heavy fine was laid upon her, which she

resisted to the utmost. But, after severe pressure on herself

and the eunuchs of her household, over a crore uf rupetis was

extracted for the benefit of the l-^nL;lish Company.

Impeach- On his return to England, Warren Hastings was ini-

Hudn^
peached, in 1788, by the House of Commons for these and

otlier alleged acts of oppression. He was solemnly tried

before the House of Lords, and the proceedings dragged them-

selves out for seven years (1788-95). They form one of the

most celebrated state trials in English history, and ended in

a verdict of not guilty on all the charges. Meanwhile, the

cost of his defence bad ruined Hastings, and left him depen-

dent upon the charity of the Court of Directors—a charity

that never failed.

Hastings's The control of the Governor-General over the Western

^Ves^tem
Southem Presidencies was loose and ill-defined. Both in

and Bombay and Madras Hastings fouiul himself committed

Ladkl^
by incompetent and mutinous subofdinates to policies which

he would never have sanctioned had he been given a free

choice. In the &ce of terrible difficulties he there appears

Oodh
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as the great man that he really was : calm in council, cautious

of enterprise, but swift in execution, and of indomitable

courage in all that he undertook.

The Bombay Government was naturally emulous to follow

the example of Madras and Bengal, and to establish its

supremacy at Poona by placing its own nominee on the

throne of the Peshwfi. This ambition found scope in 1775

in the Treaty of Surat, by which Raghun&th Rao, one of the

claimants to the Peshwaship^ agreed to cede Salsette and

Bassein to the English, in consideration of V' ing himself

restored to Poona. The military operations that followed are First and

known as the first and second Mar&tha Wars. Warren Hastings,

who in his capacity of Governor-General claimed some degree Ware,

of control over the decisions of the Bombay Government, »776-*»»

strongly disapproved of the Treaty of Surat. 15 ui when war

actually broke out, he threw the whole force of the Bengal

army into the scale. One of his favourite officers, General Co !dnrd'i

Goddard, marched across the peninsula from sea to sea, unci '"arch,

conquered the rich province of Gujarat almost without a blow.

Another, Captain I'ojjham, snatched by storm the rock fortress

of Gwahor, which was regarded as the key of Hindustan.

Thcbe brilHant successes of the Bengal troops atoned for

the contemporaneous disi^race of the convention of Wargaon

in 1779, when the Marathns overpowered and dictated terms

to a Bombay army. The war was closed by the Treaty Treaty of

of Salbai (1782), whi( h practically resiured the status nuo.

Raghunnth Rao, the l^n^^Hsh claimant to the Peshwasiiii*,

was :>ct aside on a pension; and the island of Salsette alone

was retained by the British.
^

^L aitwiiile, liabiiiigs had to deal with a more formidable .Second

enemy thiui the MarathS confederacy. The reckless conduct ^^7'*^**

of the Madras Government had roused the hostility both 1780-4.

of Ilaidar W\ of M)bure and of ihe Ni/am of tiie Dccuin,

the two strongest Musalmnn powers in India. These princes

bcL;an to draw the l^larathas into an alliance against the

English. The diplomacy of Hastings won back the Nizam and

the Maratha Raja of Nagpurj but the army of Haidar Ail

fell hke a thunderbolt upon the British possessions in the

Camatic A strong detachment under Colonel Baillie was

cut to pieces at PerambSkam, and the Mysore cavalry ravaged

the country up to the walls of Madras. For the second time

the Bengiil army, stimulated by the energy of Hastings, saved

the honour of the English name. He dispatched Sir £yre

Cuot^ the victor of WandiwSsh, to relieve Madras by sea,
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with all the men and money available, while Colonel Featso

marched south overland to overawe the Raja of Nagpur and

the Nizam. The aged Sir Eyre Coote won his last great

victories at Porto Novo and Sholinghur in 1781 ; but to a
certain extent he had lost his energy, and the Mysore army

was not only well disciplined and equipped, but skilfully

handled by Haidar and his son 'J'ii)ri. 'i'he ditficiilties of the

English were increased by the arrival off the Coroiuanclr^ roast

of a Frcnt h fleet under Suffrcn, who fought some very stub-

born engagements with the English admiral Hughes. But

Haidar died in 1782, and peace was concluded with France

in 1783 just alter Ikissy had arrived with reinforcements.

A treaty w^as finally made with 'i'ipu in 1784, on the basis of

a mutual restitution of all conquests.

Two years later, Warren Hastings was succeeded by the

Marciuess of Cornwalli.s, the first English nobleman who
undertook the oOice of Governor-General. Between tiiese

two great names there was an interval of twenty months under

Sir John Macpherson, a civil servant of the Company (Feb.

1785 to Sept. 17S6). Lord Cornwallis twice held the oflfice

of Governor-General. His first rule lasted from 1786 to

1793, and is celebrated for two events— the introduction of

the Permanent Settlement into Bengal, and the third Mysore

War. If the foundations of the system of civil administration

had been laid by Hastings, the superstructure was raised by

Coinwallis. It was he s\lio first entrusted criminal jurisdiction

to Europeans, and esLdjlislied the Sadr Nizamat Adnlat. <a

Appellate Court of Criminal Judicature, at Calcutta. It was

he, also, who sc])aratcd the functions of the District Collector

and Judge, and organized the ' writers ' and * merehauLa of the

Company into an administrative 'civil service.'

The system thus organized in Bengal was extended to

Madras and Bombay, when those Presidencies also acquired

territorial sovereignty. But the achievement most familiariy

assodated with the name of Cmwallis is the Pennanent

Settlement of the land revenue of Bengal. Wanen HastingB

had introduced, unsucoessfully and only for a period, a five

years' settlement of the land revenue. Lord Cornwallis, after

three years of inquiry and of provisional measures, introduced

a ten years' or 'decennial' settlement (1789-91). Up to this

time, the revenue had been collected pretty much according

to the old Mughal system. The naiiandSrs^ or Government

fitrmers, whose office always tended to become hereditaty, were

recognized as having a right to collect the revenue from the
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actual culdvaton. But no principle of assessment existedi and

the amount actually realized varied greatly from year to year.

Hastings seems to have looked to experience, as acquired from

a succession ofquinquennial settlements, to furnish the standard

rate of the future. Fiands, on the other hand, Hastings's great

rival, advocatol the firing of the state demand in perpetuity.

The same view recommended itself to the authorities at home,

partly because it would place their finances on a more stable

basis, partly because it seemed to identify the zamindar with

the landlord of the English f-ystem of property. Accordingly,

Cornwall is took out with him in 1786 instructions to introduce

a permanent .se ttlement.

The process of as.scKsment began in 1789, and terininattd in TlveFer-

179T. No attcni].! was made to measure the fields or calculate g^^J^ent
tliL- out-turn, as had be cn done by Akbar, and as is now done of Bengal,

whenever settlements are iiuide in the British Pnn inces. The
amount to be jjaid In the t"ulure was fixed by reference to what

had been paid in the past. At first the settlement was called

decennial, but in 1793— under orders from the ( 'ourt of Direc-

tors, dated September 19, 1792— it was declared permanent

The total assessment amounted to Sikka Rs. 2,68,00,989, or

about 3 millions sterling for Bengal. Lord Cornwallis carried

the scheme into execution \ but the praise or blame, so far as

details are concerned, belongs to John Shore, afterwards Lord

I'eignuiouth, a civil servant whose knowledge of the country

was unsurpassed in his time. Shore would have proceeded

more cautiously than Cornwallis's preconceived English idea

of a i^iopiietary body, and the Coiurt of Directors' haste after

fiixity, permitted.

The third Mysore War of 1790-2 is noteworthy on two Third

accounts. Lord Cornwallis, the G ivt 1 :ior-General, led the I^'/^**

British army in person, wltii a fK>nip una a iKai^riilicence of lyj^o-a*

supply which recalled the campaigns of Auiaugzeb. The two

great native powers, the Nizam of the Deccan and the Ma-

ratha confederacy, co operated ab uilics of the British. 1 iic

campaign 01 i;t^o was indecisive. In 1791 Luid Cornwallis

stormed Bangalore, but after advancing to Seringapjatam was

obliged to retreat. In the following yeaj, however, Tipu Sultan

was besieged in his capital and forced to submit. He agreed

to yield one-half of his dominions to be divided among the

allies, and to pay 3 crores of rupees towards the cost of the war.

These conditions he fulfilled) but ever afterwards be bumed
to be revenged upon bis British conquerors.

The period of Sir John Shm's rule as Govemor-General,
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Sir John from 1 793 to 1798, was unev entful. In 1795 war broke out

793^» l^^^^^^^ Ni/am and the Marithas. In his excessive (ircad

of entanglements, Sir John Shore refused to assist our all v the

Nizam, who was defeated and driven to conclude a liumili iting

peace. \ severe blow was thus dealt to iiiiUsh prestige in the

Deccan.

Maruuesa In 1798 Lord Mominglon, better known as the Marquess

^Sf^' V'ellesley, arrived in India, already inspired with imperial

i^T projects which were destined to change the ihap of the country.

Mornington was the friend and favourite of Pitt, from idiom

be is thought to have derived his far-reaching political vision,

and bis antipathy to the French name. Fiom ttie first he laid

down, as his guiding principle, that the Biiti^ mitst be one

paxamount power in India, and that native princes could on^
retain the personal insignia of sovereignty by surrendering their

political independence. Tbe history of Iiidia since his time

has been but the gradual development of this policy, which

received its finishing touch when Queen Victoria was pro-

claimed Empress of India on January i, 1877.

French To frustrate the possibility of a French invasion of India,

^'^""^^^ led by Napoleon in person, was the governing idea ofWeUesky's

foreign policy. France at this time, and for many years later,

filled the place afterwards occupied by Russia in the imagination

of British statesmen. Nor was tbe dagger so remote as might

now be thought. French regiments guarded and overawed the

NidUn of Hyderftbld. The soldiers of Sindhia, the military

head of the Maiftfhft confederacy, were disciplined and led \i$

French adventurers. TipQ SultSn of Mysore canied on a secret

conespondence with the French Directory, allowed a tree of

liberty to be planted in his dominions, and enrolled himself in

a republican club as ' Citizen TipfL' The islands of Mauritius

and Bourbon afibrded a convenient half-way rendezvous for

French intrigue, and for the assembling of a hostile expedition*

Above all. Napoleon Bonaparte was then in Egypt, dreaming

of the conquests of Alexander ; and no man knew in what

direction he might turn his hitherto unoonquered legions.

Causes But though tbe Frendi adventurers were supreme in the

armies of some of the powerful native jirinces, they liad no

ofFnmce central power to direct them. After the defeat of Lally, who

for his want of success was executed at Paris, the school of

politicians which advocated the abandonment of the struggle

with England in India, and the ccmcentration of French

enterprise in Mauritius and Madagascar, won the day at the

French court Not only were no reinforcements sent to India,
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but the troops in the Settlements were steadily reduced in

number. The last regiment was about to be withdrawn, when
the news arrived of the outlMreak of the French Revolution in

1789. Miniature revolutions took place in all the French pos-

sessions, and the executive power was everywhere hampered

or dbregarded. When the French Republic declared war

against England in 1793, it was evident that there was no
chance of effective local resistance. Pondicherry was takoi

after a short siege, and the other French Settlements sur-

rendered without striking a blow. There was therefore no

central authority to direct the scattered French adventurers

when Lord Wellesley arrived, and he found it possible to

destroy them in detail. Yet the dani;er to England was a real

one, for it Napoleon could reac India, he would have found

allies in every important Native State.

Wellesley conceived the scheme of crushing for ever the Lord Wd-
French hopes in Asia, by niacin;' himself at the head of a great '"^^^^'y s

' » . 1 ci t--^ scheme
Indian confederacy. In Lower Ik^ngal, the conquests of Clive iaOodli;

and the policy of Warren Hastings had made the British para-

mount. Before Lord Wellesley's arrival, our power was con-

solidated from the sea-board to Benares, high up the Gangetic

valley. Beyond our frontier there, the Nawab Wazir of Oudh
had agreed to pay a subsidy for the aid of British troops. This

sum in 1797 amounted to 76 lakhs a year; and the Nawab,

always in arrears, was drawn into negotiations for a cession

of territory in lieu of a cash payment. In iSoi the Treaty of

Lucknow made over to the ijiiitish large tracts on the east,

south, and west of Oudh. known as the Ceded Provinces.

Wellesley's somewhat arbitrary and overbearing conduct of the

negotiations, and the relentless use he made of the Nawah's

only half-meant (^ffer of resignation, exposed him 10 much
criticism in England.

In SouLliLiii India our possessions up to tlu:^ time were in the

chietly ccnifmed to the coast Districts of Madras. Wellesley

resoh ed to compel the great powers of the Souuj Lo enter into

subordinate alliance with the Company.

Addressing himself first to "the weakest of the three native Treaty

powers, the Nizam of Hyderabad, he won a diplomatic success,
JJ'^.^JJ^*

which turned a possible rival into a subservient ally. The
'

French battalions at HyderftbSd were disbanded, and the

Nizim bound himsdf by treaty not to take any European Into

bis service without the consent of the British—a dause since

inserted in every leading engagement with native powers.

Wellesley next turned the whole weight of his resources
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against TipQ, whom Cornwallis had defeated, but had not sub-

dued. Tipu's intrigues with the French were laid bare, and he
was given an opportunity of adhering to the new subsidiary

Fourth system. On liis refusal, war was declared, and Wellesley came

^J^**
down in viceregal state to Madras to organize the expedition

in i^erson, and to watch over the course events. One British

army marched into Mysore from Madras, accompanied by

a contingent from the Nizilm. Another advanced from the

western coast, 'l ipu, after being defeated at Malavalli, re-

tired into Scringajiatam, and, when his capital was stormed,

Fall of died fightinp; bravely in the breach (1799). Since the battle

Scnngapa- Qf plassey no event had so greatly impressed the native

* imagination as the capture of Seringapatam, which won for

General Harris a peerage and for the Governor-General an
Irish marquessate.

Tn dealing with the territories of Tipu, Wellesley acted

with moderation. The central portion, forming the old State

of Mysore, was restored to an infant representative of the

Hindu Rajas whom Haidar All had dethroned ; the rest was

partitioned between the Nizam and the British, A certain

portion was offered to the Beshwa, but he refused to accept

it as burdened with conditions that limited his indepen-

dence. At about the same time, the Carnatic, ur that part

ot" Southern India ruled bv the Nawab of Arcot, and also the

principality of l\u;juie, were placed under direct J'rit:>li ad-

ministration, thus constituting the Madras Bresidency almost

as it exists to the present day. The sons of the slain

Tipfl were treated by Lord A\'ellcsley with paternal tender-

ness. They received a magnificent allowance, with semi-royal

establishment, first at Vellore, and afterwards in Calcutta.

The last of them, Prince Gbulftm Muhammadi tvas well-lmown

as a public-spirited citizen of Calcutta, and an active Justice

of Uie Peace. After a knig and tianqoil Ufe, he died as

lecendy as 1878b

Tlie The Maiftthfis had been the nominal allies of die British

Mtfitliii. in both their wais with TipQ. But they had not rendered much
active assistance, nor were they secured to the British side as

the Nizftm now was. The Maitthfi powers at this time were

five in number. The recognized head of the confederacy

was the Peshwft of Poena, who rtded the hill country of the

Western GhSts, the oadle of the BiaittbS race. The fertile

province of Gujaiit was annually harried by the horsemen

of the GaikwSr of Baxoda. In Central India, two miUtaiy

leaders, Sindhia of Gwalior and Holkar of Indore^ alternately
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held the pre-eminence. Towards the east, the Bhonsla KAjft

of NSgpur reigned from Ber^r to the coast of Orissa.

Welleslcy laboured to bring these several MaiSthS powers Treaty of

within the net of his subsidiar)' system. In 1802 the necessities
J^^^^^

of the Peshwa, who had been defeated by Holkar and driven

as a fugitive into British territory, induced him to sign the

Treaty of Bassein. By this he pledged himself to the British

to hold communications with no power, European or Native,

except ourselves. He also granted to us districts for the

maintenance of a subsidiary force. This greatly extended

British political influence m Western India. But it led to

the third Maratha War, as neither Sindliia nor the Raja of

NSgpur would tolerate the Peshwa's betrayal of Mar&th&

independence.

The campaigns which followed are perhaps the most glorious Third

in the history of the British arms in India. The general plan, 1^^*^
and the adequate provision of resources, were due to Lord iSoiii.

Wellesley, as also the indomitable spirit which refused to

ackno\vledp:c defeat. The armies were led by his brother.

General Arthur Wellesley (afterwards Duke of Wellington),

and by General (afterwards Lord) Lake. The former operated

in the Deccan, where, in a few short months, he won the deci-

sive victories of Assaye and Argauni. lake's campaign in

Hindustan v/a*? equally brilliant, although it has received less

iKjlice from historians. He won pitched battles at AUgarh

and Laswari, and took the cities of Delhi and Agra. lie

scattered the I 'l cnch-trained troops of Sindhia, and at the same

lime stood forward as the champion of the Mughal emperor in

his hereditary capital. Before the end of 1803, both Sindhia

and the Bhonsla Raja of Nagpur sued for peace.

Sindhia ceded all claims to the territory north of the Jumna, Addition*

and left the blind old emperor Shah Alam once more under
j^
^^

British protection. The Bhonsla forfeited Orissa to the
*

British, who had already occupied it with a flying column;

and Berar to the Ni/am, who gained a fresh addition of terri-

tory by every act of complai^sance to the British Government.

The freebooter Jasv.ant Rao Holkar alone remained in the

field, supporting his troops by raids through I^Lalwa and

Rajputana. The concluding years of Welleslcy's rule were

occui)ied with a scries of operations again.=t Holkar which

brought little credit on the IJritish name. Tiic disastrous Later

retreat of Colonel Monson throuiih Central India (1S04)

recalled memories of the ron\ention of Wargaon, and of the

destruction of Colonel BciiUicb forct^ by Haidar AIL The
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repulse of Lake in person at the sege of Bharatpur (Bhurt-

poce) is memorable as an instance of a British army in India

having to turn back with its object unaooomplisbed (1805).

Bharatpur was not finally taken till 1826.

^^Lord
VVeUesley during his six years of office carried out

Wdlealey; ftli^*^^^ every part of his political scheme. In Northern

in the India, Lord Lake's campaigns (1803-5) brought the Upper
Nortli;

13oab under British rule, togetlicr with the custody of the puppet

emperor. The new districts were amalgamated wiih tliosc

previously acquired from the Nawab Wazir of Oudh into the

in the
« Ceded and Conquered Provinces.' In Southern India, we

have seen tliat Lend Wellesley's conquests constituted the

Madras Pre^^idency almost as it exists at the present time.

In Western India, tlie Pe5?hwa was rediK ed to a vassal of the

Company ;
but the territories now untKr the Governor of

r.omlxiy were not finally built up into their existing form until

tile close of the last Maralha War in 181 3.

Tiie financial strain caused by these great operations of

Lord Wellesley had meanwhile exhausted the patience of the

Lord Court of Directors at home. In 1805 Lord Cornwallis was
Comwallis

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^5 Governor-General a second time, with instructions

liog.* bring about peace at any price, while IJolkar was still

unsubdued and with Sindhia threatening a fresh war. But

Cornwallis was now an old uian. and broken down in heakh.

Travelling up to the north-west during llie rainy season, he

sank and died at Ghazipur, before he had been ten weeks in

the country.

Sir George His inniicdiate successor was Sir George Barluv., a civil

^£0^7'
^^f^'^i'it '^^f ^-^i^ Conii)any, who as a lo.-ioii tcncns had no alterna-

tive but meekly to carry out the ( rJer:> of liis employers. L ncicr

these orders, he curtailed the urea of British responsibility, and

abandoned the Rajput chiefs to the cruel mercies of Holkar

and Sindhia. During his administration, also, occurred the

mutiny of the Madras sepoys at Vellore (1806), which, although

promptly suppressed, sent a shock of insecurity throughout

India. Fortunately, the rule soon passed into firmer hands.

Loid The Earl ofMinto^ Governor-General firom 1807 to x8 1 3, con-

Iter-'
solidated the conquests which Wellesley had acquired. His

only important military exploits were the occupation of the

island of Mauritius, and the conquest of Java by an expe-

dition which he accompanied in person, "^e condition of

Central India continued to be disturbed, but Lord Minto sue*

ceeded in preventing any violent outbraiks, though there was

some desultory fighting in Bundelkhand. The Dicecton had
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ordered him to follow a policy of non-interrentiony and he

managed to obey lus ordere without injuring the ptesdge of

the British name. Under hia auspices, the Indian Govern-

ment opened relations with a new set of foreign powers, by

sending embassies to the Punjab, to Afghanistan, and to

Persia. Tl.e ambassadors had been trained in the school

of Welleslcy, and formed, perhaps, the most illustrious tno

of 'politicals* whom the Indian services have produced.

Metcalfe went as envoy to the .Sikh court of Ranjit Singh at

lAhore; Elphinstone met the S^hfih of Afghanistan at Peshft*

war ; and Malcolm was dispatched to Persia. These missions

introduced the British to a new set of diplomatic relations,

and widened the sphere of their influence. The most impor*

tant result was the treaty with Ranjit Singh, negotiated by

Metcalfe, which confined the Sikh ruler to the districts beyond

the Sutlej, and yet made him till his death the loyal ally of

the British.

The successor of Lord Minto wa*^ the Earl of Moira, better Lord

known by his later title of the Mur(juess of liastinc^^, who ^J"'^-^
^ ' Mar-

completed T,ord Wellesley's conquests in Central India, and qness of

left the }'oinl);tv Presidency almo<;t as it stands at present. Ha*ting»)i
1M\^^^'% tlx

His lr)iig rule of nine years, from 1814 to 1823, was marked

by two wars of the first magnitude : namely, the ram[)aigns

apninst the Gurkhas of Nepal, and the last Maratha siru-^lc.

The (Itirkhas, the j)rescnt ruling race in Nepal, trace their The

descent from Hindu imuiii^ranis, and claim a Rajput origin, ^"j^^^.
The indigenous inhabitants, ( allud Ncwars, belong to the

Indo-Tibetan stork, and profe'ss IJuddlii^m. The sovereignty

of the Gufkliafii dates only fruin 1767-8, when they overran

the valley of Katmandu, and graih:ally extended their jiower

over the hills and valleys of Nci)al. Organized upon a

military and feudal basis, they soon became a terror to their

neigh!)ours, raiding east into Sikkiuj, vvc:st into Kumaun,
and soutli into the Gangetic plains. In the last (juarter their

victims were liiitish subjects (natives of Dcni^'al). and it became

necessary to check their advance. Sir f><. ^M.;e- llarlow and

Lord Minto had reuionstrated in vaia, and noihing was left

to Lord Moira but to take up arms.

The first campaign of 1814 was unsuccessful. After ovt r- Xepfd

coming the natural difficulties of a malarious climate and pre ^g*^''

cipitoiis mountains, our troops were on several occasions fairly

worsted by the impetuous bravery of the little Gurkhas, whose

heavy knives or Mms dealt terrible execution. In 1814

General Gillespie was repulsed and killed. But in the cold
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team of the foUowing year, General Ochterlony, who
advanced by way of the Sutlej, stonned one by one the hill-

forts which still stud the Hunftlayan States now under the

Punjab GovemmcQt^ and compelled the Nep&l Darbclr, or

court, to sue for peace. In 1816 the same general made
his brilliant march from Bettiah into the valley of Katmandu,

and finally dictated the tenns which had before been rejected.

Treaty of within a few mil^ of the capital. By the Treaty of Sagauli,
SagaulL ^hich defines the English relations with Nepal to the present

day, the Gurkhas withdrew on the east from Sikkim; and

on the west from their advanced posts in the outer ranges

of the Himalayas, which enabled us to obtain the health-

giving stations of NainT Tnl, 'Mussoorie, and Simla.

The Meanwhile, the condition of Central India was every yevir

FiodSria. becoming more unsatisfactory. The great Marfith:! chiefs liad

learned to live as princes rather than as predatory leaders ;

but their original habits of lawlessness were being followed by

a new st?t of freei)oolers, known as the Pindaris. As opposed

to the Marathas, who were at least a Hindu nationality bound

by the traditions of a united government, the Pindaris were

merely [>lundering bands, corresponding to the free companies

of mediaeval Europe. Of no connnon race, and of no common
religion, they welcomed to their ranks the outlaws and broken

men of all India—Afghans, Maratlias, or Jats. They repre-

sented the debris of the Mughal empire, which had not been

incorpoiated by any of the local Muhammadan or Hindu

powers that sprang up out of its ruins. For a time, indeed,

it seemed as if the inheritance of the Muglial might pass to

these armies of banditti. In Bengal, similar hordes had formed

themselves out of the disbanded Muhammadan troops and the

Hindu predatory castes ; but they had been dispersed under

the vigorous rule of Warren Hastings. In Central India, the

evil lasted longer, attained a greater scal^ and was only

stami>ed out by a regular war.

The i'aiaaii hcad-quurlers were in JNIfdwa, but iheir depre-

dations were not confined to Central India. In bands, some-

times oi a lew hundreds, sometimes of many thousands, they

rode out on tl^eir forays as far as the opposite coasts of Madras

and of Bombay. The most powerful of the Pindari captains,

Amir Khan, had an organized army of many regiments, and

several batteries of cannon. Two other leaders, known as

Chitu and Karim, at one time paid to Sindhia a ransom of

10 lakhs. To suppress die Findiri hordes, who were sup<

ported by the sympathy, more or leas open, of aU the Maittbt
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chiefs, Lord HastingB (1817) coUected the strongeBt British

army which had yet been seen in India, numbering 120,066

men. One half operated from the norths the other half from

tiiA souUl Sindhia was overawed, and submitted to sign

the Treaty of Gwalior. Amfir Khftn disbanded his army, on
condition of being guaranteed the possession of what is now
the principality of Tonk. The remaining bodies of PindSris

were attadied in their homes, sanoimded, and cut to pieces.

KarTm threw himself upon the mercy of the conquerors and

was given lands in Goiakhpur. Chitu fled to the jungles, and

was killed by a tiger.

In the same year (181 7), and almost in the same month Last

(November), as that in which the Pindaris were crushed,
^^^^^^I'g,.^

tiiree great Marftthft powers at Poona, NSgpur, and Indore

rose separately against the English. The Peshwa, Baji Rao,

liad long been chafing under the terms imposed by the Treaty

of Bassein. A new Treaty of Poona, in June, 181 7, now

freed the GaikwSr from his control, ceded further districts

to the British for the pay of the subsidiary force, and submitted

all future disputes to tlie decision of the British Government.

Elphinstone, then Resident at his court, foresaw a storm, and

witlidrew to\Yards Kirkce, whither he had ordered up a ICuro-

pean regiment. The same day the Residency was burnt down,

and Kirkce was attacked by the whole army of the Peshwa.

The attack was bravely repulsed, and the Peshwa forthwith

fled from his capital. Almost the same plot was enacted at

NSppur, where the honour of the British name was saved by

the sepoys, who defended the hill of Sitabaldi against

enormous odds.

It had thus become necessary to crush the \far5thas. Their

forces under Ilolkar were defeated in the following monti: ai

the pitched battle of Mehidpur. All open resistance was now

at an end. Nothing remained but to follow up the fugitives,

and to impose conditions for a general {)acirication. In both

these duties Sir John Malcolm played a prominent part. The
Peshwa himself surrendLrcJ, and was pcniiittcd lo reside at

Bitliur, near (lawnpoir. on a pension of S lakhs a year. His

adopted son was the intamous Nana Sahib of ihe Mutiny of

1857. To fill the Peslnva's place, as the traditional head of

the Maratha confederacy, the lineal descendant of Si\aji was

brought t' rlii from obscurity and placed upon the throne of

Satara. A minor was recognized as the heir of Holkar, and a

second infant was proclaimed Raja of Nagpur under British

guardianship. At the same time, the States of Kajputana
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.a rr< n ted the position of feudatories to the paramount British

power.

The map of India, as thus drawn by Lord Hastings, re-

mained substantially unchanged until the time of Lord Dal-

housie. But tiie proudest boa.-,t of f.ord Hastings and Sir John
Malcohn was, not that they had advanced the pomoeriiun, but

that they had conferred the blessings of peace and good
government upon milhons who had groaned under the extor-

tions of the Marathas and Pindaris.

On Lord Hastings's retirement, George Canning, late Presi-

dent of the Board of Control, was nominated Governor-CIeneral,

but owing to the tragic death of the Ararcjuess of Londonderry

(Castlereagh) he became instead Secretary for Foreign Affairs

Lord and leader of the House of Commons. Lord Amherst was

itoa^^' 8PP<^ -'^ ^^^^ ^^i^ place, and in the interval l)efore his

arrival \\\ Inau Mr. Adcuu, a eivil servant, acted as Governor-

General, Lord Amherst's administration lasted for five years,

from 1823 to rS28. It is known in history by two prominent

events, the first Burmese War and the capture of Bharatpur.

Bnniui. For some years past our north-eastern frontier had been

disturbed by Burmese raids. Burma, or the country which

fringes the eastern shore of the Bay of Bengal, and runs up

the valley of the Irawaddy, has a people of Tibeto-Chinese

origin professing the Buddhist religion and wilh « history of

their own. Earopean tniYelletB m llie fifteenth oentniy visited

Pegu and Tenasserim^ which thef describe as flourishing seats

of maritime trade. During the Portuguese predominance in

the East> Arakan in Northern Burma became an asylum for

desperate European adventurers. With their help, the Ata-

kanese conquered Chittagong on the Bengal seitlxiard, and

(under the name of Maghs) were for long the tenor of the

Gangetic delta. About 1750, a new Burmese dynasty arose,

founded by Ataungpaya or Alompra, whoae successors ruled

Independent Burma until its final annexation to British India

in 1886.

The dynasty of Alaungpayi, after having subjugated all

Burma, and overrun (1813) Assam, which was then an indepen*

dent kingdom, began a series of encroachments upon British

Fiitt Bar- territory. As they rejected all peaceful proposals with scorn,

Lord Amherst was at last compelled to declare war in 1834.
' ' Little military gloiy could be gained by beating the Burmans,

who were formidable chiefly from the pestitootial character

of their country. One expedition with gunboats proceeded

up the Brahmaputra into Assam. Another marched by land
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through Chittagong into Axakan, «s the Bengal sepoys refused

to go by sea. A third, and the strongest^ sailed from Madras

direct to ^e mouth of the Irawaddy. The war was protiacted

over two years. After a loss to us of about ao,ooo lives, chiefly

from disease, and an expenditure of 14 crores of rupees, the

king ofA?a signed, in i8s6, the Treaty of Yandabo. By this Assam,

he abandoned all claim to Assam, and ceded the provinces of ^'^^^^
Arakan and Tenasserim, already in the military occupation serim an-

of the British. He still retained the whole valley of the ^^^^

Irmwaddy down to the sea at Rangoon. On the conclusion

of the war X4ord Amherst was elevated to the dignity of an

earldom.

The capture of Bhamtpur by Lord Combermere, in January, Bharaipo*

1826, wiped out the rqnilse wlilch Lake had rccei\ cd before

that town in January, r8o5. A disputed succession led to the

British intervention. Artillery could make little impression

upon the massive walls of mud. But at last a breach was

effected by mining, and the town was taken by storm, thus

removing the popular notion throughout India that it was

impregnable—a notion which had threatened to become a
political danger.

The next Governor-General was Lord William Bentinck, Lord

who had been Governor of Madras twenty years earlier, at
^[jj^^t

the time of the mutiny of Vellore (1806). His seven years' 1818-35.'

rule (1828-35) not signalized by any of those victories

or extensions of territory by whicli chroniclers measure the

growth of an empire. But it forms an epoch in administrative

reform, and in the benign process by which a subject popula-

tion is won over to venerate as well as to obey its alien rulers.

The modern history of tiie British in India, as benevolent

administrators, ruling the countr}' wth an eye to the good

of the people, may be said to begin with Lord William

Bentinck. According to the inscription beneath his statue at

Calcutta, from the pen of Macaulay :
* He abolished cruel

rites \ he effaced humiliating distinctions : he gave liberty to

the expression of public opinion ; his constant study was to

elevate the intellectual and moral character of the nations

committed to his charge.*

Lord William Bentinck's first care on arrival in India was to Hi*

restore equilibrium to the finances, which were tottering under fi"*****!

the burden im[)osed upon them by the Burmese ^\'ar. This

he effected by three series of measures : first, by retrenchment

in permanent expenditure, such as the reduction of batta in the

army
^

second, by augmenting the revenue iiom lands which

VOL. U. K k
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had suneptitiouslf escaped aaiessnient
;

third, by duties on

the opium of Mftiwft. He also widened the gates bf which

educated natives could eater the service of the Company.
Some of these refonos were distasteful to the covenanted

service and to the officers of the army« But Lord William

was stanchly supported by the Court of Diiecton and by

the VVhig mimstty at home.

His two most memorable acts are the abolition of sa&^

or widow-burning, and the suppression of iha^. At this

distance of time» it is difficult to realize the degree to which

these two barbarous practices had corrupted the social system

of the Hindus. European research has clearly proved that

the text in the Vedas adduced to authorize the immolation

of widows was a wilful mistranslation ; but the practice had

been enshrined in Hindu opinion by the authority of centuries,

and had acquired the sanctity of a religious rite. Akbar pro-

hibited it, but failed to put it down. The early British rulers

did not dare to violate the religious traditions of the people.

In the year 1S17 no less than 700 widow<^ nrc said to have

been burned alive in tlie Bengal Presidency alone. To this

day, tlie holy sj^ots of Hindu pilgnmage are thickly dotted

witli litile white jiillars, each connnemorating a sati. In spite

of strenuous oi)[}osilion from both Europeans and natives,

Lord \\ illiani Bentinck carried a Regulation in Council on

December 4, 1S29, l)y which ail who abetted sati were declared

guilty of * culpable homicide.'

The honour of supj)ressjng ihagi must be shared by L(;rd

William Beuiinck with Captain vSleeman. T/ij^s were hereditar)-

assassins, who made strangling and robbery their pruiession.

They tra\ellcd in bands, di^uuised as })ilgrims or merchants,

and were sworn together by an oath based on the rites of the

hloodv coddess Kail. Between 1826 and 1835, as m uiy

iu 1,50^ L'.d^i^s were apprehended m different parts of Bi;Ush

India; and, by the CMvIeiice of approvers, Lheic abominable

brotherhoods were broken up.

In 1 830-1 it was found necessary to take the State of

Mysore under British administration. It continued so up to

March, 1881, when it was restored to Native government In

1834 the frantic misrule of the RtjS of Coorg brought <m

a short but sharp war. The Rft)ft Lingaraj was permitted to

retire to Vellofe^ then to Benaresi and finally to England, where

he died. The bmve and proud uihabitanta of his mountainous

little territory decided to place themselves under the sway of

the British. This was the only anneaation effiscted by Lord
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William Bentinck, and it was done 'to cooadeiatioii of the

unanimous wish of the people.'

Sir Charles (Lord) Metcalfe succeeded Lord William Sii^ c.

Bentinck, being senior member of Council His short term ^^^^
of office is memorable for the measure which his predecessor

had initiated, but which he carried into execution, for giving

entire liberty to the press. From this time the Indian Govern-

ment lost the power of deporting British journalists who had

made themselves formidable hy their pens.

Public o{nnion in India pointed to Metcalfe ai the fittest

person to cany out the policy of Bentinck, not provisionally

but as Governor-General for a full term. Party exigencies,

however, led to the appointment of Lord Auckland. From l ord

this date commences a new era of war and conquest, which ^^^J^f*
may be said to have listed for twenty years. All looked

peaceful until Lord Auckland, prompted by his evil geniu.s,

attL-inpted by for! e to place Sliah Shuj'i upon the throne of

Kabul— an attempt conducted with ^ross mismanagement,

and ending in the annihilation of the British garrison in

that city.

For the first time since the days of the Sultans of Ghazni Ajghin-

and Ghor, Afghanistan had obtained a national king in 1747 [J^^ the
in Ahmad Shah Durrani, of the Sadozai family. This resolute Dnrranis,

solditr found his opportunity in the confusion which followed >747~*8i6.

the dt^tii of tlie Persian conqueror. Nadir Shah, liefore his

own death in 1773, Ahmad Shah had conr^uered a wide

empire, from Ilerntto I^hore, and from Sind to Kashmir. His

inlervciiliun on the field (»f I'anipat ( 1 761) turned back the tide

of Maratha contpu ^t, and maintained the Mughal emperor on

the throne of Delhi. But Ahmad Shah never cared to .settle

in India, and alternately kept state at his two At'-han capitals

of Kabul and Kandahar. The Sado-^ai kin^^s were prolific in

children, wlio fought to the death with one another on each

succession. At last, in 1826, 1 )ost .^duhaaunad, head of the

})owerful llirak/ai tamilv, succeeded in establishing himself as

ruU r of Kabul, with the U'Je of Amir, while two fugitive brothers

of the Sadozai line were living under iiritish protection at

Ludhiana, on the I'uujab Irontier.

The attention of the Uritish Government had been directed

to Afghan affairs ever since the time of Sir John Sh(;re, who
feared that Zaman Shah, then holding his court at Lahore,

might follow in the path of Ahmad Shah, and overrun

Hindustan. The growth of the powerful Sikh kingdom of

Kanjit Siugb effectually dispelled these alarms. Idubsequently,
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in 1809, while a French invasion of India was still a possibility

to be guarded against, Monntstuart Elphinstone was sent

Lord Minto on a misuon to Shih Shujft al Peshftwar to form

a defensive alliance. Before the year expired, ShUh Shuj3 had

been driven into exile, and a third brother, Mahmfld Shih,

was on the throne. In 1837, when the curtam rises upon
the drama of English interferoice in Afghanistan, the usurper

Dost Muhammad Barakzai was firmly established at K&bul.

His great ambition was to recover Peshawar from the Sikhs,

When, therefore, Alexander Burnes arrived on a mission from

Lord Auckland, ^s•ith the ostensible object of opening trade,

the Dost was willing to promise cvcrytliing if only he could

pet Peshfiwar. But Lord Auckland iiad another and more

important object in view. At this time the Russians were

advancing rapidly in Central Asia, and a Persian army, not

without Kussian support, was besieging Herat, the bulwark of

Afghanistan on the west. A Russian envoy was at Kabul at

the .same time as Burnes. The latter was unable to satisfy

the demands of Dost Muhammad in the matter of Peshawar,

and returned to India unsuccessful. Lord Auckland forth-

with resolved upon the hazardous plan of placing a more sub-

servient ruler upon the throne of Kabul.

Shah Shuja, one of the two exiles at Ludhiana, was selected

for the j)urpose. A tripartite treaty was concluded between

him, the British Government, and Ranjit Singh, ruler of the

I'unjab. A Briliih army escorting Shah Shuja made its way

through Sind, too weak a stale to protest, into Sfjuihern

Afghanistan by the Bolan I'ass. Kandahar surrendered

;

Ghazni was taken by storm. Dost Muhammad tied across

the Hindu Kush, and Shah Shuja was triumphantly led into

the Bala Hissar at Kabul in August, 1839. After one more

brave struggle, Dost Mi.hai.iiua 1 mi: rendered, and was sent

to Calcuiia as a state prisoner. Luid Aucklaiid tta a xcwaid

was given an earldom.

But although we could enthrone Shah Shuja, we could not

win for him the hearts of the Afghans. To that nation he

seemed a degenerate exile thrust back upon them by foreign

arms. During two years Afghanistan remained in die military

occupation of the British. The catastrophe oocuned in

November, ; Sir Alexander Burnes was assassinated in

the city of K&bul, and Sir William Biacnaghten was treacher-

ously murdered at an intenriew with Akbar Khan, eldest soo

of Dost Muhammad.
The troops occupying Kihul were under the command
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of Genen! Elphiiutone^ an old man, who proved unequal to

the lesponsibilides of the position. After lingering with

fiital indecision in cantonments for two mootfasi the British

army set off in the depth of winter, under a lallacious

guarantee from the Afghfin leaders, to find its way back

to India through the passes. When it started, it numbered

4,500 fighting men with 12,000 camp followers. A single Our gani-

survivor, Dr. Brydon, reached the friendly walls of JaUlI "Z^^^'
Abfid, where General Sale was gallantly holding out. The 184a.

'

rest pei&hed in the snowy defiles of Khurd-Kftbul and

Jagdalal:, from the knives and matchlocks of the Afghans,

or from the ejects of cold. A few prisoners, chi^y women,
children, and officers, among whom was General Elphinstone^

were considerately treated by the orders of Akbar Khfin.

The first Afghan enterprise, begun in a spirit of aggression

and conducted amid disagreements and mismanagement, had
ended in the disgrace of the British arms. The real loss,

which amounted only to a single garrison and cost fewer

soldiers than many a victory, was magnified by the horrors of

the winter march, and by the completeness of the annihilation.

Within a month after the news reached Calcutta, Lord Lord

Auckland had been succeeded by Lord Ellenborough, whose

first impulse was to be satisfied with drawing off in safety the

garrisons from Kandahar and Jalaiabild. But bolder counsels

were forced upon him. General Pollock, who was marching The anny

straight through the Punjab to relieve Sale, was allowed to
t^o^^'Jg^""

penetrate to Kabul. General Nott, although ordered to with-
'

draw from Afghanistan, resolved to take Kabul on the way.

Lord Ellenborough gave his instructions in well chosen words,

which would leave hi.s generals responsible for nny disaster.

General Nolt took thai responsibilitv, :>nd, instead of re-

treating to the Indus, boldly marched ni nearly the opposite

direction. Alter hard fighting, the two British forces, under

Pollock and Nott, met at tlicir common destination in

Sej)tember, 1842. The great l)a/:ar at Kabul was blown up
witli gunpowder, to fix a stigma upon tiic city; the j)risoners

were recovered; and the Brilii>h troo[)s returned to India,

leaving Dost Muhammad to take undisputed possession of bis

throne.

The drama closed with a bombastic proclamation from The

Lord Ellenborough, who had caused the gates from the tomb
cj^J^Uh*

of MahmOd of (dia/ni to be carried back as a memorial of

'Somnath revenged.' The gates were a modern forgery; and

their theatrical procession through the Punjab formed a vain-
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glorious sequel to Lord Ellenborough's diffidence whfie the

fiUe of our amies hung m the balance. The historical tiatesty

which closed the first Afghan War was scarcely less distasteM

to the serious English mind than the unrighteous interierence

which led to its commencement, or the follies and feeble

division of counsels which produced its disasters.

Conquest Lord EUcnborough, who loved milli.iry pomp, had his taste

184^^*^ gratified by two more wars. In 1S43 the Muhanim ulan rulers

of Sind, known as the Mirs or Amirs, whose chief 6udt was
that they would not surrender their independence^ were

crushed by Sir Charles Napier. The victory of Miani, in which

S,8oo British troops defeated 22,000 Baluchi;;, is one of the

Cwnlior most brilliant feats of arms in Anglo-Indian hist<Mry. In the
outbreak, same year, a disputed succession at Gwalior, fomented by

feminine intrigue, resulted in an outbreak of the overgrown

army which the Sindhia family kept up. Peace was restored

hy the battles of Mnhnrnipur and Panniar, at the former of

which Lord Elienboroiii^h was jnc seiU in pcr>on.

In ^^^,\ I/^rd Ellcnborou^h was rcealled by the Court of

Pireetors, who differed trom him on points of administration,

disliked his theatrieal display, and distrusted his erratic genius.

Lord He was succeeded by Sir Henry (afterwards Lord) Hardinge,

i8!|^i-8^**
^^^^ served through the Peninsular War and lost a hand

at Ligny. It was fell on all sides that a trial of strengtli

between the British and the reaiainiiig Hindu power in India,

the Sikhs, drew near.

The Sikhs. I he Sikhs were not a nationality like the Marathas, but a

religious sect bound togeliier by the additional tie of military

NaiMk, discipline. They trace their origin lo Nanak, a jiious Hindu

reformer, born near Lahore in 1469, before the foundation

of the Mughal Lnipire. Naaak, like olhcr ^^ealous preachers

of his time, preached the abolition of caste, the unity of

the Godhead, and the obligation of leading a ])uro life.

From Nfinak, ten ^urfis or apostles are traced down to

Cjovind Singh (1675-1708), with whom tlu' sneeession stopj^ed.

Cruelly jiersecuted by the ruling 2sluhammadans, almost cxtrr-

minated under the miserable successors of Aurangzcb, the

Sikh martyrs clung to their faith with unflinching zeal. At

last the downfall of the Mughal empire transformed the

Sikh sect into a territorial power. It was the only oi^ganizatioa

Sikh con- remaining in the Punjab. The Sikhs in the North, and the
^^^^x**^ MaitthSs in Contral India, thus became the two great Hindu

powers who partitioned the Mughal empire. Even before the

rise of Ranjft Singh, offshoots from the Sikh wish or con-
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federacies, each led by its elected sardiir, had carved out lor

themselves feudal principalities along the banks of the Sutlej,

some of which endure to the present day.

Ranjit Singh, the * Lion of the Punjab ' and founder of the Ranjit

Sikh kingdom, was bom in 1780. In his twentieth year il'^jgaQ,
obtained the appointment of governor of Lahore from the

Afghin ShSb, and fonned the project of erecting his personal

rale upon the fanaticism of his Sikh countrymen. He organ-

ized their diuidi militant or 'the liberated,' mto an army

under European officers, which for steadiness and religious

fervour has had no parallel since the Ironsides of Cromweli.

From Lahore, which he seized in 1799, ^ capital, he

extended his conquests south to MultSn, west to Peshftwar,

and north to Kashmir. On the east side alone be was

hemmed in by the Sutlej, up to which river the authority of

the British Government had advanced in 1S04. Until his

death, in 1839^ Ranjit Singh was ever loyal to the engagements

whidx he had entered mto with Metcalfe in 1809. But he left

no son capable of wielding his sceptre. Lahore was torn by
dissensions between rival generals, ministers, and queens*

The only strong power was the khalsa^ or central council of

the Sikh army, which, since our disaster in Afghanistan, burned

to measure its strength with the British sepoys. Ranjit Singh's

European generals, Court and Ventura, were foolishly ousted

by the Sikh commanders, and the supreme military command
w^ vested in a series oipamhayais or elective committees.

In 1845 the Sikh army, numbering 60,000 men, with 150 First

guns, crossed the Sutlej and invaded British territory. Sir ^'^^^ ^•'»

Hugh Gough, the Commander-in-Chief, together with the

Governor-General, hurried up to the froT 'i 1. W iihin three

weeks, four pitched battles were fought—at Mudkl, Ferozeshfth,

Aliw&l, and Sobraon. The British loss on each occasion was

heavy; but by the last victory the Sikhs were fairly driven

back across the Sutlej, and Lahore surrendered to the British.

Sir H. Hardinge, however, declined to annex the prostrate

province. By the terms of peace then dictated, ibe infant son

of Ranjit, Dalip Singh, was recognized as R5ja ; the JuUundur

DoSb, or tract between the Sutlej and the Beas, was added to

the British territory; the Sikh army was limited to a specified

number
;
Major Henry Lawrence was appointed Resident, to

assist the Sikh Council of Regency, at Lahore; and a British

force was sent to garrison the Punjab on behalf of the child-

Raja. 'Ihe Covcrnor-Generai, Sir II. Hardinge, received a

peerage, and returned to England in 184S.
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Lord Lord Dalhousie snoceeded. The eight yeanP role of tbis
Daihousic, greatest of Indian proccmsuls (1843-56) left more conspicuous

^ ^ *
results than that of any Govemor-Genecal siiioe WeUestey.

A bigh-minded statesman, of a most seniitive conscience

and earnestly desiring peace, Lord Dalhonsie found himself

forced against bis will to fight two wars, and to embark on
a policy of annexation. His campaigns in the Punjab and

in Burma ended in large acquisitions of territory ; while Nag-

pur, Oudh, and several minor States also came under British

His ad- rule. But Dalhoiisie*s deepest interest lay in the advancement
m^istra-

^j^g moral and material condition of the country. His

ftfrrm system of administration carried out in the conquered Punjab,

by the two Lawrences and their assistants, is one of the most

successful pieces of creative statesmanship ever rirfomph'shed

by Englishmen. Lower Burma has prospered under our rule

not less than the Punjab. In both cases, Lord Dalhousie

himself laid the foundations of the administrative success, and
deserves a large share of the credit.

Hispnblic No branch of the administration escaped his reforming hand,
wotfes. j|g founded the Public Works department, with a view to

creating the network of roads, railways, and canals which now
covers Tndin. He opened the Ganges Canal, still the largest

work of the kind in the country ; and he turned the sod

of the first Indian railway. He promoted steam communi-

cation witii England via the Red Sua, and introduced cheap

postage and the electric telegraph. It is Lord Dalhousie's

misfortune that these benefits are too often forgotten in the

recollections of the Mutiny, which followed his policy of

annexation, after the firm hand which had remodelled British

India was withdrawn. Bui iiistory is compelled lo record not

rmlv that no other Governor-General since the time of Lord

\V(;lleilcy had ruled India widi such splendid success from

the military and political point of view, but also that no other

Governor-General had done so much to improve the internal

administration since the days of Warren Hastings.

Second Lord Dalhousie had not been six months in India before

1843^"' the second Sikh War broke out The Council of Regency

at Lahore was divided against itself, corrupt and weak. The
queen^nother had chosen her paramotir as prime mmister.

1^ 184B the storm hurst Two British officers were treacher-

ously assassinated at MultSn. Unfortunately, Henry Lawrence

was at home on sick leave. The British aimy was not

ready to act in the hot season; and, despite the single-

handed exertions of Lieutenant (alterwaids & Herbert)
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Edwardes, this outbreak of fimatiasoi led to a general rising

of the Sikhs.

The khaisa army again came together, and once more fought

on even terms with the British. On the &tal field of Chilinn-

wSIa, which patriotism prefers to call a drawn battle, the

British lost 2,400 officers and men, besides four guns and the

colours of three regiments (Jfinunn- 13, 1849). But before

reinforcements could come out from England, bringing Sir

Charles Napier as Commandcr-in Chief, Lord Cough had
restored his reputation by the crowning vietory of Gujrat,

which absoliitrly destroyed the Sikh army. Miiltiin had

previously been brilliantly stormed ; and the Afghan horse

under Dost Muhammad, who had forgotten their hereditary

antipathy to the Sikhs in their greater hatred of the British

name, were chased back with ignominy to their native hills.

The Punjab, annexed by proclamation March 29, 1849, became The^

a British Province—a virgin field for the administrative talents
^^JJg^|

of Dalhousie and the two Lawrences. Maharaja Dalip Singh
*

received an allowance of £50,000 a year, on which he lived

as an English country gentleman in Norfolk for many years.

The first step in the purification of the Punjab was a general Itspacifi-

disarmament, which resulted in the delivery of no fewer than *******

120,000 weapons of various kinds. Then followed a settle-

ment of the land tax, village by village, at an assessment much
beluw that to which it had been raised by Sikh exactions ; and

the introduclion of a loose but equitable code of civil and

criminal procedure. Roads and canals were laid out by

Colonel Robert Napier (afterwards Lord Napier of Magdala).

The security of British peace, atul the personal miluence of

British ofTicers, inaugurated a new era of prosperitv, which was

felt to the farthest corners of the Province. U ihu.-, liappcned

that, when the Mutiny broke out in 1857, the Punjab remained

not only quiet but loyal.

The second Burmese War, in 1852, arose out of the ill- Second

treatment of some European merchants at Rangoon, and the

hifliilts offered to the captain of a British frigate who had been
"*

sent to remonstrate. The lower valley of the Irawaddy, from

Rangoon to Prom^ was occupied in a few months ; and as

the king of Ava lefosed to tnat^ it was annexed by prodama- Lower

tion on December ao, 1852, under the name of Pegu, to the ^J^^
provinces of Arakan and Tenasserim, acqmred in 1826.

Since its annexation no Province of British India has exhibited

a more rapid development of prosperity.

Lord Dalhofuse^s deafiogs with the Feudatory States of India
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reveal tlu; whole nature of the man. That rulers exist only

for the f^ood of the ruled was his supreme axiom of government,

of which he p^avc a conspicuous example in hi*? own daily life.

That Britisli administration was better for the people than

native rule, followed from this axiom. Ho was thus led to

regard Native States as mischievous anomalies, to be abolished

hy every fair means, (lood faith must be kcf^t with rulers

on tlie throne, and with their legitimate heirs; but no false

Sentiment sliouUl preserve dynasties which had forfeited sym-

pathy by generations of misrule, nor prolong those that had

no natural successor. The 'doctrine of lapse' was the practical

ap|)lication of these principles, complicated by the Indian

practice of adoption.

According to Hindu private law, an adopted son entirely

fills the place of a begotten son, whether to perform the reli-

gious obsequies ul in., Luiier or to inherit his property. In

all respects he continues the persona of the deceased. But it

was argued that, as a matter of historical fact as well as of

political expediency, the succession to a dirone stood upon a

different footing. It was affirmed, not always with a complete

knowledge of the facts, that the Mughal emperors had asserted

an interest in successions to the great fiefs, and demanded
heavy payments for recognizing them. It was therefore main-

tained that the paramount power could not acknowledge

without limitations a right of adoption, which might be used

as a fraud to hand over the happiness of millions to a base-

born impost(Mr. Here came in Lord Dalhousie's maxim of

*the good of the governed.' In his mind, the benefits to be
conferred through British administration wdghed heavier than

a superstitious and often fraudulent fiction of inheritance;

The first State to escheat to the British Government in

accordance with these principles was Satira, which had been

reconstituted by Lord Hastings on the down&ll of the PeshwS

in 181S. The Raj& of Siiara» the last lineal lepvesentative of

Sivajl, died without a male heir in 1848, and his deathbed

adoption of a son was set aside (1849). ^ same year, the

independence of the Rfijput State of Karaiili was saved by
the Court of Directors, who drew a fine distinction between a

dependent principality and a protected ally. In 1853 JhSnsi

suffered the same fate as S&t^ra. But the most conspicuous

application of the doctrine of lapse was the case of N<gpur.

The last of the Maratha Bhonslas, a dynasty older than the

British Government in India, died without a son, natural or

adopted, in 1853. His territories were annexed, and became
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the Central Provinces. That fear also saw British adminis- Berir

tEStioD extended to BerSr» or the Assigned Districts, which

the Nizfim of Hyder&b&d was induced to hand over to ns, as

a territorial guarantee for his arrears of subsidy, and for the

pay of tiie Hyder&bad Contingent^ which he perpetually kept

in arrear. The reh'cs of three other dynasties also passed away

In 1853, although without any attendant accretion to British

territory. In the extreme south, the titular Nawab of the

Carnatic and the titular Raja of Tanjorc both died without

heirs. Their rank and their pensions died with them, but

compassionate allowances were continued to their families.

In the north of India, Baji Rao, the ex-PeshwS, who had been

dethroned in tSi8> lived on till 1851 in the enjoyment of his

pension of 8 lakhs. His adopted son, Nana Sfthib, inherited

his accumulated savings, but could obtain no iurther re-

a^ition.

Lord Dalhousie annexed the kingdom of Oudh on different Annexa-

grounds. Ever since the Nawab Wazir, Shuja-ud daula, re- q°

ceived back his forfeited territories from the hands of Lord 1856.*

Clive in 1765, the existence of his dynasty had depended on

the protection of British bayonets. Guarded alike from

foreign invasion and from domestic rebellion, the long line

of Nawabs had sunk into private debauchees and public

oppressors. Their one virtue was steady loyalty to the l^ritish

Covcmmrnt. The fertile districts between the Ganizes and the

Ciogra, which now su;)iiort a denser pojnilation than, perliaps,

any rural area of the same size on the .L;l()he, had groaned

for generations under an anarchy for wiiieh each British

Governor-General felt himself in part responsii)]e. Warning

after warning had been given to the Nawabs (who had as-

sumed the title of Shah or King since 18 19) that they must

put their house in order.

What the benevolent Bentinrk and the soldierly Hardinge

had only threatened, wa«; reserved for T.ord Dalhousie, who
united honesty of purpose with stern decision of character,

to p)erfurni. He laid the whole ( asc before the Court of

Directors, who, after long and ])ai!iful hesitation, resolved on

annexation. Lord Dalhousie, then on the eve of retiring, LordDal-

fclt that it wouM be unfair to leave the nerilor.s task to his
,

, ^ 1 •
1 1 1 • • ^

'''^^ of the
successor \w the first moments ot his rule. ihe tardy decision mgasiirt.

of tlK-' Court of Directors left him, however, only a K w weeks

to carry out the v.ork. But he solemnly believed that work to

be his duty to the people of Oudh. 'With this feeling on my
mind,' he wrote in his private diary, 'and in humble reliance
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on the blessing of the Almighty (for millions of His creatures

will draw freedom and happiness from the r hm-r^ I rr ijir^ach

« the execution of tiiis duty, gravely and not without solicitude^

but calmly and altog':'thcr without doubt'

At the commencement of 1S56, the last yenr of his rule, he

issued orders to General (afterwards Sir James) Outram, then

Resident at the court of Lucknow, to assume the direct

Grounds of administration of Oudh, on the ground that *the British

MJoexA- Government would be guilty in the sight of God and man
if it were any longer 10 aid in sustaining by its countenance

an administration fraught with suffering to millions.' The
proclamation was issued on February 13, 1856. The king,

Wajid Ah, bowed to irresistible force, although he refused

to recognize the justice of his deposition. After sending a

mission to England, consisting of his mother, brother, and son,

by way of protest and ap[)eal, he settled down in the pleasant

suburb of Garden Reach near Calcutta. There he lived to an

old age in the enjoyment ol a pension of 12 lakhs a year.

Oudh was thus annexed without a blow. But this measure,

on which Lord Dalhousie looked hack with the proudest sense

of rectitude, was perliaps the act of his rule that most alarmed

native public opinion.

Lord Dalhousie resigned office in March, 1856, being then

only forty-four years of age ; but he carried home with him

Lord Dal- the seeds of a lingering illness, which resulted in his death in

i860. Excepting Cornwallis, he was the first, although by no

i860.' means the last, of English statesmen who have fallen victims

to their devotion to India's needs.

Lord Dalhousie completed the fobric of British rule in India.

The emphe «8 mapped out by Lord Wellesley and Lord

Hastings, during tile Bist quarter of the century, had received

the addition of Sind in 1843. The Marquess of Dalhousie

finally filled in the wide ^Moes covered by Oudh, the Central

Provinces^ and smaller States within India, together with

the great outlying territories of the Punjab on the north-

western frontier, and the richest part of Lower Burma beyond

the sea.

lord The great Govemor<Genend was succeeded by his friend

iSfi^da
' Ouuiing, who» at the farewell banquet in England given

to him by the Court of DirectorSi uttered these prophetic

words : ' I wish for a peaceful term of office. But I cannot

foiget that in the sky of India, serene as it is, a small doud
may arise, no laiger than a man's band, but which, growing

laig^ and larger, may at last threaten to burst and overwhebn

I lis work
in India.
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us with ruin.' In the following year, the sepoys of the Bengal The sepoy

army mutinied, and all the valley of the Ganges from Delhi J|j^*
to Patna rose in rebellion.

The various motives assigned for the Mutiny appear Causes

inadequate to the Ei!roj)ean mind. The tnith seems to be

that native opinion throughout India was in a ferment, pre-

disposing iiicii to believe the wildest stories and to rush into

action in a paroxysm of terror. Panic acts on an Oriental

population like drink upon a I'^uropean mob. The annexation

policy of Lord Dalhousie, although dictated by the most

enlightened coiibideralions, was distasteful to the luiUve mind.

The spread of education, the appu. r;ince at the same moment
of the steam-engine and the telesnaph wire, seemed to reveal

a deep pktn lor substiiu«.ui^ an English for an Indian

civilization. The Bengal sej)oys especially thought that they

could sec farther than the rest of their countrymen. Most of

them were Hindus of high caste
;
many of them were recruited

from Oudh. They regarded our reforms on Western lines as

attacks <m their own nationality, and they knew at first band

what anne](attoa meant Th^ believed it was by their

prowess that the Punjab had been conquered, and that all

India was held. The numerous dethroned princes, or their

heirs and widows, were the first to take advantage of this

spirit of disaffection and panic They had heard of the

Crimean War, and were told that Russia was the perpetual

enemy of England. Our munificent pensions to their fiunilies

had supplied the funds with which they could buy the aid of

skilful intriguers.

On the other hand, the Company had not sufficiently

opened up the higher posts in its service to natives of

education, talent, or proved fidelity* It had taken important

steps in this direction in respect to the lower grades of

appointments. But the prizes of Indian official life^ many of

which are now thrown open to natives of India, were then the

monopoly of a handful of Englishmen. Shortly before the

Mutiny, Sir Henry Lawrence pointed out that even the army

supplied no career to a native officer which could satisfy the

reasonable ambition of an able man. He insisted on the

serious dangers arising from this state of things. His warn-

ings were unheeded till too late; but in the crisis of the

Mutiny they were remembered. He was nominated provisional

Governor-General in the event of any accident happening to

Lord Canning; and the Queen's proclamation, on the transfer

of the Government from the Company to the Crown at the
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end of the great struggle, affirmed the principle which he had

so powerfully urged. * And it is our further will,' are Her
Majesty's gracious words, ' that, so far as may be, our subjects,

of whatever race or creed, he freely a:id iuiparlially admitted

to on'iccs ill our service, the duties of which they may be

qualihed by their education, ability, and integrity duly to

discharge.* Under the Company this liberal policy was un-

known. The Mutiny of 1857, therefore, found many of the

Indian princes, especially the dethroned dynasties, hostile to

the Company; while a muUituuc of its own native offacers

were either actively disloyal or inditTercnt to its fate.

The In this critical state of affairs, a rumour ran through the

*sra»Kd
^ native army that the cartridges served out to the Ik'ngal

' regiments had been greased with the fat uf cows, the sacred

animal of the Hindus , aiKi even with the lard of pigs^

—

animals which are unclean to Muhammadan and Hindu aiike.

Tlie evidence proves a disastrous blunder had in truth

been made in il.i^ 1; ^ULr—a blunder wliich, although quickly

remedied, was remedied too late. As a matter of fact, bovine

tallow had, with a culpable ignorance, been used in the

ammimition factories. Steps were quickly taken to prevent

the defiling cartridges from reaching the hands and mouths of

the sepo) s. But HO assuiances could quiet their perturbed and
excited minds. Fires occurred nightly in the lines ; officers

were insulted by their men ; confidence wis gone, and only

the form of discipline remained.

Tlieanny In addition, the outbreak of the stonn loimd the native

itt o&col ^^ia^™^'*^ denuded of many of their best oflfeers. The ad-

ministration of the great empire to which Dalhousie had put

the comer-stone required a larger staff than the Civil Service

could su^ yly. The practice of sdecting able military men for

civil posts, which had long existed, received a sudden and vast

development The Punjab^the Central Provinces,Lower Burma,

and Oudh were administered to a laige extent by picked

officers firom the Company's regiments. Good and skilful

commanders remained ; but the army had nevertheless been

drained of many of its brightest intellects and firmest wiUs.at

the very crisis of its fiite. At the same time the Brilisb troops

in India bad, in spite of Lord Dalhousie's solemn warnings and

repeated remonstrances, been reduced far below the strength

which the Govemor<General dedared to be essential to

the safety of our rule. His earnest representations on this

subject, and as to the urgent necessity for a reform alike of

the Kative and the British armies of India* were lyipg dis*
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regarded in London when the panic about the 'greased

cartridges ' spiead through the native regiments* and the storm

burst upon BengaL

On the afternoon of Sunday, May 10, 1857, the sepoys Outbreak

at Meerut rose in open mutiny. They broke into the jail,
^{^{1^^

liberated the prisoners* and rushed in a wild torrent through May 1857.

the cantonments, cutting down a few Europeans. They ^ ^e«ut.

then streamed off to Delhi, to stir up the native garrison

and the criminal population of that great city, and to place

themselves under the authority of the discrowned Mughal

emperor. Mccrut was the largest military station in Northern

India, wiih a slrong European garrison of foot, horse, and

guns, sufticieut to overvvhehn tlie mutineers before they could

hope to reach Delhi. But as the bcpuys acted in irrational

haste, so the British officers, in but too many cases, acted with

equally irrational indecision. The news of the outljreak was

telegraphed to Delhi, and nothing more was dune that night.

At the moment when one strong will might have saved India,

no soldier in authority at Meerut secmetl able to think or act.

The next morning the Muhammadans of Delhi rose, and all At Delhi.

that the few Europeans there could do was to blow up the

magazine.

A rallying centre and a traditional name were thus given Spread

to the revolt, which forthwith spread like wild fire through the
^^^^y

North-\\'cstern Provinces and Oudh down into Lower liengal. summer

The same na;ialive must su;iil'w for all the outbreaks, although 0^1857.

each episode ha^s its own story of sadness and devotion. The
sepoys rose on their officers, usually without warning, some-

times after protestations of fidelity. The Europeans, or persons

of Christian 0uth, were frequently massacred ; occasionally, also,

the women and children. The jail was broken open, the trea-

sury plundered, and the mutineers marched off to some centre

of revolt, to join in what had now become a national war.

In the Punjab the sepoys were anticipated by measures of

repression and disarmament^ carried out by Sir John Lawrence

and his lieutenants, among whom Edwaides and Nicholson

stand conspicuous. The Sikh population never wavered. Loyalty of

Crowds of willing recruits came down from the AfghSn hills.
^^^^

And thus the Punjab, instead of t>eing a source of danger,

was able to furnish a portbn of its own ganiaon for the si^e

of Delhi. In Lower Bengal many of the sepoys mutinied,

and then dispersed in different directions. The native armies

of BAadras and Bombay remained true to their colours. In

Centnd India, the contingents of some of the great chiefs
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Nana

sooner or later joined the rebels, but the ^luhammadan State

of Hyderabad was kept loyal by the authority of its able

luiiiibler, Sir Salar Jang.

The main interest of the Sepoy War gatberf? round the three

CftVspoK. cities of Cawnpore, Lucknow, and Delhi. Cawnpore contained

one of the great native garrisons of India. At Bithur, not far

off, was the palace of Dundhu Panth, the heir of the last

Peshwa, who had inherited his savings but had failed to

procure a continuance of his pension, and whose more familiar

name of Nana Sahib will ever be handed down to infamy.

At first the Nana was profuse in his professions of loyalty;

but when the sepoys at Cawnpore muLimed un June 6, he

])ui himself at their head, and was proclaimed Peshwa of the

Marathas.

The Europeans at Cawnp )rr, numbering more women and

children than ij-hting men, slnit ihemselves up m a.a hl-cho:sen

hasty entrenchmLir., wVmic ihcy heroically bore a siege for

nineteen da}-^ uiidci the sun of a tropical June. Lvciy oiiu

had courage and endurance to suffer or to die ; but the

directing mind was again absent. On June 27, trusting to

a safe-conduct from the Nana as far as Allahlb&d, they

surrendered, and, to the number of 450, embarked in boats

on the Ganges. Forthwith a murderous fire was opened upon

them from the riyer bank. Only a single boat escaped, and
but four men, who swam across to tibe protectioii of a fiiendly

RftjS, ultimately survived to tell the tale. The rest of the

men were massacred on the spot The women and diUdren,

numbering 125, were reserved for the same fate on July 15,

when the avenging army of Havelock was dose at hand.

Sir Henry Lawrence^ the Chief Commissioiier of Oudh, had
foreseen the storm. He fortified and provisioned the Residency

at Lncknow, and thidier he retired with all the European

inhabitants and a weak British regiment on July 9. Two
days later, he was mortally wounded by a shell. But the

spirit of the dead leader animated the defence. The little

garrison held out under unparalleled hardships and against

enormous odds, until relieved by Havelock and Outram on

September 25. The relieving force was itself invested by

frcfih swanns of rebels ; and it was not until November that

Sir Colin Campbell (afterwards Lord Clyde) cut his way into

lAicknow, and effected the final delivennce of the garrison

(November 16, 1857). Our troops then withdrew to more
uigent work, and did not finall? reoccupy Lucknow till

Btarch, 1858.

Massacre

of Cawii-
pon*

Lttdenoir.

Sir Heoiy
Lftwicnoe.
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The siege of Delhi begim on June 8^ one monib after the siecc of

.

origioal outbreek at'Meemt Siege in the proper sense of j^^'j^
the void it waa not; for the British army, encamped on the ^ptember,

historic Ridge^ at no time exceeded 8»ooo men, while the i^sT*

rebeb within the walls were more than 30,000 strong. In

the middle of Avgost^ Nicholson arrived with a reinforoement

ficom the Punjab ; but his own inspiring presence was even

more valuable than the reinforcement he brought On Sep*

tember 14 the assault was deUveted, and, after six dayaf

desperate fighting in the streets, Delhi was again won.

Nicholson fell at the head of the storming party. Hodson,

the fierce leader of a corps of irregular horse, hunted down
next day the old Mughal emperor, Bahftdur Shih, and his

sons. The emperor was afterwards sent a state prisoner to

Rangoon, where he lived till 1862. As the mob pressed in

on the guard around the emperor's sons, near Delhi, Hodson

considered it necessary to shoot down the princes (who had

surrendered unconditionally) with his own hand.

After the fall of Delhi and the final relief of Lucknow, the Oudh

war loses its dramatic interest, although fighting went on in ^^^^^
various parts of the country for eighteen months longer. The Colin

population of Oudh and Rohilkhand, stimulated by the presence C^mpbcU.

of the Begam of Oudh, the Navvab of Bareilly, and Nana
Sahib himself, had joined the mutinous sc|)oys <:n masse. In

this quarter of India alone it was the revolt of a people rather

than the mutiny of an army that had to be (juellcd. Sir Colin

Campbell (afterwards Lord Clyde) conducted the campaign

in Oudh, which Listed through two cold seasons. Valuable

assistance was lent by Sir Jang Bahadur of Nepal, at the head

of his gallant Gurkhas. Town after town was occupied, fort

after fort was stormed, until the last cun had been recaptured,

and the last fugitive had been chafed across the frontier by

January, 1859.

In the meanwhile, Sir Hugh Rose (afterwards I^rd Strath- Sir Hugh

nairn), with another army from liumbay, was conducting ^ ^^^^
even more brilliant campaign in Central India. His most ladu.

formidable antagonists were the disinherited Rani of Jhansi,

and i'antia Topi, whose military talent luul previously inspired

Nana SShib with all the capacity for resistance that he ever

displayed. Tiic died fighting bravely at the head of her

troops in June, 1S58. Tanlid Topi, after doubling backwards

ail 1 ti rw u il^ thiuugh Central India, was at last betrayed and

run down m April, 1859.

The Mutiny sealed the fate of the East India Company,

VOL. a. L 1
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DomttU after a life of more than two and a half oentariea. The
original Company veceived its Qiaiter of Incoiporatioa fiom

i85sf*°^' Elizabeth in 1600. Its political powers, and the coostitutioii

Tts history of t|ie Indian GoTemment^ were derived from die Regulating

Xi^^^' Act of 1773, passed by the ministiy of Loid North. By diat

ikctofi77^ Statute the Governor of Bengal was raised to the raiok of

Governor-General; and, in conjuncdon with his Coonctl of

four other membos, he was entrusted with the duty of super-

intending and controlling the Governments of Madias and
Bombay, so far as regarded questions of peace and war;

a Supreme Court of Judicature was created for Calcutta, to

which the judges were appointed by the Crown ; and a power

of making rules, ordinances, and regulations vvas conferred

Act«fi784. upon the Governor-General and his Council. Next came the

India Act of Pitt (1784), which founded the Board of Control

and strengthened the supremacy of Bengal over the other

Presidencies. At the renewal of the charter in 18 13 the

commerce with India was thrown open to the English nation,

though the Company was allowed to retain the exclusive trade

Actoft85$. to China. By the Act of 1833 even this monopoly was taken

away, and the Company was finally divested of its commercial

character. That Act also introduced various reforms into the

constitution of the Indian Government. It added to the

Council a Law-member, who need not be chosen from among
the Company's servants, and was entitled to be present only

at meetings for making Laws and "Regulations ; the first Law-

nicnibcr \Yas Macaulay. It accorded the authority of Acts

of Parliament to the Laws and Regulations so made, subject

to the disallowance of the Court of Directors. It appointed

a Law Commission; and it gave the Governor-General-in-

Council a control over the other Presidencies in all points

relating to the civil or military administration. It nominally

opened up administrative offices in India to the natives, irre-

Actofi853. spective of caste, creed, or race. The charter of the Company
was renewed for the last time in 1853, not for a definite period

of years, hut only for so long as Parliament should see fit.

On this occasion the number of Directors was reduced, and

their patronage as regards appointments to the covenanted

Civil Service was taken away. The Act laid down the

principle that the administration of India was too national

a concern to be left to the chances of benevolent nepotism,

and that British representatives in India must be chosen

by open competition and without favour from the youth of

the United Kingdom.
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The Act for the Better Government of India (1858), which lodk

finally tiaosferred the entire administration from the Company [^^^"^^
to the CrowUi was not passed without an eloquent protest from Crows,

the Directors, nor without acrimonious party discussion in 1858.

Parliament It_enacts that India shall be governed by, and

in the name of] the Sovereign through one of the principal

Secretaries of State, assisted by a Council of fifteen members.

At the same time the Governor-General received the new title ' fi^e

of Viceroy. The European troops of the Company, numbering V***"*^'

about 34,000 officers and men, were amalgamated with the

Royal service, and the Indian Navy was abolished. By the

Indian Councils Act (1861), the Governor-General's Council,

and also the Councils at Madras and Bombay, were aug-

mented by the addition of non-official members, either natives

or Europeans, for legislative purposes only. By another Ac^
also passed in 1861, High Courts of Judicature were constituted

out of the old Supreme Courts at the Presidency towns and
the Adalats or appellate courts of the Company.

It fell to the lot of Lord Canning both to suppress the India

Mutiny rt'vl to introduce the peaceful revolution *l>*cl*^J{J^
followed. It suffices to say that he preserved his equanimity

ururuffled in the darkest hours of peril, and that the strict

impartiality of his conduct incurred alternate praise and blame

from partisans of both sides. The epithet then scornfully

levelled at him of TVrneiicy* Cnnning is now remembered

only to his honour, Uii November i, 1S58, at a grand darbar Quecn'i

held at Allahabad, he published the Royal Proclamation, which ^'^J*
announced that the Queen had assumed the government Nov. i,

of India. This document, which is, in the truest and noblest '^S^'

sense, the Magna Charta of the Indian people, proclaimed in

eloquent words a policy of justice and religious toleration, and

granted an amnesty to all except those who had directly taken

part in the murder of British subjects. Peace was proclaimed

throughout India on July 8, 1859. In the following cold

season Lord Canning made a viceregal progress through the

Northern Provinces, to receive the homage of loyal princes

and chiefs, and to assure them that the policy of ' escheat or

lapse ' was at iin end, and that adopted heirs would hence-

for.vard be recognized by the lirilioh Government.

'i l.c :3uppression of the Mutiny increased the debt of India Cost of the

by about 40 croies of rupees, and the military changes which •''^y*

ensued augmented the annual expenditure by about 10 crores.

To grapple with this deficit, a distinguished political economist

and parliamentary financier, Mr. James Wilson, was tent oat

Lis I
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Financial from England as financial member of CoundL He ve-

^^^"'^ organized the customs system, imposed an income tax and a
licence duty, and created a state paper currency. He died in

the midst of bis task, but his name still lives as that of the

]>ga1 first and greatest finance minister in India. The Penal Code,

originally drawn up by Macaulay in 1837, passed into law in

i860, together with the Codes oi Civil Procedttte (1S59) and

Criminal Procedure (1861).

Lord Canning left India in March, 1862, and died before

Lord he had been a month in England. His successor, the Earl of

^j^* Elgin, lived only till November, 1863. He expired at the

Himalayan station of Dharmsala, and there he lies buried

Loxd He was succeeded by Sir John (afterwards Lord) Lawrence,
Lawrence, * saviour of the Tunjal).' The chief incidents of Lord

^ ^* Lawrence's rule were t!:e Bhutan War, followed by the annexa-

tion of the Bhutan Duars in 1864, and the terrible Orissa

famine of 1866. In a later famine in Bundelkhand and

Upper Hindustan in t^68-o, Lord Lawrence laid down the

principle, for the first tune ui Indian history, that the oftkers

of the Government would be held personally responsible for

taking every possible means to avert death hy starvation. He
created a department of Irrigation under ( olonel (aftenvards

Sir Richard) Strachey. An inquiry was conducted into the

status of the peasantry of Oudh, and an Act was passed with

a \iew to securing them in their customary rights. After

a period of fratricidal war among the sons of Dost Muhammad,
the Afghan territories had been concentrated in the hands of

Sher All, who was ackuo^\ ledged as Amir by Lord Lawrence.

A commercial crisis took place in 1866, which seriously

threatened the young tea industry in Bengal, and caused

wiiIl ]i:^ad ri;d at Bombay. Sir John Lawrence retired in

January, 1861^, aUtr having passed through every giade of

Indian service, from an Assistant Magistracy to the Vice-

royalty. On his return to England he was raised to the

peerage. He died in 1879, and lies in Westminster Abbey.

X^rd Lord Mayo succeeded Lord Lawrence in 1869, and urged

Msnro, on the material progress of India. The Ambala darbar^
'869-79. ^ which Sher All was welcomed as Amlt of A%binistli^

although in one sense the completion of what Lord Lawrence

bad begun, owed its success to Lord Maya The visit of

His Royal Highness the Duke of Edinburgh in 1869-70
gave great pleasure to the natives of India, and introduced

a tone of personal loyalty into our rdations with the feudatory

princes.
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Loid Mayo reformed several of the great branches of the Lord

adnunistFatioQ, created an Agricultural Department^ and Intro-
^^if^^

duoed the system of Provinctal Finance. The impulse to

local self-government given by the last measure has done

much to develop and husband the revenues of India, to

quicken the sense of responsibility among the English ad-

ministrators, and to awaken political life among the people.

Lord Mayo also laid the foundation for the reform of the

salt duties. He thus enabled Sir John Strachey under the

nilc of his successors, Lord Northbrook and Lord Lytton, to

abolish the old pernicious customs-lines which walled ' off

Province from Province, and strangled the trade between

British territory and the Native States. He developed the

material resources of the country by an immense extension

of foads^ railways, and canals, thus carrying out the beneficent

system of public works which Lord Dalhousie had inaugurated.

Lord Mayo's splendid vigour defied alike the climate and the

vast tasks which he imposed on himself. He anxiously and

laboriously studied with his own eyes the wants of the farthest

Provinces of the empire. But his life of noble usefulness was

cut short by the hand of an assassin, in the convict settlement

of the Andaman Islands, in 1872.

His successor was T.ord Northbrook, whose ability found T-oiJ

pre-eminent scope in the department of finance. 1 )i)rrnL: hi s
j^^^^^jj"

viceroyalty, a famine which threatened Lower Bengal in ii>74 1872-6.

was successfully stalled off by a vast organization of state

relief and the importation of rice from Burma. The ^Tnr•:lthi

Gaikwar of Baroda was dethroned in 1875 for mi.sgovt^rnrnent,

but his dominions were continued to a child selected from tlie

family. The Prince of Wales (now King Edward VII) made Prince of

a tour through the country in the cold season of 1875-6. The W^l****

presence of His Royal Highness evoked a passionate burst ol 187^-6,

loyalty never before known in the annals of British India.

The feudatory chiefs and ruling houses felt for the first time

that they were incorporated into the empire of an ancient and

a splendid dynasty.

Lord Lytton followed Lord Northbrook in 1876. On Lord

January i, 1877, Queen Victoria was proclaimed Empress
^g^^Sa

India at a darbar of un] paralleled ii;.ij,iiificence, held in the old -y^^^

Delhi cantonment behind the historic Ridge— the Ridge impress

from which in 1857 the British had reconquered the revolted

Mughal capital. But while the princes and high officials of the

country were flocking to this gorgeous scene, the shadow of

famine was darkening over Southern India. Both the m(H^
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soons of 1876 had failed to bring Uieir due i>upj)ly of rain, and

Famine of the season of 1877 was little better. This long-continued

1877-8. drought extended from Cape Comorin to the Deccan, and

subsequently invaded Northern India, causing a famine more

widespread than any similar calamity then on record. Despite

vast importations of grain by sea and rail, despite the most

strenuous exertions of the (government, which incurred a total

expenditure on this account of more than 8 crores of rupees,

the loss of life was lamentable. The deaths from want of food,

and from the diseases incident to a famine-stricken population,

were estimated at 54; millions.

Afghan In the autumn of 187S, the affairs of Afghanistan a^^ain

18^-80 themselves into notice. Shcr Ali, I'nc .Ymir who had

been hospitably entertained by Lord Mayo, was found to lie

favouring Russian intrigues. A British envoy was refused ad-

mitLmce to his capital, while at the same time a Russian

mission was received with honour. This led to a declaration

of war. British armies advanced by three routes—the Khyber,

the Kurram, and the BollUi—and without much oppositkm

occupied the inner entrances of the passes. Sher All fled

to Afghan-Tuikistin, and there died. A treaty was entmd
into with his son, YakAb KhSn, at Gandanuk (1879), by

which the British frontier was advanced to the crests or

farther sides of tHe passes^ and a British officer was admitted

te reade at Kabul Within a few months the British Resi-

dent, Sir I^is Cavagnari, was treacherously attacked and

massacred, together with his escort; and a second war became
necessary. Sir FMerick (now Lord) Roberts defeated the

Afghans at ChSiSsia and entered KftbuL Yakab KhSn
abdicated, and was deported to India. But a general risiQg

of the tribes followed, which was only put down by hard

fighting. In March, x88o, Abdur Rahman Khin, the eldest

male representative of the stock of Dost Muhammad, was

recognized as Amir.

^At this crisis of afiairs, a genoal election in England

resulted in a defeat of the Conservative ministry. Lord

Lytton resigned simultaneously with the Home Government
i-ord and the Marquess of Ripon was nominated as his successor

iSo^4. ^ kyc^ 1S80. In that year a British brigade suffered a
* It would be unsvitftblc to attempt aything beyond the Iwcat nunaury

of events in India since 1880. Four out of the five Viceroys who haye ruled

during; the past twenty-^rvcn years are, hnnpily, still livinf^ (1908) ; th»-ir

policy forms the subject of keen contemporary criticism ; and the admiois-

ti«tor% soldiers, and diplomatists who gave effect to that policy still hold

pomenloii of ihe nceoei
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defeat at Maiwand between Kandahar and the Iklinand river

from the Herat troops of Ayflb Khan—a defeat promptly

and conii»letely retrieved by the brilliant march of Sir Fred-

erick Roberts from Kabul to KandahSr, and by the total rout

of Ayub Khan's army on Septi inbcr r, 1S80. The British Afchan

forces retired from Kabul, Iea\ ing Abdur Rahman Khan, as

our friend, in possession of the capital. The witlidrawal of

our troops from Kaiulahrir was also effected. Soon afterwards

Avub Khan advanced with an armv tVoin Herat, defeated the

Amir's troops, and captured Kandahar. His success was

short-lived. Abdur Rahman marched south with his forces

from Kabul, completely routed Ayub Khan, reoccupied

Kaudalur, and reigned till his death (1901) as ui:idispuled

Amir of Afiihanistin. In 1884 a Boundary Commission was

appointed, with the consent of the Amir, to settle, in conjunc-

tion with Russian Commissioners, the north-western frontier

of Afghanistan.

The Native State of Mysore, which had been administered RendUioa

l)y the British on behalf of the Hindu nding femily since 1831,
«f Mywe.

was replaced under its hereditary dynasty on March 25, 18S1.

During the muuning yean of Lord R^n's admimstnuion Loid

peace was maintained in India, The Viceroy took advantage ^|po°'^

of this lull to cany out certain important renimw m meadminis-

interaal government of the country. The years 1882-4 ^ tratkn.

memorable for these great measures. By the repeal of Lord

Lytton's Vernacular Press Act, passed in 1873, he set free the

native Journals from the last restraints on tiie fiee discussion

of public questions. His scheme of local self-government

developed the municipal institutions which had been growing

up since India passed to the Crown. By a series of enact-

ments, larger powers of local self-government were given to

rural and urban boards, and the elective piindple received

a wider application. Where rural boards did not exist, be Local

endeavoured to utilize the local materials available for their
^^J^J^

formation; and ftom this point of view he may be said to

have extended the principle of local self-government from the

towns to the country. Where rural boards already existed, he

increased their powers, and as &r as possible sought to give

them a representative basis.

An attempt to extend the jurisdiction of the criminal courts Amend-

in the Districts over European British subjects, independently
cn 111 In ft 1

of the race or nationality of the presiding judge, excited strong pmeedmci.

public feeling, and ended in a compromise in 1884. The
principle was asserted in regard to native members of the Civil
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Service who had attained to a certain standing : namely, Dis-

trict Magistmtes and Sessions Judges. At the same time, the

European oommimi^ receifed a luitiier extenakn of trial

jury, which enables European British subjects to daim a jury,

if tiiejr see fit, in neariy all cases before tiie District criminal

tribunals.

1>pratt* One of the earliest acts of Lord Ripon's viceroyalty was the

re-establishment ofthe Department ofRevenue and Agricnltnr^

c^torc. in accordance with the lecommendation of the Famine C6m-
mtssion. This Department had been originally instituted by
Lord Mayo ; but, some years after his death, its functions had
been distributed between the Finance and Home Departments.

It was now reconstituted substantially on its former bast^ as

a distinct Secretariat of the Government of India. It at once

took op the recommendations of the Famine Commission,

both those bearing on fiunine relief, and those dealing with

organic reforms in the administration of the land revenue.

Agricultural improvements, exhibitions of Indian produce^

whether in India or in Europe, and works duddatit^ the raw

products of the coisntry, received its special attentioo.

Edocatioo Lord Ripon also appointed an Education Gtemisston,

liu^™^ with a view to the spread of popular instruction on a broader

basis. This Commission, after hearing evidence and coUectiiig

data throughout the Provinces of India, reported in 1S83.

The recommendations of the Commission, and the Govern-

ment Resolution based upon them, gave encouragement to the

indigenous schools, which in some Provinces had not pre-

viously received a sufficient recognition from the department

of Pul>lic Instruction. The recommendations also stroofgly

affirmed the principle of local self-help in the extension

of high schools and coU^(es^ and laid particular stress on

the duty of assisting primary education from Ti vincial and

municipal funds. They endeavoured to provide for backward

sections of the pet^ple, especially the Muhammadans, who
from various causes had found themselves unable to avaH

themselves fully of the state s>'stem of public instruction^ Off

in regard to whom that system had proved defective.

Abolitioi; In 1882 Lord Ripon's finance minister, Sir Evelyn Baring

S^tfw
!^'"^ (afterwards Earl of Cromer), abolished the import duties on

cotton goods ; and with them, almost the whole tarifT, sainng

a few exceptions, such as the duties on arms, liquors, &c., was
extinguished. In 1884 a Committee of the House of Com-
mons took evidence on railway extension in India, and

embodied their recommendations in a Parliamentary Report
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The conditioa of the agricultural population in Bengal

occupied the doie attention of Lord Kipon throughout his

viceroyalty. After keen discussions, prolonged during many
years, he left a Tenancy Bill, regulating the relations of land-

lord and tenant in Bengal, almost ready to be passed by his

successor.

The Marquess of Ripon was succeeded at the end of 1884 Lord

by the Earl of Dufferin. In the spring of 1885, Lord Dufiferin
fgjJSjJJ'

passed the Bengal Tenancy Bill through its final stage in the

legislature, and held a darhar at Rawalpindi for the recej)-

tion of the Amir of Afghanistan. The result of the meeting

was to strengthen the British relations witli that ruler.

During the summer of the same year (1885), the hostile Third

attitude of the king of indeix;ndcnt Burma forced itself ||\"'aaese

upon the attention of the Government. After repeated but igg^

fruitless remonstrances, a British expedition was dispatched

from M:Klras and Brngal to Rangoon. Timely warning was

given to the Burmese sovereign of our intentions and just

demands. V^vX king Thlbaw, who had inaugurated his reign

by a family massacre, and h^d steadily refused to redress the

wrongs of certain British subjects whom he had injured,

remained defiant. He vainly sought aid against the British

from foreign powers, and even tried to intrigue with the

French. As all uur pacific proposals were rejected, a military

force under General Breudergast moved up the Irrawaddy in

a flotilla of steamers. The opposition encountered was insig-

nificant. On November 28, 1885, the capital, Mandaky, was

occupied without fighting
\
king Thibaw surrendered, and was

sent a prisoner to Rangoon. His dominions of Upper Burma,

were annexed to British India by proclamation on January i,

1SS6. In the following February, Lord Dufferin proceeded

in person to Burma to settle the administration of the new
province. L\LiiU;cilly king Thibaw was deported for safe

custody to Ratnagiri, in Bombay, where he still lives on a

liberal pension.

Early in 1886, also, a great camp of exercise was held on

the memorable battle-plain of Banipat in the Punjab. The
fortress of Gwalior was given back to its hereditary chid, ihe

MahSr9j9. Sindhia, in exchange for Jhansi city, as a pledge

of the goodwill and fnendship of the British Government.

One of the most important series of measures during Lord
atJJck"

DuffenVs viceroyalty was directed to the strengthening of the on the

north-western frontier of India. A Boundary Commission i^^s!'*"*"*

was appointed, in concert with Russia, for the delimttation of 1885.
'
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the Afj^iian frontier on the Oxus and luwards Central Asia.

A collision between Russian and Afghan troops at Panjdeh,

which occurred during these operations, opened the eyes of

both India and England to the danger of aggression from

Russia. Over £2,000,000 was expended in hurried war prepara-

tions, and the incident evoked a great outburst of loyalty- to the

British power among the princes and peoples of India. During

the critical time, when it seemed Hkely that tlie Russian attack

on the Afghans luust lead to a declaration of war by Great

Britain, the Indian princes vied with each other in niunitkcnt

offers ul aid in money and men. Some of them placed their

whole armies unreservedly at our disposal j some pleaded

earnestly that they might be allowed to maintain their troops

at their own exi)cnse while fighting against the Russians

;

others offered to supj)ly transport and commissariat materials;

while movements took place among the natives in some of the

British Trovinces with a view to the formation of bodies of

volunteers. The Russian concessions iiappil) rendered a war

unnecessary; but the expression of Indian loyalty to the British

power which it evoked was destined to leave peruiaxicnt and

valuable results behind.

During 1887 the new territories of Upper Uuraia were beuig

gradually reduced to order, and the dacoit bands dispersed.

In the same year the J ubilce (or fiftieth year of the reign) of

Her Majesty the Queen-Empress Victoria was celebrated with

universal enthusiasm throughout India. A Commission in-

quired into the question of moce largely employing native

officials in the higher branches of the administraticm, and as

a result a certain proportion of the moce responsible posts

were thrown open to them by the creation of a FroWndal

Sen^ Lord Dufferin retired in t888, and was created

Marquess of Dufferin and Ava for the signal services which

he had rendered during his viceroyalty.

The Biarquess of Lansdowne succeeded Lord Dufferin.

Under his rule (with Sir fMeiick, afterwards Lord, Roberts

as Commander4n<!hief) the defences of the north-western

frontier were strengthened, and the passes from A^hSntstin

secured against any possible invaders. At the same time^ the

native princes were allowed to take a more important position

than before in the armies of India. Several of them bad, as

we have seen, come forward with offers of money and troops

to aid in the defence of the country. Under Lord Lansdowne

these offers were accepted, and a maturely planned system of

Imperial Service troops was org^mized. Many of the Feuda*
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tories now maintain laments, carefully drilled and armed,

which in time of war would serve with the troops of tlie

Indian army. These r^fiments are kept up free of cost to

the British Government, and are a freewill oflTering to it

from the loyalty of the native pdncefl^ who have greatly

prospered under British rule.

In 1892 the British Parliament passed an Act which Lord

increased the nunihi-r of the members of the T>ei:islative

Councils, and introduced a stronger non-ofticial clement. But

it left the question of the election or the nomin.aion of such

members to be worked out by the Local Governments in

India, in accordance with the needs and conditions of the

several IVovinces. The scheme has been gradually adapted

to the widely varying facts of the Indian rrovinces imd their

local i)opu]ati()ns, and a system of nomination has been

introduced which, though it falls short of popular election,

yet secures to the councils a very considerable representative

character. Side by side with this political movement, efforts

(which to a partial extent were embodied in legislation by

Lord Lansdowne) have in recent years been made to reform

certain evils ii^ the social and domestic life of the Hindus,

arising out of the customs of the enforced ceUbacy of widows

and the marriage of very young children.

An unfortunate incident occurred, in 1891, on the north- Manipiir

eastern frontier. The petty .State of ^L^nipur became the

scene of a domestic re% oluiion, which ended in the llight of the

legitimate Raja to Jlriiii>h territory. The Chief Commissioner

of Assam, Mr. Quinton, proceeded, under Lord Lansdowne's

instructions, to inquire into the matter. On his arrival at

Manipur, Mr. Quinton and the officer commanding his escort,

together with others, were lured to a conference by Uie usurping

lUja, and treacherously murdered. The two junior offioer^i

on whom the command of the esoNt unexpectedly devolved,

led an ignominious retreat to British territory, and, after

• a full inquiry into their conduct^ were dismissed the army.

The momentary wealmess thus shown seriously imperilled

several of our outposts on the frontier of Eastern Bengid and

Northern Burma. But the young subalterns in charge of them

held out with a g^lantry of personal devotion and a heroic

originality of resource which defied every stratagem of the

enemy, and beat back the overwhelming numbers brought

agsinst them. The affiur ended as brilliantly as it had

begun disgracefully for the British arms. Manipur was

taken possession of by our troopa. But Lord Lansdowne's
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Government confined its just vengeance to the treacherous

usurper and his confederates, and reconstituted the native

goven^nent of Manipur, under the guidance of a British Poli-

tical iVgent.

The Russian aggressions on the Pamirs seemed for a time

to threaten a more serious danger beyond the opposite or

north-western frontier of India. Througliout 1S91 and 1S92

the Russian oflicers in Central Asia intruded in force on the

lofty inhospitable regions whieh had been regarded as beyond

their sphere of influence, and thus excited the fears of Ciiina

on the one hand and of Afghanistan on the other. In 1893

Sir H. M. Durand concluded an agreement with the Amir

of Afghanistan which demarcated the southern and eastern

bouiul iries of that country, and increased Abdur Rahman's

aiinu 1 subsidy from the Indian Government from 8 lakhs

to 12 lakhs.

One of the most remarkable features of Lord Lansdownc's

viceroyalty was the progress of Burma. Lord Dufferin had

already laid a firm foundAtioo for the future prosperity of that

country. Under Sir Alexander Mackenxie^ as Chief Com-
mianoner, the advancement alike of the old and the new
provinces was vapid. Railways and roads opened xn^ the

country, and a beginning of irrig^tton works for the protection

of the peasantry of Upper Burma agiainst the calamity of

drought was made. The old internal distuihances from

dacoits, or armed banditti, were masterfully put down. The
boundary fine with Siam was demarcated in x893> though that

with China was not finally fund till 1900.

Hm fall in A serious problem which came to the fore in Lord Lans-
^nipee* (|Q^Q>g viceroyalty was the fall in the value of the rupee^

The demonetisation of silver by Germany and other Western

nations, together with the increased pioductioa from the sflver

mines throughout the world, had caused a steady depreciation

of the silver currency of India (1874-95). The rupee, which

formerly was nearly equal to two shillings^ fi^ to about four-

teen pence, thus greatly increasing the burden of the interest

on the gold debt of India, and of pensions, public works

material, military stores or equipment, and other duuges
payable to England in gold. The fluctuations of exchange

also hampered mercantile enterprise and restricted the flow

of capital to the East. The Government of India desired

that a Axed ratio between gold and silver should be deter-

mined by international agreement ; but aS this proved

impossible, the Indian mint^ with the concunenoe of the
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Commisaioa ptedded over by Lord Herschell, were dosed in

1S93 to the firee oomage <tf silver.

In Janiiaiy, ifi94» the Earl of Elgin (tiie son of a former Loid

Vioooy) succeeded the Maiquis of Lansdowne. In his first

year of office he was confronted with a deficit in the revenue

of s^ crores of rupees, due to the fall in exchai^e. Alter

prolonged discussion the Hve per cent, import duties which

had been repealed in s88a were reimposed on goods brought

to India, with the cxrcption of certain commodities, especially

cotton goods. Within the year the duty was extended to

piece-goods, but not to yam. In spite of the closing of the

mints, the value of the rupee continued to &11 till 1895, when

it touched bottom at is, id. From that date the rate of

exchange tended gradually and slowly to rise.

In 1895 an important military reform was carried out, fiar Presidency

which saiMition had been obtained under Lord Lansdowne. ^I^^^

The old Presidency system of three separate armies, each abouiSbed.

under a Commander-in-Chief, in Bengal, Bombay, and Madras,

with the Commander-in-Chief in Bengal exercising a general

control over the armies of the other two Presidencies, was

abolished. The army was henceforward organized into four

great Commands, each under a Lieutenant Genentl, nnd the

whole was placed under the Commander-in-Chief m Inuia.

In the domain of foreign policy the r\^m!r agreement was Primir

concluded with Russia, by wliich she consented to fix her ^^[^*^'^*^"'

southern boundary at the Oxus as far cast as Lake Victoria, Rmi.ia,

while the line from that point to the Chinese frontier was to **^95

be settled by a boundary commission.

In the years i^<)S~l ^ ^^''it'^ of outbreaks occurred along the

north-west frontier. The Durand agreement with Afglianistan Chitril,

had placed Chitral within the British .sphere of influence, and ^^^5-

it was found necc^ssary in 1S95 to send a strong force to rescue

the Briti.sh Age nt there, who had been besieged. A more

serious rishig followed two ycaxs later. In June and July, 1897,

the Wazirs, Swatis. and Mohmands took vii« arms and attacked

the British pobitiuns in Malaliaiul and Chakdarra. In Augu.st

the Afridis joined the rebellion and closed the Khyber Pass,

which they held in lru.1t lur the Biilibii Government. The The Tirah

military operations that followed are known as the Tirah campaign,

Cc;ir.ija._,n, Over 40,000 troops were employed, and peace

was nut re established until February, 1898, after very se\ ere

fighting, in which the British forces lost over 1,000 officers and

men killed in action or dead of disease. The TlrSh campaign

was the most important in which British troops had been
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cagig^ for many yean, and the whole question of frontier

poliGj was laiaed and diacawed m Engtand with g;reat

tiioiroiighness.

During the last three yeats of Ixvd Elgin's nile^ India was
passing through a period of severe trial. Besides a serious

and cosdy frontier war» tlie country had to bear the burden

of iamine and plague. The century closed in gloom and
depression, to which alfoirs had gradually been tending ever

since the high-water marie of prosperity in 1886. The failure

of the monsoon in 1895 caused a deficiency in the har\'es^

Famine, and in 1896 there was fanzine in British Bundelkhand. A &ur
1896-7. fi^QXQ serious scarcity in 1896-7 affected almost every Province

of the £mpir^ and at one time nearly 4,000,000 of the popu-

Bobonic lation were in receipt of relief. The bubonic plague broke

out at Bombay in 1S96, and has remained endemic in India

ever since. It caused an exodus of the population of Bombay
in that year which seriously crippled the industries of the city.

In 1898 the plague appeared in Calcutta. It gradually spread

till hardly any Province or State escaped, and the moral

and economic evils that followed in its train can hardly be

Plagne expressed in figures. In the early stages many of the methods
precao* taken by the "Brilisli Government to prevent the spread of the

disease roused unreasoriing panic amongst the native popula-

tion, and riots broke out in Bombay. In consequence of

inflammatory articles in the vernacular Press, it was found

necessary to make the law in regard to seditious writings more

stringent. '1^) allay the popular e-xcitcnient, the Government

after 1898 employed less drastic measures in combating the

plague, which, as tluy did not offend native susceptibilities,

proved actually more successful in operation.

In 1897 Burma was made a T-ieutenant-Governorship, and

a Legislative Council was established both in that Province

and in the Punjab.

Loid In 1899 Lord Llgin was succeeded by Lord Curzon of

Kedlcston, whose period of olTicc is likely to tbrai an epoch

for its reforming energy and r.niltikuiuus activity. When
the new Victroy arrived in India many pressing questions

North- clamoured for solution. Foreuiost among them was liiat

JJ^. ^
of the north-west frontier policy. The Tirah campaign had

policy. onl) just been brought to an end, and large British garrisons

were still quartered in posts beyond our boundary. The

principles adopted may be described as a skilful oompiomise

between the Lawrence and Forward schools of thought

British troops were gradually withdrawn and replaced by
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tribal levies. Alt unnecesBaiy interferenoe with the hillmen

was eschewed; but while their asptratioiis towards autonomy

weie lespecfied, a certain concentiatJOQ of force took place

within the British lines, careful control was established over

the traffic in arms and ammunition, and the completion of

strat^c railways was sedulously pushed fonrard. The best

testimony to the success of this policy is the iasX that Lord

Cuison's seven yean of office were years of peace on the

frontier, and the only military operation deserving the name
was the blockade of the MahsQd Wajiirs in 1901.

In X90X Lord Cunon finally carried out a reform that had

been tentatively proposed on many occasions since 185&
It was fdt that frontier relations, being an Imperial rather

than a Provincial concern, should be directly under the control

of the Supreme Government Accordingly, the trans^Indus New

Districts oif the Punjab were* separated from that Province,

and together with the Political Charges of the Malakand, the Fhmtier

Khyber, Kumun, Tochi, and Wana were formed into the new P'o^nce,

North-West Ftontier Province, under a Chief Commissioner

directly responsible to the Government of India.

In the domain of foreign policy tlie death in 1901 of our Foreign

ally Abdur RahmSn, the Amir of Afghanistan, was happily on- P^^*

attended by any disturbance on the frontier, and a good

understanding was at once established with his successor,

Hablb-ullah. Delimitations of frontier were carried out in the

hinterland of Aden and on the boundary between Persia and

Afghanistan. In 1904 the Dalai Lama of Tibet, who had

long shown himself ill-disposed to the British Government,

began to exhibit a tendency to court the favour of Russia,

A mission under Colonel (now Sir Francis) Younghusband was Tibet

dispatched with a military escort to ncirotiate a settlement, ^ai^on*

Resistance was oftered to the progress of the mission, but was

easily crushed, and an advance was made to Lhasa. The Dalai

Lama abdicated and a treaty was concluded with his successor.

Throughout his vireroyalty T.ord Curzon had to face the Plague

plague problem, and in the earlier portion thai of famine

also. 'I'lie deaths from plague, though subject to considerable

fluctuations, unfortunately tended steadily to increase, till in

1904 they were returned as over a million. The famine ut

1899--1900, the last of a series, was perhaps the worst on

record. The number of persons in receipt of relief reached

the unprecedented figure of millions. After 1901 the cycle

of bad harvests came to an end, and the coimtry slowly and

gradually recovered
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Sooceeding a long period of deficits caused by unstable

exchange, the finances of India began henceforward to improve,

and tlie years after 1899 exhibit surpluses. It fell to Lord

Cuizon in his first year of office to pass the Act which, in

accordance with the recommendations of the Commisstan

presided over by Sir Henry Fowler, made the British sovereign

legal tender in India and practically fixed the value of the

rupee at i;. ^d. The result has been a great flow of gold

into the Indian treasury. In 1900 a Gold Reserve fund was

created, and all profits of the coinage were paid into it. When
Lord Curzon resigned, the fund amounted to 8f millions

sterling. In 1902 land revenue representing 2 crores of rupees

was remitted in the case of distressed Provinces, while in 1903

and 1905 reductions in the salt tax brought that impost

down to the lowest figure it had reached since the Mutiny.

The other adminialraiive acts of Lord Curzon's viceroyalty

must be very briefly summarized. In nearly every case they

were undertaken after exhaustive preliminary in([uiry in the

Punjab form of a Commission. Under the head of agrarian reform

Atettiou
Punjab T,;ind Alienation Act should be mentioned, which

Act was designed to free the cultivators of the soil from the

clutches of money-lenders. A board of scientific advice was

estabHshed to co-ordinate inquiries in all economic studies.

Agri- A{j;ricultural banks or co-operative credit societies were founded

in 1904 to encourage self-reliant e and thrift. In the .same

year a new Department of Commerce and Industry was in-

augurated, piciided over by a sixth Ordinary Member of

Education. Council. A great conference of Educational officers was held

at Simla in 1901, and in 1904 an Act based on the report of

a Commission was passed reorganizing the senates or governing

bodies of the Indian Universities. In Government depart-

ments a successful attemi)t was made to improve the procedure

on business lines, and to chet^k ilic giuwiii of the report writing

system, which in the Indian Civil Service was described by

the Viceroy as 'at once the mo.^t perfect and most pernicious

in tlic world.' The reforming energy of the Government

extended to the field of archaeology, and measures were

taken for the systematic conservation and restoration of

ancient monuments.

Army The efficiency of the army was increased by the rearmament
'^^* of the native legimeiita^ the strengthening of the artillery, and

the reofganization of the Thmsport service. In the burden of

Imperial defence India boie an honotnable part ; troops pro-

vided by the Indian Government fought in Natal against the
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Boer^ in SomXliland a^itist the MtiUab, and in Peldn against

the Boxer insui^gents. Many abuses still eidsted in the police Edfana of

service^ and chaiges of oppression and corruption in connexion P*'^

with it were not unheard among the people^ In 1905 the

numbers of the force were increased, the rate of pay was .

raised, and impiavements in training and peisonnel were

introduced.

In his relations with the Feudatoiy Chiefs, Lord Curzon The

laid stress on their position as his * colleagues and partners ^^'^"^^^^y

in the task of administration,' and lost no opportunity of

pressing upon them the duties and privileges of their high

station. He founded the Imperial Cadet Coqjs, to give

a military education to the sons of ruling and aristocratic

families. In 1902 an agreement was concluded with the

NizSm of Hyderabad, by which for an annual payment of

25 lakhs the British Government obtained a perpetual lease

of the Assigned Districts of Berar, subsequently placed under

the administration of the Central Provinces. A difficult

question that had existed ever since 1S53 was thus finally

settled.

On the death of the Queen-Empress, January 22, 1901, Death of

during whose long reign such epoch-making changes had taken

place in India, remarkable manifestations of sorrow and lyn,

loyalty were exhibited ihruughout the country. It was decided

to commemorate her name l)y building the Victoria Memorial

Hall in Calcutta, to serve as a National Gallery of Indian

antiquities, hi>,torv, and art. On January i, 1903, Lord Curzon Coroiii^

proclaimed King Kdward VH Emperor of India at the ^rcat

Coronation darbdr at Delhi—a magnificent pageant attended
*

by the Duke and Duchess of Cuimaught, and over a hundred

ruHng chiefs wiih their retinues.

Lord Cur/.on returned to England for a few niontlis in 1904

and was reappointed to a further term (jf office : during his

absence Lord Aminhill, (Governor of Madras, acted as Viceroy.

'I'lie chief act of lus second period of otTice was ihe partition Partition

of the Province of Ben-al. The dimensions of that Province ®^ ^"8*1*

had long become unwieldy f(^r ^nirposes of administration.

Accordingly, in spite of a \i^orous popular demon^Uation

against the change, the new Lruvincc of Eastern Bengal and

Assam, with Dacc a as its capital, was constituted by com-

bining Assam witii fifteen Districts of the old Pioviiice of

Bengal, under a Lieutenanl-doveriior.

In conjunction with Lord Kitchener, Commander-in-Chief

since 190^, Lord Curion had carried out many impurUnt

VOL. II. w m
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teforms in anny organisation ; but in 1905 he found himadi

unable to accept the proposals of Lord Kitchener for the te-

adjustment of relations between the Anny head-quarters and
the Military Department of the Government. The Viceroy

considered that the proposed clianges menaced the supremacy

of the civil authority ; and, as he failed to obtain the support

of the Home Government, he resigned office in August, 1905.

I orr! He was succeeded by the 1^1 of Minto, the great-grandson of
bimto, ^ former Govemor-Ceoeral
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A.

Aborigines, probably of neolithic descent,

90 ; still found in desert and hilly tracts,

especially of the South, ,^05. 333 ; driven

there by Dravidiaii invaiici ^i^; tr.iccs

of their speech in the languages of hill

tribes, 321

;

their colour and subjuga-

tion referred to in the RigA'eda, 221 ;

their servile position the origin of caste

and the Sudras, 3 24.

AbuT Fazl, Ak bar's great minister and
his historian in the Ain-i-Akbari, 39S

;

murdered at the instance of Jahangir,

398 ;
quoted on Akbar's patronage of

painting, i^i.

Accent, musical of Vedas, 310, like Greek
gave place to stress accent, 3io.

Adichanalliir, prehistoric cemetery at, 97

:

its nms and tombs of Stone Age anoof
_ much more recent times, 27.
Adii Shahls, Muhammadan (Turkish)

dynasty of Bijapur in the Deccan
(1490- 1 686), ^8^; founded by a re-

voiter from the BahmnnTs,
;

perversion to Shiahiiiu, .^S6

;

their wars

with Vijayanagar and its final destruc-

tion (1565) at Talikot by a Muham-
madan confederacy, 386 ;

intrigues of

generab, disputed successions, 386 ;

siege of Bijapur (1633) for two years

by Shahjahan, finally raised and peace

made, 386, 387; failure (1665) of com-
bined attack of Marathas and Mnghals,

387 ;
gave (1667) tribute and territory

to Sivaji, 387 : finally (168O) conquered

and overtTirown by Aurangreb, ^87

;

n tnble of the dynasty, 382 ; the Persian

(hhiah) character of their magnificent

architecture, 197, 198

;

the giant dome
of great tomb of Muhammad Adil

Shah, 197.
Adoption, Hindu theory of, 506 ; Lord

Dalhousic's refusal to recognize it in

political successions, 509; recognized by

the Queen's Proclamation (185S), 515.

Afghanistan and the Af;;hrms : Babar, ruler

of Kabul and Kandahar before his con-

quest of Delhi, ; the SQr or Afghan
emperors of Delhi, 395 -397 ; under

the Durranis (i 747-18:6 ,4cxj-4i 1,-199 ;

Elphinstone's mission ^^^^9' 49.);

500 ; the accession of Dost Muhammad
(1837), 500 ;

Biimes's unsuccessful mis-

sion to counteract Russian intlitence,

500 ; Shah Shuja thrust upon the throne

oTKabul and kept there (1839-41) by

a British force, 500 ; the popular rising

and massacre at Kabul and of the re*

treating British army, j>oo, 501 ; the

British army of retribution C1843), 501 ;

Lord LUcnborough's proclamation and
the' Gates of Somnath, 501 . 503

;

second
Afghan War (1878-80), Treaty (1879)
of Gandamak, 518

;

murder of Cnva-
gnari, 518 ;

campaign of Sir Frcdeiick

Roberts, occupation of Kabul, march
to Kandahar, and complete defeat

(1880) of Ayub Khan, 518, 519; the

Afghan Boundary Commission (1885)
and the Panjdch incident, 531, 523 ; the

Durand Agreement (1893) and Line,

534> 5^5' ^V<?a/ji> Kabul am/Kandahar,
Agni, the Vedic god of fire, 214, 2ifi.

Agnikula clans of Rajputs, legend of, 309.
Agra, Akbar's capital, 397

;

Shahjahan s

Taj Mahal, and Moti Masjid at, 300, 401;

English factory at (161 3}, 4^ ; capture

of, by Lake, 491.
Agricultural banks (1904), 538.
Agriculture, Department of, 517, 530.
Ahmad Shah of Gujarat (1413-43),

founded and built Ahmadabid, 195^

376 ; his wars abroad, peace at home,
37^, 379 \ his wife's tomb, 1 36.

Ahmad"Shah, Mughal emj)eror (1748-

54), a puppet in the hands of women,
\VarTrs. and a eunuch, 409, 4 to ;

de-

posed, blinded, and imprisoned, 410

;

the Marathas, invoked to put down the

Afghans, become all -powerful, 410.

Ahmad Shah Durrani, proclaimed (1747)
king at Kandahar, 409 ; invasion of
India and defeat (1748), 409 ; again
invaded (1757) India, occupied Delhi,

proclaimed king, 410; driven away by
cholera, 410 ; combined with Mnham-
niadau nobles to defeat (1761) the

Marathas at Pantpat, 41 1.

Ahrnndri) a<i, architecture of, 195, 196.
Ain i-Akban, the, 398, 399.
Aihole, temples at, 175.
Ahinadiin^'ar, Nizam bhahl dynasty of,

history and table of, 386, 388, 3S9.

Ahom literature, like Assamese, mainly
historical, 438.

Ajanta, paintines in the caves of, described
and criticized, 117-131.

Ajmer, English factory at (1613), 457.
Akbar the Grtnt, fonnder of the Mnf^hal

empire, succeeded his father at the age
of fourteen (1556- 1605),^ ; his great
victory ,1556) at Panipat over his

11 til 2
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Afghan competitor, 397

;

profited by
and shook off (1560} the tutelage of

Bairam Khan, 397, 39S
;

put down
doiiicitic rebellions, 398 "; his tiointer-

rupted career of conquest over the

Kajinits and others (1567-94), 398

;

subjuj^ated the whole of India north of

the NrtrbndS. 398 ; his advance on the

Ikccm and capture (1600) of Ahmad-
nagar, 3^8 ; his trouble with his eldest

son (JanFnnTr), 39S

;

his eclectic reli-

gion, the iJiviue i aith, 146, 398

;

his

conciliation of the Hindus andrcpres-
sion of bigotry, 398 ; his general ad-

ministration as depicted in the Ain-i-

Akbarl of his groat minister, Abu'l

Fail, 398, 399 ; bis system of land

revenue organized by his Hindu fman-

cicr, Todar Mall, 399.
Akbar, some references to : bis patronage

of foreign artists, 1 27, lap, i ?jO, t99

;

his failure to found a nationrJ school,

131 ; his coinage and its ambiguous
Ict^end. \A,(s

;
sf^venty mints, 146;

his tumb at Sikaudra, 137.

Alaragir L See Aurangreb.
Alamglr II, the last real ^luf^hal em-

\ntxQ\ (>754 9), set np and a^^inated
by his Wazlr, 410 ; fresh Afghan inva-

sion, capture of Delhi, and proclamation

('757) of Ahmad Shah as king, 410.

Ala-ud-din Khaljl, king of Delhi, nephew,
murderer, and successor of Jalal-ud-din

(13961316), 361-7,63

;

the first Mu-
hanimadan invader and conqueror of

the Dcccan, 343. 361. 363

;

expelled

the Mongols from Sind, 363 ; twice

defeated them before Delhi and finally

drove them away, 363 ; bis oppression

of the Hindus, his general Malik
Kafui's victorious expeilition to the

South, 26^ ; one of the great Indian ad-

ministrators, 363; his abundant coinage

and bis son's, 144, 14^; his numerous
mosques,tomb5, and other buildings, 183.

AlberunI, Muhammadan writer (in

eleventh century), on the careless

methods of Hindu historians, 6 ; his

geographical statements, 81, 83j the

value of his report, 2^
Albuquerque, Affonso dc, rescued Cochin

(1503) and built the first European fort

there, 447 ; second Portuguese Viceroy

(1509-15), 448 ;
abandoned Almeida's

policy and established forts 0:1 the

coa t. 4^ ; took Goa (where he died),

Malacca, and Ormuz, 448 ; his just and
conciliatory policy towards the natives,

a source of strength and long remem-
bered, 448, 449.

Aldworthe, X^bomas, founder (i6o8) of
the factory at Snrat, 457.

Alexander the Great, hb Indian campaign

(B,c, 326-32.0, 374-279

;

the state of

India at the time, 274

-

ttis passage of
the Hindu Kush (337), 374, of the
Indus, 274, of the Hydaspc* , Jhclum)
and subsequent victory over I'orus, 275,
376, of the Akesincs (Chcnab), 276

'

of
the Hydraotes (Ravi), 376

;

refusal of
bis army to cross the Hyphasis ( Beas)

,

377 ; hib descent of the rivers to the sea,

278 ; his march and its disasters through
^^nlcraQ back to Babylon, 27S. 279 ;

the kings and tribes he treated with, or
conquered, 374, 376, 378 ; massacre of
Brahman 3. 278 ; his later advance un-
resisted, 278 ; the awful sufferings of
India, 2^ ; the organizition of his

Indian conquests, 277. 27$, abandoned
by bis successors within two year^ of
his death (333). 137, 379-

Alienation oi land, the Punjab Land
Alienation Act, f 38.

Aligarb, defeat of Maratbas at, by Lake,

49'-
AlTwal, battle of, in first Sikh War, 503.
AU&Ur Gharlr JJuLiI, the best novel in

Bengali,^
Almeida, Francisco de, first Portuguese

Viceroy of India (1505-9"), 447 ; his

policy of commerce supported by sea-

|X)wcr, 448 ; his defeat off Chaul (1 508)
by an Egyptian 6eet, 4^ ; his decisive

victory off Diu, 448.
Altamsh (Iltitroish), (1314-36), a notable

king of the Slave dynasty of Delhi. See
lyaltimish.

Amara-kola (a.d. 700), the great San-
skrit dictionary, 264.

Aniaravati, the Mahj.) ana school of sculp-

ture, andi/^^at, 1 13, 1 15,116, i6i .32-;.

Amam fafaka, the ' Hundred Stanzas of

Amaru,' 243.

Ambo)'aa, Dutch massacre (1633) of

E-iglish at, 456, 457.
Amherst, Lord, Governor-General (1833-

8]^ the first (1834-6) BurmeseWar, 4^)6,

407 ; Treaty of Vandabuand annexation

01 Assam, Arakan,and Teina5serim.497;

capture of Bbaralpur (1S26; by Lord
Comlicrmere, 497.

AmTr Khan, powerful Pindari captain,

disbanded (1817) bis army, 494, 495,
and received the principality of Tonk,

44 t. 495-
Amusements, in the Rigveda. 11& ; game

of chess borrowed by Persians, 350.

Andhras, the (180 B.C.-A.D. 300), an

early Buddhist dynasty, ruling over

Middle India, 334, 326 ; built the Am-
aravati stupa, ^2 v. their exteu5ivc trade

with East and^ est, ; embassies

to Rome, 113. 113, 325jlarge finds of

Roman coins, part of the drain of sj>ecie

to India, 335 ; their coinage, 138, 153.
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Angn'a (d. 1730), fanaoas corsair admiral

of the Maratha fleet, harassed Bombay,
44i» 46a.

Aphoristic poetry, abundant in all San-

skrit literature, aga, 353.

ApoUodotas, G raeco- Bactrian king, 287.

Arab invasions and conquests, early ai)d

of spent force, of India, 143, 351 ;

translations of Sanskrit medical authois

in the eighth century, 2iifi*

Arch, in Muhammadan architecture, iR^

Archaeology, of the Historical period,

chap, iii, pp. 101-134

;

the transition

from prehistoric limes, loi , loa

;

the

grent ^p in our knowleflge of the period

bcUveeii the death of Bud lia and the

reign of Asoka, 103

;

the early or

Maurya period (a^o B.C.-50 A.D.) of

Indian art, 104-1 1 2
;

its remains
mainly Buddhist, 104, 105 ; the influ-

ence of Alexandnan aiia Hellenistic

models, 105, 106; the second or Kushan
period (a.d. 50-350, i 1 1 .2-133

;

the

influence of Rome, 112, 113; its sculp-

tnre, 113-11

7

; the paintings of Ajanla,

117-iai ; the Gupta period (320-480),
122-133

;

mediaeval, Muhammadan,
and Mughal sculpture, pointing, and
decoration, 133-133 ; the minor arts,

'3--J34> the rarity of specimens, 133,

13^ ;
biblioj^rapliy, 13}.

Architecture, Indian, 155-205 ; as a fine

art distinct from building and engineer-

ing, 1 56

;

the difficulties of its history

and classification, 1 55 ;
wooden archi-

tecture, the earliest and basis of all

other, 103, 156-158, its use for early

Buddhist buildings, 157, its conversion

into stone architecture, 157-161, con-

temporary cave-temples, ini-T^; the

Gandhara school of architecture in con-

nexion with the newer (Mahayana)
Buddhism, > ^5-^67

; Gupta arcliitec-

ture, 167, 168 ; Kashmir architecture

from the eighth century to the Mu-
hammadan conquest, i6S-i 70

;

of Jain

temples in Kanara, 170; Dravidinn

architecture, 170-174; the Chuluk)an
style or area, 174-177 ; Indo-Aryan,

177-181 ;
Muhammadan, 181-198 ; its

general style, 181-184

;

its special

characteiistics in Jaunpur (Sharki),

184, 185, Malwa, 185-188, Bengal,

i8S-r93^ Gnlbarga and Bidar, 193-

195. Gnjarat, 195, 196, Bijapur, 197,

198 ; the Mughal Saracenic style, 198-

200; later and modern architecture,

200, 2Q1 ; bibliography, 30i-ao^.

Archives and chronicles, dynastic, in-

stances of their ancient compilation

and survival, ia-14.

Arcot, capture and defence of (1751), by

Clive, 422.

Arghuos, descended from ChingTz Khan,
rulers of Kandahar and Sind (i 520-54),

Armngon, English factory at (1628), 457.
Array, reorgnnization of, by Clive, 480 ;

under one Cummander-in-Chief in India

('S95), 535 ; reforms of, by Lord
Kitchener, 538, 530

;

its relations with

the civil authority, 530.

Al ts (ancient), minor, enamelled tiles, 128,

12^; glass mosaics, 129; few speci-

mens left of pottery, 133, 133; jewelled

jade and rock crystal,
;
jewellery,

_ gems, and seals, 134.

Arjabha^ (b. A. D. 476), the fonnf?er of
Indian astronomy, 265 ; maintained the

rotation of the eartn on its axis and
explained eclipses of sun and moon,

Aryans. Set under Hinduism and Vedic
l.itetature.

Aryas or 'kinsmen,' the name given by
themselves to the conquering invaders,

Asoka the Great, king of Magadha or

Behar (272-231 B.C.), 283-285

;

his

eight years* enjoyment of the chase and
the table, aS^ ; his murderous conquest
(a6i) of Kalinga, 383 ; his conversion

by pity and remorse for bloodshed to

the teaching and practice of Buddhism,
2 S3 ; became a lay .and fuially an or-

dained member, 34 («.), 43, 283; his

ardent and successful propaganda by
royal edicts, doctrinal inscriptions,

missions, and the foundation of mon-
nstttics, 44, 284, 385 ; his care for the

bodies as well as the souls of his sub-

jects and proselytes by mild administra-

tion, good roads, hospitals, &c., 285 ;

transformed a local sect into a world-

religion, 38^ ; his Buddhism the present

religion 01 Ceylon, Burma, and Siam,

385 ; his active toleration and concurrent

endowment of other religions, 158, 285 ;

the disintegration of the empire alter

hi5 death, 285

Asuka, some references to: his date mis-

placed by 900 years in epigraphy and
the Puranas, 16^ 32j 2^ a^j his true

date determined (1793) by Sir \Vm.
Jones, 2^; his pillars and edicts, ^a^

4^^ ic6, lo^j Laii his stupas, iiij

157, 158, 159

;

no known coins of,

13S

;

his columns, ^ 2^ 'o^k
edicts, ^^g^; the historical value

of his inscriptions, £^ 54^ his abdica-

tion and religious retirement, 24 (if.),

42, 54 ; his visit and honour to Bud-
dha s birthplace before his conversion,

54, 55 ; the history of Indian art begins

with, 103

;

pulled down and rebuilt the

first stupas over Buddha's remains, 159.
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Assnm, king of, tribatary to Ilarsha of
Kanncj, 209

;

ceded (1836) by Treaty
of Yandabn, 497 ;

coinage of Ahom
dynn?ty, i .{9.

Assamese litcialore, chiefly historical, but

also poetical and medical, 434»
Astrouomy, information on, 65 ; Indian

progress in, doe to Greek science, 265

;

the great Indian astronomers, 26.:;, 26 >,

Athaide, Luis de, Portaguese Viceroy

(1568-71, 1578-81), defended Goa and
otaer settlements against the Sultan

of liijapur .md the combined Muham-
madan forces, 450 ; thrice rc] ulsed the

Achlnese from Malacca, 451.
Athar4*aveda, a later (c. 600 n.C.) and

orijjinally a non-canonicsl Veda, 229

;

a collection mainly of s] ells, sorcery,

and domestic rites, 2 29 ; an interesting

and valuable manual of poj;ular super-

stition, 329

;

recognized as the fourth

Veda in the second century b, c. , 229.

Auckland, Lord, Governor-General ( 1 836-

43), began a new era of war and con-

quest for twenty years, 499 ; his ill-

fated policy of military interference in

Afghanistan (i8.:i7-43), 499, 500

;

the

massacre at Kat!)ul Q841) and of the

garrison in the passes, 500, 501 ; Dr.

Brydon the fole survivor, 502.

Aiirangzeb (Alamglr I), sixth Mughal
emperor of India, third son and suc-

cessor of JahangTr (1658-1707), 401 ;

deposed his father, ^01 ; murdered his

brothers, 403 ; his constant wars, 401-
404 ; the nsc of the MniaUuis under
Sivajl, 402, 403, 440

;

the ill success of

the imperial forces, 40 j. 403 ; revolt of

his son at the head of the Rajputs,

401; his campaign of twenty-five years

(1682-1707) in the Deccan against the

Muhammadan kingdoms and Maiathas,

403, 404 ; his successful subjugation of

the whole of India as far as Tanjore,

404; the Mughal empire at its height,

404 ; the reasons of its speedy decline

henceforth, 404; estimate of his character

and policy, 404; his bigotry and per-

secution of Hindus, 200, 403

;

the

return to orthodoxy in his coinage,

147, 148 ; the decline of art under,

Avantivorman (a. D. 855-83), famous
king of Kashmir, 310 ; his two great

temples at Avantipura and iriigation

works, 310.

B.

Dabar (1483-1530), fifth In descent from
Taimur, a KarlSs Turk, first Mnglial

emperor of Delhi, 394, 395 ; his small

bcginninj^, early adventures, and cap-

ture oi Kabul, 394 ; defeated Ibrahim

Lodi (1526) at PanTpr.t, 394, and the
Hindu Rajas under Sanga Singh ^1527)
at Kanwa, 3^4 ; his speedy redaction ot
the Delhi kingdom and Jaunpur, 394,
395-

Babylonian inflncncc on Indian art, 103,
LiS ; on Indian coinage, 136.

Bactrian, or Gracco-Battrian, coins, 137.
Ladami, capital of Western Chalukvas,

Bahadur Shah, king (1536-37) of Gujarat,

annexed (1531) Malwa, 377 ; supported
the Lodls against Humaytm and was
expelled from his kingdom, 377 ; killed

on board a Portugue c s>hip off Dm in

the course of negotiations, 377.
Bahadur Shah, Mughal emperor (1707-

12), defeated his brothers, 404 ; cxpeui-
* lions against Rajputs and Sikhs, 405«

Bahlol Lodi, son of a horse-dealer,

foxmder of the Lodi dynasty (1451-
89), kings of Delhi, 367.

Bahmanis of Gulbai^a and Bidar, Mn-
hammadan dynasty of Southern India

(1347-1536), 383, 384 ; their extensive

tule from sea to sea, 383 ;
their wars

with Vijayanagar, 344-346, Malwa
and Gujarat, 383, 38

4

; their later de-

cline due to partition among revolted

generals, jS^,^ 38^ 388, 330, jai

;

a table of the dynasty, 385; their

mosques and tombs, 193-195,.

Bairam KhUn, Hnmaynn s general and
Akbar's tutor (1554-60), ^ 39^;
defeated Hiinu at Panipat, 397 ; re-

sented and resisted his pupil's assump-
tion of government, 22? ; submitted

and was pardoned, 398.

Baji Rao II, seventh and last PcshwS
(1795-1818), his disputed supremacy,

443 ; flight to British protection, 443 ;

accepted (1802) Treaty of 15.iss.t in, 443 ;

reinstated after third Maiaiba \Sar,

443 ;
intrigues with chiefs against

British, 444 ; attack on the Resident

at Poona, defeat in fourth War, 444;
deposition and confiscation of his do-
minions, 444; died (1851) a pensioner,

444 ; Nana Sahib his adopted son, 444.
Baiaji Vishvanath, minister ol Shuhu and

first Peshwa (1718-30), 441 ;
organizer

of the Maratha confet'cracy, 441 : ex-

torted from theemptror clsanth for the

Dccean and recognition of Shahu's
kingdom, 406, 441.

Balban (Uhigh Khan), last Slave king but

one of Delhi (i 266- 86), 359--361 ; ori-

ginally the brother and father-in-law

and Wazir of Naz.Ir-ud-din, jf^; his

consolidation of the empire, 360 ;

operations against Rajputs and Mon-
goli, 360, 361 ; a strong, severe ruler,

and pntrou of literature,^ ; he and

r -d by Google
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his descendants in Bengal, 371, 373

;

his coinage, 144.

BAnkim Chandra (1838-94"), a Bengali

novelist and mflgnzine editor, 433.
Bantam, in Java, factory (1601) of East

India Company at, 4^ ; its early im-

portance, political and commercial,

455, 458

;

made (1630) subordinate to

Suiat, 4^: its fall (168a) and with-

drawal of British from Java, 457.
Barabar caves, 1 1 1, 161, \hx..

Barld Sbahls of Bidnr, Mnhammadan
dynasty of (1492-1609), 391 ; founded

by a rcvolter from the Bahraanis, ;

a table of the dynasty, 39T.

Barlow, Sir George, Governor-General

(1805), abandoned the Kajputs to IIol-

kar and Sindhia, 492.

Baroda, Maratha Gaikwar of, ever the

friend of the British, 443, 444, 495 ;

chief deposed (1875) and replaccdby
another member of his family, 517.

Basscin, Treaty of, conclmled u8oa) be-

tween the I'eshwa nnd Wclkslcy, 443,

491 ; its surrender of Maratha indepen-

dence resented by the chiefs, 491.

Bengal, under Samudragupta (a. D. 35o>,

291 ; under Harsha (6c6), 399, 300 ; its

f^r mediaeval kingdoms, 316, 317 ;

Hinduized by the Sen dynasty, 317

;

under Muhammadan rule, 188 355,359

;

tinder independent Muhammadan kin cjs

• (1202-1576), 371-373 ;
under the Mu-

ghal and Snr dynasties, 395-398 ; its

native rulers or Nawabs (1707-56),

t
74

;

the removal of its capital from

>acca to Murshidabad, 474

;

Siiaj-

vd danla, Nawab (1756-7), 474-476

;

capture of Calaitta, the Black Hole
(I756\ and battle of Plassey, 474-^76 ;

Mir Tafar (17^7-60, 1 763-5) > 47^;
Olives first Governorship of Bengal

(1758-60), 428i hU second (1765-7),

479, 480 ; grant of the DIwanT (1765),

480 ; Warren Hastings, Governor

(1772-4), first Governor-General (
1 774-

05), 481-484 ; the architecture of its

ancient capitals Gaur (Lakhnautf) and
Pandua, 18S-193. Se$ also British Rule
in India and East India Company.

Bengal, early English settlements in, 458 ;

war with the Mughal empire (1686-

go), ^60

;

Calcutta founded (1690),

460

;

Its early relations with the Na-
wabs, 463 ; later relations, 474 ; battle

of Plassey,
J
Peimanent Settlement

of, 486, 487ttBe relations of the Bengal

Presidency to the other Presidencies, 458,

514

;

Bengal Tenancy Bill of Lord

Kipon, i%\ \ the abolition of its separate

army, ^2^; partition of (1905),
Bengali literature, the creation of its prose

under English influence, 415, 433; its

authors and their attacks on abuses,

433 ; its fiction, 435; its poetry, ^\
its drama, 433^ 4,\4-

Ikntinck, Loid William, Govcmor-
Genernl (1828-35^, 497-499

;

the in-

scription on his statue at Calcutta,

4Q7 ; his financial nnd social reforms,

497, 498 ; prohibition of 498 ;

suiipression of Moff, 498; Mysore pro-

tected (i83o\ 4f;8, Coorg (1 834) an-

nexed, at ' the unanimous wish of the
people,* 498, 429.

Berar, perpetual lease of, to British by
Nizam (1902), 5 29.

Beschi (d. 1 742), Italian Jesuit and Tamil
author, 436.

Best, Thomas, his several defeats (1613)
of the Portuguese off Swally, 455 ;

their

prestige utilized by Aldworthe for the

establishment of a permanent factory

at Surat, 457.
BhagavaiigUil, a famous philosophical

episode of the Mahabharata, its eclecti-

cism, 258.

Bhagava/a Purana^ the, to the glory of
Vishnu, 232 ; its doctrine olbhakii, 414*

Bhaja cavt s, i\2, 162. 164,

Bhakti (Faith), the Hindu doctrine of,

414. 416

;

expressed in terms of Latin

Christianity, 414

;

the inspirer of its

vernacular literature, 414, 416, 42^ 426;
as a means of salvation opposed to

knowledge, 254.

Bhandarkar, Dr., quote<l, 336 et passim.

Bharatas, one of the Vedic tribes in the

Rii,veda, 333
;

its association with the

Mahabharata, 223.

Bharat Chandra Kii, the Bengali author
of BiJya Sundar^ a love-poem in

honour of Durga, 427.

Bharatpar, repulse (1805) of Lake at

siege of, 493 ; stormed (1836) by Com-
bermere, 497.

Bharhnt, the stufa at, its sculptures and
reliefs described, 106-108, 100.

Bhaitrihari, a gifted Sanskrit writer of

aphoristic stanzas, 253

;

his grammar-
epic, the Bhattikdvya, 340 ; his lyrics,

34a, 243 ; his life divided between the

world and a monastery, 243.
BhavabhGti, Brahman dramatist of the

eighth century, 240.

Bhoja I (840-85), great king of Kananj,

3>o.

Bhoja (c A.D. 101C-50), famous Ponwar
king of Malwa, warrior, author, and
patron of letters, 240, 31 f.

Bhonsla, Maratha chief of Nagpnr, 491 ;

rejected the supremacy of the I'eshwa,

443 ; defeated in the third Marathi
War and ceded territory, 443, 491 ;

provoked the last Maiaitha VVar, was
defeated, and ceded some territory,
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444, 495 ; failnre of family (1S53) and
lapse to British, 444.

Bhutan Duars, annexation of (1864), 516.

Bhnvanesvar, mediaeval temples of, 134,

Bibliographies : Epigraphy, 87^ fiS ; Pre-

historic Antiquities, ^ 100; Archaeo-
logy of Historical period, 134

;

Nu-
mismatics, 153. 154 ; Indian Architec-

ture, 201-205

;

Sanskrit Literature, 26S,

369 ; Early History of India, 301, 302 ;

Mediaeval History of Northern India,

319, 320; Hindu Period of Southern

Inaia, ; the Marathas, 445 ; Early

European Settlements, 469 ;
History of

British Rule, 530.
Bidar, capital after 1438 of the Bahmnni

kings, ; its mosque and other

architectural remains, i^^; the Barld

ShahTs of (149 3-1609), 391.

Bidpai, Fables of. See Paflchatantra.

Bihir. See Magadha.
Biharl Lai, a Western Hindi lyric (Kfish-

na) poet of Jaipur, 423.
Biliari literature, 432.
Bijapur, kingdom and capital of the 'Adil

Shahi (Turk) dynasty, 196, 197, 385-
387, 400, 401 ; the influence of (Persian)

Shiahism upon its architecture, ; its

principal architectural buildings, 197,

198 ; their conversion into offices and
official residences by the Bombay Go-
vernment, 197. See also Adil Shahls.

Bilhana, a poet of Kashmir (c. A. D. 1050),
condemned to death for an intrigue with
a princess, 243 ; won his life and wife

by his ' FiftyStanzas of the Thief,' 2^

;

his imaginative chronicle of Vikram-
aditya VI, 18^

Bimbisara, unfortunate Magadhan king,

friend and patron of Gautama Buddha,

373 ; his conquests and forces, as re-

ported to Alexander, a 80.

Bindusara (397-373 B. c), son ofChandra-
gupta, and second Mauryan emperor,

383, 383; his relations with Seleucus,

and possibly with Ptolemy Philadel-

phus of Egypt, 283.

Bohtlingk's Indische Spriiche, a treasury

and translation of the best stanzas of
Sanskrit literature, 353, 253.

Bombay, acquisition of (16S8), 459 ;

made seat of Western Presidency from
Surat (1684-7), 4£9 ; troubled by the

Marathas, sea and land, 441, 462 ; the

aggressive policy (1775) oTTts Govern-
ment towards the Marathas, 4^1, 443 ;

the Treaty of Surat, 44 a
, 485 ; its igno-

minious failure to nominate a Peshwa,

442, 485 ; its rescue by Hastings, 44a,

485;

;

the brilliant campaign (1 778-9)
otGoddard, 44 a, ^ ; constituted as

It is after last MaratEl War, 493.

Bone implements rare in India, 91.

Bower Manuscript, the, an original docu-
ment of A.D. 400-450, from Kashgar,
written on birch-bark, lo.

Braganza, Constantino de, Portnguete
Viceroy (1558-61), took Daman, 450.

Brahman, the development of the signifi-

cance of the term, 331, 254.
Brahmanas, the (800-500 B.C.)> ritual

and speculative textbooks of sacrifice,

309, 239, 230

;

the Saiapaiha, 330

;

the Upanishads, 2.^0-3.^3.

Brahmans and Brahmanism, in the Rig-
veda, 334 ; in the later Vedas, 337, 2 j8,

339; mthe Mahabharata, 235; ridiculed

in the PaflchcUantra, 3^ ; its philo-

sophical systems, 353-358

;

its freedom
of thought, 35.^ ; in Veo-Hinduism.
305-308

;

in Rajput civilization, 315.
See also under Religions, Sacrifice.

Brass, numerous inscriptions on, 35

;

the

most important, 3^ 36.

Brick, architecture in, a necessity in Bengal
due to the absence ofstone, 1S8; the char-

acteristics of the Bengal style, 188, 189.

Brick votive tablets, mostly Bnddhist,

37-40-
Drthat'katkd, a collection of stories in

Prakrit of the first or second century,

known from Sanskrit translations, 267.

British Rule in India (i 707-1905), chap,
xiv, pp. 470-530 ; to the battle of Wan-
diwa!sh and the fall of French power
(1760), 470-474; Clive (1751-67).
472-480

;

Warren Hastings (1772-85),
481-486; Lord Comwallis (1786-93,
1805), 486-488 ; Sir John Shore (1793-
8), 487, 488; Lord Wellesley (1798-
1805) and the policy of British supre-

macy, 4S8-492 ; Lord Minto (1807-
13) and the period of non-intervention,

49^. 493

;

Lord Hastings (1814-23)
and the return to Wellesley's policy,

493-496

;

Lord Amherst (1823-8) and
Burma, 496, 497 ; Lord William Ben-
tinck (1838-35; and fio^cial and social

reforms, 497-499 ; Lord Auckland
(1836-42) and Afghanistan, 499-501 ;

Lord EUcnborough (1842-4) and ' Som-
nath revenged,' 501, 502

;

Lord Har-
dinge (1844-8) and the first Sikh War,
502-503 ; Lord Dalhousie (1848-56),
wars, annexation, and reforms, 504-508;
the Sepoy Mutiny (1857), 50S 513;
India transferred to theCrown.^i^-^if ;

'Clemency' Canning (1856-62^, 508-

516; Lord Elgin (1862-3), 516 ; Lord
Lawrence (1864-9), 5^^ »' Lord Mayo
(1869-73), 516, 517 ; Lord Northbrook

(1872-6), 512; Lord Lytton (1876-80),

517, 518; Lord Ripon (1880-4), 5*8-
521 ; Lord Dufferin ( 1 884-8 ), 521, 522 ;

Lord Lansdownc (1888-93), 533-535;
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Lord Elgin (1894-8), 526; Lord
Carton (i 898-1905), 536-530 ; Lord
Minto (1905), liso; bibliograijhy, 530

Bronze, inscriptions on, a6 ;
seal-stntnps,

scnls attached to copperplate records,

3^>, and a signet-ring, 26^ 31.

Bronze Ago, the, elsewhere between Stone

(Neolithic) and Iron Ages, 83; in India

replaced by a Copper Age,22l coniinoii

use of bronze long subsequent to that

of iron,

^

Buddha, originally regarded as a mortal

man and teacher, 114, not represented

or imaged in sculpture, liil ; his later

colossal and other statues, ^ 48 ; the

place of his birth, ^ ^ of his

early life,^ ^ ; his royal friend and
patron, Bimbisara, 373; died probably

m 487 B.C., 374, or m 483 B.C., 54

;

his relics at Piprahwa, uili ; in the later

Mahayana deified and imaged, 1 14,

1 15, 165, in sculpture, 115, 1 17, 1 61, and

lu paintings, 118^ 1 30, surrounded with

a hierarchy of saints and angels, 114.

Buddhism : its patrons, liimbisara, king

of Magadha, the friend and patron of

r.ii(Mha, 373. 374, Asoka, 283-285,
Kauishka, the patron of the new Buddh-
ism, his council, 389, Huvishka, 290,

Chandragupta II, 392, llarsha, 395-7,
Vikramaditya VI, 337

;

in Gujarat and
Malwa, 317

;

the flourishing period of,

350 B. c, to A.D. 350, but never universal

nor even general, 298, 317 ; its long

inlluence and rcinniiis ia South India,

333 ; its decay due to natural causes

nnd not to pcrKcctitinn, ur, 29^, 2 99

;

its rapid decline and fall in the mcdiae-

Tal period, iig, 260, 317

;

the old and
new contrasted^ H 4 • 2-19, 260, rivalry

between, 397 ; the Mes.-.iaiuc and Wes-
tern character of the theology and art

of the new, 1 14, 115, 165, 167 ; in epi-

graphy, i^SS passtm ; its intimate

association with ancient Indian art,

sculpture, and architecture, 104-1 32

passim, 156-170passim\ its philosophi-

cal basis on the Sankya system, 258 ;

its points of contact and contrast with

Jainism, 358, 359; the language of its

old sacred canon of the South, Pali,

an old Prakrit, 308, 259 ;
* The Three

Baskets 'and a ra^^t literattirr" subsidiary

to the canon, 3^; the fragu ents left of

the Sanskrit canon of the North, 259,
260

;

its Chinese and Tibetan transla-

lions, 359, 262; its legendary * Life of
Buddha, 360, and other works of edi-

fication, 260

;

now unknown in India
proper, but a world-religion in China,
Tibet, Burma, and Japan, 260.

Biihler, Professor, his Indischt Palaeo-

graphie, 3. 73. 333, ^24,

Bukka, one of the two brothers founders

(1336-79) of the Vijayanagar empire,

344, 345; his celebrated minister,

Madhavacharya, 344*
' Bull and Horseman coins, 142, tj3, 14J.

Bundelas, Rajput ruling race ui Bundcl-
kh.nnd, 318.

Burmn, prof;;ress of, £24; made (1897) a
Litutcnant-Guveruorship, 536.

Burmese literature, mainly historical and
dramatic, 437, 438 ; its rf lif;ious writ-

ings in Pali, 437

;

Shan literature, 438.
Burmese Wars, first (1S34-6), 4^/),

497

;

the Treaty of Yandabo (1826),

ceding Assam, Arakan, and Tenasscrim,

497

;

second (1853), Lower Burma
( Pegu) annexed, 505 ; third (1885),
Upper Burma annexed, ^31.

Bumes, Sir Alexander, his mission to

Kabul (1837), 500; his murder at

Kabul (1841), 500.

Bussy, Marqub de, the ablest of Dupleix's
subordinates, 473 ; initiated the policy

of siil>§tdiniT nlltnnces, 472 ; hi'; defeat

of the Mauithai and wise auuutiiitra-

tion of the Northern Circars, 473, 473 ;

taken prisoner at W'andiwash, 473.
Btixar, deciisive battle of (1764), over
combined Oudh and Mughal forces by
Major Munro, 411, 479.

C.

Cabral, Pedro Alvares, his expedition to

India (1500), 447

;

discovered Brazil,

^47 ; left a factor at Cochin, 447.
Calcutta, founded finally with leave of

Aurangzeb (1690) by lob Charnock,

460; capture of (1750) by Siraj-ud-

daula, and the Black Hole, 474

;

re-

covered by Clive nnd Watson, 475.
Campbell, Sir Colin. See Clyde, Lord.
Canning, Lord, Governor-General (1856-

63), the last under the Company, the first

(and Viceroy) under the Crown, 508-
516; his equanimity and impartiality

during the Mutiny, his 'clemency' after

it, 5 15

;

financial and legal reforms, 516.
Carlleyle, Mr. A. C, his studies and ob-

fervations of prehistoric man, 50, ji,

^24j on the enamelled tiles atSgra,
laB.

Carlyle, T., his picturesque but inaccurate

reference to the Ostend Coinpnny. 465.
Carnatic, Lj ^^liih and French rivaliy and

wars in, 471-473.
Carnatic, Nawab of, 348.
Cast coins, 137.

Caste, origin of, in the attitude of Aryan
conqtu rors towards the servile and dark
aborigines, 331, 334 ; the system of
three Aryan castes and the SCdras not
marked in the Rigveda, 324; in the
later Vedas, 339

;

its history in the

r -d by Google
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Middle Ages, 306, 307 ; the transition

from tribe to caste, 306-309 ; protest

a^inst, of fiaddhism and Jainism, 258,

Castro, Jo5o de, Portuguese Viceroy

('545"^)' 4fo; relieved Din and de-

feated Sultan of Gujarat, 450 ; his fruit-

less eflTorts against officifll peculation

and corruption, 450

;

his friendship with

Xavier, and encouragement of mission'

ary enttrprise, 450.
Cavagnari, Sir Louis, murder of, at Kabul,

£18,
Cave or rock temples, contemporary with

the Asoka stiipas, liii ; their use or

imitation of wooden structures and
types, 163, 163

;

the evolution of the

chaitya, chapel or shiine, caves, 162-

164

;

of Jain as well as of Buddhist

oiigm, 164.

Caves, inscriptions on, 42 : their impor-

tance for the history of Western India,

in the first and second centuries a. D.,

42 ;
sculptures in, 1 1 1, 11 a.

Ca\%npore, the Mutiny and massacre rt,

' Ceded and Conquered Provinces,' 493.
Celts (arrow-heads, &c.\ Palaeolithic, of

stone, §2, 21 ; of bone, 51 ; Neolithic,

of stone, So^ 93-94 ;
copper, ' bar ' and

' flat,' founu at Gungeria and elsewhere,

Ceylon, Asoka's mission to, 284

;

its

relations of war and peace with the

Pandyas and Cholas, ^il. JM- 333.

340; its coinage imitated from the

CEolas, 1^ ; its epigiaphy, (yi.

Chaitya cave- tern pies, 162-164.

Chalukyas, the, a powerful dynasty of the

South, from the fifth century onwards,

337-330; its extensive conquests south

and east under several kings, 337, 328 ;

its division into two distinct dynasties,

the Western at Badami, the Eastern at

Vengi, 32 S

;

their rare coinage, with
boor {^ariha) device, 151, 15a.

Chalukyas, the Eastern or younger branch,

of Vengi (615-960), ^38, 330

;

lords

of Kalinga and the Eastern Deccan at

the cud of the eighth century, 330

;

their wars with the Kashlmkutas and
others, 331-333 ; a period (918-73) of

anarchy and revolts, 333, 334 ; the

coalition (1070) of the faniilyand king-

dom, by man iage or force, with the Cho-
1ns, 334. 33.^

;

finally conquered (1300")

by the Ganpatis of Andhra, 383 ; their

coinage, 15 t , r 52 ;
inscriptions, 8»

Chalukyas, the \\ cslcm or senior branch,

with capital at Badami, later at Kaly.in

(615-760), 32S, 329

;

their overthrow

by the Rashtrakulas, 339, whom two
centuries after (c. 960) their descendant

Taila II finally overwhelmed, the

revivnl of their power, many wars, dis-

tinpiii>hed kings, and long prosperity

for two centuries (960-1160), 3?.5-35^ ;

their subsequent overthrow (i 193 1
hy

the Vadavas and Hoysalas, 339

;

Cha-
lukyan sculpture and temples, ;

coinage, i^ ; architecture, 133, 1 74-
177; in epigraphy, r^ 18^ 27,

Chand Bardal, the bardic chronicler of

Prithwl Raj, 304, 427; translations of

his ballads by Colonel Tod, 427.
Chand BibI (1^96}, celebra'ed qiseen of

Ahmadnagar, repelled Akbar's attack,

388,228,
Chandels, Rajput clan, of Kalinjar (925-

1183), 31 3

;

ihcir gieat temples at

Khajraho, 134, 179, 180. 312

;

their

coinage, 142,

Chandernagore, head-qaarters of French
in Bengal, taken (1757) byClive, 475.

Chandragupta (Greek, Sandrokottos,

died 297 B.C.), an il)ej»itimate member
of theaynasty of Magadha, 2^ iS^;

his alleged meeting in exile with

Alexander, 280; headed the native

ro'olt against the Greeks, iBa; re-

turned to Mag?.dha and dethroned the

Nanda king, 280

;

founded (321^ the

great Mauryan dynas^ty, 280; induced

(312) Scleucus Nikator to relinquish

the recovery of the Greek conquests

and to coucede large tracts, ;
al-

liance with Selencus and reception of

the embassy of Megnsthenes, 2&I ; the

great extent of his empire, 281, 282 ;

the severity of his rule, 280, a&l

;

a description of his capital at Patalt-

pulra (uow Patna and Baiikipore) nnd

palace, if6, 281, 282, of his admin-

istration oTjust ice, war, irrigation, and
land revenue, a£i*

Chandra^nipta I| founder of the Gupta
dynasty (A. D. 320\ and king of Patali-

putra by his marriage with a Uch-
chhavi princess, 290; his wide suore-

macy and dominions, 2^0 ; establisned

the Gupta era, 290.

Chandragupta II, of the Gupta dynasty

(A-D. 375-413), annexed Malwa and
Kathiawar, 292 ; his poetical epitaph

and tulogy oil the Iron I'lUar at Delhi,

25, 2^; his mild, just, and capable

administration and capital described by
Fa-hien, 293, 293 ; his encouragement of

Buddhism and Sanskrit leamirig, 29",, 294.

Charaka, a great medical authority of

the first century A. D.,

Chariots, in early Indian warfare, 226,

275, 283, 300.

Charnock, Job, chief of the factory

at Hooghly, twice (1686-7) repulsed

from Calcutta, 460; by permission of

r • -d by Google
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Ainangzeb, founded (1690) Calcutta,

460.

Chanraka, the materialistic school of,

a6i.

Chnuhans, a large ond powerful Rajput
clan round the Sambhnr l.akc, their

capital at Ajmer. -^i a ; their shoit-livcd

glory, 3T4
; Prithwi Raj (a. D. 1173-92)

their last and greatest king, 313, 314,

315 ; their coinage, 143.

Chet Singh, Raja of Benares, fined by
Warren Hastings, rebelled and was
defeated, 484.

Child, Sir josia, prcc!om!nant inthcCouit
of East India C'omj>any, and brother of

President of Surat, ^59 ; his declaration

(1686) of a new ana aggressive policy,

4.'9, 460

;

the feeble action talcen in

India, 4^0

;

secured (1693) a new
charter by lavish bribery, 461 ; the

parliamentary resolution and inquiry

(1694-5), 461.

Chilianwala, disastrous battle of, in second
Sikh War, 505.

Chinese, influence on Indian art, 130

;

translations of Buddhist textbooks, 259-
a6o; defeat of Kadphises II by (a. D.

90), 289; defeat of, by Kauishkn,
389; embassy to Marsha, 301.

Chinese piljjrims in India. Sge Fa>hien
and Hiuui-t&iang.

Chinglz Khan (1163-1337), the indirect

pressure on India of his conquests, 358.
Chinl-ka-Ranza, a poet, tomb of, at Agra,

encaustic tiles on, 138, 139.
Chinsura, head-quarters of Dutoh in

Bengal, 474

;

successfully attacked by
Clive (1759), 4j>3> 478.

Chitor, two towers of. 133. 134

;

Sesodia
(Gahlot) Rajputs of. 313; the fame of its

sieges, ; attacked by Ibrahim LodI,

367 ; by Akbar, 398 ; the poem based on
its capture (1303) by AM-imI <?Iti, 431.

Chitral, liaing at, and siege (1895), ^2^,.

Cholas, the, with capital at Kaiicbi, their

defeat (c. 930) of the Fandyas and
Singhalese, ^ ; their king,
Rajaiaja, took Kalinga and conquered
(1002) Ceylon, 2531 repulsed from
Wtslem Chalukya country, 333, 336

;

conquered the Vengi couniiy and rc-

stored the dynasty, 334

;

their final

coalition by peace or war with the

Eastern Chalukyrs, the joint

dynasty (1070) paramount throughout
the South to the end of the twtUth
ccntary» 3ib 33ii M2i 24°! ''"^'^'X

merged ui Vijayanagar, 344 ; their

coinage with the Pandyan hsh and
Chalukyan boar, 152 ; the * standing
king ' device on the coins of Rajaraja,

1 5 J ; inscriptions of, Li,

Christianity, its possible influence on the

539

newer Eudi!hlsm ond Us art, 113, 114,

iif

;

on Ilimluism. 414

;

the large

obligations to, of Kablr, 416, 417, of
TuIm Das, 418.

Chronology : the diflicuUies of early, due
to the innate inexactness of early nar-

rators* h&ih. 111 !
'^<^*f neglect

of inscriptions, &c., 1^/passim ; the ab-

sence of dates in early documents, 8^

16. 18, 19; the habit of regarding con-

temporary dynasties as successive,

15 ;
the value of inscriptions in their

correction and determination, 31-24;
the establishment of synclironjims be-

tween events in India and in c^juntries

of known history, 24^ 271 ; the compli-
cation of dating by dimTront eras , 64

;

modem knowledge of their initial pomts
and ready methods of computation of

dates, 6^ ; the chronology of the

Gandhara school and Ajanta paintings,

iif, u8^ 12Q^ See a/r^? Dates.

Chronology of India, by Miss Duff, 66»
' Cinder- mounds,' of Southern India, 94 ;

doubtful whether remains of recent

sacrifices of women, or neolithic of

animnls,

Civil Service, purification and reorganiza-

tion of by Clive, 480, Warren Hastings,

481^ thrown open tocompetition (1853),

514; the Provincial Service (1887), 522.

Clay, variously inscribed tablets of,

usually votive and Buddhist, 34^ 37, 38 ;

clay seals from Sunet, as votive ofterings

(not Buddhist), ^ ;
clay seals of

records, Sec, large recent discoveries of,

38,32; seal ofand inscription on terra-

cotta, 31^ 40] inscribed bricks and
tablets, 40.

Clive, Robert, 1st Lord (1725-74), the

military founder of the Indian Eropite,

481 ; taken prisoner at Madras (1746)
an^ escaped fo Fort St. David, 471 ;

at the sicijc of Pondiclieny ( 1 748) under

Stringer Lawrence, 472

;

took (1751)
and defended Arcot, 473 ; invalided

(1 753-5) to England, 472

;

the Black
Hole (17.56) of Calcutta, 474

;

recap-

ture (1757) of Calcutta, 475 ; battle of

ri:issey and its results (.1757'. 475>-t77 :

Clive's /f?^'?;* (1759) or military bef,

477

;

Governor of Bengal (1758-60),

478 ;
dispc!scd the forces of Shah Alam,

478 ; sent Colonel Forde ('759) to the

Nortlierii Cirtars, 473. to co-operate

with Coote against the French, 473 ;

defeated the Dutch by land and sea,

47S

;

in England (1760-5), mismanage-
ment during his absence, 478, 479;
his second Governorship, 479, 4^0; his

attempt to purify and reorganize the

Company's civil and military service,

480

;

the civil resistance and military

r
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rnaliny, 480

;

hU partition (1765) of

the Gangelic valley, 480; Clive's dual

system of the Nizamat or criminal

jurisdiction of Bcnf^a! vested in the

Nawab, the Dlvvani ;^revenue and civil)

in the British, 480, its subsequent failure

and repeal by IT.istings, 481, 483 ; the

parlianu ntary inquiry {1773) into Indian

affairs, 480 ; the vote of censure and of

recognition of his merits, 480.

Clyde, Lord, relief of Lucknow, 513

;

campaign in Oudh, 51 3.

Coen, great Dutch Governor-General,

founded the city of Batavia, 45a.

Coinage of the Ejost India Company and
other European powers, 148, 149. See

also under Numismatics, and several

Sovereigns and Dynasties.

Coins, ancient, their use a necessity of

foreign commerce, i;,5

;

a product of

private enicrpribe, 135 ; pnuched, cast,

died, and double dieo, 136, 1 37, 1 39

;

the characteristic Indian square form,

137, 145 ; tiicir early materials, copper,

silver, 136-138

;

lead coins, 149; the

first gold coins of the Kusban dynasty,

138; tlie octagonal form in Assam, 149;
their weight based in North India on
the weight of the raiS seed, 136, 137 ;

in the South on the weight of the kalanju

seed or * Molucca bean,* 151 ; the

reasons of their scarcity in the South,

150 ; the change to, from baiter, through
jewellery, 226.

Colbert, founded Compagnie des Indes

C><574), 46^.
Colophons, and introductions to literary

works, the value of the dates and items

contained in tliem, iq, ai ; instances of

their inaccuracy ana incompleteness,

19-ai.

Colossal Jain statues, laa.

Commerce and Industry, Department of,

instituted ^1904), 528.

Compagnie des Indes (Colbert's), founded

(1074) Pondicherry, 463

;

finally ab-

soibtd by Law's Company of the West,

464.
Compn^ic d'Orient (Richelieu's), its fail-

ure lo colonize ^1643) Madagascar, 463.

Coorg, annexed (1834) by unanimous wish

of its people, 498, 499.
Coote, Sir Eyre, defeated Lally at Wandi-
waah (1760), 4/;3

;

took Pondicherry and
Gingce (1761), 473

;

the final blows
to French power in India, 473. 474; his

last victories (1781) at Porto Novo and
Sboliiighar in the war with Haidar Ali^

486.

Copper, inscriptions on sheets of, 26-29,

304 ; some commemorative and dedicn>

tory, 26, tno«?t dnnntive charters, grants,

or title-deeds, 2^ » ^'^^i number

and attachment of their leaves, 26. 21^;

their seals, 29-33 ! generally found m
private hands, 37; often found, like

other portable records and articles, in

localities distant from their place of
origin or reference, 3^ how therein

they differ from stone inscri|)tions,

28, 2fj often called ' grants ' by epi-

grnphisti and distinguished (wrongly)
from * in«c!iptions ' on stones, aS; the
native terms by which they call them-
selves, 28^ 23 ; royal autographs, sign-

manuals, or images in place of or addi-

tion to authenticating sea!«!, 33.
Copper Age, the, interseningm India

between Stone and Iron Ages, 97

;

copper, a common metal of the country,

and in the Rigvcda, 221 ; the great

and important find (1870) of copper
instruments and celts at Gtingeria and
elsewhere, 97, 98 ; their rescmblaiice

to Irish and other specimens, <^ 08; the

occurrence with them of plates o^Hver,
not a common metnl, 97, 98.

Corinthian capitals, of Gandnira sculp-

tures, 11;., 166.

Comwallia, Lord, twice Governor-General

(1786-93, 1805), 486-488, established

the Appellate Court ofCriminal Jadica-
ture, 486 ;

separated the functions of

District Collector :ind Judge, 486 ; his

and Sir John Shore's Permanent Settle-

ment of Hcnpal (1793^, 48 7 ;
the

previous methods of settling and col-

lecting revenue, 486, 487 ; the third

Mysore War (1790-3) conducted by
the Governor-General and defeat of
TipG, 482 ; his second short tenure ot

office, .\<)1.

Cosmogony, of the Rigveda, 218, 219 ; of

the Puranas, 236.

Conrten, Sir William, his Assocbtion,
founded (1635) by a grant from
Charles I^ 458 ; its mutually disastrous

rivalry with the Old Company, 458 ;

their union (1657) onder a new charter,

4^
Cow, the, its early sanctity, ai6, a 17, 221 ;

a standard of value in baiter, 3 26.

CowcU (and Thomas), translation of the

Harskacharitay i8j on St. Augnstine
and bhakti, 414

;

calls Makunda Ram
the Indian Crabbe, 426.

Cremation, practice of, probably subse-

quent to that of burial, 55; of Iron (not

of Neolithic) Age, 9;, 9^1 coexistence

of both forms, 96 ; ^came the rule in

Vedic times, 218; its ritual and
218.

Criminal procedure, Lord Ripon's amend-
ment of, t;i9, 520.

Cromwell, r)livcr, wrested (1654) from

the Portuguese the right of Loi^land lo
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trade in the East, 456

;

exacted (1524)
indcouiity from tlie DatcU for the mas*
sacrc of Amboyna, ; saved (1657)
the Company from ruin by a new
charter, 458.

Crystal, only one record inscribed on, 36 ;

crystal phials and caskets, associated

with or containinfT records, 37

;

description of crystal bowl at riprahvva,

Cunha, Ntino da, Portuguese Viceroy

(1529-38), first opened up trade with

Bengal, 440 ; the settlement at Hooghly,
a^y) ;

his further designs thwarted by
the siege of Din by the Turkish and
Egyptian fleet, and the Sultan of

Gujarat, 449

;

his death in a Portu-

gnesc prison before their defeat by sea

and land, 449, 450.
Cup- and riiifj-marks, prehistoric objects,

probably neolithic, 94.

Curzon of Ke<Ue»ton, Lord, Viceroy

(18^8-1905), the North-West frontier

policy, a compromise between the Law-
rence and l oiward schools, 526

;

the

formation (1901) of a new North-VVest

Frontier Province, 527 ; the Tibet mis-

sion (1904) to Lhasa, 537 ;
plague and

famine, 527

;

improvement in fmances,

and creation (1900) of gold reserve

fund, £aB ; remissions and reductions

of land and salt tax, ^28 ; the Punjab
I^nd Alienation Act, Agricultural

>>anks (1904), 528 ;
reorganization of

Universities, 528

;

the check to the
• perfect and pernicious ' system of re-

ports in the Indian Civil Service,^

;

army and police reforms, f;28, i>2Q ;

the co-operation of the Feudatory
States in administration eulogized and
stimulated, 529

;

Coronation darbdr

(1903^ 529; the partition (1905) of

Ikngal, 529

;

the grounds of his re-

signation (1905) during his second term
of office, 529, 530 ; his encourage-

ment of archaeology, liH and n.

Customs : inland lines, abolished by Lord
Mayo, 517

;

many import duties abo-
lished by Lord Ripon, 520, 521.

D.

Dadu, a cotton-cleaner of Ahmadabad,
seven tecnth-ccntnry follower of Kabir,

and founder of a swt, 417.

D dhousie, Lord, Governor - General

(1848-56), the jrr(^fit"st of Indian pro-

consuls since SVarrcu Hastings and
Wclicslcy, 504 ;

completed the fabric

of British rule in India, 508 ; his ad-

ministrative reforms, 504 ;
inauguration

of the Indian railway system and of the

Public Works department, 504 ; second
Sikh Wax (1848-9) and annexation and

pnctfication of the Punjab, 504, 505 ;

second Burmese War (1852; and an-

nexation of Lower Burma, 505

;

bb
{>olicy towards the Native States, of

egitimate annexation for their own
good, 5o6-fio8 ; his doctrine of* lapse,*

506 ;
' lapsed ' States, fio6. 507 ; Oudh

annexed for misgovernmen t, 507, 508

;

his policy one of the causes of the

Mutiny, 509. and renounced in the
Qnecn's Proclamation of 1858, 515.

Damodara-Misra, a dramatist of the

eleventh century, 249.
Danes, the, their Companies and settle-

ments, at Tranquebar (1620), at Seram-
pore (1676), 464

;

the Danish Com-
pany of 1728, 466 ; all purchased (1845)
by British Government, 464

;

Indo-
Danish coinage, 149.

Darius, conquest of North-Western India
by, 272 273.

Dasas or Dasyus, ' fiends,' name given in

the Rigveda to the aborigines by the

Aryas and < kinsmen,* also Krishnas
' black-skins,' 2XL

Dates : the absence or inaccnracy and in-

exnctncss of, in the Vaiiiiavalis, 8^ 11 ;

in the I'urlnas, if ; in the RHjataram-
ginJ, ifi ; in quasi-historical literature,

18, 19

;

their presence and value in

introductions and colophons, 19-31
;

their first regular appearance in inscrip-

tions of the first century B. c, 6^ ; the

different eras, 6^ 65: their initial

points now well-l<nown,64; the compu-
tation of Hindu and Muhammadan dates

by keys and tables, 6jj 65; their ab-

sence from South Indian coins, 150.

Daughters, undesired in the Vedas, as
now, 225.

Dujal'hdga, a famous treatise on the law
of inheritance, transbted by Cole-
brooke, a6a.

Dcccan, the, the home of philosophy
and source of Rajput civilization, 316,
321. See also under Southern India.

Delhi, Pritliwi Raj its last (1192) Hindu
k»ng» 343i 3f>4; thirty-four Muham-
madan kings of(i3o6-i520), 357-368 ;

their five lionses, 352; succes>ion5 i^ene-

rally contested, lablca of, 36S, 369.
Delhi city, sack of and massacre by
Taimur, 366. and by Nadir Shah, 409;
taken by Babar, 304, by Afghans ( 1 757),
410; rebuilt by Shahjahan, 401 ; under
the Marathas, 410 412

;

occupied by
Lord Lake, 412

;

sicgc and s»iorm of,

during the Mutiny, 513.
Demetrius, Graeco-Bactnati king (c. 200

B. c), his conquest of the Kabul valley,

Sind, Punjab, 286; known as 'king of
the Indians,' aSS; dethroned by Eucra-
lides, 287.
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Diaries or day-boolcB, oflictal, u and a.

;

of ibe Peshwas, l2 and
Dictionaries, Sanskrit, early Koias or

treasuries, versified and generally with-

oitt nlphabetical order, 264. ; later dic-

tiuna l ies, 264.

Diu, island of, Portnguese possession, its

sieges by sea and land (1538-45), 449,
450-

Diwani or financial administration of

Bengal granted (1765) to East India

Company, 480 ; Warren liastings's or-

ganization 077481^ and iinal combina-
tion of with Nizamat, or criminal juris-

diction, 483.

Dors, Kiijput clan (800-1 193) of Baran,

3ia.3'3»

Drama, the (a.D. 400-1100), 243-2,^0; a
Sanskrit play n combinatiou oi lyric

stanzas and prose dialogue, 243

;

its

probable oripnn in danctnc; with ringing,

244; its independent dcveloj>ment on
religious lines, 244

;

its frequent lack

of movement, 2^5 ; its qiencr.il pro-

priety and the uielodramadc nature of

Its characters and historical or legend-

ary plots, 245; Sanskrit and Prakrit

spoken according to the dignity and

sex of the characters, 2^ ; the pro-

logue ou the stage, as in Goethe's

Jatist^ 245, 246; the structure and
staging of plays, 245, 346; the names
and authors, including king Har&ha, of

the best early pla)S, 246 ^49; the

names and authors of later (^Soo-lioo)

plays. 3421 240,
, , ,

Dravidian archi'iecture and aft, displayed

in TiUhs, temples, &c., 170-174, 323, its

wooden origin, 172 ;
deterioration and

excessive ornanK ntatian, 171, 173 ;
the

extensive courts uf the great temples,

173

;

its coinage (of South India), diffi-

cuU and rare, 149, 150; its vernacular

literature, 425, 4?,4--437. See also

wider Chalukyas, C h0 1 a s, Vijayanagar

.

Diavidians, the, early ousted the abori-

gines, 32^; their conquest by Aryans,

322

;

their relations with their con-

querors fa) in the North, of antagonism

in the Vedic age, 303, of partial fusion

in the so-called Buddhist period, 303,

323, of complete fusion and homo-
geneity in the age of Neo-Hinduism
(A.D. 800-1300), 303, 305

;

their re-

crudescence with the decline of Ma-
gadba, ^o4_; their remains, primitive

characteiistics, and lack of political

cohesion, 305 ; the allies, saviours, and

victims of the Rajnuts, 225 \ 'l^^ir re-

peated defeats of the Muliammadans,

305 ; {by in the South, their greater

persbtence in lanK'uajjc, 321, 323, in

religion, Hinduism a mere veneer, 322,

23, in blood, 333; thcit early fame as

rave soldiers and bold mariners, 324.
Dress, in the Kig\*eda, 319.

DufTerin, Lord, Viceroy (1884-8), third

Burmese War (1885) and annexation
of Upper Burma, £21 ; the Afghan
Boundary Commission and incident of
Panjdch, 521, 522. ontlmrst of InfTnn
loyalty then and at Queen's Jubilee
(1S87), 223,

Dumas, Henoit, Governor of Pondicl.crry

(' 735-41 )» 470; successfully- ui ilia led

the policy of interference in Native
affairs, 4^ ; earned the gratitude of the

emperor and the title and rank of
Nawab by protecting fugitives from the
Marathas, 471.

Dnpleix, Joseph Frangois, Governor of

Pondicherry (1741-54), succeeded to

the plans and native title of Dumas,
47

1

; his consistent and successful poTicy

of interference in Native .itTr.iis and of

opix>sition to the British, 471-473;
Madras captured (1746) and defended

(1748) by sea and land, 471, 472 ; re-

stored (1748) by the Treaty of^x-la-
Chapclle, 473 ; his nominees placed on
the thrones of Hyderabad and Arcot,

473 ; after capture of Gingee the arbiter

of South India, 421? French su-

preme in the Deccan, and wise ad-

mintstrators of the Nofthem Circars,

472, 4?3 ; the capture and defence of
Arcot by Clive maintained the English
hold on the Camatic, 473 ; his disgrace

and recall (1754) and the reversal of
his policy by his successor, 473.

Durga (Kali, or Chajj^i;, the bride ol

Siva, her often debasing cult and litera-

ture, 426, 427.

Dutch, the, in India (i6o3-i834\ 451-

453, 456, 457 ; the first to break through
the Portuguese monopoly, 451 ; their

India Companies aasuciatcd with Go-
vernment, 451, 4t;2; their settlements

in Sumatra, on the Malabar and Coro-
mandel coasts, in Benc^al and Northern
India, 452

;

the foundation (1619) of
Batavia, 453 ; their firm hold of the
Archijielaj^'o, ; their unchallenged
supremacy there after 1634. 457 ; their

position on the Indian coast weaken-
ed by English and French opposition,

iSii Ah^y 459 > their cruelty towards
rivals and natives, ; the massacre

(1623) at Amboyna, 456

;

a tardy

(1654) indemnity exacted by Cromwell,

457 ; their ignominious capitnlatioa

(1759) to Cave at Chinsnra, 452 ;

their final expulsion from the InJUn
mainland, 453, 453 ;

joined the English

and French in opposition to other

Eoiopean Companies, 465-467

;

the
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causes of their failure, 467 ; »till many
piclurc^ue reminders of, 453 ; their

mints and coinage, 149.

E.

Earthenware, ioscribed with ink, 40; with

incised inscription, 40^ 41. 3^^ also

under Pottery.

East India Company, the, a short history

of its charters, constitution, courts,

commercial monopolies, and privileges.

East India Company, its inception (i599\
and ircorporntion (December 3X1 if>oo)

by Queen Elizabeth, 454 ; the * Sepa-

rate Voyages ' to the islands, and then

(1608) to the mainland, 454, 455 ; the

second charter (1609) and 'Joint

Stock ' voyages, 455 ;
Portngtiese

opposition weakened by capture of

Ormuz, 455. closed (1654) by treaty

of Cromwell, 456 ; the savage conflict

with the Dutch for the Archipelago,

456; the massacre (1613) of Amboyna,
456, its practical assertion of Dutch
supremacy, 457, the tardv indemnity

exacted (i654)by Cromwell's Treaty of

Breda, 457

;

its progress on the main-
land, Roc s embassy (161 5-8), 457;
factory at Surat (1608), 45; ;

on the

Coromandel coast, 457 ; the foundation

(1640) of Fort St. (jcorge (Madras),

457; w Bengal (1633-58), at Hooghly,

458 ; troubles at home during the Civil

AVar and rivalry (1635-49) of Courten's

Association, 4^; Cromwell's timely

(1657) charter, 458

;

the charter of

Chailes II granting coinage and juris-

diction, 458; acquuition (1 665) of Bom-
bay, 459 ; the great prosperity of the

Company under the Restoration (1660-

83), 459 ; the disturbance of trade and
security under Aurangzeb, 459 ; the

Company nominally adopts (1687) the

(Dutch) policy of maintaining trade by
military power and warfare, 459, 460 ;

its petty beginnings and failure to main-

tain Job Cbamock at Calcutta, 460 ;

its humiliating j^eace (1690) with Au-
rangzcb, 460 ; the foundation of Cal-

cutta (1690) by Chamock, 460; the

8ticcc-;^ful opposition at home to the

monopoly of the old Company, 460 ;

the desperate struggle between it and
the General Society (1698) and the

Kew India Company, and independent
traders, 461, 463 ; the union of the

Companies (1702-8), 462 ; the return

of the Company to its old policy of

peace and trade, 46 a ; the prosperity of

Its three Presidencies amid political

changes, 4^2, 463 ;
joins the Dutch and

Fiench in opposUiou toother European

Companies, 465 467 ; f orced by the

French and by circuiustances to take
part henceforth in native politics, 473 ;

Its struggle with the French in South
India (1744-61), 471-474. terminated

by victory (1760) at Waadiwash, 473 ;

its struggles in North India before and

for some time after the battle (1757) of

Plassey, 474, 477 ; the reforms of Clivc,

4So of Warren Hastings, 481, of Corn-

wall is, 486; discontented with Wtlles-

ley,^^; imposed a policy of non-iuter-

vention (1805-14), 44^ 433, 49ii
called (1844) Lord Kllcnborou^h, 50a

;

its benevolent nepotism, 514

;

its dis-

conrngement of natives in its civil and
military service, 509, 510 ; its disrct^'ard

of the warnings of Lord Dalhousie and
Sir Henry Lawrence before the Mutiny,

510 ; its downfall, due to the Mu-
tiny, 513

;

a summary of its constitu-

tional msTory, 514 ;
the Act (1858) for

the Better Government of India, 515.

East India Company, coinage of, 148,458 ;

Shahjahin's the basis of it and of the

present British coinage, 145, 146.

East India Company, the New Joint Stock
of 169S, 461 ; its connexion with the

General Society, 461

;

the bitter struggle

between the Old and New East India

Companies, 461, 462

;

the ultimate

(1708) union of both Companies. 46a.

Eastern Hindi literature, its general fol-

lowing of Tulsii Uas, 430 ; the notable

exception of the Po^amaxoati, 430,

431 ; the translation (1839) of the

Mahabharata, 431.

Education Commission (1883-3), 520;
conference (1901), 528.

Eclipses, of sun and moon in India, 65.

Egypt, mission of Asoka to, 284.

Egyptian Khalifa, the name of, on Tugli*

laic coins, 14^ ; the combined Egyptian
and Turki&a attack on i'onuguese at

Diu, 449.
Elgin, Lord, Viceroy (1862-3),

Dharmsala, 516.

Elgin, Lord, Viceroy (1894-8), the de-

ficit in the revenue, ^25 ; the reorgani-

zation of the military system under one
Commander-in-Chief in India, {35

;

Pamir agreement with Russia (1895),
525 ; the rescue of the British Agent at

Cmtral, ^3^ ; frontier troubles and the
Tirah campaign (1897-8), ^ 536;
widespread and severe famines and
plague (1896-7), 536; plague riots, 536.

Ellenborough, Lord, Governor-General
(1843-4 \ holder counsels of retribution

from Afghanistan ^184^) forced upon
him, 501 ; their success and his pro-
clamation, ^ ; the ' Gates of Som-
nath,' §01^ 50J

;
conquest (1843) of

r -d by Google
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Sind, 503 ; suppression of Gwalior out-

break, 50a ; recalled by the Court of
Directors, 502.

Ellichpnr. See Imad Shahis.

Elliott, Sir >Valter, his collection of in-

scriptions, 6^.

Elphinstone, one of the three great * poli-

ticals,' his mission to meet the Shah of

Aff^hanistan, 493. 500 ; resident at I'oona

before the last Maralha War, 495.
Embden, Bengal Company oL See Prus-

sian Companies.
Empress of India, Queen Victoria pro-

claimed (1877), 5^7.

Enamelled aiid encaustic tiles as archi-

tectural decoration, r 28, 129.

English adventurers, early, their failure to

force the North-east (1553) and North-
west (1576-1616) passages, 453

;

Stcnhens, the first (1579) Lnglishman
in India, 4^ ; the first merchant ad-

venturers, by overland route, ^55 ; the

impulse to maritime enterprise by the

defeat ut the Armada, 454 ; the first

(1591-1606), English voyages round the

Cat)e, 454; John Midnall, (i 599-1606),
his visit to Akbar at Agra, 454.

Epic poetry, rise of, ; its division into

epics of old folk-lore or legend, such as

the Mahabbirata, and court or artificial

epics, such as the Rama)'ana, 234.
Epigraphy, ch. i^ pp. 1-88 ; its subject, in-

scriptions in general ,ch. i; itssubdivision,

numismatology, dealing with special

inscriptions or legends on coins and
gems, ch. i ; its importance for the history

of the pre-Musalman period, i ; the in-

finite variety of its data, I, a state-

ment and illustrations of its application

to already existing data of history, 3-34;
the physical materials of inscriptions,

34-40

;

the topics and subjects with

which they primarily deal, 49-62 ;
their

great but still unexhausted number, 62-

64, 67 ; the precise dating of, 64^ 65 ;

the Ones and methods of future research,

65-76 ; the associated studies of, tra-

dition, 70-73 ;
palaeography, coins, and

art, 7.3-74; geography, 76-«.3

;

other

subsidiary sources, 83-85 ; the need
and means of co-oj^eration, 85 87 ; the

official Epigraphia Jtuiica open to all,

86; bibliography (with abbreviations

used in references), S^, 88.

Epigraphia Indka, 6^ 86.

Eras, chronological, their initial points

now well-known, 64 ; the principal eras

with their dates, 6^; a statement of

astronomical tables and keys for ready

computation of Hindu and Muhamma-
dan dates, 6^ 65.

Eucratidcs,GraecaT3actrianking,i 37,387.
Eugene, Tiince, conceived the plan and

far-reaching policy of the Ostend Com-
pany, 465.

European settlements, early, ch. xiii, pp. 446-
469; of the Portuguese (1498-1739),
446-451

;

of the Dutch (1602-1834),

451-453

;

of the English, before 1600,

45-3' 454 i
of the East India Company

(1600--1858), ^54-467 ;
of the French

(1642), 463, 464 ;
of the Danish, 464 ;

of the Germans, 464-467 ; the struggles

of the English Company with its rivals,

with the Portuguese, 455, 456, with the
Dutch, 456-459, with the New Com-
pany, 461, 46 J. with the French (1642),

463, 464, with the Austrian Company,
465, 466, with the Prussian Company,
466, 467; the causes of the failure of

other nations, of the success of the
British, 467, 468 ;

bibliography, 469.
Euthydemus, Graeco-Bactriaa king,

F.

Fa-hien, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim (a.d.

406-1 1), his pleasing description of the

state of Northern India under Chandra-
gupta II, 3^ 3^

Fairy-tales and moral fables, often a
series of tales strung on a tale, as in

the Arabian Nights, 3 50 ; the PaHcha-
tantra, 350, 351 ; ihelffi/opadeSa, 351,
353 ; in Praknt, 367.

Famines, of i866 (Drissa), 516. of
Bundelkhand 1(1868-9), Government re-

sponsibility laid down, 516

;

of 1877-8,
518 ; of 1896-7,526 ;

of1S99-1900, 537.
Faxnikhsiyar, Mughnl emperor (17 13-9),

defeated, beheaded, and succeeds!
his uncle, 405, 406 ; a creature of the

energetic Saiyid brothers, 405, 406 ; his

fruitless eflorts to get rid of them, 406 ;

deposed by them, 406.

FaruqTs, of Khandesh, Muhammadan dy-

nasty of (1351-1599), 39a ; founded by a
trooper of Firoz Shah ofDelhi, claiming

descent from the Khalifah Umar (634-

44)1 393 ;
capture of Asirgarh and foun-

dation of Burhanpur, 3^ ;
protected by

and allied to Gujarat, 3^3; the usual

wars and disputes, 392; submitted (1599)
to Akbar after storm of Asirgarh, ^2 ;

a table of the dynasty, 393.
Fatehpur Slkri, paintings at, 139, 130;

architecture at, 199.
Fergusson, J., referred to passim in the

chapter on Architecture, 155-205

;

his

high opinion of the Ajaiita )>aintmgs,

119 ; on the temple at Madura, 125

;

on the Mamallapuram sculptures, 123.

Feudatory States, Dalhousie's view of and
policy towards, 505, 506, renounced by
the Queen's Proclamation, 515

;

Lord
Curzon's recognition of, 529.

Finance (of British India), the reforms oi
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Mr. Wilson, 515, 516

;

under Lord
Ripon, 520; under Lord Cunon, 538 ;

system of Provincial finance introduced

by Lord Mayo, 517.
Firishta's account of the Hindu kingdom

of Vijayanagar, 344.
Firoz Shah, Bahmanl, Saltan (1397-

1433) of Gnlbarga, 384

;

his de-

feat (1399-1406) of the Vijayanagar

Rayas, and marriage to a daughter of

Deva Raya I, 345 ; his complete defeat

(141 9) by DevTRaya 11, 34^.
Firoz Shah, SOr, emperor of Delhi

(1554), murdered by his uncle and
successor, 396.

FIroz Shah Tughlaq (1351-88), recovered

Bengal, 364 ; his successful expeditions

to Jaunpur, Orissa, and Tatta, ^6^ ; his

public buildings and Jumna canal, 183,

364 ; on the whole an excellent ruler

and great administrator, 365 ; the

Mubamniadan system of administra-

tion and revenue, 365, 366.

Fitch, Newbery, Lcetles, and Story, the

first (1583) English traders in India,

453 ; their adventures, and the return of

fitch alone, 4^ 4M:
Flora of the Rigvcda, rice not men-

tioned, 212.

Food and drink, in the Rigveda, 225.

Forde, Colonel, sent by Clive (1759)
from Bengal to Northern Circars, 473

;

defeated Conflans at Condore and cap-

tared (1760) Masulipatam, 473.
Forgeries, numismatic and literary, 65

;

of inscriptions, 65^^; reference to lists

of known,
Fort St. David (Tegnapatam), flight of

Clive and English to, after surrender

(1746) of Madras, 471.
Fort St. George. Su Madras.
Foulkes, Rev. T., bis articles on the

Deccan, from Buddhist works, 19.

Francis, Sir Philip, member of Council

(1773) and opponent of Warren
Hastings, 482, their duel, 482 ; favoured

a permanent settlement of the land

revenue, ^487.

Frederick tne Great, his Indian Com-
panies and maritime policy, 466, 467.
See also under Prussian Companies.

French, the, in India, 463, 464, 470-474 ;

early voyages (1539-1615), 403; the

failure of Richelieu's (1643) Compagnie
d'Orient and Colbert's (1664) Com-
pagnie des Indes to colonize Madagas-
car, and their amalgamation, 463 ; the

first French factory (1668), at Surat,

463

;

the factory in Bengal (1674),

463

;

the foundation (1674) of Pondi-
cherry, by Martin, 463 ; its prosperity

from 1693 to 17067^ 463, 464

;

the

absorption of Colbert's failing Com -

VOL. II. N

pany by Law's, and of this (1719) by
the Perpetual Company, 464

;

its subse-

quent (1 719-41) prosperity, 464; the

forward policy of interference initiated

by Dumas (1735-41% 470, 471, de-
veloped by Duplcix (1741-54), 471-
473, favoured by wars between the
French and English (1744-63), it7i-

473, and finally imitated by the English,

473 ; the wars between the French and
English in South India and elsewhere

(1744-61), 471-47-;

:

their courage at

Pla8sey(i757),4j^ English superiority

throughout India established, by Plassey

(1757) in Bengal, 476, by the victory

(1760) of Wandiwash and capitulation

(1761) of Pondicherry in Madras, 473

;

the action of the French fleet during tne

second Mysore War, 486 ; the reality

of the danger from Napoleon, 488,

489, 500. the French power and influ-

ence with Tipu, the Nizam, and Sindhia,

488 ; the anti-French policy of Welles-

ley^ 48S, 4S9 ; their military genius and
administrative ability, 467, 473, can-

celled by corruption and carelessness at

home, 467, 468, and later by the want
of a central authority and the Revolu-

tion, 48S, 489; Indo-French coinage,

G.

Gahlots, or Sesodias (a.d. 775), Rajput
clan, of Chitor, 31 3, after the thirteenth

century the most famous of all the Rajput
clans, 313. See also under Sesodias.

Gambling, its great antiquity, aiS. 335

;

the * Gambler's Lament,' 318.

Ganapatis of Andhra (953-1333), with
capital at Warangal, their friendly

relations with the Yadavas, 341 ; over-

came (1300) the Eastern Cnllakyas,

340, 38 3 ; overwhelmed in the Mubam-
madan mvasion, 343, 363, 383.

Gandamak, Treaty of (1879), with Yakub
Khan, advancing British frontier and
admitting English oiBcer to Kabul,

518.

Gandhara school of sculpture, 113-115;
its association with the newer (MahS-
yana) school of Buddhism, 114, its

Western origin, 165, its influence upon
the pnintings of Ajanta, 1 18^ the sculp-

tures of its monuments and monasteries,

165, and their reference to architecture,

165, iM ; its chronology, 115, 166, 167.

Gandharas (whence ' Kapdahar '), one of

the five Vedic tribes of the Rigveda,
222 engaged in the 'great battle of the

ten Kings,* 122^

Gangas, dynasty of Mysore (700-
1000 A.D.), 7, 8i 80j 230, ^ ^
337, 338.

D
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Gaiir (Lakhnauti), the ancient capital of

the Pal and Sen dyni^tif? of P.engal

up to the Mubammadan con^ucsst, iSS
;

sacked (1537) by Sher Khan, 188

;

its

brick Hindu architecture, 188. 189; the

Muhammatian architecture of its exten-

sive ruins, 100-193.
General Society, the, of 1698, in opposi-

tion and succession to the Hast India

Company, 461, ])ractically merged in

the New East India Company, 461.

Genuin«iess, of inscriptions, 6(>. some
forged, (^^^^ 67, some perverted or tam-
pered with,~02; some original, some
reproductions, more or less correct, 67.

Geography, the study of ancient, some-
times aided by allusions in general

literature, i2_; in connexion with epi-

gr.iphy and early history, 76-83 ; the

natural impossibility for various rensons

of identifying all names and places

mentioned, 76^ in the records of Alex-

ander's campaign, 76^ in the Pcriplus

(A. D. 8^ 76, 72i Ptolemy. 77-79.
by Hiucn-tsiang (639-645% 79-81

,

by Alberflni (1031-2), 8ij Si ; the

necessity of geographical indexes to

inscriptions, and of historical maps,

83, and of critical lists in correct spell-

ing of modern names, 83 ; of the Kig-

veda and the infeicnces therefrom, 1 19,

220

;

of the later Vcdas, 237

;

of the

datapatha 13rahmana, 330.

German Companies of Tndin. Sff Ostcnd
Company and Prussian Compaiuts.

Gliaznivid dynasty. See MahmQd of
(fhaznl.

Ghiy5s-ud-dTn, founder of the Tnghlaq
dynasty of Delhi (1320-5), 364; his

buildings at Delhi, 183.

Ghor dynasty (1153-1206), 353-355 ; its

coinage, 144.

Gingec, strongest fort in the Camatic,
captured by I)upleix, 472 ; its surrender

(1761) to Coote the final blow to

French power in India, 473.
Girdhar Das eighteenth century), the poet

of the fighting Hhojpuris, 428 ; a para-

phrase ol his song of the cudgel,428,429.
Gitagovinda, the ' Cowherd in Song,'

a poem of the twelfth century, the pie-

decessor of the drama, 243, 244, 421.
Glass mosaics, 129.

Glausai or Glauknnikoi, a considerable

nation, their submission to Alexander
after his victory of the Hyda>pes, 276.

Go<1dard, Genoral, a favourite officer of

Wnrrcn Hastings, his march across

India and conquest (1778-9) of Guja-

rat, 485»
Godehcu, Duplcix's successor, suspended

hostilities Rg.ainst the British, 473.
Gol Gumbar, the, at Bijapur, 197.

Gold, its flow from imperial Rome to

India, i^S ; the source of the first gold
Indian coins, 1^8 ;

gold, not silver,

the principal coinage of the South,
I j)0, 151, and the priie of Northern
plunderers, ; oftenest of the metals
mentioned intlie Rigveda, 221.

Gold, one (Bn ! Ihist) inscription on, at

Gangu in the Punjab, 2^
Gondophares, a Parthian king (c. A.D.

21) of Kabul and Western Punjab, his

traditional conversion by St. Thomas,
56, 288, 5 and n.

Gotama, the expounder of the Nyftya
s>"stem of philosophy, 256.

Gough, Sir Hugh (afterwards Lord), his

battle of Chilianwala (1849) with the

Sikhs, 505 ; his decisive victory at

Gujrat, and the anncxaiiou of the

Punjab, 505.
Graeco-I^ictnnn 'independent^ kings and

kingduius of the borderland (^250-130
B.C.), 286, 287; originally secedets

from the kingdom of Syria, 286 ; the
Indian campaign of Demctiias, 'king
of the Indians, 286, 287

;

Menander's
invasion as far as Oudh, 287 ; destruc-

tion of Hellenic rule by the Sakas
(130 B.C.), 287. and finally in Kabul
(A. D. 4^ by Kushan dynasty, aSS

;

their coin.nge, 137, 1
3*^.

Grammars, (.Sanskrit, of I'anini and others,

363. 364 ;
(Tamil), 434.

Grnnth, the, a collection of Sikh hymns,
mostly in Wcilcra Hindi, compiled in

1601, 417.
Grants, a term applied by epigraphists to

reconls on cupper, and distinguished

from ' inscriptions ' on stones, 28.

Greek, the : the fleeting political influence

of the (Macedonian) invasion, 137, 279;
Hellenistic and Alexandrian influence

on early Indian art, 105, io6, 108.

lOQ, 114, 115, 117. on coinage, 75.

13;, 1 38, 140; on the Mahayana
school of art, 165 ; on the drama, 344;
science, 26^. See aho under Graeco-
Bactrian Kings and Mauryan Dynasty.

Gujarat, one of the richest and strongest

Kajput kingdoms, 195, 313 ; its history

(a. I). 94I-129S), 313 ;
Its celebrated

king, Siddharaja, 313

;

its protection

and patronage of Jainism, ji^ ; under
Muhainmadan rule (1196-1572), 376-
378 ; the prosperity and energy of its

independent dynasty (1394-1572), 376-
378 ; wars with Malwa, 376-380 ;

troubles with the Mughal empire

(1531) and final annexation (i.;72) by
Akbar, 377, 378; table of dynasty, 3^8

;

its architecture, the most elegant and
characteristic of the Saracenic style,

195, 196; its carved stonework, 196;

r -dby Google
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its bardic chroniclers, 427, 438; its

Jain historian, 304.

Gujarat, English conquest of, by Goddard

(1778-9), 443, 4^5-
Gujarat! literature, 4.^0-

Gojars, a pastoral tribe, founded states in

early times, 305.

Gujrat, decisive battle of (1849) the

second Sikh War, 505.

Gulbarga, capital (1347-1428) ofthe Bah-

mani dynasty, 193 ; its great central-

covered inosqueTTike that of Cordova,

193, 194; its tombs and shrints, 194,

Gungeria in Central India, the importnnt

archaeological finds (1S70) at, 97, 98.

Gupta dynasty, the, rise of (330 A.u.),

290; its power and era established by

Chandragupta 290; the extraordi-

nary ability of Us kings, 292

;

finally

(A.D. 480) overwhelmed by the While
liuns, 294 ;

in the Puranas, Mi I5-

Gupta Inscriptions, by J. F. Fleet, ^
Gupta period of art (320-480), 122

;

Gupta coinage, 140-143 ;
the revival,

of Sanskrit ami literature under the

Gupta emperors, ; >^ long-prevail-

ing architecture, lOf, i6S.

Gurkhas of Nepal, the ruling race since

1767, claiming to be of Rajput origin,

493; their inroads and aggrtssions,^^^

;

their courage and first successes in the

Nepal War (18 14-5), 493. 4^4'
Gwalior, rock fortress, its storm by

Captain Popham (1780), 44^. 485 ;

disputed succession and outbreak at

(1843), 502 ; old palace at, decorated

with tiles, lii
Gwalior State. See Sindhia.

Haidar All, of Mysore, dictated (1769)
peace to the British, 481 ; his raid of

the Camatic in secona Mysore War
(1780-4) 485, destroyed (1780) Baillie's

force, 4S5 ; defeated by Coote (1781)
at Porto Novo and Sholinghar, 489 ;

British finally reduced to accept treaty

(1784) with his son Tipu on the basis

of status qtto, 486 ;
coinage of, 153.

Haihayas of Chedi or Central India, their

coinage, 142.

Halebid, Ch&lakyan temples at, 176, 177.

Hardinge, Lord , Governor-General ( 1 844-

8), an old soldier appointed to deal with

the Sikhs, the last Hindu power^
;

first Sikh War (1845), 503.

Harihara, one of the two brothers,

founders of the Vijayanagar empire,

343. 344-
Harshacharita, the, of Bana, an account

in prose of King Harsha (a.d. 605-48)
of rhanesar and Kanauj, 239, 241 :

mythical, poetical and imaginative, and
without dates, 18, 19.

Harshavardhana, the emperor (A. D. 606-

48) of Thanesar and Kanauj, also

known as Siladltya, 295-301 ; master

of Northern India after incessant wars,

295 ; his failure to subjugate the South,

295, 327 ; his attempt on Ganjam, 235

;

his final devotion to piety and the arts

of peace, 295. 296 ; his religious Cath-

olicism or eclecticism, 296, 298 ; com-
pared to Asoka and Akbar, 296; his

severity and leniency, 296, 299 ; his

active patronage of the newer Buddhism
and of Hiuen-tsiang, 296. 297 ; the

state of India in the seventBcentury
as observed and eulogized by Hiuen>
tsiang, 299, 300 ; the council of
Kanauj, 2^ ; the ' salvation' assembly
at Prayag, 29^

;

the last native para*

mount sovereign of Northern India,

301 ; alter him three centuries of feeble-

ness or anarchy, 303; his association

with Kavya or court poetry, 238, 239;
the reputed author of two plays, 247,
248 ; his seal, 30.

Hastings, Lord, Governor-General (1814-
23\ allowed to reverse the policy of
non-intervention, 493 ; the Nepal War
( 1 814-5), ^Lh> 4947Treaty of SagauU,
ceding Himalayan tract:}, 494 ; the

coiiauest and destruction (1817) of the

Pindaris, ^43, 4^ 494^ 455 ; the last

(18 17-8) Maratha War and general

pacification, 444^ 445^ 495J 496.
Hastings, Warren (i 732-1818), Governor

of Bengal (1772-4), and first Governor-
General of India (1774-85), 481-486 ;

the administrative organizer of the

Indian empire, 481 ; his domestic
reforms of revenue, justice, and police,

481 ; his institution of Collectors, ^Sjr

;

nls^ straggle with his Council and
Francis, 482

;

the rehabilitation of his

character m connexion with the trial

and execution of Nuncomar, 482 ; his

change of policy and acceptance of

the Marathas as the most formidable
foes to British supremacy, 483, 484 ;

compelled by Mysore War to com-
promise with them, 442, 443 ; his

methods of at once making India

Say
commercially and of establishing

Iritish supremacy, 482, 483, (a) in

Bengal, by reducing or withholding
tribute to Nawab and emperor, 483,
by sale of Allahabad and Kora, 4S3, by
fining Chet Singh and the Begam of
Ondh, 484, by the Rohilla War (1773-

4), 411, 41 2^48^ 484: (*) in Bombay,
by Maratha War (1775-82) and Treaty
of Salbai, 442, 443, 485 : in Madras,
by negotiations with the Nizam and

N n 2
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the Marithas, ^^8^ ;
by a forced war with

Haidar All and a treaty (1784) with

his son TipO, 486

;

his impeachment

(1788), famous trial, and acquittal

(1795": on all charges, 484.
Havelock, Sir Henry, defeat of Cawnporc

mutineers, first relief of Lucknow, j;i 2.

Hawkins, Captain, envoy (1608) to Jahan-
glr at Agra, 4^2 ; permission to settle

at Surat revoked through Portuguese

influence, 457«
Hemadri, author, and addser of the

Yadara king T 1260-71), Mahadeva,
30. 2t, 341.

Heliocles, last Graeco<Bactrian king, aS?.
* Henotheism ' of older Vedic hymns, ai a.

Hermaeus, last Indo-Greek king of Kabul,
aSS.

Herodotus, his account of Persian India,

37a, 373, meagre and often valueless,

owing to the isolation of India, 373.

HimH, of a Hindu tracHng class, the great

minister and general (1554-6) of the

Sur emperor Adil, 396, 397 ; defeated at

Panipat (i 556) and executed, 397.
Hlnayana or ' Lesser Vehicle,' the old or

individualist Buddhism, 259, ifk) ; its

canon and texts, See alio uttder

Buddhism.
Hindi literature. See Eastern and Western

Hindi.
Hinduism, as a homogeneous national

and religious unity, a process (A. D.

650-950) and result (950-1 aoo) of the

religions, social, and racial fusion of

Aryan and Dravidian elements in North
India, 303, 305 ; the modification of the

monotheism of the Vedas by its absorp-

tion of aboriginal polytheism and nature

worship, 305, 306, 333, 323 ; the sub-

stitution of worship and devotion and
of a vast popular literature for Brah-
manical sacrifices and esoteric learning,

61, 306

;

the transition from race and
tribe to caste and function as the bases of

social divisions, 306-308 ; the opera-

tion of endogamy and exogamy, 306-

309 ; the period of Reconstruction

(950-1300), 310-320 ; its local centres,

; the Rajputs its political and mili-

tary centre, 31 1-314

;

the Brabmans
the representatives of literattxre, science,

and philosophy, 315 ; a period of learn-

ing, magnificence, war, wealth, and com-
merce, 315; the rise of the cults ot

Vishnu and Siva, 317 ; and of Jainiam,

317, 318

;

the final fall of Buddhism,

317.
Historical romances in prose and verse,

in Sanskrit, Tamil, and Pali, instances

o( 182 341, 267, 368

;

their absence
of dates and limhed usefulness, 18,

Histories and historians, Hindu, ancient

and recent, fanciful and inaccurate,

S-7, 207, 371 ; their failure to avail

themselves of genuine materials, ^ tt

passim ; their partial use of them in the

Puranas, 1^ 1^ the unreliability of

the Puranas, ij^ if^ of the much pro-
fessing jiajataramginfj 16, 36^ ; iheir

usual fault of making contemporaneous
dynasties successive, i£.

History, the sources or materials of early,

apart from inscriptions, 3-21, 370

;

instances of the correction by reference

to inscriptions of confusion and error

due to them, 21-25
'»
inscriptions, 35-

64. ;
palaeography, "JJrilii '» coins, ^

*35-i54» art, ^ ; the observations

and writings of lorcigners, 76-82, the

meagreness of this source, owmg to the

isolation of India, 373, borne out by
Herodotus and Strabo, 373.

History. See Northern India, Southern
India, Muhammadan India, Maratbas,
European Settlements, British Rule.

IJitopadeia, or 'Salutary' Advice,' a popu-
lar collection of fables, similar to and
based chiefly on the PaH^kaiantm^ agi,

252.

Hiuen-tsiang, Chinese Buddhist pilgrim

(629-645) and writer: geography of,

79 ; sources and instances of error in

his statement of distances, &c., 79-81 ;

his pilgrimage in India to all the holy
places of Buddhism, and collection of

manuscripts and images, a^ ; his visit

(643) by command to tM~ court of

Harsha, ^ 396, 397 ; his presence at

the Council of Kanauj, 297, at the

'salvation' assembly at Prayag, 397 ;

conspiracy of Brahmans against mm
and nis royal patron, 397 ; his pleasing

picture of the politT^, social, and
religious state of India, 399, 300

;

his

(and Fa-hicn's) extraordinary statement

of the absence of a gold and silver

coinage, 300; his return home and
translation of the scriptures, 3^ ; in

the South, 338, 330 ; on stupas ascribed

to Asoka, III ; found the great

stupa at Amaravati deserted, 115; the

Buddhist traditions recorded by him,

70-73.

Hoemie, Dr., on the Pattavalis or succes-

sion of Jain poniiiTs, 7, 8

;

on the

Bower Manuscript, loj his reconstruc-

tion of early Indian history, 330.

Holkar of Indore (1 795-1811), great

Maratha military chief, 441, 490,
defeated (1803) by Lake, 491, kept

the field and raided, 4^ ;
repelled Ijike

from Bharatpur, 492 ; drove Colonel

Monson (1804) to disastrous retreat,

491 ;
his and the Pindaris* cruel treat-

ment of Rajpulana between the third

r; •-It- C^,
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and the last Maratha Wars, 49i, 494 ;

hi^ present representative, 4-44.

Hooglily, establishment (1651) of English

at, through the influence of Surgeon
Boughton, 458 ;

oppressed by the

Mughal viceroy, 459.
Horse-sacrifice {Ahamedha)^ only by a

king with undisputed claims to uni-

versal dominion, ^ 2^ ; in the Kig-

veda, 121 ;
by Samudragupta, ^ 2^ ;

by the Ralhor of Kannuj, .^14.

Hoshang Shah, Khalji, king (1405-35") of

Malwa, 379, founder of Hoshanj^abad
on the Narbada, 379

;

bis wars ngainst

his Dcight.-ours and Ahmad Shah of

Gujarat, 376, 379 ; his great build-

ings and tomb at Mandu, 185, i86.

Ho^pit.ils, tinder Asoka, 385.

Hoysalas, of Dorasamudra, the, the rise

of their dynasty and kingdom (1191-

1337)> 337. 3.^8

;

their great power
and struggles with the Yadavas for

supremacy in the Deccan during the

thirteenth century, 341. 342 ; Dora-
samudra captured (1310), its beautiful

temi;lc sacked and the Iloysalas ex-

pelled by Malik Kafur, 3^; their terri-

tories annexed (1327) by Muhammad
Tughlak, 3^; joined the Vijayanagar

or Hindu confederacy, 344.
Hultzsch's SoiUh Indian Inscriptions, 63.

Humayun (1508-56), eldest son of

liabar, second Mughal emperor of

Delhi, 395-7

;

his advance (1530) east-

ward and southward, 395

;

recalled by
the revolt of Sher Khau (Sher Shih,

Sur), ^ ; defeated at Lhausa. and
Kanauj(i540) and expelled (1540-

55) from India, 395 ; the interlude

of the Sur empire (1540-55), 395-:^97 ;

his wanderings and gradual retrieval

of his fortunes, 395, 397 ; his victorious

return (1555) to India and Delhi, 397.
Huns. See W hite Huns.
Hussain Shah, last king of Jaunpur

(1459-93), defeated by Bahlol Lodi in

an attack on Delhi, and Jaunpur taken,

375, finally driven into exile by Sikan-

<lar. 375.
Huvishka, of the Kushan dynasty (a. D.

150), his encouragement of Buddhism,
290 ; intercourse with the Roman
empire, aoo

;
his coinage, 140.

Hyderabad, Native State. See Nizam-ul-
Mulk and Qutb Shahls of Golconda.

L
Ibrahim LodI (1517-2^)1, the last Af-

ghan king of Dt lhi, 367

;

attacked the

powerful Kana Sanga of Chitor, 367 ;

his dispute with Babar, king of Kabul,

367 ; Babar's invasion and complete
victory (1526) at Panipat, 367, 368.

Ibrahim, Sur, claimant and temporary
holder of the Sur throne of Delhi, 396.

Imad Shahls of Ktlichpnr in Berar,

Muhammadan dynasty of (1484-1575),

39 T, founded by a rcvolter from the

Bahmanis, 2^ ; annexed by Ahmad*
nagar, 3^ ; a table of the dynasty, 391.

Images, instead of seals, attached to grants,

records, &c., ^il an inscribcil tcrra-cotta

image of Buddha, 40; inscriptiona,

typical or of spccialintcrest, on the

peilestals of images and statues,

48 ; numerous of Buddha, 42, 48.

Immortality of the soul, in the Rigvcda,

217 ; in connexion with transmigration,

salvation, pantheism, Buddhism, and
materialism, see Philosophy and its

litcrnttir^', 253-261.

Imj^crial bcivice Corps, organization of

(1890), 523, 533.
Indexes, the licecl r>f indexes to hi«.torical

and geograpliicnl hinta aiul dctaik in

the published inscriptions, 82^ to names,
customs, arts, &&, in the early litera-

ture, epic, poetic and romantic, Hindu,
Buddhist and Jain, and in Kanarese,

84.85.
Indian CaUmiar, The, 65.

Indo-Aryan or Hindu architecture of

Noithem India, i77-i8r.

Indo-Parthian kings ( i oc n.c.-A.n. eo) in

Kabul and Wesieru I'unjab, jS8, sup-

pressed by the Kushan kings, a 88, 289.

Indo-Romnn. Sre Roman.
Indo-.Sc)lhiaa. See Kushan.
Indo-Scythic Jats and GGjars, as Rajputs,

309, 3'9» 320.

Indore, Maratha State of. See Holkar.
Indra, the thunder-god of the Rigveda,

a '.3, 314'

Inscriptions, the data of epigraphy, dis-

tinguished from * legends ' or inscrip-

tions on coins and gems, the data of

numismatology, i ;
engraved, painted,

written, stamped, 2 ;
vary widely in

material, import, written character, date,

language, and diction, 7^^', their value,

often incidental and indirect, in the dis-

covery of truth and the correction of

error, stated nnd illustrated, 3-24

;

in

respect of lustorical mattnals already

existing in native Compilations, 5-7 ;

pedigrees and successions, 7-1 1

,

official

records, 11, laj dynastic archives and
chronicles, 13-14 \

Puranas, 14, 15

;

the Rrijr.tarani f^inT, T 5, 16. {general litera-

ture and historical romances, 17-10;
introductions and colophons, 19-2 1 ;tDe

inscriptions themselves, 21-24; the ma-
terials on which they have been re-

corded, a^-^; their topics secular and
religious, ana the reasons of their his-

torical usefulness, 49-60 ; their essential
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nature, 6o-6j ; their great number, 6j-

64 ; the precise dating of, 6^ 65 ;
forged

.nnd perverted inscriptions, 6^, 66 ; the

lines and methods of future research in

epigraphy and subsidiary sciences/) 7 87.

Inscriptions, their topics or subjects, what
they record, 49-60

;

(a) events of his-

tory concisely narrated, in prose or

verse, 50-52, the lives and deaths of

kings and heroes, 50, ^ xa/fr, ^
the execution of public works, 50^ y

;

{b) injunctions to religion and morality,

especially by Asoka, £2i 54; com-
memorations of holy men and holy

deeds, 54-57 ; {c) the registration of

religious endowments, ^ ^S, benefac-

tions bestowed on liuddbistsTjaii^s, and

Jews, £7^ 58^ by far the most nnroerous

of all, 60, and due to the later sabsti-

tution of gift'i for the sacrifices imposed
npon and performed by earlier kings,

61: ((/; registration of secular gt^nts

to private individuals or bodies, 58^ 62

;

the frequent appearance of genealogies

in grnnts, 6L..

Inscriptions, their sources in and outside

of India, 62^ 6^
Inscriptions, reference to detailed lists or

catalogues of, in India, before and after

A.n. 400. 6^; their great number, and
the constant additions being or to be
made, 6^ 67^

Iron, possibly not known in the Rigvcda,

111 ;
inscription on the iron column at

Meharanli near Delhi, 2^ 392.

Iron Age, the, of primitive man, 8^ m ;

ft knowledge of iron probably brougTit

to Northern India from Babylonia, much
later to Southern India from Egypt, gSj
its megjilithic tombs, 2^ 96.

lyaltimi&h (Altamsh) (1214-36), son-in-

law of Qutb u i-din, and continued his

buildings, subsequently Slave king of

Delhi, -^58, 359 ; repelled Jalal-ud-din,

Sliah of Khiva, retreating before Chinglz
Khan, 35S; annexed Sind and recovered

Bengal from the independent Khaljl

ruler, 359

;

his coinngc, 144

;

his tomb,
ifia; built the Kutb Minar, 359.

J.

Jade, decorated with jewels, T33.

Jflgannatha, temple of at Puri, the gross

nnd elementary inaccuracy and igno-

rance of its palm-leaf archives, 1 and

of the associated Vaih&avalis of Orissa,

10. LL
Jahandar Shah, Mughal emperor (1713),

defeated and rid him?elf of his three

brothers, 405 ; his dissipatetl life, 405 ;

defeated by his nephew and successor,

and the Saiyid brothers, 405, 406 ; be-

trayed and beheaded, 406.

Jahanglr, fourth Mughal emperor of India

(1605-37), eldest son and successor of

Akbar, 399

;

his moderate success in

the Deccan, 399, 400 ;
his expeditions

to Kabul j^99, 400; saved from his chief

general by his wife, Nur Jahan, 400 ;

the rebellion of his eldest son, 400; re-

ceived Sir Thomas Roe at Ajmer, 400;
the chief buildings in his reign, 400;
his patronage of Florentine artists, 1 37;
his coinage, with his portrait, wine cup
in hand, 146, 147 ; his buildings, 199,
2fia ; his tomb at I^hore, li&

Jaimini, the expounder of the Mimamsi
system of philosophy, 255.

Jain siufas, no, in, 1 60, nude colossi,

122, tower at Chitor, 123, temples at
Mount Abu, 124

;

cave-temples, 164,
architecture of temples in Kanara, 170,
'78. II2J in epigraphy, £6, ^ £8.

Jams and Jninism : history of (A.D. 950-
1 30o\ specially in Mysore, contained in

the Rajavalikathc, 6; their V'ikrama
legend, 4 and n ; the Pa|tavalis, or
fucceision of pontiffs, 7^ 8; it* origin in

Magadha, a^i ; its mediaeval prosjierity

in Gujarat and Rajputana, 31 7,318; the
turning of Buddhists to Jamism, 1 23

;

protected by Akbar, i£8; Sankhya-
15m, Jain»sm,and Buddhism,^ («.), 258;
its founder, two sects, and sacred canon
in Prakrit, 260. 361 ; its non-canonical
writings in Maharashtil, 261 ; its in-

fluence on the FaHchoiantra, 2£i ; its

tenderness for life and strict vegetarian-

ism, 261 ; its influence on Prakrit, Tamil,
and Kanarcse literatures, 267, 434. 435.

Jalal-ud-din (Firoz Shah), first Khaiji king
of Delhi (1390-6), 361; repelled the
Mongols, 361 ;

treacherously murdered
by his ne]>hew and successor, Ala, 362.

Jatakas (Buddhist), * Birth Stories, 106,

107, 2«;9, 260

;

their great antiquity,

and their relations to the raflchataiUray

aaOi 251.

Jaunpur, on the Gumti, founded (1351) by
Firoz Shah, 364, 374 ; its d)'nasiy of
independent Shark! kings (1394-1 493)
with a table, 374, 375, extinguished by
Sikandar Lodi, 375; subjugated by
I^bar, ; the SimrkI style of Mu-
haminadan architecture, 184, 185.

Jewellery, in Vedic times, 335

;

from the

Piprahwa stiipa, 103, I33-

Jews, inscri])tion at Cochin recording

grant to,^
Jhclum, site o? Alexander's battle of the

llydaspes, 375.

Jodhpur, Rathor kingdom of, 318. Se4
also Rathor dynasty.

Jones, Sir William, his false start in

chronology, 23 (w.), and discovery of
Chandragupla's real date, 24.
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K.

Kablr, a Musnlman weaver, founder of tbe
Kahlr panthi sect, 4 »6, his pure theism,

borrowed from the Nestorian Christians,

416. 417 ; his bold attack on Hindu and
Mnnaninindan idolatry, 416

;

the pre-

sent icputatioQ and ictluence of bis

voluminous works, written in Western
Hindi, 417.

Kabul, Graeco-Bactrian kings of, Deme-
trius, a86, 387, Menonder, aS^ ; Indo-
Partliian (Gondopharcs), aBS

:

Indo-
Grcek, iSS. See also under Afghani-
stan.

Kachsv abas, Rajpct clan of Gwalior, 313 ;

ultimately foundcf! iin-'cr Mughal pro-

te^.Ucm the States o( Ahvar and Jaipur,

KalfpFuses I2 of tbe KushSn dynasty
(a. d. 45), king of the Yueh-chi, and of

both north and south of Oxns, zM

;

annexed Afghanistan and displaced last

Greek prince, a£8^

Kadphii^es H, son of above (a. D. 8fi),

crossed the Indus and annexed North-
Westem India as far as licnares, 288,

aSp ; his embassy to Trajan, 389

;

dis-

dained and defeated by Chinese, 289 ;

his coinage, 138, 139.

Kakatlyas of Waran^jal, the, originally

feudatories, later independent, 340, 34 1;

their conquest (c. 1175) of Eastern Cha-
liikya territory, 240 ; their final (14^4)
dc^liuction by the Bahmanis, 345. See
also under \\'arangal.

Kalhann, his imaginative but valuable his-

tory (1 148) of Kashmir, 161 363, 304.

Kali. See Durga.
Kalidasa, one of the 'nine gems' of the

court of ihe mythical Vikramaditya, 2j>9,

his probable date between A.0. 300 and

4.S0, 339; his epic kSvyas^ 340, his

lyrics and lyrical stanzas, 343, 343,
his plays, 24^, 347.

Kalinga (the Northern Circars), its con-

quest by Asoka, 5^ aS^ ; its right and
wrong identiBcations,^; its Ganga dy-
nasty, 8^ Sa ; taken by the Cholas, J33

;

in epigraphy, See also under
Gangas.

Kanara, Jain temples in, 170.

Kanarese literature, originally Jain and
generally sectarian and imitative of

Sanskrit, 436, 437 • its racy (modem)
folk-ballads, 437.

Kanauj,Harshavardh.'ina of(606-48),395-
301 ; succeeded by the greatest of all

the kingdoms of Hindustan (a. D. 650-

950), 310. 313

;

its capital stormed and
ruined (loai ), 3 1 314; taken posses-

sion of by the I<athor Jaichand, 7,14;

the fame, magaihccoce, and claims of the

Rathor dynasty, 314; its patronage of
literature, 348, 349

;

its overthrow

(c 1300) by the Muhanimadans, 315

;

the Buddhist council of Kanauj, 297.
Kandahar, Arghun rulers of, 370; ceded
by the Persians to Shahjahan, held and
lost by him, ^ ;

occupied in the first

Afghan War, fioo; Lord Kobeits's march
to, from Kabul, and defeat (1880) of

AyQb Khan's army, 519. See also

under Afghanistan.

Kanishka, ofthe Kushan dynasty.hisliberal

encouragement of the new Buddbi&m,

389 ; his famous council of monks, 38^

;

a second Asoka (A.D. I2j>), 289

;

an-

nexed Kashmir, 28^ ; avenged his

father's defeat by the Chinese, 289 ;

raised the Kushan power to its helgnt,

289

;

his capital at Peshawar, 289;
Gandhara school of art under, ; his

coinage, in epigraphy, 5 (w.),

Kanva, a Brahman dynasty (72-27 B.C.)

of Northern India, 2S6.

Kapila(£^ B.C.), the pre-Buddhist founder
of the Sankhya system, 2.0. 257.

Karle cave-temple, 163, 16.^.

Karma, the doctrine of, first found in

Upnnishads, 331, 353.
Karpura mafijarl (a. i>. 900), a play writ-

ten entirely in Prakrit, 367.

Kashmir, kingdom of, detailed but un-
tnistworthy account of from 44S B.C.

in the Kaj.Uaiaingiui of Kalhana, J_6i

its stability in tbe period (650-950) of
general anarchy and unsctllemeut, 309 ;

its Widespread influence. 309, 310
famous kings of its native dynasties of
Naga and Utpala, 310

;

its subsequent

decay, and murder of its last Hindu
queen by Muhammadan adventurer,

311

;

tmder Muhammadan rule (1354-
IS^?)* ili 374

;

its permanent con-
version to Islam by king Sikaudar

(1386-1410), the Idol-Breaker, 373

;

forcibly annexed by Akhar, 374 ; its

characteiistic architecture, and sugges-

tions of sun and snake worship, 16S-
Ijo; its old literature in Ka^hmTrT, 430.

Kathaioi, an indcpeudcrit tribe between
the Ravi and Beas, 376; the head of

a confederacy that fortified themselves
at Sangala against Alexander, 376 ;

their defeat with enormous loss, 377.
Kathd-sarit-sagara, or ' Ocean of Rivers

of Stories ' (a. d. 1070), fables by Soma-
deva, a poet of Kashmir, 353.

Kathiawiir, the bards of, stories of, very
modem productions, once supposed to

be ' old-world tales,' 3^ 72^ ^ii
nexcd by Cbandragupta I17 392.

Kavya {kavi = poet), or court epics, 234;
their origin and characteristics, 338-
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240 ; their verbal tricks nnd rnelricsil

puzxies, 240, 241 ; Kalida^a's and other

poetical /^ipyof, 240, 341 ; \txo^k&vyas

or romances, 3^ ; Prakrit idvyas, 367,

Khalji dynasty of Delhi (1290-1320),

a6i-a6.^ ; table of, 368.

Khandesh. .S'^^ Faruqls ofl

Kharavela, king of Kaltnga, cave-inscrip-

tion giving a detailed account of, from

birth to the thirteenth year of his reign,

14.

Khotan, Kanishka*s dominion over, 28^

;

Dr. Stein's discoveries in. 1 1^^ 134.

Khurram, Prince. Sa' Shalijahan.

Kielbom, Professor, his exposure of the

Vikrama-'.ef^end, ^ and «. ; his list of

inscriplioujj of Northern and Southern

India, on the various eras, 6^ 65.

King, the, in Vedic times, father, warrior,

and also, on occasion, priest, 323'

/i'ira/dfy'uMtya, a late kdvya by Bharavi

(c. 634), 240.

Kirttivarma I (a.D. 66<5-507)) of the

Chalukya dynasty, of Badami, in the

Deccan, 327; his extensive conquests,

and constniction of a cave-temple, 337.

Kitchener, Lord, Com mandcr - in - Chief

(1902), his reorganization of the army,

?30.

Kiitcl, Rev. F.,his Dictiona^ry and Gram-
mar (1903), of the Kanarese language,

KohgudiiarSjakkal, 'the kings of the

Kongu country/ 6 ; a Tamil chronicle

(of last centtiry) of Mysore, 6
;
fanciful,

uncritical, inexact, 6, j.

Krishna, the cult andlyric literature of,

431-425 ; a deity in the Mahabharata,

421

;

founded as a popular reli^don

and literature by Vallaf^hacharya in the

sixteenth century, 421, 422

;

his suc-

cessors in various dialects and in Dra-
vidian, 422-435 ; compared with the cult

of Rama, ; its symbolical sexnalism

often misunderstood and degraded, 422.

Krishna, ' black-skins,' name given by
the Aryans to the aborigines, 221.

Krishna Mi^ra (A.D. iioo), the author of

a powerful allegorical play, * The Rise
of the Moon of Knowledge,* 249 350.

Krishnadeva, the greatest of the Vijaya-

nagar Kayas (1509-30), ^^46; his suc-

cesses against the Muhamniadans, 3^ ;

his patronage of Telngu literature and
learning, 4^; himself an author, 437

;

his friendimp towards the Portuguese,

Kshattriyas. the warrior efl5te, in Rigvedic
period not yet hereditary or a caste, 224,
its gradual specialization, 324; recog-

nized in the YajHr%"edrt, 2 29

;

the popular
legend of their extinction by the lirah-

mans, 308; still kings down to the

seventh century, their place since taken
by Rajputs, 3^ ; now as a caste con-
spicuous by its absence, 323.

K!»hcmlivara, dramatic poet of the tenth
century, 249.

Knniaragupta 1^ Mahendra (A.D. 413-
455), defeated by the White Huns. 294.

Kurral, the great Tamij poem of Tira-
va)}uvar, a Pariah, 435.

Kurtikshetra, the territory of the Kanis,
tlie holy land of the Yajurveda, 337.

Kushan (Indo-Scythian) dynasty and
power, the union (a.D. 45} of the
Vuch-chi horde under, iS5 ; its rapid
Hinduization, 339; its relations with
Rome, n3^. 113, 138, 139 290; its

patronage of the newer Buddhism, 2S9,

200; at its height under Kanishka
(a.D. i25\ 2 89

;

its decline (a.d. 1S5)
under Viisudeva, 2^ ; its relations with
Samudragupta, 3^ ; its extinction by
the White Huns, 290, 294 ; the Kushan
period of Indian art (a. D. 50-350), iia-
132; Kushan coinage, of European {otm,
138-140. See also under Yneh-chi.

Kutb MinSr, the, near Delhi, ia6, 183.
1S3, 359.

Kutb Sh^his. See Qutb Shahis.

L.

La Bonrdonnais, Governor of Mauritius,
bombarded and took (1746) Madras
with his fleet, 471.

Lahore, generally a dependency of Delhi,

369, 370

;

Jahangfrs tomb near, ia8.

199; pictured tiles at, 132.

Lake, Lord, his victories over the Mara*
thas at Laswari and Aligarh, 443, 491,
and capture of Delhi and Agra, 49T.

Lai Kavi, a descendant of the old Rajput
bards, 428.

Lalitaditya (c. A.D. 725-52), a famous
warrior and builder-king of Kashmir,
310-

Lally-Tollcndal, Comte de, Governor of
rondicherry, took (1758) Fort St.

David, 473 ; quarrelled with his subor-

dinates, ; invested (1760) Madras,
relieved by English fleet, 473 ; defeated

(1760) by Coote at Wandiwash, 473;
surrendered Pondiclierry (1761), 473.

Lancaster, Captain James, his voyages
to Spice Islands (1591) and to India

(1601), 454, 4££.
Langahs, niling dynasty (1454-1525) of

Multan, 370, 371.

Languages, the, of inscriptions, a^
bronze seal-stamp with legend in three

languages, 36j of coin Icgeuds, ite

Legends.
Lansdownc, Lord, Viceroy fi^^?'^ 93),

slrcngtlicning of north-wcj»t frouUer,

r • t V Google
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Saa

;

organizatioD of Imperial Ser-

vice Corps, 523, 533 ; Lord Cross's

Act (1893) to secure representative

element Legislative Councils, ; the

murder (1891) of the Chief Commis-
sioner of Assam at Manipur, 533

;

the

reconstitution of the native government
under a Political Agent, ^3^ ; the paci-

fication and progress of Burma, 524.

'Lapse,* doctrine of, Lord Dalhousie's,

and his application of it, 506, 507 ;

renounced in the Queen's Proclamation

(1858), 515.
Za/x, or monolithic inscribed pillars, ^

43, 109, 1^ 120.

Law, his financial schemes and their

failure (1719), 464.
Lawrence, Sir Henry, Resident (1845) at

Lahore, 503 ; his unheeded warnings
before theMutiny, 509; Chief Com-
missioner of Ondh, fortified the Resi-

dency at Lncknow, and was killed

there, 51a.

Lawrence, Lord, Viceroy of India (1864-
o\ the ' saviour of the Punjab,' 511

;

the

BHutan War and annexation, fii6

;

famine in Orissa and declaration of

personal responsibility of Government
officers, 516

;

inquiry into the status

cf the peasantry of Oadh, 516; com-
mercial crisis of 1866, 516.

Legal literature : codes, 363; commen-
taries, a6j ;

compendia, idi,
* Legends,' term for inscriptions on coins

and gems, i
;

trilingual, 2^ ;
bilingual

legends of the Graeco-Bactrian and
Kushan coins, 137, 139 ;

of the Gharni
coins, ; the ambiguous legend of

Akbar's coins, 146.

Legislative Councils, introduction (189a)

of representative element, 533.
Literature, general, historical allusions

and references in, I2 ; of nsc only for

determining the geographical locality

and antiquity of places, 17, and rarely

dates, i&; the quasi-historical verse

and prose in Sanskrit, Tami), and Pali,

no more than romances, without dates,

i8, 19

;

their value as sometimes tra-

ditional, oftenest contemporary, pictures

of life, 19J the incompleteness and
inaccuracy of the information derived

from the introductions and colophons
of literary works, 19-31.

Literature. See Sanskrit Literature, Ver-

nacular Literature.

Lo<lis, dynasty of, at Delhi (1451-1526),
367 > 368 ; table of, 369.

Looking^ass, as inlay, 1 29.

Lota^ or waterpot, of second century B. C,

,
'33-

Lucknow, siege and relief of (1857), 513.

Lyrical poetry (a. d. 400-1 100), a4a~a43 ;

generally contained in the drama, 3^

;

Kalidasa's, 243 ; collections of amatory
stanzas of Kalidosa, Amaru, and others,

342, 243 ; the transition from pure
lyric to pure drama in the Gitagcvinda^

343, 244; in Prakrit, 367.

Lytton, Lord, Viceroy (1876-80), pro-

clamation of the Queen as Empress of

India, 517

;

great famine of 1877-8,

S18; second Afghan War (1878-80),

M.
Madhavacbarya, minister to founders of

the Vijayanagar kingdom, 344.
Madras (Fort St. George), founded (1640)
by Francis Day, 4^ ; the first fortified

position of East India Company, 457,
458 ; subordinate to Snrat (1658), su-

perior to Bengal, 458; threatened by
Sivajl and the Maratha power, 459. 463,

463

;

captured (1746) Ijy French, 47 1 ;

restored by Treaty of Aix-la-ChapdTe,
47a ; its opposition to Duplcix,

\

Its unfortunate war (1769) with Hnidar
All, 481 ; its reckless policy the cause

of the war with Mysore (1780-4), 485 ;

the modem Presidency constituted alter

the last (1799) Mysore War, 490.
Madura. See Pandyas.
Magadha, or Bihar, kingdom of (600

B.C.-360 B.C.), its historical and reli-

gious antiquity and importance, 273

;

its intimate connexion with Buddhism,
Jainism, and with the Brabmnnism of

Benares, 273

;

the dynasty of Sisunaga
and of Nanda ousted by Chandragupta
and the Mauryan dynasty, 273, 274, 280;
its declhie followed by a recrudescence

of the aborigines and of primaeval
forest, 304 ; its mediaeval position, 316.

Mahabharata, the, 'the Great Battle of

the Descendants of Bharata,' the epic or

epic cycle of the heroic age in Northern
India, 234-336

;

a narrative and an en-

cyclopaedia of moral teaching, 815, 234,

335 f
main story and its episodes

rtour-fifths of the whole), 235, 236

;

its

clevelopment from disconnected baltle-

songs, 235 ; the eclectic philosophy of

its striking episode, the Bhagavadgita«

258.

Mahabodhi temple, at Buddha Gaya, 104.

Mahadeva, Vadava king (1260-71) and
successful warrior,^ ; his chief ad-

viser the well-known author, Hemadri,
20. 21, 341.

MaharashtrT, used in Jain son-canonical

writings, and in lyrical passages of
Prakrit drama, 267.

Mahdvastu, the only complete canonical

work of the Hinayana in Sanskrit, 260
;

Tibetan and Chinese translations, 360.
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MahurTm, the founder of Jainism, 260.

Mahayana or ' Greater Vehicle,' the new
or UniversalUt Bnddhism, its doctrine

and canon, 259, 260. See also under
Buddhism.

MahmGd of Ghazn! (967-1030), the

greatest Mnharamadan ruler of bis

time, 2£2 ; his fifteen raids (999-1027)
into the heart of India, \ the sack

of Somnath, 252 ;
PunjabtKe only per-

manent conquest, 352, 353 ; his feeble

successors, supplanted at Ghnzni (i 173)
and Lahore ^ 186) by the Ghori kings,

353 ; struck the first imaged Muham-
madan coins, 143, 144.

MahraQd Shah, king (1459-1511) of

Gujarat, the greatest ruler of his house,

376 ; his exploits by sea and land, 376;
suppressed piracy and joined the rulers

of Egypt against the Portuguese, 376

;

the annihilation (1509) of the aUied

fleet off Diu, ^22 J
original of

Butler's asp-eating prince, 377.
Malati-madhava, the most popular of

BhavabhQti's plays, 248.

Malava or Vikrama era, founded by
Knnishka in ^ B.C., •

Malavikagttimitra, a domestic and social

drama of Kalidasa, 247.

alayalam literature, 436.
Malcolm, Sir John, one of the three great

' politicals,' his mission to Persia, 493;
his pacification of Central India. 495.

Malik 'Ambar, Abyssinian, great nnn.ster

of Ahmadnagar (1610-26), defeated

and freed the territory from the Mu-
ghals,^

Malik Kafur, slave general of Ala-ud-d!n

(1303-15), his victorious invasions of

South India, 342, 3^3. .^63. 382J de-

nuded South India of gold, 150.

Malloi, allies of the Kathaioi, 276; their

vain opposition to Alexander and the

destruction of their power, 278

;

not
Multan, 228 n.

Malwa, its capitals of Dhar and Mandn,
1 85

;

annexed by Chandragupta II of
the Gupta dynasty, a^a; its Rajput
rulers, the Ponwars, ^ 1^ ^1% ; the Mu-
hammadan conquest (1305), 379; its

independent Khaljl d)>nast7 (MO^-
'530» with caj ital (1405) at Mandn,
379-380

;

its constant struggles with
Gujarat, 376-380 ; its final annexation
to Gujarat (1531), 380

;

conquered

(*535) byHumayun, 380; its temporary
and interrupted independence (1535-
64) surrendered to Akbar, 3S0 ; a table

of its indei>endent rulers, jSi ; its mag-
nificent specimens of Pathan architec-

ture, 185-1S8.
Mamalla])uram sculptures, 12^ ; raihs or

•Seven Pagodas,' 171

;

tE«r architec-

tuinl and archaeological significance,

Mil
Man SingTr(i486-i5i6),the great Tomar

ruler of Gwalior, 318.

Matidapa, porch or hall, 175, 178-181.
Mangalesa, conquering king (598-610) of

the Chalukyan dynasty, ^27

»

graphy, Li
Manikyala, stUpa at, 167.

Manipur, disturbances (1891) in, 523.
Manu, the ancestor of mankind and the

first sacrificer, 216 ;
* Code of Mana,'

and its commentary by KuUuka-Bhat^,
26X.

MarathI confederacy, its five (ultimate)

members, at Poona, Baroda, Gwalior,
Indore, and Nagj^ur, 490, 491.

Maratha Ditch at Calcutta (1743), 463.
M,aralha Wars, first (1775), 44a, 485;

second (1778-81), 442. 4ii third

(1802-4),^ 49rrTourth (1817-8),

41i2 iHi 49.V
Marathas, the (chap, xii), 439-445 ; alone

of the Hindus prevailed against the

Muhammadans and held their capital,

439, 411, 412

;

their home in the

Western Ghatt, landwards from Bom-
b.iy, ^32.5 originally a local and linguis-

tic rather than an ethnical or caste

name, 439 ; their nationality the creation

of theirnero, Sivaji Bhonsla (1627-

1680), 440; the nominal reign (1707-

48) of his grandson, Shahu, 440; the

foundation by his minister of the here-

ditary administration of the Peshwas,

441, and the organization of the Mara-
tba chiefs under them, 441 ; the Mughal
grant offAayM, 406, 44 1 ; their successes

against the Mughal empire, 402, 406,

410,441, checked byAhmad Shah's Ma-
hammadan victory (1761) at Panlpat,

41 1. 441 ; the loosening of the common
policy and action of the confederacy

under the Peshwas, 4^ ; harassed the

British settlements oy land and sea,

441 , 442, 462,463 ; the motives, politi-

cal and a desire for Salsette, of British

intervention in Maratha affairs, 44a
;

the status quo restored after the hret

(1775) Maratha War, 4^; the ultimate

British successes against Sindhia in the

second (1778) War, 44^ ; Warren Hnst«
ings's politic Treaty of Salbai (1781),
whereby Salsette alone was retained,

443 ; the decay of the supremacy of the

Fcshwa and the disruption of the con-

federacy, 443 ; the influence and rule

of the Marathas in Delhi, 410-41

2

;

the position of the Marathis before

1802, 490, 491 ; the decisive results cA,

the thirdWar (1802) under Lord Wel-
lesley's generals, Wellesley and Lake,

443 ; the ]>ciiod ofauaich) aad plunder
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by Mnrathas and Pindaric, 443, 494,
terminated by the active jiolicy of Lord
Ilailiii^s, 443, 49s ; the rising of the

last Peshwa and Bhonsia, nnd the

fourth (181 7) War, 44.^. 444, 495 ; the

terms of the pacification, 444, 495 ; of

the three great existing Maratha States,

not one is in the original Maharashtra,

444 : bibliography, 445.
Mara^bi literature, 431, 4.^2

;

number of
present speakers, 445.

Marble inlay, 126-128.

Martand, temple of, in Kashmir, 169.

Martin, I<'ran9ois, founded (1694) and
fostered Pond icherry, 463, 464.

Masulipatam, English factory (1616)
established at, 45 7; captured 1,1760) by
Colonel Forde, 473.

Materialists or Lokayatas ('directed to

the world'), earlier than Buddhism,
361 ; their consistently agjjressive atti-

tude towards ojthodoxy, leligion, and
priests, 2 5 3, 261 ; their textbooks, 261,

Mnterials on which inscriptions have
been recorded, 24-49 ? on metals, 25-

34, on other substancca than metals,

34-49-
Mathematics, the great achievements of

the Indians in, 3^5 ; the inventors of

our figures and decimal system, 36/;

;

their progress in arithmetic, algebra,

geometry, and astronomy, 265; their

works composed in verse, 265.

Mathura (Muttra), sculpture of the

Kushan period excavated at, 110, ng.
Mauryan dynasty, the, founded (321-184

B.C.) by Chandragtipta, 280-286

;

its

intimate relations of diplomacy, com-
merce, and art with the West, 106

;

the Mauryan jieriod of Indian art, 104-
112; has no known coinage, 138

;

architecture of, 167, 168. See also tinder

Asoka, Bimbisaia, Chandragupta.
Mausoleums and tombs, architecturally

notable: (Pathan) of Altannsh, 182.

183 ; of Tughlak I^ 182 ; of Shcr Shah
Suri at Sasaram, 183

;

of Hoshang
Sljah at Mandu, 186

;

of the Bahmani
kings near Gulbarga, 194, 195

;

of

Mubarak Saiyid and others in Gujarat,

196 ; Gol Gumbaz or_great tomb at

I'ljapur of Muhammad Adil Shah, 197;
the Taj Mahal at Agra, 127, 199, asiu

;

of Akbar at Sikandra, 1 27, 199

;

of

Jahangir near Lahore, 128, 199

;

of

HumayGn, 199 ; of I'timad-ud-daula at

Agra, 200; df Aurangzeb's favourite

wife, aflfi; of the poet Chlnl-ka-Kauza
near Agra, 1 28, 1 29.

Miiya, or * cosmic illusion,' producing the

multiplicity of phenomena, 254.

Mayo, Lord, Viceroy (1869-72); the

Ambala darbar (1869 ', 516

;

visit

(1S69-70) of the Duke of ICdinburgh,

516

;

his system of Provincinl Finance
and of local self-government, 517 ;

reform of salt duties, 517 ; extension

of public works, 517 ; assassination by
a conVict in the Andamans, 517.

Medicine, literature of, aM; Charaka of

the first century and the great surgeon
Su&rtita of the second, 2^ ; its transla*

tion into Arabic in the eighth century,

a6fi ;
rhinoplasty, or the art of forming

artificial noses, its valuable contribution

to surgery, a66.

Mcgalithic tombs, of the Iron Age, 95,
26.

Megasthenes, envoy of Seleucus to the

court of Chandragupta, ifii ; his care-

ful and precise report on the country

and court of his mission, 207, 2S1.

Meghadutay or ' Cloud Messenger,* a lyric

poem of Kalidasa, admired by Goethe,

242.

Menander, Graeco-Bactrian king, ruler of

Kabul, 287

;

his invasion (153 B.C.)

of India as far as Oudh, 287 ; his defeat

by the Sunga king, 287.

Metcalfe, Sir Charles (l^rd), Governor-
General (1835-6), his mission to Ranjit

Singh (1809), 65ii gave liberty

to the press, 499; one of Wellesley's

three ' politicals, 493.
Metres and accents, Vcdic, 210, zjjl

Michelbome, Sir Edward, his licence

(1604) to trade in the East from
James I^ 4^ ; his piratical and inju-

rious proceedings, 455.
Midnall, John (1599-1606), London

merchant, his overland journey and
stay of seven years in the East, 454 ;

his visit to and favours from Akbar,

454-
Mihirakula, White Hun chief, defeated

by the Gupta king, 394

;

his cruel

tyranny in Kashmir, 294 ; in records

misdated by 1 1 00 years, i6j his defeat

recorded in epigraphy,^
Mimaipsa, the, a practical (orthodox)

system in contrast with the speculative

Vedanta, 355 ; it» textbooks and com-
mentators, 255.

Minarets [miuars), their first use for the

Mu'azzin, 184; the great rninar and
others at Gaur, 190, 191, 193

;

the

Kutb Mtnar, 126. ib3, 183.

Miniature painting, 131.

Mmto, Lord, Governor-General (1807-

13), carried on the imposed policy of
non-inter>'ention, 493, 493 ; the embas*
sits of the * political Metcalfe, Elphin-

stone, and Malcolm to the Punjab,

Afghanistan, and Persia, 493.
Minto, Lord, succeeded (1905) Lord
Curzon as Viceroy, 530.

r • -d by Google
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Mira Bal, princtss of Mewif and popular

(Kfishna) poetess, 434.
'Miriam's House,' at Fatehpur Stkri, the

so-called 'Annunciation' at, 130.

Mir Jafar, conspirator against his master,

Sitaj-ud-danla, 475 ; placed' on his

throne by Clive, 476; dethroned and
restored, 478, 479.

Mir Kasim, son-in-law of Mir Jafar,

made (1761) Nawib in his place, ^28;
his grants of money and territory, 478 ;

his intrigues and rising (1763) aj:ains.t

the British, 47^i 470

;

the mnssacre of

sepoys and of English at l^auiiL. 4J9 ;

defeated by Major Adams and fled to

Oudh, 479

;

the combined forces of

Oudh and the Mnj^hnl, Shah Alam,

defeated (1764) by Major Mnnro at

Baxar, 479.
Mi?*icnanes, of Buddhism, sent out by

Asoka, 284.

AlUakshara, a famous commentary on
the code of Yajilavalkya, partly trans-

lated by Colebrooke, 2^1^
Mongols, invasions by, of iaa3, 358

;

in

Multan and Sind, 360; defeated by

Balban's son, 361 ; advanced to Delhi

and were defeated and finally expelled

from India and Multan and Sind by

Ala tid-dln, 36a; bought off by Mu-
hammad Tughlak, 364.

Monson, Colonel, his disastrous retreat

(1804) before Holknr, 491.
Mosaic or inlay, its use in Muhammadon

and Mughal architecture, 126-128.

Moscjues, early, converted or roo'lified

HiiiUu or Jain temples, lS2; the iiilro-

duction of the arch and development of

a new style, 182. 183; the phn^es of

elaboration, simplicity, and of a rLtum
to ornamentation between the thirteenth

and fifteenth centuries, 183, 184.

Mosques, architecturally notable (Pathan),

at Ajmer, ifia ; the mosque of Kutb
Minar, 126, 183, 183

;

of Kalan at

Delhi, (SharklTlEe Jami, Atala,

and Lai Darwaza, 184

;

(Malwa") the

great Jami Masjid and others at Man-
du, 185, 186, 18?

;

the Adina Masjid,

189, 190. the Eklakhi mosque or tomb,
n>o, and others at Pajidua, 190; the

Kadam Rnsul Masjid, Tanfipara, rtnd

Lattan, 191, 193 ; the Khvvaja-ki and
the Sona at Gaur, 193, 193

;

the great

mosque at Gulbarga, 193, 194

;

at

Bidar, 194; at Bijapur, 197, 190

;

Sher
Shah's near Delhi, 198; Akbar's great

mosque at Fatehpur, 137

;

Jahangir's

at Lahore, 1 2S, 199 ;
Shahjahan's Jami

Masjid at Delhi, 200; Motl Masjid at

Agra, 200.

Moulds or matrices of seals, rock-cut, of

steatite,^ oaatrix of caily iicvcuth

century found at Rohtasgarh, 49; pro-

bably only used for vcr)' soil u.attrials,

Mo^pr-of penrl inlay on marble, at

Ahmadabad, L2jL

Mountains mentioned in the Rigreda,

Mricchakatikd, a serio-comic play, attri-

buted to king ^udraka, 3^7.
Aftulrd'rdkshasa, a Sanskrit play (a. D.

800) of political intrigue, 349.
Mughal empire, the (1536-1803), 393-

413

;

two hundred years of strong
government and increasing order, 393,
394 : its success due to the moral and
physical capacity and long reigns of its

first rulers, the concentration of
power in their own hands, 393 ; the
continuity of their policy, 393, 404;
it? decay due to weak rulers, an un-
wieldy empire and consequent delega-

tion of powers, and the revival of Hindu
power, 394, 404

;

disputed sncce^iions

not a factor, 393 ; its fall before the

British power after the battle (1764) of
Buxar, 411, 479

;

its patronage of art,

136-133 ; Its comage, 146-14I!)

;

archi-

tecture, l'jS-20I.

Mughal Saracenic architecture, ig^-aor ;

its unity and historicnl completeness,

IQ9 ; its earlier e.\aiTij)les ne^Uc'cd and
ill-treated under British rule, 1 99

;

its vigorous developm?'nt under Akbar,

199 ; after Akbar, outgrew Hindu in-

fluence, 199

;

its magnificence and re-

finement uncler Shah Jahan, 300

;

its

natural decline uudcr Aurangzeb, aoo.

Muhammad Ghorl (of Ghor) (1186-
i3o6), the lieutenant and finally suc-

cessor of his broiher, 353, 354 ; estab-

lished by thirty years' war an enduring
Muhammadan kingdom from Peshawar
to the Bay of Bengal, 3.; 3. 354 ; his

earlier (1175-86) campaigns and con-

quests in Multan, Sind, and Lahore,

353; his later (1 191-1306), wider, and

more rapid conquests, 353-355 ; Prithwi

Raj, last independent H indu king of

Delhi, first victorious, finally defeated,

slain, and his territory annexed, 353,

354; capital removed (1193) to Delhi,

354 ; reneral overthrow of Rajput clans

and kingdoms by Muhammad and his

lieutenant Qntb-ud-din, 354, 2^ ; mur-
dered (1206) by Muhammadan heretics,

355 ; the practical independence atier

his death of his satraps, 355 ; his

Indian coinage of_ billon, 144.

Muhammad Shah, 'Adil, Sur emperor of

Delhi (1554-6% murdered and suc-

ceeded his nephew, ^96 ; illiterate and
incoinpet?nt. : his reign a struggle

for the tliiouc between relatives,^

:
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his Hindu general and minister, HImu,
39^. 397.

Muhammad Shah, Mnghal emperor

(1719-48), set up by the Saiyids, 407 ;

their un]X)pii!arity and overthrow, ^^07 ;

the rise ol iadcpcudcnt stales, and the

encroachments of the Marathas, 407,

408, 409 ; the invasion of Nadir Shah,

and his victory (1739) at Paiiipat, 408 ;

the meeting of the two kings in Delhi,

408 ; the awful massacre (provoked) of

the" inhabitants of Delhi, 409

;

large

concessions of treasure and territory to

Nadir Shah, 409.

Muhammad Tucrhlak (1325-5!) of Delhi,

au txcfUcut (but ? a parricide, 145)
and accomplished man, a foolish aim

unjust ruler, 14^ 363; bought off a

Mongol invasion, 364

;

various and

beautiful coins of this 'prince of

moneycrs,' i^; his attempt to pass

a brass coinage for silver, 145.

Muhammadan art, early, indebted to

Hindu art, la^, U^i i8a-i88

;

its

foreign modes of inlay and other de-

coration, ia6y 138; its later disregard

of the prohibition of images, 139, 131,

133, 144, 147.

Muhamiuadau coinage, 143-148.

Muhammadan or Pathan architecture, its

general principles and style, 181-184

;

its special characteristics in several

centres, 181-198.

Muhammadan India (a.D. 637-1803),

350-413

;

the results of Sluhammadan
invasions deeper and more lasting than

those of previous, 550; (a) incursions

and first conaucst (a. D. 637-1306),

350-355 ; early Arab conquests of

Multkn and Sind, 351; the predatory

incursions of MahmOd of Gbazni (999-

1037), 3^ Muhammad Ghori

( 1 1 76-86;, his permanent conquest

of Northern India (i 191--1206), 353-

355 ; his murder and the practical inde-

pendence of his governors as kings, 355;

{J})
the Mthammadan kingdoms (,

1 206-

1526) and ^jolitical divisions, a con-

tinuation of Hindu kingdoms, 355-

303 ; of Northern Indip, 355-381 ; the

Icings of Delhi, 357-368 ; tables of,

368, 369 ; the Muhammadan system of

admiiitstration and revenue, 365, 366;

minor dynasties, of Sind and Multan,

370, 371, of Bengal and Bihar, 371-373,
of Kashmir, 373, 374, of Jaunpur with

a table, 374, 375, of Gujarat with a

table, 376-378, of Malwa with a table,

^79-38

1

: c't Southern India, 38i-3g3 ;

Us conquest (1394-1305) by Ala-nd-

din and his general, Malik Kaftir, 381,

382 ; its revolt from Delhi and the

establishment of independent kingdoms

and dynasties, of Bahmanis ofGulbarga

(1347-1536) with a table, 344-.^^.
383-385, of Adil Shahis of liijapur

with a table, 346, 348, 385-387. of

Nizam Shahis of Ahinadnag^ (i490r

1637) with a table, 3881 383, of Qutb
Shahis of Golconda (1512-1687) with
a table, 346, 34S, 390^ of Imad Shahis

of EUichpur in Berar (1484-1575)
with a table, 391, of Barld Shahis of
Bidar (149 3-1609) with a table, 391, of
Faruqis of Kbandesh (Burhanpur)

( 1
388-

1 599) with a Uble, 395 ; the

check offered to the Muhammadan power
in the South (1336-1565) by iht- Vijnya-

nagar empire, 343-347 ; (0 the Muglial

empire (1536-1803), 393-413 ; the ex-

ceptional qualities and good fortune of

the Mughals for two centuries, 393,

394; its rise to universal empire in

India (1707), 394 ; its rapid decay due
to over-cent ralization and a succession

of weak rulers, 394 ; Babar (1536-30),

304, 325J Hiimayun (^1530-1556), his

reign interrupted by the dominion of

the Afghan Sur dynasty (1540-55),

395-397 ;
Akbar (1556-1605), 397-

3Q9; Jahangir (1605-37), 3^ 400;
Shuhjahan (1637-58), 400, 401 ; Au-
rangzeb (1658-1707), 401-404; Baha-
dur Shah (1707-12), 404

;

his descen-

dants and succtfeiors (17I2-!J>62), 405-
413

;

the intrusion and supremacy of

the Marathas, 410-412, their defeat by
the British (1S03) and the end of the

Mughal empire, 41^ ; tables of the SQr
and Mughnl emperors, 413.

Muhammadauism, its deep and more
lasting influence on India, 350 ; its

gradual and natural infiltration into

the lower Hindu population, 3^ ; the

obduracy of the higher classes, «6 ;

its spread and influence measured by
the existing distnbution of the two
races and faiths, 3^ ; the toleration or

indifference of the early conquerors,

355 ; its disinclination to hereditary

succession in office, 365, and disputed

succession's, passim ; the eclecticism of

Akbar, 398 ; the bigotry of Aurangzeb,

403 ; the bond of alliance between the

nobles of Delhi and Ahmad Shah
Durrani in their great defeat (1761) of

the Maiathas at Panlpat, ; its per-

secutions of the Sikhs, 503; its prohibit

tion of images in decoration disregarded

by the early Mughal emperors, 129,

131, 133, and in coinage, 144, 146, 147.
Mukunda Ram (seventeenth century), 'the

Jewel of Bards,' * the Crabbe among
Indian poets,' 436; his two poems in

honour of the goddess Kali, 436.

Multan, enamelled tiles on tombs at, L2&;

r -d by Google
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not the Malloi of Alexander, 378

;

early

Arab comjuest of, j£i ; local Muham-
madan nilere of, 370, ;,7i ; siege of, in

second Sikh War, 504, 505.

Miiller, Max, his theory ot a Sanskrit

renaissance, 339. See also under Vik-

rama.
Manro, Mnjor (afterwards Sir Hector),

suppressed the first sepoy mutiny, 470 :

won (1764) the decisive battle of Buxnr,

411, 479;
Music, in the Rigveda, 226, aa?.

Mutiny, of Clive's officers, 480 ; of sepoys,

first (1764), 479

;

second at Vellore

(1806), 4^ ; the great Mutiny of 1857,

509-5 1 6

;

its causes, 50Q, 510; out-

brcaks at Mecrut and Delhi, 51

1

; its

spread during the summer,^ ; loyalty

of the Sikhs, f^L? » ^'^S^j surrender,

and massacre of Cawnpore, £il I siege

(June to September) and relief of Luck-
now, 513, 513; reduction of Oudh, 513;
campaign of Sir Colin Campbell (Loixl

Clydej and Sir Hugh Rose (Lonl
Strathnaim), 513 ; the parts and popu*
lations taking part in the revolt, against

the British, 51 1 , s 1 j , 513 ; in their

favour, the Sikhs, 511, the Gurkbas,
and many chiefs, passim ; its

cost, 515, 516.

Muttra. See Mathura.
Mysore: Wars, first (1769), 481, second

(1780-4), 485-6, third (1790-3), 487,
fourth (1799), 490

;

received (1830)
under British protection, 498, restored

( 1881) to Native rale, 498 ; Mr. Rice's

Epigraphia Carttatua^ 63. See also

under Haidar All and Tipu Sultan.

N.
Nadir Shah's invasion of India, victory

(1739) at Panipat, 408 ; sack and
massacre of Delhi, 409 ;

large conces-

sions to, 409.
Naga dynasty of Kashmir, 310.

Naga or snakc-shrincs and worship, itjS,

iu Kashmir, 169 ; not raculioned in the
Rigvwla, 317; probably borrowed by
the Ar)'nns from the aborigines, 317;
in the later Vcdas. 228.

Na^pur. See Bbonsla.
Nala, the episode of, in the Mahabharata,

336 ; the subject of the kivva Nalodaya,
a combination of rime with metre, 241.

Naladiydr, a collection of 400 (originally

8,000) Tami} verses by as many Jain
writers, 434.

AdiSyira-prabandham, the great Tami]
(Krishna) hymnology, 425.

Nana Sahib, the heir and proclaimed

(1857) successor of the last Peshwa,

444 ; responsible for the massacre at

Cawnpore, 51

Nanda dynasty (360 B.C.) of Northeni
India, 374.

Ndrada smrtti, a great law-book (A.D.

f00), 2^
Nai>ii-ud dla MahmOd Shah (1339-66),

Slave king of Delhi, 359-361 ; the

great proj^ress in consT^uIotTn^ the

empire due to his Waxir, Balban,

.^59.

Natives, discouragement of in Govern-
ment employ, in spite of Act of

1833 (514), 509, one of the causes of

the Mutiny, 509 ; the Indian Councils
Act (1861), ; the institution (1887)
of a ProvincialServicc, ;j3.

Neolithic Age, the, and its abundant and
widely-found remains, 9 j 97, 100, loi

;

distinguished from the Palaeolithic Age,

8^, 21 ; stone implements, 93 ;
* pygmy

nlntv^ 92 !
implement factories and

pottery, ^ ^4 ,
* cinder-mound?,' ;

cup- and lin^-inarks, 94; ruddle draw-

2ii 95 tombs, 95^ 22 J evidence
and probo^lity of descent of men of

Iron Age and of existing castes and
tribes from neolithic men, 90 ; suc-

ceeded in India by a Copper (not a

Bronze) Age, 92;
Nepal, its long Vamsavali, or list of kings

from A.D. 176S back to 3600 R.c, 8,

2 ; its grusi mistakes in chronology, ^

;

Its nselessness for early history, 9; us
partial corroboration by inscriptions, ^
iSi. ; the hopeless confusion from accept-

ing its date for Asoka, 21-34; canon of

Noithem Buddliism preserved in, 359.
See also under Gurkhas of Nepal.

Nepal War, the (1814-5), terminated by
Treaty of Sagauli, 493, 494^

Nicholson, G«ieral, his reinforcement

from the Punjab, 513

;

death at the

storm (1857) of Delhi, 513.
Nil-darpan (1S60), a Bcnj^nfi drama on

the abuses ol indigo-planting, 433 ; its

translator fined and imprisonea for

libel, 43f
Nirukta, 01 Yaska, an etymological and

philological Vedic commentary, 333.
Nizam SiiahlsofAhmadnagar ( 1 490- 1 6},7 ),

Muhammndan dvnasty of Souiiiem
India, 386, founded by revolter from
Bahmanis, 388 ; its history of %viirs,

intrigues, amT dispnted snccessions,

388 ;
joined the confederacy which

destroyed the Vijayanagar kingdom,
388

;

annexed Ellichpur (1574), 391

;

its resistance to the Mughals under
Akbar and Shahjaban, 3SS, 3S9, 400 ; its

final (1637) absorption into tht Miij:;hal

empire, 389 ; its great queen Cband
Bibi (1596), 38S

;

its great minister,

Malik 'Ambar (1610-26), 388

;

a table

of the dynasty, 389.

r -d by Google
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Nizim-ul-Mulk, of Hyderabad; Asaf Jah,

the first, appointed by Farrukhsiyar,

406, 407, 40S ; the practical inde-

pendence of the dynasty after death

(1707) of Aurangzeb, 470 ; succession

of Dupleix's nominee to the throne,

47a ; etnbroilnients( 1 769-80) of Madras
Government with foarth Nizam, 48 r.

485 ; assisted British in second and

uird Mysore Wars, 489, 4()0, bad a

large share of TipQ's territory', 4^ ;

engaged (1798) to disband French

troops and not to employ Europeans
without leave, 489 ; perpetual lease

from, of Berar (1903), 529.

Norris, Sir William, ambassador (1699-

1703) of New East India Company
to Aurangzeb, 463; the failure of the

embassy, and sobseqnent union between

the Companies, 462.

Northbrook, Lord, Viceroy (1873-6), his

6nancial ability, 517 ;
organized state

relief of famine, 517

;

dethroned the

Gaikwar of Bnroda, g^lJ ^^ur (1875-
6} of Prince of Wales, 517.

Noith-East passage, Dutch, 451, and
Kn|:;lish failure to accomplish, 4^3 ; at

last accumplished by a modem Swedish

explorer, 4V3.
North-West Frontier of India, 53T, 532 ;

the Durand agreement (1893) with

the Amir of Afghimistan, 534, 535;
strengthened by Lord Roberts, 533 ;

the compromise (1899) between the

Lawrence and Forward policies, 536,

526. See also under Russia.

North-West Frontier Province, the,

formed (1901), 537.
North-West passage, attempted (1406) by

the Cabots, 453 ; by Frobisher, Davis,

Hudson, and Baffin (1576-1616), 453.
Northern India, early history of (600 B.C.

-A. D. 650), 370-303 ; sometimes
called the Buddhist period, 398, 303

;

its sources, 370 ; the early importance,

religious and historical, of the king-

dom and dynasties of Magadha (600-

360 B.C.), 373, 374

;

the cis-Indus

Satrapy of Persia (from 500), 373; the

expedition of Alexander (336-335),
874-379

;

its transitory eftcv^^ts, 379,

a80 ; the rule of the Maur>a dynasty

(331-184), 380-286 ; the Sunga and
Kanva dynasties (186-37), iM ; the

Graeco-Bactrian kingdoms (350-130),
»86, 387 ; Indo Parthian kings (100
B. C.-A. D. 50}, 388; the Kushan kings

(A.D. 85-335), 388-390 ; the Gupta
dynasty f32o-4So) 390-294; the em-
peror Harsha (606-648), the last na-

tive paramount sovereign of Northern
India, 295-301 ; bibliography, 301,

Northern India, mediaeval or Hindu perio<l

of (A.D. 650-1300), 303-320; materials,

304 ; its likeness and unlikeness to con-
temporary history of Europe, 303, 304 ;

a period of fusion of Aryan and Dravi-
dian, 303. with emergence of a fairly

homogencons people, 305; the age of

Neo-Hinduism, 303, 305 ; L the period

of anarchy and transition (650-950),
304-3^0 ; the religious, social, and
political elements, movements, and
issues, 305-309

;

II. the period of re-

construction '950-1300), 3io-'<l8

;

its

freedom from foreign invasion, 304,
' 310

;

the age of the Rajputs, culminat-

ing in Prithwi Raj, }^^ 31^ 315 ;

the chief Rajput clans, 31 1-314 ; R5j-

put civilization, 315, 316 ; the evolution

and strength of the cults of Vishnu
and Siva, 305, 306, 317

;

of Jaiiiism,

317, 318; the decay of Buddhism, 317

;

the period brought to a close by the

Muhammadan invasions, 315, 318; the

subsequent fortunes of the Rljpnts, 318 ;

the independent histories of Bengal,

Bih&r, and Nepal, 316, 317; biblio-

graphy, 316, ^o.
Northern India, history of, under the

Muhammadan dynasties (1306-1536),

355-381 ; under the Mughal empire

(1536-1803), 393-412 ;
archaeology,

painting, and sculpture^ 101-115

;

coin-

•S* o^f ^35-145 ; architecture of, Indo-

Aryan or Hindu, 177-181.
Numismatics, ch. iv, pp. 135-154; (a) the

ancient coinage of Northern India, 1 35-

145 ; its origin from the necessities of
fm^ign trade, historical value, and Ka\\'

qQ>ty»L35 ;
* punch-marked' coins, 135-

137 ; cast coins, 137 ; Bactrian (Graeco)
coins, 137, 138 ;^Ee Indo-Roman coin-

age of the Kushan dynasty, 138-141 ;

Gupta coinage, 141. 142 ; the degraded
coinage of the post-Gupta period, 143,

143 \
(d) Muhammadan and Mughal

coinage, 143-148 ; {c) Anglo-Indian
and Indo-Eurof>ean coinages, 148, 149;

(</) the coinage of Southern India, 149-
153 ; its characteristics of isolation from
foreign influences, 149, and of present

scarcity and obscurity, 150 ;
* punch-

marked ' and gold coins, 150-153

;

the interest of the ChSlukyan anci

Vijayanagar coins, 1 51 , 153

;

the coin-

age of the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries, jj^ ; bibliography, Lai '54-

Numismatology, a branch of epigraphy,

dealing with 'l^ends' on coins and
gems, u

Nuncomar, BrShman, trial and execution

of, for forgery, 483.
Niir Jahan, the celebrated Persian wife

(1611) of Jahanglr, 399

:

saved her
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husband from bis chief graerti, 400;
her name with his on his coins, 147.

Nurmahal, the sculptured front of the

sarai at, 13a.

Nyaya , an orthodox system of philosophy

or formal logic, including the syllogism,

355, 356 ; still the basis of philosophi-

cal studies in India, 356.

O.

Occupations and amusements in the Rig-
veda, 22^

Ochterlony, General, his campaigns in

Nepal (1814-5),
Official records, the necessity of

their existence and preservation in

Hindu administration, 1 1 ; of copies of

orders, treaties, alliances, local reports,

II, 13

;

of tribute and reyenne, 13
;

?robabIy in form of day>books, like the

)iaries of the Peshwas, 13.

Omichand, Clive't fictitious treaty with,

475.
Orissa, vamidvalis of, going back from

A.D. 1871 to 3103 B.C., 10, utterly feinci-

fhl and misleading, 21 ; their pur-

pose to magnify the temple of Jagan-
naiha at Pur!, ii; instances of their

gross errors, ii ; its real history begins

A. D. ^ 21 ; caves in, 164 ; old temples
in, 134,

Orissa Province, acquired and reduced

(1575-93) by Akbar, 398 ceded (1802)

by the Bhonsla, 443 ; the lamine of

(1866), y6.
Oriya literature, 433.
Ostend Company, the, incorporated

(1733) by Charles VI, the Holy
Roman emperor, 464

;

its settlements

in Madras and Bengal between English

and Dutch settlements, 46jg ; its objects

not only commercial but also part of

a world-policy of German maritime
power, 405 ; the opposition of the

maritime powers, 46s ; sacrificed (1737)
to the Pragmatic Sanction, 465 ; its

settlements destroyctl, 466; the failure

of subsequent (1738-84) attempts to

revive it or its aims by appeals to other

powers, 466 ; the causes of German
failure, 468.

Ou'lh, Rijpnts of, mostly Aryanired Su-
dras, 30S, 3L3; conquered 194) by Mu«
hammad Ghori, 354 ; under thcAlughals

(1537^,394; its practical independence

1731) under its Nawab Wazir, 407 ; rc-

uced to submission (1764) by the battle

of Buxar, 479 ; sale by Hastings (1773)
of Allahahia and Kora to the Nawab,
483 ; the Nawab with liritish help defeats

and expels the Rohillas, 483, 484 ; the

grounds of Hastings's action, 483, 484 ;

the fine imposed by Has'.ings on the

Begam for aiding rebellion, 484; ces-

sion of the Doab to Wellcsley, 489 ;

annexed (1856) for misgovemment by
Lord Dalhousie, 507.

P,

Padumdwati, the, an allegorico-historical

poem by Malik Muhammad (1540),
written in Eastern Hindi, 430 ; based
on the siege and captnre (1303) ofChitor
by Ala-ud-din, 43 1

.

Pagodas, coins of Southern India, I50<»

»53.

Paintings, of the caves of Ajanta, the only
ancient Indian, 117; their technique,

age, subjects, and merits considered,

1 17-1 19; their origin (probably Per-
sian) and affinities discussed, 119, I3i

;

paintings of the early Mughal period,

129, 130

;

Akbar's patronage and failure

to found a national school, 130, 131.

Pai(han plates, the, 33^ 60.

Pal (Buddhist) dynasty (A.D. 900-1000)
of Bengal, 316, 317.

Palaces, nails, gatewajrs, &c., architectn-

rally notable, the Jahaz Mahal and
Hindola palaces, and many others at

Mandu, 186, 187

;

the Alai Darwaza
(gateway), 183 ; the Dikhil or Salami
gateway at Ganr, 190; Kotw&li Dar>
waza (gateway) at Ganr, 1^ ; at

Bidar, 194; at Bijapar, 197; t£e sarai

at NGrnumal, 133 ; palaces of Shah-
jahan at Agra an^ Delhi, 200.

Palaec^raphy, its inquiry brought np to

date in Biihler's Iruiiscke Palaeo^aphit

(1896), 7^ now needing revision and
addition, 73 ; the methods of further

progress, 7^1 't* needs, especially

of facsimiles of the inscriptions, and
coins in their varieties, 73, 74, Jjj.

Palaeolithic Age, the, ancT its rare re-

mains, 89-92 ; rude stone implements
of a race of which there are no skulls

or skeletons, contemporary with
extinct animals, 91 ; without tombs or

pottery, the great gulf of time
between it and the Neolithic Age,

89, 90; no evidence of continuity be-

tween palaeolithic men and the subse>

qucnt population, 90.

PaU, the sacred language of southern

Buddhism, its relation to Prakrit and
Sanskrit, 208 ; its sacred canon, 259.

See also under Buddhism.
Pallavaram, prehistoric tombs at, 9^ 96.

Pallavas, the, a powerful and for some
time paramount nation of the South
(from c A.D. 400 to 977), 325-334
passim \ their final downfall, 334

;

their

capital, KaSchI, twice taken and once

spared by the Western Chalukyos, 338,

3»9

;

in epigraphy, 2^
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PaKchalas, with the Kurvs, the leading*

peoples of the Brahmapa period, 22a,

PaHchatantra^ a collection of fables about
animals, written in Kashmir by a

Vishiiuile Brahman in the second ccn-

tary B.C., afo ; its healthy humour and
satire, ; a history of its text and
translations and wide influence, 350,

351.
Pandua, the capital (134.^. after Gntir of

the Muhammadan kingdom of Bengal.

189; its architectural remains, 189,

100.

Pandyas, the, of Madura, their attack

(c. 850) on Ceylon and sack of its

capital, 231 ; the tables turned (c. 870),
Madura taken and plundered, 331 ; later

alliance between M.adnra anaCeylon
against the Cholas, 331, 333 ; the Choi-
as claim to have taken Madura and
invaded Ceylon, 3^; their rule at

Madura till the enoof the twelfth cen-

tury, 340 ;
overthrown (1310I by Malik

Kafur, 343; Madura a province of llie

Vijayanat^ar empire, 344 ; their coin-

age and tisli emblem, 150, 153 ;
in epi-

graphy, li («.).

Panini (c. joo B.c.)i his grammar, the

^ortest aruT fullest in the world, 233,
a63 ; its commentaries and adaptations,

Fanipat, decisive battles at : defeat (1536)
of Ibrahim Lodi, by Babar, jg^; of
Afghans (1556) by Akbar's general,

307 ; of imperial troops (1739) by
mdir Shah, 40S

;

of Marathas (1761)
by the Afghans and Muhammadans of

the North, 411.

P.ir.jribT, its wealth of ballad-poetr>% 430.
I'arialis, represent the old Uravidian stock,

333; the Tamil Pariah poet and poetess,

435-
Parthian domination on north-west fron-

tier of India, 388, 389.

Pataliputra, capital of the Mauryan
dynasty, I04> ifi6, 2S1, 282, 293.

Patban or Turki dynasiiei^ of Delhi,

M 11hammad an dynasties before the

Mu(;hals, i£i ; their characteristic

architecture, i82-ig3.

Fatna massacre (1763), 479.
Pattjivalis, or successions of Jain pontiffs,

going back to B.C., ii; probably
compiled in n^th century A. D., S

;

based on more ancient and correct

li>ts 8,

Pcdj[;rccs and successions, their

preservation, a national characteristic,

^; their abundance in legal transactiuns

of to-day, ^ ; of administrative families,

}r ; of ordinary cultivators, ; of re-

Igious colleges, ^ 8 ; of kings and

VOL. IL O

royal families, of great antiquity, in-

exact, and to be tis^ cautioti^iy, Skii;
the frctiucnt insertion of pedigrees and
genealogical details in royal and other

prants, religion? and secular, 6rj 6i*
Pcriplus, the, of the iirvlhraean Sea, its

geography, 76, 22; the result of per-

son.fil experience of the coast, 76 ; in-

accurate in details of interior, T^.

Permanent Settlement of BengalTthe, of

Lord Cornwallis (1793) and Sir John
Shore, 486, 487 ; its hasty methods,

482,
Persia, its cis-Indus Satrapy in India,

annexed by Darius (soo B.C.). ; its

extent, population, and wealth, as re-

ported by Herodotus, a^^; the rock
edicts of Asoka probably suggested by
those of Darius, 41^ 43J Malcolm's
mission to, 493.

Persian influence, on Indian reliffion, 2x1

;

on art, shown in Asoka's pillars, .Sec,

io6, 109, H3, 119, lifi; on Indian age,

75, 140, 143, 146, 147; on architec-

ture, 158, 166, 197, 198; translation of

Paflcfialantra, 350.

Peshawar, capital of Kanishka, jSq.

Pe&hwa dynasty, of Pooaa, the ability and
success of its founder and organizer of

the Maratba confederacy, and his 6rst

three successors, 401 ; their extensive

conquests and enforced recognition at

Delhi, 401 ; their relations with the

British power, 441 , 442, 46 2 , 463; the

blow to their power and the unity of

the confederacy from the defeat (1761)
at PanTpat, 40 t ; the disputed succession

and the first (1775) and second MarathS

(1778) Wars, 443

;

the disruption of

the confe<lerncy, 443 ; the flight (1803)
of the seventh ana last Peshwa, Baji

Rao II, to British protection, 44^ ; his

acceptance of the Treaty of Bassein,

443. 491 ; the resentment of Sindhia at

his surrender of Maratha independence,

491 ; his reinstatement after the third

War, 443; his intrigues with the chiefs

against the British, 404

;

their rising

and defeat (18 17) in the fourth War,
444. 491 ; the dethronement ol the

I'eshwa and forfeiture of his dominions,

444, 491 ; his survival as a pensioner

till 1S53, 444, .t95

;

his adopted son

Nana Sahib proclaimed cij^hth I'eshwa

during the Mutiny, 444 ; Diaries of the

Peshwas, La and tL.

Peterson, Professor, his detailed reports

on Sanskrit manuscripts,

Philosophy (excluding ethics), and its

literature, 353-261 ; the doctrines of

transmigration, as a retributive pur-
gatory, and of final salvation, common
to all schools of thought, 253

;

the

O
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conventional distinction between ortho-

doxy and heterodoxy, 353

;

the six

orthodox systems or schools, 353-258 ;

the three heterodox, 358-61 ; the eciec-

tic combination of the Vedanta, Yoga,
and Sankbya systems expounded in

the Bhagavadgitd, an episode of the

Mahabharata, 258.

Phonetics. Vedic, 333.

JHctra dura (Florentine), its introduction

under Jahanglr and Shahjahan, 137.

Pillan> and columns, inscripiions on, 4a,

4j; the seven famous 'pillar-edicts

of Asoka, 43^ 4^ ; the most notable

inscribed column at Allahabad, 4^;
other noteworthy inscribed columns, 43.

Pindaiis, nondescript freebooters in Cen-
tral India, 494, associated with the

Marathas and unchecked till 1817 by
the British, 443, 494, routed out and de-

stroyed (1817) by Lord Hastings, 444,

495-
Piprahwa, sinpa at, the oldest (450 B.C.)

Indian building, described, 103; the old-

est record on a vase therein, 4^5^^ 103.

133

;

the contemporary stageof civiliza-

tion, 103, 103; the great gap between

its date and the reign (373-331 B.C.)

of Asoka, 103.

Plague, bubonic, 526. ga7.

Plasty, battle ofUune 3^ I757)» 4(5t

476, the date of the beginning of British

empire, 476, its immediaie and local

results to the Company and Clive, 476,

477 ; its later and general results, 476.

Poetics, or treatises on the art of poetry,

364, 365.

Police, reform of (1905), 539.
Pondichcriy, founded (1674)

French, 463, its pros^jerity to 1706,

463, 464

;

its French Governors,

Dumas and Dupleix (1735-54)1 470t

471; successfully defended (1 748)
against Ijoscawen and Stringer Law-
rence, 471, 473 ; invested and capitu-

lated (1761) to Coole, 473.
Ponwars, Rajput clan (a.d. 831-1100)

of Malwa, 311, 31a ; their famous king
Bhoja, 311; their overthrow by the

Solfmkis, 313,314.
Poona. 4S"<f* PesnwaT
Popham, Captain, his brilliant storm of

Gwalior (1780), 485.

Portuguese settlements: the voyage of

Vasco da Gama (149S) to Calicut, 446,

447, of Cabral (1500) to Calicut and
Cochin, 447 ; the Papal Bull and grant

to the King of Portugal (1503), 447 ;

the exj>edition of Albuquerque, 447 ;

the vice-royalty and policy of Almeida

505-9) I 447 ;
448; the opposition of

the SuUan of Egypt, 4 48 ; the kindliness

of the Vijayanagar Rlya, 3^; Albu-

querque Viceroy (1509-15). 448, seized

Goa (1 5 10), the future capital of Portu-

gnese India, 448 his political and just

rule, 44S, 449'
; the general cinclty and

corruption of Portuguese rule, 44^!,

450

;

the designs of Da Ctmha (1529-
38) on Bccigal, 445 ; the si<^e of Diu
by sea and land. 449 ; the deieat of the

Turkish and Egyptian fleet and of the

Sultan of Gojarat, 449, 450 ; De Castro

( 1 545-8), warrior, statesman, and friend

of St. Francis Xavier, 450 ; Portu-

guese triumphs over the allied Mnham-
madans (1558-1638), 450, 451 ; the

loss of maritime and commercial supre-

macy due to the drain on Portugal,

451, to the sacrifice of Portuguese to

Spanish interests daring the union
(15S0-1640) of the two kingdoms, 451,
and to the rise of the Dutch and English
powers, 4^ 4^ 4^ 462J Indo-
Portuguese coinage, 1 49.

Porus, powerful king of territory between
the Jhelum and the Chenab, his resis-

tance to Alexander, 374, 375 ; his failure

to prevent the passage oftbe Jhelnm,

375 ; the severe and decisive battle

near the town of Jhelum, 375 and h.\

his generous treatment by Alexander,

Uh. »7<5, 277.

Pottery, primitive, band- and wheel-made,
q^^^no signs of, in palaeolithic re-

mains, S^. found in neolithic tombs,

56, terra-cotta coffins and sarcophagi,

95, 9^, and seldom elsewhere, ; the

engraved lota of the second century B. C.

at South Kensington, 133.

Prakrit, its relation to Sanskrit and Pili,

afiS ; its use in the Sanskrit drama, 241^ ;

the language of Jauiism, ao8, 261, and
of old Buddhism, 208, 359 ; its secular

literature, folk-lore7ao7 ; its lyrics, 367

;

its drama, 267 ; its kdvyas, 267, 268.

Priests, in the older Rigvedic period, royal

bards and sacrificial snbstitntes for the

king, 223, not yet an hereditary caste,

334, their specialization and supremacy
a growth of time, 324, 338, 339.

Prithwi Raj, the List Hindu (Chanhan)
king (1173-93) of Delhi and Ajmer,

313, 314; his abduction of the princess

of Kanauj, 314; overthrow of the

Chandel king, 314, 315

;

his first vic-

tories over and final defeat near Th2ne-
sar by the Muhammadans, and death,

315, 353. 3?4; his bard and chronicler,

Chand Bardii, 304, 437.
Prose and verse, their use in epigraphy,

^ in Vedic and post-Vedic literature,

334 ; in vernacular literature, 415.
Prussian Companies, favoured or founded

by Fretlerick the Great 11750). 466

;

the Bengal Company of Embden. its

r; •-It- C^,
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ultimate failnre due to the jealooty of

its Enropenn rivals, 466, 467, the fears

of the Isawub, 467, and the cxigeocics

of Frederick's European diplomacy,

467 ; the complaints and refusal of the

East India Company to trade with it,

Ptolemy, geography of, a mere compila-
tion, of general not of particular use,

\ instances of his misconceptions and
ignorance, 78; the primary errors in

the basis of his calculations
, 1^ 78.

Pulakesin II, greatly extended theCha-
lukya power eastward and southward

327, 3 28, defeated the Mnur)Ms, reduced
kingdoms, and repubcd llarsha of
Kanauj, 327, .^28, his widespread
fame, 32S

;

founded (a. D. 615) a new
Eastern Chalukya dynasty at Venci,

aa8 ; his patronage ofart, 1 19, 120

;

the
Aihole inNcription of his time, 69.

* Punch-marked ' coins, of silver, the

earliest, 13-;, 1 36

;

in North India,

136, in South India, 150; of copper,

136, 150; of gold, 153.

Punjab, annexation ^1849) 5^5*
alio under Northern India and Sikhs.

Puranas, the, 1L£. i :, ; some rse made of
Vatiiiav.ilis iu their histoiical chapters,

; instances of their meagre, inexact,

and self-contradictory treatment of

history, 14^ i^, their great omissions,

14

;

their treatment of contemporary
dynasties as successive, i_5j the hope-
less coarusiou {rum accepting their date
for Asoka, 21-34.

Puranas. the, epic and didactic poems,
later than and partially derived from
the Mahabharata, 336, attributable to

a common source, 336, and commonly
inculcating the sectarian worship of

Vishnu, 336

;

individual Puranas, 236,

237.

'

Puranas, or silver punch-marked coins,

136, LIL 151-

Punish a, and other cosmogonic hymns
of the Kigveda, 21S,

' Pygmy flmts,* immense numbers dis-

covered in the Vindhya Hills and else-

where, ^ generally, as elsewhere, in

the floors ol dwellings, 93, their fre-

quently minute size and probable use,

93 ; of early Neolithic period, 22

!

possibly the work of palaeolithic slaves

of neolithic masters,

Q.

Qabajah, lieutenant of MuhSmmad
^hori, 355, 358

;

ruler (1306-28) of

Sind and Mtdtan, 370.
Qutb Shahls of Golconda and Hyderabad,
Muhanunadan dynasty (15 13- 1687)
founded by a revolter from the Bah-

O

mants, 390

;

the usual wars, 390

;

joined in the destruction of Vijaynnagar,

390; foundation (161 i) of Hyderabad,

390; paid tribute to the Mughals (1635),
to the Marathas (1667), 390; ex-

tinguished (1687) by Aurangzcb, 390

;

a table of the dynasty, 390.

Qutb-ud-din, Ibak (of the Powerless
Finger), his conquests (i 192-1303) for

his master, Muhammad Ghori, 354.
Slave kmg of Delhi (i3c6-io),

lyalduz'g revolt, 358; built the great

Qutbl mosque, 357. Set also utukr
Kutb Minar.

Rafl-ud-darajat and Rafl-nd-daulah, Mu-
ghnl emperors (171 9I, sickly puppets

in the bands of the baiyid broihcis, 406.

Raghavapan^o'vlya^ an epic (a.d. 8oo)of
artificial ingenuity by Kaviraja. 241.

Raghuba, claunant to Pesh\va»hip, with

British support, 442, 443.
Railings, on Buddhist stupds, 105, 159-

Railways system, inaugurated by Lord
Dalhousie, 504.

Kajaraja L ti^^'^e^ic king (985-1012^ of

the ChOla.s, his wide conquests, includ-

ing Ceylon, 333; his successful inter-

ference in the Eastern ChSlukyan king-

dom, 334; his coinage,

Rajasekhara (a.d. 900), an imitative

and tedious dramatist, in Sanskrit and
Prakrit, 349, 267.

RajasthanI literature, 430.
Kajaiaramgim, the (11 48-49), of Kal-

hana, a history of Ka<»tinuf I'rora 2448
B.C., 16^21; the only Hindu attempt

at a general history, i6j 263

;

its

enumeration and criticism of pre-

decessors, i6j professestohave consulted

original sources, i6j its puerile chro-

nology, l$L ; instances of its unreliability

for any but contemporary or recent

events, lit and n. ; its importance and
value notwithstanding, 263.

Kajdvalil-atfu, ' story of the succession of

kings,* a Kanarese compibition of last

century, 6^ an imaginative production

of no historical value,

Rajputs, the, mediaeval representatives of

the Kshatlriyas, 308; their orif,'inal

homes in Rajputana and Sonthera Oudh,
308 ; spread all over India between the

eighth and thirteenth centuries, 308 ;

the chief political factors of the period,

308 ; not of pure Aryan but of mixed
native and foreign blood, 30S, 309

;

their subsequent homogeneity due to

intermarriage, a common code of

honour, common customs, 30Q

;

their

mythical origin, on Mount Abu, }^ ;

O 2

r ' -d by Google
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cnnmcratian of chief Rajput dans, 31 1-

314; their civili^alioQ and ]>atron.if;e

of arts and letters described, ; their

bardic chroniders, 432 ; the splendoor

of their architectare, in temples and
forts of stone, ^16 ; the Dcccan, the

home of philosopGy, largely the source

of their dvilization and architectnrc,

316

;

their overthrow by the Muham-
madan invaders ia the thirteenth and
fourteenth centnric?, ?, tS, 354, 355 ; their

survival due to the wars and jealousies

of the later Muhammadan kingdoms,
3'8. 355-357 */ passim \ their final

incorporation in the Mughal empire
by Akbar, 308 ; their revival under
his favour, and support of the Mii;;hal

empire, 318, 39S

;

their revolt against

Aurangzcb, headed by his son, 403 ;

campaign of Bahadur Shah against

(i7oi8), 40£; abandoned by the British

to Ilolkar and Smdhia, 4(>2, 494 ; after

last Maratha War received under British

protection, 495, 496.
Kama, hero of au episode in the Maha-

bharata, 836, of the Kimayana, 337,
ajS ; the einc literature and re!if;ion of

his legend founded by Kaniajuiju, 254,

41 6-431 ; the earlier teaching of Kama-
nanda compared with that of the later

TuUi Das, 417-419

;

compared with
Krishna^worship, 4237 Su also under
Krishna and Vishnu.

Rdma-tharita-manasa , the Eastern Hindi
rendering by TuUi Das of the Kim-
ayana, 3^ 419-

Kamananda,n schismatic member (in the

fifteenth century) of Ranianuja's sect,

416 ; founded a new and universal sect

and taught in the vernacular, 416

;

Kabir, one of his apostles, 416, ai f7
Kamanuja, a later (twelfth century; com-

mentator on the Vedanta textbooks, 254,
33S ; his subililution of faith ij)hakli)

and union with God for knowledge and
identity, 3^4; his quasi Christian doc-
trine of aSupremc Deity and of his

iucamation in the Great Example, 416 ;

the strict rules of his sect, 416

;

his

later continuators and disciples, Kama-
nanda and Kablr, 4t6.

Kamayana, the (500-300 B.C.), an elabo-

rate Sanskrit epic, comprising-, firstly,

the quasi-historical adventures of Kama
(of Oudh) and the recovery of his wife

Sita, 237, secondly, a fabulous

and mjthological story, 238, commonly
but erroneously supposed to be an
allegory of the Aryan conquest of the

South, 338 ; its ideal standards of vir-

tue and~purity, 338; its later Viahnu-
ite additions, 23S

;

the Bible in the

Hindi vcr&iuu of Tulsi Da» (,1533-1633),

of Northern India, 338; the prototype
of the Jc(}i>yas, 340 ; other vei^iaos in

other languages and dialects, 421.
Rim-das, a Marat hi poet, and spiritual

teacher of Stvaji, 43 r. 433.
Ranjit Sin^h (1780-1839), the *Lion of

the Punjab* and founder of the Sikh
kinj^om, 503; his capital at Lahore
and conuuests, 503 ; kept his promise
to Metcalfe not to cross the Sntlej, so3«

Rashtrakutas, the (or 'Rattas,* 330, 340^
341). their power north and south of
the Vindhyas, in the fifth century, 326;
overthrew : 760": the Western Chalukyas,
329, and became lords of the centre and
west of South India, 330 ; their wars,
331-334 ; their overthrow after two cen-
turies by the revived Western Chalok-
yan power, ^33 ; disappear from history
at the end of the tenth century, ;

in cpi^phy, 7, to, 13, 20.

Ralhor dynasty ol Kanauj and Jannpar,
its rise (1040) and glory, 314 ; the
horse-sacrifice by the last Rathor, 314 ;

Frithwl Ivaj, the only absentee, ab-
ducted his daughter, 314 ; 6nally over-
thrown (1200) by the Muhammadans,
315 ; foooded in Marwar the kingdom
of Jodhpur, 318; its coinage, 143, 143.

Kaihs (Dravidian) or * Seven Pagodas'
of Mamallapuram, 171.

/^a/p$dva/$,'Tbt Pearl Necklace,' a play of
court life, attributed to king Harsha,

347,248.
Raziyah, the only queen-regnant (1337-

40) of Delhi, daughter of Altamsh,

359 ; her rare coina^^e, 144.

Relic-reccptacleSj inscriptions on, from
Buddhist s/u/as, ^3-45, 159

;

the
steatite vase from Piprahwa, tne oldest

known Indian record, locating Kapila-
vasta, the paternal home of the great
Teacher, 43, 44, 55; other steatite

caskets, corroboratmg Buddhist ac-

counts of missions sent to border coun-
tries, 44, 4^ ; peculiarities of alphabet

used inthree inscribed stone icceptades,

45-
Republics, in prehistoric India, 373.

Rice's Epigraphia Carnatica, 63.

Rigveda, the, the most important and old-

est of the Vedas, 309 -227 ; a book of

1017 psalms, grouped in ten books,

each the work of a different family

of seers, 300, and differing in date,

langunge, and subject, 2io

;

its canoni-

cal texts unchanged during 3j^oo years,

3IO

;

its accent and metre, 310, 2x1

;

its person ideation of gods of natural

phenomena^ 211, 313; its tendency to

resolve polytheism mto monotheism and
pantheism, 212; the generally benefi-

cent charaaer of iu i;ods, 313

;

its
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principal gods and goddesses, aia-3i6;

its gods of heaven, ai.^, 314, of air, ^14,

of eaith, 314, 315 ; its demigods and
heroes, 316 ; its view of a future life,

317

;

its cosmogony, a 18, .219; its

geography, 319, a 20; its flora, fauna,

and metals, aao, 111 \ its picture of

life and society, 331-337.

Rime, in Sanskrit, Prakrit, and vernacular

poetry, 341, combined with metre, 341.

Rings. Set Signet-rings in Epigiapby and
Seals.

Ripon, Lord, Viceroy (1880-4), con-

clusion of second Afghan War, 518,

519 ; development of local self-govern-

ment, 519, in admituiiration and edu-

cation, 530 ; abolition of customs duties

(1883), S30

;

I^epnrtment of Agricul-

ture and Bengal Tenancy Bill, 520, 531.

Ritu-samhira, • Cycle of the Sc asous,' a

lyric poem of Kfilidii^a, 243.

Rivers in the Rigveda, 219, iiO^

Roberts, Sir Frederick (now Earl), his

march (1879) to Kabul, si8

;

from

Kabul (18S0) to K.indahar and total

rout of Ayub Khan's army, 519; as

Commander-in-Chief strengthened the

north-western frontier, 533.

Rocks, insciiptioiis on,^ 43 ; the most
famous the fourteen rock-edicts ofAsoka
(364-337 B.C.), 4X2 probably an imita-

tion of the great king r>arins,4i, 43 ; the

rock at GimSr with three recoras, ^
other noteworthy rock-inscriptions, 43.

Roe, Sir Thomas, English ambassador
(1615-8) to Jahanglr, ^co, 457 ; his re-

marks on the imitative capacity of

Hindu art, 1.^0.

Rohillas, an Afghan tribe on the frontiers

of Ondh, 483 ; their cruelty and in-

trigues with the Marathas, 484 ; their

defeat and expulsion (1773-4) by the

Nawab with British aid, 41 1, 413, 484.
Roman influence on India and Indian art,

117, 113, 11 4, 290

;

on coin.ige of the

Knshan period, 138, 130.

Rose, Sir Hugh (Lord Strathnairn),

campaign in Central India, 513.
Ruddle, or hematite, drawings in caves of

Vindhyan Hills, 9^; probably neolithic

and coeval with 'pygmy flints,' 24, 25.
Rudra, the earliest form of Siva, in tEe

Rigveda, 213,
Rudramma, Ganapati queen (1357 95) of

Warangal, 5^ ; Marco Polo's testi-

mony to the excellence and poj^ularity

of her nile, 341.
Rupee, the fall and fluctuations in its

value, 534 ; Indian mints closed (1893)
to the free coinage of silver, 534, 535 ;

its fall (1895) to i^. \d. and subse<iuent

slow rise, ^25 ; fixed (1898) at \s. ^d,,

148, 538 ; tEe history of its coinage by

the East India Company, 148

;

sikka

rupees, 148, 1 53 ; the standard weight
and value of the modern rupee, 148.

Russia, Aggressions and diplomacy of, in

connexion (1837) with Persian siege of

Herat, £oo ; as one of the causes of the

Mutiny, 509 ; in connexion with the Af-
ghan affairs and war (1878-81), f>i8; the

Panjdeh incident (1885) and the Bound-
ary Commission, 521,533; in connexion
with the Pamirs (189 1-3), 534

;

the

Pamir agreement (1895), 535 ; in con-

nexion with 1 ibet, 537.

S.

Sacrifice, religious, the development and
elaboration of its ritual and eflicacy by
the Brahraans, 309, aia, 334, 338, 339,

SSgrila or Sakala (of the epics), its several

wrong identifications, 80, Sr^^ really

Sialkot, &1.

Sagauli, Treaty of (1815), regulating our
present relations with Nepal, 494.

Saiyid brothers, the two, * the king-

makers,* made four and overthrew two
Mughal emperors, 405-407 } their suc-

cess against Jannpnr and the Sikhs and
with the Jiti, 406, their alliance witli,

and concession (1 718) of chauth to, the

Marathas, 406, .^\\_ ; the assnssiiiation of

one, the defeat (1720) of the other, due
to general discontent, 407.

Saiyid dynasty of Delhi (14 1 4-51), 367;
table of, 369.

Saiva movement, the great, 435.
SJakas (or Paitbians), tribes of the upper

Jaxartes, displaced and thrust forward

by the Yucli-chi, 287, overwhelmed
the Graeco-Bactrian kingdoms, 387,
occupied Seistan and parts of Northern
India, 287, 388, founded an Indo-

Paithian dynasty (loo B.C.- A. p. 50),

iM; the legend of St. Thomas and
king Gondopbares, 388

;

the Saka Sa-

trap dynasty of Surashtra, extinguished

(390) by Chandraj^iipta II, 21,2 335.

SakwUal&y a romantic drama of K§li-

dasa, 346, admiied and its prologue
imitated by Goethe, 346, 347 ; the use

of a ring in, 29.

Sakyas (of tramtion), the kinsmen of
Buddha, enshrined his relics, 102, ruth-

lessly massacred, 5^ the name confuted
with Sakas, 5 (w.^T"

Salbai, Treaty of (1782), between Warren
Hastings and the Marathas, 413. 4^5.

Salim Shah, Sur, emperor of Delhi (i 545-
54), maintained his father's position,

Samaveda, the, one of the later Vcdas,
almost entirely derived from iJ^e Rig*

veda, 337, 329.

r -d by Google
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Sammahs, local Rajpnt rulers (13 j;i-i5ao)

of Sind, with capital at Tatta, 364,
370-

Samadragiipta, son of Chandragupta I

(a. d. 336-75>, his euergy, ambition,

and accoinplii^hnients, ago, 391 ; the

great extent of his empire, 391 ; as

emperor of India revived the long
obsolete ' horse-sacrifice,' 2^ ; the

value and interest of the Sanskrit lecord

of his deeds, 291, 392 ; his eulogy on
the Asokfl column at Allahabad, ^

SanchI, the rains of stupas and other

buildinps described, loS, 109, 1 39, 161.

Saiigala, the siege, capture, and razmg of,

by Alexander, 376, 377.

^ahkara or Sankaracliarya (b. A.D. 788%
the famous commentator upon the

Vedanta textbook, the Brahma-siUra,

354 ;
larj:^cly associa'.edi with the re-

vival of I5rahinanism and the rejection

of Buddhism, 254.

Sankaravarman (A D. 883-903), a famons
warrior and bnilder-kinjr of Kashmir,

310; the permanence of his revenue

system, 310.
Sanlrhya, an orthodox but godless sys-

tem of philosophy, founded by Kapila
(c. ^ B.C.), 2561 2fi7; a theory of

evohitionary dnnlism opposed to earlier

monism, 256

;

ils cosmogony, a recur-

ring series of cycles of differentiation by
gunas, evolution, existence, and dissolu-

tion, 219, 256

;

its psychology of the
relations l)eiween matter and soul and
their final isolation, 256, 257 ; next to

the Vedanta in influence, 2^ ; the basis

of Jainism and I3uddliism, 358,

Sanskrit literature, ch. vi, pp. 206-269

:

its importance as the key to Hindu
civilization and as a guide to the study of

human evolution, 2^; its two periods,

(a) Vedic, religious, 207-233. (/>) San-
skrit, secuhu^i^^^zl^^^ (a)Vcdic period,

its three strata of (i) Vedas, 309^3 39,
(a) Brahmanns and Upanishnds, 229-
33a, (3) the Sutras (500-200 b. c), 333-
^33; C^) Sanskrit or post-Vedic litera-

ture, the epics: the Mahabharata and
the Pnraiias, 234-237, the Ramayana
and court epics [kdvya) in poetry and
prose, 237-241

;

lyrical poetry (a.d.

400-1100), 24^ 24^ the drama, 243-
350; fairy-talcs and fables, 350-252

;

aphoristic poetry, 252. 253; philosophy,

the six orthodox schools of, 253-258 ;

the three heterodox schools of Buddh-
ism, 258-260, of Jainism, 360, 361, of
Lokayatas or Materialist?, 2^ii ; Icf^nl

literature,
;
hiilory, 26^ ; grammar

and lexicography, 363, 264; poetics,

364, 26<; ; mathematics and astronomy,

265, 2^ ; medical literature, 2^ ; secu-

lar PrSkrit Ifteratnre, 366-2^8 ; biblio-

graphy, 26S, 269.

Sanskrit or post-Vedic literature, 233-266;
distin^'nishcd from the Vedic literature

by its secularism, Trinitarian theology,
and pessimbm, 233, 334, by its form of
narrative poetry and its more artificial

style, 3^
Sarasvatl, a goddess and river in Vedic

and post-Vedic mythology and poetry,

215, 219, 320,

Satapatha Brahmana, the, next to the
Rigveda in importance, 330; its geo-
graphy and chronology immediately
before the rise of Buddhism, 230, 231.

Sati, the history of the practice, 408 ; in

the Ri^^veda, 218, its abolition (1839)
by Lord William Beniinck, 49S.

Satrap (Saka) dynasty of Surashtra, one
of the chief powers of India for

three centuries, 292, 325 ; extinguished

by Chandrat;"pta irT3QO)t 293; its

coinage, I42.

Savitri, the 'Stimulator,* a deity of the
Rigveda representing the sun, 213.

Schram, Dr., his tables for the conversion

of Hindu dnt<^, 65.

Scottish Company, the (161 7-95), the last

incorporated (1695) by the Scotch Par-
liament, 464, its failure in the Daiien
scheme, partly owing to English oppo-
sition, 464

;

compensation awarded
(1707) to it in the Act of Union. 464.

Sculpture, of the early period (250 b. c-
A.D. 50), 105-110; of the Kuhhan
g;riod (a. d. 50-350), 113-1 i2, mainly
uddhist, 114, 115; tlie Gandhara

school, 113-11^, the school at Araara-
vati, 115, 117, Its decline with Buddh-
ism, 121 \ of the Gupta period (320-
480), 132

;

medLicval, 123-135

;

Mu-
hainmadan buildings, decorations of,

Hindu, 125, 126, Arabian and Persian

inlay work, 1 26, 127 ; Florartincpiclra

dura, 137, 12S

;

Mughal patronage of,

and failure to found a national scuool,

141, i^a.

Scythian inroads. See Kushan and Vueh-
chi.

Seals, stamped, or impressed by signet-

rings, as emblems of sovereignty, 2^
the large and interesting series of, ^
instances of their use and importance
from history and literature, 39-31 ; re-

productions of, in copper or bronze,

attached tocopper grants, 2^ the places

and methods of attachment, ^ ; their

devices (usually crests) and legends, 3r,

33; seals, with devices only, 33, with
legends only, 33^ witli both device* arid

legends, 33; autogTaphs,&c,and images
m addition to or in place of, Sunet
* seals' of clay, with devices and kgeuiis,
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38, Totive offerings and not attached to

grants or records, ^ ;
clay seals (pro-

per) of records, &c., public and pri-

vate, secular and religious, recent dis-

coveries of, 33; clay seal-stamp from
Kathiawar, witnaevice and legend, 30

;

terra-cotta seal, 3^; rock-cut moulds
or stamps for maicing seals, 48^ 49;
a seal-matrix cut in the rock, ^

Seleucus Nicalor, king of SyriaTTiis re-

lations with Chandragupta, 281

;

his

dispatch of Megasthenes and subse-

qnently of Deimachus as envoys to the

Mauryan court, aSr, 283.

Self-government, local, development of,

57. 519. 540. 5*3.
Sen dynasty, the (1095-1198), liinduized

B«ng*^» 317 ;
the remains and mins of

its ancient capital of Gaur (Lakhnautl),

188-193.

Seringapatam, the morol and political

effects of its storm (1799) in fourth

Mysore War, 490.
Sesodias (or Gahlots), Rajput clan of

Mewar at Chitor, 3j_a ; their fame from
the repeated capture of Chitor, 318,
and their successful resistance to the

Muhammadans, ^18 ; attacked by Ibra-

him, LodI, 367.

Seven Pagodas. See Mamallapuram.
Sewell,_Mr., his Indian Calendar^ 65.

Shah Alam, Mughal emperor (1759-
1806}, son and successor of Alamgir II,

411, 41a ; a fugitive from his father's

Waiir, 410; his attempts to conquer
Bihar, 411, 478; tffter the battle of

Buxar residetl (1764-71) at Allahabad
under British protection, 41 1, 479

;

the

crashing defeat of the Marathas by
the Muhammadans under Ahmad Shah,
Durrani (1761) at Panlpat, ^ii, their

reappearance (1769) and mvitation

(1771^ of Shah Alam to Delhi, 411

;

his reign at Delhi (i 771-1803) gener-

ally under Maratha guard and control,

412

;

seized and blinded (1788), 412

;

Lord Lake's defeat (1803) of the

rathas and British occupation of Delhi,

41a ; British coinage in his name, 148.

ShaEjahan, fifth Mughal emperor of India

(1637-58), eldest son and successor of

Jabanglr, 400

;

his operations in the

Deccan, 400, 401 ; Kaudahar ceded

(1637) by the Persians, held for eleven

years, retaken and lost thenceforth to

the Mughal empire, 401 ; his illness

and the struggle amongEis sons for the

throne, 401 ; his deposition (1658) by
the victor, Aurangzeb, 401 ; the magni-
ficence of his court, the glory of his

empire, 401 ; the Taj Mahal and his

other buildings, 401 ; his patronage of
Florentine artists, 137

;

his coinage,

147 ; the most magnificent of Indiaa
builders, 20Q.

Shahn, grandson and heir of Sivajl, 440;
his long nominal reign (1707-48), 440 ;

the transfer of power to his minister,

the Peshwa, 44i«

Sharkl dynasty and architecture. See

Jaunpur.
Sher Shah, SOr, Af^^han emperor of Delhi

(1540-45^ one of the greatest rulers of
India, 395 ; proclaimed himself (1539)
king of Bengal and Bihar, a^^

;
expelled

Ilumayun from India, 395 ; annexed
Malwa and took Chitor, 3(^ ; his ex-

tensive and i>ermanent reforms of the

coinage, 145, 146; mausoleum of, at

Sasarain, 183.

Shore, Sir John (Lord Teignmoulh),
Governor-General (1793-8), responsible

for the details of Comwallis's Perma-
nent Settlement of Bengal, 486, 487 ;

his refusal to help the Nizam (1795)
against the Marathas, 488.

Shuja-ud-daulah, Nawab_of Ondh, reluc-

tantly received Shah Alam, a fugitive

from Delhi, 411; lost the battle of
Buxar (1764) to the British, 4JJ ; con-

quered and annexed Rohilkband (1774)
with British aid, 41 r, 413.

Siddharaja, famous Kajput king and ma-
gician (1093- 1 143) of Gujarat, 313;
carried about the Ponwar king in a
cagCi 3^3.

Signet-nngs of rulers and their ministers,

or their impressed stamp on wax or
clay or cloth, or their reproductions in

metal, described, 30-33

;

as vouchers
and means of identification, 29, 30; as
seals to copper grants, 29-32

;

the

signet-ring of the Maharaja Mahci-
varanaga, 26, 31.

Sikandar, theTdoTBreaker, king (1386-
1410) of Kashmir, 37^; pcimaneutly
turned his subjects to Muhammadanism,
373-

Sikandar, LodI, king of Delhi (1489-

*5'7)>362j popular, able, and a patron

of learning, 367.
Sikandar, Sur, claimant and temporanr

holder of the SQr throne of Delhi, 390.
Sikh Wars, the first (1845) provoked by

the Sikhs, 503; the four pitched battles

of Mudki, Firozshah, Aliwal, and So-
braon, fought by Sir Hugh Gough, 503

;

the moderate terms of peace imposed
by Sir Ilcnry Hardinge in the Treaty
of Lahore, 503 ; the second (1848-9),
lOA , 505 ; t^e" losses of the British at

Chilianwala, 505 ;
capture of Multan,

505 ;
Gough's crowning victory at

Gujrat, 505.

SikharOf or pyramidal spire, 175,
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Sikhs, the, a rfll^ious Hindn sect under

military discipline, 50a ; their origin,

history, and sufferings, 503 ; with the

Maratbas co-heirs of thcTlaghal em-
pire, 503 ; their confederacies along

the Sutlej, 502, 50.^

;

welded into one

kingdom with capital at Lahore by

Ranjit Singh (1780-1839), his

engagement (1809) to Metcalfe not to

cross the Sutlej, ^o^; the dissensions

after his death, 503; the first Sikh

War (1845) and toemoderate terms of

peace, fo.^

;

Major Henry Lawrence
appointed Resident at Lahore, 503 ;

second Sikh War (1848-9), 50^ 505

;

their loyalty during the Mutiny, gii.

Sikka rupees, 148.

Silver : of early coinage, most probably

imported then as now, 136; brass sub-

stituted for, in the Tughlak coins, 1^ ;

not mentioned in the Rigveda, 321.

Silver, two (Buddhist) inscriptions on,

3<5 ; the occnrrcnce of silver plates with

copper instruments found at Gungeria,

27. §8.
Slnd7 *ts government by local Rajputs

(1050-1351) and Muhammadan houses

(1206-1502), 370, 371

;

Mongol occu-

pation o^ 36cK-36a ; British conquest

of, §02.

Sindhia (of Gwalior), family of, originally

generals of the Peshwa, 441.
Sindhia, Mahadji, defeated (1761) at

Panlpat,4ii; Warren Hastings's Treaty
of Salbai with (1781), after second
Maratba War, 443, 443

;

took (1788)
Delhi and ruled the cm|)eror, 413, 443.

Sindhia, Daulat Rao (1794-1837), the

military head of the Marathas, 48?^,

490

;

bis troops disciplined and
led by Frenchmen, 488 ; resented the

Treaty (1802) of Bnssein,4<)i ; defeated

( 1 803) at Assaye and Lasw^ri, 443. 491

;

ceded territory and occupation oTDelE^i,

491 ; his cruel treatment of the Rajputs
between the third and the last Maratha
Wars, 492, 494; his association with
the Pindaris, 444, 494, 495, overawed

(1817) by Lord liastings's army, during
last War, 495.

Singhana, Vadava king (1210-47),
constant \\2x% and defeat of the Hoy-
salas and others, encourage-

ment of astronomy, 341.

Siraj-ud-daula, Nawab of liengal ( 1 756-7),

474

;

took Calcutta, 474, the Black
Hole, 474, 475 ; the conspiracy started

by Clive to set up Mir Jafar in his place,

475 ; his murder after the battle of

f&y (1757). 476.
Sisunaga dynasty of North India (600 B.C.),

. nil 274-

Sittar^ a Tami^ sect (seventeeoth century)

of pure theists, quietistt in religioa,

alchemists in science, 4^ ; a version of

one of their mystical poems, 435, 436.
^iva, a minor god in the Rigveda, 313, as

Rudra terrible, 213, 214

;

in the later

Vedas, aa8

;

in post-Vedic literature,

233 ; the rise of the Hindu cult. 305, 306,

317, 323

;

his cult and literature, 425-

437 ; in the Tami] country and Kanara,

425, 426

;

in Bengal for long replaced

by the cult of biis bride, Durga, his

Energic Principle, under the name of

Kali or Chandi, 426, 427 ; the one god
of the Sittars, 435.

Stvaji Bhonsla (1637-80), the national

hero of the Marathas, and founder of

their power, 439, founded a kingdom
and created a nation, 440; his rising

against the Muhammadan powers, 403,

440 ; sacked Surat but had to surrender

to Aurangzeb, 440

;

re-established his

power and was crowned at Raigarh,

403, 440

;

invndcd the Deccan, and
ihrcatened Madras C^^4~77)» 459

;

death, 459.
Skandagupta (a.D. 4 5-; -80), his early

successes against the White Huns, 254

;

his final reverses and the overthrow of

the Gupta empire, 294.

Slave dynasty of Delhi (1306-90), 357-
363, table of, 368 ; its coinage, 144, 14s.

Sleeman, Captain, with Lord W.BcntincK,
the suppressor of Ma^f, 498.

Smythe, Thomas, of the Levant Company,
first Governor of the East India Com-
pany, 4=4.

Snake or serpent worship. S€e Naga.
Solankis, Rajput clan (A.D. 941-1398) of

Gujarat and Kathiawar, 3ii

;

conquered
the Ponwars, 311,313.

Soma, a high deity, personifying the soma
plant and juice in the Rigveda and
Avesta, 315, 232 ; the plant, 320, 325.

Sdmadcva, a KasHmIri poet and chroni-

cler (1070), 19, 20, 252, 267.

Somesvara 1^ Western Chalukya king

(1044-69), 336; defeated the Cholas
and stormea Kaflchi, 336 ; his pious

death or suicide in the Tnngabbadra
river, 336.

Somnaih, sack of (1024) by MahmQd of
Ghaznl, 3^ ;

* The Gates of Somnath *

and LordiEllenborough, 501, 502.

South India, temples of, 124, 125.

Southern India, Hindu period of, from the
fourth century A.D. to the Muhammadan
conquests, ch. ix, pp. 321-349 ; then, as

now, essentially Dravidian in popular
tion, language, and religion, 321-334

;

the Aryan conquest of the fourth cen-

tury B. c, 33 2

;

the characteristics of
the Dravidian race, and their repute

as soldiers and marinen, 332-324 ; the

r d by Google
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ici<5itQ(les of the Aryan dynasties and
kingdoms to the end of the tenth cen-

tury A.D., 334-335 ; the Andhras (180
B.C.-A.D. 400^ ,

the earliest known
» 334-

326 ; the prctiominance of the Pallavas

daring the lv(th century, 326, 337 ;

their final downfall (957), 334

;

the

Chalukyas (from £oo onwnrds), 337-

330

;

the Western Chalukyas of Ba-
dimi (615-760), 128, j3o; their revival

in the tenth century till late in the

twelfth, 3:*^3-33() ; the Eastern Cha-
lukyas of Veiigi (615-960), 328-330,

333, 334 ;
the KashtrakQtas (760-900),

331-333 ; the Pandyas of Madura, 334t

33'

>

332 ; tb^^ Ch6las, 2^ the South
at the close of the tenth century, 3^ ;

the Deccan during the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, 335-339 ; the revived

kingdom of the \\ c stern Chalukyas
swept away (1193) by the Yadavas and

Iloysalas, 335-339 ; the prctlominancc

of the Cholas daring the same period

in the extreme South, 339. 340; the

stracfgle for the Deccan between the

Vadavas of Dcogiri from the north and
the Floysalas from the sonth daring

the thirteenth century, 340 34-, both

crushed by the Muhainmadan power
early in the fourteenth centary, 343,

343 ; the political divisions of Southern

India before and at the time of the

Muhammadan conquest, 383 ; the sad*

den apparition south of the Tting^-

bhadia and Krishna rivers of the Vijaya-

nagar empire (1336-1565), 343, 344

;

its stand af^ainst the disanitea Muham-
naadans for two centuries, 344-347 ;

its final overthrow (1565) at the battle

of Talikot by the combined Maham-
madan powers, 347 ;

bibliograj^hy, 349.
Sonthem India, from the Muhammadan

conquest to the battle of Wandiwash
(1300-1761), 381-393 39S-404 470-

474 ; the invasion by Ala-ud-dm U 394),

303; the conquest (1305) by Malik
KaPir, ^ ; its political divisions and
stale before and at the conquest, }^ \ its

speedy revolt from Delhi and estab-

lishment of independent Muhammadan
kingdoms, 348, 3^3-393^; the rise of

the Hindu kingdom of Vijayanagar

(1 336-1 556). 343, 344 ;
Akbar's exten-

sion of his dommton into the Deccan,

398: Jahanglr's invasions, 399, 400 ;

Shafija ban's invasion and imposition of

tribute on Bijapar and Golconda, 400 ;

Aurangzeb's campaigns ^1683-1707) in

the Deccan and subjugation of the inde-

pendent kingdoms, 401-403 ; the whole
of India as far as Taiijore incorporated

( 1690) in the Mughal empire, 348. 404

;

the recovery of mdependciice soon after

Anranezeb*s death, 404, 470 ; the prin-

cipal Muhammadan and Htndn dynas-

ties in the South before foreign inter-

ference and the wars in the Camatic
between the English and French, 470 ;

thcir struggle for supicmacy in South
India, 471-474, terminated (1761) by
the battle of Wnndiwash, 473. See also

under Mahammadan India.

Stein, Dr., his discovery of traces of Gan-
dhara sculpture, of frescoes and gems,
and of early MSS. in Chinese Turkistan,

63. ri3, 130, 134.

Stephens, Thomas (1579), Rector of the

Jesuit College in Salsette, the first

Kngliihman known to have reached

India, 453, the great effect of his letters

home, 453.
Stone, the great bulk of inscriptions re-

corded on, in different forms, 41-49.
Stone Afi^c, the of primitive m.in, divided

by a great gulf ot lime ijito I'alacolithic

and Neolithic Ages, 8^ 00, followe<l

by the Bronze Age elsewhere, 83, but

in India by a Copper Age, 90, 57.

Stone architecture, the graduaTTransition

to, from wooden, ij;6, 157. 160

;

part

of the reconstructed (Rajpot) civiliza-

tion, 316.

St&pas^ ori^^inally tnmali to hold relics,

ig^; evolution of, from a cupola to a
tower, 104, 156, 159-161

;

Jain, 110,

III, 169 ;
decoration of, 1 11 , 1 5S-161 ;

notable: Jatasandha-kl baithak,

the Sanchi-Kaiiakheda, loS, 109, 159,
i6t. of Amaravati, 115, 116, 161, of

Manikyala, 167, at Bharhtit, ro6-io8.

Stupas, inscriptions recordal oa exterior

of. 45-47 ; record at Bharaut of the

Sun^adjnnsty, next, in the Puranns,

to the Maurya, 45 ; of the early division

of the Buddhist canon of scripture, 46 ;

other records of historical, religious,

and geographical interest and value,

45-47-
Sudras, the fourth caste, aborigines reduced

to slavery, 331, 224, their possible con-

nexion later with the Rajputs, 308

;

their modem prominence and impor-
tance, 333.

Sumras, Rajput rulers of Sind (1050-

1351). converts to Muhammadan ism,

370-
Sunga dynasty, the (184-73 B.C.), of

Northern India, 45, iM; the defeat of
Menaiider, Graeco-Bactrian king (153),
by its lounder, 387.

Sur Das, the blind bard of Agra, ^23 ; his

Sur-sagar, a collection of songs on the

legend of Krishna, 423, the purest speci-

men of Western Hindi, 433, 433.
Sur emperors of Delhi, 395-397 ; a table

of, 413

;

their coinage, 145, 146.

r -d by Google
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Sarat, English factory fonnded (1608) by
Aldworthe, 457

;

its importance com-
mercially and as a Presidency, 457, 459 ;

the sabordination (1630) of Bantam to

it, 457, of Madras and Bengal (1658),

458 ; defeat by Best of the Portuguese

atSwally (1615), 455 ; transfer of seat

of Western Presidency from it to Bom-
bay (1687),^ ;

Sivajl hardly repulsed

from (1664), 459.
Surman's embassy (i 715-7) to Delhi, 462.

Su^ruta, a great surgeon of Benares in the

second century a. P.. 26^
Sutras, the, the last (500-200 B.c.) phase

of Vcdic literature, 309, 333. 333; con-

cise prose compendia of the ritual of

the individual 2^ ; revealed (f^rauta),

traditional (Smarta and Gfihya), cus-

tonuu-y (Dharma), 232, 233.

Swally, port of Surat, defeat by Best (1615)
of Portuguese off, 455.

Swedish Company, the, a resuscitation of

the Ostend Company, 466.

T.

Taila II, descendant and restorer (c. 980)
of the Western Chalukya dynasty and
dominion, 333.

Taimur the Came (1336-1405), Turkish

conqueror and invader (1398), of India,

366, 367 ; his seven months' campaign :

crossed the Indus (1398), took Multan
and Bhatner, 366, defeated Mahmud
Tughlaq at Delhi, 366, pillage and
massacre of Delhi, 366, crossed the

Jumna to Hardwar (1399), 366, ad-

vanced as far as Jammu, 367, his march
back over the Indus, 367.

Taj Mahal, the, at Agra, the mausoleum
of Shahjahan's wife, 127, 199, 200,

API.

Tltet, bottle of (1565), and fall of

Vijayanagar empire, 3^7, 386.

Tamil literature, originally and for long

Jain, 434, 435, its Pariah poet and
poetess, ; its Krishna and Siva

hymnologies, 425, 436 ; the ^ittar

theists, 4^ ; iu modem poets, 4^

;

the worthlessness (historically) of its

chronicle of kings, 6^ ^ of its historical

poems, 10.

Tarkans, relatives and successors of the

Arghunt as rulers of Sind (1544-92),
370-

Taxila, early capital of Northern India,

272 ; submission of its king Ambhi
(Omphis) to Alexander, 274, 275 ;

coins of, 137.

Telugu literature, 437, its patronage by
Kfishna Raya of Vijayanagar, himself

an author, 437.
Temples: Hindu and Jain, their early cha-

racteristics, 167

;

their evolution from

Buddhist shrines, liiS ; Jain in Kannn,
170; Dravidian, 171-173; Indo-Aryan,

178, iSjl ; of South India, 134, 1 35.

Temples, architecturally notable : at

Madura, 124, at Trichinopoly, I3t;, at

Aihole, 1^17 US, 128, at Patta&al,
168. 172. 175» 178; of Martand, 169;

(Jain) at Mudbidri. 170; (Dravidian)

of the Kailasa nt Ellota, 172, at Tan-
jore, 173, at Srirangam, 173; (Chalu-
kyan), at Hangal, 175, i fo, of Hoy-
salesvara, at lialcbld, 176, 177, Bala-

gami, and many others m the South,

1 76, 122; (Jain) at Mount Abu and
Nagda, 124, 179; (Chandel) at Khaja-
raho, 134, 179, i8q; (Indo-Aryan)
at Bhubaneswar, 124, i8q ; the Black
Pagoda at Kanarak, i8o, iSi^

Thagiy or professional strangling, sup-

pression (1826-35) of, by Lord William
Bentinck and Captain Sleeroan, 498.

Thomas, St, the Apostle, and Gondo-
phemes, 2^ ; in epigraphy, 5 and n.

Tibet mission (1904), 527.

TipQ Sultan of Mysore, treaty (1784) of

status quo with, after second Mysore
War, 486 ;

heavily mulcted in money
and territory after (1792) third Mysore
War, 482 ; his discontent and intrigues

with the French, 488, 490 ; fourth My-
sore War (1799), 490; bis defeat and
death at storming of Seringapatam,

490

;

liberal treatment of his children,

490 ;
partition of his territories, 490 ;

his coinage, 153.

Tirah campaign (1897-8), 535, 526,

Tiru-vdiagam^ or ' Holy Word,' a poem
of the cult of ^iva, 426.

Todar Mai, Akbar's Hinda financier, his

system of land revenue, 399.
Tomars, Rajput clan, in Hissor and about

Delhi (736-1153)* 31a; the tradi-

tional (736) founders, the actual forti-

ficrs(i053), of Delhi, ^£2; their coinage,

143

;

the Tomars of Gwalior (1486-
1516) under Man Singh, 318.

Tombs, unknown to palaeolithic men, 92,
94-97 ; of Neolithic Age, rare in Indii,

95, instances of, 95,96 ; women buried

at full length, men cramped up,
;

terra-cotta coffins and sarcophagi, ^S*
26 ; identical with those in Assyria,

megalithic tombs, mostly of Iron Age,
abundant, of various forms and

times, in Southern India, 96; oftenest

of cremated remains, g6 ; ora-bnrial of

the whole body, gd.

ToranaSy or gateways, at Sanchi, 108,

159, i^to.

Tradition, as preserved in literature, ex-

tent of its value, TOj its report or
picture generally coloured by con-
temporary bias or iiifluence, \^ in-
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•tances of its inexactness and confaslon,

as reported by Hiuen-tsi.inpf. 70-72,

in respect of the date K^inishka, 22i
71

,

and of the identification of different

personsi and places, Jit 7' I
genuine

tradition to be distinguished from

dresscd-np modern counterfeits, ^ 2ii
Trajan, Indian embassy to, aSp.

Transmigration of the soul, not found in

tiic Vc las, ai^ ; in the Upanishads, ;

probably in its crudest form borrowed

from the nborigines, a^
;
developed

and moralucd by the Aryans, 353 ; the

fact and reasons of its lirm hold on all

schools except the Materialists) of

Indian thought and religion, 353.

Tribes, principal Vedic, 221±

Trinity, the post-Vedic, 233,235, not iden-

tical with the Hindu, ^ij. and «. ; the

Trinity in Unity of the Puranas, 236.

Tripitaka, the, Pali canon of Buddhism,

359.

Tughlaq dynasty of Delhi (1320-1413),

364-366 ; table of,^ ; the disinteyra-

tion of the kincjdom towards its close,

366, completed by the invasion (1398)

of Taimur, 366 ; its (Pathan) architec-

ture, 18^ 184.

Tukaram (b. 1608), originally a Sodra

huckster, finally a devotee and (Kfishna)

Marathi poet, 4^4, 425.

Tulsi Das (1533-1633), one of the great-

est reformers and poets of India, 417-
421 ; the guide of ninety millions in

Upper India, 417 ; his doctrine of the

Supreme Deity, of his incarnation to

relieve human sin, of the celestial

humanity of Rama, 418; its resem-

blance to and derivation from Nestorian

Christianity, 418 ; his free rendering

into Eastern Hmdi of the Ramayana,

232, 418, 419

;

his other works, 410,

420 ; the ennobling influence of his life

and writings on the moral and religious

atmosphere. 421.

Twenty-four Parganas, grant of, in jdgir,

to CUve (1757), 477-

U.

Upanishads, the, ritually a part of the

Brahnianas, but speculatively essentially

differentj 230; their fundamental doc-

trine of the identity of the individual

atman (soul) with the world dtman,

331, 254 ; the theory of the transmigra-

tion oTsouls and ol karma^ a^i ; their

foijr chronolog^ical groups, 231, 332.

Urdu liicraluic, m llic Ueccan, Delhi, and

Lucknow, 429; its principal dead and

living authors, 429, M0>
Um-burial of whole body, dissected or

pounded, 36; elsewhere and at Adi-

chanallur, gO^ 97.

V.

Vaghhata the Elder (a.d. 600), a famous
medical writer, aM.

Vaiseshika, an orthodox sj'stem of philo-

sophy, classifying ideas and explaining

the origin of the world from atoms,

Vakkaleri plates, the so-called, 38.

339-
Vallabhacharya, the founder (in the six-

teenth crntiiry) of the cult and litera-

ture of Krishna, 421, a2 2.

Vamidvalis (or RajiSvalis)^\\iXs, ofthe lineal

successions of kings, their antiquity and
use, ft ; in the Puranas for India itself,

14^ If ; in the Kajataramginliox Kash-
mir, i6j in the Vaihlavali for Nepal,

8i ^ their absence of fixed dates, 8^
their varying recensions, 8^ m ; illus-

trations of their use and its limitations,

9-1 1, 21 ; partial use of, in the Puranas,

14, 15

;

the occurrence of the name of

Asoka in different lists assumed as a

possible synchronous point, 22^ 23^ the

result a mare of confusion, 2^
Varuna, a deity of the Rigveda, 213.

Vasco da Gama,his three voyages to India

(1498-1524), 446-448 ; establisheil a
factory at Cochin (,150,;;, 4^ ; died at

Cochin, 448.
Vasudeva (a.d. iS.sI, decline of Knsban
power under, 2^; decadence of coin-

agCi 140-

Vedanta, the, the dominant philosophy of

Brahmanism. 233-255

;

an ideal monism,
systematized and developed from the

implicit teachings of the Vedas and
Upanishads, 254

;

the identification by
knowledge of the individual soul with

God, 231 , 254 ; the doctrine of w/»/<i

or cosmic illusion, 254

;

its textbook,

the Brahma-siitra of nadarayana, and
Snnlcftra's commentary, 2^ ; the F#-

ddnta-sdra^ or 'Essence oT Vedanta,'

ass-
Vcdas, the («»* sacred books or lore')

(1500-1000 B.C.), 207-233; a collec-

tion of hymns, prayers, and formulas,

209; the Kigveaa, 209-227 ; the three

later Vedas, 227-220.

Vedic age of literature (1500-200 B.C.)

:

its locality the whole of Northern India,

207 ; its chronology conjectural, 202 ;

its language an older form of classical

.Sanskrit, aoS; its religious eharactcr

throughout, 208 ; its three strata. 209 ;

the picture in the Rigveda of its life

and society, 211-227 ?
contrasted with

post-Vedic literature, 233, 234.
Vellorc, mutiny of (iJio6), 492.
Vemana (sixteenth centur)), the most

popular of all Tclugu authors, 437.
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Vcngi, capital of Enstem Chalukyas, 338.

Vcmacnlarliteratnre, di. xi.pp. 414 4:^8 ;

essentially religious, and based on popa-

lar Hinduism and not on esoteric Ve-
dantism, 414, 415 ; many of its writcri

of the humblest rank, 415

;

the earlier

1)€riod, of poetry ; the later (under Eng-
ish influence), of pro55e, jj^; the pre-

sent classitication accordingto (a) objects

of worship, 416-427 ;
{b) language or

dialect. ^ 27 43^; kiroa literature, 416-

431

;

Krishna literature, 431-435 ; ^iva

literature, 425-4:7 ; the literature of the

several lani;iiage$, dialects, or locali-

ties, 42^::^
Vih&ras or Puddhist monastic cells, 158,

163, 164.

Vijay.mnqiar empire and capital, the

Ci336-i565)» 343-'.M7

;

founded by
two Kanarese brothers, of unknown
origin, with the title of Raya, 343, 344 ;

compri^»ed the whole peninsula south

of the Krishna and Tungabhadra, 343,

344; the rallying^- point of the terror-

stricken Hindus aj^aiast the Muham-
madans for two centuries, 343 ; Firish-

ta'i account of the Hindu revival,

344, aided by dissensions among the

Muhammadans and revolts against

Delhi, 344, 346 ; the succession (1366-

1493) of great wars with varying suc-

cess against the UahmanTs, 344-346 ;

the success of Kri^bnadeva (i 509-1 530),
the greatest of the Rayas, ; the

union of the five Saltans provoked by
the insolence of Rama Raya, 3^ ; the

total defeat (I56j;) of Vijayanagar at

the battle of Talikot, 342 ; the great

city sacked and left in rums to this day,

347 ; the nominal survival of a Vijaya-

nagar dynasty further south, 242;
trant (1639) of land at Madras to the

Inglish Company, 348.
Vijayanagar, archaeology and architecture

of, I as; coinage of, 1^
Vlkrama, legend or myth of an era

of that name, 4; its long and wide
influence, 4^; its real character and
origin brought to light from inscrip-

tions, ^ 5 and n.
;
part of it rests upon

a very early rivalry between Jains and
Buddhists, 5 (».); Max Miiller's theory,

339*

Vikramaditya II, of the Western Chilluk-

yas (733-747), thrice defeated the Palla-

vas, took and spared their capital,

Kafichi, 329.
Vikramaditya VI, of the Western Chaluk-

yas ( 1 070-1 1 26), defeated and deposed
bis brother,^ ; his lon^ and generally
peaceful reign, ; his liberal patron-

age of learning and Buddhism,
;

the rise of the Hoysalas, 337, 338;

Bilhanft*s historical and imaginative

chronicle of, 242, 337.
VUrarnorvasi, a romantic drama of Kili-

dasa, 247.

VtragalSy or hero-stones, 51 ; also grants,

Vishnu, a benevolent deity less prominent
in the Rigveda than in modem Hin-
duism, 313, 214

;

in the later Vcdas,

338; in post-Vedic literature, 333 ; his

Avatars or philanthropic incarnations

in the Tuianas and earlier, 314, 236

;

the rise of the Hindu cult, 305, 306,

317- 323. Ste also under Krishna and
Kama.

Vratakhanda, the, of Hemadri (1260-71),
omissions and inaccuracies proved by
inscriptions in the account of the Ueva-
giri-Vddava kings, 30|

W.
Wandiwash, battle of (1700), 473.
Warangal, Hindu kingdom m north-

east Deccan,^ 3j_u 344, 345,

^63, 382 ; allied With Vijayau. g.tr and
mvolve<l in its final ruin, 3S4. See

a: so under Ganapaiis of Andhra and
Kukatiyas.

Wargaon, ignominious convention of, with
Mnrathas (1778), 44^, 491.

Warrior class. See Kshaitnyas.
Watson, Admiral, his co-operation with

Clive(i757). 475.
>\ edding, ceremonies of, much now as in

the Rigvedic period, 334, 235.
Wellesley, Marquess, Governor-General

(1798-1805), Pitt's friend and pupil,

488 ; bis policy of destroying French
influence and hopes in India, 388. 389,
by the establishment of British military

arid politii^al supremacy, 4SS ; his arbi-

trary dealings with the Nawab of Oudh,
489; treaty (1798) with the Nizam,
restricting theemployment ofEuropeans
in his service, 489 ; Mysore War (1799)
and storming of Serin^^apatam, 490,
the division of Tipu's territory and lib-

eral treatment of his sons, 490 ; the
brilliant victories of the third Maratha
War (l8o3-4^, and its acquisitions, 491;
the repulse (1^05) of I-ake at liharaipur

and other disasters, 49 1 , 493 ; the suc-

cess,completenc3s, and fin-nici iI expense
of his aggressive policy, North and
South, ^£2; the three 'politicals' of his

school, 493.
Wellesley, General A. (aftcr\vards Duke

of \N ellington), his victories of Assaye
and Argaum over the Marathis, 443,

Western Hindi, vernacular poets of, Chand
Bardai and the baidic chronicles, 437,
428.
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White Huns, the, of Khwarizm, their in-

vasion (a.d. 430) of the Roman empire
under Theodosius repelled, 394; their

overthrow (480) of the Gapta empire
and all order, 140, 141, 29^; the cruel

tyranny (fa 8) in Kashmir ot their chief,

l^ihirnkula, 294.

Willoughby, Sir Hu{i:h, his failnre (1533)
to force the North-East passage, and
death, 453.

Wilson, Professor IL his Dtscriptive

Caialogut of tht Mackenzie ColUclion,

7 ; mention therein of fanciful, inaccurate,

early chronicles, 1^
Wilson, Mr. James, financial member of

Council, 515; his financial reforms after

the Mutiny, 516.
Wives, the {losition of, in the Rigveda,

"5-
Wooden architecture, early,ofIndia,China,

Japan, and Burma, 1 56

;

appropriate

to a tropical climate, 156 ; its gradual
transition to stone, i£7 ; its former ex-

istence inferred fromthe style of early

Buddhist stupas and their railings, 150,

1 59, 160, from the construction of cave
temples, 16a, 163, and of Jain and
Dravidian temples, 170, 17a ; the transi-

tion to stone part of the revived (Raj-

put) civilization, 315, 316.

X.

Xavier, St. Francis, missionary pioneer,

his intimacy with De Castro, the Por-
tuguese Viceroy, 450.

Y.

Yadavas of Deogiri, the, assumed indc-

jjendence (1187) after the fall of the

Chalukyas, 340; their successful struggle

for the Deccan with the Hoysalas, 341,
34a ; Ala-ud-dln's invasion Q 294), 34 a

;

the pusillanimity of king Ramacbatidra,
34a ; the courage of his son and suc-

cessor, Samkara, and refusal to pay
tribute, 34a, 343

;

his defeat, capture

(131a), and death, by Malik KafDr,

343 ; the end ot Ac dynasty, ay^; the
historical pedigree of, by Hemidri, ao^

21 ; its famous descendant, Sivajl, ^39,
Yajfiavalkya, code of (c A. D. 350), aoa,
Yajurvcda, the, one of the later Vedas,

largely borrowed from the Rigveda,

227-229

;

its more easterly locality,

Kurukshetra, 227, 228

;

its six recen-

sions of the two Black and two White
schools, 228

;

the greater prominence
of sacrifice and of caste, aaS, 229.

Yakub Khan, Treaty of Gandamalc with

(1879), subsequently deported to India,

518.

Yaiaslilaka, the, of Somadeva (asa, 367),
the date of its completion (a. D. 959)
given in the colophon, lojj his vague
reference to his unnameopatron, the

feudatory of a Krishna, supplemented
and confirmed by literary and inscrip*

tional evidence, 1^ 20.

Yoga, an orthodox system of philosophy,

of the seccmd century B.C., based on the

dualism of the Sankhya, but illogically

thrusting in the idea of a personal God,
257 ; the freedom of the soul from mat-
ter attained by mental asceticism or

ecstatic abstraction, 3^ ; the modem
Yogis conjurers and jugglers, 258.

Yueh'chi, a nomad horde in the steppes

of Asia, 387

;

its migration (165 B.C.)

westward and pressure upon the Sakas,

387 ; their further advance through
Bactria and across Hindu Kush, aBl;
their union under the Kushan dynasty,

their dominion both sides of the Oxus,
and annexation of Afghanistan, iM;
displaced Hermacus, last Greek prince

of Kabul, 2£iL Su also under Kushan.

Z.

Zain-ul-abidin, just and tolerant king

( 1
4

1 7) of Kashmir, ^23 » built mosques
and made canals, 374.

Zodiacal coins, of Jahangir, 147.

Zoology of the Rigveda, 316, ai7, aao.

211.
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